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In a paper read before the National Academy of Sciences in

1883, and since published,* I have considered some of the gen-

of experiments pertaining to the subject. Clays and the mate-
rials suspended from soils and from pulverized rocks formed
part of the substances experimented on ami discussed.
The continuation of the experiments then in progress con-

firms and extends the conclusions there stated, and this article

with a succeeding one may be considered as a review and con-
tinuation of the previous paper, bo far as it specially relates to

the transportation of mud in natural waters and the formation
of bars and deltas. In this paper I will consider the behavior
of clays toward water, as shown by laboratory experiments, and
in the next, the application of the same in explanation of the
natural phenomena.

inning water, the transportation of suspended
on, the formation of bars in rivers or at theirmud, ii

mouths, the" growth of deltas, the

and harbors and on the floor of the ocean have mostly been
discussed from the mechanical side only. The chemical
aspects of the phenomena have usually either been but lightly

!-!;.<

ci., vol. il.
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2 W. H. Brewer—Suspension and Sedimentation of Clays.

The transportation and deposition of gravels and coarse

sands are probably in accordance with well-known hydraulic

laws, in which the velocity of the current, the specific gravity,

and the relative weight and surface of the transported materials

are the only factors that need be considered in any practical

discussion. But with those finer particles of disintegrated

rocks which are ultra-microscopic in size and all those which
though still coarser are small enough to be subject to those

movements in liquids known as the "Brownian motions," and
with the true clays I consider that chemical conditions rather

than mere motion of the water are the controlling factors.

I have carried on a long series of experiments on the sedi-

mentation of clays, and the finer portions of soils and pulver-

ized rocks, mostly in tall precipitating flasks in which the

materials were first agitated with the respective liquids and
were then allowed to stand at rest under various conditions as

to light, temperature, etc.

There is considerable difference as to details in the behavior
of various clays in water. With some of them, if agitated and
thoroughly diffused through the liquid and then allowed to

stand at rest, the tin regularly in

density from the bottom to the top, and the liquid gradually
grows clearer until it becomes as clear as natural waters ever
do. Usually however, and with the great majority of clays (if

the water be pure enough), the deposition is in quite a differ-

ent manner. After some time, it may be in a few hours or it

may be only after some days, the suspended material disposes

are more or less obvious because
of the different degrees of turbidity of the liquid. There may
be but two or three of these layers to be seen at once or there
may be six or eight, the number depending in part on the com-
position and fineness of the material under experiment, in part

on the freedom of the water from other dissolved material than
the clay itself, and in part on the temperature. Some of these
layers may be and usually are very obvious, others obscure and
only to be seen in the best light; some are very sharply de-

fined, others remain ined along the line of

separation. Some which may be obscure at one temperature
become sharp and well-defined if the temperature be slowly
raised or lowered a few degrees, or well-defined strata at one
temperature become first hazy and then disappear at a higher
or lower temperature. Sometimes, with a change of tempera-
ture, what was before one uniform stratum will slowly resolve

itself into several obvious strata, which remain distinct so long
as the temperature is right, but which disappear again and
become homogeneous at another temperature. Thus, some sus-

pended clays may be induced to exhibit a much larger number
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of these liquid strata in the aggregate than are visible at any

These different strata, having unlike degrees of opacity,

settle with very different degrees of rapidity, and if the temper-
ature be kept nearly constant and the vessel entirely at rest,

their number grows less and less from the more rapid settling

of the lower and heavier. The lighter ones usually settle with
extreme slowness often but a millimeter per day, some even less

than half that, and consequently, any cause, such as varying
temperature, which sets up even very feeble currents, may so
retard the ultimate clearing as to indefinitely prevent it.

If the vessel be kept in the quiet and with as nearly constant
temperature as is possible, the liquid finally becomes uniformly
opalescent throughout. This opalescence gradually fades for

a time, from the subsidence of some of the suspended matter,
and if the water contains a sufficient amount (which may be a
very minute proportion) of certain salts in solution, it becomes
practically clear, that is, clear to the unaided eye in ordinary
daylight.— as clear as the clearest natural waters. If, however,
the water be free from dissolved substances (other than the
clay itself) the fading of the opalescence ceases after some time,
it may be in a few weeks or it may be only after two or three
years, and alter that the liquid becomes no clearer by standing.
The degree of opalescence may and often does vary with vary-
ing temperature, as if some of the sediment were again picked
up, or as if a portion which had fallen and remained as a

mobile liquid stratum on the bottom at one temperature were
1 by diffusion at another temperature. Certain very

ferruginous clays under experiment, the later suspensions from
which are amber-colored, change thus very decidedly and obvi-
ously from summer to winter in a vessel which is kept in the

nperature of my study. In pure water the subsidence is

probably never complete. Some specimens under experiment,
which have stood more than seven years and which arc .-till

obviously opalescent, have not become sensibly clearer for the
last four years. The last portion of this time they have rested
on a shelf fastened to a heavy wall in a deep cellar and further
enclosed in a closet, in which changes of temperature are very
slow, and jars or motion practically none.

In the presence of mineral acids and various salts (and
numerous substances not classed as salts <>i acids), ihe behavior
of suspended clays is very different. If a small quantity of
mineral acid, or 'some saline substance be added to muddy
water, the strata described are either not formed at all, or are
fewer and settle more quickly. If the quantity of dissolved

cardies or flocculates and imme-
diately falls to the bottom. If now the clear saline (or acid)
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liquid be decanted from the sediment, an equal quantity of dis-

tilled water be added and the mud again diffused by agitation,

the clay again allowed to settle, the liquid again decanted

,

and this process repeated over and over, the £

ease may be) of the li

i may study the beha
portion of clay in solutions of different (and known) degrees of

strength, and by repetition with the same clay in the same
vessel, over a sufficiently long period of time, we may imitate

the conditions which take place in the erosion and transporta-

tion of muds by rivers and their ultimate deposit in the sea.

From such experiments we may say in a general way, that

the more saline the suspending water, the more rapid the sedi-

mentation, but the rapidity of preciptation is not directly pro-

portionate to the quantity of salts dissolved. Reducing the

saltness one-half does not double the time of precipitation, and
the precipitation is comparatively rapid until the solution is

very weak indeed. With some clays the precipitation is as

complete in thirty minutes in sea water as in thirty months in

distilled water. This completeness of precipitation refers to

the actual clearing of the liquid, and not the rate of deposition

of the first and heavier portions.

The experiments are more striking if conducted with acids,

they acting with greater intensity than- salts. The successive

phenomena are similar in character, and differ only in degree,

the later changes are more rapid and the final suspension is

more striking. For example, if we begin with a strong solu-

tion of sulphuric, nitric and chlorhydric acids mixed, and fol-

low through repeated dilutions as above described, the floccu-

lat.ion ami precipitation of the suspended material is almost
equally rapid for several successive dilutions, and the layers

or strata only appear in the suspensions when the proportion
of free acid becomes minute, and with this the

becomes very much slower. Finally (and this point is reached
somewhat suddenly) the behavior is as in distilled water. Many
strata are formed of the suspended matter, the settling of all

of them is very much slower and complete clearing of the
liquid is indefinitely postponed. In fact, this stratification and
long suspension of clays is best seen in specimens that have
thus undergone treatment with acids or salts, and then washed

[ilutiona

The behavior of these liner suspensions is analogous to that

of a colloid. The diffusion through water is like that of a

colloid, and when the finer portions are evaporated slowly and
at low temperatures, they are at first very bulky and colloidal

in appearance, shrinking enormously on drying into a mass
curiously like some organic colloids. If the clay is not strictly
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colloidal, it is indeed very like it, and its behavior toward
water very similar.

The continuation of the experiments since, the preparation
of the paper cited, confirms the conclusions there suggested,
viz: that clays probably exist as a series of hydrous silieates.

feebly holding different proportions of water in combination and
having different properties, so far as their behavior to water is

concerned. That some of them swell up in water (much as

boiled starch does) more than others and are diffusible in it

with different degrees o I facility, that this diffusion is in part

at least, analogous to that of colloids in water, that the strata

observed in the suspension represent members of this series of

chemical compounds which hold their different proportions of

combined water very feebly and are stable under a very limited

range of conditions. That they are destroyed or changed in

the presence of acids, salts and various other compounds, and
that they are stable only under certain conditions of tempera-
ture, some which may exist at one temperature being changed
to others or destroyed at another temperature.
The special bearing of .the experiments and conclusions on

certain geological phenomena, especially the transportation of

suspended mud and the formation of bars and deltas, will be
considered in another paper.

The following meth< the formation of bright
and dark bands in diffraction phenomena has proved very sat-

isfactory in my own teaching and I give it with the hope that

others may find it useful. The method is shown in the accom-
panying figure, which hardly needs any explanation. A and
B represent two luminous points from which start two disturb-

ances having the same -phase and the same wave-length. DF
and EH are two pieces of thin board, one side of each having
the form of a simple harmonic curve. DA and EB are two
wires or cords of the same length. By moving the two pieces

of board in the plane of the paper with the curved edges in

contact and the wires always tight we readily find one series of

points as d and g where crests coincide * it li crests. These points

correspond to bright lines in diffraction. We also find another
series of points, one between each two of those just mentioned
as /, where crests coincide with troughs, and hence correspond
to dark bands. The following are some of the laws of diffrac-

tion phenomena that may be proved, or at least illustrated, by
this piece of apparatus :—
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3. The bright points are so situated that the difference of

their distances from the two centers of disiurbance is a multiple
of the wave-length; while for the dark points these differences

are multiples of half the wave length. Other points might be
mentioned but these are sufficient.

No attempt has here been made to describe methods of get-

ting the bands themselves by using light, because the necessary
directions may be found in a number of books. Nor have I

pointed out the limitations and inaccuracies in the method of
illustration. These will readily occur to anyone using it. So
far as this piece of apparatus is concerned what I have assumed
to represent a bright line might be taken for the dark one by
making only a slight change in the pieces of board.

Lexington, Va.
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Art. Ill— On a System of Rock notation for Geological

diagrams ; by James D. Dana.

In geological diagrams it is often desirable that the kinds of

rock should be indicated as well as their position. The follow-

ing method of accomplishing this purpose is both simple and
definite, and I think it will be found suited to general adoption.
I have been led to the subject by the necessity of preparing
many diagrams to illustrate an account of my recent observa-
tions on the stratigraphical relations of the Green Mountain

In selecting the symbols, the fact that a sandstone is usually

represented by a dotted surface suggested for quartz a dot ( •);
and another fact, that a slate or shale is indicated by parallel

lining, suggested the use not only of such lining for shale or

slate, but further of a short line l'ike a hyphen (-) for mica ; of

a similar line three times as long(—) for hydrous mica (damour-
ite, etc.), hydromiea or sericite schist being intermediate in

aspect between a slate and a mica schist.

To these symbols, 1 add a cross (+) for orthoclase feldspar;

a cross in oblique position (X) for a triclinic feldspar or plagio-

clase; and the same cross with a line at bottom for a basic feld-

spar, andesite, labradorite or anorthite, when it is desirable to

rocks are hornblende, augite, hypersthene, chrysolite or olivine,

leucite and glass. For hornblende an n is used ; for augite, w;
for hypersthene when a predominant constituent, y\ for olivine,

»; for leucite, I; for glass, o.

To distinguish thin schistose structure ,or slaty bedding, a

rule is inserted between the lines of symbols; for thick schistose,

gneiss-like, a rule is inserted at intervals of 2 to 4 lines of

symbols
; and for massive structure where bedding is recog-

nizable, a rule at intervals of 6 or more lines of symbols or

without rules.

No attempt is made to distinguish varieties of the different

rocks dependent on accessory ingredients, as this would make
the system cumbrous and impracticable. The following figures

illustrate the method :
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; quartz, mica, orthoclas

3. Thin-bedded quartzyte (or sa

4. Micaceous quartzyte.

5. Feldspathic quartzyte.

0. PhyUyte (argillyte).

Ihd

Quartzyt
schist.

| 9. Very qui

10. Mica sch

11. Quartzyt

lie addition .

vith the add
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II. Hornblendic rocks, containing hornblende alone, or with quart

or orthoclase, or with both.

1. Syenyte.

2. Quartz-syenyte.

3. Hornblende schist.

4. Hornblende schist with little or no ortho-

5. Hornblendyte without bedding : the symbol n without a

6. Syenyte or hornblende gneiss: same as 2, with a rule :

intervals of 2 to 4 lines of symbols.

III. Rocks containing a triclinia feldspar (plagioclase) icith

hornblende, a agile, Itypersthene.

[" '"V'"". : 3. Quartz-dioryte.

I";::;::;::;::;::;. 4. Hemidioryte (mica-dioryte) containing

[-• - :; "..:.:;: quartz.

FTTT;:;;;;;.'- 5 - Labradioryte (labradorite dioryte), anor-

thite-dmryte

|j;jj 6. Andesyte.

7. Augite-dioryte.

8. Doleryte, diabase, gabbro.

9. Hemidioryte without quartz (mica-dioryte) : like 4 with tl

12. Daevte: like 4 with the «vmb<>] for irlass added.
13. Basalt: like 8 with the symbol for glass added.
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The coarsely crystallized gabbro, common in Archaean re-

gions, might be distinguished in symbol from doleryte or dia-

base by making the symbol for the basic feldspar of large size in

proportion to the other letter. The typical euphotide of the

Alps, etc., representing one section of gabbro, is a different rock

in constitution in not containing a feldspar as a characteristic

constituent, and should have a different symbol. Further, the

symbol for an acidic plagioclase might be made distinct from that

for plagioclase in general by adding a vertical line between

the two upper bars of the cross.

The above are examples of the proposed systen

For rocks not included above, other symbols in accordance \

the system may readily be devised, where the science requ

Ever since the discovery of Silurian fossils in the rocks of

Northwest Sutherland, it has been recognized that in that

region lies the key to the structure of the Scottish Highlands.
Accordingly, when in the progress of the Geological Survey,
the mapping of the Highlands had to be undertaken, I deter-

termined that a detailed survey of the Sutherland ground on
the scale of six inches to the mile should be made as a basis *

for the work. In the summer of last year a surveying party
under the charge of Mr. B. N. Peach was stationed there, with
instructions to begin by mapping the Durness Basin. This
duty was satisfactorily accomplished before the end of the

season. The Silurian series of Durness was ascertained to be
about 2,000 feet thick, and to consist of numerous successive

zones, which were traced on the six-inch maps and discrimin-

ated in such a way as to be recognizable should they be found to
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occur in the more complicated region to the east. With this neces-

sary groundwork well tract was attacked
this summer by Messrs. Peach and Home. I had never nivself

had an opportunity of studying the Eriboll sections, which,
from the days of Macculloch down to the present time, have
been such a fruitful subject of discussion. It was a special

injunction to the officers now intrusted with the detailed survey
of the region to divest themselves of any prepossessions in

favor of published views and to map the actual facts in entire

disregard of theory. "By the close of this last season the struc-

ture of the Eriboll area had likewise been traced upon the six-

inch maps, and I then went north to inspect the work. From
time to time during the summer, reports had been made to me
of the progress of the survey, but, though from the published

descriptions of the tract, I was aware that its structure must be
singularly complicated, and although apprised of the conclu-

sions to which the surveyors, step by step and almost against

their will, had been driven, I was hardly prepared for the

extraordinary geological structure which the ground itself pre-

sented, or for the great change necessitated m the interpretation

of the sections as given by Murchison.

of its extraordinary complication, winch could only be satisfac-

torily unravelled by patient detailed mapping such as had never

yet been bestowed upon it. "With every desire to follow the

interpretation of my late chief, I criticised minutely each detail

of the work upon tiie ground: but I found the evidence alto-

gether overwhelming against the upward succession which

Murchison believed to exist in Eriboll from the base of the

Silurian strata into an upper conformable series of schists and

gneisses. The nature of this evidence will be best understood
from the subjoined report, which, at my request, Messrs. Peach
and Home have prepared.' As the question of the succession

of the rocks in the Northwest Highlands is still under discussion,

I think it right to take the earliest opportunity of making this

public declaration. It would require more space than can be

given in these pages to do justice to the views of those

geologists, from Xicol downward, by whom Murchison's sec-

tions have been criticised, and to show how Uir the conclusions

to which the Geological Survey has been led, have been antici-

pated. When the official memoirs are published, full reference

will be given to the work of previous observers, to which, there-

fore, no further allusion is made at present.

The most remarkable features in the Kriboll area are the

prodigious tei enta, to which there is certainly

no parallel in Britain. Beginning with gentle foldings of the

rocks, we trace these singly steeper on their
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western fronts, until they are disrupted and the eastern limb is

pushed westward. By a system of reversed faults, a group of

strata is made to cover a great breadth of ground and actually

to overlie higher members of the same series. The most extra-

onlinarv dislocations, however, are those to which for distinc-

tion we have given the name of Thrust-planes. They are

strictly reversed faults, but with so low a hade that the rocks

on their up-throw side have been, as it were, pushed horizon-

tally forward. The distance to which this horizontal displace-

ment has reached, is almost incredible. * In Durness, for ex-
hrust west-

these thrust-planes, but for the clear evidence of such sections

as those of Loch Eriboll, could not be distinguished from
ordinary stratification-planes, like which they have been pli-

cated, faulted, and denuded. Here and there, as a result of

denudation, a portion of one of them appears capping a hill-

top. One almost refuses to believe that the little outlier on the
summit does not lie normally on the rocks below it, but on a
nearly horizontal fault by which it has been moved into its

place. Masses of the Archaean gneiss

ugh the younger rocks and pushed far over their edges.

W hen a geologist finds vertical beds of gneiss overlying gently

inclined sheets of fossiliferous quartzite, shale and limestone,

ay be excused if he begins to wonder whether he himself

is not really standing on his head.

The general trend of all these foldings and ruptures is from
north-northeast to south-southwest, and the steep westward •

fronts of the folds show that the terrestrial movement came from
east-southeast, Corroborative evidence that this was the direc-

tion of the movement is furnished by a series of remarkable in-

ternal rearrangements that have been superinduced upon the
rocks. Throughout the whole region, in almost every mass of

rock, altogether irrespective of its lithological characters and its

structure, striated planes may be noticed which are approxi-
mately parallel with the thrust-planes, and are covered with a
fine parallel lineation, running in a west-northwest and east-

southeast direction. These surfaces have evidently been pro-

duced by shearing. Again, many of the rocks near the thrust-

planes, and for a long way above them, are marked by a pecu-
liar streaked structure which reminds one of the fluxion-lines of

an eruptive rock. The coarse pegmatites in the gneiss, for ex-
ample, as they come within the influence of the shearing, have
tad their flesh-colored feldspar and milky-quartz crushed and
drawn out into fine parallel laminae till they assume the aspect

of a rhyolite in which fluxion-structure has been exceptionally

well developed. The gneiss itself coming into the same power-
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ful mill has acquired a new schistosity parallel with the shearing-

planes. Hornblende-rock has been converted into hornblende-
schist. Moreover, new minerals have likewise made their

appearance along the new divisional planes, and in many cases

their longer axes are ranged in the same dominant direction

from east-southeast to west northwest.

Murchison believed that the Silurian quartzites and lime-

stones of Eriboll pass up under, and are conformably overlain
by, his upper gneiss. It is quite true that they are so overlain

;

but the overlying rocks, instead of having been regularly

deposited on them, have been pushed over them. What, then,

are these overlying rocks? Though they have undergone such
intense alteration during the process by which they were moved
into their present position that their original characters have
been in great measure effaced, lenticular bands occur in them
which can certainly be recognized. Some of these bands are

unquestionably parts of the Archaean gneiss ; others are Silurian

quartzite, and in one case we can detect a large mass of the

Upper Durness limestone. Traced eastward, however, the

crystalline characters become more and more pronounced until

we cannot tell, at least from examination in the Held, what the
rocks may originally have been. They are now fine flaggy

micaceous gneisses and miea-sd ly could not
nave been developed out of any such Areiuean gneiss as is now
visible to the west. Whether they consist in part of higher
members of the Silurian series in a metamorphic condition re-

mains to be seen. The occurrence of a band of crystalline

limestone and calcareous schist, which has been traced for many-
miles above the great thrust-plane, certainly suggests that it

represents the upper part of the calcareous Durness series

attenuated and altered by the intense shearing which all the

rocks have undergone. This much at least is certain, that the

schistose series above the thrust-plane is partly made up of

Silurian strata, and has received its present dip and foliation

order of sequen..
desirous to sec again, in the new light now obta
the Ross-shire sections for the description of which f am
responsible. Had these sections been planned for the purpose
of deception they could not have been more skillfully devised.

Iism of dip and strike between the Silurian strata

and the overlying schists is so complete as to prove the most
intimate relationship between them

;
and no one coming first

to this ground would suspect that what appears to be a normal

•nee is not really so. But the clear coast-

sections of Eriboll, where every dislocation is laid bare, have
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now taught me that I have been mistaken, for the parallelism

in question is not due to conformable deposition. The same
kind of evidence of upthrust and metamorphism which these

coast-sections reveal can be traced southward for a distance of

more than ninety miles. The task ol unraveling the geolog-

ical structure of these southern regions will ho much facilitated

by the remarkable persistence of the Sutherland Silurian zones,

some of which, with their characteristic features and fossils,

are as well marked above Loch Carron as they are at Loch
Eriboll.

In southwestern Uoss-shire the platform on which the Silu-

rian rocks rest is a thick mas- of Cambrian red sandstone. In

the great upthrow, it is this sandstone platform which has there

been pushed over the limestones and quartzites. On the west

side of Loch Keeshorn, the red sandstones, in their normal
unaltered form, rise up into the colossal pyramids of Apple-

than a mile, they overlie the limestones, they bear so indurated

an aspect that they have naturally been classed with the

quartzose members of the Silurian series. Traced eastward
they present increasing evidence of intense shearing ; fluxion-

mica along the divisional planes, until they pass into frilled

micaceous schist, m which, however, the original clastic grains

are still recognizable. They finally shade upward into green

schists and line gneiss which merge into coarse gneiss with

pegmatite. The short space within which ordinary red feld-

spathic sandstone and arkose acquire the characters of true

schists is a point of some importance in regard to the change
from the unaltered Silurian strata of the Southern Uplands
into the metamorphic condition of the Highland phyllites,

grits, etc.

Obviously the question of chief importance in connection
with the structure now ascertained to characterize the North-
West Highlands relates to metamorphism. That there is no
longer any evidence of a regular conformable passage from

.:, :
'

.
.. - :.. '' ,.'

exchange for this abandoned belief, we are presented with
startling new evidence of regional metamorphism on a colossal

scale, and are admitted some way into the secret of the pro-

cesses whereby it has been produced.

From the remarkably constant relation between the dip of

the .-..una s rata and the inclination of their reversed faults,

no matter into what various positions the two structures may
have been thrown, it is tolerably clear that these dislocations
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took place before the strata had been seriously disturbed. The
persistent parallelism of the faults and of the prevailing

northeasterly strike of the rocks indicates that the faulting

and tilting were parts of one continuous process. The same
dominant northeasterly strike extends across the whole High-
lands, and also over the Silurian tracts of Southern Scot-

land and the north of England. There is reason to regard
it in all these regions as probably due to one great series

of terrestrial movements. These must have occurred some
time between an early part of the Silurian period and that

portion of the Old Eed Sandstone period represented by
the breccias and conglomerates of the Highlands. In the

Central and Eastern Highlands the slates, phyllites, grits,

quartzites, and limestones which, along the southern border,

are scarcely more altered than their probable equivalents

among the Silurian rocks of the Southern Uplands, have
been greatly plicated, and have assumed a more or less crys-

talline structure. But when these changes were brought
about, there lay to the northwest a -solid ridge of Archasan
gneiss and Cambrian sandstone which offered strong resistance

to the plication. The thrust from the eastward against this

ridge must have been of the most gigantic kind, for huge slices,

hundreds of feet in thickness, were shorn off from the quartz-

ites, limestones, red sandstones, and gneiss, and were pushed
for miles to the westward. During this process, all the rocks
driven forward by it had their original structure more or less

completely effaced. New planes, generally parallel with the

surfaces of movement, were developed in them, and along these

new planes a rearrangement and recrystallization of mineral

constituents took place, resulting in the production of crystal-

's. This metamorphism certainly occurred after early

Silurian times, for Cambrian and Lower Silurian strata, as well

as Arcbsean rocks, have been involved in it.

It is obvious that into the problems of Highland geology,

always admittedly obscure, a fresh element of difficulty is in-

troduced. At the same time the aid furnished hv a minute
study of the Sutherland sections is so great that we may hope
to attack these problems with more success than has hitherto

seemed probable. The work, too, is not of a kind to be

attempted in a few hasty scampers over the ground. It will

require patient, detailed mapping. But when the great base-

lines have once been aeenrah-lv traced, the difficulties will

doubtless begin to diminish, and," lik, the piece of a puzzle, the

various segments of the High!
themselves in their proper places.—From Nature, Nov. 13.*



S. W. Ford— Great Fault in Rensselaer County.

In an earlier paper by the writer, upon the age of the rocks

in the vicinity of Schodack Landing (this Journal for Sep-

tember, 1884), the exact course of the great fault referred to, or,

in other words, the precise age of a ledge of slaty rocks a short

distance south of the more southerly promontory therein de-

scribed, was left in some uncertainty. The question was con-

siderably complicated by the failure, in the first instance, to

obtain fossils from the rocks in dispute, and, as will be seen

further on, by the extraordinary position of the adjacent beds.

I have recently spent several days in a careful study of the vexed
locality, and in further examinations of the rocks of the

neighborhood; and the additional facts obtained form the sub-

ject-matter of the present article.

It is not often that one is permitted to observe the slates or

schists of the early Cambrian overlying in apparent conformity
those at the summit of the Lower Silurian, and yet such is the

case in the locality which I am about to describe.* Along the

, western bases of Snake and Buck mountains in Vermont, and
also in the hills east of Troy and Lansingburgh, New York,
the evidences of a great fracture resulting in practically the

same phenomena as those hereinafter mentioned are very
conclusive; but in none of the localities cited has the actual

contact of the older and newer groups been observed. In order
to render the subject clearer to those who maybe unacquainted
with the region, I have introduced the annexed sketch-map,
the geologically characterized portion of which represents a

tract about three miles in length, with an average breadth
of three-quarters of a mile. It lies, as will be noted, partly

in Rensselaer and partly in Columbia county, along the eastern
shore of the Hudson River.

The dotted area of the map represents that portion of the
district occupied by the Lorraine Shales (— Hudson River
Group),f and the particular portions of it, A, A', the two prom-

a ^graphical one, has come to be mis-
:":,•..- .- •

i y ::.:,.,.- : ..... :
:

term Taconic. The old synonym. "Lorraine," stands for a well-
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-ontories described in my former article. The rocks include
shales ami slates both fossibferous and unfossiliferous ; thick,

gritty layers, one of which has afforded numerous specimens of
ln,aria and L^pkena. sericca ; and one or more beds

of limestone. Each of the promontories referred to contains a
band of slates rich in graptolites, the best locality yet discovered
occurring in promontory A, along the line of the Hudson River
railroad, a few yards south of the flag-station at that point.

Altogether this band has yielded fifteen species of graptolites,

thirteen of iviiieh are well-known forms, and include G. serra-

iulus, 67. divariratns and G. Whitfiddi. It has also furnished
Beveral specimens of a small /.

probably identical with the L'/rodcsma pnlchella of Hall (Pal. N.
Y., vol. i, p. 302, pi. 62, fig. 12). All of the beds have been
greatly twisted and broken up, but their prevailing dip is east-

AERC0VS1Y
\

.PSCHOOACK. \
TOWNOFSTUYVESANT.

^ /' ^°VNV

In its extension bo . a county, the visible
area of the Lorraine becomes somewhat contracted, and bears
a little to the westward

; and directly in front of Mr. Patrick
MeCabe's residence ( M), it is completely cut off by a narrow
marshy tract. Fifty vanls south of Mr.' MeCabe's, however, a
low ledge of similar rocks is met with, having a width at the

northern extremity of a few rods, and a run to the southward
of several hundred feet. The strike of the beds is a little cast
"' "<»rth. the piece angle not determined. The slates of this

belong clearly to the same formation. At the date of publica-
tion of my formor p.,,,,.,. t i u . v | l:u ] not i, ecM1 [oulu j fossiliferous.

.
Upon the southeast, the rocks of the h'd-e just described are

"'iinediatelv succeeded by a widely different -roup of strata,

the fossils of which prove that they belong to the Primordial

. XXIX, No. 169.-JAN.
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zone. This group is represented upon the map by the ob-

liquely lined area. A brief description of these older rocks, by

the writer, is contained in the July number of this Journal, for

1884, and since that time I have been able to increase but little

the already published list of species found in them. Some
distance south of the most southerly reach of the Lorraine,

the Primodial strata begin to run inland; and, continuing

this, finally sweep past the point c in a broad, northeasU'rly-

bearing curve. In one favored locality, the lower slates of this

group are found reposing fairly upon those of the Lorraine;

and upon the phenomena presented at this point, I propose

now to speak.

The locality referred to is situated nearly due south of Mr.

McCabe's residence, and, by pacing, 210 yards distant from it.

It may be easily found by going directly across the low ground
in front of the house to the ledge c, and then taking the by-

road southward along the edge of the lull. This road is only a

few rods distant from the Hudson Kiver railroad track. A
small spring issues from the slates directly on the line of con-

tact of the two groups ; and although, at first sight, the older

slates appear to conform perfectly with the newer, a closer ex-

amination snows that their cut edges, owing to the curve of the

beds, really make a small angle with them. Moreover, the

slates of the two groups are lithologically different, those of

the Lorraine being, for the most pint, Mack and carbonaceous,

and some of them graptolitic up to \\ ithin a few inches of the line

of the overlap ; while those of the Primordial are unctuous and
highly micaceous, or, as Professor Dana informs me, may be

true hydromiea schists. There can be no doubt of the existence

here of a great physical break, the course of which is indicated

upon the map, by the continuous line bounding the Primor-
dial area upon its western side.

In order to make the leading structural features of the region

under consideration still better understood, I give below two
sections, one of them along the line a a of the map and the

other along the line b b. In the first of these (fig. 1), the pre-

,t that its indicated position is a close ap-
i a little to tho

vn of Stuyves-
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ant, in front of which, and all the way to the bottom c

ravine which it faces, the Lorraine beds are concealed by
The opposite slope is to some extent similarly mantled
but the character of the underlying bed? lias 'been well

In the second section (fig. 2). the two groups are shown in

contact with each other. ;ind the fault is located with precision.

Beyond this the section does not appear to me to call for special

comment. On tracing the Primordial rocks eastward over the
country, they are found to be arranged in a scries of rather
broad_ synclinal folds with apparently intervening denuded
anticlinals, I have not yet attempted to trace out the course
of the fault in its more eastward extension.

I have purposely dwelt at some length upon the structure of
this remarkable legion, partly because of the great interest

which it possesses, ami partly because of the elforts that have
been put forth during the past two or three years, to banish
from geology altogether what has, 1 believe, witn good reason
Wmi denominated "The Great Appalachian Fault." These
efforts have been grounded mainly upon the results of investi-

gations conducted upon the west side of the Hudson river, and
having no real bearing upon the question. One writer, in par-

ticular, whose views have appeared during the period referred
t",* has pronounced the Great Appalachian Fault to be purely

. principally upon the strength of field-work done
in the vicinity of Eondout ; and a disposition seems to have
sprung up in other minds, at about the same period, to advo-
cate a similar view. To those who may have been led, either
by their own investigations, or the researches of others, to so
regard the matter, the region herein described is respectfully

recommended, as one well calculated to conduct to the opposite

Schodack Landmtr. X. Y.. Oh. .''.nth. 1884.
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There are few facts within the domain of geology better

established than that at frequent periods in the past the polar

regions enjoyed a comparatively mild and equable climate, and
that places now buried under permanent snow and ice were

then covered with a rich and luxuriant vegetation. Various
theories have been advanced to account for this remarkable
state of things, such as a different distribution of sea and land,

a change in the obliquity of the ecliptic, a displacement in the

position of the earth's axis of rotation, and so forth. The true

explanation will. 1 feel persuaded, be found to be the one I

gave many years ago. The steps by which the results were
reached were as follows:

The annual quantity of heat received from the sun at the

equator is to that at the poles as 12 to 4*98, or, say as 12 to 5.

This on the supposition that the same percentage of rays is

cut off by the atmosphere at the equator as at the poles, which,
of course, is not the case. More is cut off at the poles than
at the equator, and consequently the difference in the amount
of heat received at the two places is actually greater than that

indicated by the ratio 12 to 5. But, assuming 12 to 5 to be
the ratio, the- question arose what ought to be the difference

of temperature between the two places in question on the sup-
position that the temperature was due solely to the direct heat

received from the sun? This was a question difficult to

answer, for its answer mainly depended upon two things,

regarding both of which a very considerable amount of un-
certainty prevailed.

First, it was necessary to know how much of the total

amount of heat received by the earth Was derived from the sun
'

and how much from the stars and other sources, or in other
words, from space. Absolute zero is considered to be 461°
below zero, Faiir. The temperature of the equator is about 80°.

This gives 541° as the absolute temperature of the equator.
Now were all the heat received by the earth derived simply
from the sun, and were the temperature of each place propor-
tionate to the amount directly received, then the absolute tem-
perature of the poles would be T% of that of the equator, or

225°. This would give a difference of 316° between the tern-,

f the poles. According to

temperature of —239°, or
222° of absolute temperature. If this be the temperature of

space, then only 319° of the absolute temperature of the equa-
tor are derived from the sun

; consequently as the poles receive

* From the Phil. Mag. for October, 1884.
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from the sun onlv T\ of this amount of temperature, or 133°,

this will give merely 186° as the difference which ought to

exist between the equator and the poles. There is, however,
good reason for believing that the temperature of space is far

less than that assigned by Pouillet and Herschel—that, in fact,

it is probably not far above absolute zero. Therefore by
adopting so high a temperature as —239°, we make the differ-

ence between the temperature of the equator and that of the
poles too small.

Second, it was necessary to know at what rate the tempera-
ture increased or decreased with a given increase or decrease
in the amount of heat received. It was well known that

Newton's law—that the change of temperature was directly

proportionate to the change in the quantity of heat received—
was far from being correct. The formula of Dulong and Petit

was found to give results pretty accurate within ordinary
limits of temperature. But it would not have done, in making
my estimate, to take that formula, if I adopted Herschel's esti-

mate of the temperature of space: for it would have made the

difference of temperature between the equator and the poles by
far too small. Newton's law, if we* adopt Herschel's estimate
of the temperature of space, would izive results much nearer
the truth; for the error of the one would, to a large extent at
least, neutralize that of the other.

From such uncertain data it was, of course, impossible to

rate. But it so happens that perfect accuracy of results in the

present case was not essential. All that really was required
was a rough estimate of what the difference of temperature
between the equator and the poles ought to be. The method
adopted showed pretty clearly, however, that the difference of

-nperaturc could not e ess i hi. h i.robabl
f»° -r.^ »u„ .. i i:,v ::,.

'
i200°. But the prese nt'" actual ( liffe. enee d. >es not probably

exceed 80°. 3 no means of a ; ing with certr

what the mean annua 1 temperatu.reol -. the pcties is; but as the

:le 80° N. is ~i '•5, that of the poh
probably not under 0<\ If the p it diffei'enee he SO

,
it is

then 120° les would be the ten

place depend alone on the heat revciv. Hi dire. •tly from the sun.

diietion fro;,, about l><> > to Nib can. of course, be
one to no other cause than to a transference of heat from the

• equator to the poles. The question then arose, by what means
was this transference effected 'I There were onlv two agencies
available—the transference must, he effected either hv aerial or

ov ocean currents. It was shown at considerable length (Cli-

mate and Time, pp. 27-30, and other places) that the amount
of heat that can be conveyed from the equator to the poles by
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means of aerial currents is trifling, and that, consequently, the

transference must be referred to the currents of the ocean. It

became obvious then that the influence of ocean-currrents in

the distribution of heat over the globe had been enormously

under-estimated. In order to ascertain with greater certainty

that such had been the case, I resolved on determining, if pos-

sible, in absolute measure the amount of heat actually being

conveyed from the equator to temperate and polar regions by

The only great current whose volume and temperature had

been ascertained with any degree of certainty was the Gulf-

stream. On computing the absolute amount of heat conveyed
by that stream, it was found to be more than equal to all the

heat received from the sun within 32 miles on each side of the

equator. The amount of equatorial heat carried into temperate

and polar regions by this stream alone is therefore equal to

one-fourth of all the heat received from the sun by the North
Atlantic from the tropic of Cancer up to the Arctic Circle.*

Although the heating power of the Gulf-stream had long been
known, yet no one had imagined that the warmth of our cli-

mate was due, to such an enormous extent, to the heat con-

veyed by that stream. The amount of heat received by an
equatorial zone <'4 miles in breadth represents, be it observed,

merely the amount conveyed by one current alone. There
are several other great, currents some of which convey as much
heat polewards as the Gulf-stream. On taking into account
the influence of the whole system of oceanic circulation, it was
not surprising that the difference of temperature between the

equator and the poles should be reduced from 200° to 80°.

From these considerations, the real cause of former compar-
atively mild climates in Arctic regions became now apparent.

All that was necessary to confer on, say Greenland, a condition
of climate which would admit of the growth of a luxuriant
vegetation was simply an increase in the amount of heat trans-

V •
':

i. » effect this change of climate, no very great
amount of increase was really required; for it was shown that

the severity of the climate of that region was about as much
due to the cooling effect of the permanent snow and ice as to

an actual want of heat. An increase in the amount of warm
water entering the Arctic Ocean, just sufficient to prevent the

formation of permanent ice, was all that was really necessary ;

for were it not for the presence of ice the summers of Green-
land would be as warm as those of England.
Were the whole of the warm water of the Gulf-stream at

present to flow into the Arctic Ocean, it would probably

* Climate and Time, pp. 34. 35: Phil. Mae., February. 1870.
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remove the ice of Greenland. Any physical changes, such as
those that have been discussed on former occasions, which
would greatly increase the volume and temperature of the
stream and deflect more of its waters into the Arctic Ocean
would, there is little doubt, confer on the polar regions a cli-

mate suitable for plant and animal life. At present the Gulf-
stream bifurcates in mid-Atlantic, one branch passing north-
eastward into the Arctic regions, whilst the larger branch
turns southeastward by the Azores, and after passing the
Canaries re-enters the equatorial current. As the Gulf-stream,
like other great currents of the ocean, follows almost exactly
the path of the prevailing winds,* it bifurcates in mid-Atlantic
simply because the winds blowing over it bifurcate also. Any
physical change which would prevent this bifurcation of the
winds and cause them to blow northeastward would probably
impel the whole of the Gulf-stream waters into the Arctic seas.

All this doubtless might quite well be effected without any
geographical -

, the physical ueoo--

raphy of the North Atlantic might be helpful.

These considerations regarding the influence of the Gulf-
stream point to another result of an opposite character. It is

this: if a large increase in the volume and temperature of the
stream would confer on Greenland and the Arctic regions a
condition of climate somewhat like that of Northwestern
Europe, it is obvious, as has been shown at length on former
O'-easions, that a large decrease in its temperature and volume
would, on the other hand, lead to a state of things in North-
western Kurope approaching to that which now prevails in

Greenland. A decrease leads to a glacial, an increase to an
mter-ghu-ial condition of things.

's» William Thomson on Mild Arctic Climates.—-In a paper
read before the Geological Society of Glasgow in February,
1877, Sir William maintains also that an increase in the amount
of heat conveyed by ocean -currents to the Arctic regions; com-
bined with the effect of Clouds, Wind, and Aqueous Vapor,

ly sufficient to account for the warm and temperate
condition of climate which is known to have prevailed in those
regions during former epochs. The following quotations will
show Sir William's views :-

" A thou ol'depression would submerge the eonti

Th":
,]!!;!!''';'

id would gi ve iaslead of the}..vs'.'n

v Iter i.,-iu•etm the North Pole and tern}

That the Arctic sea would, in such ci:

See ' Climate and Time,' p. 213.
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be free from ice quite up to the north pole may be, I think,

perate or tropical regions to supply all the heat radial cd from tht

u.'ihi' within the Artie circle during tht- sunless winter, if air con-

tributed none of it. Just think of a current of three quarters ol

a nautical mile per hour, or 70 miles per tour davs, (lowing tow-

ards. the pole across the Arctic cm. <• The au , „t the \i-iu

(jo»\ 22(1 February, 1877.

That an amount of warm water flowing into the Arctic
Ocean equal to that assumed by Sir William Thomson, along
with the effects of clouds, wind, dew, and other agencies to

which he refers would wholly prevent the existence 'of perma-

hardly be doubted. It is with the greatest deference that I

venture to differ from so eminent a physicist ; hut I am unable
to believe that such a transference of water from intertropical

and temperate regions could be effected by the agency to

which he attributes it. Certainly the amount of heat conveyed
by means of a circulation resulting from difference of specific

gravity, produced by difference of temperature, must be trifling

when compared with that of ocean-currents produced by the
impelling force of the winds. Take, for example, the case of
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the Gulf-stream. If the amount of heat conveyed from inter-

tropical regions into the North Atlantic by means of difference

of density resulting from difference of temperature were equal
to that conveyed by the Gulf-stream, it would follow, as has

been proved,* that the Atlantic would be far warmer in tempe-
rate and arctic than in intertropical regions. Taking the annual
quantity of heat received from the sun per unit surface at the

equator as 1,000, the quantities received by the three zones
would be respectively as follows:

—

Equator 1000

Frigid zone 454

Assume, then, that as much heat is conveyed from intertrop-

ical regions into the Atlantic and Arctic seas by this circulation

from difference of specific gravity as by the Gulf-stream, and
assume also that one half of the total heat conveyed by the two
systems of circulation goes to warm the Arctic Ocean, and the

other half remains in temperate regions, the following would
then be the relative quantities of heat possessed by the three

Atlantic in torrid zone ... 671

There is a still more formidable objection to the theory. It

has been demonstrated, from the temperature— mudim.^ made
by the "Challenger' Expedition^ that the general surface of

the North Atlantic must, in order to produce equilibrium,
stand at a higher level than at the equator. In other words,
the surface of the Atlantic is lowest at the equator, and rises

w >th a gentle slope to well nigh the latitude of England. This
curious condition of things is owing to the fact that, in conse-

quence of the enormous quantity of warm water from inter-

tropical regions which is being continually carried by the Gulf-

stream into temperate regions, the mean temperature of the

Atlantic water, considered from its surface to the bottom is

greater, and the specific gravity less, in temperate regions than
at the equator. In consequence of this difference of specific

gravity, the surface of the Atlantic at latitude 23° N. must
Jtand 2 feet 3 inches above the level of the equator, and at

latitude 38° N. 3 feet 3 inches above the equator. In this

t is absolutely impossible that there can be a flow in the

tic from the equatorial to the temperate regions resultingAria,,
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from difference of specific gravity. If there is any motion of

the water from that cause, it must, in so far as the Atlantic is

concerned, be in the very opposite direction, viz: from the tem-

perate to the equatorial regions.

All, or almost all, the heat which the Arctic seas receive

from intertropical regions in the form of warm water comes

from the Atlantic, and not from the Pacific ; for the amount of

warm water entering by Behring Strait must be comparatively

small It therefore follows from the foregoing considerations

that none of that equatorial heat can be conveyed by a circula-

tion resulting from difference of specific gravity produced by
difference of temperature.

It is assumed as a condition in this theory that a submer-

gence of the Arctic land of several hundred feet must have
taken place in order to convert that land into a series of islands

allowing of the free passage of water round them. But the

evidence of geologv, as was shown on a former occasion,* is not

altogether favorable to the idea that those warm climates were

in any way the result of a submergence of the polar land.

Take 'the Miocene epoch as an example, all 'he way from Ire-

land and the Western Isles. !>v the Faroes, Iceland', Franz-Jo-

seph La.nl. to North Greenland, the Miocene vegetation and
uded fragmentary state of the strata i)oint to a much
istribution of Pola r land than that whi<;h now obtains

Ufred R.' Wallace on mild Arctic Climate9.—The theory

of warm water from intertropical and temperate regions has

also been fully adopted by Mr. Alfred R. Wallace. But, unlike

Sir William Thomson, he does not attribute this transference

of warm water to a circulation resulting from difference of

density produced by difference of temperature, but to currents

caused by the impelling force of the wind.
Mr. Wallace shares in the opinion now entertained by a vast

number of geologists that during the whole of the Tertiary

period the climate of the north temperate and polar regions was
uniformly warm and mild, without a trace of any intervening
epochs of cold. According to him there were no glacial or inter-

glacial periods during Tertiary times. In this case he, of course,

does not suppose that the inflow of warm water into Arctic
regions, on which the mild condition of climate depended, was
in ;my way due to those physical agencies which came into ope-

ration during an interglacial period. Mr. Wallace accounts for

the mild Arctic climate during the Tertiary period by the sup-
position that at that time there were probably several channels

• extending from equatorial to arctic regions through the eastern

*Geol. Mag., September, 1878.
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;rn continents, allowing of a continuous flow

rater into the Arctic Ocean. Mr. Wallace i

on the point thus :

—

or less occupied by an archipelago of islands,

extendi.,! across Central Europe between the Baltic and the
Black and Caspian Seas, and thence by narrower channels south-
eastward to the valley of the Euphrates and the Persian Cult',

thus opening a communication between the North Atlantic and
the Indian Ocean. From the Caspian also a wide arm of the sea
extended during some part of the Tertiary epoch n<

the Arctic Ocean; and there i«* nothing to 'show that

Egypt into the eastern

between the West-Asiatic and Polar s»-:is."— (' hht„,l Lift>: p.

My acquaintance with the Tertiary formations of the globe,
and with the distribution of land and water during that period,

is not such as to enable me to form any opinion whatever either
as to the probability or to the improbability of the existence of
snch channels as are assumed by Mr. Wallace. But, looking
at the question from a physical' point of view, it seems to me
pretty evident that if such channels as he supposes existed.

allowing of a continuous flow of equatorial water into the
Arctic seas, it would certainly prevent the formation of perma-
nent ice around the pole, and would doubtless confer on the
arctic regions a mild and equable climate. This would be
more particularly the case if, as Mr. Wallace supposes, owing to

! conditions, far more of the equatorial water was
deflected into the arctic than into the antarctic regions.

But at the same time I think it is just as evident that these
channels would not neutralize tin < fleets resulting from a high
state of eccentricity. It may be quite true that the physical
cause brought into operation during a hiirh state of eccentri-

' not be sufficient to reduce the quantity of warm
water flowing into the Arctic Ocean to an extent that would
Permit of the formation of permanent ice around the pole, but
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it certainly would greatly diminish the flow into the Arctic

Ocean. Supposing that at the commencement of the last < I facial

epoch the volume of the Gulf-stream to have been double

what it is at present ; this condition of things would not have

prevented the operation of these phvsieal a- -nts .vhieh brought

about the Glacial epoch, although' it, no "doubt, would have

considerably modified the severity of the glaciation resulting

from their operation. The very same thing would hold true,

though perhaps in a much greater degree in reference to the

channels assumed by Mr. Wallace.

If the emissive power of the sun was about the same during

the Tertiary period as at present, and there is no good grounds

for supposing it was otherwise, then the extra heat possessed by
the northern temperate and arctic regions must have been

derived either from the equatorial regions or from the southern

hemisphere, or, what is more likely, from both. If so, then

tiarv period much lower than at, the present day. A lowering

of the temperature of the equatorial regions, resulting from this

transference of heat, would tend to produce a more equable

been a rise of say 30° at the pole resulting from a fall of 10°

the pole by 40°, or to half its present amount. We should

JU^nLfTeVrtmry pmod!
It is indeed very doubtful if such a climatic condition of

tricky with the present distribution of land and water; but, on
the other hand, it is just as doubtful whether the channels of

communication assumed bv Mr. Wallace could have brought it

about without the aid of eccentricity.

hemisphere during Tertiary tunes mav be regarded as strong
presumptive proof that the geographical conditions obtaining

of intertropical water into that hemisphere. This may be one
of the reasons why a high sta ailed to pro-

duce a well *h on the northern hemisphere,
the geographical conditions preventing a transference, of warm
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water into the southern hemisphere sufficient to produce true
glae at ion on the opposite hemisphere. That the geographical
-conditions obtaining on the southern hemisphere during Ter-
tiary times were probablv of such a character is an opinion
advanced by Mr. Wallace himself. "There are," he says,

"many peculiarities in the distribution of plants and of some
groups of animals in the southern hemisphere, which render it

almost certain that there has sometimes been a greater exten-

therefore not iinprobabh that a nmn oi lessgla iated condition

may have been a long-persistent feature of the southern hemis-
phere, due to the peculiar distribution of land and sea, which
favors the production of ice fields and glaciers.'' (p. 192.)

Art. VII.—An attempt to determine the Amount and Rate of
Chemical Erosion takiny place in tlm ljimc*hm>_ \

•

to Trenton) Valley of Center County, Pa., and hc»ce afyilicuh'e to

similar , (an Regions ; by A. L.

EWING.

In the following, the nature of the problem precludes the
idea of even a close approximation to accuracy. It is claimed
however that these determinations form a more reliable basis
than mere estimates.

The method pursued is as follows: The amount of water
flowing from a given hydrographic basin in the region under
question is determined from the cross section and velocity of
the stream draining it. The amount of solids in the water is

determined by evaporation: these data with the area of the
basin form the basis of calculation.

The region selected is that of the Spring Creek basin which
forms a considerable portion of the limestone valley of Cen-
ter County. The measurements were made above the old dam
below Bellefonte and below the entrance of all visible tribu-

taries from the valley.
That a fair conception of the region may be had a brief

sx pi' nation of its geology is necessary. The region under

tion forms a part of Nittany Valley. This valley,

known under different names, extends' tlm-mii, a considerable
portion of the Appalachian region, and consists of the remains
of a great anticlinal fold, u ieh had it not been worn down
would form an immense mountain-like plateau over 20,000
feet above its present height. As it is. the rhw of the valley

consists of the upturned edges of the lower Silurian limestone
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eroded through a thickness of 6,000 feet. The valley is

flanked on either side by the remnants of the overlying

Medina Sandstone which forms monoclinal ridges from 600
to 1,000 feet above its floor. The inside slopes of these moun-
tains are formed by the Utica and Hudson Kiver shales.

The great amount of erosion that has taken place here is an

interesting geological topic. That in early times it was mainly
mechanical, caused by the steeper declivities, is undoubtedly
true. The present topographical features, however, can not be
explained without considering the excessive chemical erosion

of the limestone. This I believe is the opinion of the geologists

who have visited the region. The water from the limestone

contains a large amount of calcium and magnesium salts. That
from- the State College well gives -2273grams per liter of solids,

over 80 per cent of which are calcium and magnesium carbon-
ates. Sink holes, caves, etc., are common as in other limestone
regions. Still, I am not aware that any attempts have been
made to determine the amount of e ration taking place by this

process, and hence the following is submitted.

Average width of stream where the measurements were
taken, 22*6 meters (75 ft.). Depth, average of six measurements
across the bed of the stream, -823 meters (2'7 ft.). This gives
as the cross-section of the stream 18-81m2

(202'5 sq. ft.).

Allowance was made in these determinations for obstruction

from weeds, etc.

The velocity of the stream was determined by floating sur-

face particles and by floating a long bottle weighted with shot
at various depths from *3 m. to '75 m. (the greatest depth of the

stream being lm.). The velocity of the stream was found
to be 994-776 m. per hour, this giving 18'l72m s

, as the amount
of water removed per hour. The water shows on evaporation,
as average of two tests, 155'3 grams per m 3

,
giving 2,905,974

grams the amount of solids removed per hour, or 25,456,560
kilos, per annum. As the area of limestone drained by Spring
Creek is about 100 sq. miles, this gives 255*654 kilos, of solids

as the amount removed per annum per sq. mile. This is

equivalent to 282 tons.

A portion ol the water carried oft' by Spring Creek, however,
falls not upon the limestone area considered above, but upon
the mountains bordering the valley. Probably one-fourth of
the water falls upon the mountains. To show that the main
part of the solids comes from the limestone, I had specimens of
the water as it flows from the mountains evaporated. An
average of two tests gave 16 -5 grams per m a

, or a little over
one-tenth of the amount found in the water as it flows from
the valley. Thus not more than one-fortieth of the solids in

the Spring Creek water probably comes from the mountains.
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Making this correction it still leaves 275 tons per sq. mile as the

amount annually removed in solution.

A closer approximation could be made by continuing obser-

vations similar to the above through a period of time, say for

one year. To get the amount of water carried oil' in a year this

would be necessary. Yet it is evident that the amount of solids

carried ai at) u -in a (ion in much man cm <tt i i ; a • > >> a > <» i t of
water jb,wi,aj throwj/i Che stream ; as in times of freshet or exces-

sive flow there is a larger proportion of surface water, while in

times of diminished flow a \\ datively larger portion of the water
reaches the stream through underground drainage and must

sq. mile, may be taken a.- a fair approximation to the amount of

material actually removed per annum in this and similar

regions.

According to the above determinations and assuming that

the solids removed have a specific gravity o! 2 6. we get as the

cubic contents of the mass removed from the entire basin

9,130-om
8

, or 91'3rn
s

per sq. mile per annum, making the

deduction as before of one-fortieth for the amount brought from
the mountains; and conceiving the remainder to be spread

evenly over the surface it would form a layer -g-^^j-g- of a meter
in thickness. Hence to lower the surface to the extent of 1 m.
by this process would require 29,173 years, or about 9,000
years to remove one foot from the surface.

It is safe to assume that had the rocks of this region been
similar to those of the bordering mountains in their nature and
pnwerto resist dvuumical agencies ue should have in place of

Nittany valley a* mild anticlinal plateau somewhat above the

mountains in elevation, say 1000 feet above the present height
of the valley. The erosion in the valley then in excess of that

along the mountains has been mainly chemical and at least

1000 feet of limestone has been thus removed. A simple
further deduction shows that accord in<_dv Nittany valley has
been l,000,00j) years in process of formation.
The limestone erosion could not begin before the la:

of the Mesozoio era. possiblv not before the G noz.ic era. as

sufficient time must have elapsed subsequent to the Carbonif-
erous age to erode all formations of the Paleozoic era above
the Trenton limestones. One million years seems not incon-
sistent with other estimates of geological time; still these calcu-

lations respecting time are an afterthought and supplementary
to the main point intended to be shown in this paper, viz: the
rate and amount of chemical erosion of limestone.
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Phere has recently come into my possession, through the

dness of Mr. W. H. Jeffreys of Richmond, several specimens

the fibrous variety of serpentine or chrysotile from the

above named locality. So well characterized were the speci-

mens, and dili 2 to discover any analyses or

description of the properties of the mineral from this locality,

an examination was instituted with n mils appei dcd below.

Serpentine is commonly met with through many portions of

the Province of Quebec, occurring either as large deposits of the

comparatively pure mineral or more generally mixed with

other minerals, notably calcite and chromite. Chromite espe-

ears to be almost always present in the serpentine of

tlic Silurian rocks.

The fibrous variety of serpentine or chrysotile generally

spoken of as "asbestus," appears to be distributed also in

almost unlimited quantities through many of the southeastern

townships, notably at Thetford and Coleraine. (See Report of

Geological Survey of Canada, 1881-82, G.G., pp. 6-8).

The chrysotile from Shipton seems to be of much the

same character both in appearance and mode of occurrence. It

occurs in narrow veins of from one to four inches in width
traversing the solid serpentine. These veins possess little or no
regularity, often abruptly terminating. The fibers run trans-

versely, improving in quality as the mineral recedes from the

surface of the ground. In appearance the chrysotile has a fine

silky luster, varying in color from a deep green to a pale yel-

low. The fibers can be easily separated from each other, form-

ing a soft voluminous wool-like mass. Before the blow-pipe it

is fusible only with the very finest fibers. It yields water
readily on ignition, being at first blackened and finally assum-
ing a dull brown color. The ignited mass loses its fibrous

character and crumbles easily beneath the fingers. The
reaction for iron is always marked and with some specimens that

for chromium, al-o, though as will be noticed, the particular

specimens analyzed gave no chromium reaction. This varia-

ble reaction is accounted for by the fugitive presence of

chromite in the vicinity, which as already noted, so often

accompanies the Canada serpentines.

Two specimens wer -is : I. Dark green, sp.

gr. 2-142 (temp. 16° C). II. Pale yellow, sp. gr. 2'286

•(temp. 16° C).
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100-343 99-555

These analyses establish clearly the identity of this mineral
with the chrysotile from other localities, as can be readily con-
firmed by comparing them with the analyses already published.

Chemical Laboratory of Beloit College, Beloit, Wisconsin, Nov. 28, 1884.

Having recently undertaken, in company
Gonzaga de Campos, an examination of the Br;

preserved in the National Museum of Eio de J

that gentleman has taken charge of the chemical and I of the
physical part of the work, I have had occasion to make the
following observations on the somewhat famous Santa Cath
anna meteorite which seem to be of sufficient importance tc

warrant publication in advance of the more extended genera
memoir that we are now preparing.

t

M. Daubree, who has so thoroughly studied the metallic por-
tion of .this meteorite, mentions an ochreous crust in some of
the specimens* which he took to be of secondary and terrea-

pn, and to be composed of a mass of limonite resulting
from the oxidation of the iron, together with imprisoned frag
ments of the disintegrated granite on which the mass was
stated to have rested. Misled by this conclusion (a very
natural one if, as is to be presumed, the crust on the specimens

vas partially decomposed), he devoted all his atten-
tion to the metallic elements with the brilliant results that are
so well known. This crust, however, when examined on well
preserved specimens, proves to be an essential part of the
meteorite, in nothing inferior in interest to the metallic portion.
Aside irom the many interesting poii

itself, it affords the best of proofs that the mass is really of
*"oric origin, a matter which the
had placed in doubt. Moreover, it appears t

meteoric origin, a mat tor which the peculiar properties of the

existence of a new group of meteorites intermediate in charac-
ter between the holosiderites (composed wholly of iron) and
the syssiderites (with stony portions disseminated in a spongy

* Comptes Rendus, vol. lxxxiv, p. 1508. Etudes svnthetiques de Geologie
^xpenmentale, p. 536.

^M. Jocb. Sci.—Third Semes, Vol. XXIX. No. 169.—Jan., 1885.
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metallic mass) of Daubree, or perhaps rather it should be said

that it throws new light on the real structure of the former.
' This crust has been observed in two forms, which, from the

aspect presented macroscopically, may be called provisionally,

the granitoid and the porphyritic. Although the former has

not, like the latter, been observed adherent to the iron, it is

evidently the primitive form and will be described first. It

consists essentially of olivine in small glassy crystalline frag-

ments and of plagioclase feldspar (apparently anorthite) in

grains up to or 8 millimeters in diameter. It is traversed by
fine veinlets of black limonite which has also stained the mass
red so that it presents the appearance of ordinary half decom-
posed granite. Under the mici

phyry, the clear grains of olivine and such
as has escaped decomposition standing out brilliantly in a dark
opaque ground mass consisting of limonite and of decomposed
feldspar, and perhaps also of other decomposed silicates and of

1 glassy groundnuts, if the rock contained them. The
s beautifully clear but much fractured, showing

: racks a yellow discoloration which occasionally

presents a beautiful botryoidal appearance. The specimens of

this rock have unfortunately been hammer-dressed, so that

they show nothing of the original surface. They represent;

however, a thickness of several centimeters at least." No grains
'

of metallic iron have thus' far been detected in them, but as

points of the rock exert a slight influence on the magnetic
needle, their presence is suspected. Minute grains that appear
to be magnetite have been separated with the magnet, but
have not yet been examined. The porphyritic rock forms a

crust, 1 to 2 centimeters thick, completely enveloping an oblong
rounded m^.ss of iron, 18 centimeters long and 10 centimeters
in diameter. This crust scales off readily, taking always a

portion of the iron with it Small fragments of iron are also

scattered through it. The surface of this crust being some-
what decomposed and ochreous, the appearance of the entire

evidently not been broken from a larger mass since the fall, is

that of the concretiomirv masses of limonite common in decom-

sisting of grains of olivine with rare fragments ol

scattered in a dark glassy ground nass wl "- ;
; can onlv with

difficulty be rendered transparent, when it presents a light

reddish color. The mass is somewhat scoriaeeous" from the

presence of numerous rounded cavities, and the glass presents

a fluidal structure. The feldspar has much the same appear-

ance as in the granitoid form, that is to say, a clear nucleus

surrounded by an opaque portion. The nucleus, however, is
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not troubled as in that rock, and the opacity is. in this case,

evidently due to vitrification of the margins of the grain, and
not to decomposition as in the case of the granitic rock.

In order to verify the idea that was at once suggested, that
this porphyritic rock was the result of the partial fusion of the

: attempted to reproduce the peculiarities it presents.
Tii kino (puirtz to represent the infusible element and labra-

dorite for the fusible, I made a mixture of these minerals
broken into small fragments, but not ground, adding some
scraps of iron turnings and fragments of magnetic pyrites.

After an incomplete fusion, the "characters above mentioned
were found to be very satisfactorily reproduced. The principal
differences noted were that the glass was clearer and that those
grains of feldspar which escaped complete vitrification were, for
the most part, more troubled, many of them becoming quite
opaque and with an abundant development of microliter

It appears therefore that this meteorite presents a mixture of
jwhdhe am! siliceous elements combined in a way that has not
hitherto been noticed, and that the stony portion also presents

il eviden ce of the met*Ml'lC

of silical es, in part fus ible,

•omluetiu the

for the low i

ed bv Liawrence Smith 'ami

that the ii

mid be difficult to reconcile

Becqaerel,* which led them to infer thai
!)elow a red heat, a fact which . .

with the incandescence of meteorites,

;v of metal. It ma be reasonably inferred

'•ml portions of the mass will be found to vary in

magnetic properties. It is hoped that material for investiga-

and other questions may be obtained in a visit which
«**, Campos will shortly make to the place of fall for the
Purpose of collecting facts for the full history of this inter-

eteorite.

The observations here presented suggest the suspicion that
other large iron meteorites may present something analogous,
;it " 1 !t is hoped that an opportumtv mav shortly be afforded for

'he famous' Bmmh-'o meteorite which, j mitring
Irom the descriptions of Mornav and of Sp.x, and Martin.,

*tony portions. The former mentions a crust on the
wer Portion, and the latter state that it rested on a miss of

^ments. which, in view of the above facts, mav b.-sus-

: to it. Both mention masses of quartz
embedded in the iron which are most probably of olivine.

*
, '-mptes Rondna. vol. xciii, p. TIM. 1381. This .To, rm.l M .
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In a former number of this Journal (March, 1884), under the

title of "-The Quaternary Gravels qt Sorilarx Ddaivan and East-

ern Maryland," the writer described those deposits known as the

Eed Sand and the Philadelphia Brick Clay, which cover to

great depths the underlying formations of New Castle and

Cecil Counties. Later investigations in connection with a geo-

logical survey of Delaware lead us to consider the surface

deposits of the peninsula as a whole; and, although this paper

is intended as a continuation of the other, it will be necessary,

first, to review very briefly some of the facts previously-

brought out, before describing in detail the phenomena of the

southern area. The surface formations of the peninsula may
be classed as follows

:

Delaware Gravels \ Quaternary.

( Philadelphia Brick Clay.

Estuary Sands Quaternary.
Bog Clay Modern.

A Review of the Northern Area.

Northern Delaware, just back of the old terrace

succeeding Post-Glacial formation, one is liable to come upon
solitary patches of gravel, varying in area from a few hundred
square feet to several acres. They do not always form strata

of definite depth, but often the rounded pebbles are found
mixed with a predominating quantity of angular material, in

situ, while again, in other places, a well defined deposit may be

traced, as in the northeast part of the State, over a large area

of several square miles. The gravel is made of highly water-

worn quartzose and quartzitic pebbles, associated with a con-

siderable amount of ferruginous grit and conglomerate.
As regards the position and extent of these isolated patches,

there seems to "be no law, but capping as they do the highest

points of the hills, which rise from 350 to 400 feet above tide

water, it is probable that they represent the remnants of a once
continuous patch. The same formation, as shown by other

geologists, extends over the beig rn Pennsyl-
vania, Southern New Jersey, and the District of Columbia,
indicating a considerable ingress of the sea shore line. As far

as Delaware is concerned, we can say, that during the Bryo
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Mawr period the State was submerged to a great depth, prob-
ably much greater than the maximum limits in Delaware indi-

cate. The exact outline of this old sea, extending far within
the bounds of other States must be traced, as it will be, by the
work of the several geologists engaged upon this particular
field, and the results will be eagerly looked for.

The question of the age of the High Level Gravels is one of

much interest. The extreme erosion which they have suffered,

that isolated patches might be produced, is alone sufficient

proof of their great age. If they once formed a continu-
ous layer, covering the tilted Archaean rocks, thew hole topog-
raphy of that area must have been produced since their

deposition—the depth of erosion in Delaware amounting to a
maximum of 300 feet. Prof. W. M. Fontaine has described*
a similar gravel found covering the Azoic areas of Virginia.
It occurs as solitary patches along the western margin of all

the interior belts of the Mesozoic, the materials being bowlders

omerates of the Potsdam, Azoic and Mesozoic rocks,

imbedded in a stiff clay. That these patches represent the
eroded edges of Mesozoic strata, would be gathered from
Professor Fontaine's statements. The origin of the materials,

the large bowlde'Vs, is supposed to be from glaciers

pending the easiern slopes of the Alleghanies in later

Jurassic time. The same gravel is said by Professor Fontaine
to extend as far north as the heights around Washington,
where it is known to be contemporaneous with the high level

gravel of Delaware and Southeastern Pennsylvania. Thus we
nave one continuous line of gravel patches bordering the
western edge of the Mesozoic and extending from Virginia to
Wew Jersey. The careful labors of Mr. W. J. McGee of the
«. S. Geological Survey upon the High Level Gravels in the

neighborhood of Washington are quite in accordance with the
view of their late Jurassic or Lower Cretaceous age, although
the writer does not feel at liberty to make any special use of
Mr. McGee's results previous to their publication.

Mr. C. B. Hall in his Eeport on Southeastern Pennsylvania
has expressed the view that the Mesozoic strata lying to the
southeast once extended far to the northwest, so as to overlie
the Azoic, and that - tnay represent the

remnants of this former extension. Thus far I think, that in

absence of direct evidence regarding the age of the gravels we
are led to regard them as more probably of late Jurassic or
early Cretaceous.

Considering again the great erosion which the High Level
'"-1 " have suffer*. ' '

become of the portion removed. No doubt
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deposition by the waters of succeeding time. The writer has

consequently looked throughout the Tertiary for evidence

bearing upon this point, and has been to some degree success-

ful. From numerous records of well-diggings, it is found that

fragments of similar grit, called by the people "iron ore," are

seen in the white Tertiary sand, but whether they are re-depos-

ited Bryn Mawr is a point upon which the utmost confidence

cannot as yet be placed. Yet the abundance of well rounded
fragments of conglomerate everywhere throughout the Dela-

Mawr origin. The great difficulty, however, in the way of

recognizing such identity is their confusion with similar frag-

ments formed at present by the action of ferruginous waters

upon sand and pebbles, but particularly by the segregation of

crusts within the substance of quartzitic bowlders. Notwith-
standing these difficulties there can be little doubt but that

many of the representatives of the Delaware Gravels had their

source in the older High Level formation.

Delaware Gravels.—Passing along the slope of the old Azoic
hills, which trend in a northeast and southwest direction, be-

tween the Delaware and the Susquehanna rivers, a distinct

terrace line can be traced, rising Upon an average of 200 feet

above the river, but increasing in its altitude toward the west
and present entire length a more or less

ragged outline, due to the subsequent decay of the hill-sloj.es

upon which it rests. This shore line marked, as we know, the

head of a Post-glacial estuary, into which the swollen Dela-
ware poured its mass of debris. Tin.' deposit thus made, purely
fluviatile in origin, yet spread over an estuary floor, we have
called the Delaware gravels. It consists, as we have seen, of

an upper layer of brick clay containing in most eases a large

amount of fine and coarse gravel, cobble stones, and bowlders,
with many features eh; racteristic of the bowlder clay and hav-
ing a uniform thickness of from two to three feet. Beneath
this is a thick stratum of highly ferruginous sand and gravel,

exhibiting eminent stratification, with "oblique laminations, or

flow-and-plunge structure, having an average depth of twenty-
five feet. These Delaware gravels are spread out from the
shore-line over all the northern part of the peninsula, of which
a detailed description has already been given.
Bog Clay.—By passing up and down the Delaware River,

one notices at a variable distance of from one-quarter to a
couple of miles, a low terrace, having an altitude above the
river of from twenty to thirty feet. Its course is usually very
winding, sometimes bending almost to the river, and' again
extending far inland and winding around so as to form broad
and deep enclosures. This secondary terrace line is but an
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abrupt termination of the rolling gravels extending down from
the upland terrace. It marks the last stage in the retreat of

the estuary waters. Beneath this lowest terrace and that ter-

race some 200 feet higher up and several miles to the north,

are traced a number of indistinct intermediate terrace lines.

One of these, rising some sixty feet above the river, can be
followed from Wilmington for' twenty miles or more to the

south, keeping, for the greater portion of its length the course
of the Delaware railroad. From the lowest river terrace of red

gravel, the same deposit is seen to dip beneath a uniform bed
of black clay, and is always struck in the diguing of deep
drainage trenches along the shore. A deposition' of the same
bog clay is now going on by means of flood-tide, whenever the
land is unprotected by earth' dikes. It is this impervious layer

which forms the basis ol all the undramed marsh land of the

river and bay shore.

Phenomena of the Southern Area.

General considerations. — Beginning with the latitude of

Appoquinimink Creek, which marks the southern boundary of
New Castle County, Del., and extending to the lowermost
limits of the peninsula, we have an area comprising over four-
fifths of the entire peninsula. Yet so much of what is observed
within the larger territory being but a repetition of whai occurs
to the north, the suhjeet"ol the gravels, in the way it is treated,
is about equally divided. General I v speakinu\ we may say
that from the northern limit above indicated to about the lati-

tude of Dover, the region is covered by both members of .the

Delaware gravels, with then- usual thickness well maintained
throughout. They are very morainic in their characters,
nsing into elevations sometimes reaching fifty feet, with corre-

sponding depressions. Over the surface everywhere are scat-

uidunee of bowlders, lame and small, the upper
^''"'kclay becoming a stratum of coarse gravel or bowlderclay.
As we pass to the south of Dover, however, appearances
^ange, the country becomes gradually less undulating and
the gravels less coarse, the change being indeed so gradual as

Jo be imperceptible. At a distance as far south as Murder!;;!!
^reek, the lower red sand, instead of beintr a coarse gravelly
stratum, is a uniformly coarse sand of the same color, and corn-

ice from -ravel. It i-alwaw ovci ai ! with a loot

''
;

= ', •;- - '
'

:

, . ...
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,

- , • ,- '. >!U: :-'

a°d quartzite, together with sul to of chert
and hornstone, the latter being often fossiliferous. Covering
the surface of the sandy loam, quartzitie bowlders are found,
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but in less abundance than over the northern area. As we
continue southward, even to the utmost limits of the peninsula,

the country becomes nearly flat, the red and brown sands change

to a lighter color, until quite white, in which case the two

members of the gravels merge into each other. At numerous
localities within this region of white sands, however, the latter

become distinctly red and brown with so large an admixture

of gravel as to become identical with the red gravels of New
Castle County, in which case there is always an overlying

layer of white loam bearing upon its surface the characteristic

bowlders. Often, again, we see one thick stratum of white

sand, in which are streaks of red in varying quantity, while

ill, the white sand assui lish tinge.

Origin of the Southern Sand and Gravel.—From the above
facts, there can be no doubt but that the white sands which
cover over one- half of the area of the peninsula are contem-
poraneous with the Delaware gravels; but the two differ en-

tirely as regards origin. While the Delaware gravels were a

fluviatile deposit spread out over the upper portion of the estu-

ary floor, the white sands were of marine origin, the deposition

taking place at the broad mouth of the estuary and at a con-

siderable distance out in the open sea. The probable truth of

this statement is further shown by the finding of modern
marine shells in the lower part of the white loam, near its junc-

tion with the tertiary blue clay, of which mention will be made
shortly.

To account for the intimate mingling of the red gravel with
the white sands, we suppose that as the red gravel from the

north met the morainic sands of the south, the two became
mixed, thus producing a gradual merging of the one into the

other. Further, outcoming tides would carry loads of the

fluviatile red gravel far to the south, where it would become
interstratified with the white sand.

This lower deposit of white sand and gravel we shall desig-

nate the Estuary sand*.

Professor J. C. Booth, in his Report upon Delaware (1841),
attributed the white estuary sand to the destruction of ancient

dunes which have gradually been blown far inland. The basis

of that theory was the finding of dunes as far to the west as

the town of Seaford, and the observation there and elsewhere
of a similarity between these sands and those which formed the

universal covering. This hypothesis is, 1 think, a mistaken
one. In the first place, dune sand is entirely free from fine

and coarse pebbles. A careful study by the writer of the

dunes of the coast revealed no pebbles even as large as one-

half inch in diameter, while the estuary sands revealed every-

where an abundant mixture of pebbles of this size with a
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smaller quantity of quartzitic pebbles from one-half to three
inches in diameter; and in still rarer cases, as at Milford and
Seaford, cobblestones and small bowlders have been dug out
of the white and red sand deposit. Bowlders are, furthermore,
everywhere found covering the surface of the estuary sands to

even the southernmost limit, some of the largest being found at
Snow Hill, Md. They therefore must have been dropped by
ice -raits borne upon the waters of the Post-Glacial estuary, in

which were deposited the white sand and gravel upon which
they lie. In the neighborhood of Seaford, one may readily
perceive the relation of the dunes to the estuary sand.
While the former are extremely loose and fine, free from

even the smallest pebbles, the latter is a rather coarse loam,
containing enough clay to hold it together and sometimes to
pa. -k hard, mixed with a due proportion of fine gravel. In-
stead of the meridional sand hills having been produced by
the blowing in of that material from the sea, it seems more
probable that they were made by the shifting and accumula-
tion of the -finer particles of the estuary deposit. As the sur-

face of this sand stratum becomes dry. there is seen to form a
thin film or efflorescence of tine white sand which the writer has
observed is readily taken up by the wind and shifted in vari-
ous directions. Any slight obstacle, such as a fallen tree,

would forma barrier or nucleus of accumulation, from which
might grow a dune of considerable size. This must appear to

joy careful observer the origin of the interior dunes of the
Delaware peninsula.

The age of the Estuary sands.—The estuary sands forming a
striiTiurapmeal continuation of the Delaware gravels are con-

ous with them, while this latter material, tin ling its

source m the fluviatile gravels of the Delaware river valley, is

undoubted) v Post- glacial, especially as the vast amount of
bowlder drift associated with it can have none other than an
iceberg origin. But, besides this proof of age, we have that
wmch is still more certain.

in the lower part of the estuary sands near its junction with
the clav have been found nests of modern shells, of which the
most common species is the modern oyster (0. Vinjinica).

•These have been 'found in some four or five localities of Sussex
bounty. Near Dau'sdoroutrli a nest of broken fragments of the
°ys ter shell was found, with which were also well preserved
specimens of the Tritia tn'riUata and Uromlpinr cinerea, well-

Known littoral gastro ton the Atlantic coast

Hundred tin- oyster shell was found associated

'<*' •>.:-:..
. ...... ... '

. : . / , " , .;;

indebted to Professor Angelo Heilprio.
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Local details.—In the vicinity of Smyrna and from the west-

ward to the State boundary, the Delaware Gravels become
unusually coarse, attaining a thickness of from 30 to 35 feet.

The bowlders, cobble stories and pebbles are of both glassy

and quartzitic varieties, the latter running into a ferruginous

conglomerate and sandstone. Two miles west of Clayton one

bowlder of conglomerate was found to measure 3'x2
/ xl /

,

with which were subangular fragments ol course granite and
cellular quartz similar to buhrstone. At Dover the same

size. A fresh cutting within the limits of the town gave the

following section :

—

1. A black sandy loam i>"— 6*

4. A blue clay—Tertia

Along Jones Creek the <

be well studied. The pebble

monly finely laminated, but with a considerable admixt
the glassy varieties, also yellow and black jasper. Th
common pebble and bowlder representatives are—red,;

and brown friable sandstone, fragments of pudding stoi

ferruginous grit, gneiss, granite, trap, and white compact c

Very commonly over the surface are found rounded and
subangular pebbles and slabs of a greenish or brownish argil-

laceous sandstone, very similar to the Chemung. They fre-

quently contain excellent specimens of the Spiriftr mua'ojiutns,

and one piece exhibited to the writer a species of Leptiena.

Another slab showed markings which appeared to be indis-

putable glacial scratches. At the Dover railway station, in a
fresh cutting, the red sand sho ved beautiful examples of both

oblique laminations and fluw-and-plungc structure. Well
rounded bowlders of both vitreous quartz and quartzite are

Between Harrington and Miliord, we are well within the region

of white sands, but. adjacent to Miliord the red sand is abund-
antly interstratitfed with the white with which are also occa-

sional seams of coarse pebbles, thus Liivingthe deposit a buddy
gravely aspect. At Bridgeville, the interst rat died seams of

red sand are equally well developed, but the usual surface

over twenty feet. At Seatbrd, a little farther south, the -iray

sands reach an equal thickness. At the railway station of the

above place we got the following section :—
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3. Red sand 4'

4. Irregular layer of pebbles—level of run... 3"

Passing to the east of both Seaford and Bridgeville, and to

the neighborhood of Georgetown, the white sand maintains the

racter, but shows less thickness, varying from 3 to 15
feet with an average of about 8. Between Georgetown and
Lewes, the sands are commonly of a slightly reddish tinge,

running into white, and again into sand of a distinctly red or
brown color. Three miles from Georgetown the road to Lewes
cuts through a hill of coarse gravel, which, trending for several

miles in a N.W. and S.E. direction, attains a height of fifty

feet. Another similar hill of coarse gravel is found to the
east of Ellendale. These are, in both cases, but swellings in

the white sand and only differ from the latter in the large

admixture of coarse pebbles, varying in size from one to three
inches in diameter. In passing to the south of Georgetown,
nothing new can be learned by citing localities. The surface
stratum is a uniformly white or reddish-white sand having a
thickness of from 6 to 10 feet, with generally a small propor-
tion of fine gravel. At nearly all points, however, bowlders
are found. At Snow Hill, Md., these bowlders are of frequent
occurrence and have been collected into waste piles. They
Wy in weight from a few pounds to more than a man could
lift. Among the rock species we may mention yellow jasperv
qu;« rtx. hmvvn conglomerate, a light granitic gneiss, a dark

lie gneiss, a coarse grained highly feldspathic granite,
a dark blue slate rock and quartzite. A close study of the
numerous bowlders at this point showed some indisputable
evidences of glacial scratches, the most pronounced instance
being a large well rounded bowlder of dark green diorite, the
Smooth surface of which was covered with verv fine scratches,
Clearly f g

iacjai orig i n .

'Y'-4
Land*.—This name is given to that slip of low marshy

»nd which borders the bay shore. Its basis is an unpenetrated
stratum of blue or black clay in which have sometimes been
found by those living in the vicinity nests of modern oyster
and clam shells. The deposit is identical with the bog clay of
the river bank; so that we may say that from Wilmi
the southern line of the State into Maryland, the river and bay

J
re edged with a belt of modern bog clay, varving in width

from one to three miles.
" ithin the southern area, the marsh land is bordered for its

entire length by the lowland terrace, which presents the same-
^mding course, and rises to a height of from 10 to 15 feet. In
some localities, at points nearer the terrace, this bog land is-
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above the reach of high tide, a fact which would indicate a

present elevation of the coast. The fishermen assert emphatic-

ally that the Delaware shore is rising; and at Lewes, these as-

sertions are authenticated. Boat-houses which were once at a

convenient distance from the water have frequently been

moved nearer, of necessity. An old yacht, said to have been

wrecked twenty-five years ago, is now lying not less than 50

feet inland and 3 or 4 feet above mean tide.

While no attempt is here made to measure the rate of eleva-

tion, there is no doubt bat that the fact of such an elevation

can be established. The New Jersey coast and the shore of

the southern Atlantic States show evidence of a slow subsi-

dence ; but these coast regions have not been covered by the

sea since the later Tertiary, while the Delaware peninsula,

totally submerged only as far back as the Post-Glacial, has not

finished the slow operation of emergence from the sea.

^RT. XL

—

Report of the Superintendent of the United States

Coast and Geodetic Survey showing the progress of the work
during the fiscal year ending with June, 1883.*

On December 1, 1833, Mr. F. R. Hassler, Superintendent of

the Coast Survey, presented to the Secretary of the Treasury
a letter reporting the progress made in the work of the survey
of the coast

Excepting a report (of 3 octavo pages) to the Secretary of the

Treasury in November, 1817, also by Mr. Hassler, this was the

first Coast Survey report, and for about ten years it was fol-

lowed by similar reports consisting of a few octavo pages. In

1844, under the superintendence of Prof. A. D. Baehe, these

annual reports to Congress, which appeared as executive doc-

uments, began to grow, and in 1851 had attained to a size of

559 octavo pages. Beginning with 1852, however, the form
was changed ; the octavo form was abandoned, and in its stead

came the quarto, so much better adapted to the presentation of

maps and illustrations.

The report' for 1852 may therefore be regarded as the

beginning of a series of which the volume before us is the

thirty-second.

The publication of these annual reports of progress has con-

the prompt issue of the present volume indicates that the delay
in the publication of the later volumes is practically overcome.
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During the fiscal year 1882-3 the annual reports for 1878, 1879
and 1880 were printed and distributed, and " but for a con-
tractor's failure to produce the sketches and illustrations in

time" the 1881 report would have been found in the same
category.

But the 1881 report was actually issued more than a year
ago, shortly followed by that for 1882, and now the 1883
report has promptly followed.
That this volume should be a worthy successor in this long

series we have a right to expect, and we are not disappointed.
From the nature of the su rjecta ; eated in the scientific parts
of these volumes it is but natural that some volumes would
prove of more popular interest, or of interest to a larger class

of readers than others. The appendices in the present volume,
Nos. 12 and 14 on refraction in connection with hypsometric

measurements and on .
. -'. are lively

to render this a volume for which there will be iore t ian the

usual demand.
The report before us departs but very little in its form, or

general make-up, or class of topics treated, from its predecessors.

The general lonn, originally adopted in this series, lias re-

quired and indeed has received very little

its 33 <

two ch
may be called the official and the second the scientific report.

The official report presents brief statements of results ob-
tained, then the same in greater detail ; also, statements of

when, where and by whom the work of the survey has been
carried on, and an estimate for the use of Congress of the
money necessary to carry on proposed work. This is followed
by reports from' the various divisions into which the office

work is divided, un n- .statistics ot the work done during the

year. This official part may then be regarded as an exhibit of

the machinery by which results are obtained, with figures

capacity of the machine.
The scientific part of the report is embodied in appendices

Prepared by specialists in the survey, who digest the raw ma-
terial, deduce general laws or principles and point the way to

improvements']!: methods and results. The volumes do not in

form exactly conform to this. From a scientific point of view
such an arrangement would doubtless be preferable, but

whether expedient or not must be decided by the survey itself.

^ V "M as it is, the ''make-up'' of the volume is so well done
that no one consulting it need lose time in finding what he
seeks. The table of contents, list of appei
tents, list of sketches and illustrations, and the alpha
dex of 18 pages, furnish the needful guides for rapid consul-
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tation. That this is Senate Ex. Doc. No. 29, 48th Congress, 1st

Session, the bibliographer will not learn from the volume itself.

This absence we pardon the more readily on account of the

improved appearance of the title page. Still this useful piece

of information might have been somewhere retained.

The report proper consists of 74 pages in two parts; the

first of 11 pages, giving results in the most general terms and
closing with Estimates, and the second of 63 pages giving in

detail accounts of the work done in the 17 sections into which

the territory of the United States (Alaska included) has been

divided.

;ain statistical in-

is divisions, etc.

While in general form these appendices are like their prede-

cessors, we note some changes. There is a report to the Super-

intendent of the Assistant in charge of Office, to which report

are appended reports from the Computing, Drawing, Engraving,
Instrumental, Tidal and Miscellaneous divisions, and from the

custodian of the Archives.

Great activity in hydrographic work is shown during this

year, as app • Inspector;

95 naval officers, and 21 of the 25 vessels being in service.

Appendices 6 to 19, pp. 121-488, constitute the scientific

part of this report and cover a variety of subjects, such as

Astronomy, Bibliography, Geodesy, Gravity, Magnetism, Tides,

The bibliography, which is by Assistant Edward Goodfellow,
and covers 15 pages, is entitled a "Descriptive catalogue of

is relating to the Coast and Geodetic Survey and to

standard measures."

This catalogue of the publications of the survey is classified

under the several heads of Annual Eeports, General Index
of Scientific Papers, Lists of Tide Tables, of Coast Pilots, of

Chart Catalogues, Notices to Mariners and Special publications.

Although only a descriptive and not an analytical catalogue,

the references in its tabular lists to the dates, forms and modes of

publication are sufficiently explicit to enable any librarian to

complete the classified list of Coast Survey publications which
mav form part of his catalogue.

Appendix No. 7 is an elaborate table of 100 pages, showing
the depth of water which can be carried into various harbors of

the United States and adjoining coasts. This is a practical

rather than a scientific matter, and its value for the use of com-
merce and navigation is readily perceived.

In Appendix No. 8, Assistant Henry Mitchell presents in a

very brief form, the condensed results of an elaborate and care-

ful study of what he terms the Estuary of the Delaware, being
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that part of the Delaware river between Philadelphia and a
point 53 miles below. In this stretch of water, 784 lines of

soundings have been run across the river, from which data the

area of section and average depth have been calculated and
tabulated. These results are presented in tables and in diagrams
and strongly reinforce a conclusion based upon preliminary
'i te i 1 published in the C. k G. S. Report of 1879; this con-
clusion is that, in the language of the Superintendent, uIn the

Estuary of the Delaware from League Island to the submerged
delta, the mean depth is constant; 'tin- width* and sk •»,* vary
with the square of the distance, and the retard of the tide can be

i ni hrrns of the mean dt-pth and width.
11

Mathematically, then, these relations are expressed by equa-
tions of parabolas in which the const*
determined.

Let x be the distance of any sect
Fort Mifflin section, down stream, m
and in nautical miles ; then we have

;:;;:

of the river from the

aid stream

Mean
Mean

depth in feet

width of stream iri feet

=
lo-lar' 4-5100;;a„d

Mean area of faction in Bq. ft, = 1 882;' 4-95000.

The curves resulting from observation agree well with the
C1]rves resnltin- imm these equations, partirularlv the latter, in
which the coefficient 188 results from multiplying the preced-

ent 101 bv the average depth 18-64 feel. This
depth, 18-64, is the mean of all the soundings in the river for 46
miles below K, >;

-

The expression for high wateiys stated to be

**11 tHstance— O'OOIH width + 92 minutes where "each term
" <s <f * disfi > ' t>/n/*h< (I , ,,,t„ ;„•!." hut whai that meaning 1- we
are not told.

A sketch of the estuary accompanies this appendix.
Professor Wm. Ferrel, whose mathematical • researches in

practical directions have been so valuable, contributes two
Papers upon a topic peculiarly his own, viz: the tides. The

I the result* of the harmonic aualvsis of
the tides at Sandy Hook, 1876-1881. It has special reference
to determining the constants necessary to be used for :

ln the tide-predicting machine.
Incidentally the mass of the moon is deduced from these 6

years observations, and found to be between Jx and TV, the
corresponding determination from the Penobscot Bay tides
°emS Tfir and from the Boston tides TfT .

/he second paper, however,— Description of a maxima and
minima tide-predicting machine—is a much more important
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paper. Besides it is self-contained and, therefore, does not

require the examination of other papers to be understood.

After a brief introductory note alluding to the tide-predict-

ing machine of Sir Wrn. Thomson, first constructed about 1875

and the subsequent enlarged and improved one constructed

under the direction of Mr. B. Eoberts in 1879, Prof. Ferrel

proceeds to describe and explain, both theoretically and practi-

cally the workings of the machine devised by him, and con-

structed at the Coast and Geodetic Survey Office under his

direction, for predicting the times and heights of high and low

water for any given station.

In Thomson's machine and its successor—now in successful

operation for predicting tides on the coast of India the machine

traces the tidal curve on a long strip of paper. From this

strip of paper the times and heights are to be read off and tabu-

lated in form for printing and publication. This machine,

therefore, makes known the height of the tide for every instant.

In the machine now first constructed and described by Prof.

Ferrel we obtain not a curve giving the height of the tide at

all times; but for the particular times we desire, viz: at high

water and at low water we obtain the times and heights.

The machine, therefore, which gives these results is for distinc-

tion called a " Maxima and minima ti'ii-
t
>n dieting machine."

It is of interest to note that the theory upon which the ma-

chine solves the tidal problem is more accurate than the usual

mode of computing. In the words of the author:
"The formulae used in the machine are those best adapted to

obtain the results accurately by computation. This, however,

involves so great an amount of labor that it has been neces-

sary heretofore to use more simple formulae, requiring much
less labor in computation, but which give often only very

rough approximations to the true results. These can now be

pretty accurately obtained with scarcely any labor."

Against this greater theoretical accuracy must be set off the

:<1 construction; but when this

has been done the machine still shows results quite equal to

the results obtained by direct computation even when tested

by tides so dillerent, as those at Boston, San Diego and Tahiti.

In capacity for doing work the author estimates the machine
to be equivalent *' to 30 or 40 computers, if these were to take

account of everything which the machine does."

According to this estimate we may say that if one computer
could by the usual mode of computation make the tide-tables

for the Atlantic sea-coast of the United States in one year

without the machine, then with the machine he would in one

year predict the Atlantic tides for the next 30 or 40 years.

When it is borne in mind that the constants for setting the
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machine are to be computed beforehand for each station, each
year of observations by itself according to the author's plan,

and that to derive the constants from one year's observations
will take an experienced computer several months, we see that

the efficiency of the machine has been counted from where this

long preliminary computation left off. Practically, therefore,

its present efficiency is very materially less than 30 computers.
When once the tidal observations at a station have been

completely put through the laborious harmonic analysis and
the machine constants calculated, then it may be that the ma-
chine can predict for that station in one day as much as it

would take a computer 30 or 40 days to do.

A comprehensive understanding of this valuable paper is

be obtained from a careful study of the paper itself

: sketches with which it is illustrated.

We note that Plate III, the front view of the machine, is in

the list of sketches called back view, while Plate IV the back,

is called front view. This would have been obviated by print-
ing legends on the plates themselves.

In appendix 11, Mr. C. A. Schott discusses the observations
for the length of the Yolo base line. This base line, it will be
remembered, is a very important primary one in the Sacra-
mento Valley, California, and is the measured basis for the
western end of the trans-continental system of triangulation.
I he apparatus, of an entirely new design, and the method of

observing were fully described in the report of 1882. We
now have the result; this result is that we have a measured
baseline about 11 statute miles in length, and the uncertainty
}n this measure is only about f of an inch, or in meters the
i olo base line is

17 486-m5119±9-57mni
.

In length the whole line was measured twice, and a part of it

three times, and this by a corps of the most qualified and
experienced men in the survey. No known precaution for

obtaining a measureof high precision was omitted, and the result

obtained now shows a measure far surpassing in accuracy any
Previous measure by the survey, and, with a single exception,
the most accurate base measure yet secured anywhere. Not
the least satisfactory part of the whole matter is the clear

summing up and presentation of results in print. The appen-
dices m these reports from year to year show, in spite of good
editing, marked differences in this respect

In ihe 12th appendix, Asst Schott discusses the third series

ot observations made, by Asst. Davidson and party in Cahfor-
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tinez Enst, was determined by spirit leveling to be 1116-09

meters (3661*7 feet). This difference of level was also further

determined from hourly readings of the barometer for about 40

days, and also from hourly observations of reciprocal zenith

distances during the same time, whenever the weather permit-

ted. The results by the three methods are compared and some
general principles deduced.

In the 13th appendix, also prepared by Mr. Schott, we have

the first general account, with results from magnetic observa-

tions, of the IT. S. International Polar Station at Ooglaamie
near Point Barrow. Alaska. Mr. Schott makes very clear at

the outset, the nature and extent of the cooperation which the

survey was able to give. This cooperation related solely to

terrestrial magnetism, and this appendix is entirely devoted to a

discussion of the results obtained. Owing to the want of

trained observers and the necessary instruments, whose pro-

duction requires time, the cooperation the first year was "inci-

dental " rather than complete. The second year additional

instruments and an additional observer rendered the coopera-

tion much more complete and satisfactory.

"Regular magnetic observations began December 1, 1881, and
continued hourly, with two short interruptions, till August 27,

1883, giving a series of about 21 months. The observations

during ibe year 1881-2 consisted of hourly observations of the

declinometer and dip circle (with needle weighted), and the

term day observations. During the year 1882-3, differential

magnetometers were in place" and gave hourly readings of de-

clination, horizontal force and vertical force. The absolute

measures of the elements were continued through this second
year.

The estimi who has gone over these records
with laborious fidelity is that the "words and results here-

with presented are the outcome of faithful labor, and are believed to

be an acceptable contrd>ui<ou to our knowledge of maquetism in

Ju'e/h latitude*, nnd it is thought that in the second yrar, at least,

these records will prove to be a valuable part of the material accu-

mulated l<>/ ." We hasten to add to this

that Mr. Sehott's experienc, skill and diligence in the discus-

sion of magnetic observations sire shown by the long series of

papers on this subject from his pen during the past thirty

years, and if, tie r« fore, In- has succeeded in extracting a "con-
tribution to our knowledge" from a series of observations that

reveal serious self contradictions, important omissions and
defects which n-tlnnir out patient ingenuity and skill can har-

• hearty thanks. No one
,lvof 1 - ii is ignorant oi

rlier observations were poor, and
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improved with experience. We may, therefore, judge the

character of these observations when we know that not a single

member of the party at Point Barrow had ever made the sim-

plest determination of a magnetic element when assigned to this

work. That the observers obeyed orders and did the best they
could is not to be doubted for a moment. Nor is it any less

certain that they were all inexperienced in magnetic work, and
tliat therefore their observations are bad, many of them very
bad. The extraordinary torsion correction, for the proper deter-

mination of which no proper data were furnished and which
amount to 5^° ! in some cases, will illustrate the difficulties con-
fronting the author beginning his reductions and compu-

The finally adopted values of the magnetic elements at the
station from all the observations available, are,

Declination 35° S7'*2 E. (Epoch Mar. 1, 1883).
Dip 81° 23'-4 (Epocn October, 1882).
Hor. force (Br. units) 1-939 (Epoch October, 188-)-

The results for absolnte declination as derived fron , the i-orn-

l»»tations by the observers themselves varied froi n s:>\ to

, obta

ie value which from a com pas »l all

tlu'c..,
l |li..t.ini < laia Mr . Schott has been obliged to ;adopt is, as

TiKM-!^!rt oi"A<<r.

'

Edwin Hergesheiroeronstan da.d | opo-

isistsof two" pages of letterpr i'ltl

s which are designed and U
models for the use -in d guidance of those emzase
g'<>phy. The author himself savs thev are tk !

' as

"guides for inki^iMe original plane table sheets of
and Geodetic Survev,'" in other words as model si Aj

already two large tecai

.

'"'-ge number of eop;

noal schools in this country ha

es of this report for use as a . .ok

^'u-^'to the"!:

lent as are these drawings, even : rter

" are yet nm »re satisfactory, while the orig inal (1 raw-
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in 1874 The number of stars in the old catalogue was 983,

while in this one there are 1278, and the epoch is 18850.
The final appendix, No. 19, is on gravity determinations at

Alleghany. Ebensburgh and York, Pennsylvania, in 1879 and

1880, by Asst. C. S. Peirce. From notes in the midst of the

paper we learn that this is only a part of a separately punted
paper on the same subject in which the details are given. For
an understanding of the method of obtaining results reference

must be had to previous publications by the same author.

The resulting length of the seconds-pendulum, expressed in

meters, at the three stations of which the paper treats are as

follows

:

Alleghany m>993 0308
Ebensburgh .. _ "993 0244
York -993 053

the' latter determination being less strong than the two
preceding.

We have looked with interest to these results to learn

whether a station, as Ebensburgh on the crest of a mountain
chain and more than 2000 feet above the sea-level, would
reveal an excess or deficiency of gravity, but upon this matter
the author makes no statement.

The sketches at the close of the volume revealing the pro-

gress of the survey during the year are prepared from plates

which have seen service many years, and this fact appears
in a variety of ways, particularly in the titles of which the later

are much improved in appearance over the earlier ones.

A general comparison of this report with those preceding it

by a few years indicates an improvement in arrangement, and
a closer adaptation to the present conditions of the work.
Special prominence is given to discoveries and developments
having an immediate bearing on the interests of commerce and
navigation. In the scientiiie value ami practical bearing of the

papers published in the Appendices, the Report compares well

with its predecessors.
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Art. XII.—On Combinations of Silver Chloride, Bromide and
Iodide with Coloring Matters; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

While studying these silver salts in May last, I found that
they had the remarkable property of entering into chemical
combination with many coloring matters very much in the
same way that alumina does, though not to the same extent,
forming what may be called lakes. It is only necessary to
bring freshly precipitated and still moist silver salt into con-
tact with the coloring matter, or to make the precipitation in
the presence of the coloring matter if the latter is not precip-

• i' nitrate, when the combination takes place and
the coloring matter cannot be washed out by any amount of
washing. A prolonged absence following immediately after
has prevent

,. It is still

Not all coloring matters are capable of uniting with the
- but the number of those that do so unite is consid-

e^'ly-
.

What is curious and lends to show that the combina-
tion is intimate is that the color assumed by the silver salt is

not always that of the dye, but may diller from it considerably.
Also the three silver salts may be differently colored by one
and the same coloring matter.
More frequently, however, coloring matters impart their

own shade or something approaching to it: thus, silver bro-

imt. d ii pros, i - e of excess of silver nitrate fakes
from aniline purple a strong purple

1

color : from cardinal red a
bright flesh or salmon color; from napthalinc vellow a light
yellow color; fromcosina brilli i if pink sh or salmon, and soon.

Different specimens of the same color irave sometimes quite
different results thus silver bromide precipitated in presence

'ate was ^\\^\ l>v one specimen 'of methyl green to

J
omish green. Another specimen of the same color obtained

from a different source colored the same silver salt a deep
Purplish shade. Silver iodide showed the same difference.

Sixteen years a-o, I proposed to color or stain the photo-

n in order to modify its behavior towards light;

Principally to prevent blurring or irradiation.*
01 many coloring matters then tried, the best proved to be

ed red by acetic acid. This was very effectual for

- and was long used by others as well as myself.

i -ive been able to ,- ' -' sugges-
tion made of this mode of acting on the sensitive plate. Since

* British Journal of Photography, 1868, 210, 506 ; 1870, 145, eta
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then staining the film has been found to have other applica-

tions and many others have experimented in this direction, in

most cases with a view to alter its sensitiveness relatively to

the different colors of the spectrum. Major Waterhouse was,.

I believe, the first to recognize this effect.

Dr. John W. Draper appears to have first advanced the

view that substances sensitive to light are affected by the rays

which they absorb. There is much to support this theory,

although it cannot be considered as definitely established.

Some years since Dr. H. W. Vogel expressed the opinion

that when sensitive films were washed over with solutions of

coloring matters, the films gained sensitiveness to those rays

of the spectrum which the coloring matters absorb, with this

condition, that the coloring matter in question must be capable!

of combining with CI, Br, or I, as the case might be. My
own results were different. I found that the action of the rays

was profoundly modified by coloring the tilm, but the result

did not seem to conform to any law, and as often contradicted

Yogel's view as agreed with it.

Yogel's theory necessitates the assumption that the color

imparted to the silver salt is identical with that of the dye
used, and as has been shown above, that by no means follows.

He supposed that the capacity of any given color to influ-

ence the silver salt depended upon its tendency to combine
with CI, Br, and I, whereas, as we have above seen, its action

most probably depends upon its abilitv or inability to combine
with the silver haloid.

But the principal source of error has arisen from the fact

that when the film is stained the effect is necessarily a confused
one. Besides any influence that may be exerted on the parti-

cles of silver haloid, these particles are virtually behind a
color screen, which must materially modify the nature of the

light that reaches them, and the final effect must necessarily

be a combination from two distinct causes. Moreover, the

color in the film tends to arrest precisely those rays to which
it is proposed to render the silver salt more sensitive ; a con-

sideration of the utmost importance, for the one action tends

to counteract the other, and thus leads to inextricable confu-

sion. From a system of experiments so faulty no just conclu-

sions could be drawn.
Whether with these sources of error eliminated Draper's

view, that a sensitive substance is influenced by those raja

which it absorbs, can be applied to these new combinations
which I have here described, is a matter on which I am not

prepared to express an opinion, having been, much to my
regret, unable as yet to examine the question. It seems a
priori probable, but in that case it is important to observe that
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the effect will depend firstly, upon the capacity of the dye to com-
bine with the silver haloid; and secondly, not on the proper color of
the dye isolated, but on the color that the silver haloid acquires
under its action, which as we have already seen may be some-
thing quite different from the color of the original dye.

I have observed that the silver salts are greatly changed by
a into lakes, even when the color imparted is but

faint. They become in some cases much more finely divided

increase of sensitiveness to light for development was ob-
served. Later I shall hope to give more definite details on
these points.

In the above facts will doubtless be found an explanation of
many of the anomalies in the behavior of colored films which
nave caused such wide differences of opinion. And the new
modes of operating dedue.ible from the reactions here described
*dl

;
I think, be found of extended utihtv. Silver salts can be

dyed first and emulsified afterwards, and the ability to color
the sensitive salt to anv shade with oertamtv and without

I counteracting influence into the film gives a new
power in photochemistry.

ART. XIII.— On (he present state of ovr foimcledqe of Refraction

Equivalents; by Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S.

index,
/veil known that every substance has its refractn

The i

index
i

specific re I that is the refractive

tnity divided by the density, (iocs not vary under
"U
mt°

0Ve circum^mees, or varies but little.

-the specific refraction multiplied bv the atomic weighl is

> - Refraction Equivalent of a body; and it is a law

Q a xcrv large number of observations by several

•is that' the nfraction equivalent of a compound
body is the sum of the refraction equivalents of its constituents.

if tins law held true absolute! v (like the analogous law in
reprd to atomic weights), we could draw up a table of the
retraction equivalent of each element, and show some curious
and suggestive relations between them; we could calculate

beforehand the refraction of every compound body if we only
Knew its specific gravity; and there the value of the investi-

gation would probably cease.
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But the law does not hold good in every instance. The
refraction equivalents of the elements vary with a change of

valency, or mode of combination, and thus the study of them

is capable of affording valuable insight into the chemical

structure of compound bodies.

This fact has been recognized for several 3
rears, but the

researches of Briihl, published about three years ago, drev?

far more attention to it, especially as he showed that wherever

a carbon atom is in that condition which chemists often express

as "double linked" its refraction equivalent is no longer 5*0,

but 6'1, and that oxygen in organic compounds has two equiv-

alents according to its manner of linking. During the past

twelve-month papers have appeared on this subject, not only

in England, but in other countries, especially by Nasini of

Borne, Kanonnikow of the Kasan University, Gr. Quincke, and
Bleekrode of the Hague.

These recent papers have not only added largely to our data,

but they have had an important bearing on several branches of

the subject; for instance:

—

light on the physical questions

ius Bleekrode,' in a communi-
Society of London, has examined

the specilic refraction of eleven liquified gases, and has shown
that it is the same for the liquid and the gaseous conditions, at

least within limits that may probably be attributed to the

errors incident;)! to so dillieult an enquiry. Kanonnikow has

given additional proofs that the specific refraction of a salt or

other solid body is not altered by solution. It has been shown
more fully than before that die specific refraction is a constant
unaffected by change of volume due to -pressure. There is

also an accumulated mass of evidence that this same property
is not changed by ordinary chemical combination.

2d. These investigations have rendered the determinations
of the refraction equivalents more exact. Thus Kanonnikow
has examined salts of the metals contained in the two first

columns of Mendelejeifs table, with results not differing widely
from those previously obtained by the author; and Nasini has

determined two values for sulphur. From these and other
recent researches the author has been induced to revise the
table printed by him in the Philosophical Transactions of 1869
with the result given below.*

3d. Deductions have been drawn as to the chemical constitu-
tion of various organic bodies. Some- of these are at present

the subject of discussions by Flavit/.k\ ai ! others i i vari >us

he enquiry.

the Koyji!
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continental

the author 1

iaoprene, C,

journals. As the last instance of such deduction
lad examined the optical properties of pentine and
>H

8 ,
just described by Tilden, and had come to the

conclusion that they differ constitutionally from the terpenes
or citrenes, C

10
H

]6 , and have no less than four of the carbons
double linked : they must therefore be expressed by a chain
formula like pentane,

5
H

1S , and amylene C
6
H 10

.

Beryllium,

Bismuth,

Csesium,

Calcium,

,:, 'iftr Element
t. K<

(
uhu-

Mercury,
Nickel,

-

%:;:
.:

10-0

6-1 <•.
:

about 22

i^ZLu.

2

l-3 Thallium,

i?.'t

24-3

iS
Z^onium,

XIV.—Decay of Qu,

[blishedin the last

ceof
i the

In tne paper on the " Decay of Quartz^ _ r
volume of this Journal, I briefly mentioned the
yfuses of quartz crystals coating the surfaces of

^on-colored bands and covering also the limonite in ine larger

cavities. I said nothing on the origin of these evidenl
quartz deposits. I add here the only fact as yet ob
seems to bear on the subject. The mass of quartzyte shows by
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the occurrence in it of a few large ragged cavities, and also of

many minute holes near and also away from the colored bands,

visible under a common lens, but better in thin sections under
a compound microscope, that the rock proUddy contained grains

and larger pieces of feldspar. If so, alkaline silieated solutions

(derived from the action of carbonated waters on the feldspar)

may have been the source of the crystals. So much of the

quartzyte of Berkshire is of this feldsptthic character that the

supposition is reasonable; but more facts are needed to sustain

it. The feldspar (orthoclase) in the quartzyte of Cheshire and
Washington (referred to in the former article) occurs both in

fine grains and large.

In the making of the pseudo-breccia the iron-colored bands
are largely, as I stated, only stained quartzyte, the staining

due to the spreading of the oxide either side of a crack.

This is well seen in thin sections. The crack is generally a

result of the wedging action consequent on the deposition of

the iron oxide within an incipient crack or opening. This
wedging action, in most of the pseudo-breccia specimens I have
collected, has been small, the pieces lying very nearly in place,

notwithstanding the appearance of large displacement occa-

sioned by the spread of the oxide. Bui in one of the speci-

mens it is relatively large, some of the intervals between the

pieces being a sixteenth of an inch wide. Where the width is

greater than this, pieces of the quarzyte occur within the band
of oxide that are results of the septation process. In the speci-

men here referred to the oxide is oxide of manganese. In the
wider openings it makes mammillary crusts over the opposite
surface of the fissures, but extends across the fissure in some
parts. There are no quartz incrustations. The opening of
cracks by a wedging action from the slow deporting of a crys-

mineral substance is finely illustrated in the well-

known split and enlarged heads and 'sterns of crinoids, from the

Sub-carboniferous limestones of Indiana, Illinois, etc., in which
the introduced mineral is quartz. The specimen here referred

to (three-fourths of a pound in weight) is one-sixth man-am se

oxide, and consequently the oxide must have come Irom an
external source. It was obtained at one of the Limonitc ore-

beds near the eastern foot of Mt, Washington, where manga-
nese oxide was the chief product; and it was originally a mass
of quartzyte in the drift; there is no quarixyte in place in the

vicinity. It contains some scales of a silvery muscovite.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. Viteuxiti/ of' auses.—The 1

Vsik and Cbemie, No. 11, H

urns up the results of his Iale investigation as follows:

j3)"ThVt
h

,-

(4) The ,1

to give at ordinary temperatures results which agree

anspiratiou method gives, on account of absorption,

ues for the viscos'n -

spendence of the viscosity upon the temperature in-
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the author hj
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On the 29th of September the system included the station of

Lanzo, distant 40 kilometers, where 24 Swan lamps, requiring

100 volts, were maint ained with perfect regularity. The number
of transformations which diverse methods of lighting require can

be effected by means of a system of secondary generators, which

permit of the transmission of the electrical energy produced by
alternating machines to a distance of at least 40 kilometers (about
24-2 miles).— Comptes Mendus, Oct. 6, 1884, p. 549. J. t.

3. Heat and Electricity.—F. Kohlkausch has supported the

theory that the phenomena of thermo-electricity result from the

interchange of heat and electricity, the one carrying the other
" ' erchanging energy. This theory has been called the

the relation between the thermo-

tnc junctions; hut he discovers in the principles of thermo-
dynamics objections to the conveyance theory. Kohlrausch does
not urge any crucial experiment, for none exists which can test

the truth of the contact theory or the conveyance theory.

Budde urges as an objection to the conveyance theory that in

order to agree with the second law of thenno-dynamics it requires,

that the phenomenon of the thermo-electric* chain should be
expressed by means of a quadratic expression as a function of the
temperature. Kohlrausch shows thai A venarius, Tait, Ammann
and himself had been led to this quadratic expression. Budde
does not believe that the results obtained by these investigators
will be true at hi truer and lower temperatures. Kohlrausch in

turn remarks that the metals when changed through great
ranges of temperature cannot be considered as the same metals.

The principal objection of Budde against the theory that elec-

tricity carries heat with it and that there is a constant
interchantre between electricity and heat in thermo-electric phe-
nomena, lies in this, that one can perceive that there should be
differences of distribution of heat when there are differences of
heat level

; but it is difficult to perceive that there should be an
electrical current where there is no such difference. Kohlrausch
remarks that in a pipe which conveys steam no difference of tem-
perature is nccessarv in order that heat can be conveved from
one place to auother"by a difference of pressure. The conveyance

suppo.edu, take phice une.piallv in different substances. Kohl-
rausch believes that the Mitfnhnnujxtheoriti and the contact
theory do not exclude each other, and that they may both be

ealed to to explain thermo-electricity.

—

Ann. der Physlk und
:

-:,- relations <

mercurv makes it verv
tanee, and C. L. We
metal of i
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i ot pure mercury. '1 he
uthor has investigated the thermo-electric relations between
malgams of mercury and other metals, ami finds the following

etric series' for amalgams of 0-5 portions by weight of
metals with parts of mercurv : tin, silver, lead.

;n, bismuth.—Ann. tier Physik unci Chemie, No. 11,

884, pp. 447-47(5. J. T.

5. Eleutentunf Text-book of Physics ; by Professors William
u Anthony ami Cvi.rs F.' [-Jkaokktt. 'Part I, 246 pp. 8vo.
few York, 1884. (John Wiley & Sons.)—The appearance of a
ew text-book of Physics at this time is a matter oi some import-
nce. The rapid recent development oi' the subject in its various

- has served to make the older books antiquated and
.

, ami many teachers will have been perplexed by

some good features which wide rmnd it t<» those interested, bi

often diffioull ai ics is too general t

hy easily grasped hv a beuiimer; mo.v dilhYult, in fact, than is ei

Jirely consistent with the - i of the book. Tl:

learner is told that onh are required, an
7^ be is soon introduced to the dim ivntial eoethcient. and e:

»«gardedaBa umentthatitis

"

form of energvy' and "vet nothing is u'iven in the earlie
part of the volmm from "whi h th. tud nt can learn what th

indexin- '.

rinciple of modern physh

Literature. — The Comi
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peroxide of hydrogen (1818-1878), electrolysis (1784-1880), speed

o! < !;« mic;! _ar, peroxide of hydrogen, diction-

ary of the actio!! of heat upon certain metallic 1 salts including an

index to the principal literature upon the subject.

The committee also announces that indexes have been offered,

or are in progress of preparation, by different gentlemen, to the

literature of the following subjects: carbon monoxide, meteorites,

arsenic, explosives, phosphorus, uranium (a second index).

In conclusion, the committee announces that, in consequence of

to publish Indexes t< < I mi d Literatui wh'n i shall be < ndorsed

by this committee. The Smithsonian places a limit to the num-
ber of pages which will be printed per annum, but the limit is a

generous one. By thus securing the assistance of the Smithso-

nian Institution, chemists arc assured of a reliable and authorita-

tive channel e.-r with a wide circulation, and
the plan of i ubtedly receive a great

stimulus. It is also staled that a limited number of the indexes

published by the New York Academy of Sciences can be had by
addressing the Chairman of the Publication Committee of the

Academv', Professor D. S. Martin, 236 West 4th street, New

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Geology of the Scottish Itighlo, ,<!,<.—The important paper
of Prof. Archibald Geikie, Director ,,!' the Geological Survey of

Great Britain, reprinted from Nat ure, of Nov. 13, on pages 10 to 15

of this number is followed by a. special report on the Geology of the

Xortlurtjst of Suit<}<-liain.l by the gvologists of the Survey whose
work called forth that paper, Messrs. B. N. Peach and John

je of the investigation. The results,

ng a question in Scottish geoh.^y that has been long
ion. illustrate a . p

We cite the strati- raphieal section of the report,

ecompanying paragraphs, referring to the original
ture for the rest of the details.

>servor passes >•; agnificent quartz-

y the peculiar type of their sharp anticlinal folds.

are admirably displayed both in ground-plan and

ranging from the "pipe-rock" to the Eilan Dubh
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limestone (Group II). The strike of the reversed faults r.-iu-e
on the whole with that ot the strata traversed, and !

inclined at a higher angle than the dip of the latter,

r
_

«, ence generally amounting b

5 § about 10°. Inland from tbe coast

/ -
Ifl

S a '

* n

I \ m-

Hits thr S*r
f
,ubt,-,i?U.

Uzl | f<«lli>w-d i.)iind the west lace of
CS^S ° the hill, descending into the
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valley on the west, then bending back on itself, winding round

the north slope of Druim Tungi, and entering Loch Eriholl in

Heihm Bay. It reappears at the base of Crag-na-Faolinn. and

has been traced still farther to the south, while northward it can

be followed to the Whit ten Head, at the mouth of Loch Eriholl,

That the gneiss thus brought up on Ben Arnaboll and else-

where is in reality the Archa-an gneiss is evident, for two rea-

sons. First, its lithologieal characters agree with those of the

typical Archaean area to the west, save in certain eases where the

original features have been elfaced by the crushing to be after-

wards described. Near the thrust-plane, this effacernent is com-
plete, but in the heart of the mass the normal characters of the

Archaean rocks, including in some instances their characteristic

northwest strike, are retained. The rocks consist of coarsely

crystalline hornhlendic gneiss and pink granitoid gneiss, with

lenticular veins of hornblende-rock aim kernels of'cleuvaMe horn-

massive wins of pink pegmatite are well developed.

The soft greenish mineral (agalmatolite ?) already mentioned as

characteristic of the gneiss, where now or lately covered with
(]uart/.ite, occurs here in the pegmatites, and veins of epidosite

are abundant. Second, at various localities the hrecciated con-

glomerate and t'alse-hedded (piartzite at the base of the Silurian

strata are found resting on these crystalline rocks. Further, the

unooiiiorriiaUe junction can 'on one line be traced coi

for more than a mile. There can he no doubt, therefore, that this

mass is really a fragment of the old platform of Archa-an rocks

on which the Silurian strata were deposited.

But all these e\ idences of displacement are merely the precur-

sors of a still more powerful thrust-plane, which has been traced
continuously from the shore east of Whitten Head to the crest of

Crag-na-Faolinn, and at intervals for many miles to the south-

ward into the Assynt country

One final feature of the Durness and Eriboll area remains to

be noticed. The geological structure of this region
further complicated by the subsequent folding of the st

by a double system of normal faults (//in Section
t and thrust-planes alike. One set of normal faults trend;

north-northeast and south-southwest, while another, which appear;

to be newer, trends more or less at ri^ht angles to these. 1>>

these two systems of later dislocations, the 'thrust-planes will

their low hade have been intersected and shitted precisely as i

they had been ordinary boundary-planes between twogeologica
formations. Much of the difficulty, indeed, which has been Iron

this region may be traced t<» the etleet of the intricate network o
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2. On a Chart of the ancient drift and glaciers of the northern
Sir;,, M

}
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.'Hies of the lateral nioraines, and the effect in making

fie a lake over (jo miles Ion'--. He points out how the maf

^. n''a;
;

:

WinnnisiXreX^!
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1. Wyttenw. Stock... 3,084 2,190 894 .
nft

. „, ,8
2. Eegberg 1,360 437 923 ^,000 1,124 38

1,360 437 923 ^ 28J 4n
4. Rossberg 1,080 417 663 ^ UQ fi

5. Lmdenberg 900 409 49
2 QQQ 1Q0 4

f?P2L"— 5? 5JS tot llSo 2?5 25
7. Remerberg 525 330 195

25 4
8. Bottenberg 500 323 177 '

Professor Favre remarks on the gentleness of the pitch over all

the old Swiss glaciers. The glacier's height at Morcles below

Saint Maurice, in Valais, was 1650 m., and at Chasseron on the

Jura, near d'Yverdon, 1352 m., indicating a descent over the

Swiss plain, of 298 m. in the 78 km. or 49 miles, between the two

places, equivalent to 4 : 1000. At Chasseral, 57 km. to the north-

east, the glacier's height was 1306 m., and at Mt. Saleve, near

Geneva, 92 km. from Chasseron, it was 1308 m.; and hence, over

a distance of 149 km. across the plain, the surface was horizontal.

The thickness of the glacier at Chasseron was 917 m. and at

Chasseral about 871 m.
Professor Favre also speaks of the wide difference in some cases

between the limits of the modern and the ancient hydrographic
basins and course of drainage.

3. Description of Geological Sections crossing New Hamp-
shire and Vermont; by Professor C. H. Hitchcock. 34 pp. 8vo,

with two plates of geological sections. Concord, N. H., 1884.—
These sections, by Professor Hitchcock, are the results of new
field-work across the States of Vermont and New Hampshire
since the New Hampshire Geological Report was published, and

have much value. Professor Hitchcock here makes, as he had
before announced, theTaconic slates of Emmons, south of Middle-

bury, to be Lower Silurian in age, and not older than the Trenton
art of the Trenton (the Hudson River or Lorraine

i quartzyte is regarded as the Potsdam sandstone,

rid as overlying unconformably the Green Mountain rocks farther

The writer's opinion as to the existence of Arebsean rocks in

southern Vermont is mentioned, and he therefore here states that

he has found evidence of the existence of isolated Aivluean ureas

there, but, that his examination of the beds of Mt. Mansfield lead

him to doubt the Archaean age of a large part of the Green

4. The Till-ridge of New Haven, called Hound Hill—Profes-
sor W. M. Davis, in his paper on Drumlins (this Journal, xxviii,

413, 1884), objects to the view that the material of Round Hill

was deposited by waters descending a crevasse or knot of

crevasses in the glacier (this Journal, xxvi, 358, 1883), on the

ground of the absence of stratification. Bearing on this poinl I

would recall the facts: that a broad trench or valley 40 to 60 feet

deep (120 to 130 feet above the sea-level, and 170 to 180 below

the summit of the hill), extends half-way around the hill, and is cut

r!
'.
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out of the rocks to that depth ; that from the bottom of the till

"I the ridge the pitch to tide-level, three-fourths of a mile off, is

nearly 200 feet and from the top 300 teet. If the deposition
took place after the subsidence that opened the Champlain
period, a pitch of 200 feet in three-fourths of a mile, or 2r,<i feet in

a mile, would be reduced to 230 feet a mile. The difficulty in
the explanation does not come from the absence of regular strat-

u1 from the existence of enough sand and clay in the
liill-deposits to bind the stones together. Evidence of the violent
action of the descending waters is plain enough about the hill in

the valley described, and also in the bare rocks of the hills to

ist, east and southeast of it, whose height is near that
of the bottom of the till; for some reason they left the small area
of the hill for the accumulation of the deposited material.

5. The Copper-bearing rocks of the Lake Superior region.—
In a notice of Professor Irving's report on these rocks in the last
volume of this Journal (p. 4G-J), the a iew of the author is stated
as to their relations to the Annimikie group on the north shore

iperior, and the Lake Superior sandstone, that (1) the
Anniitiikie group i^ Huronian ; (.

'. series is

ovi«rl:iul uucoiiiormablv by the ''Eastern Lake Superior sand-
stone;" (3) that the latter i"» probablv Potsdam in age, as held by

gists « from Owen to Rominger;" (4) that the unfossil-
lt,!'— K,U(,naw series „m be older 1'ambrian.
We add here the views of Pre

>; Minnesota, on the same
(•881), of the' Geological Si

."lessor Irving's Report. On" the first of these points they are
the same as above. On the second, or the uneonformability of

r-hearing rocks and the overlying series, there is agree-

ment also; as stated on page 123, "at different places No. 1

i' !lf
- light-colored sandstone seen in the Mississippi river bluffs

south shore

"Iding fucoids and Scolithus], have been seen uneon-
lormably overlying portions of No. 3 [the copper-bearing series

°T so-called Keweenaw formation]." On the third, Professor

the Kastern sandstone and the

V- l r" ix ! ""K tiiat the group probublv belongs above the Pots-

I! :l ll refers the St. Croh fosiila

i d. On the fourth point he makes the copper-bearing
"
**J

equivalents of the Potsdam series.

lent for the last-mentioned eoneiusioii •

-nee the precise age of the fossils,

Whether Potsdam or later is not certain. The Lingular of the
sandstones of Tequamenon Bay, found by lb ng, . -

; bd
nim t0 refer those sandstones to the Potsdam, Professor V\ mchell
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says make the Keweenaw series Potsdam, if the rocks are

Mr. Wadsworth's discussion of the subject will be found in his

memoir on the Iron and Copper Districts of Lake Superior, in

vol. i, of the geological series of the Museum of comparative
Zoology.

6. The Geological and Natural //<'*?<>,>/ Swvy of Minnesota.
The 12th Annual Report, for the year 1883, N. H. Winchell,
State Geologist.—This Report contains a paper on the compara-
tive strength of Minnesota and New England granites, by N. H.
Winchell. The experiments were made on 2-inch cubes unpol-

ished and appear to have been conducted with care. The average
strength in pounds of 2<) samples of .Minnesota granites, crushed

between steel plates, was found to be 104,800 pounds, or 26,200 per

s.piare inch of" surface; when crushed bet ween wooden cushions,

93,272 pounds, or 23,318 pounds per square inch. The tests were
applied by Mr. James Cocroft, under the direction of Gen. Q. A.

granites (ir

The Minnesota granites are Archaean. How far this is the fact

with those of New England is not known. An explanation of

the differences might be obtained by an investigation into the

relative porosity of the rocks, or their absorbent quality, the

amount of mica, the presence of which fissile and feebly adherent
mineral must always diminish strength, and other textural

differences.

Following this report on granites the volume is occupied by a

final report on the Crustacea of Minnesota, included in the orders

: Copepoda, by ('. L. Iferriek, assistant in zoology,

forms, and in?z
synopsis of the described specie

* the iNorth America, and keys to the known species of the more
important genera."

7. Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio, Vol. v. Economic
Geology; Eowaki. Obton, State Geologist. 1124 pp. 8vo.

c<dumbtis, Ohio, 1884.—The va rioiis econoi nical 1 >roducts from

e rocks of Ohio are the subjec this

Tl
Building Stones, (lays, and tl; e methods of WOIking and the

en special reports added on tin • coal beds of diti:i'rei!t°reuions

Ohio. Besides Professor Orto .- the authors

these subjects, A. Roy, Inspei >s; N.^W. Lord on

i Iron manufacture, H. Newto n on the m.-,m u fact ure of Coke

;

K. Iward Orton, Jr., on the clay ries; E. Mc-

Mi llin, on Gas Coals ; and for th e special reports on , coal regions,

A. A. Wright, C. N. Brown and E. Orton, J r. Tl lere is also a
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report on analyses of Coals, etc., by K W. Lord ; and another
on the Glacial boundary in Ohio, by Prof. G. F. Wright. The
volume is illustrated by m;iny sections and maps. It is a valua-
ble contrib m] science.

8. Contributions to the Terti <ir;/ Geology and Paleontology
of the Uni
I'alennt.at.

ted States; by Angelo Hkilpeix, Prof. of Invert.

charge of, the Acad. Na t. Sci., Philad.
ll-pp. 8v<

1 o-eoio-ical map, showi ncf the distri-

bution of the several divisi r the Atlantic
iround the Gull

the collect*Hi papers of M r. 11,'ilnrin on the Unit ed States Ter-

Philadelphia Academyr of Sciences,

some points, wit h new papers by him on the same gen-

on Devonian < 'eratiu^r

pl.-u.-s. _Mi
.;n;\ ,„d /

also new.' Ti

sponcres

uWt'h.

J»e same volume contains a paper, bv B. LusnxsRKN on the

i&£ £
l,d Tri ers« !i

-

collected by the
Wedl8h Expedition „f isvj

: and also a. oilu-r, by Th. Fuchs, on
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the Tertiary shells of Spitzbergen, from the same collections.

The Tertiary shells include species (not satisfactorily determin-

able) of Siliqifiri", Phn,;-Ua, Psammosolen and Venus {Gircom-

phalus), from the lower horizon near Kolbay, and Cytherea

(Callista). and Psannnohia from the upper, at Advent Bay, all

unknown from the Arctic seas ; also a Thracia, larger than the

largest known. He observes that the species appear to be

Miocene, or later rather than earlier; and that they do not

sustain the view put forward by (xardener that the era of the

Polar flora was Kocetie instead ot Miocene.

12. Geology of Delaware.—Professor F. D. Chester has a

paper on the geology of the State of Delaware in the volume of

the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadel-

phia for 1864, pp. 237-260.

13. Lower Silurian age of the Peach Bottom roofing slates of
York and Lawa^Ur Counties, Pennsylvania.— Dr. P. Frazer
has found fossil plants in these roofing slates and probable frag-

ments, in Prof. James Hall's judgment, of graptolites, which
point to the Hudson River or Quebec group age of the slates.

The locality is on the Lower Susquehanna. The rocks are much
tilted, and near the slate-, and apparently above them occurs a

quartz-slate, containing, like the Chikis quartzyte, intercalated

hydromicaceous beds. They are among a series of chloride

schists.

14. Paleozoic drachnida.- Mr. S. II. Scuddeb has
|

revision of the subdivisions of fos>il Anu-hnids in a paper in the

Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1884,

p. 13, in which he describes the new genera Poliochera, Gera-

phri/iins and Ceralinura for Mazon Creek species, and the new
species Antl <t>is, from the same locality; also

Anthracom a the sub-conglomerate coal-meas-

ures near Fayetteville, Arkansas.
15. Professor E. D. Cope on fossil Vertebrates.—Professor Cope

has recently published the following papers

:

The North American Batrachia, Amer. Nat., January, 1884.

Synopsis of the Species of the Oreodontidae, Amer. Phil. Soc,
January, 1884.

Structure of the skull in the Elasmobranch genus Didymodus,
Amer. Phil. Soc, March, 1884.

The Creodonta. Amer. Nat., March, 1884.
TheTertiarv Marsupiaiia. Amer. \at., July, 1884.
The Extinct .Mammalia of the Valh-v of Mexico, Amer. Phil.

Soc, May, 1884.

The Mastodons of North America, Amer. Nat., May, 1884.

On the Structure of the feet in the extinct Artiodactyla of

North America. Ibid., August, 1884.

Fifth contribution to the knowledge of the Fauna of the Per-

mian formation of Texas and the Indian Territory, Amer. Phil.

Soc, August, 1884.

16. Note on Brazilian Minerals ; by Orville A. Derby.—In
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of the heavy sands accompanying the diamond
<»«. tut- nfwiv discover .mi- Cmiavicira-. near
the mouth of the Jequelinhouha in southern Bahia, Professor
Gorceix notes the absence of the oxides of titanium (rutile and

'<), of the hydrous phosphates of alumina and cerium,
and of tourmaline, so characteristic of the diamond sands of

Bagagens, and of the diamond region of Bahia.
These sands are remarkable for containing monazite (the most
abundant mineral after quartz), zircon, staurolite and corundum.
The last two are noted for the first time among the minerals

: the diamond, and the last, corundum, for the first

time definitely, in Hrazil. Zircon, which is .piite abundant, had
'arcly in the diamond sands of Bahia by Damour hut

,u ' v ei* in those of Minus, while monazite had only been found
rarely in a single locality in the Diamantina district.

Prof. Gorceix has also studied the favas (Lima beans) of the

-tie of the diamond deposits ..f

and western Minas Geraes. These are discoid peb-
bles resembling in shape the seed from which they take their

Jil!t
' *eri s m recognized, two of which contain silica, alumina

a,hl a small proportion of phosphoric acid. The other more
""I'lvshng series, of which the analysis has not yet been com-

in titanic, phosphoric and vanadic acids, and the
>;ises alumina, lime, iron, cerium, yttrium and didymium.

iirtstianite has been recognized by the same author in a

pyrojeenic rock from the head-waters of the Abaete,
a Western tributary of the in. per San Francisco. The following
analyses are given?

—Annals du Escola de Minos de Ouro Preto, vol. iii.

!7. Spodumene crystals of gigantic size; by Willia
tff^KK. (Communicated.)—The excavations upon the Etl
n "'"' in Pennington County. Dakota, have exposed nura

8, and is from one to three feet in

ive quartz and feldspar. The
cleavage is smooth and straight, but the lateral a

planes are obscure. Crystals from five to twenty feet long are
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18. Minerals from K<<n<jvr>llwtrsvk in Greenland.—A papei

recently published by Dr. Lorenzen, of Copenhagen, contains

analyses and crystallographic notes on several minerals ironi

Kangerdluarsuk in Greenland ; an earlier paper by the same
author has already been noticed (this Journal, xxv, 158). The
name liinkitr is given to a mineral occurring in mouoclinic crys-

tals with arfvedsonite, aegirite, eudialyte, etc. Its color is yel-

lowish brown when i'r< - are often altered so at

to have an earthy structure and straw-yellow color. The hard

ness is 5, the sprritie gravity 3-46. The mean of several analyso
yielded

:

Si0 2 TiO a CeO DiO LaO TO FeO CaO NaO Fl

29-08 13-36 2T25 0'92 044 23.26 8"98 5,82

For this the formula proposed is 2l-£U0
3

-
r-XaFl, although the

correctness of the formula is not fully established. The name
ii ton variety of iithia mica unusually rich

in lithium. An analysis gave :

SiO, A1 3 3 FeO K,0 Na 2 Li 2 Fl

59-25 12-57 0-93 5"37 7*03 9"04 7"32 =
102-11, deduct 308 0= 99-08

In optical relations this Iithia mica stands very near zinnwahlite

but is remarkable in containing more silica ; this, the author states,

cannot be due to impurity.
19. Synopsis MinerahmU-a: Systematische I'ebersieht des

Mimraireichs, entworien von Dr." Ai.iuv Wkishach. Zweite
Auflage, 87 pp. 8vo. Freiberg, 1884. (J. G. Fneelhardt.)—This
work contains a list of mineral species with a statement of their

composition, ami in most cases, the crystalline system to which
they belong ; the system of classification is rat her' artificial.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Comparative Anatomy of the Phanerogams and Ferns;
by Dr. A. DeBary, Professor in the Fniversity of Strassburir.

Translated and annotated by F. <). Dower. MA, F.L.S.. and
D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.L.S. (Clarendon Press, Oxford,

1884; pp. 659.)— DclJary's Yeruleiehendc Anatomic has heen in

ni/.ed as the most exhaustive work on the subject "hitherto pub-
lished, but owing to this very fact and to it- extremely technical

character, we had almost despaired of seeiue- it in print in Eng-
lish. A manuscript translation pn-pared t.-ur years ago by Miss

Mary Chapman, of Boston, has done good service in the Botan-

ical Laboratory, in Cambridge, and has made known to not a

few students, unfamiliar with German, the excellencies of

DeBary's treatise. From what the present writer has seen of
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character of parts of the volume. ITc says thai he had hardly

aii'l by remodelling, such portions necessarily lost s

thru- due proportion. But this is true of all encyclopedic

D,Bary has so well done.
The treatise is in t wo parts : (l), Forms of tissue ; (2), Arrange-

ment of the forms of (issue. The classification adopted in the
first pa ,-t j s as fu ]]ows: CeUular tissue, including epidermis, cork

vma: j'J), S,-l,-reach >/)//«, comprising so-called "hard
n;,orrs.'ovs:\v*; (4), Trucker, including

:' i. s;t v-tuh,s ; ,.n, Lnticif.mns tubes. The account
,; ni '»'i'«'eilular spaces is placed properly in an appendix. Under

s
ir !llm,

't Mi" Swi>s Alpsjs published in the Geneva Ar
He shows that

S7imi 'ms
- » tr'^makrSs'uials on

ge V0'ume of air, used first a hand air pump, which passed
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liter of air at each stroke of the piston, and in more recent trials,

a portable steam pump which, under a pressure of two atmos-

pheres, could move 2500 to 3000 liters an hour. The mean
amount used was 150 liters an hour. The organisms were de-

tained by a wad of spun glass in a glass tube, various precau mns
being used to insure accuracy. Each wad was afterward divided

and each half put into a portion of beef bouillon for the devdop-

became clouded. The method is one proposed by Dr. Miquel in

the Annuaire de Montsouris for 1884. His trials in 1884 were
made at the Theodule Pass, near Zermatt, 3322m in elevation,

above the limit of perpetual snow; on the Aletsch glacier, 29i>om
;

and in part at the summit of the Niesen, j:;ijti
, situated on the

border of Lake Thun and surrounded l»v imnirnms villages.

On the Aletsch glacier, July 15-17, one trial of 5o0 liters of air,

gave no organism; another of 800 liters, afforded one " inaigre
1 '

btilis; one of 250 liters, a single organism of the

family Torulacese ; one of 50 liters, a single Mirrococr?/s—:\hont
which there was some doubt. He thus obtained from 2000 liters

of air, at a height of about 3000 meters, two Bacteria (a Baeil-

second series of experiments, at the St. Theodule Pass, September
6, 7, one Bacterium termo was obtained from :;ooo liters, or three

cubic meters of air. In contrast with this extreme purity, the air

the cubic meter; and among the organisms in one case there were
444 microbes to the cubic meter, in another 250.

On the mountain of Niesen, in the last of July and first of

August, rain, Bnow and a severe storm, complicated the trials.

600 liters of air, under these conditions, gave 4 Bacteria (all of

one species) ; and in another trial, 4 Bacteria for 1725 liters.

Adding the two, it makes 3 to 4 Bacteria to the cubic meter.

With reference to the Bacteria being of a Mngic species, the author
states that on the plain in 1881, M. Miquel found 14 Bacilli to

79 of Micrococcus and 7 of Bacteria; and the author had a similar

M. Preuderich reports also other similar results from different

localities, and observes that the purity of the air of the mountains
is far greater than had been deduced from the trials of Pasteur
and others; that it is not exceeded by the air over the ocean,

imander Moreau obtained (aecording to a coin-

Dr. Miquel in the Scmaine Modicale of March >'>,

1884), five to six Bacteria to a cubic meter.
3. Description of an impregnated uterus and the uterine ova

of k'-hid,,,, hyvtrix. -Professor Uluard Owkn (Ann. Mag.
N. 11.. V, xiv, 373, Dec, 1884), refers to his papers in the Philo-

sophical Transactions ot 1865 and 1880, on reproduction in the

Echidna, and his account and figures in the latter paper illustrat-

ing a specimen in which the left uterus contained three ova. the

i -
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f the ova with the uterine walls was
shown by their floating freely as moved by the feeble wave of
the menstruum in which the dissection was made.
The paper closes with a copy of a letter from W. H. Caldwell

pressed by him to the Sydney (N. S. W.) Herald, Sept. 16,

1884.^ Mr. Caldwell observes that in both the Ornithorhynchus
•",•] Ki-liidna "the amount of food-yolk in the egg is very large,
aii.l that consequently, there is only :i partial xxjnu-nt^im (mero-
]

' ( - fi( " f }'\ !" Tin egg is laid at an age equal' to a 30diotir-old

i

-

s of an inch long in the longer diameter, and one-

liie shorter. Ornithorhynchus produces two eggs at
a birth, Echidna, one: the former places the eggs at the end of
one of the burrows, the latter her one in a ventral pouch. Mr.
( :i 'dwell -tat-s t hat he has already worked out most of the stages
in the development, and hopes to obtain a sufficient number of

Mntst.nndla, ,' representing a
!',;>,)

te with the perforate 1 !a(ainni7aiid the
- >f the Lagenl iio'bi. reriniB. Of the

ed protozoan - :l 'ii the n

both in

> been found < while ten occur

Ue'l' 'en of these ten
'id both in fresh and sali rs. Dr. Daday

<-• Km,
:s deeid. dly oj.iuion of Professor

waters of Tran-

inn. M<
>a than to those

ol the I,
\. //;./.. N

«..;i Hi

""' of d//,v._ <\ II. Stoi n a paper in the

' of the Buss •t iv, 1884), de-
'

the effects ol•Yeedini: w ire ,m pai ntert putty (made of
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A like mixture of barium carbonate or lead carbonate and oil,

ing, in the proportion ol 1 to' I l'| , n . Iikmum,! ilu

of much inten-i ; and the fart that thcv eat common putty with

relish for the oil it contains is one of public importance.

6. Annals of the Nor !',/•/>• Acad,-,, >j „f S-ienees.—Numbers

l'usks,'illu<trate.l Lv' 10 plates.

7. Prodromus Van,,,, Mediterranean sire Descriptio Annual-

Kocl 1)).-Tl7islirM,,artortheProar»,nu*c<
descriptions oi theanimal species of tin .Med

of the best of European zoologists. It is

for the zoological laboratories on the c

but has oreat value lor other seas and .

8. The Auk: a quarterly Journal of <)

the first volume of this excellent joi.rr

Mr. E. P. Bicknell publishes in it an

Gu»*^(/ienu'rl,i Canadensis)- W. \A

tion and mi-ration of Harris's bind, ]/,,,,

Stephens, on LeConte's Thrasher, and
Desert; J. A. Allen, on zoological no ineiicl

IV. Astronomy.

1. Abstract of a Report to the Sohtr Physics Committee on a
Comparison between ,>/' short Period in

Sun-Spot Areas and in Diurnal. Tnnp, ntur«-Il ru,es ot Toronto

and at Kew ; by Balfour Stkwakt. M.A., LL.l')., F.U.S., and
William Lant Carpeni .it, li.A, U.Sc. -It ha- been knoun tor



the state of the sun's surface as denoted by sun-spot areas

iges of oscillation of the declination magnet ; and moreover the

cloak or diminish the effects oi s-.l ir variation bv "mm ea^m- ab-
sorption when the sun is str< absorption
When the sun is weakest.
On this account it seemed d.esirable to the authors to make a

comparison of this kind bet w<
for these the length of period med sutli-

<5ient to produce a -real alte

The meteorological element selected for comparison
spots was the diurnal range o! ' atmospheric temperatu re, an ele-

cted (the verification or disproval of this susj
the objects of this paper) that there are two n

'-obtained.

^•'Il'wiib' r'

:

we
U

lmve :

*hich will afford llsil ,letim.e means of compa
as Professor Stokes has pointed out, it is not
present purpose to discuss the question whet!

have a real or only an apparent peri

i manner as nearly
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and then see whether they also exhibit periodicities (apparent or

real) having virtually the same times as those of sun-spots, the

phases of the two sets of phenomena being likewise allied to one

another in a constant manner.
that the authors have made, their

ables them to detect the
It is such a comparison that 1

lethod of analysis being one whi

a mass of observations. A description of this method ha

been published in the "Proceedings of the Royal Society" for

May 15th, 1879. The comparison was made by this method be-

tween sun-spot observations extending from 1832 to 1867 inclu-

sive, Toronto temperature-range observations extending from
1844 to 1879 inclusive, and Kew temperature-range observations

extending from 1856 to 1879 inclusive. The following conclu-

sions were obtained from this comparison.
-spot Inequalities around 24 and 26 days, whether ap-

rly the same as

those of terrestrial meteorogical Inequalities as exhibited by the
have periods very

,ly temperature-ranges at Toronto and at Kew.
(2) While the sun-spots and the Kew temperature-range In-

equalities present evidence of a single oscillation, the correspond-
ing Toronto temperature-range Inequalities present evidence of a

double oscillation.

(3) Setting the celestial and terrestrial members of each indi-

vidual Inequality, so as to start together from the same absolute

time, it is found that the solar maximum occurs about 8 or 9 days
after one of the Toronto maxima, and the Kew temperature-range
maximum about 7 days after the same Toronto maximum.

(4) The pT ion exhibited by the temperatnr*"
r:u _• Inequalities is much less than the proportional oscillation

exhibited by the corresponding solar Inequalities.

—

Proc. Roy.'
Soc., No. 232.

2. Astronomical Observations and Researches made at Dvn-
sink. Fifth Part, Dublin, 1884.—Dr. Ball has in this volume
given the result of a systematic search for stars of measurable
parallax. Nearly r hundred stars were examined, with a neg-
ative result ; that is, they did not indicate an annual parallax

large enough to lead him to give further attention to them. The
detail- of his measurements are given. Upon four stars, how-
ever, Dr. Ball has made elaborate measurements and obtained
these parallaxes

:

61 Cygni, w = 0"4676.

p
r

°m, "J
6

'
' £ = 0"W.

6 Cygni, *•= ()" -482.

The parallax of 61 Cygni differs little from that obtained by
Professor Hall at Washington, Professor Hall's result being
0*-4783. The several parallaxes of this double star obtained by
Strove, Auwers, Hall and Ball indicate that the true value cannot

differ much from one-half a second. The small negative parallax
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National Arg^
Observatory.—The four quarto volumes of star positions referred

The wh< >le n r of star*
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V. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1- Systematic Earthquake Observations.—On Nov. 21, 1884, a
conten-nee was held in Washington to consider and arrange a

;

fi

.7" w p
'

!». m*'-A - .i \\ iV
'

'

' <'
i" n.iri i

' >7<\V
';'';.'"' r " M1, < tienl,,

l .-ir-il Mirvey. II. M. Paul ot the Naval Observa-

M »'>• s li v\, \ ,',\ \ ,uV'V; it IS'/, ,h?o(Prin^"
ton College.

Il was considered desirable to attempt work in two directions.

collection of more reliable non-instrumental observa-

S
0nyy the general distribution oi circular of information and

blank repotts, „, |. t f,IU 1 .,. tnd return- I <> n»r:i rlice

JY
r lhe occurrence of an earthquake. It ifl proposed

;;'

,v,
• circulars as widely as possible, and Professor liockwood
equested to pi,.,, : ,iv'f..i m- f.-r the inr« ~>:iry correspondence.

The establishment of stations provided with i
Second.
ments for th< [Tog of the earth's mo-
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tion. These would probably be of two grades ; the more numer-
ous ones having some simple and inexpensive form of seismo-cope

to record the occurrence of a shock and to mark the time as

exactly as possible, while a less number of selected stations would
be provided with more elaborate seismographs to record as fully

as possible the details of the earth's movement. As p\

work in this direction, Messrs. Paul, Rockwood and Marvin arc to

report upon the form of instruments to he adopted; and Messrs.

Koekwood, Abbe and Davis are to consider the best geographical
distribution of the stations ; Professor Rockwood having under-

taken to prepare a chart of the geographical distribution of the

earthquakes u hi eh have occurred in the United States and Canada
in the last twelve years as recorded in his published lists.

Besides this preparation for observational work Mr. Davis is

to report upon the bibliography of recent seismology, and Mr.
Paul upon instruments already employed in other count ries, es-

pecially Japan ; while other related topics are not overlooked.
The work is to be conducted under the supervision of the U. S.

Geological Survey which will attend to the executive details of

the scheme. And when sufficient observations have been col-

lected they will be put into the proper hands for Scientific discos-

2. Voidinic Phen,<»»r,<<< of iss:i. (Die Vuk che Kreiinisse
desJah.es ». .lai.r von C. W .

('. Fuchs.—Miu.

as n^lil
. Mittheil.

Inu!^vole'mc,
of C. W.
ruptim.s a

V. !•

.nd ('SquX'fof
the vear. •ted during March
a^ VpiM and other ''ar from V ins and Coto-

lsoin Ice!; Alaska. But
bv far tinJ most im pnrtan t outbreak was the great eruption of

:

^oicu uo^whicl
i August 1

i formed a ran11 uninhabited
Java and Sum atra was llr>t reported by a
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traced three times around the earth by irregularities in the tr;

ings of self-registering barometers.
Dr. Fuchs does not favor the idea that the wonderful sky-glo

observed during the past winter were caused by dust from K;
katoa disseminated in the upper strata of the atmosphere. A
he remarks that "the eruption of Krakatoa although very vioh
has been equaled or exceeded by others; e. g., that of Asan
yatna l?s3, of Temboro 1815. of Oospcniir

""

Hekla 1845, Ma

connection with

is 15,

ISCtj,

ntlu

of'Ooseguina
and Poehutla
inMlar.ky.glov

absence ot an

l'^:i5, as v

y such obse
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TJSrSi . consisted

S\
ude ;—others,

ator'ial current

"-
1: , .

s of the at

ike of July,
1 883, does not belong to the volcanic earthquakes hitherto fre-

Maml: and a real downfall or a collapse ot a great
cayuy finds as lutb reason. The materials ot the hill have only

• hat m.l i, .m in • d 'h< n selves until they again
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ment of the plan on wh.1

a summary of the work done by a number of specialists in ditfer-

ent, subjects. Tin- following is 'a list ot the papers printed in full

up the bulk of l.lie volume: Zufii fetiches, bv F. H.

Cushi.iLi; \ I >- 1 1 1
- oi the Iro.p.ois. hv Mrs. Knuinnie A. Smith;

Animal Carvinus iVom l lie mounds of the Mississippi Vallcv. by

H. W. Henshaw; Navajo Sil versmit lis, bv Dr. Washington
Matthews, U. S. A.; Art in Shell of the ancient Americans, hv

W. H. Holmes; Illustrated Catalogue <»f the collections obtained

from the Indians of New Mexico ;il ,d Arizona, in 1870. and from

the Indians of New Mexico, in 1S8(>, by James Stevenson.

These papers contain a vast amount of interest ino- and valuable

\f the Neic Engl d Society, No.

meteorological conditions of Xev, Fn U land for

sed upon reports from forty-five observers, six of

umeeted with the V. S. Signal Service. Besides

Fit/, (ierald.

In regard to the objects a

from the Bulletin. " The Ne
was formed in Boston, in Ji
atmospheric phenomena in Ne

of the observations, with such oth< r item- of h.teivs't .,-,

paid to precipitation and range of

whether a member of the SocietyH?i;

{:H
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,::'
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ing the observations. The Society is a voluntary association,
and depends upon the fees of its members for the cost of issuing

mid for its other expenses. It is, therefore, hoped
•Mod in meteorology will connect themselves with it

™<1 :'id in promoting the objects it has in view. Correspondence
'•^•'t'lm to the Society and to membership sliould he addressed to
»». M. Davis, Secretary. Cambridge, Mas*. Correspondence re-

:-<it. rs of ..bs.-rvati.M. should he addressed to Winslow
Upton, Director, Providence, R. I."

5. American. Society for Psychical Research. — A Societv has

; or-anizod at Host on, the object of which, like that
Society formed in England in 1882, is (to quote from

hngs of the latter) to make " an organized and syste-
atic attempt to invest ig;tte that large group of debatable phe-

• From the recorded testimony of many competent
• -t and present, including observations recently made

•• !.!>.

TlicC,! lM ,i,i„

"anley H:

decep

Niamey Hall (Chairman'. K (' Piekenn-- William James, Al-
iens II vat t s,
^.-n'W;,:, , ; titles r"e'
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of the character of the volume may be obtained from the titles

of some of the chapters taken at random, such as:—The Son of the

Earth (the Moon) ; A well known guest (the Comet Pons); The

Star of the three Kings (new Stars); How one becomes an

Astronomer (Bessel).

8. Elisha Mit.-lnh s,-i. n tifu- Society of Raleigh, N. C, Jour-

nal/or the year 1883-84.—this society, 'now a vear old, is named

after an able professor of Chemistry of the l/niversity of North

Carolina, Elisha Mitchell— < a naturalist by inheritance, by in-

clination, by education and by professioir''— whose lamented death

occurred in"l 857, by a fall From a precipice while descending Black

Mountain. In 1835 he measured the altitude of this peak, and

found it 5,50s feet above Moru antown, which, with the now known
height of Morgantown, makes it 0,70* feet above the sea—only
V feet above the height obtained by Professor Guyot in 1856.

His ascent in 1857 was undertaken to remove a lingering doubt

as to whether the peak measured was the highest or not of the

group. The name given the society is one of many honors to his

memory from the citizens of North'Carolina. This first publica-

tion of the Society contains papers on the phosphatic deposits of

North Carolina, by C. W. Dabney, ,U: and W. 1>. Phillips, analyses

of the cassiterite of King's Mountain, X. C, by C. W. Dabney;
on Indian Burial Grounds of North Carolina, by J. A. Holmes,
and other papers of interest.

9. Leisure Hours amou,/ the (,'
(>ms; by Augustus C. Hamlin'-

48!) ])]>. svo, with two colored plates. Boston, 1884 ..lames

Osgood & Co.)—The author has broughl together in this volume
many interesting facts in regard to the more important gems,

their occurrence, history, etc. The scientific theories ad-

vanced, however, will not always bear examination, and a

good deal of space is given to the discussion of irrelevant matter.

A Treatise on the Principles of Chemistry, by M. M. Pattisou Mnir. M.A..

F.R.S.E. 488 pp. 8vo. Cambridge, 1884. (University Press.)
The Elements of Chemistry, Inorgani jgor Sidney A.

Norton. 504 pp. 8vo. Cincinnati and New York, 1884. (Van Antwerp
Bragg & Co.)

ciens, Tome premier, 1884. Brussells.
;•.

3vo. Contains descriptions of i

Mollusks and Crinoicls. by A. II. Worthen.
Memoirs of the Geological Survey of India.

—

Sind, with 16 plates, by P. Martin Duncan and W

Hermann Kolbe.— It i> announced thai tin- German chemist,

Professor Hermann Kolbe, died suddenly on the 25th of last

November, in his 67th year. A sketch of his life and work is

promised to appear in the coming number of the Journal fW
praktische Chemie, of which he was long the editor.
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BENJAMiN SILLIMAN.

Benjamin Silliman, son of Benjamin Silliman the founder
°f this Journal, and long one of its editors, died at New
^ven, Connecticut, on the fourteenth of January, 1885.

Mr. Silliman was born in New Haven, on the fourth of

December, 1816. His mother, Harriet Trumbull, was the

daughter of Jonathan Trumbull, Governor of the State of Con-

necticut from 1T98 to 1809. Surrounded from his childhood

y an atmosphere of science, he early made acquisitions in

chemistry and mineralogy, and exhibited also much interest in

the Poetical arts and mechanics. He entered Yale College in

August, 1833, and was graduated four years later, with the

class of 1837, a class which included an unusual number of

fDen Wno have since had prominent positions in the country.

Before graduation, in the summer of 1836, he began his mining
ex plorations in a visit with his father to the gold region of

,rg'nia, a report on which, over thirty pages in length, by his

fath er, is contained in volume xxxii of this Journal.
AM

- Jour - Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXIX, No. 170.-FEB., 1885.
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After leaving college, in 1837, he became his father's assistant

in chemistry and his other departments, a position just then left

vacant by the resignation of Mr. J. D. Dana, who had received

an appointment to the department of Geology and Mineralogy

in the Wilkes Exploring Expedition.

The Laboratory gave him opportunities for experiment and

study of which he assiduously availed himself ; and by the

year 1842 he had, without outside help, of which the country

afforded then almost nothing, acquired sufficient knowledge of

general and analytical chemistry and mineralogy to enable him

to instruct others on these subjects, and he received a few

students in what would now be called very narrow quarters in

the old laboratory of the college. One of the earliest of these

private pupils was Mr. John P. Norton, afterward Mr. Silliman's

associate, who studied with him in 1842 and 1843, and later

spent two years in laboratories in Edinburgh and Utrecht.

Another was Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, who commenced his studies

with Mr. Silliman in 1845,—then a young man of 20 years,

having some knowledge of chemistry and a zeal for science,

which he brought with him from his home in Norwich (Con-

necticut), that commended him strongly to both the Sillimans.

This was the commencement of work in advanced chemistry

in the College ; but it was outside of the College curriculum

and had no recognition from the College authorities. In 1846

a memoir to the Corporation by himself, adopted and seconded

by his father, urging the official recognition and organization of

a new department of advanced science, led to the establish-

ment of the " Department of Philosophy and the Arts." The

;t School of Applied Chemistry" was organized under this

department, and placed in the charge of Mr. Silliman, as

Professor of Chemistry applied to the Arts, and Mr. John P-

Norton, as Professor of Agricultural Chemistry. The school

took possession of the old Presidential residence on the college

ground, which the professors, without salaries from the college,
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and at their own expense, fitted up for the purpose—by the

permission of College authorities, but without the privilege of

using the building free of rent. Thus Mr. Silliman, through

his zeal and energy, early made a strong impression on the sys-

tem of education at Yale ; and the College had, almost un-

knowingly to itself, taken an important step toward the rank

and character of a university.

The School was successful from the beginning, and the

enthusiasm of the professors called out equal enthusiasm in the

pupils. It was the germ from which proceeded later, under an

enlarged faculty—though still an unpaid self-sacrificing faculty

—the Yale Scientific School ; and this prepared the way for

the greater expansion under the generous gifts of Mr. Sheffield.

Among the six students of the year 1847, the first after the

Qew organization, were three, G. J. Brush, S. W. Johnson and

' "• Brewer, who later became professors in the Yale

Scientific School, and are still in active service. Mr. Silliman's

connection with the Scientific School continued until 1869, but
his instruction was interrupted by his residence in Louisville

mentioned below, and to a greater or less degree after his

return to New Haven by duties in other directions.

In 1888, Mr. Silliman became associated with his father in

the editorship of the American Journal of Science and Arts,

toe Journal then in its 21st year and Mr. Silliman in his 22nd.
This arrangement continued until the close of 1845, when the
first series of fifty volumes was ended, after which Mr. James
D

- Dana was associated with Mr. Silliman in the editorial

Qtles. Up to the present time, 1885, his name has stood
among those of the editors of the Journal now for nearly half

a century.

ln the winter of 1845-46, Mr. Silliman gave a course oi

ectures on Agricultural Chemistry in New Orleans upon the

Citation of leading commercial and professional men in that

Qli
y- In 1849 he received the appointment of Professor of
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Medical Chemistry and Toxicology in the Medical College at

Louisville, Kentucky, which chair he occupied for five years.

Louisville became for the time his place of residence. He

relinquished this position in 1854 to enter upon* instruction in

the Academic and Medical departments of Yale College, his

father's resignation having left the place vacant. His position

as Professor in General and Applied Chemistry in the Aca-

demic College he resigned in 1870, but retained his connection

with the Medical School until his death.

In 1851 Mr. Silliman accompanied his father on the latter's

second visit to Europe. During the time abroad the party

visited England and from there traveled through France to

Italy and Sicily. On the return some time was spent in Switz-

erland and Germany. The journey was a profitable one in

many ways. The former European tour of his father, in

1805-6, had been cut short by war which compelled a speedy

retreat after a brief time in Holland, and it was a special delight

to him now to visit regions of volcanoes and glaciers, which had

been subjects of eloquent lectures by him for so many years, and

to see face to face the men whose names he had so often quoted,

and so long honored—Lyell and Murchison in England, Brong-

niart, Milne-Edwards and Elie de Beaumont in Paris, Marignac

and De la Eive in Geneva, Humboldt, Eose, Liebig and others

in Germany; and in this pleasure his son shared most pro-

foundly.

In 1853 Mr. Silliman had charge of the Chemical, Mineralog-

ical and Geological department of the Crystal Palace in New

York. At this time he edited, in connection with Mr.

Charles E. Goodrich, a large illustrated quarto volume entitled

the "World of Science, Art and Industry;" and, in 1854,

another similar volume entitled "The Progress of Science and

Mechanism."

In March, 1864, he made his first visit to California, where.

for about a year, he was engaged in the professional work of
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examining and reporting on mines. His mining explorations

at this time were extended into Arizona; and one of the vol-

umes of this Journal for 1866, contains an account by him of

his trip to the Mojave desert, Fort Mojave and the San Fran-

cisco Mining district. This visit covered the period of his

father's death at New Haven which occurred in November of

that year. A second visit to the Pacific States, for a similar

purpose, was made by him in the year 1867, and still another

ln 1872; and after 1872, his journeyings as a mining expert

carried him over nearly all the rest of the Eocky Mountain

region within the limits of the United States.

Mr. Sillii

a wide field. In 1846, his father's work on chemistry having

been long out of print, he published his "First Principles of

Chemistry." The work had many excellent features, was

highly valued in the country and met with great success, more
than fifty thousand copies of the three editions (1846-1858)

having been sold. In the part of the work on Organic Chem-
lst

>7 he had the assistance of Dr. T. Sterry Hunt. About ten

years later, in 1858, appeared another work, of somewhat sim-

llar nature, entitled the "First Principles of Physics or Natural

Philosophy;" a second edition of it was published in 1860.

F°r the work the author modestly claimed, in his Preface, only
the cred it that " belongs to a faithful digest and compilation

rorn tne best authorities in modern science." The volume con-

ned a vast amount of matter, well arranged for instruction,

and for many years it was the best known of Physical text-

b°oks in the country.

Mr
- Silliman's

papers i n this Journal are more than fifty in

number, and embrace a wide range of subjects. The larger

Part are descriptions of minerals, more especially from the

ChemicaI side, and among the papers are many of prominent

Merest
-. n the composition of Calcareous Corals (1846) ;

on

the new species, Emerald Nickel, from Texas, Pa. (1847); the
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results of the optical examination of the Micas (1850) ; on

Gay-Lussite from near Eagtown, Nevada (1866), in which the

occurrence of this mineral in process of formation is described;

on Priceite a new borate of lime (1873); on Platinum and

Iridosmine at the Cherokee Gold Mine, California (1873);

Tellurium ores of Colorado (1874) ; on the occurrence of Gold

with scheelite in Idaho (1877); on Jarosite in Arizona (1879);

on Vanadates, Chromates and Tungstates in Arizona (1881);

on the Iron Mountain of Durango, Mexico (1882).

In the department of mineralogy he always took an active

interest. His opportunities for collection were large and he

accumulated a fine cabinet which, in 1868, was sold to Cornell

University, where it bears the name of the Silliman Cabinet.

The mineralogical collections of Yale College are indebted to

him for various gifts; and through his personal solicitation of

funds the Baron Lederer Collection was secured, in 1843, for

the college.

Other papers by him relate to meteoric stones and irons, as

those of Burlington, N. Y., Lockport, N. Y., of Texas, of Con-

cord, N. H., Shingle Springs, Cal. : points in geology and

physical optics; photographic experiments with the voltaic

arc, then a matter of novelty ; the illuminating powers of

gas, etc.

Professor Silliman delivered one of the addresses on the

occasion of the celebration of the Centennial of Chemistry at

Northumberland, Pennsylvania in August, 1874, which took

the form of a full list of American Contributions to Chemistry

up to the date of the meeting; it extended to one hundred

and seventy-six pages and is a valuable historical work, the

result of a vast amount of labor. It contains a complete ljst

of his own papers up to the time of publication.

Mr. Silliman, throughout his life, but especially in the last

twenty years, gave a large part of his energies to work >n

applied science, including the examination of mines, the prep"
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aration of reports on questions connected with the chemical

arts and manufactures, in which subjects his knowledge was

remarkably extensive, expert testimony in courts, and other

matters of practical interest. His reports on these subjects

have been very numerous and involved a great amount of

work. One of the latest and most important, was the report

to the National Academy of Sciences, as chairman of a com-

mittee appointed by them, on the subject of the use of Sorghum
as a source of sugar. His position as State Chemist, to which

he was appointed in 1869, also gave him much to do in the

line of applied chemistry.

Professor Silliman took a personal interest in the municipal

affairs of the town of New Haven, and in his early life, between

1345 and 1849, he was a member of the Common Council.

He was one of the fifty original members of the National

Academy of Sciences, incorporated by Congress in 1863. He
was also a member of a number of other Scientific Societies at

home and abroad.

Professor Silliman was a man of exceedingly generous nature

and kindly disposition. He was ever cheerful, ever inclined to

look upon the bright side of life, hopeful and sanguine of suc-

cess where others might be discouraged; and if his expecta-

tions for himself and others were not always realized, it was

largely owing to this element in his character. In society he

was most genial, abounding in conversation based on a remark-

able range of information on general topics and with anecdote

ready for the entertainment of his guests. Hospitality to

Wends of the College or to men of science or to those of his

own kin and personal intimacy was his delight, and to this

s°me of those present at the recent meeting of the British

Association can testify.

Durmg the greater part of his life Mr. Silliman enjoyed

excellent health. He had much more than the ordinary amount
of vigor, and rarely felt the necessity of considering whether
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he were able to undertake any labor proposed to him or not.

Four years since, after an excursion, late in the autumn of

1880 among the mountains of Pennsylvania, he was prostrated

for some weeks with heart disease ; and it seemed to his friends

for awhile that at the best his days of active work were at an

end. But in the course of another six months he was off to

New Mexico on a visit to the Negretta Mountains (Black

Bange) in Socorro County ; and he returned from the elevated

mountain region apparently uninjured by the trip, though

conscious of a weakened constitution. His energy was far

from giving out ; and other excursions were undertaken in the

course of the following years, including another trip to New

Mexico. His recent illness commenced in October last, with a

severe return of his heart complaint, complicated by an attack

of pneumonia; and from that time his decline made slow but

steady progress—more visible to friends than to himself.

One of the last literary labors which he performed was the

preparation, for the National Academy of Sciences, of a memoir

of his old friend and colleague at Louisville, Dr. J. Lawrence

Smith ; and during the last few weeks of his life, when his

strength was already largely gone he gave directions, with a

touching degree of affection and interest, for the completion of

the medal which was to commemorate the labors of his Aca-

demic associate. The generous, whole-souled affection for his

friends, which characterized his entire life, was never more

strongly manifested than during his last days.

The funeral services took place at the College Chapel on the

seventeenth of January.

Professor Silliman was married in May, 1840, to Miss Susan

H. Forbes of New Haven, eldest child of William J. and Char-

lotte Boot Forbes. Mrs. Silliman died in March, 1878. Four

daughters and an only son survive them.
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Art. XVI.—The Organization and Plan of the United States

Geological Survey ; by J. W. Powell. With a map" (Plate

1). (Communicated to the National Academy of Sciences at

the October meeting in 1884.)

A scientific institution or bureau operating under gov-
ernment authority can be controlled by statute and by superior

-tive authority but to a limited extent. These opera-
tions are practically carried on by specialists, and they can be
controlled only in their financial operations and in the general
purposes for which investigations are made. Their methods of

on are their own,—originate with themselves, and
are carried out by themselves. But in relation to the scientific

operations of such a government institution, there is an unoffi-

cial authority which, though not immediately felt, ultimately
steps in to approve or condemn, viz: the body of scientific

men of the country
; and though their authority is not exer-

cised antecedently and at every stage of the work, yet it is

so potent that no national scientific institution can grow and
prosper without their approval, but must sooner or later fall

and perish unless sustained by their strong influence.
As director of the Geological Survey, I deeply realize that 1

owe allegiance to the scientific men of the country, and for this

reason I desire to present to the National Academy of Sciences
the organization and plan of operations of the Survey.

A TopoCxRaphic Map of the United States.

Sound geologic research is based on geography. Without a
good topographic map geology cannot even be thoroughly
stadied, and the publication of the results of geologic investi-
gation is very imperfect without a good map; but with a good
map thorough investigation and simple, i

oecome possible. Impelled by these considerations the Survey

topographic map of the United States. The geo-

ol this map is a trigonometric survey by which

throughout the country: that is,

- are measured and a triamrulation extended
^"s trigonometric work is executed on a sea!.' onlj a

re&ned for map-making purposes, and will not be directly
useiul for geodetic purposes in determining the figure of the
™ rlh

- The hypsometric work is based upon the railroad levels

°J

the country. Throughout the greater part of the country,
•fere is a system of railroad lines, constituting a net-work.
* ne Ievels or profiles of these roads have been establia
reasonable accuracy, and as they cross each other at a multipli-
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city of points, a system of checks is afforded, so that the railroad-

surface of the country can be determined therefrom with all

the accuracy necessary for the most refined and elaborate topo-

graphic maps. From such a hypsometric basis the reliefs for

the whole country are determined, by running lines of levels,

by trigonometric construction, and in mountainous regions by

barometric observation.

The primary triangulation having been made, the topography
is executed by a variety of methods, adapted to the peculiar

conditions found in various portions of the country. To a

large extent the plane-table is used. In the hands of the topo-

graphers of the Geological Survey the plane table is not

simply a portable drafting table for the field ; it is practically

an instrument of triangulation, and all minor positions of the

details of topography are determined through its use by trigo-

nometric construction.

The scale on which the map is made is variable. In some por-

tions of the prairie region, and in the region of the great plains,

the topography and the geology alike are simple, and maps on

a comparatively small scale are sufficient for practical purposes.

For these districts it is proposed to construct the sheets of the

map on a scale of 1-250000, or about four miles to the inch.

In the mountain regions of the West the geology is more com-
plex, and the topography more intricate ; but to a large extent

these regions are uninhabited, and to a more limited extent

i uninhabitable. It would therefore not be wise to make a topo-

graphic or geologic survey of the country on an excessively

elaborate plan. Over much of this area the sheets of the map
will also be constructed on a scale of 1-250000, but in special

districts that scale will be increased to 1-125000, and in the

case of important mining districts charts will be constructed

on a much larger scale. Tn the eastern portion of the United

States two scales are adopted. In the less densely populated

country a scale of 1-125000 is used ; in the more densely pop-

ulated* regions a scale of 1-62500 is adopted, or about one mile

to the inch. But throughout the country a few special districts

of great importance, because of complex geologic structure,

dense population, or other condition, will require charts on

still larger scales. The area of the United States, exclusive of

Alaska, is about three million square miles, and a map of the

United States, constructed on the plan set fourth above, will

require not less than 2600 sheets. It may ultimately prove to

require more than that, from the fact that the areas to be sur-

veyed on the larger scale have not been fully determined.

Besides the number of sheets in the general map of the United

States, there will be several hundred special maps on large

scales, as above described.
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Such is a brief outline of the plan so far as it has been devel-
oped at the present time. In this connection it should be
stated that the map of the United States can be completed,
with the present organization of the Geological Survey, in

about 24 years; but it is greatly to be desired that the" time
for its completion may be materially diminished by increasing
the topographic force of the Geological Survey. We ought to
have a good topographic map of the United States by the year
1900. About one-fifth of the whole area of the United States,
exclusive of Alaska, has been completed on the above plan,
lhis includes all geographic work done in the United States
under the auspices of the General Government and under
the auspices of State governments. The map herewith shows
those areas that have been surveyed by various organizations
on such a scale and in such a manner that the work has
been accepted as sufficient for the purposes of the Survey.
Much other work has been done, but not with sufficient

refinement and accuracy to be of present value, though such
work subserved its purpose in its time. An examination of
the map will show that the triangulation of the various organi-
zations is already largely in advance of the topography. The
map of the United States will be a great atlas divided into
sheets as above indicated. In all of those areas where the
survey is on a scale of 1-250000, a page of the atlas will pre-
sent an area of one degree in longitude and one degree in lati-

tude. Where the scale is 1-125000, a page of the atlas-sheet

lAOK
repreSent one - fourtn of a degree. Where the scale is

Tk a
1 tbe atJassneet w '" represent one-sixteenth of a degree,

the degree sheet will be designated by two numbers—one rep-
resenting latitude, the other longitude. Where the sheets
represent fractional degrees, they will be labeled with the same
numbers, with the addition of the description of the proper
fractional part.
The organization, as at present established, executing this

w°rk is as follows : First, An astronomic and computing divis-
°n

»
the officers of which are engaged in determining the geo-

'•iui.-tfes of certain primary points. Second, A
triangulation corps engaged in extending a system of triangu-
ation over various portions of the country from measured
°ase-lmes. Third, A topographic corps, organized into twenty-
seven parties, scattered over various portions of the United
^tes. Such, in ;> :

;, to for the map of the
nited States, and the organization by which it is to be made.

* r
- Henry Gannett is the Chief Geographer.
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Before giving the outline of the plan for the general geologic

survey, it will be better to explain the accessory plans and

organizations. There are in the Survey, as at present organized,

the following paleontologic laboratories :

1. A laboratory of vertebrate paleontology for formations

other than the Quaternary. In connection with this laboratory

there is a corps of paleontologists. Professor O. C. Marsh is

2. There is a laboratory of invertebrate paleontology c

Quaternary age, with a corps of paleontologists, Mr. Wm. E

Dall, being in charge.

3. There is a laboratory of invertebrate paleontology c

Cenozoic and Mesozoic age, with a corps of paleontologist

Dr. C. A. White is in charge. •

4. There is a laboratory of invertebrate paleontology (

Paleozoic age, with a corps of paleontologists. Mr. C. I)

Walcott is in charge.

5. There is a laboratory of fossil botany, with a corps ol

paleobotanists, Mr. Lester F. Ward being in charge.
The paleontologists and paleobotanists connected with the

ies above described, study and discuss in reports the

fossils collected by the general geologists in the field. They
also supplement the work of the field geologists by making
special collections in important districts and atcr'-

zons ; but the paleontologists are not held responsible for

areal and structural geology on the one hand, and the geolo-

gists are not held responsible for paleontology on the other

hand. In addition to the large number of paleontologists on
the regular work of the Geological Survey, as above described,

several paleontologists are engaged from time to time to make
special studies.

There is a chemic laboratory attached to the Survey, with

a large corps of chemists engaged in a great variety of re-

searches relating to the constitution of waters, minerals, ores

and rocks. A part of the work of this corps is to study the

methods of metamorphism and the paragenesis of minerals,

and in this connection the chemists do «rork in the field; but

to a large extent they are occupied with the study of the mate-

terials collected by the field geologists. Professor F. W.
Clarke is in charge of this department.
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Physical Researches.

There is a physical laboratory in the Survey, with a small
corps of men engaged in certain physical researches of prime

Ihere is a lithologic laboratory in the Survey, with a large
corps of lithologists engaged in the microscopic study of rocks.
Ihese lithologists are field geologists, who examine the collec-
tions made by themselves.

Statistics.

Ihere is in the Survey a division of mining statistics, with a
large corps of men engaged in statistic work, the results of
which are published in an annual report entitled "Mineral
Resources. " Mr. Albert Williams, Jr., is the Chief Statistician

tiie Si

Illustrations.

There is in the Survey a division organized f

ot preparing illustrations for paleontologic and ge
Mr. W. H. Holmes is in charge of this division,
will not hereafter be used for embellishment, but will be strictly
confined to the illustration of the text and the presentation of

ah -ii

as can be best exhibited by figures and diagrams.
AU "lustrations will, as far as possible, be produced by relief
methods, such as wood-engraving, photo-engraving, etc. As
J^ge numbers of the reports of the Survey are published, this

3 demanded for economic reasons : but there is another
consideration believed to be of still greater importance:

th T made on stone cannot be used after the first edition
'

as

Jj
ey deteriorate somewhat by time, and it is customary to use

H
6 8am

m litnographic stone for various purposes from time to

on i-

The illu strations made for the reports of the Survey, if

.
lef-plates that can be cheaply electrotyped, can be used

gain when needed. This is es
oiogy

r where previous

J?

1" com parative purposes. There are two methods of studying
°e extinct life of the globe. Fossils are indices of geological
ormations, and must be grouped by formations to subserve

,

e
P urpose of geologists. Fossils also have their biologic

Rations, and should be studied and arranged in biologic
groups. Under the plan adopted by the Survey, the illustra-
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tions can be used over and over again for such purposes when
needed, as reproduction can be made at the small cost of

eh ctrotyping. These same illustrations can be used bj the

public at large in scientific periodicals, text-books, etc. All

the illustrations made by the Geological Survey are held for

the public to be used in this manner.

Library.

The library of the Survey now contains more than 25,000

volumes, and is rapidly growing by means of exchanges.
_
It

is found necessary to purchase but few books. The librarian,

Mr. U. C. Darwin, has a corps of assistants engaged in biblio-

graphic work. It is proposed to prepare a catalogue of Ameri-

can and foreign publications upon American geology, which is

to be a general authors' catalogue. In addition to this, it is

proposed to publish bibliographies proper of special subjects

constituting integral parts of the science of geology.

The publications of the Survey are in three series: Annual
Reports, Bulletins and Monographs. The Annual Report con-

stitutes a part of the Report of the Secretary of the Interior for

each year, but is a distinct volume. This contains a brief

summary of the purposes, plans and operations of the Survey,

prepared by the Director, and short administrative reports from

the chiefs of divisions, the whole followed by scientific papers.

These papers are selected as being those of most general interest,

the object being to make the Annual Report a somewhat popular

account of the doings of the Survey, that it may be widely read

by the intelligent people of the country. Of this 5650 copies

are published as a part of the Secretary's report, and are dis-

tributed by the Secretary of the Interior, Senators and Members
of the House of Representatives; and an extra edition is annu-

ally ordered of 15,000 copies, distributed by the Survey and

members of the Senate and House of Representatives. Four

Annual Reports have been published; the Fifth is now in the

hands of the printer.

The Bulletins of the Survey are short papers; and through

them somewhat speedy publication is attained. Each Bulletin

is devoted to some* specific topic, in order that the material ulti-

timately published in the Bulletins can be classified in any

manner desired by scientific men. Nine Bulletins have been

published, and seven are in press. The Bulletins already pub-

y in size from 5 to 325 pages each ; they are sold at

press-work and paper, and vary :

vary in
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lished; 1900 are distributed by Congress, 3000 are held for
sale and exchange by the Geological Survey.
The Monographs of the Survey are quarto volumes. By

this method of publication the more important and elaborate
papers are given to the public. Six Monographs, with two
atlases, have been issued; five Monographs, with two atlases,
are in press. 1900 copies of each Monograph are distributed by
Congress; 3000 are held for sale and exchange by the Survey
at the cost of press-work, paper and binding. They vary in
price from $1.05 to $11.
The chiefs of divisions supervise the publications that origin-

ate in their several corps. The general editorial supervision is

exercised by the Chief Clerk of the Survey, Mr. James C.
ruling.

General Geology.

In organizing the general geologic work, it became neces-
sary, first, to consider what had already been done in various
portions of the United States; and for this purpose the com-
pilation of a general geologic map of the United States was
begun together with a Thesaurus of American formations.
In addition to this the bibliographic work previously described
was initiated, so that the literature relating to American geol-
ogy should be readily accessible to the workers in the Survey.
At this point it became necessary to consider the best methods
°i apportioning the work ; that is, the best methods of dividing
'be geologic work into parts to be assigned to the different
corps of observers. A strictly geographic apportionment was
n<« deemed wise, from the fact that an unscientific division of
abor would result, and the same classes of problems would to
a large extent be relegated to the several corps operating in
neia and in the laboratory. It was thought best to divide the

ar as possible, by subject-matter rather than by terri-
torial areas; yet to some extent the two methods of division
will coincide. There are in the survey at present

:

*irst, a division of glacial geology, and Prof. T. C. Cham-
oerim, formerly State Geologist of Wisconsin, is at its head,

j
D a strong corps of assistants. There is an important field

or which definite provision has not yet been made, namely,

th ?i-
y of the loess that constitutes the bluff formations of

J°

e Mississippi River and its tributaries. But as this loess

nl°Z
eS to be intimately associated with the glacial formations

01 the same region, it is" probable that it will eventually be rele-
gated to the glacial division. Perhaps the division may event-
*1JJgrow to such an extent that its field of operations will
"clude the whole Quaternary geology.
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Second, a division of volcanic geology is organized and Capt.

Clarence E. Dut
placed in charge, also with a strong corps c

Third and fourth, two divisions have been oi_

prosecute work on the Archaean rocks, embracing within their

field not only all rocks of Archaean age, but all metamorphic
crystalline schists, of whatever age they may be found. The
first division has for its chief, Prof. Raphael Pumpelly, assisted

by a corps of geologists, and the field of his work is the crystal-

line schists of the Appalachian region, or eastern portion of

the United States, extending from northern New England to

Georgia. He will also include in his studies certain Paleozoic

formations which are immediately connected with the crystal-

line schists and involved in their orographic structure.

The second division for the study of this class of rocks is in

charge of Prof. Roland D. Irving, with a corps of geologists,

and his field of operation is in the Lake Superior region. It is

not proposed at present to undertake the study of the crystal-

line schists of the Rocky Mountain region.

Fifth, another division has been organized for the study of

the areal, structural, and iii.stf.rical geology of the Appalach-
ian region, extending from the Atlantic, westward, to the zone

which separates the mountain region from the great valley of

the Mississippi. Mr. G. K. Gilbert has charge of this work,

and has a large corps of assistants.

Sixth, it seemed desirable, partly for scientific reasons and

partly for administrative reasons, that a thorough topographic

and geologic survey should be made of the Yellowstone
Park, and Mr. Arnold Hague is in charge of the work, with a

corps of assistants. When it is completed, his field will be

expanded so as to include a large part of the Rocky Mountain
region, but the extent of the field is not yet determined.

It will thus be seen that the general geologic work relating

to those areas where the terranes are composed of fossiliferous

formations is very imperfectly and incompletely organized.

The reason for this is two fold : first, the work cannot be per-

formed very successfully until the maps are made; second, the

Geological Survey is necessarily diverting much of its force to

the construction of maps, and cannot with present appropria-

tions expand the geologic corps so as to extend systematic

work in the field over the entire country.

Economic Geology.

Under the organic law of the Geological Survey, investiga-

tions in economic geology are restricted to those States and

Territories in which there are public lands; the extension of
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the work into the eastern portion of the United States included
only that part relating to general geology. Two mining
divisions are organized. One, in charge of Mr. George F.
Becker, with headquarters at San Francisco, California, is at
the present time engaged in the study of the quicksilver dis-
tricts of California. The other, under charge of Mr. S. F.

larters at Denver, Colorado, is engage 1 in

studying various mining districts in that State, including silver,
gold, iron and coal areas. Each division has a corps of assist-
ants. The lignite coals of the upper Missouri, also, are under
investigation by Mr. Bailey Willis, with a corps of assistants.

Employes.

The employes on the Geological Survey at the close of Sep-
tember, 1884, were as follows?
Appointed by the President, by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate (Director), 1.

Appointed by the Secretary of the Interior, on the recom-
mendation of the Director of the Survey, 134.
Employed by the chiefs of parties in the field, 148.

Appointments.
Three classes of appointments are made on the Survey. The

i'ies that "the scientific employe's of the Geological
^rvey shall be selected by the Director, subject to the appro-
val of the Secretary of the Interior, exclusively for their quali-
fications as professional experts." The provisions of this
^atute apply to all those cases where scientific men are

a reputation, and in asking for
weir appointment the Director specifically states his reasons,
setting forth the work in which the person is to be employed,

as, especially enumerating and
:i! >g his published works. On such recommenda-

£°ns appointments are invariably made. Young men who

,

not established a reputation in scientific research, are
peeled through the agency of the Civil Service Commission

.l
sPec, al examination, the papers for which are prepared in

ne Geological Survey. About one-half of the employe's, how-

da
Cr

'
are temP°rarJ» being engaged for services lasting for a few

ys or a few months only, largely in the field, and coming
"oer two <• M . rs an(j COmmon laborers. Such

Prions are employed by the Director or by the heads of
ums,onS) and are (jischa d from the service when no longer
nee<*ed. It will be seen that the Director is responsible for the

mJL
c
Von of tbe employe's, directly for those whom he recom-

'enos for appointment, and indirectly for those selected by the
AM- Jour. Sci—Third Series, Tot. XXIX, No. 170.-Fkb., 1886.
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Civil Service Commission, as he permanently retains in the

work. If, then, improper persons are employed, it is wholly

the Director's fault.

The appropriations made for the Geological Survey for the

fiscal y<ar ending June 30, 1885, aggregate the sum of $504,040.

This sum does not include the amount appropriated for eth-

nologic researches, $40,000. Nor are the expenses for engrav-

ing and printing paid for from the above appropriations, but

from appropriations made for the work under the direction of

the Public Printer. It is estimated that the amount needed

for engraving and printing for the same fiscal year will exceed

$200,000.

The Relation of the Government Survey to State Surveys.

The United States Geological Survey is on friendly relations

with the various State Surveys. Between the Government
Survey and the State Survey of New York, there is direct

cooperation. The State Survey of Pennsylvania has rendered

valuable assistance to the Government Survey, and negotiations

have been entered into for closer relations and more thorough

cooperation. The State Surveys of North Carolina, Kentucky
and Alabama, are also cooperating with the Government Survey,

and the Director of the Government Survey is doing all within

his power to revive State Surveys. The field for geologic

research in the United States is of great magnitude, and the

best results can be accomplished only by the labors of many
scientific men engaged for a long term of years. For this reason

it is believed that surveys should be established in all of the

States and Territories. There is work enough for all, and the

establishment of local surveys would greatly assist the general

work prosecuted under the auspices of the Government, and

prevent it from falling into perfunctory channels. Its vigor

and health will doubtless be promoted by all thorough local

research.

It may be of interest to scientific men to know that the

Director finds that in presenting the general results, interests,

and needs of the Survey to Congress, and to Committees of

Congress, a thorough appreciation of the value of scientific

research is shown by the statesmen of the country. Questions

relating to immediately economic values are asked, as they

should be; but questions relating to sound administration, wise

methods of investigation, and important scientific results are

vigorously urged, and the principle is recognized that all sound

scientific research conduces to the welfare of the people, not

only by increasing knowledge, but ultimately by affecting all the

industries of the people.
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Art. XVIL—Memorial of George Bentham; by Asa Gray.

[From the Report of the Council of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,

George Bentham, one of the most distinguished botanists

of the present century, and at the time of his death one of the

oldest, was horn at Stoke, a suburb of Portsmouth, September

22, 1800. He died at his house, No. 25 Wilton Place, London,
on the 10th of September, 1884, a few days short of 84 years

old. His paternal grandfather, Jeremiah Bentham, a London
attorney or solicitor, had two sons, who both became men of

mark, Jeremy and Samuel. The latter and younger had two
sons, only one of whom, the subject of this memoir, lived

to manhood. George Bentham's mother was a daughter of Dr.

George Pordyce, -a Scottish physician who settled in London,
was a Fellow of the Royal Society, a lecturer on chemistry,

rol some able medical works, also of a treatise upon
Agriculture and Vegetation. It was from his mother that

George Bentham early imbibed a fondness for botany.
The early part of his life and education was somewhat

eventful and peculiar, and in strong contrast with the later.

Hts father, General, subsequently Sir Samuel Bentham, was
an adept in naval architecture. At the age of twenty-two he
visited the arsenals of the Baltic for the improvement of his

knowledge
; thence he traveled far into Siberia. He became

intimate with Prince Poiemkin, by whom he was induced to

enter the civil and afterwards the military service of the

impress Catharine. He took part in a naval action against the

J-wks on the Black Sea, and was rewarded with the command
of a regiment stationed in Siberia, with which he traversed the

country even to the frontiers of China. After ten years he

returned to England, where his inventive skill and ex
f

u
°nnd a fitting field in the service of the Admiralty, in which
he attained the post of Inspector-General of Naval Works.
Among the services he rendered was that of bringing to Eng-
' ;

;

!nl Hie distinguished engineer. Isambard Mark Brunei. In
«»e year 1805, Gen. Bentham was sent by the Admiralty
t0 St. Petersburg to superintend the building ii

vessels for the British Navy. He took his family

,

, , , ] „,,., ,, , f <;,,„_,, |?e.
* m i. in the fifth

yew of his age, under the charge of a Russian lady who could

!Peak no English, where he learned to converse fluently in

V
1

t

SUuu F '-''>>ch. and German, besides acq -a

v a Russian priest On the way back to

England two or three years later, the detention of a month or
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two in Sweden gave opportunity for learning enough of Swed-

ish to converse in that language and to read it with tolerable

ease in after life. Returning to England the family settled at

Hampstead, and the children pursued their studies under pri-

vate tutors. In the years 1812-13, during the excitement pro-

duced by the French invasion of Russia and the burning of

Moscow, our young polyglot "budded into an author, by trans-

lating (along with his brother and sister) and contributing to a

London magazine a series of articles from the Russian news-

papers, detailing the operations of the armies." In 1814, upon

the downfall of Napoleon, the Bentham family crossed over to

France, prepared for a long stay, remained in the country (at

Tours, Saumur, and Paris) during the hundred days preced-

ing Napoleon's final overthrow; and in 1816 Sir Samuel Ben-

tham set out upon a prolonged and singular family tour, en

caravane, through the western and southern departments of

France. To quote from the published account from which

most of these biographical details are drawn, and which were

taken from Mr. Bentham 's own memoranda:*
"The cortege consisted of a two-horse coach fitted upas a

sleeping apartment; a long, low, two-wheeled, one-horse spring

van for Gen. and Mrs. Bentham, furnished with a library and

piano ; and another, also furnished, for his daughters and their

governess. The plan followed was to travel by day from one

place of interest to another, bivouacking at night by the road,

or in the garden of a friend, or in the precincts of the prefect-

ures, to which latter he had credentials from the authorities in

apital. In this way he visited Orleans, Tours, Angou-

leme, Bordeaux, Toulouse, Montpellier, and finally Montau
where a lengthened stay was made in a country house hired ioi

the purpose. From Montauban (the cortege having broken

i way) they proceeded still by priv

ances to Carcassone, Narbonnes, Nimes, Tarascon, Marseilles,

Toulon, Hyeres."
It was in the early part of this tour that young Bentham's

attention was first turned to botany. Happening to take up

DeCandolle's edition of Lamarck's Flore Frangaise, which his

mother, who was fond of the subject, had just purchased, he

was struck witli the methodical analytical tables, and he pro-

ceeded immediately to apply them to the first plant he could

lay hold of. "His success led him to pursue the diversion

of naming every plant he met with." During his long stay at

Montauban he entered as a student in the Protestant theolog-

ical school of that town, pursuing, "with ardor the courses of

mathematics, Hebrew, and comparative philology, the latter a

favorite study in after life," and at home giving himself to

* An article in Nature, October 2, 1884, by Sir Joseph Dawson Hooker.
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music, in which he was remarkably gifted, to Spanish, to
botany, and, with great relish, to society. Soon after, the family

lished upon a property of 2,000 acres, purchased by
his father in the vicinity of Montpellier. Here he resumed
the intimacy of his boyhood with John Stuart Mill, who was
five years his junior, and
probably fixed during this
in the Bentham family in the year 1820. About this time Ben-
tham occupied himself with ornithology and then with entomol-
ogy, finding time, however, for another line of study; for at
the age of twenty he had begun a translation into French of
his uncle Jeremy's Chrestomathia, which was published in Paris
some years afterwards, and he soon after translated also the
essay on Nomenclature and Classification. This was followed
by his own Essai sur la Nomenclat . published
in Pans. This, his oi -as one of
some mark, for it is praised by Stanley-Jevons in his recent
History of the Sciences.
On attaining his majority, his elder and only brother having
erl

'
he was placed in management of his father's Provencal

e^te, an employment which he took up with alacrity and
Prosecuted with 'smv,.<s. (unii.iir to practical a-ount his me-
Nodical habits, his indomitable industry, and his familiarity

I I n en5al countr7 life and language. The latter he

tAr a nati ve. A language always seemed to come
^° mm without effort. Meanwhile his leisure hours were
oiven to philosophical studies, his holidays to botanical excur-
«°os into the Cevennes and the Pyrenees. In the year 1823,

eJ't'
1 to,-^ngland opori to his father's French

state where it seemed probable that he was to spend bis life,

J
, .

s lo]]owed by circumstances which gave him back to bis
a"ve country. He brought to his uncle Jeremy a French
<*nslation of the latter's Chrestomathia : he made the acquaint-

' nce of Sir James Edward Smith, Robert Brown, Lambert,
ij?.

nj.and the other English botanists of the day; visited Sir

'en Professor Hooker, at Glasgow, and Walker Arnott
Hamburgh; took the latter with him the next summer to

herborized together in Langue-
uc and the Pyrenees; and, returning to London, he accepted

l •
uncies pressing invitation to remain and devote a portion of

's time to the preparation of the latter'.-, mar.ns-ripts for the

"called to the bar, and in 1832 he
held his

] nd last brief. In that year Jeremy Bentham
*

' ^^athing most of his p
ew. This

on ,

much less than was expected, owing to bad management
n»8 uncle's part and to the extravagant sums spent by bis
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executors in the publication of the philosopher's posthumous
works. But it sufficed, in connection with the paternal inherit-

ance, which fell to him the year previous, for the modest inde-

pendence which allowed of undistracted devotion to his favorite

studies. These were for a time divided between botany, juris-

prudence, and logic, not to speak of editorial work upon in-

father's papers relating to the management of the navy and the

administration of the national dock yards.

The first publication was botanical, and was published in

Paris, in the year 1826, his Catalogue ales Pinnies Tndighm
des Pyrenees el clu Bas Languedoc. To this is prefixed an

interesting narrative of a botanical tour in the Pyrenees, and

some remarks upon the mode of preparing such catalogues gp

order to their greatest utility,—remarks which already evince the

wisdom for which he was distinguished in after years. He also

reformed and re-elaborated four difficult genera of the district

Cerastium, Orobanche, Helianthemum, and Medicago. The

next, perhaps, was an article upon codification

—

w)

agreeing with his uncle—which attracted the attention of

Brougham, Hume and O'Connell ; also one upon the laws

affecting larceny, which Sir Robert Peel complimented and

made use of, and another on the law of real property.

But his most considerable work of the period received scant

attention at the time from those most interested in the subject,

and passed from its birth into oblivion, from which only in

these later years has it been rescued, yet without
from its

London in 1821, __
critical examination of Dr. W/iately's

this book that the qu

most fruitful discovery made in abstract logical

the time of Aristotle." Before sixty copies of the book had

been sold, the publisher became bankrupt, and the whole

impression of this work of a young and unknown author was

sold for waste paper. One of the extant copies, however, came

into the hands of the distinguished philosopher, Sii

Hamilton, to whom the discovery of the quantification of the

predicate was credited, and who, in claiming it, brought "an

acrimon >ns charg »>f |
igiarism against I' >iVssor De Morgan

upon this very subject Yet this very book of Mr. Bentham

is one of the ten placed by title at the head of Sir Win. Ham-

ilton's article od logic in the Edinburgh Review for Apr
once or twice referred to in the article, and, a dozen

in the course of the controversy with De Morgan, Sir William
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alluded to this article as containing the germs of his discovery.
We may imagine the avidity with which De Morgan, injuri-
ously attacked, would have seized upon Mr. Bentham's book if

he had known of it. It is not so easy to understand how Mr.
Bentham -although now absorbed in botanical researches-
could have overlooked this controversy in the Athenaeum, or
how if he knew of it, he could have kept silence. It was only
at the close of the year 1850, that Mr. Warlow sent from the
coast of Wales a letter to the Athenseum, in which he refers to
iientham's book as one which had long before anticipated this
interesting discovery. Although Hamilton himself never
ottered explanation of his now unpleasant position (for the
note obliquely referring to the matter in the second edition of
his Discussions is not an explanation), Mr. Baine did (in the
Athenaeum for Feb. 1, 1851) immediately endeavor to discredit
the importance of Bentham's work, and again in 1873 (Con-
temporary Review, xxi), in replv to Herbert Spencer's recla-
mation of Bentham's discovery. " To this Sianley-Jevons made
reply in the same volume (pp. 821-824) ; and later, in his Prin-
ciples of Science (ii. 387), this competent and impartial judge,
in speaking of the connection of Bentham's work "with the
great discovery of the quantification of the predicate," adds:

1 must continue to hold that the principle of quantification
ls ex Plicitly stated by Mr. Bentham ; and it must be regarded
38 a remarkable fact in the history of logic, that Hamilton,
while vindicating in 1847, his own claims to originality and
Priority as against the scheme of De Morgan, should have
overlooked the much earlier and more closely related discov-
eries of Bentham."

It m Us t be that Hamilton reviewed Bentham's book without
reading it through, or that its ideas did not at the time leave

v.
y cpnscious impression upon the reviewers mind, yet may

have fructi fied afterwards.
After his uncle's death in 1822, Mr. Bentham gave his undi-

v'aed attention to Botany. He became a Fellow of the Lin-
'ean society in 1828. Robert Brown soon after presented his
"ame to the Royal Society, but withdrew it before the election,

witv^u
the dissatisfaction on the part of scientific men

'"> the management of the society when a Roval Duke was

inn President - Consequently he did not become F. R. S.
^jtu 1862. In 1829, when the Royal Horticultural Society
as much embarrassed, he accepted the position of Honorary

^ecretary, with his friend LindI a8 a8SOciate. Under their
management it was soon extricated from its perilous condition,

vy^w lta highest prosperity and renown, and did its best

da V°r borticalture and botany. In 1833 he married the
U8hter of Sir Harford Brydges, for many years British
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Ambassador in Persia, and the next year he took up his resi-

dence in the house in Queen Square Place, Westminster, inher-

ited from his uncle, in which Jeremy Bentham and his own
paternal grandfather had dwelt for almost a century. The

house no longer exists, but upon its site stands the western wing

of the "Queen Anne Mansions." The summer of 1836 was

passed in Germany, at points of botanical interest and

wherever the principal herbaria are preserved, the whole

winter in Vienna. Some account of this tour and in

memoranda of the botanists, gardens, and herbaria visited,

communicated in familiar letters to Sir William Hooker, were

printed at the time (without the author's name) in the second

volume of the Companion to the Botanical Magazine. Similar

visits for botanical investigation, mingled with recreation, were

made almost every summer to various parts of the continent;

in one of them he revisited the scenes of his early boyhood in

Eussia, traveled with Mrs. Bentham to the fair at Niscbnii-

Novgorod, and thence to Odessa, by the rude litter-like convey-

ances of the country.

In 1842 he removed with his herbarium to Pontrilas House
in Herefordshire, an Elizabethan mansion belonging to his

brother-in-law, and combined there the life of a country squire

with that of a diligent student, until 1854, when, returning to

London, he presented his herbarium and botanical library to

the Royal Gardens at Kew, where they were added to the

still larger collections of Sir William Hooker. After a short

interval Mr. Bentham took up his residence at No. 25 Wilton

Place, between Belgrave Square and Hyde Park, which was

his home for the rest of his life. Thence, autumn holidays

excepted, with perfect regularity for five days in the week he

resorted to Kew, pursued his botanical investigations from ten

to four o'clock, then, returning, he wrote out the notes of his

day's work before dinner, hardly ever breaking his fast in the

long interval. With such methodical habits, with freedom

from professional or administrative functions which consume
the precious time of most botanists, with steady devotion to his

chosen work, and with nearly all authentic, materials and needful

appliances at hand or within reach, it is not surprising that ho

should have undertaken and have so well accomplished such a

vast amount of work : and he has the crowning merit and happy
fortune of having completed all that he undertook.

Nor did he decline duties of administration and counsel

which could rightly be asked of him. The Presidency of the

Linnean Society, which he accepted and held for eleven years

(1863 to 1874), was no sinecure to him ; for he is said to have

taken on no small part of the work of Secretary, Treasurer, and

Botanical Editor. Somewhat to the surprise of his younger
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associates, who knew him only as the recluse student, he made

proof in age of the fine talent for business and the conduct of

ich had distinguished his prime in the management
of the Horticultural Society; and in his annual

|

addresses, which form a volume of permanent value, his discus-

sions of general as well as of particular scientific questions and

interests bring out prominently the breadth and fulness of

bia knowledge and the soundness of his judgment.
The years which followed his retirement from the chair of

the Linnean Society, at the age of seventy-three, were no less

laborious or less productive than those preceding : at the age of

eighty (as the writer can testify) the diminution of bodily

strength had wrought no obvious abatement of mental power

and not much of facility, and he was able to finish in the

spring of 1883 the great work upon which he was engaged.

As was natural his corporeal strength gave way when his work-

was done. After a year and a half of increasing debility he

'lied simply of old age—the survivor of his wife for three or

four years', the last of the Benthams, for he had no children,

nor any collateral descendants of the name.
A large part of his modest fortune was bequeat

I/iinean Society, to the Royal Society, for its scientific relief

l " 1

;

1

'- and in other trusts for the promotion of the science to

which his long life was so perseveringly devoted.

The record of no small and no unimportant part of a

Naturalist's work is to be found in scattered papers, and those

of George Bentham are quite too numerous for individual men-
tlo 'i. The scries begins with an article upon Labiata, published

m the Linnsea in 1831 ; it closes with one in the Journal of the

L'mnean Society, read April 19, 1883, indicating the part- taken

°y the two authors in the elaboration of the Genera Plantarum
then completed. Counting from the date of the Car

P.yrenean plants, 1826, there are fifty-seven years of authorship.

Hia first substantial volume in botany was the La

Genera et Species or a description of the genera and species of

H-'iutsof the order Lubinta- with their genera! history,

"fnniti.-s. jmmI geographieal distribution, an oetavo of almost

^> pages, of which d.lished in 1^2 the

last i'i L*36. lie found even the Kuropean part o
:

fder in much confusion ; his monograph left its

h «ndred and more of species so well arranged (under 107 genera

a "d in tribes of his own creation), that there was 1."

;

X(p
l" as to the rank of certain groups, when he revised them

f

01 ' the Prodromus in LS4S. and finally revised the ge

"^•'eased to 1:5(5. and with estimated species aim.-'

!

( »-the(l,nera Plantarum in 1876. Although the

it took rank as the best extant monograph of its kind,
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viz : one of a large natural order, without plates. In it Mr.

Bentham first set the example, in any large way, of consulting

all the available herbaria for the inspection and determination

of type-specimens. To this end he made journeys to the conti-

nent every year from 1830 to 1834, visiting nearly all the public

and larger private herbaria.

In the ye ai
;

<> of Labiaixz was in

progress, Mr. Bentham elaborated and published the earlier of

ra which have particularly connected his name with

North American Botany. These are, first, the reports on some
of the new ornamental plants raised in the Horticultural

Society's Garden from seeds collected in Western North America
by Douglas, under the auspices of that society, by which were

first made known to botanists and florists so many of the

-tic genera and species of Oregon and California, now
familiar m gardens, Gilias and Nemophilas, Li

Phacelias, Brodiaeas, Calochorti, Eschscholtzias. Colli isias, ami

the like ; then the monograph of Hydrophyllece (1834), followed

the next year by that on Hosackia, and that on the Eriogoneai,—

all American and chiefly North American plants,—the first

fruits of a great harvest which even now has not wholly been

gathered in, the field is so vast, though the laborers have not

been few. Later the Plantce Hartwecjiame, an octavo volume
begun in 1839, but finished in 1857 w'ith the Californian collec-

tions ; and in 1844, the Botany of the Voyage of the Sulphur,

in quarto, the first part of whirl rnian botany.

The various papers upon South American Botany are even

more numerous ; one of them being that in which Heliamphora,
of British Guiana, a new genus of Pitcher Plants, of the Sar-

racenia family, was established.

Bentham's labors upon the great order Leguminosce began
early, with his Commenlationes de Leguminosarum G

published in the Annals of the Vienna Museum, being the work
of a winter's holiday (1836-7) passed in that capital in the her-

barium then directed by Endlicher. This was followed by a

series of papers, mostly monographs of genera, in Hooker's

Journal of Botany, in the Journal of the Linnean Society, and

elsewhere, by the elaboration of the order for the imperial

Flora Brasiliensis, and later, by the Revision of the Genus

Cassia and that of the Suborder"Mimosece, in the Transactions

of the Linnean Society, the latter (a quarto volume in size)

published as late as the year 1875. Both are perfect models of

monographical work.

An important series of monographs in another and more con-

densed form was contributed to DeCandolle's Prodromus,

namely, the Tribe Ericece in the seventh volume, the Pofemoni-

ocean in the ninth, the Scrophulariaceve in the tenth, the Labiate
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forming the greater part of the twelfth, and the Eriogoyiece in

the fourteenth
; these together filling 1133 pages according to

the surviving editor. If not quite the largest collaborator of
the DeCandolles, as counted in pages, he was so in the number
of plants described, and his work was
ready in time, which is more than can
tors in general.

There are few parts of the world upon the botany of which
Mr. Bentham has not touched—Tropical America, in the ample

is of Mr. Spruce, and those of Hartweg, distributed,
and the former partly and the latter whollv determined by him,
as also Hinds' collections made in the voyage of the Sulphur,
besides what has already been adverted to; Polynesia, from
Hinds' and Barc^r, 's collection.. : Wost.-rn Tropical Africa, in

the Niger Flora; most of the Flora Nigritiana being from his
hand; the Flora Bongkongensis, in which he began the series
of British Colonial floras, and finally that vast work, the

i iensis, in seven volumes, 'which the author began
when he was over sixty years old and finished when he was
seventy-seven. Nor did he neglect the cultivation of the
narrow and more exhausted .field of British Botany. His
Handbook of the British Flora, for the use of beginners and
amateurs, published in 1858, has gone through four large
editions. Its special object was to enable a beginner or a mere

with little or no previous scienti ^knowledge and
distance, to work out understandingly the characters

by which the plants of a limited flora may be distinguished
from each other, these being expressed as much as possible in

language, or in such technical terms as could be fully

in the book itself and easily apprehended by the
learner. The immediate and .•..i.tmimd popularity of this

handy volume, bringing the light of full knowledge and sound
p
s way, illustrates the i

°f having elementary works prepared by a master of the sub-

ject, whenever the master will take the necessary pains. To
the same end. the author prepared for this volume an excellent
and terse introduction to structural and descriptive botany,

eon prefixed to all the Colonial Floras. In the
n .rat edition to this British Flora it was attempted to use or to

give English names to the genera and species throughout,

i bo done only in such a familial and well-trodden
fi ehl as Britain, where almost everv plant was familiar: but
eve " here it failed, and in later e^tu^ the popular names

position.

.J
1 has been stated that Mr Bentham was over sixty years

°'<i when he undertook the Ffnr„ A w.vV,,^. and he was
seventy-seven when he brought this vast work to completion,
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assisted only in notes and preliminary studies by Baron von

Mueller of Melbourne. About the same time he courageously

undertook the still greater task of a new Genera Plantarum, to

be worked out, not, like that of Bndlicber, mainly by the

compilation of published characters into a common formula,

but by an actual examination of the extant materials, primarily

those of the Kew herbaria,- this work, however, in conjunc-

tion with his intimate associate. Sir Joseph Hooker. This work
is the only "joint production " in which Mr. Bentham ever

engaged. The relations and position of the two authors made
the association every way satisfactory, and the magnitude of the

task made it necessary. The training and the experience of

the two associates were very different and in some ways cornple-

mental, one having the greatest herbarium knowledge of any
living botanist, the other, the widest and keenest observer
of vegetable life under " whatever climes the sun's bright circle

warms," as well as of Antarctic regions which it warms very

little. It would be expected, on the principle "juniores ad

labores," that the laboring oar would be taken by the younger
of the pair. It was long and severe work for both ; but the

veteran was happily quite free from, and his companion
heavily weighted by, onerous official duties and cares ; and
so it came to pass that about two-thirds of the orders and

genera were elaborated by Mr. Bentham. In April, 1883, the

completion of the work (i. e., of the genera of Phaenogamous
plants, to which it was limited) closed this long and exemplary
botanical career; and the short account which he gave to the

Linnean Society on the nineteenth of that month, specifying

the conduct of the work and the part of the respective authors,

was his last publication.

In this connexion, mention should also be made of the

essays (which he simply calls "Notes") upon some of the

more important orders which he investigated for the Genera
Plantarum,—the Compositoe, the Campanulaceous and the

Oleaceous orders, the Monocotyledoneas as to classification, the

Euphorbiaceae, the Orchis family, the Cyperaceae and the

GramineaB. These are not mere abstracts, issued m advance.

but critical dissertations, with occasional discussions of some
general or particular question of terminology or morphology.
When collected they form a stout volume, which, along

with the volume made up of his anniversary addresses

when president of the Linnean Society, and the paper on the

progress and state of systematic botany, read to the British

Association for the Advancement of Science in 1874, should

be much considered by those who would form a just idea of

the largeness of Mr. Bentham's knowledge and the character

of his work.
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It will have been seen that Mr. Bentham confined himself to
the Phaenogamia, to morphological, taxonomical and descrip-
tive work, not paying attention to the Cryptogamia below the
flerns, nor to vegetable anatomy, physiology, or palaeontology.
He was what will now be called a botanist of the old school.
Up to middle age and beyond he used rather to regard himself
as an amateur, pursuing botany as an intellectual exercise.
lhere are diversities of gifts;" perhaps no professional natu-

ralist ever made more of his, certainly no one ever labored
more diligently, nor indeed more successfully over so wide a
held within these chosen lines. For extent and variety of
good work accomplished, for an intuitive sense of method, for
lucidity and accuracy, and for insight, George Bentham may
f5'y be compared with Linnaeus, DeCandolle, and Robert
Brown.

His long life was a perfect and precious example, much
needed in this age, of persevering and thorough devotion to
science while unconstrained as well as nntrammeled by pro-
fessional duty or necessity. For those endowed with leisure,
to 'live laborious days" in her service, it is not a common

uh, memory of a deceased Foreign Honorary Member i

here fittingly conclude. But one who knew' him long and
well may be allowed to add a word upon the personal charac-
teristics of the subject of this memorial; the more so that he
is himself greatly indebted for generous help. For, long ago,
w

.

le° •». special need of botanical assistance, Mr. Bentham in-
vited him and his companion to his house at Pontrilas, and
aevoted the greater part of his time for two months to this
ervice. Mr. Bemham's great reserve and dryness in general
intercourse and his avoidance of publicity might give the
'oppression of an unsympathetic nature. But he was indeed
jnost amiable, warm-hearted, and even genial, " the kindest of
neipmates," the most disinterested of friends.
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Art. XVIII.—Pa leontologic Notes; by Charles D. Walcott,

of the U. S. Geological Survey.

In reviewing the material from the St. John Group of New
Brunswick, contained in the Hartt collection at Cornell Uni-

versity, the following species were found :

Eocystites primcevus Billings.

Lingulaf Dawsoni Matthew.
Acrothele Matthewi Hartt, sp.

Linnarssonia transversa Hartt, sp.

Orthis Billingsi Hartt.

Orthis, sp. ?.

Stenotheca Acadica Hartt, sp.

Harttia Mattheioi Walcott, n. g
Hyolithes Acadica Hartt.

H. Danianus Matthew, mss.

H. Micmac Matthew, mss.

Agnostics Acadicus Hartt.

Microdiscus I)a>fsoui Hartt.

M. punctatus Salter ?.

Paradoxides lameUatus Hartt
P. Acadicus Matthew.
P. Etiminicus Matthew.
Conocoryphe Matthewi Hartt.

C. elegans Hartt.

C\ (Salteria) Baileyi Hartt.
Ptychoparia Kobbi Hartt.

P. Ouangondiana Hartt.
P. Ouangondiana, var. Aurora
P. quadrata Hartt.

P. Orestes Hartt.

P. Orestes, var. Thersite* Hartt.

P. tenet Hartt. *

The Oboklla transvers

ittalis Salter, and is not

t defined.

idson* called attention to the differences between 0.

the type of the genus, and 0. sagittahs. Later Mr.

S. W. Fordf compared the two forms, and suggested that 0. sag-

ably represented a new genus. When studying the

Obolella-like forms from Nevada, I arrived at the same con-

clusion (1882)4 and placed the species in three grouj

0. gemma Bill., 0. (desquamata) = crassa Hall, as typical of the

* Monogr. Brit. Foss. Brach., p. 338. f This Journal, vol. xii, p. 133, 1881.

| Pal. Eurek;i T S«ol Survey.

°M>
e

Da
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genus Obolella; OJ polita Hall, 0. ambigua Walcott, as repre-
senting the second group, and 0. mgittalfs the third. In study-
ing 0. transversa Hartt, the similarity between it and 0. sag-
jtofcs was noted. For this type the following genus is proposed
in honor of the late Dr. G. Linnarsson.

Family OBOLID^E.

Linnabssonia, n. gen.

Shell calcareous, transversely or longitudinally ovate, sub-
convex in the typical species; valves inarticulate.

Ventral valve convex with the eccentric apex perforated by a
minute foramen; no area; cardinal edge thin. Dorsal valve
convex in the species thus far known; without any area.

in the interior of the ventral valve two oval and oblique
scars he each side of the slightly raised rim surrounding the
minute foraminal opening and close to the posterior margin ;

irom the foraminal rim a groove extends obliquely forward
and outward on each side, so as to enclose a projecting a

Ige that is highest at its posterior margin, just in
f'ont of the circular foraminal opening.

In the interior of the dorsal valve two large, irregularly cir-

rs are situated close to the posterior margin and
separated by a low, flat ridge that extends forward between the
w° SrQ all divaricator scars. Type, Obolella transversa Hartt

•-idson did not find that the ventral valve of Obolella
agmhs was perforated, but if finely preserved specimens of

h \xterior o f the valve can be obtained, I have little doubt

fora
the apex wiU be found to be Perforated hy a minute

^
In an almost identical form Mr. Linnarsson* found the ventral

a ?e to be perforated, and also describes a pedicle groove that,

let'^e fail to find in L- transversa.

h

ine0b°lella-likeform figured by Barrande and DeVerneuilf

rel a
ventral valve perforate, and appears to be closely

^ed to the genus under consideration
.
ine plan of tl,* ;„t Q„;™ „e *!,. „^„t,

Stella
and the

- species.
t drawings from the types

funs paper I will endeavor to bring together descrip-

Obolid
lllustrat^"3 of all the American Cambrian species of

l. Soc. France, 2d ser., vol. v.

s Obolella. This Journal, toI
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Discina Acadica Hartt is now referred to the genus Stenotheca.
When examining specimens of Stenotheca rugosa Hall, ap., from
the Georgian horizon at Troj, New York, in the collection of
Mr. S. W. Ford, I noticed compressed specimens that are
almost identical in appearance with the tvpe of Professor
Ham's species now before me. Mr. R P. Whitfield* called
attention to this resemblance, believing that D. Acadica was the
impression of a univalve shell of the genus Palceacmea or Sim-

zj,
XIX-—On the Rotation of the Equipolential Lines of an

Electric Current by Magnetic Action ; by E. H. Hall, Instruc-
tor in Physics at Harvard College.

In this article the results will be given of experiments made
?,
un£g tll e month of August, 1883, and at intervals since, in

">e Physical Laboratory of Harvard College. The substances
wmch have been chiefly examined are copper, zinc, certain of
™eir alloys, and iron and steel. Some mention will be made
also of gold, cobalt, nickel, bismuth and antimony. In most
cases when possible the metal was used in the form of a thin
st.np about 1-1 cm. wide and about 3 cm. long between the two
pieces of brass B, B (fig. 1), which soldered to the ends of the
wip served as electrodes for the entrance and escape of the
roam current. To the arms a, a, about 2 mm. wide and perhaps
' mm. Jong, were soldered the wires w, iv, which led to a Thom-
°u galvanometer. The notches c, c, show how adjustment
was secured. The strip thus prepared was fastened to a plate
01 glass by means of a cement of beeswax and rosin, all the
Parts shown in the figure being imbedded in and covered by
'nis cement, which was so hard and stiff as to be quite brittle

^ the ordinary temperature of the air.
A ne plate of glass bearing the strip of metal so imbedded

*as, when about to be tested, placed with B, B, vertical in the
narrow part of a tank whose horizontal section is shown in fig.

* A his tank T T containing the plate of glass with the metal

* Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist, vol. i, p. 140.
AM

- Joua. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXIX. No. 170.—Feb., 1885.
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the electromagnet.strip was placed between the pole!

The tank was filled with water which was
and sometimes flowing. By this means the temperature of the

strip of metal was under tolerable control and the inconven

ience from thermoelectric effects at a and a considerably les-

sened. The diameter of the plane circular ends of the pole
" "?, is about 3-7 cm.

The general method of most of the experiments to be men-

tioned did not differ much from that described in this Journal

for September, 1880. The intensity of the magnetic field was

estimated as before, by the impulse given to a galvanometer
needle when a small coil in connection with the galvanometer
was suddenly removed from the field. This impulse was com-

pared with that given to the same needle by the current

obtained by turning an earth inductor of known dimensions.

The direct current through the strip under examination was

measured by means of a tangent galvanometer. The transverse

current was measured by means of a Thomson galvanometer,

the reduction factor of this instrument usually being deter-

mined by passing through it a current of known strength a few

minutes before and a few minutes after each set of observa-

the following quantities : 1st, the thickness of the strips exam-
ined; 2d, the dimensions of the small test coil used for getting

strength of magnetic field; 3d, the horizontal intensity of the

earth's magnetism ; 4th, the reduction factors of the

galvanometer used ; 5th, the magnitude of the direc

exerted by the electromagnet upon the Thomson galvanometer

at a distance of about 50 feet.

angent

effect
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One of the most troublesome operations in these experiments
is that of determining the thickness of the metal strips exam-
ined. Owing to the inevitable slight roughness of the surface,

direct measurement with calipers is likely to give too great a
thickness. On the other hand the density of many specimens
is subject to considerable uncertainty and, therefore, the indi-

rect method by means of weight and density, which is the
method used, cannot be applied with full confidence. More-
over the latter method gives, at best, only the average thick-
ness of the strip, whereas I have heretofore assumed, and in
this article still assume, that the effective thickness of the strip
is the thickness of that part which lies between the two arms
°» « My practice of late has been, therefore, to determine the
average thickness by the weight and density method, making
use of the best data available, and to estimate the thickness be-
tween the arms by adding to, or subtracting from the average
thickness, according as the calipers indicated the thickness at
that place to be greater or less than the average.

T

eral of the strips to be mentioned hereafter this
somewhat carelessly made and there may be an inaccuracy of
wur or five per cent in the estimated "effective thickness."
With other strips much care was taken in this respect and it is

believed that the uncertainty in regard to the density of the
metal is the greatest source of error in determining the thick-
ness in these cases. Particulars will be given as the strips are
m turn described.

"he 5th source of error was very troublesome in the experi-
ments upon certain alloys. The galvanometer was unfortun-
ately so placed that not only the magnitude but even the
direction of this effect of the electromagnet might be varied
w»en by any means the galvanometer needle was turned a few
Agrees from its ordinary position of rest.

Copper, Zinc and their Allots.

More than three years ago (B. A. Eeport,1881), I found that
uthe rotational power of copper is called — , that of zinc is

T- At the same time a specimen of brass, exact composi-

J°n unknown, had been found to lie between copper and zinc

" Ms r
.

espect, but nearer the copper, having in fact a small

Though thlkindness of Prof. Trowbridge and Mr. E. K.

^
evens, I had at command in the summer of 1883 several

^oys of copper and zi g
prpportions. Spec-

ks of these alloys had been analyzed chemically by Mr.

til^T'
but as theJ had lain for some time in an exposed posi-m after he had finished his work upon them, I feared the
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labels upon them might not be intact, and Mr. Gr. D. Moore of

the Harvard class of 1884 has been kind enough to make new

analyses for me, determining both the copper and the zinc in

specimens furnished him in the form of thin strips such as

Specimen E which contained apparently about 50 per cent

copper was so brittle that I did not succeed in getting it rolled

into a thin sheet.

Most, if not all, of these specimens were annealed one or more

times during the process of rolling. None of the strips exam-

ined, however, were annealed after the final rolling. All of

the strips which were used were cut in such a way that the

arms a, a extended in that direction in which the strips passed

through the rolls.

As it is a somewhat troublesome matter to determine accu-

rately the density of a thin strip of metal and as my immediate

purpose did not demand great accuracy in this respect, it

seemed allowable to estimate the density of the alloys from

their composition. After certain rough experiments the den-

sity 8'9 was assumed for the copper, and 7*2 for the zinc.

Assuming, what we know to be not strictly true, that the den-

sity of an alloy decreases regularly as its amount of zinc per

unit mass increases, we find

The description of particular strips will now be given.

A. (No. 1.)

Length of main strip when weighed 4*20 cm.

Width of main strip when weighed 1 '07 cm.

Area including that of the arms 4-98 cm.

Weight -202 grm
Density - 8*9

Average thickness from above -00456 c
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By calipers the thickness appeared to be at one end -0046;
other end -0044; between arms -0048; average -0046. Take
then for true thickness between arms -00476.
The measurement with calipers in this case was not made with

great care, and the correction here applied is open to some sus-
picion.

With this strip the space between the brass strips B, B (fig. 1)
was about 3-2 mm.

B. (No. 1.)

Length of main strip when weighed 4 '5 8 cm. .

Width of main strip when weighed 1-08 cm.
Area, including that of the arms 5-32 cm. sq.

Weight -184 grm.
Density _ _ 8*58
Average thickness from these data -00403 cm.

From the indications of the calipers I concluded that the
thickness between the arms was about l£ per cent greater than
the average thickness.
Hence thickness ^between the arms, -00409 cm. This value,

ake that given for A, may be wrong to the extent of several per
cent. Distance between strips B, B, about 3-2 cm.

C. (No. 1.)

Length of main strip when weighed 3-75 cm.
Width of main strip when weighed 1 -08 cm.
Area of whole strip when weighed 4-39 cm. sq.

Weight
Density .

.

8-44

Average thickness from these data '00292 cm.

ty calipers thickness at one end, -0034 ; at other end, -0032

;

ween arms, -0034 ; average, -00333 cm. Take then for true

Jness between arms -00299 cm. Distance between strips

D. (No. 1.)

Length of main strip when weighed.
Width of main strip when weighed ..

Area of whole strip
Weight.. P

Density ...
Average thickness from these data .

.

, „v one end, -0030 ; at other end, -0030

;

' arms, -0032 ; average, -00307 cm. Take for true thick-

tween arms -00304 cm. Distance between strips B, B,
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P. (No. l.)

main strip whc
Width of main strip \

Length of main strip when weighed 3*70 c

when weighed 1 -06 c

Area of whole strip" when weighed 4*28 (

Weight -2915 grm.

Density 7'3

Average thickness from the data -00934 cm.

By calipers thickness at one end, -0098; at other end, -0100;

between arms, -0100
; average, -00993 cm. Take for true thick-

ness between arms -00941 cm. Distance between strips B, B,

about 3-2 cm.

(No.

i strip when a

rhole '

Density .

Length of main strip when weighed 4-17 cm.
Width of main strip when weighed 1-09 cm.

5-03 cm. e

Weight -1206 gn

ckness from these data -00333 cm.

From a somewhat careful use of the calipers it appeared that

the thickness between the arms was about 4£ per cent greater

than the average thickness.

Take then for thickness between arms -00348 cm. Distance

between strips B, B, about 3-2 cm.

The main object in the experiments upon these metals and

their alloys was to determine whether the alloys would range

themselves according to any simple law so that the magnitude
of the rotational power in any alloy might be inferred from its

known proportions of copper and zinc. Some attempt was

made, moreover, to determine the effect of change of tempera-

ture in different specimens.

It will be seen that the intensity of the magnetic field was

kept nearly the same throughout the experiments of August
upon copper, zinc, and their alloys. The strength of the direct

current was, moreover, of about the same magnitude in all

cases except the experiments of Aug. 11th on copper. On
that day the current used was less than one half as strong as

that used later. The same strip of copper was tested again

Aug. 29th with a current of the usual strength and the agree-

ment between the results obtained under so widely different

conditions is quite close.

In the following table and throughout this article the C. G.

S. system is used wherever no statement is made to the con-

trary. The following symbols used with the tables need

explanation

:
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of paper in 1

R. P. means rotatory power, which is numerically defined by the

expression D^—— in which D is the thickness of the metal strip,

electromotive force resulting from C and M which
maintains the transverse current.* The R. P. is considered posi-
tive when E is of such a character as to send a positive transverse
,

'

iin,!lt
i |; that diri-irtion in which the conducting strip tends to

under the action of the main current and the magnetic

s temperatures referred to in the tables are those indicated
»y a thermometer placed in the water tank containing the plates
when under examination (fig. 2).

Copper, Zinc, and their Alloys.

Th, -

ft*.
COUgO-WOB

,-,;„-.i n.s7.

6030-1906 (-519) J

u ,i, «
Copped

Percent,

1883. "

Aug. 11 3*0.

)

LS:
100

B 81-3

(81-08;
i8-7

;

(18-51) Aug. 18 25° 57501800 (-404) ,-404 91 3 8-7

I
O'lsAl) (2^2) Aug. 17 «•!•

SWISS
(-246)
(-250) (-2.0, SO 20

D

"
j " <

••'

|

25°
:,s:w | t>.i

fclSj -166)73.6 26-4

F
(5;S7U!':J;79)Aug.l7. 4' ( + 527)

(+ 496)124-3 76-7

JJ nn^Tg ;_':.. :-:..
+ S2 0,j

This table shows the results of experiments with the metal
ainPs thus far described in detail. The last two columns give

* The R.P. of thig artic]e ifi the reciprocal of the quantitj ^/used in my arti-

+ a-!!!
6 A

.

mer
- Jour - of Science, Sept. 1880.

Ta'ue8 of
P
R

ltl0n
° f al,0ys which d^r2' might have been exPectad to haTO tbeS°
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approximately the composition of plates which would have the

observed rotatory powers if copper and zinc in uniting retained

their individual powers unaltered. It will be perceived that in

every case the proportion of copper demanded upon this basis

is greater than the proportion in the actual plate.

At the time these experiments were made I supposed plate B
to contain about 92 per cent of copper, which would have fur-

nished an exception to this rule. Thinking some serious error

might have been made in estimating the thickness of this plate,

or that of the copper plate or the zinc, I prepared with very

great care plates No. 2 of A, B and G. These new plates were

similar to those already described, but were in length between

B and B about 2 -2 cm. As the vacation was now over and my
opportunities for experimental work were limited, I contented

myself with making, in the main, comparative experiments with

these plates. I did not redetermine the horizontal intensity of

the earth's magnetism and I made no attempt to determine the

direct effect of the electromagnet upon the Thomson galvanom-

eter with which the transverse current was observed. I knew
that thia direct effect was small and I endeavored to arrange

matters in such a way that it would affect all the new results with

A, B and G in the same direction and to nearly the same extent.

The intensity of the magnetic field in the experiments with these

plates was about the same as in the previous experiments with

the alloys. This intensity was determined as usual on October

20th, when the effect of change of temperature upon the plate

B No. 2 was tested, but on October 13th, when A No. 2 and

B No. 2 were compared, and on October 27th, when A No. 2

and G No. 2 were compared, this determination was not con-

sidered necessary. On October 13th A No. 2 was tested first,

then B No. 2, then A No. 2 again. This arrangement tended

to make the result of the comparison independent of any pro-

gressive diminution in the strength of the current operating

the electromagnet, and it saved much time. On October 27tb

the same method was followed.

I shall not attempt to give the result of these experiments in

absolute measure, but shall write the results obtained on an

arbitrary scale.

Per cent Per cent
Specimen. of Copper. of Zinc. Temp. E. P.

158'8( + )

t
25° CL A No,
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B « 77.6 (_)
C « 157-5

( + )

This agreement was regarded as highly satisfactory, all

things considered, and the apparent exception which, as

e, had been noted in the case of B appeared to be
conarmed. The result of the chemical analysis, however,
showed that this alloy, which according to the label found
upon it contained nearly 92 per cent of copper, really had the
composition given in the tables above. Alloy B, then, does
conform to the rule that the alloys of copper and zinc have
rotating powers nearer to that of copper than the composition
of the alloys would have led one to expect.

Influence op Temperature.
It will be seen that in the case of copper, zinc and all the

alloys except C, a fall of temperature appears to cause a slight

ie numerical value of of the rotating power. It is

possible that upon further trial the apparent exception fur-

nished by C would disappear. It does not, on the other hand,
seem probable that the agreement in a particular direction of
nve cases out of six is entirely accidental. In the case of D
the apparent change caused by fall of temperature is very

t>le, but the observations made with this alloy were
Particularly unsatisfactory, the needle of the Thomson gal-

vanometer being quite unsteady, while the total effect to be
measured was small.

Ihe experiments upon iron and steel were in the main
repetitions of those already published, but made with more

Soft Iron.

The dimensions of the strip of soft iron used in the experi-
ments were roughly as follows :

Length between terminals B, B, (fig. 1), 2-9 cm.
Width, 1-06 cm.
Thickness, .".....- --- '°041 cm -

£.
,ke the strip USed in 1882* it was obtained through the

^ndness of Prof. Langley of the Allegheny Observe

chara*°
Str ' PS llad Probably nearl

-
v the same comPosition and

* This Journal, March, 1883.
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Although the test made in 1882 was not satisfactory, it

seemed to me to indicate that the R P. of soft iron was slightly

greater at high than at low magnetic intensities, and I hazarded

the opinion that future experiments would prove this to be the

case. This opinion has scarcely been justified by the result.

The table given below does indeed appear to indicate a very

slight increase in the E. P. as M rises from 801 to 3264 and

again as M rises from 3264 to 5835, but the increase in the

numbers as observed is too slight to deserve any confidence.

Estimated R.P-

g. 22, '83. 6-2° 791-4 •1771 +7147X10-"

" 28-3

28'25

804-6

801-1

•1742 +8302
•1794 +8304

8303 + 8290X10-

1853 8245

5835 8315

8626 -1894

8690 -1898

8636 -1911

8139
8261

8651 8200

of temperature equals approximatelyFall of R. P. 1

On the other hand the decrease in the observed value of the

R. P. as M rises from 5835 to 8651, though slight, seems to me

strong evidence of an actual falling off in the value of the R.P-

of iron at high magnetic intensities.

In any case it appears, and this was one of the important

questions to be answered by the experiments, that the R. P. °*

iron under magnetic forces of varying intensity is more nearly

constant than the R. P. of nickel, for according to previous

xperiments* the R. P. of nickel in a magnetic field of inten-

sity 8700 is many per cent, perhaps 20, less than i

field of intensity 2000.

The one trial made at low temperature confirmed the

from a sil the year before,f that a

fall of 1° C. diminishes the R. P. in soft iron about f per cent.

It is with these experiments as a basis that I have ventured to

* Phil. Mag., Sept., 1881. f This Journal, March, 1883, p. 218.
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make the slight changes necessary to deduce from the observed
results the values of the R. P. at 28°.

A test was made with this strip of soft iron for a permanent
change in the direction of the equipotential lines. A similar
experiment with tempered steel the year before had been suc-
cessful and the description of the method I will quote from a

article (thin Journal, March, 1883). "This plate,
with the usual electrical connections, and with a current flow-
ing through it, was placed in the usual position between the
poles of the electromagnet, the magnet current was turned on,
then off, and the plate removed from between the poles in
order to avoid the action of the very considerable residual
magnetism of the electromagnet. A reading of the Thomson
galvanometer in the transverse circuit was now made, then the
Plate was replaced between the poles and the current turned on
again but in the opposite direction. The magnet current be-
ing again interrupted, the plate was again removed from the
fl eld arid another reading of the Thomson galvanometer was
mi»de. Making this experiment with the soft iron and with a
battery of 50 cells, the result was a negative one. If any per-
manent effect was produced, it was probably a small part of
one per cent of the temporary effect produced while the plate
w*s subjected to the magnet's action.

fr

Th
Ar
Steel nBed m this series of experiments wms obtained

r°m Montgomery & Co., New York, and was designated by
^letters "P. C. R." which stand for "French Cold Rolled."

PJ
S
?ee! as il came fr°m tQe dealers was pliable and soft

with a pocket knife. The first
an

P to he described was tested in this " natural " condition.

Length of r

No. 1 (untempered.)

"™po of main strip when weighed 4*13 cm.
^"trii of main strip when weighed 110 cm.
• x '<*.'i of whole strip when weighed 4-88 sq. cm.

J* eiffht 4-21 gna

Average thickness" Iron, 'these "data." -------- '01092 cm.
Estimated thickness between arms. - - - -01116 cm.
^stance from B to B, about --- 3-1 cm.

No. 2 (tempered.)
i He dimensions of this strip were not so carefully taken.

th*
as

,

so brittle that 1 felt obliged to use caution in applying
'e calipers to it. It appeared to be of about the same thick-

„2
aS
ml
a 7 ant* I assumed it to have exactly the same thick-^ x he distance from B to B was about 2'6 cm.
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Results obtained with these two strips are shown ii

lowing table:

1° fall of temperature, approximately '4I per cent.

18'° 1602 '0870 + 32720X1
1-9 1587 '0908 + 30800

X

16-1 1920

Decrease for 1
° fall of temperature, approximately -1 per cent.

The magnitude of the rotational coefficient in the soft steei

is about 1^ times, and that in tempered steel about 4 times ai

great as that in the soft iron. This agrees very well with the

conclusion drawn from the hasty experiments of the year be-

fore, when a piece of steel from a clock-spring was used.

When a sensitive galvanometer is used, an ordinary permanent

horse-shoe magnet of half inch bar produces an easily discerni-

ble effect in the strip of tempered steel.

It should be stated that two or three months before

which furnished this table were made, both these steel strips

had been subjected, in the usual position, to a magnetizing force

of about 8500 intensity. It does not seem probable that the

results just recorded were seriously affected by this previous

experience of the steel.

This first magnetization was for the purpose of detecting, »

possible, a permanent effect, such as had been observed a year

before in a piece of tempered clock-spring, but had been vainly

looked for in soft iron.

No. 2 showed a permanent effect equal to about 1

|

of the temporary effect, a result agreeing very well with that

obtained with the tempered clock-spring. No. 1 showed a

permanent effect relatively, and even absolutely, larger than

that in No. 2. It was about 5 per cent of the temporary effect.

In both cases the tests made were hasty, and the results ob-

tained are only approximately correct. I believe it has been

observed that residual magnetization is, under certain condi-

tions, greater in soft than in hard steel.

The only experiment of importance made with gold was a

test for permanent effect. The strip used was the one experi-

mented with the year before, a description of which has

already been published (this Journal, March, 1883). The per-

manent effect, if any was produced, must have been a very

small part of one per cent of the temporary effect.
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In the Philosophical Magazine for September, 1881, I said,

"No thin strips of the metal [cobalt] being at band, a slice was
sawn from a small block of moderately pure cast cobalt and
worked into the form of a cross. To the extremity of each
arm of this cross was soldered a thin strip of copper .... for
the purpose of making the electrical connections. The cross of
cobalt with the copper strips attached was now fastened with
hard cement [beeswax and rosin] to a strip of glass," etc. It
was the same piece of cobalt, reduced now with file and emery
Paper to a thickness of about -0062 cm., that served during this
new series of experiments. The central portion of the cross
was about 2 mm. square, and the arms, about 3 mm. long and
1

^
m

- W1de, projected from it at right angles.
A he main object of the recent test was to determine the

effect produced in cobalt by change of temperature. It is

assumed that the intensity of 'the magnetic field remained con-

It is possible, however, that it

i one or two per cent during the series. The error
introduced in this way is of slight consequence for the present
Purpose. Again, the direct effect of the electromagnet in dis-
turbing the needle of the Thomson galvanometer was neglected,
together with certain other particulars which may have intro-
duced a constant error of several per cent into the values
°ntained for the rotatory power.
No-ofExp. Date Temp M c RP-

l - Dec. 22, '83. 3° 3463 '1251 + 2092X10
-"

3 - " 1-3° " -1243 +20H1

18° " "1238 +2441
« « « -1244 +2390

18"° 2415

Decrease of R. P. for fall of 1° C. is approximately -ft-
per cent

x can only confirm what Prof. Righi* has already published
concerning the rotational effect in this metal. The rotational
power appeared to be about 260 times as great numerically as

at of tempered steel and of the opposite sign.
Ltle slice of bismuth used was obtained, shaped and mounted

"much the same manner as the slice of cobalt already de-

som u
The lenSt0 and breadth of the bismuth cross were

onk
C
!

at greater than the corresponding dimensions of the
balt a»d the thickness was about 1 mm.

jincei Transunti, Jul
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It seems probable that a thin slice of bismuth, properly pre-

pared and mounted, will come to be a valuable instrument for

measuring the intensity of strong magnetic fields.

Antimony.

The powerful effect observed in bismuth suggested an exam-

ination of antimony. A slice of this metal much like the slice

of bismuth just mentioned was prepared. The cross suffered

in shape a good deal in making the adjustment. The final

average thickness in the central portion was estimated at

Aug. 8th, 3° 1638 -1104 +123900X ...

The two trials of August 8th were not entirely independent

of each other, as only one test of the intensity of the magnetic

field and of the sensitiveness of the Thomson galvanometer was

made during the two trials of that date. The results as they

stand indicate an increase of the rotational power with fall of

temperature, but the experiments were too hasty to justify a

conclusion upon the matter.

Several experiments have resulted from the criticisms or

suggestions of other investigators.

Mr. Bidwjsll's Theory.

This has been so recently and so widely published that it is

hardly necessaiy for me to state it in detail.

In Science (March 28th, 1884), I replied very briefly to Mr.

Bid well's first paper, stating that I found the transverse current

in a strip of soft steel to be in the same direction when the

strip was fastened to the supporting plate by a clamp across the

middle of the strip only, as when it was fastened by means of

clamps at its ends only.

Mr. Bidwell has in his second paper (Phil. Mag., April,

1884), described an experiment which he appears to consider

conclusive against the previously accepted view of the " rota;

tional effect." In brief he obtains what he calls a "reversal

of the transverse effect in gold, using a strip of that metal hav-

ing two narrow longitudinal slits lying on the same straight

line and nearly meeting in the center of the strip.

I shall not undertake here an extended discussion of this

interesting experiment of Mr. Bidwell. My view of the mat-

ter is in substance as follows :
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magnet, a reversal such

Mr. Tomlinson's Suggestion.

In the Philosophical Magazine for May, 1884, Mr. Tornlinson

stated that certain relations which he had discovered indicated

that the rotational effect in nickel should be greater at low

than at high temperatures. He therefore called in question the

conclusion to the contrary which I had drawn from certain

hasty and very rough experiments made before the use of the

water tank gave me the means of easily controlling the temper-

ature of the metal under examination. I have, therefore,

recently taken up the matter again. I used the same piece of

nickel with which the former test was made (Phil. Mag., Sept,

1881, p. 163), but the strip was now so much damaged while

being fastened upon glass that it was necessary to cut its width

down a good deal in order to obtain the "arms" for the side

The following table shows the results obtained.

No. of exp. Date.

1 July 28, '8 4. 22°

M.

1717

8 " 29,

4 " 30,

5 " "

20-5°

21-2°

1652

1636
1629

8 " " 4-l
u

1627 -03112

Combining the 1st, 3d, 5th and 7th, we have

22-5° 14960 X10-"

From the 2d, 4th, 6th and 8th we have

3-5° 13240 X10-16

Decrease for 1° fall of temperature = approxinlately .6 per

ill be noticed that the results obtained at low tempera-

accord so well as those at high ten
all nrob.ihilitv Hup- tn t.hfi rliffip.nltv fixoeriencedThis fact is in all probability due to the difficulty experienCj

in preventing slight fluctuations of temperature while the coldt-i

water was flowing through the tank. Irregularity in the flo*

of this water causes disturbing thermo-electric currents.

The quantity called R. P. in this paper corresponds to the

— of my 1881 paper divided by the F of that paper. Calcula-

ting the R. P. of nickel from the 188 experiments I rind it t°
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be about 12700X10- 1

', for a'field of intensity 1660. In looking
about for an explanation of this disagreement I found tint the

thickness of the strip had been called -00104 cm. in 1881, and
"0012 cm. in the later experiments. The former estimate was
obtained by weight, the latter by measurement with calipers.

The difference accounts well enough for the different values
obtained for the R. P. Which estimate of the thickness is the
more reliable I will not undertake to decide.

Summary.

Copper —520
Zinc +820

Four alloys of copper and zinc were tested. If a series be
made beginning with zinc and ending with copper, the four
alloys being ranged between according to composition, the
series thus formed will be the same as that obtained by ranging
these metals ;i

I . |.» vs acceding to the algebraic magnitude
of their R P's . in tne alloys, however, the R P's, are alge-

mowhut nouivr that of copper than might be ex-
pected from the composition.

Iron + 7850

.
& P. nearly constant through wide range of magnetic inten-

S1
ty but apparently decreasing slightly at high intensities,

^o ascertained permanent effect.

Steel, soft + 1 2060

Permanent effect about 5 per cent of temporary effect

Steel, tempered, +33000

Permanent effect about 1£ per cent of temporary effect.

Gold (no new test of magnitude of R P.) - -660

No ascertained permanent effect.

Cobalt +2460
Nickel ... —14740
Bismuth .." —8580000
Antimony

Afallofrc. in temperature

114000

• the RP. of Iron, a fall of f per cent approx.

Steel, soft, "
jt

Steel, temp'd, " i
Cobalt, " 1

Nickel, " f
Non-magnetic metals, apparently a small

tore. Soi.—Third Series, Vot. XXIX, No. 170.—Feb., 1885.
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At the Philadelphia meeting of the American Association 1

stated that I had compared the behavior of a strip of soft steel

cemented to a plate of glass with that of a similar stri]

to a plate by means of a clamp. In preparing the matter for

publication, however, I found that the test had not been made

so carefully as was desirable, and I have therefore just repeated

the experiment with the assistance bf Mr. W. A. Stone, of the

Harvard class of 1886.

I shall call the cemented strip A. It has been already men-

tioned as No. 1 in the preceding article. The clamped strip I

shall call B. Both strips were cut from the same sheet of soft

steel. Bach is about l-lcm wide and 3-2cm long between the

terminals of brass. A is about -Oil 0111 thick and possibly a few

per cent thicker than B. A suffered rather more than B in

the process of adjustment (fig. 1).

A was not only fastened to its plate with the cement of bees-

wax and resin, but was imbedded in the cement, the latter

covering it with a layer probably a millimeter or more in

The plate was not placed in water for this test.

The beiiriug of the • od B to its plate was

of wood, possibly a millimeter wide, and extended nearly from

arm to arm of the strip. To prevent any very great bending

each end of the strip was loosely tied to the plate with a piece

of twine. Otherwise the strip was free and was exposed to the

The measurements recorded below were made between five

and six o'clock, January 17th. There was an interval of one

minute between successive readings of the Thomson galvano-

meter. No measurement of the intensity of the magnetic field

was made. It is assumed that this intensity during the one

trial of A, which was made between the two trials of B, was

equal to the mean intensity during these two trials.

The signs +. and — refer to the direction of magnetization,

E and L to direction from the zero point of the Thomson gal-

e. The zero position of the index in these

s a considerable distance to the right of the

Je. The tangent galvanometer measured the

nrough the strip.

52 - 1-5 •= 505
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5:5-3 -

From 2d we have

From 1st and 3d,

course absolute agreement in so rough i
Of c

be expected. The difference of about 3 pe°r cent here observed

iy be accounted for. I think Mr. Bidwell will

a^mit that his theory would have predicted a different result
ot the comparison.

FROM the papers read at the British Association Meeting at

is evident that the American geologists class.fy,

ames of tfskers and Kams, gravels that are not so
,:lil

r

ss'lied in Ireland.
These two words are Celtic. Cam, Kam or Kame, should be

"1 short. Kame, the lowland Scotch and English pro-

nunciation, is incorrect. Curiously the English river Cam is

Pronounced right; while the town on it, usually, although not

^ays, is pronounced wrong, Cambridge.
,
^am or Kam means crooked or winding. In Ireland and Eng-

'and this name is generally used in reference to a winding
r,ver

; .but in the former it is also sometimes used in reference
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to winding ridges, or a winding or wrinkled
ophiolyte is called serpentine in English on account of its

structure but in Ireland it is " Camstone." This latter name

for serpentine is now nearly obsolete, except in parts of Ulster,

where an impure steatyte with a wrinkled structure is still

called ('amstone.

Eiscir, pronounced Esker, is a well defined but small ridge.

A nearly continuous ridge of gravel—Kams—extends from

Dublin to Galway, dividing Ireland into two nearly equal por-

tions. This ridge, when Ireland, in the early historic period,

was divided into two kingdoms, was taken as the divisional

line ; and hence the term Esker has generally been used in that

country in place of Kam, to designate the winding or crooked

ridges of gravels, which in Scotland still retain commonly the

more correct name of Kam. Although in America the pronun-

ciation Kam seems some way to have become general, yet, as

far as my experience in Scotland goes, the word is generally

pronounced Kam.
True Esker or Kam drift comprises more or less winding or

crooked ridges and irregular hills of sands and gravels, due to

the current and eddies generated by the meeting or colliding of

two or more currents in a mass of water, such as that of a sea

or large lake. Wind-driftage may also aid in forming esker

sands, as for instance the long irregular ridges and hills consti-

tuting in many places the dividing n-ict- between a lagoon and

a sea, where there is a rise and fall of tide : that is, aci

two or more currents;—in a tideless sea the enclosing materials

of the lagoons are of a quite different nature from Esker or Kam
drift. In the dividing bars between a tidal sea and a lagoon

the combination of the water and wind drifts are very interest-

ing ; high tides accumulating layers of gravel (fine or coarse)

to be covered up by layers of fine sand due to the wind driftage.

The normal esker drift-ridges that are solely due to thecolliQ'

ing of currents in a mass of water, or those combined with wind-

driftage, have a peculiar character of their own and should not

be again confounded, as they were formerly, with other gravel

and sand hills, such as the subaerial gravels on hill slopes, due

probably to the water given off from a neVe" or mass of ice ona

hill, during the summer
; or the long regular ridges in valleys

due to excessive or sudden floods.

1 the United Stf

dian prairi. rcnewha. ..-..

at the same time totally different from them. What they are due

to would be presumptuous in me to say, but they seem to be

adjuncts of the great glacial moraines, because, as fai

able to study them, they appear to be in connection with the

breasts or marginal faces of such accumulations ; as if for some
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reason, to me unknown, there were at times "flashes," or areas
of shallow water, accumulated margining the faces, portions of
which were still water, while in other portions there were cur-
rents

; or it might have been a mass of snow margining a narrow
Hash of flowing water. This latter suggestion is put forward
on account of what can be seen, but on a very small scale, in
some of the Irish mountains, but more largely in some of the
valleys of the Canadian Rockies. If such is their origin they may
be considered in part allied to true eskers.
The above notes are written because it appears that American

observers are unwittingly confounding the trueEsker drift with
the others which are more or less similar; and as the writer
was the first, or one of the first, who pointed out the very
different, but in some cases, rather similar drifts, that were

gradually being included under the terms, As or Osar, Esker,
Urn, Kam, Kaim, Kame, all of which are names for the one
and the same class of drift, he may perhaps be excused for
drawing attention to the subject.

iisker or Kam drift par excellence occurs in narrow, well de-
nned, winding ridges, on a more or less level tract or area, and
in such an area they are all on or at about one altitude,
such as we might expect to find near the margin of a sea or

;ea of navel running down a steep slope
or.the slope of a valley must necessarily

'

"'ijr.ns. ITr " » -valleys near their terminations, or in I

we are other ridges that are very nearly allied to

I

eis
'
they having originally been the marginal barriers of a

agoon
; but if you take the out u rue Eskers,

combined with their , , -nature, there is nearly

between them and any other
paveJ accumulations. The writer of this has very fully gone
"to the subject of the Irish Eskers in a paper on " The Eskers
ot the Central Plain of Ireland," Dublin Geol. Soc, vol. x, or
"'e Dublin Quarterly Journal of Science, vol. iv, and in the
neology

f Ireland, Chap, xv, page 251, etc.

*Wton, Co. Donegal, Dec. 10, 1884.
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[Continued from page 29.]

Influences of Eccentricity during the Tertiary Period.—This be-

ing the state of things on the southern hemisphere, the glacial

condition of the hemisphere, when its winter solstice was in

aphelion, would tend in a powerful manner to impel the warm

water of the south over on the northern hemisphere, and thus

raise its temperature. This, again, is a view which has also

been urged by Mr. Wallace. "Though high ec

would,'
1

he remarks, "not directly modify the mild climates

produced by the state of the northern hemisphere which pre-

vailed during Cretaceous, Eocene, and Miocene times,* it

might indirectly affect it by increasing the mass of antarctic

ice, and thus increasing the force of the trade-winds and the

resulting northward-flowing warm currents And as we

have seen that during the last three million years the eccen-

tricity baa been almost always much higher than it is now, we

should expect that the quantity of ice in the southern hemi-

sphere will usually have been greater, and will thus have ten-

ded to increase the force of those oceanic currents whicb pro

duce the mild climates of the northern hemisphere" (p. 192).

There is little doubt but that the climate of the Tertiary

period was greatly affected by eccentricity ; but, owing to the

difference in the geographical conditions of the two hemi-

spheres, eccentricity would exercise a much greater influence

on the climatic condition of the northern hemisphere when

the northern winter solstice was in perihelion than it would do

when it was in aphelion. Owing to the difference in the con-

ditions of the two hemispheres, the physical agents brought

into operation by a high state of eccentricity would act more

powerfully in impelling the equatorial waters toward the arc-

tic regions when the winter solstice was in perihelion than they

would do in impelling the waters toward the antarctic regions

when the solstice was in aphelion. In this case the northern

hemisphere would be heated to a greater extent when its winter

solstice was in perihelion than it would be cooled when the

solstice was in aphelion. It is this circumstance which, 1

think, has misled geologists, and induced them to conclude

that because the physical agents brought into operation wbfB

the winter solstice was in aphelion, during a high state of ec-

centricity, failed to produce a well-marked glacial epoch in

* High eccentricity might not directly modify the mild climate-

the physical agents brought into operation by the high eccentricity would do so.
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Tertiary times, that consequently the climatic condition of that
period was not much affected by eccentricity.

It would seem* to be owing to that peculiar difference between
the conditions of the two hemispheres that, even during high
eccentricity, the physical agents in operation when the winter
solstice was in aphelion were unable to lower the temperature
of the northern hemisphere to the extent sufficient to cover high
temperate and arctic regions with permanent ice ; but for this
very same reason these agents would be enabled to raise the
temperature to an extent exceptionally high when the winter sol-
stice was in perihelion. In other words, this very combination
of circumstances, which so much modified the severity of what
may be called the Tertiary cold periods, intensified to an
exceptionally great extent the wa ity of what
may be called the Tertiary warm periods.

Climate of th 7\ -liar,, l\ .-hd, in so far as affected by the Eccen-
' the foregoing conclusions are correct, the following

W
*°?l m en seem to be the probable character of the climate

of the Tertiary period, in so far as that climate was affected by
v. As is truly remarked by Mr. Wallace, the eccen-

laring the past three million vears has been almost
ach higher than it is now. It will consequently follow

tnat very considerable portions of the Tertiary age would consist
ot alternate comparatively cold and exceedingly warm and
equable periods. These may be said to correspond to the cold

,
w^m periods of the glacial epoch ; but, of course, they

ouia in no sense be cal riods ; for
™e cold of the cold periods would not be such as to produce
Permanent ice, while tl ity of the warm peri-
ls would far exceed that of the ii UM-laciai periods.

That such oscillations
occurred during the Tertiary period seems to be borne out by
n

l
tacts of geology and paleontology. Mr. J. Starkie Gardner,

th?

6

m g
-

St who has bad great experience in the fossil flora of

says that such alternating warmer and
er conditions i> ^imported by strong negative and some

positive evidence, found not only in English Eocene, but in all
iert,ary beds throughout the world. In the Lower Bagsbot
01 Hampshire have been found, he states, feather- and fan-palms,

beech, maple, Azalea, laurel, elm, acacia, aroids,

itw, and plants of the pea tribe,

''> many others. The question n

rni /
16 S mind

' he remarks, is, how is it possible that the tropi-

ca
1 forms, such as the palms, aroids, cactus, etc., could have

grown alongside of the ate forms, such as the

fiTif'
elm

> beech. and others? Mr. Gardiner's explanation is as
to!!,
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"Astronomers, having calculated the path of the revolution of

the earth in ages past, tell us that in recurring periods each hemi-

sphere, northern and southern, has been successively subject to

repeated cyclical changes in temperature. There have been for

the art'ii which is now Iuigland many alternations of long periods

of heat and cold. Whenever the area became warmer, the descen-

dants of semitropical forms would gradually creep farther and far-

ther north, whilst the descendants of cold-loving plants would

retreat from the advancing temperature, vice )•<<«</. Whenever

the area became gradually- colder, the heat-loving plants would.

from one generation to another, retreat farther and further south,

whilst the cold-loving plants would return to the area from which

driven out. In each case there would

s of the retreating vegetation (though

perhaps existing with -i igside of the

earliest arrivals of the incoming vegetation.

Such is a possible ex: ; rtueiin-

commingled together. It must be borne in mind that it is not so

much the mean temperature of a whole year which affects the pos-

sibility of plants growing in any locality, as the fact of what are

the extremes of summer and winter temperature."*

This is precisely the explanation given by the commingling
of subtropical and arctic floras and faunas of deposits belonging

to the Glacial epoch. The causation in the two cases was in

fact the same in principle, differing only in the conditions un-

der which it operated. In the case of the Glacial epoch the

cold periods were intensely severe and the warm periods but

moderately hot; whereas in regard to the Tertiary cold periods

they were but moderately cool, and the warm periods exceed-

ingly hot.

Mr. Wallace, who refers to Mr. Gardner's viewsapi
says:—"In the case of marine faunas it is more difficult to

judge, but the numerous changes in the fossil remains from bed

to bed, only a few feet and sometimes a few inches apart, may

be sometimes due to change of climate ; and when it is recog-

nized that such changes have probably occurred at all geo-

logical epocl arched fo*i

many peculiarities in the distribution of organisms through the

different members of one deposit may be traced to this cause, t

To prevent having thus to admit the existence of alternate

warmer and colder periods during Tertiary times, M
V. Wood, Jun., proposed another theory, which, stated in In 8

own words, is the following:

—

"The remains upon which the determination of this flora have

been based are drifted, and not those of a bed in situ

seams, and the whole of the Hampshire Eocene is connected witn

* Geological Magazine, 1877, p. 25. + Island Life, p. 197.
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the delta of a great river which persisted throughout the accumula-

tion of the various beds, which aggregate to upwards of 2000 feet

in thickness. This river e\ idently flowed from the wesi

a district of which the low ground had a tropical climate ;
but like

some tropical rivers of the present day, such as the Br;

th" flfegna, the Ganges, etc., it was probably fed by I

in a mountain-region s.u egetation of

all kinds from the tropical to the Arctic, if during tin Kocem

period vegetation such as the present Arctic had come into exis-

tence, of which we have as yet no evidence. Torrential floods

may have swept the remains of vegetation from the temperate

zones of this region into tributaries that conveyed it into the mam
river before it was decayed or waterlogged, where it became
iiitennhiLded with the remains of vegetation which grew in the

epical low ground skirting the main stream, so that both sank

together into the same mud and silt."*

The elevated mountain regions from which he supposes these

temparate forms were derived he thinks might have been Mull,

400 miles N.N.W., and Wales 200 miles N.W. Mr. Gardner,

however, showed most conclusively that Mr. Wood's theory

was based on imperfect acquaintance with the conditions of the

problem. The following is Mr. Gardner's reply :—

"The leaves have never been drifted from afar; they are often

^H adhering to the iwigs. The leaves are tint and perfect, rarely

even rolled and crumpled, as dry leaves may be, if falling on a

lm"ldv surface; still more rarely have thev fallen edgeways and
h<*» imhedded vertically. Thev are. moreover, not various!)

they should be if they had been carried for any <

iu! in local groups of species. For example, all _t.l

nd in one

,>rcsc have beei.

.

..-. voStudland; the Alum Bay Aralvi, tin

'"mi of Pr„t,, ,<>,,,•. the-Teat /-7<v/.v, and other leaves on
pay only. Each little patch at Bournemouth is chai u-t, n/

.

i>\

"s own peculiar leaves. Such a d

V"" !')'"\imit\ of the trees from which the !ea\ es have l:u en. ie

!'"' !:1 - "f most temperate asepct. are best preserved, so that to be

-lied, the Drift theory requires the palms,.etc., to have

Ul '» drifted upwards. To suppose that most delicate leaves

'"'"''i liavc he,... brought by torrents 400 miles from Mull or JoO

'"il«'> fro,,, U':,U.
; ,„d spread out horizontally in thou-

:

°'>t crease or crumple, on the coast of Hampshire, ma\

JlesV. Wood, Jr., but will not recommend

"self to the majority of thinkers." f

Were there Glacial Epochs during Vie Tertiary Age ?- -Many

geologists, especially amongst those who are opposed to the

* Geological Magazine, 1877, p. 96. t
Geological Magazine, 1877, p.

138.
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theory of recurring glacial epochs, answer this question em-

phatically in the negative. This belief as to the non-existence

of glacial conditions during the Tertiary period is, of course,

based wholly on negative evidence; and this negative evidence

though strong is by no means perfectly conclusive, and cer-

tainly not worthy of the weight which has been placed upon it.

In Chap, xvii of 'Climate and Time,' I have endeavored to

show that although much has been written on the imperfection

of geological records, yet the imperfection of those records in

regard to the past glacial epochs has not received the attention

which it really deserves.

It must be borne in mind, however, that it does not follow

from the Physical Theory of Secular changes of Climate, that

because the eccentricity may have been high at some particu-

lar period there must necessarily have been a glacial epoch.

The erroneous nature of this misapprehension of the theory

has already been shown at considerable length.* Eccentricity

can produce glaciationonb through means of physi \\ igeneies.

and for the operation of these agencies, a certain geo
condition of things is absolutely necessary. We know with

certainty that during the Tertiary period the eccentricity wa*

at times exceptionally high, as, for example, 2,500,000 and

850,000 years ago; but whether a glacial epoch occurred at these

periods depended, of course, upon whether or not necessary geo-

conditfons then obtained. Supposing the necessary

geographical conditions for glaei ie two peri-

ods in question, still if these conditions differed very much

from those which now obtain, the glacial state of things ;ii' !

:

produced would certainly differ from that of the h

epoch. This is obvious, for the same physical agencies acting

under very different conditions would not produce the same

effects. Under almost any geographical condition of things

eccentricity would produce marked effects, but the effects p in-

duced might not amount to glaciation. In the Tertiary age, <1 |U

ing high eccentricity, the effects resulting might possibly have

been as well marked as they were during the Glacial epoch ;

but

these effects must have differed verv much from those produced

at that epoch. We have seen that, owing to that p<

graphical condition of things existing during the Tertiary

period, the physical agents brought into operation by a high

state of eccentricity would have a much greater influence in

raising the temperature of the northern hemisphere, when the

winters occurred in perihelion, than they would have in lower-

ing the temperature of that hemisphere when the winters were

in aphelion. At the periods 2,500,000 and 850,000 years ago,

for example, those physical agents would no doubt produce

* Phil. Mag., February, 1884; American Journal of Science, February, 1884.
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quite a tropical condition of climate in high northern latitudes

when the winters were in perihelion, while it is quite probable
they may not have been able to produce glaciation when the
winters were in aphelion. It is more than likely that the tropi-

cal nature of the climate during portions of the Tertiary

aq due not so much to that peculiar distribution of
:il! 'i :n 'i water existing then, as it was to the fact that this pecu-
liar distribution enabled the physical agents in operation during
a high state of eccentricity to impel a vastly greater amount
of warm intertropical water into the temperate and Arctic seas
than they could have done under the present geographical con-
dition of things.

Those very same geographical conditions enablii
cal agents to raise the temperature exceptionally

periods would, on the other hand, prevent them irom
being able to lower the temperature exceptionally low during

latecold periods. Nevertheless, I think ii probable
that as the two periods referred to, when the eccentricity was

than it was during the Glacial epoch, the tempera-

1 be lowered to an extent that would produce glacia-
tl( >", although the glaciation might not perhaps approach in

^verity to anything like that of the Glacial epoch. The nega-

The opinion is concurred in by Mr
h'7" ; ;<ity for the past three millit

a ''d Time,' probably includes the gre;
of the Tertiary period. He states t

years preceding the last glacial ej;
t0 the table, no fewer than sixteen s<

^ventricitv ivr.,-1,,,1 ,„• wof>ec\px\ t.i

We,,e at the Glacial epoch ; a thing i

glacial epochs \\nr\ u , the Tertiary p

^Hvnn.dcah'l,;,,!,, not be severe

,

In support of the opinion that there is no evidence c

Ration during the Tertiarv period. Mr. Wallace quotes th

views of Mr. Searles V. Wood, Jr., on the subject. Mr. AV 00
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states that the Eocene formation is complete in England, and

is exposed in continuous section along the north coast of the

Isle of Wight and along the northern coast of Kent from its

base to the Lower Bagshot Sand. It has, he says, been inter-

sected by cuttings in all directions and at ail horizons, but

has not yielded a trace of any thing indicating a cold and

glacial condition of things. The same, he adds, holds true of

the strata in France and Belgium. Further, "the Oligocene

of Northern Germany and Belgium, and the xMiocene of those

countries and of France, have also afforded a rich molluscan

fauna, which, like that of the Eocene, has as yet presented no

indication of the intrusion of any thing to interfere with its

uniformly subtropical character."

In reply to all this it may be stated that the simple absence

of any trace of glaciation in the Tertiary deposits of the South

of England certainly cannot be regarded as conclusive

against the existence of an epoch of glaciation during that

period. Not many years ago geologists denied that there

was any evidence to be found of glaciation in the South of

England, and at the present time there are hundreds of geol-

ogists who will not admit that that part was ever overridden

by land-ice. If it is so difficult to find in that quarter

evidence of the last glacial epoch, severe as that glacial epoch

was, we need not wonder that no trace of glaciation so remote

as that of the Eocene period is now to be seen. Besides all

this, there is in the South of England the land-surface on

which the glaciation, if any, took place, whereas not a vestige

of the old land-surfaces of the Eocene period now remains. It

therefore seems to me that the mere fact of nothing as yet

having been found in the Tertiary deposits of the South of

England, indicating one or more cold periods, is no proof that

there may not possibly have been such periods, and even of

considerable severity. The same remarks hold equally true

in regard to the deposits on the continent referred to by Mr.

Wood.
It will be urged in reply that there is one kind of evidence

which ought to be found, as it could not possibly have been

obliterated by the destruction of the Tertiary land-sor&ee*

That is the presence of erratic blocks and foreign rock-frag-

ments imbedded in the strata. Mr. Wallace states that in the

many thousand feet in thickness of alternate clays, sands,

maris, shales, and limestones no irregular blocks of foreign

material or bowlders characteristic of glacial conditions are to

be found. The same, he says, holds equally true of the exten-

sive Tertiary deposits of temperate North America.

If it be really the case that the Tertiary beds are wholly

without bowlders or fragments of foreign material, then this
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certainly may be regarded as proof that no real glacial epoch
could have occurred during that period. But has it been satis-

ascertained that those beds are wholly devoid of such
materials? Those beds, I presume, have been searched by
geologists for their fossil contents rather than forst:
ical evidence of glacial epochs. It is remarkable how long
the evidence of glaciation sometimes remains unobserved when
no special attention is devoted to the matter. As examples
of this we know with certainty that the Orkney and Shetland
islands were during the Glacial epoch overridden by land-ice;
and yet geologists who had often visited these islands declared
that they bore no marks of glaciation. So recently as 1875 the
low grounds of Northern Germany were believed to be without
glacial striae

;
yet when German geologists began to turn their

attention specially to the subject, they found not only evidence
of glaciation, but indisputable proof that during the Glacial
epoch the great Scandinavia ce-sheet had advanced over the

> fewer than three separate times down to the lati-

tude of Berlin. I have myself seen the striated summit of a
"ti which geologists had been treading for years

observing the ice-markings under their feet. The
ihese markings so long escaped detection is doubt-

ess due to the fact that they were on a spot which no geolo-
gist supposed that land-ice could have reached. For this very
same reason the fact remained so long unobserved, that the
Jow-lying ground of Caithness had been glaciated by land-ice

Jjom Scandinavia, filling the entire Baltic and the North Sea.
Many similar cases might be adduced where the marks of gla-
ciation remained long unobserved, either because no special
search had been made for them or because they were under
conditions in which they were not expected to be found. It is

very probable that when the Tertiary deposits are carefully
examined, with the special object of ascertaining whether or
not they contain evidence of glaciation, geologists may be led
10 a different conclusion regarding the supposed uniformly
*a«n character of the climate of that period. They may posm-
°»y hnd that, after all, the Tertiary beds do contain bowlders
and foreign material, indicating the existence of glacial condi-
tions during that period.

nee has been attached to the statement
°* Professor Nordfensk led to observe in the
stratified deposits of Greenland and Spitsbergen any evidence
Whatever of former glaciation in those regions. " We have
never seen," says he, "in Spitzbergen nor in Greenland, in these

Actions often many miles in length, and including one may
say all formations from the Silurian to the Tertiary, any bowl-
aers even as large as a child's head. There is not the smallest
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probability that strata of any considerable extent, containing

bowlders, are to be found in the polar tracts previous to the

middle of the Tertiary period. Both an examination of the

geognostic condition, and an investigation of the fossil flora

and fauna of the polar lands, show no signs of a glacial era

having existed in those parts before the termination of the

Miocene period."* That Prof. Nordenskjold may not have seen

in those strata bowlders larger than a child's head may be

perfectly true, but that there actually are none is a thing utterly

Still more incredible, however, is the conclusion

which he draws from this absence of bowlders, viz : that from

the Silurian down to the termination of the Miocene period no

glacial condition of things existed either in Greenland or in

Spitzbergen. Both these places are at present in a state of

glaciation, and were it not, as we have seen, for the enormous

quantity of heat which is being transferred from the equatorial

regions by the Gulf-stream, not only Greenland and Spitz-

bergen, but the whole of the Arctic regions would be far more

under ice than they are. A glacial state of things is the nor-

mal condition of polar regions, and if at any time, as during the

Tertiary age, the Arctic regions were free from snow and ice,

it could only be in consequence of some peculiar distribution

of land and water and other exceptional conditions. That

this peculiar combination of circumstances should have existed

during the whole of that immense lapse of time between the

Silurian and the close of the Tertiary period is certainly im-

dand

snow and ice is as improbable, although perhaps not so phy-

sically impossible, as that the interior of that continent should

at the present day be free from ice and covered with luxuriant

vegetation. Perhaps the same skill and indomitable perse-

verance which proved the one conclusion to be erroneous may

yet one day prove the other to be also equally erroneous.

Professor Nordenskjold does not appear to believe in alterna-

tions of climate even in temperate regions, for he says "from

palaeontological science no support can be obtained for the

assumption of a periodical alternation of warm and cold

climates on the surface of the earth."

lu.'nlaicr of Glac talion du.riioj the Tertiary period.—Evidence

of glaciation during the Miocene period is, I think, afforded

by the well-known conglomerates and erratics near Turin, first

described by M. Gastaldi. Beds of Miocene sandstone and con-

glomerate, with an intercalated deposit containing large angular

blocks of greenstone and limestone, have been found. Some

of these blocks are of immense size. Many of the stones in

* Geological Magazine, 1875, p. 531.
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the deposit are polished and striated in a manner similar to
those found in the Bowlder-clay of this country. It has been
shown by Gastaldi that these blocks have all been derived from
the outer ridge of the Alps on the Italian side, namely from the
range extending from Ivrea to the Lago Maggiore, and, conse-
quently, they must have traveled from twenty to eighty miles.

Jo abundant are these large blocks that extensive quarries
have been opened in the hills for the sake of procuring them.
A he stratification of the beds amongst which the blocks occur
sutfic e tly Jicate aqueous action and the former presence of
^e sea. That glaciers from the southern Alps actually
reached to the sea, and sent adrift their icebergs over what are
now the sunny plains of Northern Italy, is proof that during
that cold period the climate must have been very severe. One
remarkable circumstance, indicating not only the glacial condi-
"on of the bed in which the blocks occur, but also that this
glaciation was the result of eccentricity, is the fact that the bed
is wholly destitute of organic remains while they are found
abundantly both in the underlying and overlying 'beds.
Evidence of glaciation during the Eocene period, as is also

well known, is found in the " fiysch " of Switzerland. On the
*orth side of the Alps, from Switzerland to Vienna, and also

n

ear Genoa, there is a sandstone a few thousand feet in thick-
ess, containing enormous blocks of Oolitic limestone and

granite. Many of these blocks are upwards of 10 feet in
^gth, and one at Haelkeren, near the Lake of Thun, is 105
ieet long, 90 feet broad, and 45 feet in thickness. The block
'

'

<* a granite of a peculiar kind which cannot be matched
^ywhere in the Alps. Similar blocks are found in beds of

tge in the Appenines and in the Carpathians. The
igm of this deposit is further evinced by the fact

'holly destitute of organic remains. One circum-

tea that this glaciation was due to eccen-

e fact that the strata most nearly associated with
fi^ch" are rich in Echinoderms of the"Spatang us family,

h]ch have a decided tropical aspect. This i

oi course,
. .

I prion, to expect if tht

7, for the more severe a cold period of a glacial

nErV
8

'

the Warmer wil1 be the Periods which ^mediately
Precede and succeed.

feorne writers endeavor to account for those glacial pbe-

L„?' without any reference to the influence of high
^entricity, by the assumption that the Alps were much
ore elevated during the Tertiary period than they are at

lJTent <%• If we, however, adopt this explar-"" -«

tht !•
Ve to assume that the Alps were suddenly e

the ^me when the bed containing
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deposited, and that they were as suddenly lowered when the

disposition of the bed came to a close—a conclusion certainly

very improbable. Had the lowering of the Alps been effected

by the slow processes of denudation, it must have taken a

long course of ages to have lowered them to the extent of

bringing the glacial state to a close. In this case there

ought to be a succession of beds indicating the long continu-

ance of cold conditions. Instead of this, however, we have a

glacial bed immediately preceded and succeeded by beds

indicating an almost tropical condition of climate. When
we take this circumstance into consideration, along with the

evidence adduced by Mr. J. S. Gardner as to the

of warmer and colder conditions in the South of Kugland and

other parts of Europe during the Eocene period, the convic-

tion is forced upon us that a high state of eccentricity is the

most ratio: ia these curious phenomena.
The greater elevation of the Alps would undoubtedly in-

tensify the glacial condition of things, but it would not

originate it. The elevated character of the Alps, for example,

was no doubt the reason why the plains of Switzerland, daring

the last glacial epoch, were so much more buried under ice

than other parts of Southern Europe ; but their elevation w:i?

not that which brought about the glaciation, for tb

were free from ice both before and after the glacial epoch,

though the Alps were no doubt as high as they were during

the ice-period.

If we adopt the theory that these glacial conditions were

due to eccentricity, then we have, as 1 endeavored to show

many years ago,* a clue to the probable absolute date of the

Middle-Eocene and the Upper-Miocene periods. There were,

as we have seen, two epochs during the Tertiary period when

the eccentricity was exceptionally high, viz: 2,500,

ago and 850,000, years ago. The former might probably be

the date of the "fiytch" of the Eocene fore

the date of the period when the Miocene erratics were depos-

lions of the Tertiary period are utterly hostile to the Physic^

Theory of Secular changes of Climate. The very reverse,

however, is the case ; for, as we have seen, several of the facts

of Tertiary climate can be explained on no other principle tha°

that of the theory.

I shall next consider the facts bearing on Arctic Intergla-

cial periods.

* Phil. Mag., November, 1868 ;
' Climate and Time,' chap, xxi-
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Work of the Steamer Albatross in 1884.

The deep-sea Anthozoa obtained last season were numerous
Jting, but there were among them only a few entirely

new forms, for most of them had been dredged by the Alba-
tross in 1883, or by the Blake in 1880. The most" rei
new species, of which one imperfect specimen had been taken

!Vji

but not described, represents a new genus of Penna-
widae. I have named this Benthoptillum sertum* This, which
was taken in 991 to 1073 fathoms, is a remarkable exception

«&«•» gen. nov. Large, rather stout, Pennatula-shaped sea-pens,
- and large polyps, arranged in several large, oblique, lateral clus-

rona short, swollen, wing-like elevations, consisting of the united

thrnn i?
P°'jps and not supported by spines and spicules. The polyps

•• greater part of their length are free, without calicles, and desti-

-• The tentacles are very long and plumose, without spicules.

onk?
S

«
0f the rachi8-' and extending i'n rows on the bases of the polyps, leaving

whnl. ,

narrow
' laked, median, ventral band. The axis extends through the

short •£ aDd
-

is q,ladrangular .
*"* concave sides. The stalk is rather

and a slight enlargement near the upper end. The
>s within the lateral pinnae.

p. nov. ThepmrLinf '

the othT f S Dd nearl7 opposite; those along

^etSLlsV very
,

little

.
prrnt

<
c

;

are tt »„ L .
a only very close to the base.

a base, considerably «

''-•' .• ...
: .... ,;.!, .:.',-- .

. :

: '

D the veniral

Oases of which are swollen an 1

• 'he base of the pinns. They format, o

'vely overlaps the one above it. The zooids appear as minute

entire surface of the rachis, except the nam
and form groups between the bases of the polyps on the dorsal side,

Pinn*«
"P ] "

'

" The successive pairs of

rat and has a deep j

32SEX
row'? I

hil
!
or duil Purplish i

TSiLelomafchdull PurPli5

orange on the sides ; the polyps are translucent

ih color, showing through

tecimen, 300"lra
;
length oi

r

the naked si

aJ
!*pauded Polyps, uo»-AM-JouB.ScI.-THIRDSEEnm, Vol. XXIX, No. 170.—-Feb., 1885.
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to the generalization made by Professor Kolliker, in his report

on the Challenger Pennatulacea, p. 38, that only the simpler

forms of Pennatulacea occur in deep water, for our new genus

is a very highly organized and. specialized form, of large size,

with complex lateral groups of very large polyps. But our

two species of Pennatula (P. aculeata and P.'boreo

range downward to 1255 fathoms, and the generalization re-

ferred to will probably be found to rest on very insufficient

evidence. A small species of Stylatula was also dredged in

444 fathoms, but it has not yet been identified. The genus

Three specimens of a very handsome European cup-coral

{Desmopkyllum crista-galli), never before observed on the

American coast, were taken this year in 1054 to 1060 fathoms.

Two of these were of very large size. Curiously enough

another species of this genus was obtained at about the same

time by one of the Gloucester fishing vessels off Nova Scotia

and was sent to the Fish Commission at Wood's Holl by Capt.

J. W. Collins. This is a very large and handsome species

(D. nobile V.),* evidently entirely new. It somewhat resembles

free portion of polyps to tip of tentacles, 58mm ; length of tentacles, I5
ffim

;

diameter of polyps at stomach, 3mm .

specimen, and station 22 L0, in 991 fathoms, N.'lat. ? 39" 37' 45", W. long.? 71

18' 45"; station 211.-. in 813 fathoms (No. 6729), 1883.
* Desmopkyllum nobile V., sp. nov. Corallum solid, vase-shaped, ar

broadly expanded base, a short distance above it contracts somewhat, and then

expands to the summit. The walls are pure white, smooth, polished, somewhat

•anulaiion. The calicle is broad, deep,

the edges, owing to the peculiar lateral

in lour regular cycles. The twelve primary septa an
higher and broader than the others, with the inner edges nearly ;•

and converging so near the center as to leave but a very nam »v

i

• .,.,..,..

v. .-.. .,:;., i. ...:.;...
mirgin is broadly rounded, usually flexuous or irregularly lobed or notched, an

border of the caliciein the form of very prom
like costas, which extend a short distance below the margin of i'

: ' '!•,•
:

. .

<:_

n the calicle are coarsely gn upper and <«»*•

in form nii.I structure to (ho primary ouch, but :>.-

.•Utres do not extend so far inward and the Mi!ll , ti h

nearly so high, but the exterior or costal portion is nearly as pn
: i.-nly narrowed and does not extend so "»

.
.

•
: ,,,,.]

.
. • '

the calicle is very conspicuouslv thickened bv swo
them laterally v

nent, not forming distinct costae.

Total height to the summit of the highest septa, 56»» ; height t
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D. tngens Moseley, from the Straits of Magellan, but has only
it septa, which are remarkably thickened and very

unequal, while the exterior is smooth with an ivory-like polish.

iitly undescribed species of Paracyalhus occurred in

rns, but it has not been fully studied.
A peculiar new species of Epizoanlhus (E. abyssorum V.) was

token several times in 1555 to 2033 fathoms. It usually formed
the covering of a hermit-crab (Parapagurus pilosimanus). The
polyps are rather large, usually five or six, divergent, clavate
in contraction, and closely covered with a grayish coating of
small foraminifera. The closed summit has twenty-four con-
vergent radii. The polyps in alcohol are 10 to 15°"* long, 9 to
Hmm

broad.

In addition to the starfishes referred to in my last article,
there is, from 1098 and 1451 fathoms, a very interesting new
species belonging to the peculiar deep-sea genus, Ihjmenasier*
°t which many species were dredged by the Challenger in

arts of the world. An additional new species of
Arc/wsterf has also been recognized. It was taken in 858
thorns, in 1883, and in 368 fathoms, in 1881.

r spinules, with

altera! plates. The latter pr
?pve and each bears a group of eight to ten slender divergent spines, those

a group of eight t<

t. with a larger, outer, erect central spin
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jw star-fish, which was taken

> fathoms, both this year and

last, is a species of Solaster {S. abyssicola V.)* somewhat re-

sembling S. endeca and 8. Earllii in general appearance, but

differing from both in the arrangement of the spines, especially

beneath. The color is bright orange in life. It becomes over

a foot in diameter, with a broad disk, and usually eight or

Ai
and-

... __ twelve species,

besides one each of the closely allied genera Ophiolebes and

Ophiomitra. Most of these forms live clinging closely to tbe

branches of gorgonians. All the species that I have tested are

brilliantly phosphorescent.

The most abundant are 0. bidenlata, 0. millespina V. and

0. abyssicola G. 0. Sars; these three, which are vevy similar

in appearance, are closely allied forms, and the lasl

even prove to be identical. But some of the others, like <->

anomala, with six arms, and 0. spectabitis, with short, -tout

granulo.se arm-spines and slender, tapering, acute disk spim.'?.

are very distinct forms. The same is true of three new specif
0. crassidens,-\ having strong, acute disk-spines and rei

,m
. This example ha ich row. Station 2(

thorns, four specimens; station 994, in 368 fathoms, one young.
* Solaster abyssicola V., sp. nov. Disk broad. Rays usually eij

jse, rounded paxillae, bearing small and short spinules. The Inane

e large and numerous, thickly scattered on the disk and base of ar:

il plates prominent, bearing a transverse group of small, rough spin

three rows. Inter-brachial ventral areas of moderate size, cc

unded paxilke, similar to those of the back, arranged in regula

jr short spines, united together by

five, rather short. Die

well developed, crowded plat.

Ida nearly concealed. Arm-spines at base of arms, seven, 1,0"° '

T1

short* and IcutTdistally ;

,„ „rpermost smaller and mO£

ally distally, the outer end r

Lly becoming short • of disk distinW

hies. Mouth-shield- no or angle, concw

liter margin, grannlous. Teeth remarkably large, broad tf»

lly roughened; mouth-papillae few, three or four °n e

Jjf
flattened, roughened and brown, like the teeth, whicb
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thick, stout teeth and mouth-papillse ; 0. enopla* with numerous
long and very slender arm-spines, short obtuse stumps on
the disk, and an unusually large number of slender acute
mouth-papillae, much crowded at the outer corners; and 0.

granuhferaj which has the disk closely covered with small
granules and has unusually wide and short ventral arm-plates.
Another large speoies4 of which several were found clinging to

mL
rmS °^. Brisin9a spinulosa V., also appears to be new.

The Ophiolebes Acanellce V., referred to above, lives clinging
to the branches of Gorgonians, dredged off Nova Scotia, and
closely resembles some species of Ophiacantha, but has fewer
and shorter spines and its disk is covered with short, rough,
round-topped stumps or large granules. Amphilepis Norvegica
was taken several times in 1395 to 1555 fathoms.
Ihe Ophiomilra is a new species § of large size, allied to

L!!!L ?.
es resemble in size and form, the others successively smaller. Color dull

bfown, the spines and teeth darker.

St»t 9m?
r -°f d 'Sk

'

13m '°
;

leilglh of arms about 4°mm; lar*eSt Spin98
'

2
'5mm

'

h very nearly on the dors

•tiger than broad. The dis

os, looking like granules.

J*Pffl» ratheMont

'"'•« V., sp. nov. Disk finely granulated, with slight

arm
' ," g6S

'
sh<"™g the naked tips of the radial shield* Arms rath

. . ••

m nov. A large orange sp

disk.

8

ancTb
ted hj a h
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List of Stations occupied by the Albatross in 1

KL —
l~l
—

lj= i.
B- ,.«

Off Chesapeake Bay.

2170 37
V57'00" 73"63°'30'

Off Martha's Vineyard.

2175 I 39 33 00 72 18 30
21 Tri 39 22 30 72 21 30

2180 39 25 50 71 49 30
2181 39 29 00 71 46 00
2182 39 25 30 71 44 00

2184 1 40 00 15 70 55 30

2186 39 52 15 70 55 30
2187 39 49 30 71 10 00

2189 39 49 30 70 26 00

1191 39 45 30 70 17 00
2192 39 46 30 70 14 45
2193 39 44 30 70 10 30

2196 ' 39 35 00 69 44 00
2197 39 56 30 69 43 20
2198 39 56 30 69 43 20

2202 39 38 00 71 39 45
2203 ?39 34 15 71 45 15
2204 ?::<) 30 30 71 44 30
2205 :'.9 35 00 71 18 45

2-J-7 :::• :::> :a 71 ai 45

45 71 18 45

2212 ?'::!• 50 30 70 30 45
2213 ?39 58 30 70 30 00
2214 39 57 00 70 32 00
2215 39 49 15 70 31 45
2216

j
39 47 00 70 30 30

2217 I 39 47 20 69 34 15

2218 I
39 46 22 69 29 00

452

£,

861

235

148

538

705

428

384

5 7 8

948

glb.O. 37

K 41

bk.M.
, 39
39

M.,fne.s. ' 39
gn.M. 39

gn. M., s. 43

gn.glb.'o. ..

0., 0., ens. 39
gn. M. 38

ga.it., St. 38

s.,brk. sh. 52

ft, brk. sh. 45

gy.o. 38
gn. M. 38

39

^
glb.O. ' 39

39

gn.M. 39
gy.M. , 38

« 39

08

08

OS

08

b.S

«s

It

m
2.59 P. M.

12.58 M.

11.52 A.M.

2.03
||

4.'49 A.M.

li.iy

20
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List of Stations occupied by the Albatross in IBM—continued.

& — ™. —
n.lt
"^ H„, „.,..

2221

2222

2225

2233

2236

2.1"

2244

2243

22P1

2247

221,

223!

2232

2 2.V;

2254

2233

223,

2237

2230

22'JO

22.;;

-202;

Off Martha's Yineyard.

39'4«'22" 69°WOO"
?39 43 30 69 23 00

39 05 30 70 44 30
39 03 15 70 50 45

Off Chesapeake Bay.

37 48 30 69 43 30
36 16 30 68 21 00

Off Delaware Bay.

38 27 00 73 02 00
38 29 00 73 09 00

?38 37 30 73 11 00
?38 36 30 76 06 00

Off Martha's Yineyard.
39 09 00 72 03 15
39 12 00 72 03 30
39 11 00 72 08 30
39 12 17 72 09 30
39 06 00 72 10 00

40 27 30 70 29 00

40 10 15 70 26 00
40 05 15 70 23 00
40 01 15 70 22 00
39 56 45 70 20 30
40 03 00 69 57 00

40 17 15 69 51 45
40 22 17 69 51 30
40 28 00 69 51 00
40 34 30 69 50 45

40 32 30 69 29 00
40 26 00 69 29 00
40 19 30 69 29 10

40 04 00 69 29 30
& 54 45 69 29 45

25 it;

2374
2312
•2021

21 (-9

11 OS

9«r>

243

904

50
58

S3

53
4 7

43

18

33

36

230

gy.o., bricks

gib. o.

yl.o.

gib. 0, St.

"gib. o!

1
'

gn.M.

^'bk.' B.

gn.M.
gt>. M., S.

M.,s.,brk.sh.

8., bk. spk.

s., bk. Bpk.

ajk-spk.
gn.M.,s.

38

37

37

37

37

3 7

37
37

4::

39
39

51

52

51

51

50

53

52

42

71

75

79

78

72

G3

70

1.36 P. u.

8.31 '"

'

4,12 p. m'.

2
'48 P. M.

1L33 "

1J6
'"

439 "

2.51
'"

Aug.
23

23

<cpt.

12

12

26

26

27

2 7

21

26

2s
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List of Stations occupied by the Albatross in 1884-

2310 ! 35 44 C

52 00
j
322
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0. valida, but having more numerous arm-spines and much
smaller rounded and sharp granules on the disk. It was taken
at station 2035, in 203S fathoms.
A curious orange species of Hemieuryale (H. ienuispina V.,

formerly Astronyx Ienuispina V .), always occurs on SclerojJlilum

elegansm 1362 to 1608 fathoms. The disk and arms are cov-
ered with thin, rounded scales, not easily seen until dried, and
a row of projecting plates runs along each side of the arms
above.

Aet. XXlU.—Note
Graphite deposit in
Joseph H. Perry.

i eastern part of Worcester, the
rising about three hundred feet above the surrounding country,
and surrounded on all sides by the formation referred to by
rrofessor Edwj rd II tehe >ck as mica slate or mica schist. In

Bchist is contained the coal deposit of Worcester as
to whose age there has been much doubt. Professor E. Hitch-
cock believed it to be much earlier than the coal formation at

Mansfield and Wrentham ; and Professor C. H. Hitchcock
assigns the mica schist to the Huronian.

i have recently found at the coal mine two specimens of a
dossil coal plant of the genus Lepidodendron, the largest about
e'ghteen inches long and six wide. The whole of one surface
of the specimen and the larger part of the other are covered

arrow rhombic scare, which where most distinct are
about an inch long. The specimen has been examined by
professor J. D. Dana, by whom photographs were sent to Pro-
lessor Lesquereux. The latter referred the fossil to the very
mre species "Lento « of Gcep-
Pert (Foss. Pi. d. Uel i 552, p. 185, pL xxxiii),

: 4. which however does not give so good
a representation" of the plant as the figure in Heer's Culm Fl.,

P- 291, plate xxii, fig. 4;" and he adds: "the specimen (photo-

pph) is the fust 1 have seen from America: the

the Carbon-
iferous lirncst. ,;,»',>!' Si',.^,..." He' a'-o <:iv<: '• It is very much

'L
k
f t

a variety of the old and most common A,
Wtoeimianuni Stcrnb. : but it shows a marked diiterenee in

lde disposition of the scars (cicatrices) to be arranged in a verti-

V^s, long and slender, somewhat thorny. Mouth-pnpiil •• <•:.• qual, mostly slen-

ob ua
4 'lobed

-

the iDner '

1DDCr °UeS
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cal direction, forming ribs like those"ot?Sigil1aria." These ribs

are really long spiral, and Lesquereux, although he has ob-

served the same in another species, queries whether they are

normal or not. The Carboniferous limestone of Silesia corre-

sponds (as I am informed by Professor Dana) to the American

Subcarboniferous.

T1,C :

to show schist resting against tne granite.

To the southeast the section cuts through the mica schist into

the gneiss which lies to the east and southeast toward Mans-

field and Wrentharn. The gneiss and mica schist are conform-

able, having a general strike northeast and southwest, and

where the section was made a dip of 75° to 85° to the north-

west inclined away from the granite.

The outcrop of the coal-bearing strata of the mica schist is

about half a mile northeast from the top of the granite knoll.

Here the strike is northwest by southeast at about right angles

to the strike of the mica schist outcropping not more than an

eighth of a mile distant to the east. The dip is about 50° to

the northeast, the strata leaning toward the granite. The fact

that the same rock', identified by peculiar markings as well as

by constitution, varies so greatly in dip and strike within so

short a distance, indicates an additional disturbance to that

ted the whole mica schist and gneiss to their present

position and transformed them to their present condition. This

additional disturbance was the forcing up from beneath of the

granite knoll, breaking or bending the strata to the northeast

and north, away from that to the east. This thorough working

over of the rocks containing the carboniferous d

transformed this deposit for the most part into graphite ;
and in

the specimen, mentioned above, the carbon is in the form of

graphite though the scars, of the plant are distinctly preserved.

It is mv purpose to follow the rocks to the southeast afw

then to the west during the next season. So far as I have oone,

I find mv results agreeing quite closely with those of Professor

E. Hitchcock.

High School, Worcester, Mass.
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Art. XXJY.—The Test Well in the Carboniferous Formation at
Brownville, Nebraska; by Professor L. E. Hicks of the Uni-
versity of Nebraska.

It has long been a mooted question, both in the minds of
geologists and of practical miners, whether there is coal in
Nebraska that will pay for mining. The citizens of Brownville,
JNemaha county, have been making a practical test of this mat-
ter for which they deserve much credit, since their test well has
brought to light facts of great scientific interest and value irre-

spective of the economical results.
The boring was begun at an elevation of 919 feet above the

level of the sea, and carried to the depth of 1,000 feet 10 inches,
or 81 feet 10 inches below sea level. The surface rocks at
brownville are Upper Carboniferous and show traces of coal,
as, for instance, in the west bank of the Missouri river just
above the railway station. The drill penetrated the Lower
^oa Measures but did not pass through them. These are the
productive measures of the Carboniferous in Iowa and in the

'Her east. Here, therefore, is the place to find coal if
] t exists at all in paving quantities in Nebraska. The only
seam found in the Lower Coal Measures was one of bituminous
coal of fair quality, 30 inches in thickness, at a depth of 820
reet 8 inches. The boring was c ier without
encountering any more coal. Below the thirty inch seam noth-
mg was encountered but the shales, limestones and sandstones
ordinarily found in the Lower Coal Measures. This renders it

improbable that any more coal would be found at greater
depths, although the demonstration would have been more
complete if the hole had been put down one or two hundred
leet deeper.

Above the thirty inch seam three other thin seams were
'

V
: "no 8 inches .thick at a depth of 93 feet, another 14

IE
9

!

tbick at a dePth of 242 feet
>
and a third 10 inches

truck at a depth of 375 feet. These evidently belong to
«e Upper Coal Measures, as there is an interval of nearly 400
jeetof barren rocks between them and the thirty inch seam.
Amrnediatelv below the 11 inch seam is a stratum of sandstone
^ feet thick containing water stroi -I\ im, n - uitcd with salt
and other minerals in solution, which flowed out at the top of
the well.

Whether the thirty inch seam can be profitably worked at a
«ePth of 820 feet is a question for t ,e practical miner rather
than for the geologist. It would at once be answered in the

negative where fuel is plenty, but in this land of prairies and
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magnificent distances from productive mines the answer is not

I have a complete record of all the strata encountered, to the

number of sixty-two, and will cheerfully furnish it upon appli-

Astronomers in all parts of the world are always delighted

on the appearance of any and all papers which are issued from

the office of the American Ephemeris. A distinguishing char-

acteristic of all these papers is the exhaustiveness with which

the subjects deemed worthy of consideration are analyzed and

discussed. Commencing "in the year 1879, soon after the

present eminent mathematician and astronomer, Professor

Newcomb, became its Superintendent, a series of papers have

been issued which embrace a wide variety of interesting astro-

nomical subjects ; and the ability which 'has been displayed in

the preparation of these papers has gained for them a world-

wide reputation. I was therefore unusually interested in the

one which has recently appeared, entitled, " A Supplement to

Delaunay's Lunar Theory, by G. W. Hill, Assistant American
Ephemeris ;" because it contained an investigation of a prob-

lem on which I had already bestowed much attention. From
vhich the solution of the problem has been

carried, it is evident that the eminent author was determined

that the past reputation of these papers should suffer no detri-

ment from this. The investigation covers 136 large quarto

pages, and gives 165 inequalities in the longitude, 209 inequal-

e latitude and five inequalities in the radius vector,

all of which are said to be correct to quantities of the seventh

order. Of these 374 inequalities in the longitude and latitude,

only seventeen exceed one-twentieth of a second of arc ;
and

only two exceed one second. The vast development, however,

shows the thoroughness with which the work was intended to

be done, and if it is not what Mr. Hill claims for it in point »
accuracy it is owing to some oversight rather than to deliberate

neglect of any known cause of perturbation.

I do not purpose, however, to speak of the results of this

aoluti fn which are common to all the solutions of this problem

which I have seen, further than to say that it contains the same

mai f st nbsurd t\ in the principal equation of t

namely, that it makes the coefficient of th-
ai to the cube of the sun's distance from the earth:
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from which it follows that were the earth and moon to revolve
around the sun in their present relations to each other, but at
the distance of Neptune, the inequality would be more than
27,000 times greater than at present. This single fact ought to
justify the suspicion that possibly the entire solution is erro-
neous. This result cannot be regarded as an oversight, but
rather as a faulty solution, the origin of which it is'easv to
explain.

But I find on careful examination that there has indeed been
ble oversight committed in the developments of this

work, and that not more than two of the inequalities, if indeed
flny of them are deserving of anv confidence in point of accu-
racy

; nor can these two be correct to terms of a higher order
than the third or fourth.

In oider to give a general explanation of the oversight which
seems to have been committed in this work, I would observe
that Mr. Hill has first determined the disturbing force which
»s due to the earth's figure on the supposition that the moon's
'not, "'>* are not affected by the sun's attraction. The real

force of the earth is, however, a function not only
°r the earth's figure, but also of the moon's coordinates, and

'-.m's coordinates are affected by the sun's attrae-

J'on, it follows that there must be a modification of the earth's

g from that cause. This effect of the sun Mr.
"Hi has correctly allowed for, and it would therefore stem
a first view, that if he has allowed for the earth's force and
also for its modification by the sun's action, that the whole
enect of the earth's figure on the moon's motion, would be

letermined by his investigation. But in reality the

by the earl .
- figure to terms

°t the same order as those by which the earth's force is modi
n.ed by the sun's attraction. It is therefore necessary to con-

these terms if we propose to carry the approxii...
terms of the order of the products of' the disturbing masses.

1

l these terms Mr. Hill has entirely omitted : and hence it fol-

all the terms of the order of the products of the

I masses in his investigation must necessarily be
erroneous, no matter to what extent the development in terms

the eccentricity and inclination may be carried.
-It may, however, be more satisfactory to mathematicians to

na^e the preceding statements translated into symbolic lan-

page. For this purpose let us put Ra
and R, for the disturb-

ml S
n
,
ctions due to the earth and sun respectively, and also

P«t K for the tQtal disturoing function, we shall have

R = R + R, (!)

But since R is a function of the moon's coordinates r, v and
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0, we shall have the whole variation of E due to any variations

in the coordinates by means of the equation

=(f>-(t)^(t)^+(f>+(f)- h
($)'

Now <5r, dy and £0 denote the total perturbations of the coor-

dinates; they must therefore be the sums of the perturbations

arising from the action of the earth and sun. Putting there-

fore 8
Q
r, 8,r, <5 u, o>, 3

O0, o\0 for the variations arising from the

action of the earth and sun respectively, we shall have

0>=d>+67- 6v=6
9
v+ 6,v 36=6,6+6,6 (3)

If we substitute these values of Sr, 8v and 66 in equation (2),

and retain only the verms depending on the products of the

masses, we shall find,

Now Mr. Hill has taken account of only the first three terms

of this equation and has omitted all consideration of the last

three. Bat, if Mr. Hill's values of 3,r, 3
n
v, 3ad are correct, these

last three terms are of much more importance than the first

three. Indeed it is one of the curiosities or rather

of the whole theory, that, if Mr. Hill's value of 3^ 3 v, 3 d be

substituted in the last equation the value of 3R will be equal

to —

R

, and the whole disturbing function arising from the

earth's figure will vanish; at least as far as the terms depend-

ing on the coefficient & of Mr. Hill's work are concerned, and

hence all the inequalities depending on that coefficient ought to

vanish also. But if the values of 3,r, 3
n
v and 3$ which I have

det.-nnined, are substituted in the last three terms of equation

(4) we get rational and consistent values, of the same order of

le as Mr. Hill has derived from the first three terms.

This is a strong corroboration of the statement which I made

at the Philadelphia meeting of the American Association in

September, namely, that the computed values of the lunar

inequalities arising from the earth's figure are erroneous.

This fundamental defect in the theory, to which I have

called attention, renders it entirely valueless as a scientific
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deduction, so that a more detailed analysis of the work is un-

necessary in this place; but there is one point of especial

interest to which I would like to call attention, and that is the

secular equation of the longitude which depends on the

obliquity of the ecliptic. By referring the equator and the

moon's coordinates to a fixed plane instead of to the variable

ecliptic, Mr. Hill has seemingly obtained a solution which is

free from secular terms, but, if we remember that in this case

the inclination o£ the orbit becomes variable to the same

extent as the obliquity of the ecliptic in my solution, we shall

obtain precisely the same secular equation. La Place, nearly

a hundred years ago, called attention to the fact thai

motion of the ecliptic produced a secular change in the moon's

declination, and since this declination is the principal variable

quantity in the expression of the earth's disturbing force, it

seems strange that Mr. Hill should have entirely overlooked

one of its most obvious consequences.
Although the defect to which I have called attention renders

the work of no value as a scientific deduction, it is never-

theless really valuable on account of the elegance and sym-

metry which pervades its vast expansion; and it may be

examined with great advantage by the matured mathematician

as well as by the younger student of celestial mechanics.

Cleveland, Nov. 8, 1884.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGE]

I. Chemistry and Physics.

1. On the Relation between the Velocity of .

Liquids and their Molecular weights.—Scuall ha

researches upon the connection between the time <>

increase in •
-

squired for the liquid to diminish by a given

apparatus
(
a figure of which is given) consists

cart-fully calibrated, to hold the liquid, enclosed

fining a suitable vapor in contact with its liquid

Qeat. The progress of the evaporation was o

;
points, a specific gravity un-

placed

vVhen the liquid had reached thereon <i

y
, ftr. flask was closed with a tight-htting stoppe.

, III, xxvii, S
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cooled and weighed. Taking the liquids in pairs, the molecular

weight of either one is calculable by the formula m— -,in

for aniline D = 0-8731 and for phenol D' = (H
perimeuts t for the former was 3'8 minutes and t' for the latter 3-9

minutes. Since the molecular weight of phenol is 94, the molecular

weight of aniline = — ^IIx^b'° = 91 '48 - Two otherexperi-

ments gave 91-91, the calculated value being 93. So, calculating

the molecular weight of phenol, the values 95-57, 95-11, 95-11

were obtained ; the calculated molecular weight being 94. Ben-

zoyl chloride (140-5) and ethyl benzoate (150) gave for the former

the values 144-3 and 14-T.5 fand for the latter 145-7 and 145-2.

Twenl j
!

' . with corres-

pondingly close results. The following are the conclusions of the

paper : 1st, when liquids are evaporated in their own vapors, the

times of evaporation of equal weights are inversely proportional

to their molecular weights. 2d, the latent heats of evaporation
are proportional to the times of evaporation of equal weights of

the liquids. 3d, at the boiling point, liquid acetic acid has the

molecular weight 89-8 and formic acid, 69.

—

Ber. Berl. Chem.

Ges., xvii, 2199, October, 18S4. g. f. b.

2. On the Quantitative determination of Metals by h

—In a third paper on this subject, Ci.asskn gives the result- of his

experiments on the quantitative electrolysis of metallic solutions

by means of the magneto-electric current. For this purpose he

uses a small Siemens dynamo, driven from a counter-shaft as

usual. This counter-shaft however has a cone pulley and is driven

from another counter-shaft having upon it a similar cone pulley

and also a fast aud loose pulley, over which runs the belt from

the main shaft. By this arrangement the speed of the dynamo may
be varied at pleasure from 100 to 700 revolutions per minute. By
means of a resistance box, placed in the main circuit, the coils of

which vary from 0*01 to 3 ohms the current-strength may also be

varied. So that by both these arrangements the author has com-

mand of a current varying at will from 0*02 to 7*46 amperes. On
a vertical rod connected with the negative electrode is a ring for

supporting the platinum dish containing the solution. An arm

sliding on the same rod, but insulated from it, supports the positive

electrode. The platinum di>h used weighs from 35 to37 grams, is

9 cm. in diameter and 4-2 cm. deep and holds about 225 c.c. water.

Care is required to have it perfectly smooth and clean. For the

determination of copper and of cadmium the double ammonium
oxalate solution is preferred. The current used should be about

0-02 ampere, such as would be obtained by joining two Bunsen cells

in parallel circuit. The separation is complete in from ten to

twelve hours for about 0-15 grm. copper, the end reaction being
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determined by ferrocyanide. For 0-1425 grm. of copper used in
M experiments the process gave 01425 grm. in four and 0-1420
in two. In the ease ol cadmium, 0-1235, OM480, 0'2385 grms. were

0-12325, 0-1470 and 0-2380 recovered. For the separa-
tion of iron and copper, solutions of iron alum and copper sulphate
'

,V '.' IV mixed with ammonium oxalate in excess, and electrolysed.
\iu ' v ,,ip copper was separated, more ammonium oxalate was
ii>-olved in i he solution and the iron thrown down electrolytically.

aa separated from cobalt and nickel in the same way;
n chromium, magnesium, aluminum, manganese and

zinc. In the latter case the solution is made acid with sulphuric
acid. For the precipitation of antimonv, its solution in sodium

free from polysulphide is used. Tin gives cood

is readily estimated quantitatively by electrolyzing its

q oxalate with a current
above strength. The author ijives the results of the
-paration of iron from cobalt, nickel, zinc and

2467, Nov
3- On the Specific Gravity of Monohydrcited Sulphuric add,-

jUEMDELEJEFF has reviewed all the determinations which hav<
,(,en made of the specific jjravitv of sulphuric acid monohvdrate
^'concludes that those" of Mario-nac in 1853, giving 1-8372, o:

^mlrauschin 187(5 -ivino i-s:i7:5,oi Schertel in i 882 giving 1-8371.
winch agree with those made by him in 1884 giving 1-8371, all al

/4 in vacuo, are i he more hrohably correct, since they agree tc

^•~Ber.J; f Z% Nov. 1884.
*• On Octosulphates.—W ki-.i- u has succeeded in preparing a

^nes of sulphates which are perfectly definite and which contain

* potassium salt, one leg of a U 1

- dry potassium sulpha
; a U tube is

I

rfeotly di

n sealed, inverted and siowk i

"1'iate j KMnr us , (1
'

NV|u , n
..U55 ,n . KSO, was used,

resu 't.ing <„„,,,„ | Ui! j„ ;
,.^ .; [m< ,

showing that 76

l'ep ecut. of it phtfl corresponds to the i

Scdwiih!" iiiuir s'.'ii.

lith i'im ail d >i

^\y.-Her. I . 2497, Nov. 1884. <*.».!
M

- J°UR. Sci.-Third Series. Vol. XXIX, No. 170.-Feb., 1885.
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:from Tin and j

) of its chloride. He finds 1 1ml if the arsenical solution

is brought to about 250 c.c. by the addition of concent nit. -d hydro-

chloric acid and then completely saturated with IICI gas and dis-

tilled in a current of this gas the \ olatiliu o{ the arset <>us oldoi'uK

is such that nearly the whole of it is removed before the first

drops of distillate enter the receiver. After about 50 c.c. of the

di-tillate has collected in the receiver, no trace of arsenic can be

detected in the subsequent portions. To condense this very vola-

tile body a Woult'e's bottle of about 90<> c.c. is used as a receiver,

containing from 300 to 400 c.c. of water or of potassium hydrate

solution ofsp.gr. 11 to 1*2. The results of tin- separations effected

by this method which are given seem to be entirely satisfactory.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Get., xvii, 2245, Oct. 1884. g. f. b.

6. On the Purification of Arseniferons Zinr.—LTIoik hn>

examined for arsenic the commercial zincs found in France, and

finds, for one kilogram of sheet zinc. Vieille-.Montngne, 36, 30 and

in three samples, Harflenr 10*5 mgrms., and

Company Asturienne 20 milligrams. The slab zinc, Vieilk-M.ui-

tagne and Silesia, gave only traces. In order to purify this arsen-

iferous zinc the author recommends to project into the melted

metal one to one and a half per cent or' anhydrous
chloride. On stirring, white fumes of zinc chloride mixed with

arsenous chloride are evolved. If now the metal be pound into

water to granulate it, the zinc obtained is free from arsenic and

is readily attackable by one-tenth sulphuric acid. The same pro-

cess will free zinc from antimony.

—

Ann. Ohim. Phys.. VI, h'-

141, Sept. 1884. '

g. F. b.

7. On Perseite, a new Sugar.—Muxtz and Marcano have

described a new sugar obtained from the seeds of the Lau '"*

persea, a tree growing in the tropics. This sugar had been ob-

served by Avequin in 1831, and by Melsens later; but it was by

thctu supposed to be mannite. It" is extracted l.v boiling alcohol

it crystallizes on cooling. Analysis gives it the for-

mula C
I5
H

]4 12 , isomeric with mannite. its point of fusion i
v

ble in hot, less so in cold water. Even in concentrated solution

it has no action in the polarimeter. On adding borax however to

a 4 per cent solution it gave a rotation to the right of 0'55
o

.

#

^

nitric acid converts it into oxalic acid, without the production " f

a trinitro-porseit. which detonates vioh tl\ l.y bl u indspon

taneously decomposes.

—

Ann. Vhim. Phys., VI, iii, 179, Oct

1884. g. F. b.

8. Synthesis ofa Coloring matter resembling that of Zitmus.-^

Teaub and Hock, have shown that when resorcin is heated with

a small quantity of sodium nitrite and some water to a tempera-
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ture not exceeding 150°, a deep blue color is developed, which
ha? in its properties a very close resemblance to that of litmus.

It readily becomes red on the addition of acids and is very sensi-

tive as an indicator for titrition. In alkali-solution it shows a

ii its spectrum near the line I) which shades off to-

ward E. In acid solution, it cuts off the more refrangible portions

of the spectrum.— /;, r. II rl. Chem. Ges., xvii, 2615. G. P. B.

9. Use of the huhietion Spark in Spectrum Analysis.—M.
Demarcay has modified the method of M. Lecoq de Boisbaiidrau

'•v employing an induction coil made of comparatively large and
diort wire. By means of this indue! ion coil at mosplieric lino
of the second order are not obtained and rarely the nebulous
bands of azote or the lines of the electrodes. The spark has

sufficiently high temperature to give the spectra of all the known
Sementa without the employment of strong currents. The coil

mder the action of 6 to 9 bichromatenployed by M. Demarcay i

slls (zincs m-10 to n-16) (

spark of 5 ni

5
m -23. The diameter of the wii

°t the primary was 1' "', it weighed l
k*-320 and was coiled in U\

layers. The diameter of the wire of the secondary coil was ah

1 and it weighed 3kg-400. The bundle of iron wires was 27"

in diameter and weighed 680s r
. The condenser was three times tl

usual lvemnloved with induction coils of

~<-'»>»pfrs 11, „,A,;., I)ec . 8 , i 884, p. 1022. J. T.

10. Effect of the. Magneticfield upon Light.—Corxu in a inath-

nploye
' "884, p. 1022.

field uvon Liaht.—Conxv in :

double

lion'of a peculiar" nature exists in a magnetic field in a

<»» at right angles to the lines of force. This double refrac-

ts not yet been observed; but C'ornu shows that the quan-
1 be observed is of the order of dimension of a wave length

Jght therefore to be detected with the powerful means now
command.— Comptes Rendus, Dec. 15, 1884. J. r.

Anew Galvanometer.—J. Koskmhal describes a new form

Clinometer which is said to ha\e great range and great sensi-

s *, and is made by Edelmann, of Munich, for about forty

t suspended by a I on - libi- altulnd to its neutral point.

r
y- >'.,{.':

.

. .•" "'
'

•

; "

vilhin Ih'.-'axis ,\f Ivl - I>1-™>«1
on

compensati deflection corres-
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ponds at a scale distance of 2700nim to —,-

D
of an ampere. With

compensating magnet o*lmm deflection to
I0

of an ampere. A

difference of 10° C. between the junctions of one german silver

and iron thermo-element gives a deflection of 120mm through 1000

ohms resistance at a scale distance of 2700ram
.

—

Annalen der

PIn/sik nml c/trntie. No. 12, 1884, pp. 677-686. J. t.

12. Electrical resistance of microj>hone contacts <l«rin<j move-

ment.—The theory of the action of the microphone is still little

understood. Otto Boekman, in his paper, gives the results W
many measurements upon polished carbon contacts with different

current strengths, and with varying pressure upon the contacts.

The results are express i the author concludes

that the resistance of polished carbon contacts, under constant

pressure and with constant current strengths, is smaller during

movement than during rest. After cessation of the movement

the contacts return to their original resistance. The difference

between the resistance of movement, and that of rest is greater.

the greater the original resistance—or which is the same thing-

the less the original pressure. The resistance of movement with

constant pressure and decreasing strength of current increases

and returns to its original amount, after cessation of movement.

ished strength of tone of the tuning fork interrupter, the pressure

and the strength of the electrical current remaining the same.

The resistance during the movement is with sane,

tone and strength of current not dependent upon the number oi

<>f thepiteh. .!,,„ /'/,,/.*. cintn.y No. 12, 1884, pp. 651-665. J. T.

1M. /iesi; V rcuryvnit.- II. \

cury unit and obtains the value 1. S. K. = 0-04:il5 ohm, and there-

fore concludes that 106-027cra of mercury, one square
in section at 0° C, represents the resistance of an olim.-.hi«*
der Physik und Chemie, No. 12, 1884, pp. 665-677. J- T-

II. Geology and Natural History.

1. .1 Scorpion from the Upper Silurian.— A fossil Scorpion

has been found "in the Upper Silurian (Ludlow) of (bulun't.

Sweden, and uned I.n MM T.uvll .mA LimUtro. . /

'tlm last pointed 'to form the

ie surface consists of tubercle*

and longitudinal ridges, and is exactlv as in recei,

One of the stigmata is visible on the right side, proving that the

animal respired air.

Further, a fossil scorpion was obtained last year by b>r -
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Hunter, of Carluke, from the Up
in Lanarkshire. Owi o
whom it was sent, it was not studied until a photograph of the

Swedish species was received from Dr. Lindstrom. The two are

1. and mav be of the same species.

—

Ann. and Mag.
Nat. Hist, January, 1885, p. 76, citing the note on the Swedish

Scorpion fVom (\>i"nptes RunJns, December 1, 1884, p. 984.

2. Dinocerata, a Monograph «/' an K>-th»rt Order of Gigantic

M'intHttite; by Othniel' Charles Marsh. 56 plates and -JnO

woodcuts. i-xviii and 237 pp. 4to. Washington, 1884. United

States Geologist!, S,<rr,:i//Voht,ne X. Advance copy issued

with the permission of the Director.—A review of this important

memoir will appear in the next number of this Journal.

3. Names of ,xtinr( Untiles ; by O. C. Marsh.—Tin- name

Amphitaarus, given by the writer to a genus of Tiiassie ivptdo.

proves to be pre-occupied, and mav be replaced by Anc/u'snifrns.

The name of the famile would then be Am'hlsaariJ'.e. Campto-
""'»*, applied to a ovi'ni- of Jurassic ivptiles, has also been used,

and Ctn^tns.fnms innv In- substituted. l/n„n.,phh, already in

use, may be replaced by Lestophis.
4. Botanir,,! yt.W.ln,,,, fur 1,^4.-The list should begin *llh

the name of a devotee to botany who died some time in the year

1883, namely :

Augustus Fexdler. After Dr. Engelmann's death, the begin-

ning of a notice of Mr. Fendler was found upon his table, in. in

v ''"us, Innuii (',
s, „< i'm i! ,

1' rt «>t Spaii . wh< r< be had for

^>ral years resided, remain unanswered. An aut.'l

. :•
. , '

:

'
'

Si: "-
us to state that Mr. Fendler was born at C nnbu

• borders ot Prussia, January I". 1M3, lost his tathei

1,1 infancy, was sent to the nvmuasium ^<( the town w;

Years old, but was ;U sixteen "apprenticed to the town
Pfi'haps, he perfected the neat and clear hand-wntm-
lus<;"iTespondents are familiar. Having a fondiic-s
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island in the Missouri River, about 300 miles above St. Louis,

where he enjoyed a hermit's life for six months, and until a great

spring rise of the river threatened to sweep away his cabin, when

he took to his canoe, and dropped down thestream among the float-

ing logs and masses of ice. In 1844 he returned to Old Prussia on

a visit, at Konigsberg made the acquaintance of Ernst Meyer, the

professor of Botany, and learned from him—what he would have

been most glad to know before—that dried specimens of plants for

the herbarium might be disposed of at a reasonable price. Return-

ing to St. Louis, he began to collect plants in this view, took the

specimens to Dr. Engelmann, who gave him botanical assistance

and encouragement. In 1846 Dr. Engelmann and the writer of

this notice obtained permission for the transportation of Mr.

Fendler and his luggage along with the body of U. S. troops

which took possession 'of Santa F.e, New Mexico; there he

remained for about a year, and made his well-known New Mexi-

can collection, the first fruits of the botany of that interesting

district. In 1849, he attempted another western botanical expe-

dition, thi, time with Salt Lake in view. But on the plains he

lost all his drying paper in a flood of the Little Blue River, and

he returned t'o St. Louis, to find that all his collections, books,

journals and other possessions had been burnt in the great confla-

gration which had just devastated that city. He now sought a

different climate, and, at the approach of winter, went to the

Isthmus of Panama for four month-, made at < hagres an inter-

esting botanical collection, returned by way of New Orleans to

Arkansas, and to Memphis on the Tennessee side of the river,

where for three years he carried on the camphene-light business,

botanizing in the vicinity when he could. In 1S54, the introduc-

tion of gas having made his occupation unprofitable, and a

craving for new scenes being strong upon him. be sailed for

La Guayva, went up to Caraccas and thence to Colonia Tovar,

6,500 feet above the sea, built his cabin on the mountain side,

where lie lived four or five years and amassed bis large and tine

Venezulean collections of dried plants, so well known in the

principal herbaria of the world. His principal companions were

his thermometer and barometer, and his careful meteorologieal

observations were published by the Smithsonian Institution, in

the report of the year 1857. Returning to Missouri, in 1SG4, he

bought some wild land at Aileuton, cultivated and lived on it

broth, i who had j .ii ed '

ii id, -minded.

his place in Missouri, he returned again to Prussia, intending

to remain in his native country. But he soon longed for the'

New World, to which he returned in 1873; he settled m
Wiliuinutt.ii, Delaware, when-, having the botanical .

ship of Mr. Canby, lie again interested himself in his^favorit'
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m octavo volume, entitled <

inverse." Repeated attacks of acute rheumatism constrained
•'"» to seek again a tropical climate, this tune the island of
riiudad. He and his brother landed at the Port of Spain in

June, 1877, where he passed the remainder of his days, living
mainly on the products of the small plot of laud which he pur-
chased, renewing his old interest and activity m making botanical

- and collections, especially among the Ferns, of which
he sent to Professor Eaton collections worthV of his better day*.

. in this respect the Held within his immedi-
' and lost the vigor needed for laborious excursions,

heen heard of him for the past tew years, and it is only

'•at the fact of his death has heen made known to us.

« is needless to say that Fendler was a quick and keen

tor. He had much literary taste,
-"' l':«d formed a very <o,od literarv style in English, as his

•l«-t.-riptive letters show. He was excessively diffident and shy,

.J

11 <^une.,us and most amiable, gentle, and delicately refined.

- of his own discovery commemorate his name, as also

'"ked genus, a Saxifragaceous shrub, which is winning

p
Vay ,nto ornamental cultivation.

fendler's death probably did not long precede that of his
Patron and friend,
Gkorge Engklmann, whose lamented decease, on the fourth

'•• I8S.1, at the a<rU of 75, was announced in this
Journal at the time; and wl.es, bi _> ,. in is -iven in the July
number. There is ah emSrial in Science,

M'nl 4, by his friend and associate Professor Sa.-eut.
Oamcel BoT>Fouo ilckiKv died at Austin, Texas. February
> 1883, in the 75th year of his age. He was born in Yates Co.,

ft

eVr°rk
' "ear Pen Yam <m the ;>th of >Iav, lSnO, was educated

;
^^ievan University, Middletown, Conn., became for some

.. ;iil ,,v bis earliest botanical eol-

ations were made, then in Alabarm md some of the neighbor-

: i was one of tlm earliest explorers of our time in the

M tains His first

-ei.. of this

.

"'.

V
'^

',

'-
'"

•
'

'

"

':'"

,
.

;
. .

'

' V
. ,

,' '
. \

;'.

v ;ul t,l
»'. ,-ub.ot ul.i, Mi Ibu-kiev

ed the fi .w,rs ai.,1 fi at. Xuttall before him hayi g
v the foliage. In later years Mr. Buckley resided

mainly ln Tex where he wflS appointed State Geologist ... I ^<i

;

^ he w ;. earlier.
a"y new species and some genera were published l>\ him m the

£
e
?
rs 18«(M _rs f the Academy of Natural

sciences at Philadelphia. His zeal in botany and his knowledge
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of plants of the Southern States in their native habitats were

.

:

ical work were not of the best. It is said that he " was several

years engaged in writing a work on the trees and shruhs of

America, which is unfinished." An appropriate hi-

notice of Mr. Buckler, bv S. 11. Wright, is in the eleventh volume

of the Bulletin of the Torrey Botanical Club.
John Williamson, of Louisville, Kentucky, died June 17,

1884,—a young man, of Scottish birth, an amateur botanist,

elderly in Ferns; the author of the Ferns of Kentucky, in two
editions, ii

, ,,| eharaeleristie fi-i

directly from the author's etchings, which are wonderfully good.

We need here only refer to two memorials of this gii

ilogisty from
_
most, capable and loving hands, one by-

Mr. G. E. Davenport in the Boianiral (biz tie, ix. 1'22; the other

by J. H. K. in the Ballot in of the Tonev Botanical Club, xi, 104.

Of Botanists in Europe the principal losses in 1884 an
John Hutton Balfour, one ot the founders of the Edin-

burgh Botanical Society in L*3n, an eminent teacher and a man

of various learning; Professor of Botany first at Glasgow, but

since 1846 at Edinburgh, his native town, where, after a few

years of sm ;. February 11, 1884, in the 76th

year of his age.

Heinrich Robert Gceppert, Professor of Botany at Breslau,

eminent as a teacher and in Paleo-botanv, died Mav 18, 1884, in

the 84th year of his age.

George Bentham, the greatest descriptive and taxoriomicid

hotunist since DeCandolle and Brown, died Sept. 20, close upon

his 84th birthday. A memorial finds a place in the present num-

ber of this Journal, p. 1 03. a. g.

III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Tlie late Henry Watts, F.R.S., F.C.S.—A recent number

of the Chemical News (Dec. r>, 1SS4), states that i

last, at a meeting held at the Royal Institution, a committee wa-

formed to collect funds for the benefit of the wife

of the late Mr. Henry Watts. It appears that notwi

•
•

•

'

:
•

.

• .:: -
only sufficed for daily wants, and now at his death his invalid

wife and ten children find themselves with almost n

as receiveu irom ine almost unremum- raie. i i;i»">- U1 -
,

Watts, notably from his great Dictionary of Chemist
which the committee now makes to chemists at home a

should receive a prompt and liberal response. All conl

whether large or small, will be welcome. Subscriptions may D

sent to Dr. E. Waller, of New York, (4th Avenue and 49th &W-
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The previous numbers of this Journal have contained all,

or nearly all, of the original papers on the Dinocerata by the
author of the present memoir, and it is especially fitting, on
the completion of his investigations, that at least an abstract
of the main points of the volume should also be placed
here on record. The extracts which follow have been se-

lected with a view to give to the reader a brief sketch of the
discovery, and general characteristics, of this remarkable group
of mammals, and their relations to other members of the same
class, living and extinct.

The generj

; Follow

i general plan of the present volume, essentially the same
as that of the author's previous memoir on the Odontorniihes,
is especially worthy of notice, and might well serve as a model
for all monographs on similar subjects. In the Introduction,
the history of the discovery of the Dinocerata, and their dis-

tribution in time and space, are first presented. A description
11

skeleton in the typical genera of

ows, richly illustrated, with restorations of
two forms, and the biologist has then before him a vivid picture
of characteristic members of the group. In the Appendix, is

a Synopsis of all the known genera and species, with many
details for the systematic zoologist.

Othniel Charles Marsh. 56 plates and 200 woodcut-.
Washington, 1884. United States Geological Survey, vol. i. Advance copy
issued with the permission of the Director.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXIX. Xo. 171.—March, 1885.
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The volume ends with a Bibliography of all the important

literature on the Dinocerata, and thus the librarian, also, has at

hand material ready for a catalogue. In most volumes on

palaeontology, as well as on other branches of natural science,

these four divisions are mixed together, so that each different

class of readers must seek out what it needs- with much labor.

The author's general plan of publication was given in the

introduction to his previous memoir, and this is supplemented

in the preface of the present volume, from which we quote the

following

:

" The present memoir is the second of a series of Mono-

graphs designed to make known to science the Extinct Verte-

brate Life of North America. In the lirst volume, on the

Odontornithes, or Birds with Teeth, the author gave the result

of his investigations of that remarkable group, which he dis-

covered in the Cretaceous deposits on the Eastern slope of the

Rocky Mountains.
" This second Monograph contains the full record of a

peculiar order of Mammals, u-lnVli the author also brought to

light in the early Tertiary strata of the great central plateau

of the continent.
" In preparing the present volume, it has been the aim of

the author to do full justice to the ample material at his com-

mand, and, where possible, to make the illustrations tell the

main story to anatomists. The text of such a memoir may

soon lose its interest, and belong to the past, but good figures

are of permanent value in all departments of Natural Science.

What is now especially needed in Palaeontology is, not long

descriptions of fragmentary fossils, but accurate illustrations of

characteristic type specimens. In the fifty-six lithographic

plates, and nearly two hundred original woodcuts, in the pres-

ent volume, it is believed that this requirement is fairly met

;

since all the more important specimens of the Dinocerata now

known are represented, and at least one figure is given of

every species."

In the Introduction, the author gives an account of the dis-

covery of the Dinocerata, with the localities and geological

horizon in which they are found, beginning as follows :

" Among the many extinct animals discovered in the Ter-

tiary deposits of the Rocky Mountain region, none, perhaps,

are more remarkable than the huge mammals of the order

Dinocerata. Their remains have hitherto been found in

single Eocene lake-basin in Wyoming, and none are kn°*?

from any other part of this country, or from the Old WorW-

These gigantic beasts, which nearly equaled the elephant
"J

size, roamed in great numbers about the borders of the ancie

tropical lake in which many of them were entombed.
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" This lake-basin, now drained by the Green Eiver, the main
tributary of the Colorado, slowly filled up with sediment, but
remained a lake so long that the deposits formed in it, during

£?
Cene time, reached a vertical thickness of more than a mile.

Ihe Wasatch Mountains on the West, and the Uinta chain on
the South, were the main sources of this sediment, and still

it, but the Wind Eiver range to the North, and other
mountain elevations, also sent down a vast amount of material
into this great fresh-water lake, then more than one hundred

,

" *ne Pre8ent time, this ancient lake-basin, now six to eight
thousand feet above the sea, shows evidence of a vast erosion,
and probably more than one-half of the deposits once left in it

nave been washed away, mainly through the Colorado Eiver.
What remains forms one of the most picturesque regions in
the whole West, veritable mauvah* * A rr, *, < -r bad lauds, where
s ow denudation has carved out cliffs, peaks, and columns of

J

e ln08t fantastic shapes, and varied colors. This same action
Aas brought to light the remains of many extinct animals, and
tue bones of the Dinocerata, from their great size, naturally

- the attention of the explorer.
jhe first remains of the Dinocerata discovered were found

'<»t\ in September, 1*7". while investigating this

-."''V
1 '" lake-basin, whieh had never before been explored,

various remains of this group were also collected by other
Members of the expedition, and among the specimens thus
^cured was the type of Tmoceras aneeps, described by the
*"nor m the following year, and now more fullv in the present
^oJume. In the same geological horizon with these remains,

f

nch and varied vertebrate fauna, hitherto unknown, was

of "f^
m°ng tlie animals here represented were ancestral forms

otK
m0(iern horse and tapir, and also of the pig. Many

e found related to the recent Lemurs; also various
I'l'im-ors, Insectivors, Eodents, and small Marsupials; and of

anVnore importance, remains were here brought to light of
pother new order of mammals, the Tillodonts, quite unlike

i-ing. Crocodile, tnrtm'srs. lizards, serpents, and

winn.-.J in and about tho waters of this ancient
Mkf

'> u'liile around its borders ! -r tropical
v
fetation.

5 K

."The remarkable Eocene basin North of the Uinta Moun-

alone the Dinnccrata had been found, offered so

Held for exploration, that in the spring of the fol-

lowing year, 1871, the author began its svstematir invosnga-

j;
00

- An expedition was again organized, with an escort of
Lnited States soldiers, and the work continued during the
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entire season. Among the very large collections thus secured,

were numerous specimens of the Dinocerata, which furnished

important characters of the group.

"In the succeeding spring, 1872, the explorations in this

region were continued, and soon resulted in the discovery of

the type specimen, including the skull, and a large portion of

the skeleton, of Dinoceras mirabile, and on this new genus

the author based the order Dinocerata.
"Other important specimens, obtained at this time, and

described by the author, were the types of Dinoceras lucare,

Tinoceras grande, Tinoceras lacustre, and others of scarcely

" In the following season, 1873, the author organized another

large expedition, with government escort, and made a very

careful examination of the regions in this same basin that

remained unexplored. One of the specimens of special i

i of Dinoceras laticep*

nplete. Many other indi-

viduals of the Dinocerata were also discovered, and the

tance thus secured was the type of Dinoceras laticeps,

the skull and lower jaw nearly (

abundant material then collected was sufficient to clear up

most of the doubtful points in this group.
" The research was continued systematically during the next

season, also, 1874, and again in 1875, with good results. Since

then, various small parties, at different times, have been

equipped and sent out by the author to collect in this basin

;

and, finally, during the entire season of 1882, the work was

vigorously prosecuted under the direction of the author, and,

from July of that year, under the auspices of the United

States Geological Survey.
" The specimens thus brought together by all these various

expeditions and parties are now in the museum of Tale Col-

lege, and represent more than twr> hundred individuals of the

Dinocerata alone. * * * * The present volume is based on

this material, amply sufficient, it is believed, to illustrate all

the more important parts of the structure of this remarkable

"The remaining material of the Dinocerata, now known,

consists of a few specimens collected by Dr. Leidy in I87*j

including the type of the genus Uintatherium ; various

remains secured in the same year by Prof. Cope, t<

applied the names Loxolophodon and Eobasileus, with a later

called Bathyopsu ; and a number of specimens

more recently obtained by parties from Princeton College.

Although these remains show few, if any, characters of the

Dinocerata not better represented in the larger collection oi

the Yale Museum, full references to the more important speci-

mens, in most cases with illu.stration>, are given in the present
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" The localities in which the Dinocerata have been found
are on both sides of the Green Eiver, and mainly south of the

Union Pacific Railroad, in Wyoming. Of two hundred indi-

viduals in the Yale Museum, about equal numbers were found
east and west of this river, the distance between the extreme
localities in this direction being more than one hundred miles.

The map below covers this region.

"The Dom^ruta have hitherto been found i

geological horizon of the middle Eocene.
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"The Dinocerata form a well marked order in the

ble the Artiodactyls (Paraxonia) ; in others they are like the

Perissodactyls (Mesaxonia); and in others stili, they agree

with the Proboscidians. The points of similarity, however,

are in most cases general characters, which point back to an

earlier, primitive ungulate, rather rli;m indieare a near affinity

with existing forms of these groups.

"The Dinocerata, so far as now definitely known, may he

placed in three genera, Dinoceras, Marsh, Tinoceras, Marsh

and Uintatherium, Leidy. The type specimen of Uvntatk*
rium was discovered near the base of the series of strata con-

taining the remains of the Dinocerata. Dinoceras, so far as

known, occurs only at a higher horizon, while Tinoceras has

been found at the highest level of all. The characters of these

three genera correspond in general with their geological posi-

tion. Uintatherium appears to be the most primitive type,

and Tinoceras the most specialized, Dinoceras being an inter-

mediate form.
" The number of species of the known Dinocerata is a diffi-

cult matter to determine, especially as the limitations between
' generally regarded as uncertain. About thirty

• less distinct, are recognized in the Synopsis at

*| The skull of Dinoceras mirabile is long and narrow, the

facial portion being greatly produced. The basal line, extend-

ing from the end of the premaxillaries along the palate to the

lower margin of the foramen magnum, is nearly straight.
_

The

top of the skull supports three, separate, transverse pairs of

osseous elevations, or horn-cores, which form its most ^n
spicuous feature, and suggested the name of the genus. T' e

smallest of these protuberances are situated near the e\rremit,v

of the nasals; two others, much larger, arise from the mamil-

laries, in front of the orbits; while the largest are mainly;^

the parietals, and are supported hv an enormous crest, wlnVfj

extends from near the orhit> entirely around the lateral :m<l

posterior margins of the true cranium. These gem
ters are well shown in figure 2, which represents the skull ot

the type specimen. .

" There are no upper incisors, but the canines in the male

are enormously developed, forming sharp, trenchant, decurve

tusks, which were each protected by a dependent process on

the lower jaw. The premolar and molar teeth are very small.
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"The orbit is large, and confluent with the temporal fossa.
The latter is of great extent posteriorly, but the zygomatic
arches are only moderately expanded. There is no post-orbital
process.

The nasal bones are greatly elongated, being nearly half
the length of the entire skull. They project forward over the
anterior nares, and overhang the premaxillaries. They are
thick and massive bones, especially in front, and are united
together by a nearly straight suture.

The anterior extremity of the nasal bones, in both Dino-
&«M

f
and Tinoceras, is formed of an osseous projection,

pointing forward and downward, and situated in front of and
below the nasal protuberances. Several specimens in the Yale
Museum show that this projection is formed of two separate
ossmcations, each in front of its respective nasal bone.

—Skull of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh; seen from the left. One-sixth

These bones are a peculiar feature in the skull of Dino-
**.ata, and may be cal >nes. In very young

£lttals, they are unossified: in adult animals, they are dis-

r*ct
> as in the specimen figured ; but in very old animals they

oecome coossified with the^nasals, and with each other.
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" The frontal bones in Dinoceras mirabile are shorter than

the nasals. In all of the known skulls of the Dmooerato* thte

median suture uniting the two frontals is entirely obliterated.

The suture joining them with the nasals in front, and with the

maxillaries on the side, is distinct in the type of Dinoceras.

nen of Din

ip.res are one-Hghtli natural size. /, frontal bone; m, maxi

>one ; m' maxillary protuberance ; n, nasal bone ;
n

,
nasai

ietal bone; p', parietal protuberar""
-

pita] crest.

m, maxillary

pm, pre-

xillary bones form a large poi

^ of the 8ku!; rhe teeth, except those of

"*e lower jaw, and also expand into the large median pair 01

^ons elevations, or horn-cores.
. , 4

.

cHI1

on.
n one J ™*? specimen, the fronto-panetal suture is sua

°Pe», and passes In a nearly straight line across the top of the
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cranium just in front of the summit of the cerebral hemis-

pheres. It also divides the posterior elevations, or horn-cores,

so as to leave the anterior part of them on the frontals, and

the posterior and highest portion on the parietals.

"In all of the crania of the Dinocerata examined, the

parietal bones are firmly united to each other on the medial

line, and with the supra-occipital behind. * * * * On the sides

of the cranium, the parietals form the upper portion of the

large temporal fof

Figure 9.—Side

i all the known Dinocerata is large,

in outline. It varies much in shape

ana size in the different genera and species, and two of toe

principal forms are represented in the figures below.
" The malar bone completes the anterior portion of the zygo-

matic arch, extending to the front of the orbit. The suture

malar with rh.- maxillary remains disti:
'

life, and may usually be traced, even in old animals. This

forward extension of the malar bone is a general lin£ll
j*V

character, and quite different from what is seen in the P1?^
cidians, where the malar forms the middle portion only oi tfl
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"The lachrymal is large, and forms the anterior border of

«* orbit. It'is perforated by a large foramen. In !>• ''"

., with the apex above. Ihe
»we

i

of the lachrymal is excavated for the posterior opening ot

Qe 'arge antorbital foramen.
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" The large canine tusk is entirely enclosed in the maxillary,

and, in the genus Dinoceras, its root extends upward into the

base of the maxillary horn-core. In all known Dinocerata,

there is a diastema between the upper canine and the pre-

u The premaxillary bones are edentulous, and, even in v " in -

specimens, contain no teeth. * * * The premaxillaries vary

much in form in the different genera and species of Di/xv r<tt>>.

Two of the principal forms are shown in figures 10 and 11-
.

The palate is very narrow, and much excavated, especially u>

front. The bony palate extends back as far as the last npFr

molar, arid, in some specimens, beyond. It is deeply 8**
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vated on each side in the region of the diastema, and near the

posterior part of each excavation on either side is situated a

large foramen, which may be called the palato-maxillary foramen.
"In the type of Dinoceras, the palatine fossa of the poste-

rior nares is roofed over, so that the passage from the palate

into the large nasal cavities above leads forward and upward,
as shown indistinctly in figure 11. In Tinoceras ingens and
Tinoceraspugnax, the roof of this fossa is excavated in front
by a pair of oval apertures, and, through these, the posterior
nares open directly upward, as represented in figure 10.

The Lower Jaw.

, "The lower jaw in Dinoceras is as remarkable as the >kull.

eeL
m0St Peculiar feature in the male is a massive decun -. -d |-r-

r* °n each ramus, extending downward and outward, the*'

can?
,pendent processes were apparently to protect the upper

&* tusks, which would otherwise be very liable to be

W* 1
-
**** In the female, felifl pro

to protect the diminutive tusk

leh overlaps it.
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Figure 16.—Lower
j

; / anterior foramen

;
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" Another remarkable feature in the lower jaw of the Dino-
cerata is the posterior direction of the condyles, hitherto un-
known in Ungulates.
"In the genus Dinoceras, there are three incisor teeth, and a

small incisiform canine on each side, forming a continuous
series at the front extremity of the lower jaw. These are all

of moderate size, and inclined well forward, us in Hit- ruminant
mammals. Behind this series, and immediately over the de-

pendent process, is a long diastema. Further back, there are
three premolars, and three molars, forming together a close

series. This is the dentition, essentially, in the lower jaw of
both Dinoceras and Tinoceras.

" In the genus Tinoceras, the same general characters of the
lower jaws are seen. In the male, the pendent process is large
and elongate, but less massive than in the genus Dinoceras,
and its lower outline less regularly rounded. This corresponds
with the position of the large upper canine tusk, which it pro-
tects.

" In the female of Tinoceras, the pendent process is much
reduced, its size in all cases corresponding to the size of the
canine tusk above.

" That the same relation in size between the tusk and pro-
cess below it, holds equally in both the genera Dinoceras and
Tinoceras, is conclusively shown by various specimens in the
Yale Museum.

m

" The teeth of the Dinocerata constitute one of their most
interesting features.

" In the genus Dinoceras, the dentition is represented by
the following formula

:

Incisors —, canines -, premolars -, molars - = 34.
3' |» * 3' 3

"So far as now known, the same formula applies eqna I ly well
to the genus Tinoceras.

" In Uintatherium, the dentition is apparently as follows

:

Incisors -, canines -, premolars —, molars - == 36.

"In none of the Dinoceratu have any upper incisors been
found, even in the youngest specimens. The premaxillary
bones appear to be entirely edentulous.
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" In the lower jaw of all the known Dinocerata, there are
three well developed incisors on each side. They are inserted,
each by a single root, and are procumbent, all directed well
forward.

"The superior canines of Dmooeras are long, decurved,
trenchant tusks. The crown is covered with enamel, and the
root extends upward into the base of the maxillary protuber-
ance, or horn-core. When the animal is young, these tusks
grow from a persistent pulp, hut. in old auv.'the eavitv becomes
nearly closed. In the male, these tusks are lar-e and'powerful.
and extend downward nearly or .pike to the extremity of the
pendent process of the lower jaw.

€.

*JE
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" The molar teeth in Dinocerata appear to resemble more
closely the corresponding teeth in the genus Coryphodon than

those of any other animal. The general dentition, however, is

quite distinct. Coryphodon has well developed upper incisors,

and a medium sized upper canine, thus differing widely in

these features from the Dinocerata.

n
,

"The brain of the Dinocerata is one of the most peculiar

features of the group. It is especially remarkable for its

diminutive size. It was proportionately smaller than in any
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other known mammal, recent or fossil, and even less than
some reptiles. It was, indeed, the most reptilian brain in ai

known mammal. In Dinoceras mirabile, the entire brain w
actually so diminutive that it could apparently have bet
drawn through the neural canal of all the pre-sacral vertebn
certainly tlmm-h the rentals and the lumbars.

krger than the ee
"The cerebral hemispheres

^rehellum or the olfactory I
'•'"•tJimed well forward.
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" The nerves passing off from the brain were large, and can

be made ont with reasonable certainty. The olfactory lobes

were separated in front by an osseous septum, the position of

which is shown distinctly in figure 22.
" In the genus Tinoceras, the brain was similar in its general

characters to that of Dinoceras, but appears to have been some-

what more highly developed. The hemispheres were more

elongate, and the olfactory lobes relatively smaller.

Figure 26.—Skull

Brain Growth.
'The Dinocerata are. by far. the largest of all known Eocene

mals, and that they have, also, a ve
noteworthy fact, whi<

after their discovery.
" The comparison of the brain in this group with that of other

mammals from the same formation soon showed that the P">"^

cerata although most remarkable in this respect, were not

alone in diminutive capacity of brain power. A more**"
tended comparison led to the fact that all the early Tertiary

1

; had very small brains.
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"The results of this investigation were embodied by the
author m a general law of brain-growth in the extinct mam-
mals throughout Tertiary time. This law, briefly stated, was

Fj^EE 28. -Skull

2 t?
^ertiai7 mammals had small brains.

{.* Anere was a gradual increase in the size of the brain dur-
1Q
g this period.

Jt rnis increase was confined mainly to the cerebral hemi-

j
or higher portion of the brain,

;;::=,
volutions of the brain ha v.- irrad

onie more

ev««
l£ some

>
tlle cerebellumev^n diminished in size.

plex.

Iii-lhim and the olfactory lobea have

ffPnlit i
re ,S SOme & U

'

n

•Wa good for Birds and Reptiles from the Cretaceous
«* present time.*
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"The author has since continued this lincnl investigation.

and has ascertained that the same general law of brain growth

is true for Birds and Reptiles from the Jurassic to the present

The small size of the brain in early Tertiary mammals will

he indicated by an examination of the Dinocerata skulls, with

the brain in position, shown in tiguivs 22. 23. This is further

shown by figures 24-28, which represent the skull and brain-

"The cervical vertebra of the Dmoa-rata, in

characters, resemble those of the Proboscidians. The atlas

and axis are somewhat similar to those of the elephant. The
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>f the cervicals are proportionally longer. The ei

was about one-thi

dering a prolx I the head < idily reach

.
hc-liiii-l the atlas and axis, have

Ltra nearly flat, as in the typical
"All the presacral

the articular faces <

Proboscidians.

"The trunk vertebra in the tfinormtta are proportionally

• those in the cervical region. The articular faces

of the centra are likewise nearly flat, the most of them being

oiicave.

The Fore Limbs.

''The limb bones in the Dinocerata are n.

is tnie nf all the skeleton, a portion of the sku

'

•• tin

excepted.

"The fore limbs in the D\
b«nce to those of Proboscidia]
" The fore foot in all the D

<>ot
- The bones composing .. -

".'^ive. Th,,vuv,v tiv, u-rll-d.^
:

l..p.-

P,
^'»n.sl,ur the rarpal bones wfiv inter!-

': :,r I'''ls. as in Prriss.Mlactvls. T
is well shown m hg

The hind fontVr, , ;,.„;;. -r^, .;, The feet™

^ade, as in the elephant.

>robos-

ire 35.

e plan-
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" There are eight separate carpal bones in the fore foot of all

the Dinocerata, and a ninth, the central bone, may be separate

in very young animals, and, in adults, either lost or consolidated

with the scaphoid, or the trapezoid. * * * * The metacarpal

bones in the Dinocerata are short and robust. * * * * The

phalanges in the fore foot of the Dinocerata are very short,

and comparatively small.

"Sternal bones are preserved in a number of individuals of

the Dinocerata in the Vale Museum. I. ut the entire series in

any one individual has not been recovered. * * * * The most

marked character of these bones in the Dinar* rata is that they

are flat and horizontal, as in the Artiodactyls, and not vertical.

as in the Proboscidians, and the Perissodaetyls."
The pelvis in the Dinocerata has a general resemblance to

that of the elephant. The ilia were widely expanded, as in

that animal. There are four sacral vertebrae.

"The hind limbs of the Dinar* ra-ta have a general resem-

blance to those ..I" Proboscidian.-, but the hone.- composing them

are comparatively shorter, and more robust. When the annua

was standing at rest, the posterior limb formed a strong and

nearlv vertical column.
"the hind feet in the Dinocerata were consider;, b

than those in front. * * * * There were five digits, as in the

lians, and the axis of the foot was through the third,

or middle, digit.
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" There are seven well developed tarsal bones in the Dinoce-
rata, and their relative position in the hind foot is seen in

figure 36. * * * * An eighth tarsal bone, the tibiale, appears
to have been present.
"The astragalus in the Dinocerata considerably resembles

that of the elephant, the bone being, as in that animal, very
short, along the axis of the leg and foot.

" The caleaneum is short, and comparatively more robust than
in the elephant. As in that animal, it is strongly tubereulated

below, where, during life, it doubtless supported a thick pad,
resting on the ground."

Rkstoeations.

From Chapter XIII, on the restorations of Dinoceras and
Itnoceras, the following extracts are selected :

"In the restoration of Piwent* mirahilr on Plate LV, the
remains of the type specimen of the species, a fully adult, but
n»t old individual, have been used for the more important

the remaining portions taken from other individual-.

''"-restoration is one-eighth natural size.

The animal is represented as walking, and rhe position of the
head, and the feet, ha- boon chosen to show, to the best ad-

-e portions of the skeleton as they were in life. In
'' ,K restoration, only those portion.- are -haded which are repre-
sented by actual specimen.- in the Vale Museum. The parts in

°uthne are wanting or are so poorly preserved that oulv their
" ,ail1 Matures ean'b, .,ivon with accuracy.

"
rn the restoration of Tinnnra* n><i>u«, Plate LVI, the

ammal is represented one-sixth natural size, and standing at

J

est
;

The position here chosen -how- the massive and ma-
J
estic form of one of I

group.'' A reduced copy of this restoration is given in figure 37.

,
in comparing Dinar, rax. as here restored, with some of the

. date mammals of the present day, a certain resem-

blance to the rhinoceros on the one hand, and to the elephant on
«ie other, will naturally suggest itself. In size and proportions,

^operas was intermediate between these two existing animals.
*°a

> ln various points of its structure, it resembled the one quite

* "inch as the other. In still other features, Dinoceras re-
~"

:

:','
j ": ! '1- hippopotamus

,
.. .

,

In its statu,, and movement-. />/ »• 'M'-' " ! '^ resemb ed

{J

e elephant as much a-an\ other existing form. Its remarka-

k, and more bent fore limbs, gave it, h;»w-

,, n ,,,, s blown I roboscidian.

IT ?^h Protuberances, or horn-cores, on the head, the long,

Jnchant, canine tu.-ks. and the peculiar lower jaw mn.i
ue-" protection, are features seen together only in this group.
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th< l)'.nocerata.

"The neck was long enough to permit the head to reach the

ground, and hence a proboscis was quite unnecessary. The

i arial opening, the long overhanging nasal bones,and

the well developed turbinal bones, are likewise proof positive

again.-t the presence of such an organ. There is sonic evidence

of a thick flexible lip, resembling,' perhaps, that of the existing

rhinoceros.

"The remarkably small brain, and the heaw massive limbs,

indicate a dull, slow-moving animal, little fitted to withstand

marked changes in its environment, and hence it did not sur-

vive the alterations of climate with which the Eocene period

" Both the animals chosen for these two restorations were

evidently males, as shown by the lofty protuberances, or horn-

cores, on the skull, and the powerful canine tusks. In the

females, these parts are but feebly developed, as shown in the

specimens described in the preceding chapters. The individ-

uals here restored were certainly thrice-armed, and well fitted

to protect themselves, and their weaker associates, from any of

their Eocene enemies.

"The exact form and nature of the offensive weapons which

surmounted the head of the Dinocerata cannot, at present, be

determined with certainty. That the paired osseous elevation

seen on the skull in all the known species of this group did u<>t

support the kind of horns seen in the typical Ttuminants i.-

evident from their external surface, which lacks the vascular

grooves so distinct on the horn-core- of tic.se animals.

"Possibly, the Dinocerata may have been armed with horn-

similar to those seen in the American antelope ^AntUoc^p^h
nimal, the horn-cores a

hard enough to be effective in combat. Evidence of ~ ,ir,!

contests has apparently been recorded in the injuries to the

horn-cores of some individuals, received during life. None of

the covering of these elevations, or horn-cores, has, of course.

been preserved ; yet a fortunate discovery may, pern

the ( >reodon is sometimes thus clearly indicated in the tin*'

Miocen- matrix which occasional envelop^ these animals.

"The short robust feet of the Ph.nrrrota m ere douhtlc.-

covered below with a thick pad, as in the elephant, dnce Hie

whole under side of the foot (dearly indicates such a

No portion oi this covering has been preserved ii

known specimens, and no foot-prints j ]1( ;

been discovered, in the Eocene deposits in which the /<''/""'

erata were entombed."
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The size of Tinoceras ingens, as he stood in the flesh, was
about twelve feet in length, or sixteen measured from the
nose to the end of the tail, the height to the top of the back
was about six and one-half feet, and the width across the hips
about five feet. The weight, judging from that of existing
mammals, was about six thousand pounds.
"/>>/^v<w* nurabUt was about one-fifth smaller. The neck

was longer, but, in other respects, the proportions were nearly

The concluding chapter, XIV, contains a full discussion

\
the genealogy of ungulate mammals in general, and the

ationsof the 73 We quote aa
follows

"Our present knowled-e of the Mammalia, living and exti

^lymdii,,. .t to the Perm

^e general^- period, or of still earlierti

J£ probably .,::,. ,„,,!!. and. in
'

anv rv^eets. like an In*

ffenm.fi Primitive type w..uld Naturally posse» all

g
neral characters found in later forms in the various or.

°\ mammals.

^ZrtaX a'oftuS "w
Ve8tlgation in this lme ot re>ea.vh.
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t special line appar-

ic to the Cretai

where it formed a well-marked group, which may be

the Protungulata, the probable ancestors of all succeeuiug

ungulate mammals.
" From this generalized ungulate, the skeleton of which we

now know almost as well, apparently, as if we had it before us, a

direct line would appear to have continued up to the present

day, and be represented by the living Hyrax. Several diverg-

ent lines passed off probably from the same stem, and three of

these have continued to the present time, the survivors being

the Prohoxci</'t<t. the At't'>o<'hirfyIa, and the Perissodactyla.

"Anothc

minated in (Wijphothm s \\\ the lower Eocene, and the

represented by the Dinocerata here described, came tc

in the middle Eocene.
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In figure 38, above, a diagram is given, which shows graphi-
cally these lines of descent, and the most probable genealogy of
modern ungulates. The diagram, being on a plane, can only
indicate the general position of these divergent lines.

From this group came off; evidently in the late Cretaceous,
nrst the Coryphodontia, having nearly all the above chanu-u-is.

and becoming extinct in the early Eocene.
1 The Dinoeeratu

j
,r< .1 .;il.lv I .ranched off about the same '

and survived to the middle Eocene, thus becoming much
specialized before their r-+:—**—

IWW outlined in the
diagram on page 200.
"The attempts hitherto made to give a detailed classification

<* all the Mammalia, living and extinct, have signally failed,
mainly because only a small part of even the extinct forms now
inown were included, and almost every new discovery tended

J?

break down the definition- so svsremarically recorded. The
«me for such an exhaustive classification has not yet arrived,
fad all that can be safely ventured upon in the present state of

-*' is to indicate the main groups and their affinities.
and await future discoveries.

Excluding the aberrant, aquatic, Sirenians, now regarded as

i.

unplate ancestry, and leaving out also Toxodon and other
le known extinct forms, the . iv then be

Ranged in natural groups, as follows :

CLASS MAMMALIA.
Sub-Class Monodelphia.

Super-Order I '
xgulata,

W Order Hyracoidea.
(2 Order Proboscidea.

(30 0^ AmWydactylaj»™

^

W Order C,i„odactyIa
|p^^Xe^T

,

* Ue characters found in existing mammals, and, to a great

tirn
m tlie extinct forms froni tlie Tertiary to the present

f„
e, are dei.rlv of two kind-: -enera! characters, derived

"
! '"'<- • il i, ,,„ , , n.cia! characters a.-ou red in adapta-

5^*o their n ij
:

>- negative
characters. Bead™-
^geous.

1
'

rntu,ut ' •
'

g
' Ui '' first series of characters are of most importance, as

«te a genetic connection, perhaps remote, with the
ttepent groups that shan them. Special characters, on the
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other hand, however closely they may correspond in different

groups, do not necessarily indicate affinities, but may have been

acquired by adaptation to peculiar surroundings, in groups quite

distinct from each other.

"These facts lie at the foundation of classification, and it is

only by keeping the two series of characters separate, that the

true relationship between different groups of animals can be

made out, and their genealogy indicated with any probability.

" In the true ungulate mammals, the modifications of the foot

have undoubtedly taken place very nearly in the following

(1.) The primitive Ungulates {Protungulata) must have had

plantigrade, pentadactyl, feet, with the carpals and tarsals aoi

interlocking either with the metapodial bones, or with their

own adjoining series. This would give a weak foot, adapted

especially to progression in soft, swampy ground.
(2.) For locomotion on dry hard ground, a stronger foot was

required, and a modification soon took place, in the interlock-

ing of the metapodials with the second row of carpals or tar-

sals that supported them. Examples of nearly this stage are

seen in the fore feet of Coryphodon, and of Binoceras as shown

(3.) A still stronger foot was produced by the further inter-

locking of both the first and second row of carpals and tarsals,

as well as the latter row with the metapodials below. This

general type of foot belongs to the Ilolodactyla, and is seen

also in some of the early Perissodactyls.

During these two stages of modification, a red tic

number of digits also took place, evidently as a result of the

Kunc cause.. 'The Hist digit, being the shortest of the -em*

soon left the ground, as progression on dry land with the p*an
"

tigrade five-toed foot began, and was gradually lost.
,

The four remaining digits, having to do the work of ti";

were strengthened by the interlocking already mentioned, ana

also by coming nearer together.

(4.) In the next change that took place, two kinds of re<iii<"

tion began. One leading to the existing peris-odacn 1
i'"/ ,r

-

aU '

the other, apparently later, resulting in the artiod

In the former, the axis of the fool remained in th<

the third digit, as in the pentadactyl foot In th

shifted to the outer side of this digit, or between the

fourth toes. An example of the former is seen in the foreh'°

of Bmntotlur'nau. while (hwndun shows the latter type.
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The position of the axis is the distinctive feature between
these two types of feet, and not the number of toes, as the

3 applied to them indicate. In this respect, the
terms Artiodactyl and Perissodactyl are misleading, and hence
the names Paraxonia and Mesaxonia were proposed by the
author, as substitutes, to express the true axial relation.

(5> ) In the further reduction of the perissodactyl foot, the
ntth digit, being shorter than the remaining three, next left
the ground, and gradually disappeared. Of the three remain-
ing toes, the middle, or axial, one was the longest, and retaining

Qacy, as greater strength and speed were required,
nnally assumed the chief support of the foot, and the outer
digits left the ground, ceased to be of use, and were lost,
except as splint bones. The foot of the existing horse shows
tHe best example of this reduction in the Perissodactvls, as it

Nthe most specialized known in the Ungulates.

JM In the Artiodactyl foot, the reduction resulted in the
gradual diminution of the two outer of the four remaining toes,

fourth doii.o all The work, and thus increasing

igit, for the same reasons as in

:" P-n-odactyl foot, first left the <rrouml. and beeame smaller.

;

!
'u

'

.

r,!; - H'ctmd soon followed, and these two gradually ceased

•nal. or were lost entirely, as in some of the Artio-
aactyls of to-day. The foot of the goat shows this extreme

Extinction of Large Mammals.

'-During the Mesozoic period, all the mammals appear to have

f
small, and it is not probable that any of large size existed,

reptihan life then reigned supreme. With the dawn of the

yty a new era began, and mammalian life first found the

J<«tions for its full and rapid development.
in the lower Eocene, the hir-e-t land mammal was Conj-

*?f*>
more than the equal, in size and power, of any of the

f
lle* of that time. )>;„,,„ ru* and its allies, in the middle

^ ,

Ar the base of the Miocene, the Inure BrnnUdh.ml

j ;

ar-" - rhe el,.p|,ant. ^mldenh appear in -rear i

-ed for a short time the dominant land

;.c;
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" The cause of the successive disappearance of each group of

these large Tertiary mammals is not difficult to find. The

small brain, highly specialized characters, and huge bulk, ren-

dered them incapable of adapting themselves to new condi-

tions, and a change of surroundings brought extinction. The

existing Proboscidians must soon disappear, for similar reasons.

Smaller mammals, with larger brains, and more plastic struc-

ture, readily adapt themselves to their environment, and sur-

vive, or even send off new and vigorous lines.

"The Dinocerata, with their verv diminutive brain. H\e<.l

characters, and massive frames, flourished as long as the conili-

tions were especially favorable, but, with the first geological

change, they perished, and left no descendants.

Classification.

"Tliei>//^'v/v/,',7 now known may be placed in three genera:

Dinoceras, Ti?wceras, and Uintatherium. These may be sepa-

rated by characters of the skull, vertebrae, and feet. There

are also indications of several intermediate forms, which m&J>

perhaps, he found to represent sub-genera, when addition*

specimens in good preservation are secured for comparison-

Twenty-nine species may be distinguished, mainly by the skull

alone, which, at present," offers the best distinctive characters.

Sub-order DINOCERATA, Marsh.

Uintatherium, Leidy. I

Teeth, thirty-six.
j

Teeth, thirty-four.
Lower premolars, four.

I Lowerpre
Base of canine tusk. Base of c

nearly vertical.
j nearly vertical. horizontal.

above post-glenoid
|

above post-glenoid j
behind post-glenow

process. process.
j

process.
Cervical vertebrae, of Cervical vertebra?, less > Cervical vertebrae,

moderate length. elongate. !

short.
. ..

I m n mi. ill itin w I i i mi i uiii-: 1 in u
with trapezoid ? with trapezoid. with trapezoid.

specialized of all, occurs in the latest depof

In the Synopsis which follows this chaj

of all the species of the Dinocerata ifi giv

volume closes with a Bibliography of the i
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Art. XXVII.— On Taconic Rocks and Stratigraphy, with a Ueo-

logical map of the Taconic region (Plate II) ; by James D.

Dana.

In my papers of 1873 and 1877* on the Limestone, Schists

and Quartzyte of the Taconic region, I present evidence (1)

from the facts illustrated by various stratigraphical sections, (2)

from the continuity and common features of the conformable
series of these rocks from north to south, and (3) from fossils

existing (as made known by others) in some of the beds, that

these rocks are (A) of one system ; and (B) of Lower Silurian

age; and (C) have the Taconic schists as the upper member of

In my work I made no attempt to map the region, since the

if, with special reference to the

al canon," and its illustration did not seem to

demand it. The evidence presented has been questioned on
we ground (] ity of the system is not clearly

I, and (2) that the relation of the quartzyte to the

other rocks is not fully worked out. In order to remove as far

a« may be, the uncertainties on these points, I began over three

• a new study of the region, with reference to its

totignphy md geological structure, and the details required

or the construction of a geological map. Two papers in the

last volume of this .1 * derived from this

recent investigation. In the paper here begun I present the

facts gathered bearing on the constitution and stratigraphical

rations of the rocks" and on their distribution and geograph-
lcal relations, and illustrate the subjects by means of the pre-

pared map as well as by diagrams.
,

. . , .

p
T
f

h e region is that of the Taconic rocks as first laid down by

f
rofeaaor Ebenezer Emmons—these rocks including according

t0> original enunci ' (*) The Taconic

Jhurts of the Taconic range and of the subordinate ridges

J»tt»nthe adjoining limestone area; (2) the limestone forma-

ns on the east and west sides of the Taconic Range; and

W the quai • mestone area.

.^e investigations have extended over Berkshire county

J
Massachusetts, Salisbury and Canaan in Connecticut and

*» c?m Pletely over Pownal and Bennington Vermont, and

mg eastern border of the State of New York Th
* not the whole of the true Taconic region, as ^ continues

J^bward to central Vermont; but it comprises the porUon

hat was the special subject of Professor Emmons s earlier

inv
estigations.

*This Journal, III, v. vi. 1873. and xiii. xiv 1877.
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In this first part of my paper I treat of the southern portion

of the above-mentioned area, comprising the towns of Salisbury

and Canaan in Connecticut and of Mt. Washington, Sheffield

and New Marlborough in Massachusetts, with the adjoining

eastern border of New York. The second part will cover the

middle and northern portions of the region. In a third poff% I

propose to discuss the relations to one another of some adjoin-

ing rocks that are inferior in position to or older than the lime-

a. The map and diagrams.

The scale of the map is half an inch to the mile ; and that

of the plottings from which it has been reduced one and a half

to two inches to the mile.* The limestone areas are the colored

portions. The rocks of the uncolored areas are indicated in

many parts by initials, as follows

:

M, ordinary mica schist, cHM, chloritic hydromica schist,

mica schist. Q, quartzyte.
qM, quartzytic mica schist. mQ, micaceous quartzyte.

stM, staurolitic mica schist. Gn, gneiss.
HM, hydromica schist.

The rocks mQ and qM are intermediate between quartzyte

and mica schist.

The strike and dip are indicated on the map by the T-shaped

symbols, according to the method explained in volume xx of

this Journal (p. 360, 1880) ; and the values of the angles are

stated in annexed figures. (The most of these values conse-

quently are not given in the text, one place of publication

being sufficient.) By the method adopted, where the dip is

45° the stem of the T is made half the length of the top; f
larger angle.*, the stem about equals the sine of the dip, half the

top being taken as radius ; for smaller angles the stem is made

longer ; and for horizontally, a circle is used. The locality of

the observation is indicated by the point of junction of the

top and stem of the T.

The positions of the ore-pits and quarries or workings are

indicated on the map by a small circle with a letter enclosed

to indicate the kind of workings : F signifying iron-ore, which

ore in the region is limonite (in miners' language brown hema-

tite) ; M, manganese-ore ; K, kaolin or porcelain clay ;
Q>

quartzyte, the rock quarried in the region for the hearthstones

Plate III) was printed.
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A few localities of glacial markings are recorded by means
of a symbol consisting of three parallel lines, with a dot on the

middle one marking the locality, and figures at
(

the southern

end indicating the angle with the meridian.
The roads are given because they were often used as a base

in fixing the limits of rocks and the positions of localities ; and
also because it was desirable to mark the localities of the strat-

igraphical sections inserted in the text so plainly that any
questioning geologist could go and see for himself and not

remain—longer than he wishes—in a fruitless state of doubt.

In the diagrams the symbols for the kinds of rocks are those

explained on page 1 of this volume. In the case of the

sections, wherever the limestone and schist in superposition
were not observed in actual contact, a space is left to indicate it,

and the length of the interval is usually given in feet; and
when these sections were derived from surface outcrops, and
not from transverse cuts, this is shown by a vacant space in

the lower outer angle of the diagram.
The evidence of conformability between the schist of a ridge

and the limestone adjoining it is perfect evidence only in case
°f actual contact between the rocks; it is generally good
when there are several outcrops of the two rocks within 50
yards of one another ; but beyond this distance, it is uncertain,

because the dip in the limestone often becomes reversed within
6w yards and sometimes, a much shorter interval, through an

Id each diagram the east or north end of a section is

th <*t to the right hand.
, .

In the study of Berkshire County I have been much bene-

Jted by the geological map of Massachusetts, by Professor

Jdward Hitchcock, which gives a good general view of the
aisinbution of the limestone and its associated rocks. Perci-

J
al s map in his Connecticut geological report (1842) has also

been of service? and the of the Vermont geological report

V186l) for the Vermont portion. But in all parts of the map
herewith published the lines and looations are given from my
0w n personal observations.*

* n all geological maps, and especially in one of eastern

^th America, the lines are in some parts unavoidably con-

»3 map of the Tacouic P

, ^ ^aper intclli-

the Society thought best to publish

" a geological map which did not

h«n too incompi '

, a more detailed survey of the
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jectural, because the surface is to so large an extent earth-

covered, or have the rocks displaced by growing forest trees.

Good outcrops of the schist and limestone are numerous; yet

they largely fail along the limits between the formations, where

of most interest, because these limits are generally near the

base of the ridges, and there the limestone has usually been

worn away and concealed by the action of descending waters;

and not unfrequently has become the bottom of a marsh.

Outcrops along the limits between the quartzyte and limestone

are still more rare, because very much of the quartzyte is

a fragile crumbling rock and covers its slopes deeply with

sandy earth. Some quartzyte ridges present no external evi-

dence of their constitution except a scattering of large quartzyte

bowlders over their earthy slopes which have come from the

harder portions of the decayed beds. Further, the hard

quartzyte has usually joints and uncertain planes of bedding.

The drift, moreover, is a great concealer of rocks, along the

valleys of the region, and also very widely over the western

slopes of the higher north-and-south ridges.

b. General geological characteristics of the laconic region.

By way of introduction, I here briefly state the general

geological characteristics of the region as deduced from my

present knowledge of the facts. ,

a. The most striking geological feature is the wide and

complicated distribution of the crystalline (or metamorphic

limestone formation in north-and-south lines. The mosi

marked topographical feature is the existence of broad nortn-

ward trending plains or valleys and narrower parallel valleys

separated and bordered by high ridges, which owe their loca-

tion to the distribution of the limestone, and to the fact that

degradation has gone on over this soft, yielding rock to a deptn

exceeding by 500 to 1,500 feet that over the other rocks.

The rocks of the intervening ridges s

b. Along the Eastern border of the lin

i schists, gneisses, and, in many places, quartzy »

mostly older than the limestone, and in part of Pots

Part, at least, of the gneisses are Archaean : as in the higne

parts of Cornwall, Kent and Sharon, Conn., where I haveloun

iiic limestone and other proofs of Archa;
the Hinsdale railroad station in Massachusetts, where I disco

*

ered the same evidence of the Archaean ;
north of and m t

cut south of the Washington railroad station, to the soutn o

Hinsdale, where the rock is a zircon-bearing syenyte aD<
?,
s^e

of
yte-gneiss; north of central Clarksburg, where occurs a ridgei

very coarse zircon-bearing granite (the "Stamford granl
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of the Vermont Report) ; and probably over a central part of
the region between the limestone of South Lee and that of
Monterey, along the southern side of which I found a loose
mass of chondroditic rock like that of Dal ton. With regard to
the age of the rest of the gneiss of the eastern borders, I have
not yet the facts needed for a positive conclusion.

c. Between the Eastern border and the Taconic range the rocks
of the ridges include, to the eastward, chiefly mica schist and
qnartzyte; to the westward, hydromica schist, changing to the
30

j m
t0 mica schist

>
without quartzyte.

a. The Taconic range consists to the north of hydromica
schist and to the south of mica schist.

<• West of the Taconic range, the rocks are hydromica schist
andargill

yte(orphyllyte).
/' AH the rocks are metamorphic.
9- In no case is the underlying rock uncrystalline or less

metamorphic than the overlying; on the contrary, the two
Cl0

.

sely correspond in grade of'metamorphism.
'

^
Qe rocks owe their positions to a system of flexures,

™a the folds or flexures are to a large extent over-thrust folds.
' was westward ;—which is proof that the pressure

thr u
ng the flexures wfrom the eastward. This westward

"list has m no case carried the gneiss of the eastern border
1

'ine or over the associated schist ridges, except

cases, one in the far east Tyringham valley,

a* tk
1

n
the reSion of Monterey just west, and the other in

:
h Canaan. I have not observed any gneiss of the kind,

J

any other true gneiss within the limestone limits north
of ^thern Canaan and Salisbury.

a
"

T
he quartzyte of the Eastern border is probably of Potsdam

Po v,

18^2 ported out that the quartzyte formation of

lim*
Uag

'
in southeastern Dutchess County, 'lay between the

trn
one and adjoining Archsean ; and later, that this was

at tK
the same south of Fishkill ; east of Dover and Sharon,

the west foot of the Kent-Cornwall Archsean range; south

ferr <?°/
th

°f Kent
'

at the east foot of this ran?e '

a"d l '""

casJT u
m the Portion, and apparent conformability in some

thp t
bat ita age was Potsdam, or that of the lowest beds of

farth
er Rilurian of the region -

Similar evidence exists
^er north, as will be shown in the course of this paper.

theT quartzvte west of the eastern border, between it and
• laconic range, overlies the limestone conformably and is an

/ w„, 1ICOL paper on dbi^suhc gwiv8-.,
«"~- -- — •

question the direct stratigraphical evidence from the

mnced the above as my conclusion. In my

perhaps in
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paper of 1877, following that on Wing's discoveries, I left the

question of age undecided, under the idea, urged by Wing and

others, that the stratification might have, been reversed by

overthrust folds. Again, in my paper of 1879, the doubt is

admitted ; and in that of February, 1882, presented to the

Geological Society, in which the subject is briefly reviewed, I

go still further toward the opinion that the quartzyte is

"mainly if not wholly, Primordial." In this state of mind, I

commenced in the summer of 1882 the new inves

determined to remove, if possible, the doubt on the question

as to reversals by overturn flexures ; and the final conclu-

sion is essentially identical with that of 1873.
The conclusions arrived at make the headings of the subdi-

visions in this and the following part of my paper, and are as

follows

:

I. The limestone formation is overlaid conformably by the

schists of the Taconic range and of other ridges of the region

east and west of the range.

II. The limestone east of the Taconic range is overlaid con-

formably by strata of quartzyte and quartzytic and ordinary

III. The limestone is a single continuous formation; the

same is true of the overlying schists and quartzyte.
IV. The limestone is" underlaid, near or along part of its

eastern border, by strata of quartzyte and associated mica schist.

V. Within the Taconic region, crystalline texture and min-

eral constitution are geographically gradational ; that is, vary

gradually from north to south and similarly from west to east.

The topics are to a considerable extent the same as in my
former papers. But they are illustrated by new facts, with

the aid of the new map and many new stratigraphical sections,

and lead to some new results.

Part I—The Southern Portion of the Region.

I. The Limestone formation underlies the Schists of the Taconic

Range and of other associated ridges.

On the map, accompanying this paper, the reader has before

him the facts as to the distribution of the limestone (the colored

portion) ; the outlines of the included schist ridges or areas

(uncolored); the form or outline of the whole of Mt. Wash-

ington, or the Taconic range ; and, through the T-shaped sym-

bols, the angles of dip and strike of the rocks along the siaes

of the broad Mt. Washington synclinal, and in many other

The map exhibits the fact that the ridges of schist which
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stand isolated within the limestone area,—as isolated as islands

in a sea—and which cluster divergently about Mt. Washington,
and especially its southern declining portion, are continued
from Salisbury, eastward, over Canaan ; that eleven of them a
fifth of a miie to five miles in length, exist in the town of

Salisbury, and eight, of smaller sizes, in the part of Sheffield

directly north
; that similar ridges occur also to the ivest of

Mt. Washington
; that one of these western ridges, Winchell's

Mountain, is a dividing range between two branches of the
limestone formation—one, the branch (see map, plate xiii, in

volume xx of this Journal, 1880) that goes to the Hudson
south of Poughkeepsie and is in part fossiliferous ;

the other
that which extends by Millerton, and then, after an interrup-
tion, bends westward, north of the Putnam County Archaean, to

fijWall on the Hudson.
The elevated region of Mt. Washington has already been

shown to be a synclinal of schist with underlying limestone.

%ond I present further details relating to this 'mountain ;
and

also evidence that the same structure is the common one
among the subordinate ridges east and west of the Taconic

Sdft
In giving tbis evid^nce T commence with the town of

«• Northeast of the railroad station of Limerock, a high

{
°ff, consisting chiefly of limestone, faces the river. This

Dlu.ff is the southeast front of what is called Gallows Hill,

Jhich rises from the limestone plain east and south of it to a
height by estimate of about 500 feet.

fallows Hill, as the map shows, is the common head of two
"dges of schist, one of which stretches from it northwestward,
"»» other south westward.* Each consists, like other Sahs-

gton in part, of a coarse mica
eQ >st, much of which is garnetiferous and staurolitic. Being
nus alike in rocks, and hence one in origin, we should natu-

j*
1 y look for evidences of wrenching and displacements in

allows Hill, their common head.
such evidences exist in isolated interior patches and blutts

^limestone, and in other features. Although but a square

*J

lle in area, four limestone patches mark the courses of as

many faults
; one at each 2 and 2', and two transverse in direc-

''

f

0n
ft 3. Besides these, other faults are indicated by bluffs

of schist.

The bluff southeast front of Gallows Hill, referred to above,f
Consists of limestone for about 300 feet, and above this has a

s

*Thi3 soulhwestward direction is probably a consequence of the fact, already

.l.ich was a resisting mass when the up-

* Jt ^ near the house o^Mf ^^. Goodwin.
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cap of the mica schist. The beds dip 8° to 10° southeastward

(fig. 1). Great blocks of the schist (and none of limestone) lie

at its base, as a result of undermining by the dissolving away

of the limestone through descending water. The figure shows

l #
schist over limestone—the fact in all the

nons of the hill in which limestone

This high bluff, -jthin hundred

hich*is covered on the front

by a great triangular mass of schist-topped

limestone, which has slid down from

above. The direction of the fault is from
E
east to west, or about west southwest-

appears to be the same that gives an abrupt southern

area No. 2' (see map).
>f G-allows Hill, there is another limestone

small limestone area. It faces westward,

beds dipping 15° in the direction

limit to the '1

At 2, the sun
bluff, rising out
trends N. 40° W., and has
N. 10°-20° E. The bluff

cap of schist just east of its highest point as represented in fig-

2. Another section, from a low ledge a hundred yards farther

south, is shown in fig. 3, the schist and limestone in contact.

In another ridge on this same area to the southeastward of

the first, the upper half is schist and the rest limestone, and the

dip is westward (N. 29° W.). The outcrops indicate irregular

fracturings and faultings along the region in a northwestward

A third prom; i of fault occurs at 2' where there
lii

another nearly parallel
blnif

facing west. A cap of mica scl

the top and in some parts makes a pro-

jecting brow, as shown in fig. 4. l be

limestone at all the localities is impure,

though coarsely crystalline, and here

there is a layer of mica schist 25 feet

' thick, besides thinner intercalations.

At 3, just north of the last locality, are two narrow parallel
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bands of limestone, nearly east-and-west in direction, indicat-

ing two lines of faulting, transverse to the preceding. Fig. 5

represents a section across the beds from south to north,

through the two belts. The southern belt has the overlying

schist and limestone in direct contact, with the dip 25°-30° to

'~^g
the northward

; and in a front view the beds at the place are

arched as in fig. 6. The dip in the northern line is about 35°.

These small belts of limestone also have interruptions which

indicate irregularities from wrenching in the fracturing.

In all the sections in this region the evidence as to order
oi superposition is of the perfect kind. No overturn or westward

overthrust is at all probable. For staurolitic mica schist does
n«t exist to the eastward, while it is the rock of ridges to the

westward. At the north end of the ridge, five miles to the

northwestward, the limestone dips under the schist at the east-

em angle, giving further evidence as to its underlying position

ana the synclinal character of the ridge.

}. Three miles north of Gallows Hill, at 4, there is the south
end of another schist ridge. In the view from the southward
a thin stratum of schist having the eastward pitch of the sur-

face, overlies, like a b!, imestone. ns repe-

ated in fig. 7. The limestone directly below the scl

vertical front with some schist-capped recesses; but south of

's
. bluff portion it spreads widely as the rock benea h the

«oping
fieW J outcrops. The dip

2 J* beds is oblique to the section, being 35 'to the

2 7 1° E., the strike being N. 19° W. The section does not

^Whetl aclinal, anticlinal, or monoclmal

enough a fat
to t! u;-

w
- io t

of
schist,

fault).'

. ._. J the last locality at 5 is asmallfridge

named Turnip Bock. It is about a fourth of a mile
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long. The schist overlies the limestone in a shallow synclinal,

resented in fig. 8; which figure answers equally well for sec-

tions up the hill from the southward, southeastward and east-

d. In northeastern Salisbury stands one of the larger ridges

of mica schist named Toms Mountain. At its very narrow

south end, where it crosses the road (see map), the limestone

and schist, in outcrops about a dozen yards apart, may be seen

dipping alike, 25°, in the direction S. 81° R—the stri

N. 9° E. Nothing at the place indicates whether the schist is

an intercalated stratum, or the south end of a flexure; for east-

ward dips exist on both sides of it; and this continues north-

ward to and beyond the railroad. But abreast of the north

end of the lake, the limestone extends high up the steep west

slope of the mountain and passes beneath the schist with a

pitch of but 10°. Further, on the east slope, nearly ball I

mile from the Massachusetts line, where the mountain is re-

cessed, it comes out from beneath the schist 50 feet or so

above the base of the mountain with a similar small dip. The

Massachusetts boundary, the schist extends across the road

eastward with a small dip.

e. In the part of Sheffield, that lies north of Salisbury and

west of the Housatonic, the smallest of the areas of schist is

only 200 yards long. A group of these areas in the southern

part of the town looks as if consisting of remnants of the west

side of Toms Mountain synclinal. The limestone in which

they lie, dips beneath the schist conformably on the west side

and over it on the east, giving no evidence as to whether they

are isolated intercalated layers, or the thin summits of folds,

excepting the fact of the relation in position to Toms Moun-

tain just mentioned, and the resemblance of the rock to that of

this mountain and of Mt. Washington. The northern of the

areas northwest of Sheffield village (where a recess in

is called Bear's Den) is the most northern locality of stauroU*

mica schist t have met with.*

/ Winchell's Mountain, in New York, west of Mt. Washing-

ton, is a ridge of hydromica schist, becoming finer-grained and

like on the west. To the northward the dip of toe

- of Mir-"*1

nd mostly 35° to 60°. West of Miller"*

the ridge sends off an eastern spur, southeast in trend ;

and in

The occurrence of staurolite crystals in the mica schist of the small area near

the village of Sheffield was first announced by Dr. Chester Dewey, in I 8 -4
'

.

hifl

the same in the Salisbury mica schist, by Prof. C. A. Lee, in 1822. (bee this
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the open area between the mountain and the spur, where a

limestone plain begins, the limestone comes out from beneath

the slates of the mountain almost horizontally (see T-symbols

on the map), and disappears in a similar manner beneath the

slates of the spur with a dip slightly eastward. The inferior

position of the limestone is plain. On the east side of the spur,

along the Harlem railroad, where the spur joins a schist ridge

of northeast trend, the limestone overlies the schist with a dip of

30° (the direction of dipK 18° B.) ; the proof of the underlying

position of the limestone being accepted, this overlying lime-

stone indicates only a westward careening of the synclinal—the

usual fact

9- The evidence that Mt. Washington is a synclinal in struc-

ture (or rather a compound synclinal), as already explained m
the last volume of this Journal, is well shown on the n

as the roads are given, it exhibits the facts more intelligibly to

the reader than the map of the former paper. Along the west,

side, eastward dips are universal in both the limestone and

schist, and the angle is mostly between 40° and 60°. Along
'he eastern foot the angle of dip in the schist and the nearest

hmestone is small in Massachusetts, being 10° to 15° westward

J*
the north extremity in Egremont ;

10° to 25° W. along by

purr's (see map), and about the same in the bluffs neai

In this Massachusetts part, in which the synclinal has a broad

^v-like form, the limestone makes a high base to the mou n-

£">> it being the rock of the lower 150 to 250 feet. Neanng

^Hectical 3tete, the dip of the schist ana

limestone at the base of the mountain increases, being oU to

2L W - half a mile north of the Connecticut line, and mostly

60 to 65° at Safe's Ravine just south of the line. Farther

80»th, west of ore-pit i (CainpV) the dip is about v
*?t of the ore-pit h (Scoville's), it has 10° of easting. The syn-

,ton is hence shallowest to the north ;

and,

lli£e all the rest, is not a svmmetrical trough,

^'gure 2 in the Mt. Washington paper (page 2 a) represent

2 Position of the rocks at IT on the map, near L. Kovs a
,

aim

• 1. that ™ fU~ ™~„*. gjde of the mountain at l
fe- 1, tha'

Weed's or •pit. The above figure 9, represents i
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16, near the north end of the mountain, and about 500 yards

(by pacing) from the road ; and fig. 10, the same at 15.

The small limestone areas in the Mt. Washington region west

of Lakeville, and which are probably, as observed in the Mt.

Washington paper, decapitated anticlinals, are situated near,

10
and north of, the upper road to Miller-

ton. The quarry of limestone with

erlying schist represented in figure

3 of that paper, occurs in area 1 ; the

locality of fig. 4 is along the road at

1; and that of 5 in the field at 3,

vhere a narrow strip of schist sepa-

rates this area from No. 4. The areas

4 and 6 are probably parts of a single anticlinal flexure, the schist

of which still remains over a middle portion. Area 9 is in the

bed of a brook near a fence which follows the New York
boundary, a short distance north of a bridge over the brook,

and about 1,000 yards (by my pacing) north of the carriage road.

Area 8 is a doubtful one, since the only outcrop of limestone

found was small, and it may be that of a loose mass; yet the

ore-bed* and the flat valley south of it are pretty good addi-

tional evidence as to the existence of limestone beneath.

Southward dips alternating with eastward occur in the

southern extremity of the mountain at outcrops along the road

east and west of Lakeville and also to the north.
The western lobe of limestone in southern Egremont extend-

ing south into the Mt. Washington area may continue south-

ward to the first road-junction, since a well near there, at Mr.

O. C. Whitebeck's (as I am informed by Mr. H. F. Keith, of

Great Barrington), has hard water. From Mr. Keith, I also

have learned that four miles to the south in the same north-

and-south line, near the eastern foot of Elk Mountain,

there may yet be found a limestone ledge, as an old deed of

property reserves the limestone.

II. The limestone main-lit-- conformahly strata of Qnartzytf, «>"' "'

quartzylic or arenaceous Mica schist.

The limestone of Salisbury and Sheffield spreads eastward

across the Housatonic River into Canaan and New M
and covers a large part of these towns. Mica schist is the rocK

of many ridges within the limestone limits, as it is west of tn

Housatonic ; but it is in most cases a much more arenaceous

variety, and it is not staurolitic. Quartzyte is the chief rocK

of many of the ridges ; and it occurs both massive and of tne

* D. Cook's, and bearing N. 50° W. from Mr. Cook's house.
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well-bedded fragile kind. The latter is most common; it is

often micaceous and graduates into arenaceous mica schist, and

thence into ordinary mica schist. These rocks, like the schists

of the west side of' the Housatonic River, overlie conformably

the limestone formation. Farther north in Berkshire county,

they occur also to some extent on the west side of the river

;

and one such area extends over the northern border of Sheffield

(see map). The following sections exhibit the order of super-

position.

o. West of South Canaan near the house of Mr. T. H. Palmer,

and in the fields north and south of it there is the very "arrow

top of an anticlinal outcrop. Its direction is N. 20°-31° W.
By the north side of the house, at a small quarry, the arching

limestone has the schist in place on the northern side of the

arch, as represented in fig. 11. The dips are greater to the

right, as shown in the figure, and correspond to the distance

n.

from the axis. In the field northwestward the schist continues

with the limestone underlying it The dips are less regular on

^e south side of the anticlinal, south and west of Mr. Palmers
house, owing to the overthrust character of part of the arch.

*• In South Canaan, near 7 (see map), on the south side ot

^ west end of Cobble Hill, on and near the road, quartzyte

of the hard massive kind, micaceous in its upper part, is over-

la'Q by mica schist, the lower beds very 12#

arenaceous (fig. 12); the strike is N. to

J-
30° E., and the dip 20°-25° eastward.

^° outcrop of limestone occurs near by
to show whether the quartzyte is overlying
or underlyi ng.

Above the mica schist there is a whitish *

granitoid gneiss, and this is the rock of the hil

Ward. It is a remarkably brittle and quartzose gn

apparently comformable to the schist. But a good junction
,

m
** exposed and the position is still in doubt. It is one of the

two cases of possible overthrust referred to on page 193, and

w,| l have fuller description at another time.
ronnnn

* Canaan Mountain rises 800 to 1,000 feet above th

Plai «s. It has, on its southwest, west and north sides, a base-

ment oflin. its height above the plain from

about 150 to 400 feet This limestone basement rea

**rd, on the north side to the eastern boundary *<****»£
*nd

, on the opposite to the road up the mountain ;
and beyond

lhese points rapidly declines.
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The dip of this limestone, as the T's on the map indicate, is

toward the mountain on the three sides; and the same is true

of the overlying schist. Fig. 13 shows the position of the

, section at 8, on the southwestern side, and fig. 14

at 9, on the north side near the western end. Fig. 15

the section on the north side at 10, toward its eastern

upper portion is often impure with

xene. The beds of schist

nterval of bedded or mica-

ceous quartzyte intervenes in places. The thickness of the

quartzytic layer I could not determine because sandy soil

usually conceals it. In the third section (fig. 15), large masses

of hard quartzyte lay over the surface, as evidence of a

quartzyte stratum below ; the limestone at this point extends

400 feet above the stream at its base. To the eastward the

mica schist of the top loses its arenaceous character.

of Canaan Mountain (at 11).

synclinal. The limestone basement extends high up the hill

farthest on the north side—as illustrated in fig. 16, which is a

section from northeast to southwest. A marshy area covers

part of the summit, and hence the break in the diagram. l |ie

schist of the top is quartzytic mica schist.

e. Rattlesnake Mountain, northeast of the village i

nicaceous

quartzyte and ordinary, but mostly bedded, quartzyte. ^
b£?

™„i^, ™„f ™ i;mMt™ a ; n « region of limestone. As the '
s
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on the map point out, the dip in the adjoining limestone on the

east side is westward, on the south northward, and on the west

eastward, proving its synclinal character; and, as the angles of

dip show, tl steepest margin on the west and

northwest sides. Figure 17 represents a section on the east

>ps close to the foot of the

mountain, the dip is westward. East of these outcrops about

150 yards other opposite or eastward dips occur owing to an

anticlinal outside of the synclinal Fig. 18 gives the position of

-» rocks on the west side at 13 (E.N.E. of the house of M. T.

Granger), showing conformability to the schist in the limestone

« the nearest outcrops, but various flexures oute.de of the

fountain synclinal in the next 400 yards, and very bold tiex-

psin the limestone at the western end of the section, me
JlU]e limestone ridge of bold flexures is only 40 to 50 yards

Wl^e; two partial sections of it, taken at points 50 y;

fch about :. ogtb, are represented in figures

19 and 20. The facts illustrate the irregularity and variety oi

the dips in the limestone remote from the base of the ridge.

J- Southeast of Rattlesnake Mountain and just west of East

P^an, there are six small areas of hard massive

plated in the limestone, the largest 1,400 feet long and the

tallest 180 feet. The two largerWe then
h« map. These areas are described bv the writer in a paper

m this Journal for March, 1872 (p.

are described by the writer in a paper

rah. 1872 (p. 185), and a large map of
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the region is there given from a manuscript map by Mr. Joseph

S. Adams. No good sections showing positively the relations

of the quartzyte to the limestone exist about the areas.*

g. The ridge in eastern Canaan, Q Q Q, consists of quartzyte,

part of it of the hard massive kind, and part thin-bedded and

more or less micaceous. "Hard-heads," or bowlders of quartz-

yte, are common over it, but little of the rock is in place owing

to the depth of disintegration of the porous rock. At the

locality in East Canaan, where the Connecticut Western R R.

crosses Whiting Eiver and the carriage road, a deep section

exposes to view the quartzyte—a very thinly laminated fragile

rock, easily crushed by the hand to sand ; its dip at the west

end of the exposure is' 25° E., but to the eastward it becomes

horizontal and westward in dip. No outcrops of limestone

h. The part of Sheffield and of the town of New Marlbo-

rough, lying to the north of Canaan, have several north and

south ridges of quartzytic mica schist fas ', indicated on the

map), which are part of the system that extends from Canaan

northward through Berkshire. I have not found, in the region,

examples of limestone and overlying quartzyte in close or near

contact and hence give no sections. Owing to the easy decay

of most of the bedded quartzyte, a broad earth-covered sur-

face commonly separates their outcrops; and sometimes such

a surface with scattered "hard-heads" is all that is to be seen

over their slopes. Good sections occur in the towns next north,

and will be described in part II of this paper.

III. The stratigraphical continuity of the limestone, and also of

the beds overlying it.

The facts which have been presented show that the lime-

stone of the town of Salisbury, is plainly a single stratum or

formation, normally underlying, and therefore older than, the

schist of the region.

Again: topographical, stratigraphical and litliological M6*8

lead to the the schist of Mt. Washington

—or the Taconic schist—is one in stratum with that of trie

various ridges over Salisbury that diverge from this mountain

mass and in other cases lie parallel to it. .

This limestone continues into Canaan and the towns nortn,
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and no observed facts suggest any doubt as to the unity of the

whole. The eastern portion may differ from the western in

chronological limits, but all is evidently of one and the same
formation.

In Canaan, as in Salisbury, the schists and the associated

quartzyte overlie together the limestone and thus present the

same stratigraphical proof of identity in formation and age.

Further, the schists of Winchell's Eidge overlie the same lime-

stone and have the same claim to be considered a part of the

Mt. Washington or Taconic stratum as the ridges to the east-

ward.

The facts thus sustain the conclusion that the formations

outcropping within the region considered arj two : one consist-

1Dg of limestone ; and one, overlying this, consisting of mica
schist and some associated rocks. Other facts bearing on the

question from the rest of Berkshire have yet to be presented.

IV. lhe limestone overlies conformably strata of quartzyte and asso-

ciated mica schist, proving the existence of an inferior quartzyte

formation.

Several cases have been mentioned in this paper (p. 209) of

the occurrence of quartzyte and schist between the limestone
and a neighboring Archaean area. I have also referred above
10 the fact that the hill region of Sharon, Cornwall and Kent,

northeast in trend (and called by me elsewhere the Kent-Corn-

ell range) has a broad axis of Archaean rock, and a belt around
11 °f the Canaan Salisbury limestone, as mapped by Percival;

and that between the limestone belt and the Archaean on the

*** side near Kent, and on the west side near Sharon and

^ver, exist some of the localities of quartzyte so situated.

The same Archaean area has quartzyte, with the associated

mica schist, on its northwestern side or that fronting Salisbury,
38 indicated by the Q's on the map ;

and another area on its

JWh side near the boundary of South Canaan and Cornwall,

fjom the position of the quartzyte between the limestone and

«* Arch^an it is probable, as has been stated, that this quartz-

f
e

J
s older than the limestone and of the age of the Potsdam

Sandstone. No outcrops of limestone occur close against the

?
uartz.yte, and we are unable therefore to decide the question as

10
oonformabilitv. We have only the fact of conformity in dip

" distant outcrops, both near the village of Kent and near

^
ha7°n Mica schist accompanies the quartzyte on the borders

°l
Salisbury and South Canaan botli as ordinary mica Mhirtjnd

^artzytic variety, W %t ™f„Land the schist does not differ essentially from that over the

Ah
- Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXIX, No.m -March, 1886.
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limestone in Canaan. These quartzyte areas have a hard, gray,

well banded gneiss in close proximity, the age of which,—

whether of the Quartzyte formation, or of the Archaean, I leave

for later discussion.

One well displayed example of the overlying of limestone by

quartzyte conformably occurs in New Marlboro, north of

Canaan Valley (at 14 on the map). Fig. 21 represents the sec-

tion. But it is possible that the overlying is a consequence of

J kind.

L bed of kaolin

There is one feature of several of the quartzyte beds that ap-

ear to be underlying, which, on further study, may becorn"

good lithological evidence of age. This is the occurrence i

pear to be underlying, which, on further study, may become

good lithological evidence of age. This is the occurren '"
,n

some of them of a large amount of the coarsely-feldspathic v

ty of quartzyte, and as a consequence of this, the existence m

or near them of large beds of kaolin. Such a conjunction

occurs in the quartzytic region of northeastern Sharon and in

others to the north in Berkshire. The case of New Marlboro

is probably one of these, although the feldspathic variety of the

quartzyte has not yet been found there in place.
_

.

I omit further remarks on this lower quartzyte and its re*
-

tions to the associated schists, including the adjoining gneiss,

until I have given the subject another season of field study.

The lithological facts from the region considered

an important principle in regional metamorphism ;
the resu

as to degree of change, and kinds of minerals produced, are

geographically gradational, they varying regularly I

to south and from west to east A review of the facts on w»

point will close this part of my paper.
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Art. XXVIIL— Variations of Latitude ; by Asaph Hall.

The International Geodetic Conference held at Eome in

October, 1883, presented to the notice of astronomers the ques-
tion of the variability of latitudes. A plan of observation was
proposed to the Conference by Mr. Fergola, an Italian astron-

omer, who has made the matter a special study, and this plan

was referred to a committee composed of Messrs. Villarceau,

Bakhuyzen, Cutts and Sdiinparelli. This committee reported

favorably, and in due time the proposed plan has come to the

superintendent of the Naval Observatory through the veteran
leader of geodesy, General Bayer, the head of the Prussian

Geodetic Survey."
According to the plan of Mr. Fergola the variations of lati-

tude are to be investigated by special series of observations,
made with the best prime vertical transit instruments on

fected lists of stars. An important feature of the plan is

that the work is to be chiefly differentia]. Two observatories
are to cooperate ; for example, one in Europe and one in

America, and th •- - a so that the difference of

latitude is small. It being thought best to confine the obser-
Vations to established observatories, in order that similar series

maJ be more certainly made in the future, Mr. Fergola has
selected the following stations:

Stations selected Diff. Lat. Diff. Long.

^Pe of Good Hope-Sydney 4' 22' 8» 5l m

?«iag0-Windsor (AusO — - 9 47 9 14

-NewYoVk"(ColumbiVCon.):-".; 6 22 5 53

^bon^Washingto.i ----- H 1 4 31

At such stations as these the stars that pass near the zenith,

t^ which are best suited for determinations of latitude, can

!f
observed at both stations at nearly the same zenith distance,

t^^ditions would be such that the variations of refraction

andm .£
e sma11

; and if the observations are made with care

h

&

11
' and with ^e best appliances of modern astronomy,

2 difference of latitude of the two stations must be deter-

£
lned with the utmost accuracy. If the observations should

tion

ep
?
ated after an interval of' fifty years or more, the.quee-

;
0D of the variability of latitudes would be subjected to a
e

^
re test.

mu
T> Conference has raised an old question which was once

r*ch discussed among astronomers. Two centuries ago the

ft that latitud es vary during the year was a common one
bUttbe progress of astronomy, and the complete reduction of
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observations with better tables of refraction, have caused the

disappearance of nearly all the anomalies that formerly ap-

peared, and the general opinion has tended toward the idea

that latitudes have no sensible variations. Still, this is a result

that a priori would not perhaps seem probable. Thus we

might have geological changes that would alter the position of

the vertical line at a station ; or again, such as would cause a

gradual or secular change in the position of the earth's axis of

rotation, by shifting large masses of matter on the earth's sur-

face or in its interior, and these changes might produce varia-

tions of latitude. In fact it is for the purpose of testing local

changes that Mr. Fergola has chosen stations which have a

large difference of longitude. The table of latitudes published

some years ago by this astronomer does seem to show a secular

change in the latitudes of northern observatories. This table is

as follows

:

Place. Date. Latitude.

Washington 1845 4- 38° 53' 39*-25

Washington 1863 38 *78

Paris 1825 48° 50' 13*0

Paris 1853 11*2

Milan 1811 45° 27' 60*'7

Milan 1871 59 19

Rome 1810 41° 53' 54'-26

Naples 1820 40° 51' 46 63

Naples 1871 45 '41

Konigsberg 1820 54° 42' 50*'71

Konigsberg 1843 50'56

Greenwich 1838 4- 51° 28' 38*'43

Greenwich 1845 38 '17

Greenwich 1856 37 '92

It will be seen here that without a single exception the lati-

tudes given in the table have diminished during the Pr^ge
century. But these variations are small, and during

intervals of time so many changes have occurred in the ins

ments and among the astronomers that the diminution oi^
tude may be only apparent. The most complete inve8{l?' rV .

of this question is that by Mr. Nyren of the Pulkowa Obsw

atory. In this case the observations have all been made

the same instrument, and the observations are of remariw

accuracy. The probable error of a single determination

latitude is only ± 0"-2. The results for the latitude oi *

kowa are :
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Observer. Date . Latitude.

r
6t
i!T

S 1843 + 59° 46' 18"'73 ± 0""013
(rylden 1866 18 -65 ± '014
NJT^n 1872 18 -50 ±0-014

Here again we notice a small diminution of latitude. In
each determination also the observations are so numerous that
probably the accidental errors of the observer have been almost
completely eliminated. Thus the number of Peters's determin-
ations is 371, Gulden's 236, and Nyren's 155 ; all from observa-
ions of the pole star. It may seem hypercritical to doubt

btt • u
have been deduced with so mucb care and skill

>

,

a In observing and reducing; but still we must remember
«at these are absolute determinations of latitude, that three
J'tterent observers took part in the work, and that the varia-
tion from Peters to Nyren is only 0"'23. An i

experience would be cautious, I think, in ascribir
nee to an actual change of latitude. But the evidence in this

j*se supports that drawn from Mr. Fergola's table. It is well,
eretore, to examine how far more recent determinations con-
™ the results of this table. A recent and very complete dis-
jjnon of the latitude of the Greenwich Observatory by Mr.

fj"
18tl

i

e
'

tlle Present Astronomer Royal of England, gives
™* the observations of the years 1836 to 1879 the following
val«es of the latitude:

1836—1849 Latitude = 51° 28' 38
# '15

1851—1865 Latitude 38 18

1866—1879 Latitude 38 '17

tnJ
heSe results give no evidence of a secular change of lati-

in ifloo
Again »' a determination of the latitude of Washington,

1883, gives

Latitude= 38° 53' 38""94,

^1

this result also furnishes no proof of a change of latitude.

Put?
neSative results show that in the case of the latitude of

see 1

a We must wait for further Proof before assuming a real
u 'ar change in the latitude of that Observatory,

is
° tar as periodical changes of latitude are concerned, there

earn
° reticaI reason why such changes might occur. If our

and >
the ori&in of things received its motion around the sun

(jj
'? Motion of rotation on an axis from a single impulse, the

ection of the impulse would pass about twenty miles from

thatM Center
'
and ifc would seem t0 be but little Probable

axes tj
eartb would begin to rotate aro"nd one of its principal

such'
tbe observed constancy of latitudes shows that

a was very nearly the case, or that some cause has acted to
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bring the instantaneous axis of rotation practically into coinci-

dence with the principal axis. These periodical changes

depend on the structure of the earth, and the distribution of its

matter. They are, therefore, quite different from precession

and nutation, which are produced by exterior disturbing forces,

chiefly by the action of the sun and moon. The theory of

these periodic motions was given by Euler in 1765. The

period of the change of latitude depends on the moments

of inertia of the earth, and the values of these moments are

given approximately from the observed values of the preces^

sion and nutation. An expression of the periodical change of

latitude is found easily from Euler's equations for the motion

of a rigid body. This results from the first step in the approxi-

mate solution of these equations, but it is sufficient for all

the purposes of observations. If A, B, C, are the moments

of inertia about the principal axes, and <p denotes the latitude,

o + ft »W<-
in which <pQ+ p cos £ is the latitude at the epoch of t, n is the

velocity of rotation of the earth on its axis, and p and f are

constants to be found from observations. The expression

under the radical sign must be positive, since otherwise the

motion of rotation of the earth would not be stable. If * e

substitute the values of the moments of inertia, the expre?sioti

takes the following form in which the unit of time is a year:

<P=<Po + P • °os (431°-0 . t+ g).

Hence the instantaneous axis of rotation makes a revolution

around the principal axis in 305 days.
We have now to see what the observations have shown i

regard to this periodical variation of latitude. The first caretu

investigation of this question was made by C. A. F. Pe
.

ters
'.°g

Pulkowa, from his excellent series of observations
Ertel vertical circle. These observations extend over thirteen

months, and from their discussion Peters found for 1842,

p=0**079 =hO* ,017.

A similar discussion was made by Nyren of the three series

of observations made by Peters, Gylden and himself witn
1

the results are,

p=0"'10l±0"-0U, Peters, 1842.

p=0 -125^0 -020, Gylden, 1866.

p=0 -058±0 -015, Nyren, 1872.
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This is a very good agreement of the results, and it is worth

while to notice that the parallax of the pole star comes out

positive from each series, and that the resulting value of the

constant of aberration agrees well with the best determina-

tions. An investigation made by Mr. A. M. W. Downing of

the latitude of Greenwich from the observations for the ten

years 1868-1877 gives

p=0"'075±0 ff -015.

The first thing we notice about these results is the smallness

of
ft which is the maximum variation of the latitude, and also

the fact that in every case it is from four to eight times

as great as its probable error. From this relation of the

probable error one might infer the reality of />, but we ought
'o consider the form of the equation of condition. This will

titles, x =p cos £, and y =p sin £.

and from the nature of the case p will always be a rea

quantity. The small values of p show that the variations of

, and it is from the values of £ that we
'nust judge whether the results are harmonious and really

P^bable. Reducing the values of £ to a common epoch, the

agreement is not good We infer, therefore, that these investi-

gations do not indicate with any certainty a variation of lati-

tu<te having the period of 305 days.
"om what precedes it appears that observations do not

P^ve that latitudes are variable, and the evidence points rather

t0 other sources of small changes that may depend on the

seasons. Perhaps some of these may arise from the tables of

refraction which are in common use, and which are assumed to

f the whole earth It is possible that for the best absolute

stances the question of refraction

Wl11 need to be investigated for each Observatory.* Ine
method of observation proposed by Mr. Fergola seems to have

J
great adva that have been followed heretofore

^.the fact that it is differential. But it is evident that even
ln th 's method the observations must be made with the utmost

?*> and with due consideration of all the surroundings, in

£
rder to detect the variations of latitude which we know must
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At various places in Colorado, Wyoming, Dakota, Utah,

Montana and other western Territories, there are frequent and

large exposures of a formation which geologists and paleontol-

ogists have agreed in referring to the Jurassic period. It has

received recognition as of that age in all the official reports

which have noticed it ; and from all members of the U. S. Geo-

logical survey who have written upon the subject. Professors

Marcou, Newberry and Hayden and other early explorers rec-

ognized the formation as Jurassic, but it is to the late Mr. F.

B. Meek that is due the credit of giving the first exposition of

its claims to that recognition, based upon a publication oi itt

invertebrate fauna. It is true that this fauna, even as it is at

present known, is a meager one, but its character, together

with the position of the formation in relation to those which

underlie and overlie it, has been deemed sufficient warrant for

the opinion referred to.

The formation in question is usually spoken of simply as

Jurassic, but it has received local names by some authors, and

some of its divisions have also received subordinate names.

Some geologists have also grouped the whole formation together

with a large series of underlying beds which have been gene-

rally considered as of Triassic age, under the compound name

of Jura-Trias. Major Powell called the Jurassic portion, the

Flaming Gorge Group: and Professor Marsh, dividing the

Jurassic beds into two parts, has given the upper part the name

of Atlantosaurus beds, and the lower part the name of Saurano-

don, or Baptanodon beds.

It is in the lower division only, so far as I am aware, that

any invertebrate fossils have been found : and it is upon these

that was based the earliest published opinion as to the Jurassic

age of the formation. But from both divisions there has been

obtained an exceedingly rich and remarkable vertebr

This fauna has been brought out mainly by Professor Marsn,

who has published the results of his investigations in this Jour-

nal from time to time during the past eight years. It is ma
.|?£

reptilian, but it also embraces many mammalian forms.
"
T°

fessor Marsh refers all this remarkable fauna unhesitatingly

to the Jurassic period, and all paleontologists agree with n\

in this respect. Let it be remembered that a part of this v

tebrate fauna is associated in the same layers with the mverte

brate fauna which has been referred to, and a part of it corn

from layers which overlie them.
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The discovery of this great vertebrate fauna seemed to set-
tle the question of the Jurassic age of the formation in the
minds of paleontologists generally; but Mr. J. F. Whiteaves,
Paleontologist to the Canadian Geological Survey, h
published in one of the volumes of that survey, views which

v adverse to those hitherto held by all others.* In
he describes and figures some fossils which were col-

tected by Mr. James Richardson and Br. G. M. Dawson at
Queen Charlotte Islands, on the west coast of British Columbia.

10 a/5?
8
?

are rePorted to have come from a series of strata some
W,000 feet in thickness, all of which are referred to the Creta-
ceous period. The principal fossiliferous horizon of this series

J^

about its middle, and it bears an abundant and char
cetaceous molluscan fauna, which is regarded bv Mr. Whiteaves
as equivalent with that of the Gault or Middle Cretaceous.
Among this Middle Cretaceous fauna Mr. Whiteaves announ-

ces his identification of eight or nine molluscan species with
terms that are common in our Jurassic rocks, to which refer-

- ready been made. He therefore regards our Juras-
sic formation not only as of Cretaceous age, but he places it in
oe middle of that series. With sincere regard for the paleon-

ivos, I quite fail to agree with
hjm either as to the Cretaceous age of those strata, or with his

fcion of any of its species in the British' Columbian
rocks. He has stated his case plainly in the publication refer-
red to; and upon the occasion of a late visit to the museum of
"* Canadian Survey at Ottawa he kindly permitted me to
examine the British Columbian collections, including the speci-
mens which he regards as identical with species found in our
Jurassic rocks. The following is a list of the species to which
ne refers them

-; following which are my remarks, based upon
:

f his specimens and a considerable familiarity

' tjpe specimens of those species.
*«h the t

1. Ihlchinites deusus Meek & Hayden.
2. L>jomma PomUi White.
-. My.n-it,-*

( Ph »r->u<<j->) mhcon.prtmi -Meek.

I. Axturtt: Packard'), White.
">. Area {('ueafla-a) limriia.fa M. & II.

6. .V»,!n,!„
( \'d,.Ha) *uh}„ihrh:,ta M. & 11

1. Ptena(0.njto„,a) n<ncr >ta M. & II.

8. Carnptonectes extenuahis M. & II.

9. Gryphwa Nebrascensis M. & H.

Velemniies densus. Mr. Whiteaves's collection contain

hich he refers to this species, and that I

Tart [IT. Mesozour Fossils. Oawson Brothers: Montreal. Apri
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too imperfect to be satisfactorily identified as belonging to any

particular species out of many that might be mentioned. See

his figure of it (loc. cit.)

(2.) Lyosoma Powelli. Mr. Whiteaves was in doubt as to the

true identity of this form with his Vanikoro pulchella. I am

confident that the two shells are not only specifically different,

but that they belong to separate families; the Vanikoro to the

Neritopsidae, and the Lyosoma to the Velutinidae.

(3.) Myaciies (Pleuromya) subcompressa. The British Colum-

bian collection contains many specimens of the form which Mr.

Whiteaves refers to this species, showing a wide range of varia-

tion ; but they are all in such a state of preservation as to

show only the external form and surface characters of the

shell. They also belong to a type of shells which, so far as

can be determined from the fossils as they are usually found,

ranges from the Carboniferous to the Cretaceous inclusive.

Indeed this type is so constant in general character that its

variation in any part of its great chronological range
greater than is the interspecific variation which Mr. Whiteaves

has shown to exist among his British Columbian specimens.

Therefore I regard the identification of a species belonging to

this type as unreliable if opposed by contrary evidence.

(4.) Astarte Packardi. The British Columbian specimens

which Mr. Whiteaves refers to this species are certainly very

closely like the type specimens of A. Packardi, so far as exter-

nal form and surface characters are concerned. It is also in

these respects much like an unpublished form which I have

seen among a collection of Cretaceous fossils from New Mex-

ico. The hinge and interior markings of this form, as well

as that of A. Packardi, are unknown ; and they cannot there-

fore be compared in these important respects wjth the British

Columbian specimens.

(5.) Area (Cucullcea) inornata, Mr. Whiteaves's specimens

are not in a condition to show the hinge, nor are their external

characters well preserved. He refers his shell to the genus

Gramma lodon, but I could discover none of the characters by

which its exact generic relations may be known among the

numerous divisions of the Arcidae.

(6.) Modiola (Volsella) subinihrimia. Only three specimens

were obtained at Queen Charlotte Islands, and these are dis-

torted and too imperfect for satisfactory specific identification.

(7.) Pleria (Oxytoma) mucronata. Mr. Whiteaves had only

one imperfect specimen of one valve. The most that can be

said of it is that it apparently indicates a form which is muc

like the P. (0.) mucronata of Meek & Hayden.
(8.) Camptonectes extenualm. Mr. Whiteaves refers

men, a single valve, with doubt to this species. In view or trie
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imperfection of his :

variation in this genu;

(9.) Gryph&a Nebrascensis. Every paleontologist knows how
unsatisfactory is specific ideni be Ostreidae.
&ven if the resemblance between the British Columbian and
Dakota specimens is really as great as Mr. Whiteaves thinks it

is, there would still be room for doubt as to specific identity,
especially in view of conflicting evidence. In fact, however,
they differ from each other quite as much as many recognized

lo; and the British Columbian form is more nearly
like Gryphon navia of the Cretaceous of Texas, than the G.
Nebrascensis of Meek k Hayden.
A glance at the foregoing list will show that nearly all the

genera there represented are noted for the small range of varia-

ch is observable among the species of each. In fact
wey are just such forms as those upon the specific identifica-
tion of which one ought least to rely; especially in case the
specimens are not numerous and perfect, and the incidental
evidence is conflicting.
There is another important fact which deserves great con-

sideration in this connection. The British Columbian speci-

mens are as^ori.,t,..l with imm.M-ous «'hara«'t»ristic Cretaceous
orms, the latter constituting the more distinctive feature of

a. On the contrary, not one of those, or any other

ely Cretaceous types has ever been found in our Juras-
810 strata at any of the many hundreds of localities, extending
°*er many thousands of square miles, at which fossils have
been collected from it. And our Jurassic molluscan fauna is

also very constant in its character at all the places where it

has been found. Furthermore, Mr. Whiteaves does not claim
t0 have discovered any of our Jurassic Ammonitidse, nor Ju-
rasJ ĉ vertebrates, in t an rocks.

Whatever may be the true geological age of the formation
which all American si-oV-i'ms ;..•><.•• hitherto referred to the
^[assic, its identity with 'any of the strata from which Mr.
Whiteaves' fossils came is, in my opinion, in no measure proved
°v any of the species he has shown them to contain. Still,

such challenges of received opinions as he has made are not
°nly the privilege of every paleontologist, but they serve an
^cellent purpose in caus'u a men to examine more closely into
l" e ground of their opinions, and call for a public statement
ot their reasons for holding them.
Although I do not regard the evidence which Mr. Whiteaves

nas presented as at all supporting his position, there are two

Qcea which apparently favor the doubt which the

raised as to the true age of
the formation which we have always regarded as Jurassic.
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First, the invertebrate fauna of that formation is meager.

Second, there is, as I believe, always an apparent conformity

between the Dakota Group of the Cretaceous series and the

Jurassic formation, wherever they have been found in contact.

While I do not think that this conformity really proves that

there is no hiatus between the two formations, I think the cir-

cumstance of its existence more worthy of consideration than

the assumed specific identification of the fossils which I have

slightly opposing the evidence in favor of the Jurassic age of

the strata in question which is afforded by its fossils, especially

its vertebrate fauna.

These Jurassic strata are evidently not homotaxially related

to the other North American strata which have by some authors

been referred to the Jurassic. I refer to the Aueella-bearing

rocks and their equivalents, which have been found in Cali-

fornia, Washington Territory, British Columbia, Alaska, and

the east coast of Greenland. Mr. Whiteaves follows Eichwald

in referring these strata to the Neocomian ; and I have sug-

gested that they occupy a position upon the confines of the

Neocomian and Jurassic. These west coast and arctic beds

alents in the United States to the

While on a visit to Mexico in July, 1879, I was shown a

a mass of iron, said to be a meteorite, near the house of a gentle-

man who lived in the vicinity of Santa Rosa, a small town m
the State of Coahuila about 120 miles south of Eagle Pass,

Texas. According to information received at the time, this

meteorite was found in the desert between Santa Rosa and the

city of Chihuahua, about one hundred miles distant from the

former place, and was brought to Santa Rosa by a Mexican

named Juan Garca. I was also told that twelve years previous

to my visit an expedition was sent out to bring in several

similar masses from the same locality, which were secured ana

sent to the United States by Dr. Butcher, an American who

was then living at Candela. The mass from which I succeeded

in detaching about half a pound was said to weigh 192 lbs., bu

I had no means at hand to verify this weight. It was of irreg-

ular shape, measuring in three perpendicular directions 13, 1 i

8 inches. A small piece had apparently been cut from one

end. Owing to its strong resemblance to common malleable
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iron and to the fact that nitric acid failed to develop the so-
called Widmannstattian figures on a surface carefully polished,
1 was led to doubt the statement of its origin. Since that time,
however, my attention has been called to the article of Dr.
Lawrence Smith on " Coahuila Meteorites of 1868 " in this Jour-

Ur
Y0]

'
Xl

-

vii
'
page 383

'
and in his " Scientific Eesearches," page

o4b, in which several similar masses are spoken of as having
brought to this country from near Santa Rosa. This i re-

analyze carefully a portion <

with the following results.

Nickel Phosphoi

Dr. Smith's analysis of a specimen from one of the masses
above mentioned yielded

:

Ir<>n ...92-95 Cobalt -48

Nickel 6-62 Phosphorus... -02

Copper, very minute quantity.

The similarity of composition in connection with other circum-
stances convinces me that these are, in all probability, fragments
01 the same meteorite. It is proper to state that after careful
exam lnation I failed to find the least trace of copper.
According to the account which Dr. Smith received from Dr.

Catcher, a brilliant meteor passed over the town of Santa Rosa
ln the fall of 1837 and was heard to explode with a tremendous
report after its disappearance among the mountains toward the
northwest. Search was made for it the next day by Dr. Long
or Santa Rosa with a party of friends, but without success,
pome years later, Dr. Butcher undertook the search, an interest-
ing account of which is given in the article above referred to.

Dr. Smith remarks that while it matters little whether the
t'me specified is that of the fall of these masses, nevertheless,

.

J t forms one of the most interesting groupings of meteoric
lr°ns known in any part of the world, especially as the masses
are solid and compact, and not fragile and half stony, as the

Atacama iron, that may have been broken artificially after its

Ial1
, and the fragments scattered by Indians and explorers in

search of silver. Each one of these masses merits a separate

examination, which I hope to be able to give sooner or later to

satisfy my mm(j on one or tw0 p i n ts connected with their com-
mon physical and chemical composition."

Ut. Smith's description is applicable to the specimen in my
Possession.

F

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.



Optical Presentation of a Concord.

Select a pair of tuning forks provided with mirrors and

sounding tones whose vibration frequencies bear to each other

such a simple ratio as 2 : 1 or 3:2. Let us suppose the tones

selected to be C and G, with sixty-four and ninety-six vibra-

tions per second respectively. Arrange the apparatus as for

Lissajous' experiment, except that both forks shall vibrate in

vertical planes. At any convenient distance in front of the

fork from which the second reflection of light occurs, place a

mirror capable of revolution about a vertical axis, such as is

used with the manometric flame. From this the spot of ligbt

is focussed upon a screen.

Excite the Gr-fork ; the spot is lengthened into a narrow

vertical band, faint in the middle and brighter at the ends, as

approximately shown in fig. 1, AB. Turn the mirror;

the band is broadened out into a series of sinusoids, three

of which are represented by the short-dotted curve in fig. *

Arrest this fork and excite the C-fork ; a longer vertical

band, CD, is produced; and, on revolving the mil

is spread into sinusoids, two of which are represented by the

long-dotted curve. Excite both forks while the mirror is at
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rest; a vertical band is seen, longer than either of the previous
ones, with spots of increased brightness not only at the ends
but also at intermediate points, the beam of light being mo-
mentarily arrested at several intervals in each compound
vibration (fig. 1, EF). -On revolving the mirror, a series of
compound curves appears on the screen, one of which is repre-
sented by the continuous curve in fig. 1. In this the two forks
are supposed to begin exactly together. If there be any
other combination of phases than this, the result is a corre-
sponding modification in the form of the curve. Practically,

j>y loading either fork very slightly, the curve may be changed
through all its modifications within a few seconds.

Optical Presentation of a Discord.

select a pair of unisonant forks, and arrange as already
^scribed. Load one of them until anv desired number of
oeats per second is produced. Excite both forks while the

• rest. The vertical band of li-ht -rows

£
ng and short, with the swelling and softening of the sound,
evolve the mirror rather slowly but uniformly; the sinuous

curve broadens vertically at every beat and is narrowed
* every approximate silence (fig. 2). By using forks of mod-
rately high pitch and obtaining six or eight beats per second,
scord may be seen a ie time.

. f
his method of exhibiting the composition of musical sounds

s »n some respects preferable to the method of manometric
names, being visible at a greater distance, and showing more
J-eaaily the effect of difference of initial phase in del
lQe quality of a combination, as emphasized by Konig *

t
-i

optical projection of simple vibratory motion is quite

mUui Tynda",t Blasemat and others, have described a
^ethod of projecting the curves representing beats; but their
m£thod is that of giving rapid motion to the tuning fork from
*?lch the second reflection of light occurs. With so small a

lrror, fjxe(j Up0n a
,

u I ;s ueeded to ensure

1 at best the exhibition is only momentary; or, if

continuous,
it is by giving angular motion in so©

Pposite directions, and hence with variable velocity, around a
Point on the mirror. Thus no two successive sinusoids can

-243, Paris, 1882.
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have the same length. By keeping both forks fixed, and util-

izing the revolving mirror, which may be regulated by clock-

work if necessary, any desired constant rate of horizontal mo-

tion on the screen is secured. Either or both forks may be

made to vibrate with constant amplitude by means of a well

known electro-magnetic attachment.

Brooklyn, Jan. 31, 1885.

In 1871 I described in this Journal a new form of galva-

nometer which I called the Cosine galvanometer. Six or seven

years after the appearance of my paper, with a large wood cut

of my instrument, the same instrument was re-invented in Eng-

land by Mr. Obach, and the instrument now goes by the name

of the Obach galvanometer in England, and is manufactured

by the Messrs. Siemens, for the measurement of strong electrical

In the prosecution of an investigatic

machines I abandoned the cosine gal\

dynamometer which I invented, and a full description of which

will be found in the proceedings of the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences, and also in the London Pln

:

Magazine. It seemed to me then, and I have had no reason to

change my belief, that a dynamometer is the most suitable

' - lent for measuring strong currents. I have lately, how-

nployed the cosine galvanometer for this purpose in the

The galv
compass is at the center of a large circle of wire, the pi»"c

of which is vertical and is in the magnetic meridian or in the

plane of the needle of the compass, whatever that is. When
the current from a dynamo machine is passed through the large

vertical coil, which mav consist of a single wire, the arrange-

a tangent galvanometer. I then connect the

vable coil of the cosine galvanometer with a Darnell cell

of known electro-motive force, place in the same circuit a

resistance so large that the battery resistance can be neglected,

and having joined the poles in such a manner that the deflec-

tion produced by the coil of the cosine galvanometer shall be

opposite to that produced by the current from the dynamo

machine in the large outer coil, I incline the coil of the cosine

galvanometer until the compass needle is brought again to zero.

We then have, if we represent bv F and F the force pro-

duced at the center of the coils by the current from the dynamo
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3 and by the Daniell cell, S and S', the respective

;; r and r', the radii ; n and n', the number of coils in

galvanometers, and H the horizontal force ofmagnetism :

„ from the standard Daniell c
,

and the method is independent of the strength of the earth's

magnetism, or of the special field in which the instruments
may be placed. The diameter of the outer coil can be dimin-
ished by employing Professor Brackett's method of passing the
current through one coil in one direction and through an inside
coil in another. In an experimental trial I employed simply a
scaffolding of wood, upon which a single turn of wire was fixed
as a vertical circle.

Aw. XXXIII.-Bivisibility of t

by E. D.

[^tract from A

December 30th, 1884.]

I Will next ask you to follow me in a rapid descripti(
lQe occurrences to be met with in the Penokee-Gogebic
reg'on of Lake Superior* This is a belt of country *

*»J
miles in length, stretching from Lake Numakago

north Wisconsin to Lake Gogebic in north Michigan.
^rse of the belt is in general north of east. Its position
oose of the various rock belts of the region are indicate
lne accompah

,. 240).f
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In the southern part of the area mapped, we find ourselves

in the northernmost portion of a great area of gneiss and granite,

associated with which in large proportion are highly foliated

and crystalline hornblendic and chlorine schists, with some.

mica-schists. In some of these schists distinct evidi

here and there met with of their fragmental origin. These

schists and gneisses are arranged more or less distinctly in belt

form, but the granite with them occurs in great irregu

which at their junction with the more regularly bedded rocks

are inextricably interwoven with them. Greenstones of various

kinds also occur in intrusive form. The whole series is highly

crumpled, and, if the schists and gneiss are in any measure the

result of the metamorphism of sediments, as they certainly

appear in part to be—witness the occurrence in the schists of

unquestionable fragmental material—then the metam
process has been carried very far. The northern edge of this

gneissi'c and schistose formation is not formed of any one of the

rocks which go to make it up, but is seen to be made here of

granite, there of gneiss, again of schist, and again of some form

of basic eruptive, the foliation planes of the gneis? a

commonly making a greater or less angle with the bourn

Passing now beyond this northern limit of the gneis

schist area—which stretches all the way southward to Central

Wisconsin—we find ourselves on a belt of slate whicl

some 500 feet in width. This belt may be traced continuously

from the vicinity of Lake Gogebic to that of Lake Numakagon

in Wisconsin. It includes many varieties, which range from

vitreous quartzite to quite fine-grained clay-slate ;
but all are

plainly fragmental, and do not present evidences of any con&ia

erable alteration. The quartzites are always merely

sandstones, and often the induration is feeble, and the rocK

little more than a friable sandstone. Except when we reacli

the immediate vicinity of Lake Gogebic, where a change in

structure comes about which we cannot now discus,

of this sandstone belt dip always to the northward

at rather high angles. Following this belt on the north, vve

find a regular succession of belts of quartzite,

black slate, iron-bearing cherty rocks of various K

mica-schist or mica-bearing quartzite; all of wh
continue to dip to the north. Certain interbedded

secting masses, plainly of eruptive origin, occur, but,

exception of these, and of certain belts believed to be in P ,

of direct chemical origin, the whole succession is made up

layers which contain but little original crystalline material

to which the term " metamorphic," in the sense of m<

thorough recrystallization from the sedimentary condition,

hardly applicable.
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:xt

i of layers, we find, follow-
ing them, in what appears at first sight to be a conformable
manner, the alternating sandstones and eruptives of the Ke-
weenaw series. A closer inspection, however, shows that this

apparent conformity is apparent only, consisting merely in an
approximate genera] parallelism of the layers, which does not

that the one set of rocks has been succeeded by the
other without interval of time; for, as we follow the junction
line of the two terranes eastward or westward, we find the over-
ling formation in contact, now with the highest layers of the

ith its middle layers, and again with mem-
Evidently such a relation can find only one

explanation ; the lower formation has been raised above the sea
and subjected to a long continued erosion before the deposition
upon it of the higher one. The accompanying diagram will
make this relation and explanation so obvious that further
description will be unnecessary.
The same diagram will also certainly suggest at a glance

that this upper unconformity is not the only one in the region.
The very striking manner in which the southern limit of the
regularly arranged succession of belts of the slaty formation is

formed, to the southward, now by granite, again by gneiss, and
again by some sort of schistose rock, certainly suggests a
great break at this horizon. If the gneisses, granites, etc., to
the south of this limit, after being smoothed down by atmos-
pheric agencies had then formed the sea-bottom upon which
the slaty series was piled up by the ordinary processes of sedi-

mentation, the relations would be precisely such as we have here.

To the argument, which has been and doubtless again will
be presented as bearing against this conclusion—that the more
southerly rocks are, or may be, of eruptive origin, and there-
fore are naturally irregular in distribution, so that those to the
north necessarily come in contact with different kinds in
different places—I would say that, accepting for the moment,
and for the sake of the argument, the eruptive origin for them,
]t is to be observed that these same southerly rocks certainly
»ave not been extravasated subsequently to the deposition of
the succession of slaty beds. Had they been so, it is inconceiv-
able that a series of eruptions different as to materials and
tlrnes of extravasation should all have stopped so nearly on
°ne geological horizon. Some of them would, on the contrary,
^mte surely have deeply invaded the slates. But of such an
Evasion no sign whatever is to be seen, either in the general

geographical arrangement of the different kinds of rock, or of
the structural details observed at the contacts. Moreover—
and this argument, it seems to me, there is no evading—the
slates contain abundant fragments derived from the more
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southerly granites, gneisses and schists, so that, if eruptive,
these southern rocks were extravasated prior to the d<

of the oldest members of the slaty series, and thus formed the
basement upon which the latter was accumulated. But— the
opposing argument would be—granting all this, there is yet
no proof advanced of a great break, inasmuch as, even at the
present time, eruptives of modern origin are having g©
contemporaneous sediments piled against them. The mere
superposition of sediment upon an eruptive is no proof of a
geological hiatus between the two. In answer to this argu-
ment it is to be said that the case we are considering finds no
parallel among such modern occurrences. The gneisses, schists,

granites, etc., forming our supposed eruptives, are, if eruptive,
manifestly not to be compared with the lavas of modern times.
On the contrary, their completely crystalline character and
general structure would force us to believe that they solidified
far within the depths of the earth, and that, therefore, before
they formed the bottom of the sea within which the slaty beds
were accumulated, they must have been subjected to an enor-
mous atmospheric erosion ; and that, consequently, we do have
evidence here of the existence of a genuine geological break,
even on the view that the more southerly rocks are all eruptives.
But an eruptive origin for all of these rocks, thus admitted
for the moment, and for the sake of the argument, I can by no
means accept. The granites I do consider as oE eruptive
origin. That they are so is rendered manifest, as it seems to
me, by the way in which they intersect the associated sch;

vith them. Such intersections, as already noted,
are never found at the contacts of the southern granite with
the overlying slates. It remains to be proved, however, that
any of the gneisses and schists we are here dealing with are of
eruptive origin. Some of the s stly are not
so; for, while mainly made up of original crystalline material,
they yet contain at times matter quite evidently of fragmental
origin, as may be seen both microscopically and on the larger
scale. Now, if these gneisses and schists are of sed

Bed through processes of disloca-
*''''• :ilt.or;ition and erosion before the deposition upon them of
tue earliest member of the overlying series.

So far, however, I have considered only the general relations
of the two sets of rocks. Other arguments, in favor of the
existence here of a great unconformity, can be drawn from
certain minor, yet very important phenomena to be observed at
tne contacts of the two formations. In the first place, at

several of the points where actual contacts, or close approxi-

xposures of the two formations are to be observed,

ike and dip between the
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lamination directions of the older schists and newer slates,

while at others of these points these directions are more nearly

in parallelism. In the newer or slaty series, the lamination,

being manifestly the result of sedimentary deposition, conforms

always to the general courses of the slaty belts, and, since these

courses vary considerably, as indicated on the accompanying

chart, the lamination directions vary also. Such a relation of

lamination planes as this—discordance at some points, accord-

ance at others—is precisely what should be expected along an

unconformable contact line, and could occur under no other

circumstances; the underlying rocks being, in part at least,

certainly of sedimentary origin. It is no argument against

this view, to maintain that the lamination of the older set of

rocks is in this case what is known to geologists as foliation,

and not the result of sedimentation. I have little doubt that

it is often foliation, i. e. a structure in some way due to the

intense squeezing which these older schists have undergone,

and one which very possibly often occupies a position qui
1 "

oblique to the original bedding directions. Manifestly, ho

latter must have been affected also by
character and direction. But there is no true foliation about

them, and what there is occasionally approaching it is alwsyi

manifestly parallel to the bedding planes, and thus commonly
discordant with that of the schists below. The occurrence of

foliation on one side of a contact line, and its absence on the

other, where this contact is one between two great and dissim-

ilar sets of rocks, is in itself strongly suggestive of the exist-

ence here of a great unconformity. Moreover, two points, at

least, have been observed on this contact line, where this dis-

cordance in the directions of the lamination of the older and

newer rocks is to be made out, not merely from closely approx-

imated exposures of the two formations but from actual visible

contacts. Descriptions of both of these localities have already

been published.* The contacts are certainly not those of

eruptives with previously formed sediments; on the contrary,

they are exactly what they should be, had the lower schists

formed an irregular bottom upon which the newer slates were

deposited.

Still another thing going to show the complete die

between the two sets of rocks we are considering is the plenti-

! the higher series,

These fragments <

irrence, in certain layers of _the higher series, of frag-

They*
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also to be seen, however, at its base, on the contact line.

There are places, as has recently been ascertained by Professor
C. K. Van Hise, of the U. S. Geological Survey, where one
may pass within a few steps from ledges of gneiss of the older
formation to others of the lowest member of the newer, the slate

being crowded with fragments derived from the gneiss. Even
the matrix portion of the rock is composed of gneissic detritus,

while a few paces farther away from the gneiss it has graded
into an ordinary quartzite, i. e. is merely an indurated sand-
stone. As is, of course, well known to every geologist, the
mere occurrence of fragments of a lower rock within the mass
of a higher one does not always prove a great time gap between
the two rocks, but merely the relative ages of the two; for any
rock which reaches the solidified state rapidly may yield of its

material to overlying sediments as soon as beaten upon by the
waves of the sea. Thus lavas, and certain forms of chemical
deposits, have furnished fragments often to geologically con-
temporaneous beds. The present case, however, finds no par-
allel in such occurrences, for here, even if admitted for the
sake of argument to be eruptive, the rock which has furnished
the fragments has quite certainly never solidified at the sur-
face, but has had removed from it before it could be broken
by the waves of the sea an immense thickness of rock material.

Moreover, it is not only the gneisses that have furnished frag-

ments to the overlying series. Fragments of the schists accom-
panying them are also frequently met with in the slates of the
upper series.

It may be said, in passing, that these "recomposed" rocks,
which occur in these slates, close to the sources of the detrital

material of which they are made, have quite striking parallels
among the Triassic sandstones of the Connecticut Valley.
These sandstones lie in a trough of granite, gneiss, mica schist,

etc They are described as nearly always highly feldspathic,
and little sorted. At certain points the sorting process has
been so entirely omitted that the indurated detritus is, macro-
scopically, difficult to distinguish from the parent rock. Pro-
fessor J. D. Dana, to whom I am indebted for first calling my
attention to these recomposed Triassic rocks, has kindly fur-

nished me with specimens of the sandstones and of the crystal-
line rocks from which they are derived. We have made and
studied thin sections of these sandstones and have compared
them with a number of the recomposed rocks from various
points in the Lake Superior Archaean region, and have found
them to be of precisely the same nature and origin.

Attention should next be invited to certain occurrences indi-

cated on the accompanying diagram,* which have been ap-

* Difficult to show on the small scale of the reduced figure printed herewith.
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pealed to as indicating the formation by eruptive agencies of

the more southerly rocks subsequently to the formation of the

entire series of higher ones. We have already seen that these

southern rocks, if eruptive, must quite certainly have been

formed prior to the more northerly series, the occurrence of

detritus from them in the latter alone being sufficient to render

this certain. But even were this not manifestly so, the occur-

rences of which I am about to speak, as I think, furnish no

arguments to the contrary. The accompanying outline map
shows that while the base of the slate series is usually made

up of the slate member to which reference has repeatedly been

made, there yet, at times, comes between it and the lower rocks

a thin layer of limestone. Upon this occurrence the argument

has been based that, since the lower rocks come into contact

with different members of the higher series, they are of neces-

sity subsequent eruptives. Now in the first place, there is

good reason to believe that the limestone here concerned is a

mere local phase of the slate member itself ; and, in the second,

even if it be a distinct member of the series, then its occurrence

at some points and absence at others is precisely what should

be expected, if we are here dealing with an unconformable con-

tact ; for the surface of the lower rocks would of course have

some corrugation, in the depressions of which the lower

layers of the slate series would accumulate, while the eleva-

tions would remain uncovered. Indeed, as. any one glancing

at the accompanying map must admit, the line of contact here

is singularly free from such irregularities as might on this view

reasonably be expected to occur.

Summarizing, then, I find proof of the existence of a great

unconformity between the two formations we have been fol-

1. In the manner in which the regularly succeeding belts of

the higher series traverse the courses of those of the lower.

2. In the strong contrast between the two series as to rock

kinds, the bedded members of the lower series having arrived

at a nearly complete r< He those of the higher

are but little altered.

3. In the highly folded and contorted condition of the lower

series, as contrasted with the unfolded condition and simple

iy of the higher.

4. In the striking contrast between the contacts of the gran-

ite with the lower schists and with the higher slates, the for-

mer being invaded by it in an intricate manner, the latter never,

when the two come together ;*
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(2)
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5. In the discordant laminations of the two sets of rocks
'hen seen in contact or close proximity.
6. In the occurrence in the upper series, not only at horizons

bove the base, but also at points on the contact line, of abund-
nt detrital material derived from the lower series.

The succession of formations in this region is, then, as I see
i follows, beginning with the southernmost or old-

gneiss-granite-green-schist formation ; great unconform-
iron-bearing slate formation; unconformity; Keweenaw

Turning next our attention to the Marquette Region of
Michigan, we note at once, that, while the slaty iron-bearing
formation here displayed is manifestly and by common consent
the same as that of the Penokee-Gogebic region just described,
in one point it presents with the latter a marked contrast. I
refer to its highly folded condition. In a general way, it may
be said that the rocks of this region lie in a trough or troughs
whose sides are formed of granitic and gneissic material.
Within the troughs the slaty rocks are strongly crumpled.
With regard to their stratigraphical arrangement somewhat
discordant views have been held, the crumpling having made
correct determination in this respect often difficult. There can,

however, as it seems to me, be no question that Dr. C. Rom-
inger, whose personal acquaintance with the Marquette region is

more extensive than that of any other geologist, is correct in

regarding certain greenish schists, which frequently intervene
between the iron-bearing slates and the granite and gneiss, as
the basement upon which the rest of the slaty series was spread.
These greenish, generally hornblendic schists, are Rominger's
" Dioritic Group," and, if of sedimentary origin, as they seem
in some measure undoubtedly to be, they are now in a highly
metamorphosed condition, being in the main made up of
original crystalline material. Where these greenish schists

come into contact with the bounding granite, the latter pene-
trates them in the most intricate manner, so that one cannot
resist the conclusion that it is the more recently formed rock.
From this unmistakable relation, regarding his Dioritic Group
as the lowest member of the slaty or iron-bearing series, Dr.
Rominger naturally passes to the conclusion that the gran-
ites are, in large measure, subseque
whose present crumpled and trough-1
oects with the subsequent protrusion of the

' To me, h

.-.! '.:. ij- ::

either side. To me, however, it seems pla
ish schists at the base of the Marquette iron-bearing series we
have the equivalents of those just described as occurring south
of the Penokee-Gogebic iron-bearing series, like which they
form, as I conceive, part, not of the higher, but of the lower
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formation. On this view, the structure of the Marquette

region becomes plain. The slate series above the greenish

schists, in the main composed of relatively little altered rocks,

was originally built up upon a basement composed of granite,

gneiss, and these greenish schists themselves, and subsequently

was pushed into trough-like forms by lateral pressure. Denu-

dation then brought matters to their present condition.

To support this view we have many of the same arguments

as advanced in the case of the Penokee region. Discordance

of lamination, on account of the highly crumpled condition of

the whole succession, and of the common lateral pressure to

which both basement rocks and overlying slates have been

subjected, is here naturally not to be readily made out. But

the other arguments, viz: the penetration of the greenish

schists by the granites where the two come into contact, as

contrasted with the entire absence of any such relation, where

the bounding granite forms contacts, as it does at a number of

places, with the slates and quartzites above the greenish schist

group; the occurrence in the lower series of only highly

altered sediments, «gneiss and granite, while the higher rocks

are relatively little altered ; the occurrence in the higher series

of fragments from the lower, " re-composed " rocks, occurring

at points where the quartzites of the upper series come into

contact with the gneisses of the lower—all of these arguments
hold here as well as in the Penokee region. Here then again

it seems to me plain that we have to deal with a lower or

greenish-schist, gneiss-granite member, and a higher, unconform-
ably overlying, slaty, iron-bearing member.
Thus it appears that in two portions of the Lake Superior

Kegion we have a distinct separation of the Archaean into two

Were the time at our disposal, and could it be

done without wearying you, I could, I think, pre

favor of the existence of two similar divisions at

various other points in the Lake Superior Archaean Kegion.

There is, indeed, one way in which we can avoid the conclu-

sion which, as it seems to me, has thus been forced upon us,

viz: that the Archaean of this region is divisible into at least

two wholly separate members. This is by throwing the newer
of the two divisions into the Cambrian and calling only the

lower one of the two Archaean.* By so doing, however, we
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should extend the term Cambrian from the fossiliferous Pots-
dam downward over two great unconformities and two enor-
mously thick and entirely un fossiliferous sets of rocks. If any
good reason can be advanced for so greatly extending the term
Cambrian—or for using any other term or terms of equal taxo-
nomic value with Cambrian, to cover the space between the
Potsdam sandstone and the base of the iron-bearing slates

—

then, with my present knowledge of these formations, I am as

strong an advocate as any of the indivisibility of the Archaean.
Not that I would maintain the certain absence of unco
among the rocks to which the term Archaean would thus be
restricted. I would merely hold that we have as yet no evi-

dence upon which to base any separation. However this may
be, it is to be noted that the upper one of the two members into

which I have maintained that the Archaean of this region can
be divided has always played the part of typical Archaean in

the writings of the various geologists who have described the

a a this not only with those who have maintained the

ity of the Archaean but also, and very prominently,
with those who have m tint ui ed its' indi\ isib I'ity. To me 'it

seems very improbable that this generally accepted reference
of the iron-bearing series to the Archaean can ever be proved
erroneous in any other save one way, viz: by the discovery
in them of fossils. This is, of course, a discovery that may be
made at any time. The rocks are, in the main, less altered

tban many of later date carrying fossil remains. Until this

discovery is made, however, we must, I think, continue to call

them Archaean.

The question next arises as to the names we shall use for

these two divisions of the Lake Superior Archaean.
It is now many years since Sir William Logan, after an ex-

1,1 the base of the iron-bearing rocks of the

'«liz'-(l descriptions do nc
*Ho\vs that tlit; I. lack slates and cherty ferrugin
chell's Groups III and IV, ltiironian: while the

which has

''* i'« i-.li, -t ,,i Winchell's Group II. But I have never designed,

! Iluronii
indicate my belief that it covers exactly the san

-

- there iver of any
discordances or separation s, we are justified in speaking of the two l
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perience in these regions which has yet been equalled by no

living geologist, separated the Archaean or Azoic fori!

Western Canada into a lower gneissic member and a higher

slate member, which he called respectively by the

St Mary's and Thessalon rivers. Having e

mation somewhat thoroughly, I have no hesitation in saying

that in it we find the equivalent of the iron-bearing slates of

the Marquette and Penokee regions, in which opinion I merely

follow a succession of geologists. Like the latter formations it

is in the main composed of quartzite and slate, with various

cberty and limestone beds, and with many included eruptives,

and like them also it is distinctly a feebly altered series.

Where its basal quartzite member comes into contact with the

underlying gneiss, which forms the north shore of Lake Huron
for a number of miles east from Thessalon River, and which

has been mapped by Logan as Laurentian, a most beautiful

basal conglomerate is to be seen. The quartzite, here little

more than a feebly indurated sandstone, becomes thickly

crowded with masses of granite, gneiss and schist, the quartz

sand of which the rock is usually composed giving place, also,

in large measure, to an unassorted detritus plainly derived

from the adjacent gneiss.

Sir William Logan's able successor in charge of the Geolog-

ical Survey of Canada, Br. A. R. C. Selwyn, has recently said

that Logan nowhere asserts an unconformity between his Lau-
rentian and Huronian, and, indeed, that he could not have be-

lieved in such an unconformity. To me, however, it seems
plain that Dr. Selwyn must be mistaken as to this. That Logan
believed in such an unconformity seems evident to me from his

sections of the region north of Lake Huron in the atlas (Geo-

logical Sections, Plate I) to the Geology of Canada (1863),
1

' his descriptions given in that volume, although he does

Temiscamang, he describes it as filled with fragments from the

gneiss. Now, manifestly, such an occurrence, on Logan's
plainly expressed view as to the sedimentary origin of gneiss,

can only be explained by a great time-gap between the two

terms Laurentian and Huronian have been greatly abused, hav-

ing been applied often on the very feeblest of lithological evi-

dence. It is also manifest to any one with such experience

that where the two series are infolded, as in the Marquette re-
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gion, and again on the north side of Lake Superior, there must
often arise great difficulty in separating the newer slates from
the older schists. Such considerations do not, however, seem
to me to take away anything from the arguments I have ad-

vanced in favor of the existence of a separation, for the region
from Lake Huron to southeastern Dakota, of the Archaean for-

mations into two distinct members.

As I now see the matter, then, all arguments recently pre-

sented to the contrary notwithstanding, I certainly believe in a
division of the Archaean, for the region in question, into two
discordant members, to which for the present at least we
should continue to give the classical names of Huronian and
Laurentian.

Akt. XXXIV.—Mineralogical Notes; by W. E. Hidden.

Phenacite, a new locality.—To Mr. J. G. Hiestand of Manitou
Springs, Colorado, I am indebted for a few specimens of

quartz, topaz and amazonstone (microcline), on which I have
found implanted, colorless crystals of phenacite in considerable

numbers. These specimens were discovered last summer at

Florissant, El Paso County, Colorado, about thirty miles (by
the road) from the locality previously announced by Messrs.

Cross and Hillebrand in this Journal. The phenacites are

well polished and transparent, and are commonly highly

modified. They vary in size from one to five mm., are

invariably lenticular in shape, with little or no prismatic

development and are implanted usually edgewise. A deter-

mination of the specific gravity yielded 2'954, which is rather

low considering the perfection of the crystals. Three different

rhombohedrons, two scalenohedrons and three prisms were
observed but their angles could not be determined with exact-

ness with the means at hand. Later I shall endeavor to figure

them and describe them more accurately.

They had been considered minute topazes up to the time

they were brought to my notice ; their rhombohedral aspect

decided me, however, to make the determination above given.

With these phenacites were found several

of topazes, manv of them, large and small, still attached to

the matrix and perfect in form.

Xenotime, a new locality.—From the same souree as the

phenacite and topaz above noted I have received, along with

some bastnaesite, a single tetragonal crystal of 5'1 grams weight.

I am informed that it was found with bastnaesite and at the

same locality where the tysonite and bastnaesite were originally
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found, near Pike's Peak, Colorado. A fragment tested qualita-

tively showed the presence of phosphoric acid, iron, lime and

one of the rare earths, probably yttria. Its sp. grav. was 448,

but after soaking two days in water increased to 4-92. It was

porous (through decomposition?). The planes 1, 7, were

largely developed, having been unknown heretofore. An-

gles^ ^7=129°, 1a. 0=140°- 141°, 1^1 ov. 0=102°, IaI

The crystal was over one centimeter square, of a chocolate

brown color and like wiluite in type of form. Implanted upon

it were small crystals of similar character. There can be no

doubt of its identity with xenotime. The prismatic (7) cleav-

age was not observed for the reason of superficial alteration.

Fayalite (f), from Colorado.—Also from' the same source and

same region as the phenacite, I have received large masses,

uncrystallized, of a mineral which may prove to be fayalite.

The sp. grav. is 4-35, the color dark brownish-black. Slight

evidence of cleavage in two directions. It contains silica and

iron and traces of manganese and lime. It is fusible and

gelatinizes with acids.

These characters agree pretty closely with fayalite, though
the density is somewhat nigh. It was found in quartz and
granite in " vugs," on Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado ; masses of

many pounds weight occur at one of the localities.

Zircon, a new plane.—I have lately observed on a crystal of

zircon from Burgess, Canada, a very low pyramid which after

measuring gave the following results with hand goniometer :

on 7=106° to 107°, over 0=146°, over 7=34°,

all of which angles closely correspond with the required angles

for the plane {•. The plane I has not before been observed

to my best knowledge. In addition to the above obtuse pyra-

mid, which was largely developed and smoothly polished, the

planes 3, 1, 0, 7, 3-3 and two other zirconoids, were observed,

the last two, however, were too rounded for exact determination.
Hiis lorn.- ilar crystal was an unusually fine one and weighed
nearly 4 grams.

Ruiile.—The old locality in Alexander County, N. C at

Johnson's Mill (now Crouch's) was lately re-opened by Mr. W.
H. Lackey and yielded some very fine prisms of rutile of re-

markable brilliancy and polish. Some of the crystals were 1

cm. thick, and 8 cm. long and perfectly terminated with

many bright planes. Held up to the light the crystals had the

color of pyrargyrite. The fracture was bright conchoidal.

The planes 1, It, 1-3, 3-f, 1, i-3 and ii were observed and

measured with hand goniometer.

Emeralds and Hidden tie, a new occurrence.—-In October last

Mr. W. H. Lackey of Stony Point, K C, discovered a new
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pocket of emeralds, hiddenite, quartz, etc., on the Osborn
Lackey land in Alexander County, N. C. This new discovery
is distant about one-fifth of a mile northwest from the mine of

the Emerald and Hiddenite Mining Company, and joins the

land formerly known as the Lyon's property. About fifty

crystals of emerald, 2 cm. to 7 cm. long and from 2 mm. to

8 mm. in diameter, were found. They were all transparent

but of pale color and but one of the crystals was large and pure
enough to be cut into gems. The Hiddenites found were very
inferior and of very pale color. The curious rough edges and
pseudo-horizontal striations were noticed on nearly all of the

crystals of emerald, these markings being peculiar to the beryls

of the region. Only the planes /, t-2 and were found.

The particular interest attached to this occurrence is the fact of

the locality being somewhat distant from the old one and for

this reason it is encouragement for future work.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

i between refractive power and density has been
known from the time of Newton, who gave a formula expressing
the relation. Gladstone and Dale, Jamin, Schrauf, Landolt and
others have shown that in liquids the refractive power increases
with density and therefore with diminution of temperature. Rud-
berg examined solids and found aragonite and quartz to follow
the same law ; but he showed that the refractive power of glass

increases with rise of temperature; a fact also observed by Arago
and Neumau previously. Kbuss has now measured three prisms
at various temperatures in order to ascertain the amount of this

change and to determine its importance in ordinary spectrum
measurements. The measurements were made by means of a
micrometer which moved the observing telescope, i

half hours were requisite i

was easy to see by the lines whether
tee they in that case would shift

position. The result* are given in t tie 'following tables, in which
the readings of several Fraunhofer lines are given in divisions of
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1. Glass Prism op 60°.

a d. e.

25613 2723-2 2942"6

2565-8 2127-8 2948-5

2979-4 in
2. Quartz Prism of 60°.

".'.'.". 311-7 396-5 S£ «"

3. Triple Rutherfurd Prism.

1866-4

From this it appears that this shifting of the spectrum lines hy

hange of temperature is considerable enough to be important, a

ise of 25° changing the position of the lines as follows:

Quartz prism of 60°, —4-10 —2-27 — 6"36 —4-32

Rutherfurd prism, +8-28 +906 +9-53 +9-06 + 1315

All spectrum lines, then, shift by rise of temperature ; in glass

prisms toward the violet ; in quartz prisms toward the red.

Moreover this shifting increases with the refrangibility of the

region examined. The importance of this change appears more

distinctly by a comparison of the micrometer readings with tla1

wave-lengths in millionths of a millimeter, given at two tempera-

tures the Rutherfurd prism being used.

tance between the D lines.—J3er." Berl. Chan. (rc.t. s wii. .'7 ; --

Dec. 1884.

a. Ml Vo
i New Method of<letrruunin<f

ing vapor-pressures both c

placed in a tesMuhe having' a lateral openini:, the

closed by a ruhher stopper tln-oa^l whi.-h pas- ( !
) a t

having its bulb covered with con
with a bulb above and drawn
as to touch the stem of the thermometer. By means o
opening the tube may be put in comma

:

tube to be heated to any required temperature. The
immersed in a cooling mixture. To make an oxpi
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apparatus is thoroughly exhausted, and by means of a spun- i dip.

the liquid to be examined, which is contained in the bulb, is

allowed to trickle down the thermometer and thoroughly moisten
the cotton wool. The spring clip is then closed and the tube
heated, the temperature and pressure bring noted so soon as they
become constant. A little air is then admitted and a second read-
ing of pressure and temperature taken, care being observed to
keep the cotton constantly moistened. The process is continued
until a sufficient number of observations have been taken. When
a solid is to be submitted to experiments, the bulb of the ther-

l>re\ iously covered with it by dipping it repeatedly in

the melted substance. The results of a determination of vapor-
pressure are given in the case of acetic acid, the curve yielded by
them when plotted being absolutely coincident with that obtained
by the usual process when air and moisture are rigorously ex-
cluded, the substance being perfectly pure.—J. Chem. jSoc, xlvii,

3. On the Non-formation of Periodic oxide i Iod'nai pr-ntoxide)
by direct synthesis.—S'uvce the heat of formation of periodic oxide
U positive, and is equal to 44,860 calories, according to Thomsen,
w »- should expect that iodine and oxygen would unite directly to
tonn fI iis substance. Wehsarg has made a series of experiments
1,1 t*-st i his question experimentally. In the first, oxygen charged

vapor was passed through a glass tube containing a
P'ug of platinized asbestus 7 or 8 cmT long, and heated to a tem-
K'ttituro of 'jiiir in an air bath. After two hours, the tube was
washed out with water and the solution examined ; but no trace
oi the pentoxide was detected. In the others, the temperature
*as raised to 250°, 290° and finally to a dark red heat; but with
a >ninlar result. By means of a Hofmann vapor density apparatus
the mixture of oxygen and iodine was heated by aniline vapor to
*92

, in presence of four beads of platinum sponge. Finally the
mixture was sealed up in glass tubes with six beads of platinum
sponge and heated for 6 hours to temperatures of 200°, 250° and
300°. gut w j lh no resu ] t no pentoxide being detected as the
l'"" !| i't of the reaction. Since I,O decomposes at 300° it was
°ot thought advisable to exceed this temperature.—Ber. Berl.
wem. Ges., xvii, 2896, Jan. 1883. g. f. b.
4

- On the Atomic Weight of Platinum.—Hai.berstadt has
repeated the experiment of Seubertto determine the atomic weight
"

! idatiuuiii from the double chloride- of potassium and of ammon-
1,1,11 'yspcctively. and has extended the investigation to the corres-
ponding bromides and to platinum tetrabromide. Two methods
of analysis were employed. In the first the platinum was deter-
mined by igniting the compound in a current of hydrogen and in
the second by electrolytic precipitation. When potassium salts

^ere used the results were checked by evaporating and weighing
the solution of the residue. For the investigation 300 grams of
platinum were used, purified by the Bunsen-Schneider method,
ihe tetrabromide was obtained by heating platinum sponge with

-AJ*. Jocr. Sol—Third Series. Vol. XXIX. No. 171.—March. 1885.
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bromine and aqueous hydrogen bromide in sealed glass tubes,

w
"

j solution'and heating the residue to 180°. It is a

brown non-hygrosedpic powder, difficultly soluble in water,

easily so in alcohol and ether. The double bromides of potassium

and of ammonium were prepared by adding potassium or ammo-

nium bromide either to an aqueous solatio

bromide or to one of platinum tetrabromide. Amnion
num bromide forms «m irons difficultly soluble

in water. The potassium solution is quite similar. The total

number of determinations made was 97; 59 being by ignition

and 38 by electrolysis. The mean result given by the former is

194-54246 for the atomic weight of platinum; by the latter

I 94-:;ti073. The KC1 and KBr determinations as che<

the former case 194-77061; in the latter 194*62987.

the results the mean value obtained is 194-57592, the actual

atomic weight of platinum.—Ber. Berl. Chem. Ges., xvii, 2962,

5. On the Preparation of Chromium oxychlorid*

chloride).—Moissan has observed that it i

from sulphuric acid, be introduced into hydrogen chloride gas,

this gas is at once absorbed and abundant red fumes are produced

which condense into a liquid boiling at Ids and whirl) are ehn'tnic

dichhn-hydrine. Heat accelerates the reaction. Hydrogen brom-

ide ;md hydrogen iodide do not react under these circumstances.

Chlorine if absolutely dry does not act on chromium teroxide;

but in presence of moisture chromyl chloride is produced. The

chromates of the alkalies, of barium, lead and silver vield the

chromium oxychloride with HC1 gas.—Bull. &>e. (.'/<., 11. xliii, 6,

Jan. 1885. G. f. b.

6. On certain new Paraffins.—Sorabji has prepared in the

laboratory of Wislicenus, some of the higher members of the

paraffin series hitherto unknown. The reaction employed was

that ot Wurtz, which consists i„ treating the iodide '.

radical with sodium. For this purpose cetyl iodide dissolved in

in a short time it became covered with iodide and the wh
was filled with glistening scales of dicetyl. After recrv-
t'rom olacial acetic acid, thev fused at 70° and distilled without

'• a1 a much higher temperature. On treati

iodide in the same way, diheptvl was obtained as a colorless

mobile oil, boiling at 245° and solidifying at 6°. Wi
ture of ethyl and of eel

cetyl was obtained as a colorless oil, boiling at about 312 •

Cetane was also prepared by the author, by reducing
by concent: presence of pbosnb°-

It is an oil which boils at 278° and solidifies at 18°-20b.—J. ^em -

Soc, xlvii, 37, Jan. 1885. o. r. *
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1. On some Derivatives of Urea.—Some time ago
described a body obtained from acetacetic etber and urea wi

the loss of a molecule of water. Upon saponification the sodii

salt was produced; but this on the addition of an acid gave
aria poorer by one molecule of water. Strong nitric acid attacked

ng the methyl group into carhoxyl and nitrating the

dibasic

1 reduced gives C
B
H

6
^

4
U

S , a body
ii'om xanthin by H^O less and which gives the murexide

acid. This splits up gii

body C
4
H

s
N

3 4 ,
which when reduced gives

rrom xantliin bv II <> less and which
-Ikr. fieri. Ch'em. 'Ges., xvii, 2846, Jam 1885

nt. MA.
Treatise on tht I '//-y;byM. M.
[dir, M.A., F.R.S.E. 488 pp. 8vo. Cambridge,
sity Press).—This is a volume of much more than

ecent contributions to chemical litera-

ture. Excellent books are not wanting in which chemical facts

are presented, but a profound and thorough work upon Chemical
. suited to the wants of a student who has learned and
-. tacts, has long been needed and this want is well

supplied by the present volume. The subject is divided into two
parts, Chemical Statics and Chemical Kinetics. Under the first

are discussed the subjects of atoms and molecules, of atomic and
molecular systems, the periodic law, and the applications of phy-
sical methods to problems of chemical statics. Under the second

heads are dissociation, chenf
'

affinity. The work is full of suggestiv
students who are desirous of mastering the lundameiital principles

of modern chemistry. It is especially full in its references to

recent work in the department of chemical physics.
9. An Introduction to the Study of Organic Chemistry; by

Adolph Pinner, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry in the University
of Berlin; translated and revised from the fifth German edition

by Peter T. Austen, Ph.D., F.C.S., Professor of Chemistry in

Rutgers College. 403 pp. 8vo. New York, 1884, (John Wiley &
*«>"»).—This is* an excellent text-book of Organic Chemistry and
cannot fail to be welcomed by instructors in this depart merit;

Professor Austen has done a good work in Urns making accessible
to students in this country a volume which has met with such
marked success in Germany.

10. The Elements of Chemistry, Inorganic and Organic, by Sid-

ney A. Norton*, Ph.D., LL.D. 504 pp. 8vo. Cincinnati and New
York, 1884, (Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co.)—This is an element a ry
v"lume designed as a text book, and presenting the fundamental

Principles and facts ,,! chemical science in clear and orderly form.

Numerous experiments, mostly of very simple character, are

described which the student is expected to perform for Inmselt.

11. The r a Kinetic Theory of Gases upon
Attracting Force alone.—Hitherto the hypothesis has been acted

upon that there is a repulsive force between molecules—the hy-

pothesis of elastic spheres being mechanically equivalent to the

hypothesis of a repulsive force which for distances greater than
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the sum of the radii of the molecules is equal to zero and for

smaller distances increases to a great degree. Boltzmanx re-

marks that Joule's research on the~rlow of gases without the pro-

duction of work shows that between the gas molecules an attractive

force must act. Boltzmann therefore considers the question

whether the hypothesis of attracting force alone is a tenable one.

He finds that Maxwell's formulas based upon the oh!

of repulsive force apply to the new hyp
changes in the constants.—Ami. der Physik rind Chemie, No. 1,

1885, pp. 37-44. 3. T.

12. Electrical Resistance of distilled water.—Fbiedkich Kohl-

rausch shows that water distilled in a vacuum has a much

greater resistance than ordinary distilled water which takes up

gases which affect its specific resistance. He describes fully the

apparatus by means of which he distilled water in a vacuum

of 0*01 n,m of mercury pressure. In measuring the resistance of the

water a galvanometer with quick moving needle was used III

preference to a dynamometer with alternating currents. The

galvanometer was more sensitive than the dynamometer or tele-

phone, and polarization was avoided by depressing the hatter}

key for an instant only and taking observations with reversed

currents. The resistance of one ohm is represented by a layer of

water 1 square millimeter in section and _>«, billionths of a meter

in thickness. The resistance of a column of water 1 square BulB-

meter in section and 1 meter long is about 4-10 10 ohms. A OOP*

per wire of the same section "and resistance would be 24*10

kilometers, which measures a distance throuodi which it would

take light 2'2 hours to travel.—Ann. der I'hi/sik mid ChemK.

No. 1, 1885, pp. 48-52. J- 'T-

IS. Double refraction of light influids—Douhlc refn

hitherto been noticed only in substance* which pns>.ess an axis—

and the refraction is irection ofthis axis—&
in substances submitted to a pre-- fciooa. £ v

Fleis< hi., acting upon the belief that a suitable eon 1

-'

polarizing liquid might produce two wa\
double refraction, constructed a long glass vessel •

divided by diagonally placed glass partitions. The glass uay

thus resent ,,ient of prisms in a di

troscope. The hollow prisms thus formed were filled on one side

with aright-handed
side with i •

.- liquid. A solution

in water was used for the latter and ordinary riirht ha:

for the former. The arrangement of the apparat us n

a small opening was made in a screen in front of a

The light from this passed through the tram of pi>;

five meters from the latter was placed a telescope j -

an astronomical eye-piece which magnified 65 times. On looking

through the telescope not one point but two were see

another. The appearance was like that of a well separated
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double star; orange oil and mixtures of turpentine gave results
similar to those obtained with sugar. The two images were
shown to be polarized in different planes, and the author" believes
that he is justified in eonchi ling that there are doubly refracting
fluids which have no option! axes ; and thai circular i

iu liquids is due to this double refraction. The wave surfaces of
light in these liquids consist of that of two concentric spheres.—
Ann. cler Physik unci Chernie, No. 1, 1885, pp. 127-144. J. t.

14. Penetration ofday light in the toater of Lai;, a, ,„ r;. -MM.
Fol and Ed. Sarasin's experiments consisted in exposing photo-

Ues at rariooi depths in the lake. They used Monck-
hoven's rapid uolatinodwomide plates. The special apparatus

older, the slides of which were
''h'-d by a pair oflevers joined like scissors, and actuated by a
weight. These levers separate hy means of a counter acting spring
as soon as the weight of the lead in touching the bottom releases

.' The plates were exposed a certain length of time in
a horizontal position at a given distance below the surface of
the water. The time of exposure was always ten minutes. The
developer consisted of the normal oxalate of iron, which was used
for ten minutes on each plate. The plates were all coated with

where the lake over :l I :,r-e extent is :i.-> meters in depth. It
was found that dav li<_d>t penetrates into lake Geneva to the depth
of 170 meters, and' probably farther. At this depth the illumina-
flr,n hi full dav liu'ht is about that of a clear niidit without a moon.
At 120 meter, the !ij„ i. .till wtn .iron-. In September, in

intensity than in i . t\ . b. _ • \ _ tsi sveathei Tins fact

may be due to the difference in transparency of the water during
- ..r to the u'teater obliquity of" the rays of the sun in

September.— Comptes Rendus, Nov. 10, 1884. " j. t.

15. JVeir i —Kelmholtz at the meeting of
the Physical Society of Berlin, January 9th, describes the following

; of a Dauiell cell. At the bottom of a deep glass

. . .1 a .-..pp.-r spiral which i- ouuected with an insu-

piral is placed

laced by means
the "bottom. On the solution of copper

'• the s () b, t ion of white sulphate of zinc in which was placed the
•' i!|(> cylinder. A siphon, the outer le- of which was directed from

k dipped into the thud- a- far a- the bounding plane
" f ri 'e two fluids, so that, on filtering in a fresh solution, only the
solution of white vitriol immediately above the blue copperas, and

d by it flowed off. This arrangement had the effect

'"""-em copper was found precip itedup.uith zinc cylinder.

ney of the cell was however not perceptibly impaired.—
^'"'ov, January 29, '• T«

^tcd platinum wire in 'a s ass tub,-. Above the

hich could be rvul
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16. Researches on Solar Heat ami its Absorption by the Earth's

Atmosphere: A report of the Mount Whitney Expeditic

pared under the direction of Major-General W. B. Hazen, Chief

Signal Officer, by S. P. Langley, Directo

Observatory. 242 pp. 4to, with a map, twenty-one plates
by S. P. Langley, Director of the Allegheny

woodcuts. Washington, 1884, (Professional Papers of the J-

" No. XV).—This volume contains a detailed account oi

i of Professor Langley to Mt. Whitney in the Sierra

881, and his observation- undertaken in connection

with it. The importance of the results reached bj bin

upon solar and terrestrial physics can hardly be overestimate.!.-trial [>:(

s the who
gle volume; some of the leading conclusions of the exp
presented in articles by Professor Langley in volumes xxvii and

xxviii of this Journal.

17. Tables, Meteorological and Physical, by Arnold Gityot,

Ph.D., LL.D. Fourth edition, revised and enlarged, edited by

William Llbbey, Jr. 738 pp. 8vo. Washington, 1884, (Smithson-

ian Miscellaneous Collection-).—An interval of twenty-five years

has passed since the publication of the last edition of Dr. Gnyut -

standard tables. The subject matter of the present edition W*
nearly finished at the time of the death of the honored author,

about a year ago, and the final editorial work has been well per-

formed by Professor William Libby, Jr. The volume appear-

now much enlarged and improved and fitted for even a wider

sphere of usefulness in the country than it has filled heretofore.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.

.MheVH^
jard to the

Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, and the adjac< nt forma-

tions. It is shown therein that we are in general accord as to the

mutual relation of these several formations, but differ as to their

position- in the -enerai ideological .<.;,],.. While Professor

uhl make the Keweenaw series equivalent to the New
York Potsdam, and the uneonforniahlv overlvm- fo--ililerou- -:ui'l-

stones newer than the Potsdam, I, on the other hand, would make

the latter sandstone- Potsdam, and the Keweenaw -eric- pre-P«>t-;

dam. My object just now is to call attention to the i

the note referred to in which it is said that Proies- •

argument, in favor of his position as to the Potsdam age of the

Keweenaw series, drawn <• from the fossils in the slates and sand-

stones of the St. Croix is indecisive, as remarked by Professor

Irving, since the precise age of the fossils, whether Potsdam or

later, is not certain. The Lingular of the sandstones of Taqua-

menon Bay, found by Rominger, which led him to refer those sand-

stones to the Potsdam, Professor Winchell says make the Kewee-

naw series Potsdam, if the rocks are equivalents."
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With regard to the fossils of the St. Croix sandstones it is to be
noted that their true Potsdam a- led not only
by Hall but also quite n No. 5 of Am.
Mus. Nat. Hist., also this Journal for April, 1884, p. 321) and
Walcott (this Journal, Dec, 1883, pp. 439-442); so that we have
now the very best of paleontological authority for this reference.
Not feeling that I possessed suftiei. h..« fossils of
the Primordial generally to justify my criticising WinchelPs ref-

erence of those of the St. (Yoi.x sandstone to a higher horizon
than the Potsdam, I was obliged in my discussion of the geologi-

position of the copper-series (Copper-Bearing Hocks of Lake
-—

p. 442-446) to accept his statements as to this point

rgument. But the opinions since announced
by Walcott and Whitfield, who are familiar with all the newer
paleontological material from the earlier Cambrian horizons, as
well as with that upon which Hall based his conclusions twenty
or more years since, seem to leave no room for doubt as to the
true Potsdam age of the St, Croix fossils. The unconformable
position of the Keweenaw series beneath the St. Croix sandstone
being accepted, its pre-Pot>datn age is thus rendered evident, as
I have heretofore maintained, on other than paleontological
grounds.

As to the Lingular of Taquamenon Bay, spoken of in the above
T'ot.-.tion as found by Kominger. there is evidently a misunder-

inee Rominger states distinctly that the Lingula found
lT Taquamenon River, was found in a loose fragment of a highly
calcareous sandstone, mixed with the driit pebbles near the shore
°> Taquamenon Bay," and that "the calcareous nature of this

specimen from Taquamenon River points to" the Calcif-

h era overlies the Lake Superior sandstone

Survev Mich., vol. i, Part III, p. 80). He also says
("/'• c/V., p. 81) that the Lake Superior sandstones "have frus-

- etforts to discover fossils in them:" and again (p.

80) that "there is no record of anv instance in which n

•-and n, situ in the Lake Superior sandstone."" With
regard to the sandstones < tposed on tne Taquamenon River (p.
8*) he says, that they are wholly silic

and that, therefore, they could not hav<
ing, calcareous fragments found loose •

1 * fossils in them, he could not find a tn
Moreover, there is no question with any one except Winchell,

so far as I know, that the Taquamem.n Ki\ » r -mdstones form
part of the Kasu-rn sandstone which he speaks of as in other
p'aci-s lying unconformahl v against the Keweenaw series, in which

mi he is, ;,s I think, undoubtedly correct.

The Taquamenon River sandstone, therefore, affords no argu-
-• the piv-I'ot-dam position of the Keweenaw series.

[stones of the St. Croix valley furnish good
reason for believing in such a position.

Madison, Wis., January 12th, 1885.
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2. The Vertebrates, of the Tertiary Formations of the West.

Book I; by Edward D. Cope. 1010 pp. 4to, with over 100

plates. Washington, 1883. Vol. Ill of the Reports of the U. S.

Geological Survey, F. V. Hayden, Geologist-in-Charge. Pub-

lished under the authority of the Interior Department.—This

ponderous volume, by Professor Cope, adds another to the very

valuable series of quartos published as the results of the Geologi-

cal Survey under Dr. Hayden ;
" and the fourth volume which is

to follow," says Dr. Hayden in his letter of transmittal dated

Jan. 1, 1883, "may be regarded as a continuation of the present

one, both comprising the material in tin- author's possession irom

the Cenozoic formations of the West." This volume III contains

the Eocene faunae (Puerto, \\ . hsatch . ml lb i Iger - etions "and

these Ungulates, the Upper Miocene and Pliocene Fauna?. The

report is a great contribution to American Vertebrate paleon-

tology of high value. The most important of the results to

science, among those of the volume, as enumerated by Profes-

sor Cope, are: discoveries of the Laramie genu- Chaiajisosaun/s,

and of Plagiaulacidw in Tertiary beds; discoveries serving to

illustrate five families and many genera and species of the Creo-

donta : the family Pariptyehidce. and its included genera; the

families Meui^-otiariida,' and Ph<-,uu>odontUhc\ the suborder

(Jondyhirthru: the i'a ,»tol,i ,nhd'aia ^ and the suborder Taligrada,

Prosimiae ; the reconstruction <.f '[{yracotlw)

numerous Marsupialia from the Lower Miocene; besides the

phylogenetic series of theCanidaj and Feli.be. The volume opens

with a brief geological review of the Roekv Mountain Tertiary

regions and stratigraphy, and then proceeds to, t< paleont ologk-ul

descriptions. The numerous lithographic plates are full of ex-

cellent figures.

3. Contributions to the /-b,s>// Flora >>f tdu \Ye*t <>>•/> Tirritor'a^

Part III: The Cretaceous and Tertiary Flora ; by Lko I.t>quk-

reux. 277 pp. 4to, and over 60 plates. Volume VII of the

: ports of the U. S. Geological Survey of the Territories,

F. V. Hayden, U. S. Geologist-in-Charge.—This is a second very

valuable Report of the Hayden series issued within the past month.

Mr. f>es(|uereux's previous volume, making volume VII of th*J

series (bearing the date ls7s) was devoted'to the Tertiary flora

of the Rocky Mountain region. The new volume is occupied

with the Cretaceous, and additions to the Tertiarv flora from the

Laramie, Green River and Miocene beds. Besides, the author

gives a revision of his former work on the subject under the new

light afforded by more specimens, and recent publications on the

fossil flora of other authors and regions, and tables showing the

value. The Dakota group, of the Middle Crei
of the Cretaceous species, has bad its limits ext

.king this volume one of specta

eMid" ~
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Colorado, an area 450 to 500 miles wide. The learned author
remarks that the fact of the sudden appearance of the dicotyledons
in the Cretaceous, and under numerous genera and species, through-
out the northern hemisphere both in Auk rim and the eastern con-
tinent, is as yet inexplicable. - N ig strata,"

he observes, "indicates the decadence of the reign of gymnosper-
mous plants, or shows any kind of difference which could lead one
to presage the appearance of the dicotyledons." This vegetation
has been trace. 1 from Greenland to Vancouver I>laud and along
the Rocky Mountain region through Canada, to Colorado and
Kansas, and in Europe to Germany, in about 40° north latitude,

lopoi
> been distributed

past. The title page bears the date 1883.

Lesquereux states that the species of the Dakota group, now
over 150 in number, include only one conifer ami one dicoty-

ledon (Populus primceva) of the species described by Heer from
the beds of Koine, Greenland, which this author refers to the
Lower Cretaceous, but four conifers and eleven dicotyledons of
those from the later beds of Atane, Greenland, the latter belong-
ing to the genera Pinus, Sequoia. Win/Wdi<t, Plat'inn* \\ fleeri'i)

Ficus, Sass< /frets, //' ('twites, Magnolia,
Llrii <i> ,-,,//(•// and Supiz/dus.

4. Reports <>/ the IVnth Census on Petroleum, Coke and Build-
ing Stones. About'.*'. s. Census
office, Chahi.ks W. Skatov, Superintendent. Washington, 1884.

—The reports included in this volume are: on the Production,

, and uses of Petroleum and i;s products, by S. F.

Peckham; The Manufacture of Coke. b\ .l..^:n.
J).

Wkxks;

Industry for 1880. The third report was originally in the hands
of Dr. George W. Hawes ; after his lamented decease, the work
was continued by others and brought to completion under the
supervision of Mr. Henry Gannett. All three reports are full of

of practical and scientific value on the topics of which
they treat. The Report on Petroleum enters fully into the history
"f the industry in this and other countries ; illustrates the distri-

bution in this country by various map- and detailed descriptions,

geological as well as topographical, treats of the technology and

The subjects of Coke and ibiildiim- Stones are presented with
like thoroughness. The latter report contains an important

. Dr. A. A. Jiilien, on the subject o[ -The Purabiiity

.. Stones in New York City and vicinity." which has a

wide bearing in its facts and explanations.

The volume closes with a series of chrotno-Iithographs (from
the establishment of Bien & Co.) tvpn^entino- various polished

.
'

,•) r- cks, w hich are admirable ; a volume
of such plates, if as faithfully prepared, would be of great value
to the Ornamental Stone industry.
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5. " Les Fades Geologiques"; by Professor E. Renevier (Arch.

Sci. Pliys. ot Nut. Geneva, Oct.. ]s«4).— By '•facie-" Professor

Renevier means a sedimentary format ion thai was made under

special conditions of origin, this condition may be expressed in

botli the mineral. >t ratigraphical and paleontolouic.il features, and

in whatever indicates whether a stratum or formation is marine,

aerial or fresh-water in origin; if marine, whether of deep sea or

shallow sea origin, sea-shore or off-coast ; of open shore, bay or

river-mouth origin; of exposed coast- or sheltered coasts; if of

terrestrial origin, whether of ordinary fluvial, or extraordinary:

of open lakes or of marshes ; of salt-lakes, or brines, or fresh-

water : of hot water or not ; and so on. The author observes

that in geological investigations, these points and oth. r> hearing

on the object in view should be > i. lie gives

i conclusion that the " fiyscb " of the Eocene is

Crenogen fariesy resulting from mi .the geyser

deposits : ( )( bones, or

hone-breccias;' the erratic or glacier fades; the dime fades.

Other facies are recognized under other general conditions. The
same geological formation will usually be of one facies in one

place, and a different in another, and only the narrower subdivis-

ions will ordinal Tone facies.

6. Floods in the o/uo llir>r.—A valuable paper on this subject

by Mr. Walter A. Dun, is published in the Journal of the

Cincinnati Society of Natural History, vol. vii, No. 3, 1884. He
sustains the view that forests have
of the floods.

7. Original Researches in Mineralogy and Chemistry; by J.

Lawrence Smith, Membre Correspondant de l'lu-titut de France,

etc. Edited by J. B. Marvin, B.S., M.D. xl and 630 pp. 8vo.

Printed for presentation only.—Twelve years have passed since

a volume of the collected papers of Dr. J. Lawrence Smith was

published. The volume now issued contains besides the papers

in the former volume, the various important memoirs later pub-

lished by him— Ids scientific activity ceasing only within a few

months of his death. The volume' opens with a

sketch prepared by Dr. Marvin at the request ,A the V i
rieae

Academy of Arts and Sciences; a memorial sketch by Dr. Mm-
pi.i-:t..n Mieinu., of Charleston, South Carolina, where Dr. Smith

was long Professor of Chemistry; and a sketch of his life and

scientific work by B. Silliman, written for the National Academy
of Sciences. It'closes with a list of his published paper- and

notes, numbering in all one hundred and forty-five.

piece is a faithful likeness of Dr. 8 that prepared

for the J. Lawrence Smith gold medal of the National acad-
emy, to which Professor Silliman alludes as follows in ii

paragraph of his just and highly appreciative address: "We
rejoice that though dead he yet lives, and th
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so well will be perpetuated, under the auspices of the Academy,
by a noble endowment bestowed in memoriam by his devoted
wife."* The record of his researches a
volume will further make his energy a lasting s

forn/a. for the year ending May 15, 1884. 410 pp. 8vo. Sacra-
mento, 1884.— Air. Henry G. Hanks, the State mineralogist, has
presented to the State of California, and to the mil
public, another large and valuable volume. It contains besides
the report special, a chapter on the agricultural, commercial and
manufacturing resources of the Stat. , and a third giving a cata-

logue and description of the minerals of California with special

reference to those having an economic value. This catalogue
extends to nearly 350 pages and describes 161 species,
cally arranged. The metals and mineral coal are mentioned in

most detail. The volume opens with two excellent lithographs
representing the San Bernardino meteoric iron.

9. Minerals from Middletown, Conn., by W. N. Rice, (cora-

i in a letter to Prof. G. J. Brush, dated Jan. 17).—The
following additional finds of minerals in this vicinity may he
worthy of notice :

—

Monitzitc, at I tale's <piarry, in northern part
of Portland. A few of the crystals are of considerable size, the
largest exceeding two centimeters in length. All the crystals

show the planes i-i, J, 1-t'j some of them show also 1, 1-2, 2-1.

Crystals are of dull brownish red color and feeble luster. Hya-
lite, at same locality. The mineral tills cracks and lines cavities

"| tbe granite. It is stained by some impurity so as to show a
delicate apple-green color. Bismutite, at Pe'lton's quarry, in

eastern part of Portland. The two minerals arc intimately mixed
together, forming lump- of grayish ^wvn color. Microscopic

-K in the mass the white parti-

cles of cerussite effervescing with nitric acid, from the green non-
effervescent particles of pyromorphite.
These minerals with the thre< pro\ iou-h i

-
<

' samar>kitc,

rhodonite, Torbernite,—make a considerable addition to the
already long list of minerals observed in our granite veinstone.

10. Chrysobrry! in Maine.— "Sir. X. II. Pkkiiy, o( South Paris,

Maine, states that he has found ehrysoberyl at Stoneham, also at

Canton, Peru, Norway and Stow, but thus far not in fine speci-

mens. Some of the small dark colored crystal- it! the fibrolite at

Stoneham are however quite perfect in form. The small crystals

occur at Canton and Stow with large coarse crystals.

* See this Journal. Ill, xxviii. 77. 1S84.
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III. Botany and Zoology.

l. Report on the Forests of North America ; by Charles S.

Sargknt, Arnold Professor of Arboriculture in Harvard College.

Vol. ix of the Report of the Tenth IT. S. Census. Washington,

1884. pp. (512, 4to. with '.V.) maps in quarto ; also an Atlas of

If, elephant folio maps, illustrating distribution and character ot

forests.—A great work faithfully done. There are first a dozen

pages of general remarks on the forests of the country as to dis-

tribution, touching upon its relation to rainfall, the distribution of

the genera and of the species. This is followed by 220 pages (a

full index included) of what is called a Catalogue of the Forest

Trees of Xorth America (exclusive of Mexico) with remarks upon

their Synonymy, Bibliographical History. Economic Value, and

Uses. The Catalogue is of course complete and is systematically

arranged under the orders and genera; the bibliography really

seems to be exhaustive, and the synonymy nearly so. The popular

names follow, in a separate line and type. The geograpi

i! Then the

height of the tree and diameter of its trunk, in a general way.

Finally the character of the wood is specified, including its specific

gravity and the amount of ash.

Part II, The Woods of the United States, tills over 250 pages

with the results of investigations (by Mr. Sharpies) upon the

qualities of the wood of the different "trees, the specific gravity

and ash. the fuel value, strength both tensile and under compres-

sion, etc., largely in the form of tables. A double quarto man
exhibits the character of the fuel used in different parts of the set-

tled country; another, with accompanying tables, illustrates the

section on forest fires and makes their euormousness (we might

write it enormity) manifest by showing what has occurred

during the census year.

Part IK takes up The Forests of the United States in their

Economic Aspects, tabulates the lumber industry, illustrates de-

scriptively and by colored maps the density and "the character of

the forests now standing it. every State and' Territory. The huge

folio maps illustrate some of the data upon a larger scale than the

more convenient ones intercalated in the letter-press. One ol them

shows the position of the forest, prairie, and treeless regions ol

dozen others are devoted to distribution of particular species ot

trees, being tln.se ,»f greatest economical value; and the last exhib-

its the relative average deusit v ot exist!,,, forests. The general

index fills thirty pages, that of the Catalogue of the species and

Evidently no labor nor pains have been spared. Considering

the elaborate way in which the synonymy and the bi

have been given, one must v\ ish that a" certain amount of popular

botanical description had been added, either under each species
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but the
i ice of such matter here is conspicuous. Moreover, while

the wood is characterized, the bark is unnoticed. The latter is

often more characteristic! han the wood, is more obvious, and is

not rarely of equal or greater economical importance. The same
may be said of the fruits. If as respects the botanical part, we
have not the complete superstructure, we have a good foundation.

of

1;

Maemui. the indefatigable Botanist of the Canada Survey, brought
out the Polypetalce of this elaborate Catalogue early in the year
1883, in 192 pages, and now at the close of 1884 he adds" the
Gamopetalce. Canada must here be understood in its extended
sense of the whole British Dominion in Xorth America, and even
Alaska is included, scientific prevailing over political considera-
tions. Geo_ i -tations :i.-e <_>iven with tidiness

and critical particularity. A little longer delay in the printing of
the Compositse would have secured ;norc uniformity in the

nomenclature with that of the Synoptical Flora of Xorth America.
It was a long stretch to bring in Arnica S,«.-/udin> ,,sis, Sachalin
Island being indeed very far ~ ott the eoast of Alaska.

1
' Perhaps

the present writer may be somewhat to blame for this, by not

vhere the Sachalin or Sakhalin, or Satialin, is situated

Professor Macoun may be

the opinion that Andromeda lignstrina has been
madaon! iiity of Purdi and the

misconception of later"botanists. But, as Carey and Washburn
have collected it in Vermont, and as Oakes certified that Rob-
bins found it as far north as Gardiner, Maine, it may well have
reached the Canada line.

Better make a new name if one is wanted, for the British Posses-

3. Wstoirt dr.x Sciences et des Savants depuis deus >i>' >.',*,

precedes et suivie (T autres etudes sur les sujrtx *:, nt'>Ji<j>«*, en

pi/rdc,,/;,-}- s>,r r ii,-,: ,r,t: ,t hi s, /,,-?;<>„ j.u,* rEsr :,-, ilu,,, •!',„, .-

par Alphonsb de Candolle, Associe rtrauger de I'Aeademie des

Sciences de Paris, etc.. etc.—This is a second edi'

right i

.-,! to(

particulars change. 1 from the first, which
T

Vears the date of 1885, but

.receding year. It discuss

vith such particularity that

contents, of this stout octavo of

I in some
published tw.dve years ago. It bears the date of 1885,

issued toward the close of the preceding year. It di:

many topics, and some of them with such particularity that
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600 pages, will not be expected of us. Some idea of the varied

interest ol the vuliuti" ni:iy Ik- gathered from our statement that,

after three brief essays on The observation, first of material an.i

then of social facts, and upon the best way to study statist ics, we

have a \
•

"

redity, varia-

bility, and >eleetion play in the development of the human spe-

cies. At its close the author enquires whether the frequent

tendency of civilized men to return toward barbarism is a matter

of direct heredity or of atavism, and whether it is probable that

civilization will some time completely perish off the earth. After

this startling suggestion the author speculates scientifically upon

the probable future of the human species.

The next essay, reprinted from the first "edition with some

changes, explains upon the principles of natural selection why
ami epidemic diseases aiv more fatal at their first

appearance among a people than afterwards, and how it is that

ion may aftev long use come to be less protective than at

first.

Then comes the article which gives its title to the volume, and

fills more than half of it. It is an analvsis of the lists of foreign

members of the Institute of France, the Royal Society of London,
and the Academy of Sciences at Berlin, lor two centuries, and

a discussion of the data in reference to the institutions of the

countries and the races which furnished the savants, the influence

of heredity, language, climate, etc., etc., and ending with dr. lac-

development of the sciences, as well the moral, social, and histori-

cal as the mathematical, phv-ical. and natural.
This is followed by the essay (which excited considerable at-

tention on its appearance in the first edition', upon the advantage
for science of a dominant language, and the expression of a well-

reasoned opinion thai _• will be, and deserves

to be, the ge of the twentieth century. In

view of which the author alludes to the serious infirmity of our lan-

guage its ition There
is also a s! the word Nature, and

consequently ofthe words natural and supernatural, which does not

go very deeply into the subject ; and a new one upon transforma-
tions of movement in organiz d beings, plastic movements, vitality,

etc. We notice that, although the author has no faith in the

growing of mummy-wheat and the like, he thinks that the preserva-

tion of the vitality of a seed for two or three thousand years is not

in itself improbable ! a. g.

4. Jahrbuch des Koniglichen botanischen Gartens and des bot-

autsrlm,, Mnsr,n„s ::u lUdln ; herausg. Dr. A. W. ElCHLEK, etc.

of 350 pages and with eight plates, thus promptly appears at the

close of the year .1884, under the Director editorship, with the co-

operation of Dr. Garcke, Curator of the Museum, and Dr. Urban,

Curator of the Gardens. The principal editor begins the volume
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by a brief account of the operations of the establishments under his

charge. G. Volkens has a long article on the relations between
the habit and anatomical structure in the organs c

"

t~"
E. Loew fills a large part of the volume with his observations upon
insect-visitation o| blossoms of plants in the open ground of the
Botanic Garden at Berlin. K. Schumann investigates the ety-

mology of the names and the history of Cloves ; also the terato-
logy ol' Gagea pratensis. M. Fiinistijck ha- an illu>t rated paper on
the development of Lichenes. Th. Wenzig gives a new synopsis
of American Oaks. W. Schwacke writer upon the Curare' anew-
poison of the Tecuna Indian-*, and gives a sketeh of the flora of

Manaos in Brazil. '

I. Urban brings together some Miscellanea
upon plants of the Berlin garden. K. Prantl gives a systematic
arrangement and notes upon the geographical distribution of the

Ophioglossem. a. g.

m Origin of Cultivated Plants. By Alphonse de Candolle.
New York, D. Appleton & Co. 1885. pp. 468, 12mo, (The Inter-

national Scientific Scries, vol. xlviii).—We gave an elaborate
review oft!:: in this Journal, upon the first

appearance of t he original French edition, three years ago. Its

re-issue now in English, we are glad to know, will assure to it a
wider circulation. The translator's name is not given ; but he ap-

pears to have done his work well. In two or three paragraphs at

the proper places the author refers to " the learned articles " in

our pages. The erudition was supplied by Mr. Trumbull, whose
stores of information respectm- - n America
we should be glad to draw upon more largely. a. g.

6. Abnormal a,ui /xitholaific forms of fresh-water sh

the vlrlnltg of Albany, Xeiv York, with two plates ; by C. E.

Beechkr (30th Hep. X. V. State Mus. Nat. Hist.).—The abnor-
mal forms which Mr. Beecher describes
panded apertures in Physa ancillata Say and Planorbi* exacutvs
Say, a heterospiral growth of the shell 'in Gil/la altilis Lea, the
*!mll having the first three volutions normal, and the spiral re-

versed for the last volution; a carination of the volution- and
"arrowing of the upper part of the aperture in Smnataggrn* sub-

globosus Say; the last two volutions free hi Valvala tricariaata

Say; a sinistral form in Planorbis exacutus Say; and abnormal
forms also in several Unios.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Memoirs of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. II. 262

pp. 4to, with several plates. Washington, 1884.—This second
volume of the Memoirs of the National Acadenu
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matic spectrum, by Prof. S. P. Langley ; 3, On the subsidence of

particle-' in liquid." h\ Prof. \V. If. Brewer; 4, On the formation

of a deaf variety of the human race, by A. Graham Bell.

2. The Watts Fund.—The Committee having in charge the

raising of a fund lor the family of the late Mr. Henrv Watts
"

-, nearly £1500(see page
have already been oonl od; American chemists

will doubtless be prompted to do their share in aiding this good

Alfred Tylor, Esq., of Carshalton, Count v Surrey. Kn<_r l:md.

died on the 31st of December, in his sixty-first" year.
" Mr. Tylor

was an active geologist, member of the Geological Society of

London. He contributed a number of memoirs as the result of

much research, to the Society which are published in its Memoirs.

The subject to which he was especially devoted was that of

fluvial action, or river deposits and the conditions of their forma-

tion. On account of the great extent of the river terraces in the

era following the glaeiaCand the excessive rains during the era

which the terraces were believed by him to indicate, lie named

the era previously called in America, the Champlain p
I'btvnd period. Mr. Tylor was at the Montreal nm,
British Association, and" afterward visited various p
country. He was a very genial man, overflowing with interest

in his geological work, and also abounding in information on

other subjects. He was a member of the Society of Friends.

Robert Alfred Clothe Godwin-. \i stkn, eminent among the

older geologist- of England, died on lhe lh\\\ of November last,

age 76.

Mr. Austen's papers are numerous and have had great effect on

the progress of British and general geology. He was elected a

Fellow of the Geological Society in 1 830,' aud a Fellow of the

Royal Society in ls}<>, and received from the Geological Society

the"\Voi!aston Medal in 1802. A review of his life and a list of

peal works and papers is contained in the

Geological Magazine for January last.
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Art. XXXV.—On the use of Carbon bisulphide in prisms;
being an account of Experiments n ade by the late Dr. Henry
Draper of New York*

The photographs which were taken in the research on the
presence of oxygen in the sun, in the earlier as well as in the
later series of experiments,+ were obtained by the use of two

prisms filled with carbon bisulphide. These prisms

pose by Mr. Rutherfurd, having been
ng his celebrated solar prismatic spee-

ch was
_„.y of Dr.

Draper's residence. The temperature of this room proved to
be remarkably uniform, the quality of the photographs and
especially the sharpness of definition, being nil that could be
desired. When however the jre s required
«>r the continuation and extension of this research were under-
taken in the new physical laboratory (which Dr. Draper had

r« obtained by Dr. Draper in his investigations on the

seemed so valuable ami so likely to be of service to others engaged in
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built above his stable in the rear of his house and which wm
completed in 1880) it was found practically impossible to use

carbon bisulphide prisms in this room owing to the rapid vari-

ations of the temperature there. No definition whatever could

be obtained with the same prisms which had performed so well

in the main house. In consequence, the use of these prisms

had to be abandoned and a series of experiments was made to

obtain the spectrum by other means. First a Rutherfurd sil-

vered glass grating of 8,640 lines to the inch was employed

and subsequently a train of six flint glass prisms made by

Steinheil and loaned by Mr. Rutherfurd. With reference to

these experiments, Dr. Draper says: "The exposures required

when using the silvered grating were so long that exp
tion was very teioua ; but when in addition, the definition

did not equal that of the two bisulphide prisms formerly used,

a change became necessary. If we could overcome the effect

of temperature on bisulphide it would doubtless serve our pur-

pose best, because it is more transparent, less colored and loses

less light by reflection than glass prisms since there are only

two prisms needed to do the work of four flints. But the in-

stability of a bisulphide train is so marked in the new labora-

tory on account of the fluctuations of temperature, that we have

not been able to depend upon it. Possibly if the prisms were

enclosed in cotton batting or immersed in water these difficul-

ties might be overcome."
With the flint prisms, the definition of the sun spectrum was

excellent, but it was found impossible to get the line H on the

photographic plate, through the train. The silvered glass

te spectrum from F to a longdistance above

H to be obtained at one exposure on an eight-inch plate; but

the definition given by it on the sun spectrum was inferior to

that obtained with the prisms. The definition of the dint train

however, good as it was, only equaled and did not surpass

that of the bisulphide prisms used in the oxygen research;

" the rippled line below G is as well defined" Dr. Draper sajrj

"as I have ever seen it with the two bisulphide prisms." On

the spectrum of the carbon arc. the dispersion given by the

train between G and H was double that given by the silvered

grating in the spectrum of the first order: while that given !u

"the two bisulphide prisms between G and II

greater than that of the six flint prisms." Moreover, while the

definition on the lines of the sun spectrum was best

flint prisms, that on the spark spectrum lines was best with the

grating. -These experiments extended through nearly two

years, from March, 1880, until early in the winter of 1881-2.

Among the earliest experiments which were undertaken m
the new laboratory was a series made to test the performance
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of a bisulphide prism, of Thollon's construction* made by
Hilger of London, and obtained from him by Dr. Draper when
in Europe early in 1879. This prism consists of a glass bottle
having two plane sides making an angle of 90° with one
another, upon which are cemented two prisms of flint glass
four by two inches on the face, having each a refracting angle
of 18°. The refracting edges of these glass prisms are opposed
to that of the bisulphide prism. Hence the refracting angle of
the compound prism is 54°. The same difficulties were expe-
rienced with this prism as with the Rutherfurd bisulphide
prisms. Owing to the temperature-variations, the spectrum
lines were " woolv" and no definition was possible. Dr. Draper
says: "The bisulphide prism touched with the finger or
breathed on loses all definition at once." It was found how-
ever, that the dispersive power of the Thollon prism was equal
to that of about four of the Steinhml flint prisms; and this
fact, together with the unsatisfactory character of the results
obtained with the train of prisms as well as with the grating,
led Dr. Draper to undertake an investigation into the causes of
:'l! is unsteadiness of the bisulphide, with a view to remedying it

] f practicable.

The same difficulty has been <

erfurd himself found it to be very serious and M. Thollon says
such prisms must be protected carefully from temperature-

a these prisma thai Mr. Ruther-
furd made an important observation. He noticed that "if a
good prism which with a high power refuses to define the soda
hne (a more stringent test than solar lines) is violently shaken
tUl, -l then placed in position, it will for a few minutes define
beautifully but gradually settle into its former condition."! It
oceanvd to Dr. Drap ><sibly the strise caused
by convection currents pro luccd b\ inequalities of temperature,
1,1

' 'i
i used the bad i >n. n ght be destroyed by an

jitation of the liquid. Acting on this suggestion, on
f'e 19th of November 1881 he placed a small propeller wheel

|

n the bisulphide contained m the Thollon prism, its shaft pass-
,ng out through the stopper. Bv means of a small electric
m<>tor, this propeller could be rotated with any convenient
f.Peed. The result was marvelous; bv thus " keepin- the
hq«id in agi in its density were prevented
fnd the definition beenme excellent. On the 21st of Novem-
ber, with the stiner n-N oh in- five times a --eond the definition
was so perfect that even with a faint flame the sodium line
c°uld be seen distinctly reversed. A series of comparisons
was now undertaken between the train of Steinheil prisms and
* J- Phys., viii, 7:?, 1879. C. R., lxxxviii, 80, 82, 1879. \ Loc. oit, p. 130.
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the Thollon prism as arranged with the stirrer. On December

2d using sunlight, the relative dispersion of the two was found

to be very nearly equal, the flint train giving perhaps one-

eighth more; but "the amount of light transmitted by the bisul-

phide prism was at least four times and in the region ftboul G

eight times as great as that obtain* i from the Steinheil prisms.

But now another source of error was developed. Although

when the propeller was running, the definition of the bisul-

phide prism was not affected bye I ire, yet now,

these changes of temperature/hv changing the r« fractive index

of the liquid, caused a continual shifting of the position of the

lines in the spectrum, either in one direction or the other. It

is obvious therefore, that during an exposure of any considera-

ble duration, such as is often necessary with faint spectra, this

change of position in the lines due to temperature-ehaiog«

would absolutely destroy the definition on the photographic

plate. In the hope of correcting this new difficulty, an even

temperature box was constructed about the prism, and was

filled with cotton. On the morning of December 8th it was

found that the thermometer had fallen during the night 9° l\

and that the sodium lines had shilted toward the more rei'nmg-

ble end of the spectrum a distance of 0'75 inch.* A direct

experiment, made bv [.lacing a thermometer in the bisulphide,

showed that for a change of 3-75° F. a change took place in tne

position of these lines of 0'375 inch. The box containing W«
prism was then enlarged to 30 inches on a side and a plate of

iron 6 inches square was let in to the bottom, and so arranged

that it could be heated by a gas flame. Subsequently an iron

tube closed at the upper end and nine inches long, was passed

through the plate and allowed to project 7 inches 'into the box.

The temperature within was regulated bv two compound ex-

paosion bars made of strips of vulcanite and brass riveted

together and included in the circuit of a battel v and an electro-

magnet so arranged that when the ends of the bars cam.";"

contact as the temperature rose, the circuit was closed and the

-ic-t turned down the gas. When the temperature

fell, the circuit was opened and the gas was again turned on.

On the 16th of December, the regulator was adjusted for 7/

R, the temperature of the room bring 63° F. After four hours

the sodium lines ceased to move toward the red, but, until the

stirrer was started, the definition was bad and the lines could

not be separated. On the morning of December 20th the

thermometer in the box had fallen over night from 79° to 65

F. and the sodium lines had receded toward the violet end ot

the spectrum a distance of 1375 inches. On turning on the

* These measurements were made by Mr. D. C. Chapman, who at that time *as

acting as Dr. Draper'.- assistant.
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heat, the prism did not appear to feel the effect for half an
hour. Then the lines "began to move toward the red end of

the spectrum and continued to do so for more than five hours.
On turning off the heat, the lines began to recede in half an
hour; but although it was again turned on, they did not be-

come stationary for an hour. On the 23d, the even temperature
box was enlarged and a second box constructed within it, the

space between the two being filled with cotton. On the 29tb,

the regulator was started at 7 A. M. At 1 P. M. the temperature
became stationary at 70° F. and the spectrum remained at rest

for two hours. On the morning of January 1st, 1882, the
temperature of the box was 51° R, having cooled from 72° F.
over night, and the sodium lines had moved a distance of 1-8

inches. From these experiments, the conclusion was reached
that if a change of over 10° F. is to be made in the box, it is

doubtful whether with this apparatus the spectrum can be
made stationary on the same day. The heat was therefore left

on over night and the temperature was found to be readily

controlled the next day. There were fluctuations of course";

but they were not enough to injure the definition if the expos-
ure was not over 15 or 20 minutes. On the 25th of January
s<>me changes were made in the heating tube by placing a
funnel upon its lower end, by continuing it up through tin: top
<d' the box and by making an opening on one side of it within
the box. A relay was also arranged with a damper so as to

close the top of this tube whenever the circuit was broken by the
separation of the differential bars in the box, and to open it

when the circuit was closed. This relay acted in concert with the

electromagnet above mentioned, closing the tube when the gas
was tinned on and opening it when it was turned off. On light-

ing the gas jet below the funnel, the heated air vises into the
r "j> ' and passes into the box through the lateral opening in the
tube. When the temperature is reached for which the bars are
set, they come in contact and close the circuit. The electro-

magnet attracts its armature and thus turns down the gas while
bie relay also closes and thus opens the damper on the top of
the tube. The heated air now pas
the lateral opening until the temp
*«> separate the expansion bars and

On the 27th of December. 1^4. the apparatus was p

ol testing its efficiency. The automatic arrangement for l

fating the heat was easily adjusted and found to work
The definition of the sodium Sines which at first was very
became admirable in a few moments after starting the sti

On the 30th, the first systematic test was made with it.

< lailei
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gas was lighted at 9 o'clock, a. M., and at 11 b. 20 ra. the

temperature of the box was 67*5° F. The cross wires of a

small telescope were then set on the less refrangible component

of the sodium line. In 15 minutes the other component was on

the cross wires, the spectrum having shifted the distance be-

tween these sodium lines in this time. The displacement was

toward the red, and the prism was rising in temperature. The

second similar change in position required also 15 minutes ;
but

the third required 19, the fourth 35 minutes and the fifth 49

minutes. A centigrade thermometer reading to tenths was

then placed in the box. At 5 h. 25 m., P. M., this thermometer

read 21-3° C. and the cross wires were set on the less refrangible

sodium line. In 25 minutes the thermometer read 21'4° C.

and the spectrum had moved over a little more than the dis-

tance between the components. A second change of tin-

amount required 41 minutes, the thermometer showing no

change. At 1 h. 2 m., a. m., the spectrum had ag

by a distance equal to that between the components of the

sodium line, but had required 97 minutes to accomplish it. the

thermometer reading 22"3° C. at the beginning and at the close

of the experiment. The latter part of the time the spectrum

shifted by only the width of one of the components in an boon

In a second experiment, an hour and six minutes was require!

for this amount of displacement. The thermostat was then left

in action over night. At 9 h. 10 m. the next morning th"

thermometer read 22° C. not haviim perc. ptil.lv ei

the last reading, while the sodium lines had shifted in seven

hours by only a little more than the distance between them.

The gas was then turned off' and the entire apparal
to remain at rest for several days, the temperature of the ba-

ttle position of the sodium lines, and their definition he-
observed by Mrs. Draper from time to time. The following

are the values obtained :

chopped fc.pjjj
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The results which have been given in the preceding pages
seem to have a twofold bearing. In the first place they prove
that by the simple expedient of stirring the liquid in a prism by
means of a propeller or other device so as to keep it in active
motion, all striae due to temperature-changes may be prevented
and the definition rendered perfect. Even carbon bisulphide,
whose extreme mobil ^ion-coefficient make it

extremely sensitive to variations of temperature, may be made
in this way to give the most admirable definition ; so complete
mdeed, that in the spectrum given by such a prism, a fine

line has been seen in one of the components of the
sodium line. The practical value of this simple device is very
considerable. TbVThollon bisulphide prism above mentioned
while giving seven-eighths as much dispersion as six flint

prisms gives four times the light in the entire spectrum and
eight times the light in the region near G. For photographic
purposes, now that the definition can be made permanently
s 'ifirp and the shifting prevented, this prism must replace
trains p-f glass prisms.' and even gratings unless these are of
""-'<' size and are used with telescopes of proportionately large

apertures.

In the second place this investigation has called attention in
a very marked manner to the change in refracting power with
change of temperature. This subject has already been dis-

;

i;^'d with reference to liquids !»v several author's, especially

ie and Dale* in L858, and with reference to glass

'Y
Aromlenl.all in lSTd.fand Hastings in 18784 Both these

'/i'.vsicists confirm the statement of Arago and Neumann that
|°r glass the law is precisely the reverse of that given for
J iquids, and that the refractive index increases with the tem-
perature. M ti< »n to the effect of this change
u pon the determination of the position of spectrum lines, espe-

train of i risrns. and suggests that it mav account
tor the discrepancies observed in the values Given hv diflerent

^servers for the same line. In the case of die Thollon prism
"escribed in this paper, it will be observed that the deviation
ano

- consequently the refractive index increases in a very

:i,re diminishes; confirming
Gladstone and Dale's law for carbon bisulphide. When the
Pnam was cooled from 22° C. to 9-6°, the double sodium line
moved toward the violet end of the spectrum over a distance of

* Phi!. Trans., 1858, 887
I if, x-i. Mi»: Mav. 1876.

269, April, 1878 Has1 lew and note-
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3*583 inches.* As Mendenhall has shown that no change takes

place in the angle of a glass prism with change of temperature,

it follows that the flint glass prisms composing the sides of the

Thollon prism change only in their specific refraction with

change of temperature. Hence the change of the refractive

index observed in this prism as above stated, is a differential

result due to the excess of the change in the index of the

bisulphide in one direction, over that of the flint glass in the

other.

Moreover it

of a suitable t

preserve the temperature of the prism so uniform that

material change of position shall take place in the spectrum

lines, at least during any reasonable exposure. The numerical

results above given prove that in the apparatus as arranged by

Dr. Draper the temperature did not vary 01° C. for more than

seven hours, and that during that time the sodium lines did not

change their position by an amount equal to the distance

between them. Hence this source of difficulty, hitherto so

serious in spectrum iv when the exposure

is a long one, is entirely obviated.
These experiments, moreover, confirm the opinion that the

irregularities in the bisulphide which are the cause of its bud

definition, are produced by an inequality between the tempera

ture of the liquid and that of its enclosing vessel, thus produc-

ing convection currents in the liquid. So long as the tempera-

tures of the prism and of its contents rise and fall together.

and with the surrounding objects, so long the definition remans

perfect, nol temperature change. It is only

when considerable changes of temperature take place -

that the strias due to these convection currents appear and -[ "

the definition. As this is the condition in most working labo-

ratories, tiie advantages there of a method of completely

obviating the evil by agitation enables the experimenter to

secure good definition with any changes of temperature. But

now these changes of tern; erature, th >_ i

f '

< \ < mnot produce

bad definition, do cause shifting of the lines. The even tem-

perature box already described cures this trouble e

When this box has been at a constant temperature for a suffi-

when the temperature of the box is changing quite rapidly,

good definition can be always secured by starting the stirrer.
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It will ever be a source of profound regret to the many
friends of Dr. Henry Draper that he did not live to complete
the research to which the tuiv^oin^ investigation was prelim-
inary. With his new and admirably equipped laboratory, and
with this powerful and thoroughly corrected photographic
spectroscope at his command as one of its first fruits, no one
can doubt that he would have secured with it results of the

highest value to astronomical, and especially to solar, physics.

The molluscan fauna of the Laramie Group of Western
North America has a remarkable uniformity of character
throughout its known geographical extent, from Mexico to

British Amenca, with the important exception of a region lying
m Utah and Southwestern Wyoming. The strata of this region
are underlaid and overlaid respectively by the equivalents of

the same formations which underlie and overlie other parts

of the Laramie Group, wherever such contacts are known.
They are therefore referred to the Laramie Group although they
hold a different molluecan fauna which, in my publications. I

have usually designated as the B to distin-

guish it from the fauna of the greater part of that extensive
group.

This Bear Biver Laramie fauna contains not only types of

mollusca which are not found in that of the principal part of

the L ramie Group, but which are not known among any other

still more remarkable, a fauna which nearly approaches it, as

regards the types referred to, is now living in Lake Tangan-
yika, Africa.

The molluscan fauna of this lake, whose waters are almost
e itirelv fresh, has been published bv Messrs S. P. Woodward,*
Edgar A. Smith f and H. Crosse.J Some of the forms are
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like those which characterize fresh waters elsewhere, such, for

example, as Unio, Planorbis, Limnsea, etc.; and some are of

peculiar types belonging to fresh- water families, which types are

found only or mainly in Africa. But a remarkable feature of

this fauna consists in a few types which are so closely like some

that are characteristic of marine faunas as to suggest that they

have survived the gradual freshening of the lake from aformer

condition of marine saltness. Two species of one of the generic

forms especially, are so nearly like Trod, us that if they were

found among a marine fauna would doubtless be referred to

that genus. Mr. Smith has described these as belonging to a

new genus, under the name of Limnotrochus. Another species

which has much the aspect of a marine shell, is the Melatm
(Sermyla) admirabilis of Smith ; but one of the most interesting

generic forms of this Tanganyika fauna is the one to which Mr.

Smith gave the subgeneric name of Pararnelania. He described

two species under this name, P. Damoni and P. crassiangulata ;

and M. Crosse (loc. cit.) referred an associated species, the Mela-

ma ?iassa of Woodward, to the same generic group. These

seemed to me to be so closely like the Pyrgulifera humerosa of

Meek, from the Bear River Laramie beds, that I published a

note in Nature* expressing my belief that the Africa!! and

American forms are congeneric ; and I afterward republished

that opinion with illustrations of both fossil and recent forms.

f

In my article in Nature I also called attention to the similarity

of Melania (Sermyla) admirabilis Smith, with Goniobasis Cle-

burnt White. I might also have mentioned that the surface

markings about the beak and front of Unio Horei
from Lake Tanganyika, are considerably like those of U. belli-

pU'-atns Meek, of the Bear River Laramie fauna. It thus ap-

pears that including this Unio, there are tl ree mo] us< n ty| -

in the Laramie Group which are apparently closely related to

forms now living ,,. 'phe most conspicuous
of these is the Purgulifera of Meek, of which I regard the

Pararnelania of Smith a synonym.
An interesting paper lias hitch- appeared from the pen of

Dr. Leopold Tausch.J in which he also places the three Tan-
ganyika forms last referred to, under the uenus Pyrgulifera of

Meek, which genus he regards as nearly related to Palttdomut

Swainson. He also announces the discovery of Meek's type-

* White, C. A. Tanganyika Shells. Xamro; vol. sxv. 1SS2, pp. 101-102.
+ White, C. A. New

: Green RiT«

einige Conchylien aus dera Tang
lei k. Aka.i. d< r \\ i>s.,us . Band XC, Juli, 188*,
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species, P. humerosa, in the Upper Cretaceous fresh-water de-

posits of Hungary ; and describes as new four other species of

ra which he finds there associated with it. Besides
these, he refers the Melanopsis Pkhleri of Hoernes, the M. ar-

mata and M. lyra of Matheron, and the Turbo aciiwsns of Z -keli.

all from the Upper Cretaceous of Europe, to Pyrgulifera. Thus,
according to Dr. Tausch, there are twelve known species u( this

genus, nine fossil and three living ; the latter in Africa exclu-
sively; the type-species only, in North America; and nine in

Europe, including the identified type-species there.

Some doubt ma3T be eness of the

mong the living African fauna,
as well as that of P. humerosa in the Hungarian Upper Creta-

ceous ; but the identification of both seems to be as complete
as such determinations can usually be made by means of the

shells alone. If it is permissible to establish genera and species

among fossil shells at all, we are entitled to hold those genera
and species against anything except proof of error in diagnosis.

Admitting these identifications to be correct, thegeo_
distribution and chronological range of these shells are quite re-

markable. They appear to have all been denizens of fresh, or
at most, bra geographical range of the faunas
of which seems necessarilv to be more restricted than that of

marine faunas may be. Their distribution is all the more re-

markable if Dr. Tausch \s identification of /'yrynlfera humerom
in Hungarian strata is correct. The genuineness of the generic

- of PynjuMfrni in the American and European fos-

sil, and the African living, faunas respectively, receives support
h'om the fact that in each case some I trie associated forms ate

G> fiobasi* Cleburin ofthe Laram'n Group, an 1 Mdan< i (Sermijlu

.\<o calls at-

" Fascinella Stache in the Upper C re

closely

described under the name of Syr
In North Au\cv\qi\, Pyrgulifera fiumcrosu

ous associates appear to have been both
<-'hro])olog iea!iv restricted. In fact we yet
previous, subsequent or contemporary his:,,

Laramie fauna: lor its distinguishing

xta and,
not extend into the principal portion of the Laramie
The cause of this marked difference between the

the two portions of the Laramie Group I suppose to

connected with their origin and development in tv\

hydrographic basins, which probably existed con
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ously, but separated from each other by a land barrier. I have

ana of the greater part

,[' • he Laramie < u >up has descended 10 the present time through

a perpetuation of the outlet drainage of the Laramie .sea, now be-

come a part of t lie Mississippi river system where a large part of

the same types still live. The types of the Bear River Laramie

fauna have not, as a rule, survived in North America. This I

have thought was probably due to a failure of the outlet drain-

age of the waters in which that fauna lived to become perpet-

uated, in consequence of some subsequent geological changes,

which necessarily destroyed its branchiferous fauna, with its

peculiar types.

If we accept such views as this and still admit the real gene-

tie relationship of the American, European and African forms

which have been referred to, it is difficult to understand how

their wide - ibution has been effected, and bow
they have been perpetuated to the present time. An interest ing

question for paleontologists to consider also presents itself in

this connection, which relates to the assumed equivalencv of

f- mations ai ch hen smii ai faunas 1 sere u o\ i n so s

than the similarity of faunas why we should regard the Ameri-

can and Hungarian formations which contain PiinjuUftrn as ot

approximately the same geological age. But so far as the Tan-

ganyika shells which resemble the fossil forms referred to are

the living fauna of that lake
1

' 3 with those fossil fa

i the shells that have been referred

Art. XXXVII.— On the occurrence of Native Mercury in

Alluvium in Louisiana; by Ernest Wilkinson, Ensi

Native mercury has been recently discovered in a locality

w iere \i.< pros, no has hitherto been "unsuspected. At "Cedar
Grove" Plantation, in Jefferson Parish, Louisiana, on the west

bankof the Mississippi, ten miles above New Orleans, native

mercury occurs in small globules disseminated through the

alluvial soil. These globules vary in size from a microscopic

pellet to a BB shot, used for sporting purposes. Tin-y scorn

to be thoroughly admixed in the soil, and although more

abundant within a limited area, are found for a distance of

1,200 feet. Beyond this distance, the limited time at my dis-

posal did not allow me to investigate, but the appearance of

the soil seems to indicate that the metal is gathered around a
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certain center and gradually disappears as the distance from

The apparent center lies about 300 feet from the Mississippi

River in an orange orchard, where also a number of live oaks
are in luxuriant growth. The presence of this mercury has
been noticed for a number of years, during the operations of
plowing and ditching, but lias never to the writer's knowledge,
been officially reported to the scientific world.

The writer took two negro men, with spades, to the locality

and obtained several specimens of the soil one to five feet below
the surface. He also washed out on the spot, from a small
wash-tub full of earth, about two or three ounces of the native

element. An analysis of two triturated specimens of the half-

dried earth was made with the following results:

The soil is all alluvial and for a depth of 25 feet is as fol-

lows:—
1. Surface, mercury-bearing stratum, six feet thick. A sandy

soil containing blue clay and vegetable mould.
2. Stratum of blue clay 6J feet thick.

3. Similar stratum to surface, but containing no mercury,
six feet thick.

4. Stratum of blue clay 6|+ feet thick.

It is not known how much deeper the fourth stratum

extends. In none but the upper stratum of alluvial soil does
mercury occur in sufficient quantity to be perceptible to the

naked eye.

The large quantity of mercury, the great area over which it

is scattered, the situation above the most frequented resort of

commerce, the protection from overflowing by levees, and the

absence of any appearance or history ol any large cargo of

mercury being' wrecked in that vicinity, make it extremely im-

probable that such results could have been effected by the

agency of man.
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The series of earthquakes which has recently devastated the

southern part of Spain, began with a disastrous shock at 8h 53m

p. M., on December 25, 1884.

It had been preceded by a light, but somewhat widely ex-

tended shock ill the early morning of December 22, which was

felt on the northwest coast of Spain and in Portugal, and

reached so far under the Atlantic Ocean as to affect Madeira

and the Azores. The shock of December 25, has also been

followed by a long series of oscillations, repeated at first sev-

eral times a day, during the rest of December, and with grad-

ually diminishing frequency through the months of January
and 'February, 1885.

The shock on the evening of Christmas day, much the most

violent of the series, caused great loss of life and destruction of

property. Its influence was plainly felt as far north as Madrid.

where bells were rung and clocks stopped, and very slightly

also in England ; but it was in the southern provinces of

Spain, bordering on the Mediterranean Sea, that the greatest

damage occurred. In Cadiz, Seville, Cordova, Jaen, and

Almeria it was strongly felt, although causing no very serious

damage in these places; but within the area defined" by this

chain of cities and the Mediterranean Sea. many towns and

villages were left in a more or less ruined condition. In

Granada, of the 10,000 houses composing the city, at least

7,000 will need repairs. The facade of' the cathedral was

injured. The inhabitants left their homes by thousands, and

either camped for days in the open fields or emigrated from

the city entirely. The famous Alhambra fortunately escaped

injury. The villages of Arenas del Rev, Albunue'las, Santa

Cruz, Zaffaraya, and Alhama were destroyed. The latter

place was built partly upon and partly at the foot of a bluff,

and the upper town was shaken down upon the lower, over-

whelming 1000 houses and 350 of the inhabitants. Here also

the hot springs ceased to flow, and after two days beg
with increased quantity and augmented temperature, the waters

also having acquired a sulphurous character which they had

not before possessed.

In Malaga all the public buildings were more or less injured.

At Estepona a church and buildings were thrown down. At

Torrox twenty -six shocks occurred between 8h 50m P. M. of the

25th and llh a. M. of the 26th, completely destroying the town.

At Nerja the first shocks were followed 'by a hurricane which
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blew down many of the already weakened houses. At Almu-
fiecar twelve shocks occurred in fifteen minutes. At Periana,
a landslip overwhelmed a large part of the town, destroying a
church and 750 houses. At Guevejar, a great sen.

crevasse has surrounded the town on its upper side and the
village, which rests on clay strata, is slowly sliding downward
to the bed of the river Cogo.llos, some of the houses having
already moved 27 meters up to January 16.

The provinces of Granada and Malaga have thus been the
scene of the greatest destruction. Official reports up to Janu-
ary 14, state the number of persons injured in Granada as ^9,~>

i 1480 wounded. Other accounts estimate the entire
loss of life as upwards of 2000. Thirty-five villages are named
where a greater or less number of victims were taken from the

As bearing on the possible connection of earthquakes with
atmospheric phenomena it is noted that an unusually high

ic pressure, prevailed over the Spanish
during the first-half oi December, while on December 20, a
heavy storm, attended by unusual depression of the barometer,
struck the northern coast, and passing southward, reached the

Mediterranean Sea on December 22, just previous to the great

earthquake.
The geological relations of this earthquake may be seen from

tig extract from remarks of Mr. J. MacPherson to

the Spanish Natural llistorv Soeietv, reported in Xature (vol.

xxxi, p. 278).

"A study of the Mediterranean watershed of Andalusia will
show the existence of two great mountain masses, chiefly formed
of archaic deposits. One of these is known by the name of
the S,. n-ama 4c K.mda, ttti.l the other by that of the Sierra

Hiesc ranges, as in thed-iisr of the <>f h.-r archaic formations, run
from southwest t-> northeast. It i- Hear, therefore, that this

intermediary mountain max is a segment of a more .

archaic formation, separated from adjacent rocks through the

subsidence of the ground on both sides. Owing to constant
"seiliatiotis, this detached portion has been covered with the

thick mantle of sedinn nt which now overlies it, and its structure
is easily accounted for as the result of that great !<

crosses the peninsula from northwest to southeast, and in the

prolongation of which lies the region now described
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if December
bet2i-e experience 1 in tin- iv/ion intervening between the Si

3a and the Se

which enclosed
the Serrania d isely on the very

of the Sierras Tejea anl

l:u- disturbances of our globe, has proved naturally the weakest,

and has, therefore, been the most exposed to the shocks from

which Andalusia has so terribly suffered."

The Spanish government has appointed a commission, under

the presidency of Sr. D. Manuel Fernandez de Castro, to study

the phenomena of this series of earthquakes ; and the Paris

Academy of Sciences has also sent out a commission on a

similar errand, under the lead of M. Fouque*, Professor of

Geology in the College de France. The former has

issued an exhaustive list of questions, and most interesting and

valuable results may be expected from the labors of these COm-

Prmceton, N. J., March 6, 1885.

Art. XXXIX.—On Devonian Spores; by J. M. Clarke.

The name Sporangiles Huronensis was proposed by Sir J. W.
Dawson in this Journal, April. 1871, p. i<:,7. for minute, flat-

tened, disc-like bodies occurring in abundance in the bitumi-

nous shales of Kettle Point, Lake Huron, rocks then regarded

by Dr. Dawson of the age of the Marcel I us epoch of New York,

but referred to the "Upper Devonian" by Orton (this Journal,

1882, vol. xxiv, p. 174). These bodies were looked upon as

spores or spore-cases of terrestrial acrogens, and this name has

been applied to all such spore-like bodies wherever noticed in

the Devonian rocks of North America.
Professor Edward Orton has noticed the occurrence of the

same in the Devonian and Sub-carboniferous rocks of Ohio
("A Source of the Bituminous Matter in the Devonian and

Sub-carboniferous Black Shales of Ohio," loc. cit, p. 171).

Professor H. S. Williams reports similar bodies from the

Hamilton Shales of New York (quoted by Dawson, Proc. Am.
Ass. Adv. Sen, 1883, "On Rhiz oic Period.")

They are also found to be common in the black shales of the

Marcellus and Genesee epochs in Ontario and adjoining coun-

ties of New York.
Dr. Dawson, in 1871 (op. cit.), suggested that these bodies

were the fruit of Lepi . of the species L.

,-r. which occur at the same
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the plant P //. Dr. Dawson also mentions
"rounded spore-like bodies in association with the stems of

Trochophyllum of Lesquereux, from the lower Carboniferous
<>f Pennsylvania." In the Marcellus beds of Ontario county
they occur with Psilophyton sp., and in the Genesee Shales

stigma affine Dn. and Lepidodendron Qaspianum Dn.
From my observations, however, plant remains in rocks con-

rw are extremely rare, the fossils

usually accompanying them being invertebrate marine species.

At the Minneapolis meeting of the A. A. A. S., 1883, Dr.

Dawson, in the article already referred to, viz: "On Rhizocarps
in the Palaeozoic Period," suggested the probability of the spores
or spore-cases representing the species Sporangites If

having been the fruit of some acrogenous plant of aquatic

nutans of European rivers, and
following this described forms accompanied and contained by
spore-cases, for which was erected the provisional genus
I' "I "Iviiiin with two species. /'. /-'.-. i - - a i i P. bilobata.

These species were found in material collected by Mr. Orville

Derby, of the Geological Survey of Brazil, and are reported to

be associated with the fucoid plant Spirophytou.
The reasons for the new interpretation of the relations of these

bodies were (1) the occurrence of aquatic invertebrate fossils

more or less abundantly in beds containing spores; (2) the

existence of sporocarps containing spores and their close

similarity to those of the existing Rhizocarps represented by
X<ilvi„ki nutans and others.

Of the vegetative portions of the plants producing these

spores nothing is positively known. Dr. Dawson has given

reasons for believing the species of Ptilophyton to have been
aquatic in habit, and allied in t'rm n '•• ." •

: to the Rhizocarps.

During a series of years many specimens of Devonian rocks
bearing sp (

: hands from the Oorniferous,

i Genesee horizo is in the county of Ontario, N. Y.
In the bituminous shales of the Marcellus and Genesee these

are usually flattened, similar in mode of preservation to the

specimens described bv Orton from Kinsrsville, Ashtabula
county, Ohio, and by Dawson from Kettle Point. The calca-

reous beds of the "Corniferous and Marcellus preserve the

spores with hut little or no distortion, and specimens recently

discovered in the latter horizon retain both macrospores and
microspores, free and scattered, or within their sporocarps,

conserving* also the structure of both sporocarps and spores in

a favorable condition. I have prepared this brief paper in

order to show the structure of these bodies, and for present'

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXIX, No. 172.—April, 1885.
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Flattened Spores.—Sporangites Haronensis Dawson.

In the Genesee rocks the spores, as far as observed, are

always in this condition, but are not common. The bitumi-

nous shales of the Marcellus are often crowded with masses of

spores of the same size and appearance as those of the Genesee.

In their flattened condition they measure about one-third of a

millimeter across, in substance consisting of a thin black

carbonaceous film, which, by transmitted light, is of a deep

orange hue. Specimens from Ohio, kindly sent me by Pro-

fessor Orton, are similar in shape but somewhat larger and of I

light amber yellow. Dawson's specimens from Kettle Point

were also of a light yellow. These bodies, as well as those

belonging to the first two of the subdivision following, I

should regard as macrospores and not as sporocarps.

Unflattened Spores.

These divide themselves into three groups.

1. Sporangites Hnronensis Dawson.

Occur in the Marcellus Shales in association wiih the flattened

spores mentioned above. External coat thin, black, showing

no structure. Interior filled with clear crystalline calcite,

which, in the thin slices, shows Btrikinglj against the black

background of bituminous mud. These are very abundant in

certain localities, markedly so in the loose bowlders of the

Marcellus shaly limestones scattered through the towns of

Canandaigua and East Bloomfield, and especially common in

the Woodlawn Cemetery in the former place. At but one

spot, viz: Padelford's, in the township of Canandaigua, on the

N. Y. C. R. R., have rocks been found tn situ which bear these

spores, and there only sparselv. With them occur the fos-

sils, Lewrhynchw Kmitaru Va ata H., Pro-

ductella tnmrntn II.. Lrn.j.'enu laevis H. (Goldfs. ?), the charac-

teristic invertebrate fossils of these rocks, and the only plant

known here is Psilophyton.

2. Sporangites Iluronensis ?

In the loose bowlders from theCorniferous limestone on Mud
Creek in the town of East Bloomfield, occur spores which pre-

serve a thick dense outer coating not resolvable into distinct

cells. In the slices this external wall seems densest at the

periphery and on the interior surface, on both surfaces limited

by a black carbonaceous line. Between the two surfaces the
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substance is compact and has a granular appearance. The
external wall has one third the thickness of the spore. The
interior cavity is filled with crystalline calcite. In ass

with these are many somewhat smaller and often slightly

flattened spores, from which most of the external wall has been
removed, leaving only a single thin carbonaceous layer. Many
of these forms, which seem to have lost most of the external
wall, show, in the interior filling of calcite, splotches or
filaments of bituminous matter, remnants of the organic sub-
stance with which the cavity was originally filled. Usual iv at

a nucleus-like spot at or near the center, the calcite has, in

zing, oriented itself differently from that of the sur-

rounding Bj ion that this spot may
represent the original internal cavity of the spore. These bodies
measure from one-third to one-hn i meter, and
are all macrospores. No microspores have been found and no
satisfactory evidence as yet of sporocarps.

3. Sporangites (Protosalvinia) bilobata Dawson, 1883.

"Sporocarps, oval or reniform, three millimeters to six

millimeters in diameter, each showing two rounded promi-
nences at the ends, with a depression in the middle, and some-
times a raised neck or isthmus at one side connecting the

prominences. Some of the specimens indicate- that each

tee or tubercle contained several macrospores. At
' it, would be easy to mistake these bodies for valves

of Beyrichia."—Dawson, dp. cil.

From an examination of scores of slices of the rock contain-
Mg these bodies, I find that they occur alone, that is unmixed,
with the forms already described, and as far as observed, with-
out other fossils.

,
Sporocarps.—These measure from two-thirds to one millimeter

in greatest diameter, being thus considerably smaller than Dr.
Dawson's specimens. In general contour and outline they are so
strongly suggestive of Beyrichia or Primitia as certainly to

mislead in macroscopic characters.
A single deep pit situated usually medially and slightly to

°ne side divides the body into two prominences, which are

mequal. The larger of these may have on one side a

smaller and shallower depression, making thus the number
°J prominences sometimes three. As far as observed, opposite
sides are symmetrical in the number and position of the tuber-
cles, and they seem to correspond to the i

Thesul.sl
.;-.:
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vertical bars. The rock shows as many empty spore cases as

filled, and dehiscence seems to have taken place, along a line

which would compare to the "hinge" of a Beyrichia. The

sporocarps (in section) contain usually two macrospores, some-

times three, and rarely four or more. Dr. Dawson has not

noted the cellular structure in hii

species, but has mentioned it as a featun

( Protosalvinia) Braziliensis.

Macrospores.—Usually free and so abundant as to make up

the principal^ portion of the rock. In form spherical or ovoid,

in size varying from one-fourth to one-half a millimeter in

diameter. The surface is slightly papillose, wall thick and

made up of radiating vertical fibers. These are sometimes

seen to extend to the center (probably where the section does

not pass the axis of the spore), but usually there is a vacant

space about the center filled wit! orysta in* ealcite.
"° IS

structure suggests that of the bodies" known as Aetheotesta

Brongniart. The radiating fibres are equally marked in
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both. My specimens lack, however, the granular nucleus of
Aetheotesta and are very much smaller. In a few individuals
I have noticed what appears to be a tubular opening through
the wall of the spore into the interior cavity.

Microspores.—Less abundant than the macrospores are minute
bodies associated with them and measuring from one-eighth to

one-twentieth millimeter in diameter. These are round or ir-

regularly oval in section, enveloped by a carbonaceous coat,
but showing no structure. I have found no cases containing
them, though it may be that some of the empty cases to be
found originally enclosed them. These microspores do not,

however, seem to be mixed indefinitely with the macrospores,
but are generally in little clusters or masses by themselves.
These bodies are known as yet only from bowlders of

b are found in the township of Hopewell,
N. Y. Notwithstanding the great difference in the size of
these sporocarps and those of Protasalvinia bilobata the close

agreement in more essential features will justify our regarding
these as the North American representatives of the Brazilian
type.
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Introduction.

When in 1876 I had the honor to deliver a Presidential

address to this Society I chose as its subject matter " Geologi-

cal Time," I then had the pleasure to lay before you some cal-

culations relating to "Chemical Denudation" which at the time

possessed some little novelty. Since the information was pub-

lished, it has to a certain extent been incorporated with geolog-

ical literature. The subject was, however, far from being

i. nor is it likely to be so for many years yet to

In the meantime, having accumulated additional facts.it will

be part of the object of this address to arrange and analyze

them, so as to check the original generalizations and further to

illustrate the value in geological speculation of an accurate

knowledge of the relative magnitude of the various objects and

things dealt with.

My former calculations dealt almost exclusively with the

amount of matter annuallv removed in river water from the

surface of England and Wales, and from some of the river

basins of Europe. I now propose laying before you calcula-

tions of a similar nature relating to some of the larger rivers of

the two Americas. This done we shall be able to tak'e a wider

survey of the subject, and to ascertain how far the provisional

generalizations to which previous investigations led are con-

firmed or otherwise by the greater experience since gained.

The Mississippi.

First then we will see what the Father of Waters, the Missis-

sippi, tells us. I may observe that for a long while I found

great difficulty in obtaining answers to my various question-

ings. Years elapsed and letters innumerable were written be-

fore I could alight upon anj analyses of the waters of the Mis-

sissippi, reliable or otherwise. At last through the kindness of

Prof. J. W. Spencer, of the State University of Missouri, I was

supplied with the foliowing analysis :

Analysis o! Mississippi water near Carrolton, a few miles

above New Orleans :f

Substance of Presidential Address to the Liverpool Geological Society, Session

] 884-5. Communicated by the author.

f Avequin, Journ. Pharm.
[3J, xxxvii, p. 258, 1857.
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In a Gallon (56,000 grains).

Potash sulphate, ) Grains

Calcium chloride!
)

Silica,. 2-455

-
•

- l-7:-.:f

Magnesium " \" ' " T

According to this analysis the proportion of total solids in

solution is by weight 3^. If we take the mean annual dis-

charge of the Mississippi at 541,666,666,666 tons* in round fig-

ures, there are 150 million tons of solids in solution per annum
poured into the Gulf of Mexico by the Mississippi, a truly re-

markable quantity, which if reduced to rock at 15 feet to the
ton is represented in round numbers by 80 square miles, 1 foot
thick. According to Messrs. Humphreys and Abbot the pro-
portion of sedimentary matter to the water by weight is T

^i
ffir

and the total discharge of matters in suspension excluding the
three outlet bayous is according to them 362,723,214 tons.

The amount"of matters in solution vary within certain limits

There are in some rivers, the Nile for instance, seasonal vari-

ations, and doubtless a river with many affluents, traversing
strata of various degrees of solubility, must vary in the chemi-
cal composition of its waters according as the flood may come
^om one or the other tributary basin.

If we take the drainage area of the Mississippi proper at

1-2*4.000 square miles, the calculated amount of solids in solu-
t'on, according to the analysis, will be 120 tons, removed from
each square mile of surface per annum. From the surface of

England and Wales I have shown that 143-5 tons per annum
are removed in solutionf and from the Danube basin 90 tons,$
so that this is a mean and probably correct.

It has been estimated that the basin of the Mississippi is

lowered at the rate of one foot in 6,00Q+ years, but this rate has
heen calculated from the removal of sediment alone; § if we add
to the matter removed mechanically that in solution it will

raise the rate to one foot in 4,500 years. | What stronger evi-
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dence can we have of the importance of chemical action in geo-
logical investigation; an importance that has hitherto been
strangely overlooked.

Not less surprising considering the apparent insolubility of
silica by ordinary agencies* is the fact that in round numbers
from 23,000,000 to 24,0o0,"00 tons of silica are poured into the
sea annually by this river, while there are 70,000,000 tons of

carbonate of lime and magnesia. There is also an i

\

quantity of alumina and a low percentage of sulphates in this

The Rivek Plate or Rio de la Plata.

The next river I shall deal with is the Rio de la Plata—the
second greatest river of the South American continent. I am

ve series of observations and

3r contained in the report to the

Uommiwjon of running waters of the City of Buenos Ayres
by Juan J. J. Kyle in 1872 and 1874,+ for most of the informa-
tion relating to this river.

I find that the mean of 14 analyses of water taken at differ-.

ent times (April, May and June) in the neighborhood of and
above the City of Buenos Ay res gives a proportion of ^ s

of

solids in solution, which, taking the dry weather flow of the La
Plata at 670,000 cubic feet per second! (Bateman), will equal
2-8886 tons per second or 91,000,000 tons per annum in round
figures.

r

The dry weather flow of the La Plata equals the mean annual
now of the Mississippi. The mean annual flow of the La Plata
is not known but it must be greatly in excess of the dry weather
tlow and sufficient to bring up the total amount of dissolved
matter to above that of the Mississippi though it appears from the
analysis to have a less percentage of mineral matters in
than has the Mississippi. It appears from the report of 1>71
that in two analyses of the La Plata water in September 15th
and 18th, the matter in solution reached a proportion of yTWAccording to an analysis of the waters of the Parana supplied
me by Dr * rank-land;; thev contained a proportion of onlv

W*t of solids in solution. Mr. Juan Kyle states that there is

very little diflerence between the waters of the La Plata taken
at 8o0 m. from the shore and the waters of the Parana de loi

ralmas. As the Parana supplied, according to careful measure-

* Mr. M. E. Wadawortli has shown that ordinarj atmoe »heric aeonciea produce

jUsiUceous character thai

~££2SttE^™ J - E - Hawkes for his '
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ment by Mr. Bateman, 520,000 cubic feet of water to the La
Plata, while the Uruguay was estimated at only 150,000 cubic
feet at the same time, it follows that the chemical constituents
of the water of the La Plata must vary considerably at different
times and seasons. Probably the analysis on which I have
made my calculations will represent a fair annual mean of the
solids in solution.

The estimated drainage area of these two rivers is 1,250,000
square miles, so that were the mean annual discharge known
it would probably turn out that the greater discharge of the La
Plata would more than compensate for the smaller per centage
of dissolved matters in its waters and bring the chemical

m per square mile of river basin up to or beyond that
of the Mississippi.

The observations of Mr. Bateman were taken in the month of
December, 1870, when the river was at its lowest state. " A
continuous drought of six or seven months having diminished
the ordinary sources of supply and the periodical rise from the
Andes not having commenced." It is difficult, nay, impossible,
to predict the mean delivery from the dry weather flow, but
the mean flow of the Khine is given by Beardmore as over
twice, the Khone at Avignon nearly three times, and the Nile
at Cairo over seven times the ordinary summer flow.

The waters of the La Plata are distinguished by the fineness
of the matter held in suspension ; this consists, according to
Mr. Kyle, principally of clay. This clay continues a long time
in suspension even after filtering. It will pass through the
pores of the best filtering papers, the water preserving its tur-

bidity even after months of repose. This is a feature according
to Mr. Kyle which is common to all waters that are weakly
alkaline. Several chemicals added to the water will, however,
precipitate the solid matter by making the muddy particles

coagulate into larger compound particles. Chloride of calcium
in the proportion of 1 to 5,000 parts will act in this manner.
The analyses given by Mr. Kyle are of the water after 18 hours

. so that the unprecipitated matter is included in the
solids in solution. The matters in suspension, as is the case with
other rivers, vary much according to the state of the river and
the water is more impure near the shore than at 850 m. distant.

-It is pretty well known that an admixture of seawater with
turbid fresh water tends to hasten the precipitation of the solid

matters* but it is very probable, as wiil be seen before I con-
clude, that the extremely divided solid matter will be carried
far and wide by oceanic currents before it can settle to the
bottom.
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The St. Lawrence.

The next river on the American Continent of which we have

any knowledge worth speaking of is the St. Lawrence. The

elements for a calculation such as I wish to make are however

unfortunately rather vague. Even the area of its basin is stated

diiferently by different authors. According to Guyot* its bnsin.

including, I presume, the area of its immense lakes, is two-fifths

pi, while it is said to pour into the sea more

than twice its volume. This must, however, be an error, for it

would give 40 inches of rain run off the area per annum.

whereas, according to the Eainfall Map of the World, prepare I

by Loomis (this Journal, vol. xxv, p. 88, January, 1883)

the whole basin lies in the area of rainfall of from 25

to 50 inches. If we were to take it at 20 inches run off the

ground per annum, or half the stated delivery, after deducting

the area of the great lakes, the chemical denudation would still

be enormously great. The only analysis I have met with gives

the proportion of solids in solution at -g^sirt s0 tnat tne denuda-

tion would amount to, at that rate, over 200 tons, per square

mile per annum. The one thing probable, however, is, that

the matter removed in solution is more per square mile than in

the Mississippi basin. The matter removed to the sea in sus-

pension must be comparatively small from the clearness of the

water due to its passing through the great lakes.

The Amazons.

The Eiver Amazons is compared by Agassiz in its main

features to the Mississippi, inasmuch as it lies in a Cretaceous

basin.:}: I think, In. -
: ianeii'ul one. The

valley of the Amazons is distinguished from other river vaiievs

by its immense extent, the drainage basin being estimated by

Humboldt at over 3 million square miles. The basin appears

to have existed much in its present form before it became par-

tially filled with the remarkable deposits of red sandstones and

clays covering an immense area which the river is now engaged

in rapidly removing to the sea. The upland portions of the

basin are largely composed of the granitic and crystalline rocks

which are so prominent a feature in the Brazils. The sand-

stones and clays that have so large a development over the

bottom of the basin appear to be Post-tertiary and laid down

by the river itself in more ancient times. There are, however,
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Tertiary rocks in a part of the basin* possessing an estuarine
character in addition to Cretaceous rocks, while on the flanks
of the Andes draining into the river are found both cretaceous
and Carboniferous rocks. The larger area of the basin appears,
however, to be occupied by crystalline rocks and the Post-ter-
tiary sandstones and clays; but.a very large part of the basin
seems never to have been geologically explored. The basin of
the Amazons has also the peculiarity of being situated both to

the north and south of the equator and in an area of very
heavy rainfall. The chart of mean annual rainfall by Loomis
before referred to puts it at from 50 to 75 inches for about
I of its area, the remainder near the Andes being over 75
inches. The volume of water discharged by the river has been
estimated at from 2,700,000 to 3,510,000 cubic feet per second.
Taking the mean, this would give about 15 inches run off the
ground, or 0'25 of the total rainfall if we take it at 60 inches,
about the proportion that flows off the Mississippi basin. The
mean rainfall of the Mississippi basin is estimated by Messrs.
Humphreys and Abbot at 304 inches. Probably 60 inches,

would represent the mean rainfall of the Amazons basin. For
the purposes of this calculation I take the mean discharge at

3,105,000 cubic feet per second, or 86,250 tons= 2,719,980,000,
000 tons per annum.f
Through the good offices of Mr. E. Edmondson of Messrs.

Gunston & Co., of this city, I have obtained a sample of the

water of the Amazons, taken in mid-stream between the Narrows
and Santarem in June of this year. Thia sample I submitted
to Dr. Pery I. Frankland for analysis with the following result

:

Carbonate of magnesia

.

Sulphate of magnesia,

.

Organic matter

Total solids in solution

?ton Brown, Quart. Jourii. Geo!

. I at the si
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This gives a proportion of total solids in solution of
yu-,

1^ or

5*1 tons per second.

The total delivery of matters in solution will amount, accord-

ing to these data, to 160,833,600 tons per annum, or, if we esti-

mate the basin at 3,000,000 square miles, to 60 tons per square

mile per annum.
It will be observed that the total amount delivered to the sea

of solids in solution is not much greater than that we arrived at

for the Mississippi. This is a fact worth knowing and due

doubtless to the preponderance of gneissic rocks and sandstones

and clays of an insoluble character. It is also worth noting

that the proportion of silica to the total matter in solution cor-

responds very closely with that of the Mississippi, amounting to

26,624,481 tons per annum. It is also evident that the rocks

and Pampean deposits* occupying the basin of the La Plata

are also of a more calcareous and soluble character than the

Amazonian Rocks. Not less interesting is it that the carbon-

ate of lime, roughly speaking, is one half of the whole of the

solids in solution.

f

It follows from these data that the matter removed in sus-

pension must bear an excessive proportion to those in solution

as compared to other rivers. The deposits forming the banks

of the river are of a loose and friable nature on which the

river makes great inroads. The proportion of matters in sus-

pension has never to my knowledge been estimated. Bates,

comparing the Para and the main Amazons, says, " In the

former the flow of the tide always creates a strong current up-

wards, while in the Amazons the turbid flow of the mighty
stream over-powers all tides, and produces a constant down-
ward current. The color of the water is different, that of the

Para being of a dingy orange-brown, while that of the Amazons
has an ochreous or yellowish clay tint," also "Indeed the fresh

water tinges the sea along the shores of Guiana to a distance of

nearly 200 miles from the mouth of the river.":}:

Inferences and Generalizations.

In my former address I said, "Taking into consideration

what we know of the geology of the world, I think we have

sufficient grounds for a provisional assumption that about L00

tons of rocky matter are dissolved by rain per English square

mile per annum."§ This at the time was considered a very bold

statement, but from the data I have laid before you respecting

the American continents I venture to think it will be nowcon-

ras, Darvvin, Second Edition, pp. 3 1 3 to 369.

. p. 24. X Naturalist on the Amazons, vol. i, p. 5-
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sidered as applied to the whole world a very fair approxi-

Let us pause to consider the meaning of all these figures, for

unless they have a meaning which the mind and imagination
can seize upon, the wearisome labors of collecting the data and
making the computations were well nigh wasted.

First, as regards the Mississippi, of which we possess the most
reliable particulars.—I have shown that the estimate of the rate
of denudation of its basin must be increased in round figures
from <nnnr to t^W of a foot Per annum* in consequence of the
-

. '1 matter which is removed in solution. Is it not a striking
instance of the little importance attached to chemical denuda-
tion as a geological agent, when the matter removed in solution
does not enter as an element into the calculations of such
an observant reasoner as a Geikie or a Croll. Thus we arrive at
the first and not unimportant result which I promised from
quantitative examination. Now mark, it is not that geologists
were unaware of the effect of chemical action on the rocks.
Take up any text-book or manual and you will find a chapter
devoted to it and the whole process correctly explained, never-
theless the quantity of matter removed was not realized Rod
never could have been except through laborious calculations.

That being done it is easy to see how these great results occur.

Examine the hardest rock and you will find it weathered, you
will find it coated over with a crust, of a thickness varying
with the time its surface has been exposed. This crust is com-
posed of the constituents of the rock that remain after part have
been removed by chemical action.f Examine the waste talus
from some of the old quarries at Penmaenmawr and you will

see that atmospheric agents have in the space of 30 years per-

ceptibly affected a felstone rock that seems at first sight abso-
lutely indestructible.^: How much more then must they affect

rocks of a more friable and soluble nature. I have shown that

jr annum is removed from the surface of Eng-
and Wales in a soluble form every year,§ say y^Vr °f an

eh, so that in 30 years it would amount to -^"ol' an inch.

* bottom, they have not been deteroo . and it is probable
Mr. A. Tylor has suggested there is more than has been estimated. This would

I- It is usual to refer ; present in the rain

ter, but Mr. Alexis A |rreat b >dy of facts to

E&V
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denudation is very much equalized by the fact of the harder

rocks usually occurring in areas of great rainfall.*

It is therefore not unlikely that, if we were to institute accu-

rate experiments over a sufficiently long time, it would turn out

that the calculation of the amount of matter removed in solu-

tion could be verified by direct tests, and that even these hard

rocks would be found to waste at something near the indicate'!

rate. It would appear from the examples of the Mississippi,

the Nile and Danube that the matter brought down in solution

and suspension is as 1 to 3.

These examples are of rivers where there have been the most

accurate and fullest data to judge by. Whether the propor-

tion would be borne out in other river basins we have no very

good means of judging; but it would appear that in large rivers

the nature of the rocks is so varied, the areas being so exten-

sive, that the relation of the materials in solution to those in

suspension have a tendency to keep very constant. It will be

seen from a consideration of these facts that matters chemically

dissolved in the water must play a much more important role

in the reconstruction of the earth than was formerly suspecteukf

What becomes of all these mineral matters ceasefes-

into the sea? It has been shown by Mr. Buchanan^ that the

proportions of mineral matters to each other in sea water is

nearly constant everywhere, although there is a variation in

different seas in the proportion of total mineral matter in solu-

tion to the water it is dissolved in. Nature has achieved a bal-

ance of supply and demand. It is also well known that the

coarser matters in suspension, unless brought under the influ-

ence of a strong current, settle near the mouths of the rivers

and then spread themselves by help of tides and winds along

the coast and there mingle with the detritus the sea wears away
from the coast. The finer particles distribute themselves over

a larger area and probably the very finest over the whole sea

bottom. In every ocean dredging there is a greater or less

amount of argillaceous matter, whether it be in the ooze or the

red clay, which I suggest is more likely to be the "dust of

continents," than to arise from the disintegration of volcanic

matter, such as pumice, but it is no doubt largely mingled

with such volcanic matters as Mr. Murray elearlv shows. It

seems to mc rather a far-fetched notion that the winds should

contribute dust to the deepest ocean, bul
make no mechanical contribution to the deposit. The bulk of

*
I h m 1 r en ia on.
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the ocean water is so great as compared to the probable amount
of matter in a state of the finest comminution that can get into

it, that it might not even be possible to detect its presence in a

found in the deep ocean soundings. I have shown that the
matters in solution in rain waters are, roughly speaking, one

pension. The finest particles, sufficiently fine to be carried
away by oceanic surface currents, such as the Gulf Stream, are

probably not in bulk half as great as the matter in solution.
If we take as an example the estimate I have given of the
chemical denudation of England and Wales it amounts, as I

have already shown, to fa of an inch in SO years. This would
give, sup: • mud to be worn off at half that

rate, 60 years for the denudation of ^of an inch. The area of
the sea to land is roughly as 3 to 1, therefore at this rate it

would take 180 years for fa of an inch of mud converted into
rock to accumulate if distributed evenly over the ocean floor.

When we consider the average depth of the ocean is over two
miles, fa of an inch I would amount to no
more than about one five-millionth part, and this, be it remem-
bered, has 180 years to accumulate and settle, so that if we give
WCh particle of these fine matters in suspension 10 years to

settle to the bottom there would never be in the ocean water at

one time more than one ninety-millionth part of matters in sus-

pension, an amount so small as to be practically imperceptible.
The probability that such an infinitesimal amount of matter in

suspension may be present is still more evident when we find

that fine sand floats on the surface of the sea for co -

distances for Prof. Vcrrill says that in the course of the Gulf
Stream they always take with their towing nets more or less

fine siliceous sand- (this Journ., 1882, xxiv, p. 449).

I think it is fairly evident from the foregoing calculations

* Prof. A. E. Verrill also ^ays that, in the Gulf Stream slope examined by n~.
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that there may be accumulations going on in the great 0C <

which we can no more see than we can the matters in soluti<

It is only because the mineral matters get concentrated in

sea water that they are forced upon our notice. They slo

concentrate until a balance is attained and they are remo

from the sea water at the same rate that they are poured

Polar Interglacial Periods more marked than the Glacial—In

a former papery and also in < Climate and Time ' (chap, xvi), it

was pointed out that in temperate regions the cold periods of

the Glacial epoch would be far more marked than the warm

interglacial periods. In temperate regions the condition of

things which prevailed during the cold periods would differ far

more widely from that which now prevails than would the ©oft-

dition of things during the warm periods. But as regards the

polar regions the reverse would be the case ; there the warm

I periods would be more marked than the cold

periods. The condition of things prevailing in these regions

during the. warm periods would be in strongest contrast to

what now obtains; but this would not hold true in reference to

the cold periods, during which matters would be pretty much
the same as at present, only somewhat more severe. In short,

the glacial state is the normal condition of the polar regions,

the interglacial, the abnormal. At present Greenland and

other parts of the Arctic regions are almost wholly covered

with snow and ice, and, consequently, nearlv destitute of vege-

table life. In fact, as regards organic life in those region?,

matters during the Glacial epoch would not probably be much
worse than they are at the present day. Greenland and the

Antarctic continent are to-day almost as destitute of

as they could possibly be. Although, in opposition to what is

* Mr. Thomas Higgin, F.L.S., of Anderton Salt Works. NortrnviH

f Phil. Mag., Jan.,
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found to be true in reference to the temperate regions, the
polar interglacial periods were more marked than the glacial,

it does not follow that on this account the relics of the inter-

glacial periods which remain ought to be more abundant in
polar than in temperate regions. On the contrary, the reverse
ought to be the case. In the polar regions, undoubtedly, there
is least likelihood of finding traces of interglacial periods; for

there, of all other places, the destruction of such ti i - would
be most complete. The more severe the glaciation following a
warm period, the more complete would be the removal of the
remains belonging to the period. If in such places as Scot-
land and Scandinavia so little is left of the wreck of inter-

glacial periods, it need be a matter of no surprise that in Arctic
regions scarcely a relic of those periods remains. The com-
a ative absence in polar regions of organic remains belonging

to a mild i , Tgiaeial period cannot therefore be adduced as
evidence against the probable existence of such a period.
Who would expect to find such remains in ice-covered regions
like Greenla gen? Although not a trace is

now to be found, it is nevertheless quite possible that during
those regions may have enjoyed a <

tividy mild and equable climate.

Evidence from the Mammoth in Siberia.—This comparative
absence of the remains of a warmer condition of climate in

Arctic regions during Pleistocene times holds true, however,
only in regard to those parts, like Greenland, which have

severe glaciation. When we

importance 'verlooked,

proofs ol a mild and equable condition of climate.
I refer to (acts connected with the climatic condition under

h and his congeners lived. The
• miKoth lived in Northern Siberia proves

that at the time the climate of that region must have been far

different from what it is at the present day.

The opinion was long held, and is still held by some, that
fiie Mammoth did not live in Northern Siberia, where his

remains are found, but in more southern latitudes and that

a "..IV carried 'town by rivers. It was considered

that an animal allied to the Elephant, which now
lives only in tropical regions, should have existed under a

•> rigorous as that of Siberia. The opinion that the
remains were floated down the Siberian rivers is now, however,
abandoned by Russian naturalists and other observers who
have carefully examined the country.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Third Series, Vol. XXIX, No. 173.-April, 1885.
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I shall here give a brief statement of the facts and arguments

which have been adduced in support of the theory that the

Mammoth lived and died where its remains were found. For

these facts I am mainly indebted to the admirable papers by

Mr. Howorth on the Mammoth in Siberia, which appeared in

the Geological Magazine for 1880.

Had the remains of the Mammoth been carried down from

the far south by the Siberian rivers, they would have been

found mainly, if not exclusively, on the banks of the long

rivers, such as the Obi, Yenissei and the Lena, and in the

deltas formed at their mouths. But such is not the case

"These are," says Mr. Howorth, "found even more a

on the banks of the very short rivers east of the Lena. They

are found not only on the deltas of these rivers, but

to the north, in the islands of New Siberia, beyond the reach

of the currents of the small rivers, whose mouths are opposite

those islands." But a more convincing proof is that "they are

found not only in North Central Si >eria, where the main

arteries of the country flow, but in great numbers east of the

river Lena, in the vast peninsula of the Chukchi, in the

country of the Yukagirs, and in Kamtskatka, where there are

no rivers down which they could have floated from more tem-

perate regions." Besides, it is not merely in the deltas and

banks of rivers that the remains are found, but in nearly all

parts of the open tundra; and Wrangell says* that the best, as

well as the greatest number of remains are found at a certain

depth below the surface in clay-hills, and more in those of some

elevation than along the low coast or in the flat tundra.

Had the Mammoth lived in the south we should, as Mr.

Howorth further remarks, have found its remains most abund-

ant in the south, whereas the farther north we go the remains

become more abundant, and in the islands of the Liacliot

archipelago, in about latitude 74°, the greatest quantities have

been discovered. Again, according to Hedenstrom, the bones

and tusks found- in the north are not so large and heavy as

those in the south
; a fact which still further confirms the

opinion that the Mammoth lived where his remains are found,

inasmuch as the greater severity of the climate in northern

parts would certainly hinder the growth and full development

of the animal. ,

Northern Siberia much warmer during i

than now.-It is true that the Mammoth and tin-

- •' -re fnrnisl •
! with a woolly covering which wouiu

protect them from cold : but it is nevertheless highly inlPr
°, !

ied a climate so severe as «w

of Northern Siberia at the present day, where the ground

* Polar Sea Expedition, English translation, p. 275.
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covered with snow for nine months in the year and the tempera-
ture is seldom much above zero Fahr. And even if they could
have

-

endured the cold, they would have starved for want of
food. Some parts of Siberia are no doubt fertile, as, for ex-
ample, the valley of the Yenisei, described by Nordenskjold ;«

but there is little doubt, as Mr. Howorth remarks, that the
larger portion of Northern Siberia, where the Mammoth and
the Rhinoceros lived, is now a naked tundra covered with moss,
on which no tree will grow. On such ground it is phvsicnlJv
impossible that the Mammoth and Rhinoceros could exist, for

Jhey cannot graze close to ground like oxen. They live on
Jong grass and on the foliage and small branches of trees.

Evidence from Wood.-—The fact that the Mammoth was most
abundant beyond the present northern limit of wood is pretty
good evidence that the climatic condition of Northern Siberia
must have been milder than now. Wood must have extended,
111 the days of the Mammoth, far beyond its present limit,

probably as far north as New Siberia : facts of observation sup-
port this conclusion.
The wood found in Northern Siberia consists of two classes

r;tb.e one is the result of drift, the other grew on the spot.
-ihe natives call the former " Noashina," and the latter " Adam-
Sm °a ;" and the division is supported by Goppert, " who sepa-
rates the trunks of timber found in Northern Siberia into a
Qorthern series, with narrow rings of annual growth, and a
southern, with wider ones. The latter doubtless floated down
the rivers, as great quantities do still ; while the former probably
grew here with the Mammoth."
In the middle of October, 1810, Hedenstrom went across the

^ndra direct to TJstiansk. "On this occasion," he says, "I
observed a remarkable natural phenomenon on the Chastach
-kake. This lake is 14 versts long and o broad, and every
a"tumn throws up a quantity of bituminous fragments of wood,
Wl th which its shores in many places are covered to the depth
ot more than 2 feet. Among these are pieces of a hard trans-

parent resinous substance, burning like amber, though without
its agreeable perfume. It is probably the hardened resin of the

larch tree. The Chasl ; [ & versts frora the
3ea and 80 versts from the nearest forest."f

0n the same journey Hedenstrom noticed "on the tundra,

equally remote from the present line of forest, among the steep

san

C

V banks of the lakes and rivers, large birch trees, com-
plete, with i oot. At the first glance they

appeared to have been well preserved by the earth
;
but, on

pgmg them up, they are found to be in a thorough state ot

ae°ay. On being lighted they glow, but never emit a flame:
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nevertheless the inhabitants of the neighborhood use them as

fuel, and designate these subterranean trees as Adam:
or of Adam's time. The first living birch tree is not found

nearer than three degrees to the south, and then only in the

On the hills in the interior of the Island of Koteloni " Sanni-

kow found the skulls and bones oi horses, buffaloes, oxen and

sheep in such abundance that thes animals must i v have

lived there in large herds. At present, however, the lev wilder-

ness produces nothing that could Milord them nourishment, nor

would they he able to endure the climate. Sannikow concludes

that a milder climate must formerly have prevailed here, and

that these animals may therefore have been contemporary with

moth, whose remains are found in every part of the

islandf'f

"Herr von Ruprecht reported to Brandt that, at the mouth

of the Indiga, in 67° 39' K Jat., on a sn

Chernoi Noss, where at present only very small birch bushes

grow, he found rotten birch trunks still stan ling

mess of a man's leg and the height of a man. In going

up the river he met with no traces of wood until he reached the

port of Indiga. Here he noticed the litvt li /ht-lir woods grow-

ing among still standing but dead trunks. And higher up the

river still, the living woods fairly began.":}:

Schmidt says that, "where the lakes on the tu

grown small and shallow, we find on and near then

layer of turf, under which, in many places, are remaii
".......

has r<?ru'jn ^u/, aa<t that tl„ chma/f h

colder. I found, on the way from Dudino to the Ural Moun-

tains, in a place where larches now only grow in sheltered river-

valleys, in turf on the top of the tundra, prostrate larch trees

still bearing cones."§

Schmidt also states that he was informed that al I

at the limit of the woods, there had been found in a

larch wood the lower part of a stem sticking in the ground,

v rooted, which was three feet in diameter. He^'fJ
states that, " eleven versts above Krestowkoje, in lat. 72 ,

found, in a layer of soil covered with clay on the upper edge oi

the banks of the Yenissei, well-pivsm ved stems like those

the birch, v. .times with their roots

attached, and three to four inches in diameter.

Merklm ivcognii.es them as those of the Aha:
still grows as a bush on the islands of the Yenissei, m
70£° N."

* Wrangell, p. 492. + Wrangell. p. 496.

§ Schmidt, as quoted by Howorth.
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Evidence from Shells.—In the freshwater deposits in which
the bones of the Mammoth are found, there are fresh-water and
land-shells, which indicate a warmer condition of climate. I
quote the following from Mr. Howorth's memoir:—

leposite on
ra below Dudino and beyond the present range of trees.

Jjpatim found recent shells of it, with well-preserved colors,
» farther south, in lat. 68° and 69°, within the present range

at the mouth of the Awamka. The most northern
jrait hitherto known for this shell was in lat. 60° K, where
they were found by Maak in gold-washings on the Pit."'

'In the freshwater clay of the tundra by Tolstoi Nosh.

I Limncea

found thrown up on the banks of the Yemsse.,
«?« on a rotten drifted trunk, Linuu: aarestis ; Anodonta ana-

> band on the banks of the Yenissei as far as Tol-
stoi Noss, but no farther. Pisidi* lives in the
Pools on the tundra ; as does Succinea putris on the branches
«we All, aster on the Brijochof Islands."

ions* that the Cyrena jiuminahs is found in

ne deposits which contain the remains of the

.

Fne evidence, then,
1

' says Mr. Howorth, "of the debris of

«e Mammoth-remains, amnlv confirms the d priori conclusion

oateof Northern Siberia was at the epoch of the

nore temperate than now. It seems that the

meal I'acies of the district was not unlike that of Southern
°'°eria, thai

, and the Alnaster were p>-ob-

^ytheprei i led far
to the north of its present range and doubtless as far as the

;

.etic Sea; that not only the mean temperature was ranch

.:-; : .
.m °fan Arctic /y^/'—GeoI. Mag.. December, 1880.

/he Mam .
»f no sur-

Prisethat the climate of Northern Siberia during the time of

ioth was more mild and equable than now, if we

°fj
admit that the Mam «th w> iter- t V .at it was

1
interglacial aje is a c.Mi<'iu-i..'i wIium. 1 think, has neon

we I established by Prof. J. Geikie and others. Into the facts

lenta which have been advanced in support of this

^elusion I need not here enter. The subject will, however,
^ found disc 'Prehis-

i 'The Great Ice-Age ' (second edition).

*r. R. a. W Tcahted

v,
f:ini(
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mild periods of the Glacial epoch seems to offer all the neces-

sary conditions for the existence of the Mammoth i

That the Mammoth was interglacial will be further evident

when we consider the climatic conditions of Europe at the time

that it lived there. Before doing so, it may be as well to

glance at what evidently were the main characteristics of the

interglacial periods.

Main Characteristics of In I i'hev are as

follows:

1. Interglacial condiiions neither did nor could exist nmuJ-

taneox sly on both hemispheres. They existed only on one

hemisphere at a time, viz: on the hemisphere which had its

winter solstice in perihelion.

2. During interglacial periods the climate was more equable

than it is at present ; that is to say, the difference between the

summer and winter temperatures was much less than it is now.

they are at present, but the temperature of the winters was

much above what it is at the present day.
" equatea! i-

regions was far in excess of what it is at present. On this

account a greater uniformity of climate then prevailed: that is

to say, the difference of climatic conditions between the sub-

tropical and the temperate and polar regions was le-
than at present—the temperature not differing so much with

latitude as it now does.

4. Mildness, or a comparative absence of high wine
terized interglacial climate. This partial exemption from high

winds resulted from the fact that the difference of temperature

between the equator and the poles, the primary cause of the

winds, was much less than at the present day.
5. Another character of interglacial climate was a higher

temperature than now prevails. This other

auses, resulted from the great amount of heat then transferred

by ocean-currents from the glacial to the interglacial hemi-

6. During interglacial periods the climate was not only more

equable, mild, and uniform than now, but it was also more

moist. This was doubtless owing mainly to the fact of tbe

presence then in temperate and polar regions of so large an

amount of warm intertropical water. In short, it was t

presence of so much warm water from intertropic

which mainly gave to the climate of the interglacial
periods

its peculiar character.

All these characteristics of interglacial climate have bee

fully established by the facts of geology, but they are also,
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we have seen, deducible d priori from physical principles.
1 hey follow as necessary consequ aysical agen-
cies which brought about the Glacial epoch.

'/'''"'""''/''"' "'r V>n,} mnlh in Europe.—Skeletons and de-
tached remains of the Mammoth have been found in nearly
every country in Europe. Mr. Howorth in his men
1 'details of the finding of these in various parts of Russia,

••-, Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, Fra e. E gland.; d
other countries. It is shown that the conditions under which

^mmoth-remains have been found in Europe are almost
v Ho same as those under which thev are found in

Iberia, with the exception, of course, that in Europe no car-
casses with their flesh intact have been met with.

.
Again, the deposit in which the Mammoth-remains are found

TK "°Pe
.

is tne same as that in which they occur in Siberia.
*ae deposit is a freshwater on . relay and

h nd- and Ereshwater-
ttells. When these plants and shells are examined, they are
ound to indicate the sanm interracial condition

prevailed in Siberia during the time the Mammoth
lved in that region.
-In the case of land-plants it is, of course, only under excep-

tional circumstances, as Prof. .). Geikie remarks, that they can
be fou nd in a condition suitable for the botanist. Now and

i rer, beds writh well-preserved plants are met with,
buned und, -.

' I,, a still better state of pres-
tation are the

j
hint remains . nd shells wl ich have been dis-

• the masses of calear is tufa which have been
ings. An examina-

tion of the plant-remains found under these conditions shows

les, when the deposits in which
he Mammoth bones are found were being formed, the climate
*as more a at the present day.

ri) e fossililerous remains yielded by the tufas have led to

fcost impo -iditionof thePleisto-

which I need not here enter.
1 Bew -5h in Prof. J. Geikie's Prehis-

. ehap. iv.f It will suffice at present simply to

[
e er to the genera! conclusions to wh ch these researches have

as thev bear <m the climatic conditions prevail-
ln8 at the time the Mammoth lived so abundantly in Europe

,

lri the tufa d. , . -lis < i i useaiu have b vn tinind numbers of

j, somming •

I
with others

^h'ch now '• latter is

the Canary laurel °w Inch now flourishes so luxuriantly in the
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Canary Islands, on the nothern slopes of the mountains, at an

elevation of from 2,000 to 5,000 feet above the sea-level—

a

region, remarks Prof. J. Geikie, nearly always enveloped in

steaming vapors, and exposed to heavy rains in winter. In

that deposit is also found the common laurel, associated with

the beech. This is not now the case, as the laurel requires

more shade than it can find there at the present, while the beech

has retreated to the northern flanks of the Apennines to obtain

a cooler climate.

In the tufas of Provence are found groups the same as those

which flourish there at present, but commingled with them are

also the Canary laurel and other plants which are no longer

natives of Provence. Saporta directs attention to the fact that

species such as the Aleppo pine and the olive, demanding con-

siderable summer-heat rather than a moist climate, are entirely

wanting in the tufas.

Similar to those of Provence are the tufas of Montpellier.

Saporta concludes that when all those species lived together the

climate must necessarily have been more equable and /

at present. In other words, the summers were not so dry and

the winters were milder than they are now.
The deposit near Moret, in the valley of the Seii

more remarkable in showing the equable condition
which than prevailed. The assemblage of plants fou

tells a tale, says Prof. J. Geikie, which there is no
|

of misreading. '• Here." hesavs, " wehave the cleared •

of a genial, humid, and equable climate having formerly char-

acterized Northern France. The presence of'the laurel. aiM

that variety of it which is most susceptible to cold,

that the winters must have been mild, for this pla

during that season, and repeated frosts, says Sap*

u

prevent it reproducing its kind. It is a mild win!

than a hot summer which the laurel demands, and the same

may be said of the fig-tree. The olive, on the other hand. Re-

quires prolonged summer heat to enable it to perform its n*
functions. Saporta describes the fig-tree of the La-Cel

closely approximating, in the size and shape of its leave-- una

fruit, to that of the tufas n tin south of France and to thus
'

Asia Minor, Kurdistan and Armenia. But if the winters "

Northern France were formerly mild and genial, th'

were certainly more humid, and probably not so hot.

proved by the presence of several plants in the tufa

which cannot endure a hot arid climate, but abound in the shady

woods of Northern France and' Germany." •,

The plants found in the tufas of Canstadt are much similar

to those of Moret. Mr. Howorth, in regard to the deposits o

those places, says :
" The coexistence of the species found ther ,
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remarks M. Saporta, proves very clearlv that, notwithstanding
to latitude, Europe, from the Mediterranean

to its central districts, offered fewer contrasts, and was more
uniform than it is now. A more equable climate, damp and
cJement, allowed the Acer pseudo-platanus and the fig to live

I together near Paris, as it allowed the reh
njsena. The Acer grows with difficulty now where the Ficus
grows wild, while the latter has to be protected in winter in the
latitude of Paris."*
Equally conclusive is the testimony borne by the Mollusca

ottbe tufas. In the tufas and marls of Moret, in the valley of
toe beme, thirty- five species were discovered. The majority
ot these must have lived in damp and shady places, in the
recesses of moist woods, and on the leaves of marsh-plants,
the shells, M. Tournouer concludes, bespeak a condition of

. prevails in

« the alluvial deposits of Canstndt, in Wurtemberg, a class

covered.

I he evidence furnished by the animals found most abundant-

ly
with the Mammoth in Europe and Siberia, Mr. Howorth

at of the plants and
toollusea,

Jknimoth
mus equally prevailed over the whole of Europe. We have s, ...

that,
#

accord ing to the Physical theory, this condition of climate
^asinevei bal it ought to have been on
^supposition that it was "intersrlacial. It was a condition
mil

<h equable, uniform, humid, and of a higher mean annua:

o-e than we have at the present daw There is, how-
ler, direct and positive evidence that this condition of climate
*as mterglaeia! : for the faots both of geology and of paleoutoi-

°p show thatitwas preceded and sueco ' 'd by a stite of things
0f ^ wholly opposite character.

Tht Ma though the

^rnmoth could have lived in A retie Sih-ria onl v during an m-

o j it lot > a >1 lol ow thn ' iu-t i tve p< rishe i

dunng the succeeding glacial period. When tin' cold eatue on.

a»d the vegetation on which it suhsiste 1 began to

.,;. and would continue ir- man-',, as the

Co]d and sev< tin oi the ,i ters inei tsed During the con-

«Quance of the" ten or twelve thousand years of Arctic condi-
tlons it would find in Southern Europe ai

where it could exist. At the end of the cold period, and when

*Geol. Mag., June, 1881.
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the climate again began to grow mild and equable, it would re-

trace its steps northward. There is, however, little doubt that

during the severity of a glacial period, and when necessarily

confined to a more limited area, its numbers would be greatly

diminished. There is every reason for believing thai the Mam-

moth outlived all that succession of cold and warm periods

known as the Glacial epoch proper, and did not finally disappear

till recent post-glacial times.

It was probably about the commencement of a cold period,

and before the Mammoth ha.t retreated from Northern Siberia,

that those individuals perished whose carcasses hav.

frozen in the cliffs. The way in which they probably perished

and became imbedded in the frozen ice and mud, has, I think,

ingeniously shown by Dr. Rae.*

" nes enjoyed in toe

Arctic regions interglacial conditions of climate. It is true

that on the western continent we have not in Arctic regions

such clear and satisfactory evidence of an interglacial period.

But it would be rash to infer from this that the west

tinent was, in this respect, less favored tea . the eastern. That

we should find less evidence at the present day of former

interglacial periods in Arctic America than Arctic Asia, is

what is to be expected, for the glaciation which succeeded

ial periods has been far more severe in the former

region than in the latter. The remains of the Mammoth have.

however, been found in Arctic .'. ] E£6t2»"

bue Sound, under coi

In Banks's Land, Prince Patrick's Island, and Melville Island,

as in Northern Siberia, full-grown trees have been found in

abundance at considerable distance in the interior, and at ele-

vations of two or three hundred feet above sea level. The

bark on many of them was in a perfect state. Captain McOlure,

Captain Osborn, and Lieutenant Mecham, by whom they were

found, all agreed in thinking that they grew in the place where

they were found.
It is true that more recent Arctic vovagers have come to

the conclusion that these trees must have been drifted down

the river from the south. There can be lil

art of the wood found there, as in Siberia, i* llrltt
'

wood. But may there not be, also, as in Siberia, I

of wood?—a"Noashina" and a " Adamshina," a

was drifted and another kind which grew on the spot. I'lls lb

a point which will require to be determined. . .

That so little has as yet been done in the way of searching

for such evidence of is, is, doubtless, m

*Phil. Mag. for July, 1814, p. 60.
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great measure due to the fact that most of those, if not all. who
sed those regions entertained the belief that there is an

a priori improbability that a condition of climate which would
nave allowed the growth of trees in such a place prevailed so
recently as Post-tertiary times. Even supposing those Arctic

id considered the finding of interglacial deposits a
likely thing, and had in addition i 1 1. so al e< ireli for them,
the simple fact that they should have failed to find anv trace
oi them could not, as we have already shown, be reg
even presumptive evidence that none 'existed. Take Scotland
as an example. Abundant relics of interglacial age have there
been found from time to time ; but among the many geolo-
gists who visit that country year by year, how few of them
nave the good fortune of diseove . In fact, a

(night search for months, and yet foil to meet with an
interglacial deposit. The reason is obvious. The last ice-
sheet, under which Scotland was buried, was so enormous as to
remove every remnant of the preceding interglacial land-
surface, except here and there in deep sheltered hollows, or in

iere it may happen to have been protected from the
grinding power of the ice by projecting rocks. But all those
Peaces are now so completely covered with bowlder-clay
and other deposits that it is' only in the sinking of pits,

quarries, in railway-cuttings, and other deep excavations that

m accidentally turn up. Now if it is so difficult to
nnd in temperate regions, in a place like Scotland, interglacial
remains, how much more difficult must it be to meet with them
|n Arctic regions where the destructive power of the ice must
fiave been so much greater.
Something like indications of "1 appear

Jo have been found by Professor Nordenskjold in Spitsbergen.
xn the interior of Ice-fjord," he says, "and at several other

P.Jaces on the coast of Spitzbergen, one meets with indications
either that the polar tracts were less completely covered with

facial periods have also occurred in the polar regions. In
s°me sand beds not very much raised above the level of the sea
one may, in fact, find the large shells of a mussel {ibftihs

•i the waters encircling the Sea
coast. It ig now no longer found in the sea around Spitz-

bergen, liav . routed out by the ice-masses

constantly driven by the ocean -currents along the coasts.

This testimony is the more valuable as it is given by an

experienced geologist so much opposed to the theory of inter-

*"0n former Climate of Polar regions," Geol. Mag., Nov. 1875, p. 531. See
ais<> "Geology of S 1876, p. 267.
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glacial periods. A more special and thorough search of those

beds might probably reveal further indications of interglacial

Was Greenland free from Ice during any of the Interglacial

Periods?—There is nothing whatever improbable in the sup-

position that during some of the earlier interglacial periods,

when the eccentricity was about a maximum, the ice might

have completely disappeared from Greenland, and the country

become covered with vegetation.

Mr. Wallace thinks that the existence at present of an ice-

sheet on Greenland is to be explained only by the fact that cold

currents from the polar area flow down both sides of that conti-

nent. He further thinks that could these two Arctic currents

be diverted from Greenland, " that country would become free

from ice, and might even be completely forest-clad and habit-

able."*

I am inclined to agree with Mr. Wallace in thinking that

the withdrawal of the two cold currents in question would

effectually remove the ice. We know that Greenland is at

present buried under ice, as has been shown on former occa-

sions, simply because there happens to be about two inches

more of ice annually formed than is actually melted. It cer-

tainly would not require any very great change in the present

physical and climatic conditions of things to melt two additional

inches per annum. If this were done the ice would ultimately

disappear. A simple decrease in the volume of the two

currents might possibly bring about such a result. A cause

more effectual would, however, be an increase in the tempera-

ture and volume of the Arctic branch of the Gulf-stream.

Note.—This will probably be my last paper on questions

relating to geological climate. There are many points I should

have wished to consider more fully, but advancing years and

declining health have rendered it necessary for me to abandon

the subject altogether in order to be able to finish some woi%

in a wholly different field of inquiry, which has been laid aside

for upwards of a quarter of a century.

*'IslandLife,'p. 149.
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Art. XLIL-
Fresh-watei

With Plate III.

The subjoined fresh-water Infusoria which, so far as I am
able to ascertain, have not been previously observed and are
consequently undescribed, have, with a single exception, been
obtained from the shallow ponds and streams of New Jersey.
That they are restricted to that locality, however, is no;

Physomonas vestita, sp. nov.

Body subglobose, the anterior truncation obsolete; the entire
surface clothed with a thin, mucilaginous, finely granular in-

- through which penetrate numerous delicate, flexible,
ray-like bodies apparently adherent to all points of the surface

;

o granular; long flagellum flexible, the distal extrem-
"y arcuately curved, r. i the body in length,-
the secon(3arj one „€.fourth thai
anform, flexible, four times the diameter of the body in

:

advance of the median line; a linear, slighth curved band or
groove near the frontal margin of the body. Diameter of the

|f?.
id TirW inch. Habitat-Pond- water, with Mvriophyllum.

Solitary.

in two particulars this species differs from the hitherto single
known member of the genus:—in the absence of the truncated
anterior border, and in presence of a linear, dark-bordered band
0r depression near the frontal margin, as exists in Soumella. In
structure, habits and other esa ' is a Pby-
s°tnonas. Influenced, however, by what I at first interpreted
to be ray-like pseudopodia, I was not disposed to relegate it to
any previously instituted genus, but felt compelled to form for
lte reception a new

g
Subsequent study, however, dispelled tl :ii i h i .1 id proved the

le to be an undescribed species of Physomonas. The
tar surface,

f what Dr. Leidy,in hismono-

,, h is sty I 'd "cils,'" being, ni

•'
'

;.:.-, •::
' ;. ; •

'

.
•

'' " •
'

'

capid movement to become the

1,1. 'These spicular bodies have no circulation of

their substance as do true pseudopodia emitted by the Rhizop-
°aa and some of the lowest of the Infusoria : they are not re-

tractile, neiii food, as in

Members of the Radio-Plagellata where the nutritive particle,

* See this Journal, xxviii, 39, July, 1884.
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dashed down by the short flagellum, is seized by one or more

of the pseudopodic projections and drawn into the body. With

this form the food, thrown down by the action of the short

flagellum, enters at any part of the surface, usually near the

base of the flagella, where the part opens, the mucilaginous ra-

it and the adherent spicules moving outwardly on what

to be a delicate cuticle, a wave-like outflow of the

oplasm surrounds the particle and draws it into the body

enclosed in a large drop of water. In length these cuticular

spicules are I the short flagellum.

The nucleus is indistinct and presumably centrally placed,

although it was not positively identified. The two contractile

vesicles pulsate alternately, and are distinctly apparent. The

animalcule is shown in fig. 1, Plate III.

Bicosoeca lepteca, sp. nov.

Lorica sub-cylindrical, three times as large as broad,
' and slightly narrowed anteriorly into an inconspicuous neck,

somewhat inflated centrally, thence gradually tapering to the

acute point of attachment to the pedicle whose length is equal

to the greatest width of the lorica ; animalcule ovate, with the

usual oblique frontal border, the two diverse flagella and the

eccentrically attached tractile ligament, the extended body

projecting but a short distance beyond the lorica;

vesicles two; nucleus sub-centrally placed. Length of lorica

nnnr *° tttW inch
5
width tsW 5

heigbt of pedicle^ -
Hab '

itat—Pond- water, with Myriophyllum and Algse.

This minute creature is among the largest, it* not the largest

of the genus, the loricee of the hitherto known species measur-

ing from the^ to the^ ^ch in height, the one usual y

extending to the Ww inch is at times found to produce a sheatn

t*W inch high, thus in its most luxuriant growth only equal-

ling the ordinary proportion of Bicosoeca lepteca, which conse-

quently becomes the most gigantic of those yet recorded.

From the only sweet-water species, R lacustris J.-Clk., hitherto

observed as a resident in American lakes, it differs so widely

that to designate the points of dissimilarity would necessitate an

extended description of the form here used in comparison.

The loricae, as is so common with those of the Vaginic

quently change from the hyaline condition of youth to a semi-

opaque chestnut-brown coloration of maturity and
occasionally a deserted lorica is observed that, judging trom

this change of tint, is neither young nor mature, for the po •

terior half has assumed a translucent, chestnut hue while tne/
e

.

maining portion is as colorless as when first secreted. Argut g

from this alteration, it is probable that the chemical coropositw

of these sheaths is similar to those of the Vagimcoim ,
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and the pedicles of some of the Choano-Flagellata, in all of
which the change has been observed.
The species is shown in fig. 2.

Bicosoeca leptosloma, sp. now
Lorica elongate-ovate or subfusiform, three times as long as

broad, tapering anteriorly to a short neck-like portion, the
aperture very narrow, the margins not everted, the posterior

lose length is equal to one-half
the greatest width of the lorica ; animalcule ovate or subpyri-
rortn, occupying the anterior half of the sheath, being entirely
enclosed, with the exception of the long, iip-like projection ex-
tending beyond the aperture; contractile vesicles two, pos-

i/laced; nucleus anteriorly situated. Length of lorica

TTmrinch; height of pedicle ^^ Pond-water; attached to
^F'opnyllum and Algte. Gregarious.
This form most closely resembles that of the salt-water

Uicosaeca tenuis S.-K., and may be considered its fresh-water rep-
resentative

; resembling it also in the proportion borne by the
*jath of the lorica to the length, and in the short distance to
^hich the extended animal protrudes itself, but differing in
j"ze, length of pedicle and in the form of the enclosed zooid.
f he narrow, lip-like prominence being the only portion of the
body which extends beyond the lorica, it receives and accepts
?r ejects all food particles thrown upon it by the flagella. It

ately curved, unwelcome particles commonly
traversing its concavity to escape, as though urged by a strong
current, acceptable matters being engulfed bv an advancing
*ave of sarcode. The animalcule is shown in fig. 3.

Bicosoeca longipes, sp. nov.

Lorica ovate, twice as long as wide, slightly narrowed
. the margin not everted, tapering towards its junc-

"on with the pedicle which is four or five times as long as the
j°riea; enclosed zooid subspherical, extending but a short dis-

tance beyond the aperture; contractile vesicles two, posteriorly

Length of lorica ^fa inch. Habitat.—Pond water;
attached to Myriophyllum. Solitary.
With this and the preceding species the long flagellum, when

the retracted infusorian withdraws it into the lorica, is spirally
coded as is usual with all the members of the genus, but the

great diameter of the coil is here horizontal, so that it appears to

rest by its greatest width on the zooid's frontal border. Since
mJ attention was especially called to this feature I have not

obtained a specimen of I

** J- CIk->

but with it I t'sn i irk, that the longest
c»ameter of the coiled flagellum is vertical, so that the narrow
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edge of the spring-like spiral rests on the anterior. border of the

zooid. Kent's figure exhibits it correctly as it occurs in the

present species and the two preceding when about to uncoil

itself, the spiral then assuming a vertical position, but he re-

marks that " the longer of the two fkgella, as shown in fig. 17,

is thrown into an elegant spiral coil, reminding the observer of

the spirally retracted proboscis of a butterfly." This is assured-

ly not the case in the three species here described.* The lorica

and extended animalcule of B. longipes are shown in fig. 4

Stylobryon Abbotti, sp. nov.

Loricae conical-campanulate, widest anteriorly, not everted,

tapering without constriction to the p

broad, and united to each other by pedicles about one-half as

long as a single lorica, into the cavity of which they are con-

tinued, becoming gradually attenuated to their extremity, each

lorica usually bearing two loricae which are apparently sessile

on the anterolateral borders of their supporting - ;

i ath :
primary

foot-stalk about six times as long as a single lorica; enclosed

animalcule not consp >le in shape, ovate or

subspherical, the projecr.ii j lip short; flagella two, the longer

scarcely e.v the lorica, to the pos-

terior portion of which the infusorian is confined by a short.

filamentous, contractile ligament: pulsating vesicle -

teriorly [.laced: nucleus subcentral. Length of i

lorie.-e y^Vfj inGn ; of primary pedicle -^ inch. Hamtat.—

Pond water; attached to filamentous Alga; or other fine vege-

table fibres.

This polythecium, unlike that of Stylobryon petiohi

S.-K., which it most resembles, is subject to but litti

in its mode of colony-building. As shown in

which most of the zooids have" been intentional!

usual method is to erect a cluster of tapering, bell-shaped

loricse- by attaching two to the frontal borders of th

ad continuing in this manner until the polythecium is

completed. Occasionally, however, the first or s

is three, the third being centrally placed, but, so W

The number of lorica- composiiiir "the polvtheciuui I

sid.-nible range with age. No colonies have as yet been noted

with less than six, neither has it yet been my good fortune

* Since writing the above I have seen Prof. Clarl
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of these beautiful polythecia exhibiting more than
...j ~ne which composed the colony shown in the figure,

lne loricse, like those of Bicosceca lepteca referred to on a pre-

I,

!

u-

US
i^e? a

,

re reraat'kable for the great apparent facility with

again.

poly-

seemed to be incom-
plete, yet their posterior portions have become brown while

: •' apparently in process of formation, has been
colorless and transparent

In general appearance this form resembles Stylobryon petio-
' 'ring, as has been stated, in bei _ less variable in the

building up its poly theci urn. in the shape and pos-

I zooids, in the more conical form
°? the individual loricae, and especially in their much smaller

» i of & petiolatum measuring from ^ to^ inch,

^
e with 'lie present species none greater than y^y inch have

oeen observed,

"gives me pleasure to dedicate the species to my friend Dr.

Abbott, the well-known archaeologist and naturalist,

v obtained.

propriate that the species should bear his name,
nat was the still waters o{ that attractive region,

»rate life of whose upland and meadow Br. Abbott

^ described so charmingly in his "Rambles of a Naturalist
<to>ut Home," and on whose Holds and hillsides he has discovered
so many evidences of paleolithic occupants, and so many
^aniens of their handiwork.

tt/;„
fi<-i.;.-t.

-oody somewhat bean-shaped, or sub-elliptical with an

ventral concavitv: twice as long as broad.

.. striate and entirely ciliate, the
»iaof the posterior extremity longest and most conspicuous,
e anterior and posterior borders evenly rounded, the former
o^ewhat curved toward the ventral aspect; oral aperture

*Jongate-ovate, obliquely set within the anterior ventral eon-

•
.
V, ,'

.
. .

« ' ::,;!- .:-.: ..:•?:,.: .•"

2*°If«ng right-hand

'rder, often leaving after systole a rosette of small

•h tinnllv coalesce; anal ape.ture opening on the
eotral surface near "the t

- s! rioi . \
4

i miiv: nucl. is large

2y
at€?subcentrally situated. Length of body ^inch. Habitat,

^tanding water, with Algte.
Although the i, .eleu, is correctly referred to as being sub-

^entrally placed, its position in reference to any special region
A* Joua. Sci.-Tdna, -lki -> Voi KXIX. No. ITJ.-Aprcl, 1S85
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is not constant. At times it is near and central to the dorsum,

at others it is almost exactly in the center of the body, find

occasionally it is found near the middle of the ventral surlVe.

The majority of individuals examined had this important organ

situated as shown in fig. 21, where it would seem to be in its

normal position.

Derepyxis (Seprj, neck, ttvZiS, box), gen. nov.

Animalcule single, inhabiting a pedicellate, flas

lorica to which it is in no way attached; zooid subspherical,

enclosing two laterally disposed color-bands ; flagella two, sub-

eqvial. rising from the center of the anterior margin ;

.vesicles two
;

pharynx presumably represented by a small,

colorless space at the base of the flagella.

This is near Stein's Chrysopyxis, resembling it in the form

of the enclosed zooid, its biflagellate condition and its entire

freedom within the protecting sheath; but differing in the

constantly pedicellate character of the lorica, the latter, in the

genus instituted by the German authority, being sessilely

attached to its support. The development of a co

footstalk to the sheath of Derepyxis is sufficient to i

possessor to a new genus. The Infusorhm that habitually
;

i

duces a pedicle before it secretes its lorica, is a little higher in

the scale than one that develops a sessile lorica.

Derepyxis amphora, sp. nov.

Lorica flask-shaped, transparent, two and one-half to three

times as long as wide, narrowed posteriorly and produced

anteriorly in a cylind h the entire

lorica in length, its circular border truncate, not evernd:

pedicle short, thick, about one-tenth the length of th

enclosed animalcule occupying the center of the si,

spherical, somewhat compressed, the anterior horde:

pointed, this part usually colorless ; the endoplasm with two.

broad, la * rah greenish-yellou bands; flagella ev< i

and projecting for a considerable distance beyond i

nucleus not observed ; contractile vesicles two. post, :

pulsating alternately. Reproduction by longitudinal fission.

Height of lorica -^ inch: length of enclosed zoo:

2

"Tins , ,t< .,--)_ nnbei.o.,

the finer filamentous fresh-water Al-;e. The lateral eo.oi-

bands are very broad, often at-; earing to surround the entire

body, a high am pliticatiuii in sueli instances being require*! to

demonstrate the narrow ch.uk of colorless endop .-

ally. The tint of these bands ia

:o a darker green at the periphery. T-» e ,ni
them longitudin

yellow deeping I
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forian is conspicuously gregarious in habit. It is shown in

%. 6.

Derepyxis ollula, sp. nov.

Lorica broadly flask-shaped, one and one-half times as long
as broad, cent rall\ suhs| herical, sliditN ii;u owed at the pos-
terior extremity, tho neck-like portion subcylindrieah one-
fourth as long as the entire lorica, the circular border not
everted; pedicle short, stout, in length about one-eighth the

ight ol thr lorica; enclosed zooid spherical, the ante-
rior border rounded; lateral color bands as in D. amphora;
jjagellaof equal length ; contractile vesicles posteriorly located,
out not terminal. Height of lorica T^ inch; diameter of
enclosed zooid ^W Reproduction by longitudinal Bssion.
K«bitat._pon( l u-ater : attached to confervoidYilamente. Soli-
tar7 or few together.

"his infusoium eon-pi'Mtouslv differs from the preceding in
the shape and size of the lorica, and in the more spherical
contour of the enclosed zooid with its evenly convex frontal
border. The tint of the color bands is about that of D.
anphora; they are similarly broad, and also usually obscure
'

,!; t' colorless central sarcode. The lorica and enclosed zooid
are shown in fig. 7. It does not so abundantly ornament the

iment as does D. amphora, neither is it so
frequently met with in the habitat preferred by both.

Qhilomonas ovata, sp. nov.

Body evenly ovate, persistent, in shape, once and one-half to
to'ce as long as wide, rounded posteriorly, somewhat, narrowed
anteriorly. • scurely bilabiate, theendoplasm
^closing numco.Ms hnV bordered corpuscles; flagella sub-
e

3
Ual exceeditig the body in lengtl , it s< rted « lose together at

tne anterior apex: contractile vesicles two, pulsating altern-

margin ;
nucleus posteriorly

! «*d. j. r . -
lsV,r i»ch. Habitat.-The

;

' ^|-rial pelli, le on the surface ol rentable infusions.

1 Ins form was taken in abundance from the habitat men-

;
.

:

-

: ........ :

[e from the latter bv us much smaller
Sl2

«, U indeed being the most minute fresh-water species yet

recorded, by its long fla-ella. and partie darly b\ tl

°J
two contractile vesicles, and the almost obsolete bilabiation

f the frontal ape.v. The latter is so obscure, the border at

"nies even
;

!

. and the contraetih'

t ia t ! ave with some hesi

as a member of the genus Chilo-
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monas, but the other characteristics are so marked that it would

seem preferable to slightly modify the generic diagnosis rather

than to institute a new genus for its reception.

The dark-bordered corpuscles so numerous within this and

C. paramcecium, are of an amylaceous nature, as is proved by

their change to an intensely blue color when the animalcule is

killed with iodine. The nucleus is usually so completely

hidden by these superposed starchy corpuscles that it is posi-

tively located with difficulty. In several individuals, however,

these bodies have chiefly collected in the anterior portion of

the zooid, in which cases what I have taken to be the nucleus

has been left in an almost subterminal position. The mature

animalcule is shown in fig. 8.

Eeproduction is accomplished by conjugation followed by

encystment and quadruple subdivision. Union takes place by

the adhesion of the two frontal borders, the body contents of

one animalcule slowly passing into and mingling with those of

the other, the latter gradually assuming a spherical form and

exhibiting four actively moving flagella, as in fig. 9. That the

zooids possess a distinct cuticular investment is proved during

this process of protoplasmic transfer, for at that time, as shown

in fig. 10, the posterior portion of the cuticular coat is left

empty, the space slowly increasing in size until after the con-

jugation has been consummated ; the completely vacated cuti-

cular sac adheres to the quadriflagellate spherical result of the

genetic union, as shown in fig. 9, whence it gradually melts

away. The ultimate fate of the flagella I could nol

determine ; my impression is, however, that they are absorbed.

They remain visible and active for a co

conjugation; in one instance a single flagellum did not entirely

disappear until fission in one plane had been almost

The cuticular surface of the united animalcules, swol

sphere, becomes the cvst wall v.

takes place, the four young zooids thus formed differing from

the mature infusorian apparently in size only.

In a single instance, previous to the union of the fi

ders, the four flagella became fused into two, after w
pose the reproductive process proceeded as just desc

as I neglected to supply the water lost by evaporation from ne*

neath the cover glass, the advancing u-avr swept them from tne

field and they were lost. Cnju-atHm ami cm-vsti e

been observed in the other species of the genus, longitudiiw

fission prevailing generally.

Loxophyllam Jexilis, sp. nov.

Body irregularly ovate, lanceolate or sub-triangular,
three

times as long as broad, transparent, lamellate, very solt
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flexible, widest posteriorly, tapering toward the anterior ex-
tremity which is somewhat curved toward the ventral aspect

;

the posterior margin obliquely and undulately rounded, the
ventral border concave, the dorsal one irregularly convex, its

posterior region bearing two small, conical 1 ievations; the cu-
ticular surface furrowed lengthwise, often thrown into longitu-
dinal folds, entirely ciliated, the cilia of the anterior extremity
somewhat longest and most conspicuous: oral aperture opening
subterminally on the ventral surface ; contractile vesicles three
or more, the largest one postero-terminal, the others small and
scattered

; nucleus moniliform, the nodules irregularly ovate,
centrally situated; trichocysts apparently wanting. "Length

?
f bo,

?y4 in ch. Habitat.—The bacterial pellicle on the sur-
face of an infusion of dead leaves.
the movements of this infusorian are slow and even, with

uncertain changes from one side to the other, and with equally
unexpected contortions consisting of indescribable twistinga

nigs of the body. The creature's ret i rk tbly irregular
outline is made more so by the two little projections on the
posterior part of the dorso-lateral border. These are constantly
Present, but varv somewhat in size and form. What utilitarian
Purpose they may subserve it is difficult to conjecture,

fn a single instance I have observed what appeared to be
ion of two of these animalcules. The combination

resulting from this conjugation was almost indescribable irreg-
u, ar, being thrown into numerous folds and plications and
founded projections, the entire creature exhibiting the most
" ehberate and grotesque writhings and twistings. Theseparate
animalcules were not seen previously to this apparent union,
aQd so long as I was able to follow the apparent combination,
">o change except of form took place. The normal contour of
tQe mfusorian is shown in fig. 11.

spirostomum loxodes, sp. no v.

Body elongate-fusiform, flattened, six to seven times as long
as broad, widest cent! I \j toward both the
!in tenor and posterior extremities, the former rounded and
c'irved toward the left, with a short be; k-lik< ejection, the

<;-m truncate: cuticular surface obliquely striate.

the antenor and posterior borders more conspicuous
Ul;i!1 those of the general surface; peristome field occupying
about one-third of the length of the body ; nucleus moniliform,
^e nodules ovoid; contractile vesicle extendie- through the

:••> Postero-terminal. Length of

™*J A to J* inch. Habitat.—Pond water in Western New
i ork.
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In external contour this creature bears a striking resemblance

to Loxodes, and might readily be mistaken for a member of

that genus when casually examined with a low power of the

microscope. In its own genus it approaches nearest to Xpiro*-

tomnm teres C. & L., which is without the acutely pointed sinis-

tra! curvature of the anterior margin, and differing also specifi-

cally in the presence of a moniliform instead of a single ovoi'l

nucleus, and in the proportion borne by the width of the body

to the length.

Reproduction takes place by transverse fission probably fol-

lowing conjugation, as individuals have been repeatedly ob-

tained in the latter condition, the union, as observed, being

effected by the mutual adhesion of the peristome fields through-

out their entire length. The free-swimming infusorian is rep-

resented in fig. 12.

Vaginicola leptosoma, sp. nov.

Lorica subcylindrical, three and one-half to four times as long

as broad, slightly inflated centrally, thence rapidly t

the narrow, truncated base of at! borders ol

the posterior portion often undulate, the circular anterior mar-

gin not everted ; animalcule attached to the lorica by a short

pedicle, the extended body narrowly elongate-conical, project-

ing for from one-third to one-half of its entire length beyond

the lorica border, the cuticular surface finely striate transverse-

ly; nucleus elongate, band-like. Length of lorica Tf„
mcl '-

Habitat.—Pond wafer : attached to Algae.

The lorica in form resembles that of Vaginicola

(From.) S.-K., but is just twice as large, besides differing m
the proportion borne by the length to the width. The con-

tracted body of V. atlenuata is described as urn-
present species when in that condition is simply obovate. j

M
surface of the former is smooth. The cuticular striatums of »

leptosomn ;iiv listinctlv marked. Inis ornamentation of the sur-

face has not been observed on any of the previously known

species. The nucleus is remarkably elongate, extending

through nearly the entire length of the body. The lorica and

extended animalcule are shown in fig. 13.

Cothurnia anmdata, sp. nov.

Lorica ovate, two and one-half times as long as broad, the

posterior one-fourth widest and somewhat inflated y<

to the pedicle and often undulate, the posterior marj

uously thickened at the point of attachment to the foot-stalK,

the anterior three-fourths, tapering to the circular, truncateo

margin, which is not everted
;
pedicle short, slightly narrower
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the extremity of the lorica, where it is apparently widened
ontinued through the thickened wall as a longitudinally
J prolongation or footstalk to the enclosed zooid ; extend-
imalcule obconical, protruding but a short distance bc-
the lorica, the cutieular surface transverselv striate and
'g near its middle a narrow, transverse ring-like elevation
~" Length of lorica jfg- inch

;
greatest

Myr.o-

The enclosed animalcule hen
species in the possession of a
surface, and the ridge-like eleva_.,
"on of the body. These points alone are sufficient for diagn .-

>IS
- although the lorica also differs in form from that of any

! member of the genus. This with the ex-
tended animalcule are shown in fig. 14.

Litonotus vesicuhsus, sp. no v.

Body elongate, sub-fusiform, produced posteriorly into a
tapering, pointed, retractile tail-like prolongation equal to one-
lourth the length of the entire body, and extended anteriorly
mto a narrow, flattened, flexible and extensile neck, about, one-
wwi the entire length of the body, its frontal border slightly

1 ;^'d and widened and bearing "triehocysts at the tip ; dorsal
region rounded, smooth, the ventral flattened, longil
furrowed and entirely ciliated ; nuclei two, spherical, subcen-
tr.'dly located, and apparently without a funiculus; contractile
vesicles numerous, small, scattered throughout the cortical

1 >'' of the body and extending in a series through the neck

prolongations: triehocysts scattered in the cortex
<* the center of the body

;
parenchyma of the entire animalcule

slightly granular. Length of the extended body ¥V inch.

tfabitat.—Pond water; among Myriophyllum.
In form thi* n^m >'•- L>: '»•> MV> *>,»,? -s£,7 S.-K., but is

"ndoubtedly distinct. The relative and proportionate length

U ' Hhr

, and the form of the caudal prolongation are very con-

different from that of the species dedicated to the

^nged in a regular row at the border of the neck and

°bliquely o ! in no apparent order throu.uh-

°nt the cortical layer of the centra! body and at the tip of the
neck, but not elsewhere. This portion of the internal struc-

ture is of specific value. The chief diagnostic characters, how-
ever

, in the internal structure, are the presence of very many
m '»ute, qui. pulsating contractile vesicles

Mattered about the cortex, while in the animalcule most resem-
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bling it the pulsating vacuole is large, single, and located near

the origin of the caudal extremity. From Litonotus phurosig-

ma, described by the writer in the American Monthly Micro-

scopical Journal for July, 1884, for which it might perhaps be

mistaken if observed only in its contracted state, it differs in

greater extensibility of the neck and tail, in the absence of the

funiculus between the two nuclei, and especially in the

arrangement of the contractile vesicles, those of L. pleurosigma

being disposed in two rows, one on each side of the body near

the ventral surface, while with L. vesiculosus they are not only

more numerous, but are scattered throughout the body cortex

as well as through the tail and neck.

Reproduction is by transverse fission, the dividing plane

passing between the nuclei which have previously separated so

that, as fission proceeds, each part of the animalcule has a

single endoplast. Each nuclear nodule then elongates, quite

rapidly divides transversely, the parts separating and becoming

subspherical with some rapidity, so that before the completion

of the reproductive act, each infusorial moiety possesses two

disconnected nuclei, as did the parent. The mature infusonan

is shown in fig. 15.

Litonotus carinatus, sp. nov.

Body elongate-lanceolate, five to six times as long as broad,

extensile to a linear or subcylindrical form with v

movements, transparent and flexible, the tail-like
;

short, obtuse, the neck-like portion in the mature zooid not

distinctly distinguishable from the body, the anterior extrem-

ity slightly curved toward the right, not dilated; enl

aspect traversed lengthwise by a narrow, convex,
elevation; the ventral surface longitudinally striate,

ciliate; oral aperture subterminal ; nucleus double, subcen-

trally placed, the nodules ovate and apparently conned
out a funiculus; contractile vesicle single, near the

extremity; trichocysts few, confined to the left-hand border of

the anterior body-half. Reproduction by transvers

Length of body^ to^ inch. Habitat.—The bacterial pelli-

cle on the surface of an" in fusion of dead leaves.

The infusonan is represented in its dorsal aspect

It was obtained in great abundance on and beneath

like layer of bacterial and fungoid growths covering tl

of an infusion of various kinds of leaves, forming
the prevailing animalcule. It cannot be easily mistaken ioi

any other species of the genus.
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Litonotus trichocystus, sp. nov.

Body elongate-lanceolate, flexible and extensile, six to eight
times as long as broad, widest centrally, slightly tapering
toward the anterior extremity which is somewhat curved

the right hand and depressed, but not conspicuously
distinguishable from the body proper; tail-like prolongation
short, posteriorly rounded ; ventral surface longitudinally fur-
rowed, entirely ciliate; endoplasm usually coarsely granular;
nucleus double, the nodules subspherical, 'subcentrally placed
and connected bv a funiculus ; contractile vesicle single, near
the posterior extremity ; trichocysts large, numerous, princi-
pally confined to the anterior body-half and the posterior

in the former being arranged in an obliquely-
directed series along the left-band border, a cluster at the
frontal margin, a few on the right-hand border, many scattered

v through the cortex of the center of this region, and
an irregular cluster at the extremity of the caudal prolonga-
tion. Length of body ^ to ^fa- inch. ^Reproduction by
transverse fission. Habitat.—With the preceding in a vegeta-
te infusion.

Examined in dorsal or ventral optical section this infusorian
to a certain extent resembles Litem In,- iimci<>/>t (Khr.) S.-K. It
Ia

, however, easily distinguishable by its shorter and less con-
spicuously flattened neck-like part, and especially by the num-
ber and arrangement of the trichocysts, which are constant and
W 'H constitute the chief struct':: from con-
*°ur, by wl] tified. It is

delineated in its extended state in fig. 17. When contracted it

becomes broadly lanceolate.

Qtelodonfluviatilis, sp. nov.

Body irregularly ovate, one and one-half times as long as
broad, widest and rounded posteriorly, the left-hand lateral

border truncate, the i

ejection rounded and
obscure; veil :? rowed, entirely cili-

ce, the cilia of the frontal border the most conspicuous:
adoral groove obscure or absent; nucleus large, ovate, sub-

situated; contractile vesicles numerous, scattered, a
s,ngle, large, terminal vacuole often developed at the posterior

extremity. Length of body ^ inch. Habitat.—The water
of the Delaware foyer at TrentSS, N. J.

.

/his diners from all other forms in its shape, the straig t

left-hand margin, which is thus far characteristic of it, in the

absence of tl md the adoral groove, and
,n its preference for water not entirely still. The specimens

We'rof theffwWfn th. the water
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coming originally from the Delaware river, and at the point where

the (Modern was obtained returning to it once more, during its

rming in the hollows of the rocks and among the little

heaps of stones,'small comparatively still pools where the oddly

shaped creature was oftenest captured. It of course hardly

lives and thrives in a foaming brook, nor stems the current of

a miniature rapid, yet it seems to prefer a locality where the

water is not placid as a mill-pond, although it will take kindly

to quiet surroundings. I have preserved it in a vessel on my

table for some weeks.

When under prolonged observation it frequently develops a

large, postero-terminal vesicle in addition to the pukiting

vacuoles constantly present, occupying the entire width of th«

terminal border and contracting at long intervals. The ani-

malcule is shown in fig. 18.

Chilodon caudatus, sp. nov.

Body irregularly obovate, once and one-half to twice as Ion*

as broad, widest anteriorly, the frontal border and -

lateral margin rounded, the posterior extremity of the flat,

entirely ciliated ventral surface tapering to an acute point, t e

symmetry of the left-hand lateral border interrupted by the

sudden narrowing of the body, thus forming a conspicuous,

acute, sinistrally projecting lip-like extension; the posterior

extremity of the smooth, convex dorsal region produced in »

short, conical, acuminate, free but motionless, spur-like prolon-

gation; cilia of the frontal border longest and co

ciliated adond groove distinct; oral aperture on the right liaint

side of the median line in the anterior bodv-half; contractile

vesicles numerous, scattered: nucleus sub-spherical, coarsely

granular, posteriorly located ;' anal aperture on the i

border near the posterior extremity. L< >
.

Habitat. -S Jiniana Willd.

In other species a common characteristic of the do -

is to become suddenly elevate.!, and - > merged into the general

surface as to leave a margin or run >' Vi

[

rounding the lateral and posterior and often the fn

ders; but here, while this plane extension «.f the

laterally and at the rear, it is obscure or obsolet.

and the postero-terminal border of the dorsum is

narrowed portion a Ihenm/to the flattened region

a free and disconnected yet inflexible projection,

has any other than an ornamental function I have noi

It, with the prominent anterior lip, will render the

readily recognizable. The dorsal aspect of the am
•

utline of the posterio.
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Dexiotbicha (Ssgiog, on the right-hand side, toiyiov, a little

hair), gen. nov.

Animalcules free-swimming, persistent in shape, entirely
ciliate, elongate-ovate or subreniform, rounded posteriorly;
oral aperture ventral, followed by a short, entirely ciliated,
pharyngeal passage ; one or more'fine. hair-like seta- project-
<"g from the posterior extremity of the body, and a single
series of flexible, setose cilia < across the
anterior right-hand ventral and lateral borders from the margin
of the oral aperture to the margin of the dorsal surface ; nucleus
oyate; contractile vesicle single; anal aperture posteriorly
situated.

° Y F -

.

In several structural points, in one attribute especially, the
"Maaorian for which this new senus is instituted differs' from
^1 known animalcules. Its ordinal position is with the Hete-

shall be written on our
Amencan infusoria, it will probably demand the formation of

V10
^ family group for its reception. It approaches nearest to

|«e Bursariadse of Stein, but diverges widely from the mem-
bers of that family in the absence of the conspicuous, excavate

in the presence of the row of

I side instead of the left, and in
the presence of a ciliated pharynx, a feature to be distinguished
°'% under hi-ai amplification and the most favorable position

JJ
the infusorian and the direction of the illuminating ray.

urthermore, the possession of a posteriorly projecting, filiform
seta would alone force it out of that group!

^•"totricha plagia, sp. nov.

Body elongate-ovate, two and one-half to three times as long
as broad, the whole surface bearing minute, hemispherical pro-

which give the infusorian, in optical section, a
cre'iulate outline; both extremities rounded, the posterior
0ne widest, the frontal one slightly curved toward the ventral
,v: ""

1
- the anteriorly placed ventral concavity thus formed

•y the ovate oral aperture; pharynx short, slightly

'^curved, its cilia projertme; beyond the oral aperture: cilia
set°se; a single series of flexible, somewhat curved, setose cl.a

ftrgin of the oral aperture ob-

andsideof

J

fte body to the border of the dorsal surface; a single, Jong, fill-

rom the posterior extremity : nucleus ovate,

\ aide single, spherical, situ-
ated near the center of the ventral surface, at the right of the

^Wian line ; endoplasm enclosing numerous small corpuscles,
aPparently bi-concave- anal anerture on the ventral surface
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•tho Length^ to ^
Eeproduction by transve

IF::
1 -.-

posterior

itat.—An infusion of dead leave

The object

animalcule is quietly feeding, the cilia of the general cuticular

surface are all quiescent, with the exception of those on the

right-hand side in advance of the adoral, lateral hedge of setose

bristles. These alone being in motion, the currents which

they produce carry the food particles against the stifly upheld

cilia whose obliquely directed course turns the stream down-

ward and forward to the oral aperture. The pharyngeal cilia

project beyond the orifice in a comb-like fascicle only to be

distinguished when the animalcule is resting and these appen

dages are motionless. The infusorian is shown in its right-

hand lateral aspect by fig. 22, and the projecting pharyngeal

Chi;

Trenton, N. J.

Explanation of Figures—Plate III.

Bicosceca longipes, sp. nov. x 1200.
Stylobryon Abbotti, sp. nov. x 600.

Derepyxis amphora, gen. et. sp. nov.
Derepyxis ollula, sp. nov. x 900.

section. Diagram.

ng ciliation of the pharynx.

ART. XLTIL— Paleozoic Notes ; New Genus of Cam!
bites, Mesonacis; by Charles D. Walcott, of the United

States Geological Survey.

When collecting fossils at Parker's quarrv, in the town o

Georgia, Vermont, in the season of 1883, we found a specimen

of Olenellus Vermontana that appeared to have a body
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ther trilobite attached to it, back of the fifteenth segment.
884 Mr. E. Hurlburt, of Utica, N. Y., was collecting in the
e locality and found a more perfect specimen that showed
true structure of the trilobite. It was discovered to be the

Type specimen, nat. size.

ments bein

type of an undescribed genus
that appeai-s to be intermedi-

ate between the genera Para-

doxides and Olenellus, or a

form in which the characteris-

tics of Paradoxides are chang-

ing into those of Olenellns, the

head and first fourteen seg-

the type of Olenellus, and the

the type of Pura-pSuHum and 1

doxide- ^~ **

Thomp
The fifteenth segment fits snugly up against the fourteenth ;

- is >troug. and supports the base of a long, slender

vfends back to the pjgidinm;
lhe base of the spine originates on the dorsal surface of the
segment and also'extends back so as to include the posterior

jj
argm, and causes the latter to curve back towards the center

;

V?e lateral pleurae of the segment are short and, in structure,
aiminutive representatives of the large pleura? of the s^menta
anterior to the fifteenth.
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posterior segments appear as though

3 test than the anterior portions of the

body, as they are much more flattened and compressed than the

latter, and the plural grooves are almost obsolete. The

d ilieate.

The body, back of the spine-bearing segment, appears
^
al-

though belonging to a different animal, and looks more like

that of a Remopleurides than either Olenellus or Paradoxals,

but on a close examination, the pygidium is found to be much

like that of Paradoxides rugulosus, and the free pleurae bend

back as in that species.

For this form the genus Mesonacis is proposed. One other

species, 0. Howelli, from Central Nevada, will probably be re-

ferred to it when the thorax and pygidium are found, as the

head is very closely related to that of M. Vermontana.
The stratigraphic position of .!/. Vermontana is eleven hun-

dred feet from the base of the Georgian Group, in th<

ous shales at Parker's quarry, town of Georgia, Franklin coun-

ty, Vermont, where it is associated with Olenellus T/iompson> r

Protocaris Marsh*, Ptychoparia Adamsi, etc.

The Georgian Group, in Vermont, consists of one
feet of magnesian limestone at the base, overlaid by i

thousand to nine thousand feet of argillaceous shales in which

great lenticular masses of limestone occur that carry a fauna

similar to that of the shales. The base of the group and also

' Vn CentrVxevada! i'

',' Vm 'unbroken section, the Potsdam

fauna, as found in New York and Wisconsin, occurs four thou,

and feet above the ehj fauna, the interven-

ing strata being entirely formed of limestones.
In a paper now in course of preparation by the writer, sec-

tions will be given
, accomum ed In ! -ts of fossils, to show the

relations of the St. John (Paradoxus), Georgian (<

and Potsdam (Dicellocephalus) Groups, or the Lower, Middle

and Upper Cambrian.
In Bulletin 10, of the TJ. S. Geological Survev, the

by the writer to include Ooncoryphe Baito',

Hartt and C. venulosa Salter of the Lower Cambrian. l'ie

name had been previously given to a genus of trilobites (Mem-

Geol. Surv. Brit. Organic Remains, Dec. xi, pi. vi) which nece^

sitates the substitution of another subgeneric name for tn

species mentioned. Mr. G. F. Matthew (Trans. Roy. ^ !

'

Canada, vol. xi. description of pi. j) having propo,.

'

Badielh, that will repine Sateria as applied to <

(Baillielln) Baileyi of the St. John Group.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

I. On the Specific Heat of the Elements at High Tempera-
1 he course of their researches on the heat-relations of

h ai of the element]

J"gn temperatures. The experimental data were obtained hy
lixed with sufficient

> e.irbon' moii(.\i h and i i'r,-, i, ; two u:iv,\. u I ich

heat. From the pressure devel-
explosi.m, tin tempera! m referred to the air ther-

- calculated; and from the total quantity of heat
produced and the temperature, the specific heat (at constant
*°tame)of ti .. <l t

, rived, and iienee

i'iments of this sor t were as follows

Pressure Beat
evolved. Tempera
126500 cal. 4394

l-O a + l^N 3 20 :67 126500 4024
(-0. + 2N, 15-26
K>a+ $fir, n-78 126500 2810

169800 4309
-2N a 26-02

2 noticed that the numbers obtaine

Mist ion; thus at 4400° the specific

volume. At 400
be 8-39, and wit! i nitrogen ni7.no

following calculated
4000°, 8-6; and i }u7> (:; • \\w «

8 "

4 and 9-6 respective I v. Tlioe
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; ' r
other elements, being 6*6 at constant volume instead of 4-8.

The remarkable fact is that this specific heat is closely the same

as that of the compound gases which are formed with a con-

traction of one-third in volume, as water, nitrogen monoxide and

carbon dioxide. The data were obtained by combining chlorine

and hydrogen in presence of an excess of one or the other of

these gases; from which it. appeared that the weight | CI was

sensibly equal to that of H
a
. The mean specific heat of chlorine

at constant volume was found to be at 1800° nearly three times

that of hydrogen; the latter being 5-1 and the former 15-> nearly.

Chlorine co, 1 oxygen as ozone would do if it

were -tabic ami were formed with the evolution of heat.

—

Ann.

C/iem. Phys., VI, iv, 66, Jan. 1885. G. f. b.

_'. On the Specific Heat of Water and of Carbon dioxide at

Ili'/h '/' m/» ,'<ttnr> --.— In i -eeond pap. r, \\\ i:i in.! <>i and ^k ieii I i

have given the results of similar calculations to determine the

mean molecular specific heat of water and of carbon dioxide.

The hydrogen was burned with oxygen either alone or mixed

with nitrogen; in the latter case the specific heat of the nitrogen

was subtracted. The following table gives the data and the

H 2 + + -£N 2860 20-52 1-69 1883
B,+ +N, 2543 23-08 6"26 16'82

H. + + 2N, 2180 26-93 1136 15-57

H a + + 3N 2 1798 32-05 15-21 16-84

H 3 + N aO 3133 25-09 7 -20 17-89

H 2 + N sO + N s 2601 30-60 12-70 17-90

The value given in the fifth experiment is not regarded as reliable

as the others, since the lar^e amount of inert o- U s present caused

the combustion to be twelve times as slow. It will be observed

that here also the specific heat increases with tic temperature.

\ he authors represent this increase by the empirical formula:

C=16-2 + 0-0019(T-2000)

Since the mean specific heat of water vapor between I80
c MM

230° is 6-65 at constant volume, it appears that it is more than

doubled at 2000° and tripled at 4000°.

elementary specific heat of the vapor of water with tnai m •«

constituent elements, it appears that the former value is in excels

of the latter at 2000° by 7-0 and at 4000° by 51. This excess

represents a double work, first that of the molecular d

tion of the compound gas, and second that of its chemical ais*0"

ciation. The values obtained for carbon dioxide are given as

follows :
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Total Specific heat Specific heat

T. specific heat. of the 2V. of the CO a .

> fourth of thesi
mess of the cot
ie of 20-5 betw

nlSon. The' results"

^bythtem'l-\Jt
ing them toget

0=19-1 . + 0-0015(T-2000)

! gives for the .

) ,19-1
; at 300( »°, -2-2

-1 ;i lid at 4000°, 25-]

of this gas, therefore, more than triples, and the eleme
quadruples, between 0° and 4300°.

—

Am. <

74, Jan., 1885. g. f.

\<-tion of IL/deonen j,er»xi<7i on the Ilydrai

'V- VI.

\T^T^ i! <) md uive por.».vidf> of the

-hii.tr HO,. The oxides of zirconium and
. ;-:,:;, :1 ,„1 j,,n,xidesol the formula \U\,

lhe oxide s>\ • > t<» the same -r.m
(

, yivt-s the
P^oxide R

tQ,.—Jiuri. Soc. Chun., II, xliii, 53, Jan., 1885.

4
- On the Deter,nutation of small ,/wtttt/tds of Hydiyjen sul-

;.- .. . . , s .

~
^ >.-..

—; the -as to he tested through a series oi bulks eon-

.•i-.wu <

i
uantit\ of titre.l solution of silver nitrate.

• l
;
>"on .... • bulb is entirely precipitated as

infl in the second. If the quantity

l Mids to a
e«Dite quantity of sulphur, say 0-01 per cent, then it is only
Am

- Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Vol. XXIX, No. 172.—April, 1885.
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lie e lid of the experiment to count the b albs oo ntain-

and the quantity of sulplmr in the gas ]

|.pi •at us i Ol.vioush - the in nit oi

he ] 1 may be varied vary in

of lllllllS. Iflh. i

!

ier the amount of

suilire. In the first the

his maxim;
rs in the second, tl

-Jiitll. Soc. Chin /., II,

iss

{ton »t« in ight of Titaimim.—Thorpe lias ni ade a

the a

o«!s. ;rhe product em-

, th<

'"•Ti '•ri\!?Jr:
th-t etlied

.:;,.!,tly less than was
Wiis- dU lived in nitric aci .! ami add*,m! to if •

nii ' 1

bromide was used. When deeomj.osed with water and titcrod

48-04. Th< ve 17*05, 47-99, '48-19,' 48-02.

•> -- v.;
.

-,,. . .

-.
.

;

, - . -

able atomic weight.—J. Chem. Soc., xlvii, 108, Feb., 1885.

6. On JRoffinose fron Jfolaws.--Tollkns has exam
-talli/i d out; of a molasses prepar

m with st rontium hydrate. The c

10I from the adhering

d analysis they aflbre

:

," When t

specific rotation (a)*

acid, the rotation fell

but 'this solution is st
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bubble films modifies in an interesting manner the rate of thinning

-aiMn u-atc- ( ,r [Mate:,,.'.- >hr
,':- ing a certain

of niter to increase its' conductivity. Therms had
the form of vertical v\ limb rs—tlie upper and lower supports be-

nm. Tie- films were blown with air which was first

V ! "id then passed over some of the soap solution it, a wide
' side the tube was ap-

The electric current

dre. The

Feb.
'tC.

> retard it.—Phil. Mag.,

8. On the Conduction of Electricity in rareHed air.— It has
been maintained by Edlund in various papers that what is called
a vacuum conducts electricity and that this conductivity increases
'v 'tn the degree of rarefaction. In the present paper he reiteratesm reasons for believing that a discharge between platinum ter-
minals in a Geissler tube could be obtained at a certain point of

'

'
exhaustion, if the effect of the electrodes in opposing the pas-

sage of the electri. it \ in*,, the gas could be overo-m,
forward as evidence certain exoeriments in which a discbarge 18

(

." !,,! *<'d througii tii, -lass sides of tubes containing rarefied air,

hdi "no discharge eould be obtained if platinum elec-
tr^s were used. Phil Mag., Feb. iss,>, pp. 125-J31. j. t.

.

9
- Meawrenitnt of Rotation of /thine ofpolarization ofliquids

'" " Magnetic field.—It has been suggested by various observers
«at the rotation of the plane of polarization of certain liquids
P'aced in a magnetic field could be used as a measure of very

'' ';ts.' Li:o Akons has redetermined Yerdet's constant

\
' f'ds

j u-pose, and b< i, \ es t! if his n suit for distilled water at
23 C. and the wave-length of the sodium line, namely,

io=0-3V67.10
-5

cm~*g~^sec
18 within 0-5 per cent.—Ann. der Physik und Chemie, No. 2,
1885

, pp. 161-182. J- t.

}0. On sow, />/n/,;W,/ />,-<>}., rtks of Ice.—31k. Courrs Trotteb,
follow of Trinity ColWe Cambrid-e. has instituted s.une experi-

ments on ice in 'an artificial grotto in a glacier near ^rindelwald.

:

. obfiiu. d" V.at'sof ice were pi— 1 I hroiigh h-.h -

rallel blocks of wood, nearly in contact with each other.

^ne two outer blocks were hung to a frame, and a weight was sus-

pended from the middle one. Aft-
'" r « ««*

* opal experiment a shear
c"on for about seventeen days of a shear'n
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than 200 grm. per square centimeter. Mr. Trotter is led to sup-

port the conclusions of Forbes, thai glacier motion is that of a

slightly viscous mass partly sliding upon it> Led, partly shearing

upon itself umlo th in tin mv oi n-.i\v<\ R, .< it ion ilso plays

a part in the gradual passage of snow into ice ami in the healing

of crevasses.—Royal jSoc, Jan. 29; Nature, Feb. 5, 1885, p. 328.

11. Photographing the Solar Corona.—Mr. C. Kay Woods,
who was sent to Switzerland to photograph the solar corona

accordiug to the method devised In Dr. Hng-ins, sums up in the

Observatory the results thus far obtained, as follows:

(1) As would he expected, the results are better than had been

obtained in England, in spite of the red haze which has been

always present round the sun, and which visitors to Switzerland

have commented on in several of the scientific journals recently.

(2) Results on the same day are almost, if not quite alike, both

with disk and without.

(3) The corona varies more or less from day to day.

(4) The clearer the sky the better the results.

(5) The series extends over a period of two months, a one

month's results being free from effects that reouire elimination.

12. Magneto- a, n't Dy»aino-FAeet,'i<> Ifachim-*, with a descrip-

tion oi Electric Accumulators, from the ( brman oi < dasei'-IM e\\ ;

byF. Krohn, and specialh edited with manv additions bv V \ov:x

lina.s, LED., etc. 3«>
I pp. s V o. London (Sv.imns & (\>.-The

Specialists' Series, vol. i). This work is essenHailv a ivproduC-

tion of the excellent little volume which formed 'No. 1 of the

Elektro-teehnbche Uibli.-ihek, published in Vienna some two

years since and at that time noticed in this .Journal. The Eng-

lish editor lias increased the value and, scope of the volume by

adding a number of chapters relating to the details in the con-

struction and use of the machines. The subject at hand is too

vast in its present development to allow of being treated

thoroughly in a book of this size, but the reader will find m tin-

volume a good selection of matter and will profit from its perusal.

II. Geology and Mineealogy.

1. Professor W. 0. Crosby on the origin and relations o/>"<-

tiittnts and ocean basins, (Proc. Host. So<\ Nat. Hist, for Noy-t

1883; but recently printed;)— !,, this paper Professor CVosby dis-

cusses the contraction theory for the origin of couth

oceanic basins with some good arguments against the 1

1

others not so good, and arrives at the conclusion thai

Dental and oceanic areas have not always been essentially"1®

same in limits as now, with relatively moderate sub;

through Valeozoic

times, providing Paleozoic sediments for North America, an

producing, in its sinking, pressure against the continent, Wfl

resulted in causing Appalachian foldings and uplift.
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s are d iscussed in the paper though some-
is hardly recognizable. Professor
the last', says that Professor Dana,
evicted with nearly its present out-

and that the foldings of the Appa-
made bv subsidenee over the Atlantie area,

ichian sediments were separated from
undred and possibly several hundred
r words, Professor Dana tells us that

le ocean were plicated by the snbsi-

)bserve that' the Appalachian area of
c time—which ranged parallel with

:'<>cks an il with the Atlantie border, was not

in »f th

w water-i. The Appalachian trough, orgeo-

in the earth's crust, and espcclallv

the oceai-de area, produced along the ocean's

inal as well as the geosvnclinal, the two

Ule '"-:. is - i| ot l'||^Ml

©rations.

The idea that the continents and occan-b
c,t '"iiiued progress as >nrh through the geolo

;
-

• d :, ..

'.
.. .....

"
•

. .. . ^..:.. .- • - -

facts that make up\hThist<MH l\ ge..]oir> "Ml.
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The Archaean dry lands are now believed to have had a wide

distribution over eastern, northern and western America, as I

point out in the more recent edition of ray Manual (even New
England having Arelnean areas in both its eastern and western

portions), and the regions within reach of abrading and degrad-

ing agencies were therefore of sufficient extent for the needed

Paleozoic sediment-making. The sediments can, in many cases,

be proved to have come from regions not far distant ; the succes-

sion of mud-made rocks and those of bench or sand-ilat origin, to

have the relative positions of the beaches, sand flats and off-

shore deposits of a growing continent; and one example of this

I shall present in the following number of this Journal. More-

over, facts with regard to marine currents and wave-action,

oceanic and sea-shore depositions, show that another continent in

the Atlantic could have given no help had it existed. J. r>. u.

2. The Ge„h>iH <>f lUru, //./".—Professor Wm. N. Rice, of

Middh-town, Ct., has a valuable paper on this subject in Bulletin

No. 25, U. S. National .M iseum, \\ ashingt- n. !>, mug date 18*4,

but issued the present year. It is accompanied by a map and

other illustrations. Professor Pice after a -

the coral formations of the island agrees with Wvvillc Tlmnw.n
in the conclusion that none of the rock above a level of fifteen

feet is true under-water coral reef rock; it is either of beach or

wind-drift origin, although in some parts 250 feet in height.

Three changes of level appear to have occurred; that in which

the original island subsi.h d and the atoll was made; the second

an uplift above the present level; the third a subsidence which

led to extensive marine erosion of the wind-drift rock and the

formation of the shore idationn and clitK The supposed evi-

dence of recent sinking is reviewed and the conclusion reached

that none has taken place at least since 1609—the time of the

shipwreck of Sir Thomas (iates and Sir George Somers. Dar-

win's theory ( ,f the origin of atolls appears to be sustained; l>v

the lact that at a distance of ten miles from the Benin;

Z the southwest, the depth is from 1500 to

2250 fathoms.
'

3. C. I). Walcott on the Beer Creek Coalfield in Arizona,

(Senate Doe., No. 20,48th Congress 2d Session).—Peer Creek

be valley. ^ " ous wele bU ,^ut "

The coal beds are in sandstone referred to the Cretaceous

;
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cothV^
eaCh a thick" ess of about ten inche{

The fossils of the Carboniferous limestone determined by Mr.
I I.,<<!,'''' i. Pr<xhnlHs tteinh-fticvf'itita,

'"nerata and other species. The coal shales, according

;;
-Mr. Lester O. Ward, contain remains of Sequoia, S,i!,:il.

Mragmites, Mgrlea, Vih.mnnn, and other kinds.

/;
<->-;»o»h >r:th [rt^thtin,, s

{
,;. t , ..—Dr. G. J. HiNDB,in the

i Magazine of Natural IFistorv for March, describe*.
'

i«

i>< aniens -»f'a < rinoid from Arkona, Province

paper by Professor H S Williams
'

in the Proceedings of the
American Philosophic! Society tbr 1883, on a species of the

ins author referred to the
kind—the first discovered— which tl

^geniis, Arthri»ir<t)>tlM. As this name essentially had been
se« in 1854 by Schmarda for a gem is of Rotatoria, Dr. Hinde

substitutes Hystricrimi*, and names
alter Dr. P. Herbert Carpenter.

.

Mm- remarkable fact is mentioned

his species H. Carpenteri,

[and figured) that three of
^e eleven specimens ol.i dned bar, .

>/V/, f., „..„. „_...• . .., _. ...:.. ,

\ shell of the genus Platy-

VVe.U t'h.

£Tir?o*l
enon Box
note of'

n in the

/, Lake Superior;

March number,

V U' Mich ;l (p, ,

, , -notes correctl)
*r°m my tenth annual report (page 13,3), and if Professor Irvmc

^consulted the same pa-e h- .-<dd
>

have ^-.-n that the .tain

^eforle'ofan- b be awume* «
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te; and that really the argument of the whole .

h the quotation is made is intended to show such a neg-

:

for calciferous, as noted in the errata.

Minneapolis, March 4, 1885.

1. Grand Atlas of the Second Geological Samoj of Po\u*yl-

vania; J. P. Lesley, State Geologist, Division T. County Gen-

logical Maps, Part I. 50 sheets imperial folio. II

1885.—A grand atlas in fact is this first part of the alia- of the

Pennsylvania Survey. The best style of map-making and map-

coloring have been employed in illustration of the re-

cellent detailed geological work. This Part I contains map- "t

fifty-six counties on forty-nine sheets. As this Journal lias i.iauy

times stated, the survey has gone forward with remarkable en-

ergy and thoroughness under its efficient and experienced hea«l

:

'

> the varied resource o! the State, has become r~

"

valuable as regards its economical ivsult> than that of any other

State in the Union. It has also contributed largely to paleontol-

ogy especially through its volumes on coal plants, and thrown

light on many of the problems in American stratigraphieal an 1

dynamical geology. The anthracite survey is making good pro-

gress, and also the unfinished geological surveys of a few o! die

counties. The final report is in course of preparation by Protes-

sor Lesley and, when finished, will make the survey of largely

increased 'value to the State through the systematic presentation

of the facts and results now distributed wi'th great detail in the

several county reports. Peunsvlvania surpasses all other Stau-

pared and published the most extensive of all geological and

mineral State reports.

8. Map of the Dominion of Canada geologically >.,/.,»'

from surveys made by the geologh-ul r,, r/ >»\'\Hi'2 to 1882. Geo-

' nd Natural History Survey of Canada, A. R. C. Selwy-S

detailed i

9. New Minerals fro
Dr. W. F. IItu.k.u:.'vm:

elected with all p^' 1
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Si0 2 Fe2 8 A1 2 3 K 2 Na3 Li 2 H 2 P 3 5 F CI
2^33 020 57-88 0"10 0"24 tr. 10-89 0-60 5-61 2-91=10J-M

less for F and CI 3-02= 99-74

•r the formula the Fe,()
3
and P,0, are neglected as

' H
;

K
'
N - , >- /,!

-
r -' '.;-"

»'"
: /or nearly

-

"'" !l <-<nisidered as del ni . v cm il.l * d is vet. and the very

i

,: ^
•

. ^ . -. ,. .

-.

1
' iiu Uniterm

,
' s I,,,, _„ , Win tn i it is of i

olor, possesses a slight metallic lu.fr. a hardness
of about 3 and a specific gravity of 5-94. Analyses on two
Portions afforded :—

S As Pb Cu Ag Fe Zunyite

.

Another ;irtielo \>\ l)v. Hillehraud describes the occurrei

from the B

s <>'' A. Wen
n South-

'
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He gives also a list of nearly forty planes which he has identified

upon the crystals under examination. The crystals have a per-

fect cleavage parallel to the clinopinacoid and the habit varies

from medium to short columnar. The unit prism or.il

dominating; a striking feature is their resemblance in form to

crystals of datolite. Professor Jackson's paper contains a long

list of measured and calculated angles, the close agreement of

which is an evidence of the perfection of The crystals/ There are

also four plates with a large number of figures, and a linear pro-

jection. It is not often that a new mineral species admits of so

crystallographie examination. Prof. Jack-on states

that the locality from which The crv-tals examined came was

Calico District, San Bernardino Co., California (not Death Valley,

where, however, the mineral also occurs).

The chemical analyses by Mr. J. T. Evans have led to the

formula 2CaO, 3B -0,+ 5H
a
6 or Ca„B .(.")„ + .0II.O ; it is very near

both priceite and pandermite (See Syst. Min., App. II, III), from

the latter it differs in containing two" molecules more water.

The same mineral has been studied by several other mineralo-

gists, and their results confirm those of Professor Jack-
made on a smaller selection of material; see vom Rath and

Bodewig in the Verhandl. Nat. Verein d. preuss. Rheinl. u.

Westf., pp. 333 to 342, and Hiortdahl, Zeitsch. f fir Kryst.. x. -'5.

An analysis by Hodewig led to the same result as that given

above; that of' Hiortdahl varied somewhat, probably from want

of purity in the material. Hiortdahl shows that t he optic axes

are in a plane normal to the clinopinacoid, the acute bisectrix he--

in the obtuse axial angle and is inclined 26° 25' (for Na) to the

edge of the base and clinopinacoid ; the interior angle of the optic

axes 2V//=",5° 2 1', and the index of refraction /)=1T,876.
11. On Koninckite, a new hytitrated phosphate, of //•<>" .-->!•

Cesaro has recently described a new iron pho-pha
Belgium, which he has named after Professor De S

Liege. It occurs in small -lobular forms consisting
needles, transparent and nearly colorless. Examined carefully

these needles prove to have a single nerfect cleavage and _ to

belong to the monoclinic system. Its hardness is .v5.

gravity 2-3. It fuses easily to a black bead. An analysis yielded

the following results:

P 2 5 Fe 2O a A1 3 3 H,0

(1) 34-8 33-9 [4-5] 268=100

For this the formula Fe
a 3 , Ps 6+ 6Ha

O is calculated.
Koninckite

occurs associate. I with richeli'ite. a hvdroii-

recently described by the same author (see this Journal, xxu,

411).—Mem. Soc. (leol. lielgique, xi, 247.
T „

12. Analysis of Titanic 'iron Sand from Brazil; by J
;

»•

by Mr. John Gordon, Jr., of Rio Janeiro to Professor K

whose suggestion the present examination was made. It ocCl
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in river or beach sands, in small rounded tat
monazite, garnet, tourmaline, quartz i

solve sufficiently in hydrochloric acid
tion with tin. Its specific i

Omitting the silica which is present as a mechanical admixture,
tvs lead to the provisional formula :lii'e(), 3TiOJ

+ 2(PeO,Ti0
8

i. The nxvin .
:/..^ !|U ;

inic i. i.l z j ; t- ;>; I 1, „r tor nil tin l>a«< - to titanic

-. About 85 percent th.-n o tin mil ral is composed

-Mr. ( I

14. Minerals from Middletovm, Conn.—In the note No. 9<
Pag6 263, the closing lines of the first paragraph, relating
eerussite and pyromorphite, should be erased.

III. Botany and Zoology.

1. Origin of the Fauna and Flora of New Zealand.—Capta
* ^'. IturrGx, of New Zeala.nl. in'arth-les published in tl

A«nals and Mayuzine «>f Natural H'wt.n-v. \iii, 425 (1884), an
*v

i 78 (1885), pr. scnts his vi< ws on the origin of the Xew Ze

£
hat, in the Lower ( t

.
; ., . med part of a larg

bo«th-Pacific com ,. rttfi li _' frotn New Guinea to Chili, an

Jfnaand Som* Eocene anodic

.' •' "\ '.'.

'
."
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As large a number of New Zealand living

South America as in Australia, hall is in \\ ant;*

plants the grasses excluded, and one-third as many of the era—-.

Five of the New Zealand fresh-water fishes exist also in Aus-

tralia and two in South America. Hence the conclusion that a

former land-connection existed between these eoimi

l)eeu surest ed hv Sir .1. Hooker, Mr. II. N. Moseley, and Mr.

Wallace.
Tasmania and New Zealand, 600 to 900 miles apart, have 103

species of flowering plants (6'75 per cent) in common,
two fresh-water fishes, and no fresh-water or land shells witb

one doubtful exception.

The elevation in the antarctic regions supposed I"

cated is referred to the Pliocene. With regard to the extent of

New Zealand at the time the author observes thai

lying ista this land area by M
only Chatham Island, bv M. A. Milm-KduanK : ami ir

all the area eastward to Chatham and south to Mad
Wallace. At Chatham Islands the New Zealand spec!

4outof21 land birds, and one of them, th. .

toryto New Zealand and Australia
;
(on Pitt's Isla

ard {Mum,, Zthnnih-fi), a slu<>- (Jmulh, hit, „f<i.-nhit,i), a h""'

shell {Thalaxsh, X,,>zrh,„h,,y ' There is Hiubtle- rail (< '["-

Ins ,,„.,h;«/,/*) on Pitt's Island, allied to ()r,/,I,;>n,n*, but nothing

of A r t, ri,..\ Str;,„t »l>« "r ()<->,,fromus.

At the" Auckland* an- found a number of New Zealand land

birds, three species of land shell* and the -Mm' ./<n»lhi hit. ,<t,t-

culata, Of the flowering plants of Auckland, Ca
Mucpmrie Islands about 7., per cent occur on New Zealand. A

the 8°p

C

e

C

c

,

ies

1

re 'Li'x.fz '

!| J m'

makes Fuegia to be related more or less evidentlj

New Zealand.
At the Kermadec Islands, 450 miles north of New Z

'

:

'.'
.

' •• • >: . .

Pliocene; and that Graham's L.

Laud are some of the remnants of this lanu.



of geographic:
ore the close of the Jurassic-
'ils, and coal beds show—Xev

izarda to float

together without to

fiwtonobM^e8
t

that

e

it^v^
,

^^
t

:i.

,

era 'i

wt reached the sea-le\ ei. alt!
bevond their, xi-ri.i • lii ills; thai th. r< in

^ and th,.ne, ;.;,„:, the ->- itw ,At himoi
rhis era of the greater elevation of the

f the glaciers was, according to
almost all X, u Zealan.l geologists "l, c;

northern (ilaeial p.-rind, and ,.r..l.:»l.]\ <-oi

cene elevation. On<
number of existing -n.lemic specie mi
h, ' ll'ine 1,,-ds, supposed to he Miocene-flic

. '-» to 4,-i per cent ol living >1"

Aew Zealand from 8
farmer climate than the present. Anotl
' Wanganui system " containing 70 to 90 p
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eies, and probably of newer Pliocene age. The era of elevation

is placed between these two of depression. A later series, con-

taining living specit'S and therefore Quaternary, occurs at nitan

places on both islands.

The question as to glacial phenomena in Australia has been

decided adversely by .Mr. Tenison Woods and Mr. Howitt; but

probable glacial striae on Victoria are described by Mr. G. S.

Griffiths, and farther north by Professor R. Tate. Marine

Pliocene beds have been reported as occurring in Victoria up to

1720 feet above the sea.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Part II, Vol VII of the Transactions of the Seismologies

Society of Japan.—This volume, recently received, is niosth occu-

pied by a paper from Professor John Milne, on three hundred

and eighty-seven earthquakes observed during two years (Oct.,

1881, to Sept., 1883) in North Japan. Besides a statement of the

instruments used and the stations occupied, and a c

the earthquakes, this gives one hundred and twenty-three maps

of the areas affected by single earthquakes, one general man

shaded to represent the distribution of volcanic and seismic

activity in Japan, and sixty-six figures of the tracii ..

the various recording instruments. Many of these latter aiv

extremely curious and interesting, but must be seen to be appm't-

do them justice. The earthqu
heir distribution in space and ttabulated with respect to their distri

their rehition to other natural phenomena. A tew re-'

may be brietlv mentioned. He finds that ei-ht v-four per cent <d

the earthquakes originated under the ocean or on the sea board;

that the winter intensity is nearly three and a half times as great

as the summer intensity; that there is a general coim
tween the maximum of earthquakes and the minimum of tempe-

ra? tin- and that there were 1 1 -2 per cent more eartlnp.

water than at high water. Sixteen eartlm
taneouslyin separated areas, not being felt in tb<

localities. He also finds that the indications of exactly similai

„„* amplitude ai"

period of the vibration constituting!: an earthquake i-
'

dependent upon the character of the soil and other local circuni-

2. Proceedings of the Colorado Scientific Society, vol. i, 1*

pp., with a map. 1883-84.—The Colorado Scientific S-

first ineettuu of which was h,!,] | n .January, 1883, has nOW pu

lisl.ed volume 1 of its I', li„g. : il contain^ a »umbe
''

ber
of which is noticed at lengtl

place. The volume closes with :i list of the import

of Colorado. if is announced that the >-

one volume annually in future. The officers for 1885 are rre»
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dent Dr. W. F. Hillebrand, Vice-President Mr. P. H. van Diest,
{secretary and Treasurer Mr. F. F. Chisolm.

ft on the Waters of the Hudson River together with
'he $a>, ti>, nnt.ii t<> (h, U

r
af<>- Commissioners of the

'

> fU <>T Albany; by C. F. Chandler, Ph.D., Jan.. ls^.—\ u this

' "twit of soluble matters in dill", r. i.f river waters is

r
1Vt '" ris Allows: in -rains per gallon of -JM1 cubi- inches ami

"» parts per 10,000.

-yue amount, 1-50 to 5-00 in 10,000 are organic and volatile
matters, deducting which leaves for the mineral matters in the
audson R1Ver waters 4-50 to 9-80 inch in 10,000 parts as above
"ated, and for the mean araoui " '

the Hudson at Albany is given :

equal
^ to an average daily flow oi 0,677,000,000 gallons. Tli

nveetigation for ooe to the purity c

we waters for city supply.
4

- The life oj ,h>, es'CI ' Ma > >\ Uh selections from hi
correspondence and occasion,,'! u-ritha/s; l»v L. Campbell, M.A
i^D., Professor of Creek in the University of St. Andrews, an-
Wm. Garnett, M.A. New edition, abridged and revised, 422 pj^mo. London, 1884. (Maemillan & Co.).—This admirable hiog

^

aPUyof one of the greatest of phvsicisis and inatliematieian
*W best of men is an abridgment of the larger work publisher

•Johx Gwyn Jeffreys, the distinguished veteran eoncholo-

iddenlv on Jannarv 2 ttli, at his residence in London.
s was bom January 18, L800, at Swansea, Wales.

y date hack to 182s. :lu ,} .lurln

-

ue past fifty-six years he has been a constant contributor to the

h of science. His most extensive

.

.- in five volumes. lie took a
eadingpart ;„ the earlier private dredging expeditions around

coast, many of which were carried out in his yacht.

v," in 1861 to 1868. When the deep-sea dredging*
- ! ,e aid of the KuuIMi government, in 1868

. ' ! -.. '
' '

^OSeexpb,, ,.{ in the -Valorous" to Uartir.'s

?ay, in 1876, for the chance of doing some arctic deep-sea

l«i 1-71 he visited the Cnited .Mates and Canada for

, ,g expedition of -he i ravao-
JeQV in the Bav of idscav. For several venvs past he has been
ei,gaged in pubfishing the" conchological results of these various
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expeditions, and at the time of his death he was still actively en-

The greater part of these have already been published by him in

the Proceedings of the Zoological Society, and probably the work

on most of the remaining groups of Gastropoda was well ad-

apers on British (ecology

—

largely the Tertiary l)u:il

on the 14th of December last, in his fift> -lit lli

raa th<e son of the well-knov,-ti paleontologist of the St

meantntary Text-book of Zoologyr, General Part and Spec ial V;n t, Pro

By Dr. C. Claus, Prof. .

M.A.

W\ l-.M-t! i rer of Trinity Coll.^.Caml
;.A.. Trinity College, Cambridge. wood.
I.-.!'.!!.-.. to Man, with 706 woodcut:

ific papers and addresses by George Rollestou, M.D. . i-

']':.

n.M'h.r siology Oxford; arranged

a biographical sketch ty

n<cr. 1

. K.i«

,'i,.r>..

Om Lydorganer hos Fisk ,,m parativ-anatoroiBic:un««'

sogelse, ved Wm. Sorensen, 246 pp. 8vo, with 4 plates. Copenhagen, 1884- t

Thaning k Apels.)

Memoir upon the Formation of a Deal ' '''_' ^ t\a&
tier i;r;ili:un Bell. Paper presented to the National Acad. Sri,, Nov. '•>

from outcrops of Silurian Strata in the Red River V

\
""

Society, Winnipeg, Nov. 27, 1884. • • » the
i l? ,| -u< o Fossil Mammalia in the Fritish Museum Fart 1

Lydekker, B.A., F.G.S., etc. London. 1885.—The Bril

Th- 1

!Uts. Cincinnati, 1885. (Central Publ
by E. A.
Wishing I
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Apparently the only previous experiments made to deter-
mine the modulus of elasticity of ice are those of Benjamin
Bevan.* He went to a pond where the ice was about ten
centimeters thick and sawed one end and two sides of a beam,
leaving the other end attached to the main body of ice. He
then loaded the free end and obtained the absolute modulus
5-txlO 9

. Nothing is said about the ice returning to its first

position when the load was removed, nor of the deflection due to
the weight of the beam itself. As the weight of the beam was
four or five times the heaviest weight used, this deflection would
be quite appreciable. The lower surface of the ice apparently
rested on the water of the pond which prevented it from deflect-
ing as far as it would have done. The upward pressure of the
water would in part counterbalance the effect of the weighfof
the beam.

Methods of Observation,

We first endeavored to obtain the modulus by a direct pull
°n a bar. For this purpose water was put in brass tubes closed
at one end and boiled so as to expel bubbles of air, then frozen,

sometimes artificially, but generally by placing the tubes out
of the window and allowing the water to freeze naturally. The

* Phil. Trans., 1826.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XXIX, No. 1*73.—May, 1885.
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temperature of the air varying from -3° C. to -18° C. After

it was thoroughly frozen, water from the water pipes was

allowed to flow over the tubes. This expanded the brass

enough to allow the cylinder of ice to be slipped out without

appreciable melting.

Some of the cylinders looked homogeneous throughout, but

most of them appeared to be very porous along their axes.

The bar was hung by a clamp at its upper end. At the

lower end there was another clamp to which a scale pan was

attached. A small fibre was fastened to the bar at the upper

mark and terminated in a pointed plumb-bob. The fiber hung

clear of the ice so that its length remained invariable and the

yielding of the upper support made no difference. The increased

difference in the readings of the plumb-bob and of the lower mark

gave the elongation for a given weight. The increased length

being so small and the least wind causing the fiber and bar to

swing, the errors of observation were so large that this

method was abandoned.
It may be interesting to note that a bar left suspended an

entire day (temperature —13° C.) changed from a cylinder to I

frustrum of a cone.

The next experiments were made to get the transverse

vibrations of the ice. The bars were obtained in the same

manner as in the previous method. A sewing needle frozen

transversely to one end of the bar served as a pointer. fne

other end was firmly clamped. The clamp was cooled to

zero before the ice was put in. A tuning fork was placed by

the side of the ice and so arranged that the two pointers were

on a line. The tuning fork and bar were then set in vibraboi

i of smoked glass drawn under the two pointers

J two curves. Knowing the rate of the tuning forK,

the number of transverse vibrations of the ice was obtained by

comparing the number in equal distances along the two curves.

We experienced great difficulty from the ice breaking when

it was clamped or when it was struck to set it in vibration, bi»

by continued trials we succeeded in obtaining two well-denne

curves. The height of the vibrations was about one-
millimeter. It is not certain that the ice always attained it

rived '

roper pitch.

The results are expre&sed in the following formula :

(•28)*r»

in which 1= length of the bar, r= the radius, s— £

gravity and n= the number of transverse vibrations per s
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Experiment Z—Jan. 29, 1885.

••• E= 66 X 10 9

Experiment II. -Jan. 31,1885.

Transverse Deflection.

We next went to a neighboring pond and sawed rectangular
warns of ice and made measurements upon their elasticity at
^e pond. Two boards about 20 cm. wide and 60 cm. long
were laid upon the ice. Two half cylinders of wood were

•pon these to form the supports for the beams. The
cathetorneter rested upon a board 30 cm. square placed
*Pon the ice. It read to fiftieths of a millimeter. After the

its the part of the scale used was compared with a
centimeter, made by Prof. W. A. Rogers of the Har-

Va™ Observatory, and each millimeter was found to be not
n -02mm m error, so the readings were not corrected.

A vertical rod with a needle at the top was inserted in a board
L° cm. square and served as an index. The index was placed
°n the middle of the beam and the weights were arranged

ally on each side.
1 he ice was 23 cm. thick, had no cracks or fissures and

^emed to be free from air bubbles. There were about
cm. at the bottom which appeared to be of a later forma-

llon than the rest, it was therefore sawed off.

We was taken to have all the apparatus below zero before
lhe experiments began so as not to melt the ice. The wind
^s very light all day and did not shake the index. The
results are given in tables I and II.

*he difference in the modulus of the same bar with the same
Weignt at different times may in part be due to slight variations
'n the positions of the weights. The index was simply placed

j? the beam and may have been jarred by putting on or taking
«ir the weights, although as much care as possible was taken to
avoid these errors. There did not seem to be a limit of perfect
elasticity to any of the beams we used, but all gradually ben

'i'lri

!>ty to a

their own weight. The readings were taken before,

? and after the weights were on. The downward deflec-

J used in calculating E' and the return deflectic

The formula used was obtained in the following manner:
UtP= weight divided in halves placed equidistant from the

center of the beam, a = distance between the weights, I m
Jength of span, wl- weight of the beam. Take the origin at
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the centre of the curve. Then taking the moments al

section between one of the weights and the nearest sup

elastic curve E -j-t = f{x ) becomes

"2Mrm-)+-G—JIM

«*--KK)-3(?-.>
but c=

K,=^(p+w
and W=

-Lbd>

s = the deflection a,t the centre if the weight wa s there.

limits x=- as=4

&-^(P+W-^(y(«-«))-4M-(T(8''-''" )
)

s' = the deflection at x=
a
when the weight is at the center.

The weight of the beam was acting all the time so that we

only measured the deflection due to the weight P. Therefore

the part containing W in the preceding formula will

By the principle of reciprocal relations a weight at

distance from the centre jb=| will produce the same deflec-

tion at the centre as the same weight placed at the center wou

produce at a>=-. If the weight had been at the centre we

should have
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r^-fV-").)
At another time we went where the old ice had been cut

and a new crop about 5 cm. thick had formed. It was perfectly
limpid and free from air bubbles. We sawed out half a dozen
bars and conveyed them to the laboratory to make more care-
ful measurements. The cathetometer rested on the stone steps
of the laboratory. The same kind of supports was used as
before. The index consisted of a needle run through a piece
of cork which was pasted on the ice and could not be jarred.
A similar- index was placed upon the supports to see if they
gave way under the load. It was found that they were firm
and did not vary. All the apparatus was placed out in the air
loog enough to'acquire its temperature before the experiments

The bars were smaller than the former ones and had a limit
°f perfect elasticity. In two cases the limit was exceeded, then
smaller weights were put on and the bar was again perfectly
elastic. The density of this ice 1

lce used in former experiments. :

nasa limit of perfect elastieitv it's-™« iimu ot pe
lar?e beams, although elastic to a i

under their own weight. The r<

and TV

as greater tnan that ot the

t therefore appears that ice

iall bars are used, but that

;rtain extent, gradually bend
ults are given in tables III

Ti e

The symbols in the tables are :

£ = length of the span,
1 — temperature of the ice,

~ = density of the ice,
6 = breadth of the beam,
™ = depth of the beam,
k, * weight applied,
~ = deflection of the beam from zero under a given load,

~ = the rise of the beam when the load is removed,
( = modulus of elasticity using S',
f = modulus of elasticity u&ing ^,
* =s distance between the weights.
The measurements are made in the C. G. S. system of un

temperature is given in Centigrade degrees.
he values of e and s' are given in absolute measure.

I. February 12, 1885.

It * I • I « I f I * * E E'

|-io«|^|m|e*|uH -oi6 Oil 57x10' 41xl0 9
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II. February 13, 1885.

Bar. L 1 a T A " rf P * * E E'

D

E

21l

::

T

• ge .

Ll-i.

101

aim

H,',n.)

!
I.OOi

i 1-Hlil

18,0(11

054

nr,G8

0699

•or.::;,

•04 9

•OTf,

o:ii4

•092

56xl0 9

53xl0 9

63 "

68 "

57 "

68 "

J?

"»

;o
;;

65xl0 9

26x10*
41x10*

48 "

58 -

28
J

32 "

III. February 19 1885.

Bar. tl. T A t d p i?' * |
E r

H 107 20 -7-0 •920 4
:.' "'!: B iii 3

88 x 109

' 60 "

88x10

2r,.4.-»!i

•060

25.459*

1 ••

48,000*

1 Weight required

5 T A h f/ p ' ** 1 i 1 b i

131 2< -5-0
1
-920 »u 6

;«
l0

:<

on
1 S Si 109

Xl
''

9

l,i9

14,000 1
-059 -059 80 "

N 108 xlO 9

4; 00 ^ -028
1
-028

Average
1 _J*L-_!!——

-
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Longitudin al Vibrations.

using bar M table IV we compared its note
i pipe which had been graduated by a siren.

3 gave three-tenths of a semitone of C sharp.

Pitch Pipe C, 67-93 135 '9

C#, 71-97 143-9

£ = modulus of elasticity,

[» = number of longitudinal vil
* = length of bar,
A a- density of bar,
n = H07. I- 1.38. A-

•••f te«V J = 86 X 10 9
.

" all the

We assign greater value to tables III and IV than

Average of tables III and IV - - - 84 X
' " transverse vibrations - - 61
" " longitudinal " - - - 86

Velocity of Sound in Ice.

^V 2 a/8

^ft°'= 290,000 cm. per sec. = 2900 m.

velocity of sound in air.

As
'f.
XLV.—Contribution* from the Agricultural Experiment

Ration of the University of Wisconsin. Digestion Experiments;
by H. P. Armsby.

The methods of cattle-feeding worked out by the scientific

spenrnents of the last twenty years require, as their basis, a

SuWledge of the average composition and digestibility of the
"flders in common use. Thanks to the labors of American
experiment stations, we have now a very fair knowledge of the

it for all estimates of
tn eir digestibility we have been obliged to take the results of
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experiments on fodders grown in foreign countries, no deter-

- of the digestibility of any of our fodders having been

reported. The following determinations of the digestibility of

clover hay, malt-sprouts and cotton-seed meal by sheep are

therefore presented as a contribution to our knowledge of the

digestibility of American fodders :

Fodders,—The hay was first-crop red clover hay, of good

quality, and nearly free from admixture of other vegetation.

The malt-sprouts and cotton-seed meal were also of excellent

quality, as was evident from their appearance and was con-

imals stood in stanchions, eachj

a separate stall specially built

and which were surmounted by a funnel-shaped structure 01

boards, which effectual!} prevented ain sc tteri tig of the fodder.

Each day's fodder was weighed out separately for i:

ten days in advance, the hay in cloth bags, the bye-fodder in

glass fruit jars, and samples' were taken at the same time for the

determination of moisture or for complete analysis. The dung

was collected in rubber-lined cloth bags (Kothbeutel), attached

to the hind quarters of the animals by means of a light harness.

The bags were emptied every twenty-four hours and the dung

weighed.

A sample of about 100 grams of the fresh dung of each

animal was at once taken and dried in a water bath. W ben

sufficiently dry, it was allowed to stand loosely covered toi

about twelve hours, then weighed, rapidly ground,
served in a tightly closed glass jar. The percentage of water

in the air-dry dung was subsequently determined, thus aitora-

ing data for calculating the daily excretion of dry matter OJ

each animal on every day of the experiments. At the close 01

each period, the samples of air-dry dung were mixed to form

an analysis sample in such proportions that the quantity of &}

matter from each day's dung contained in the mixture
portional to the amount of dry matter excreted by the anima

in question on that day.
A

As is well known, it is necessary in digestion trials to P™*™
the actual experiment by a preliminary feeding in ord^
remove from the digestive organs remnants of previous fod

^j
In these experiments the preliminary feeding and the actu

trial each lasted six days, in most cases. Throughout w
experiments two grams of air-dry salt per day and head w
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Sampling.—Since the value of a digestion experiment is
largely dependent upon the correct sampling of fodders and
dung, particular attention was paid to this point.
Each day's dung was sampled by spreading it out in a shal-

low tray and taking small portions from different parts of the

iJi
TlntiI the desired amount was obtained,

ihe malt-sprouts and cotton-seed meal were sampled at the
time of weighing out for feeding. The amount required for the
last tour days of the preliminary feeding and the six days of the
actual experiment was weighed out at one time, each day's feed
separately. As each one of these twenty portions was
out a small amount was laid aside, and the mixture of these
small portions constituted the analysis sample.
substantially the same method of samplinir was applied to

tlle ha3
r
, but as it was desired to ascertain by these trials the

average composition and digestibility of a considerable quantity
w bay, the process was somewhat more elaborate.

^

ihe clover hay, to the amount of about three and one-half
oris, was run through a power feed cutter, using nominally a
half inch cut, although most of the hay was not actually cut as
bne as that. The cut hay was spread out on a tight floor and
thoroughly mixed, being handled entirely with shovels to pre-
vent, as far ;l„g to the bottom of the finer
Portions. It was then spread out about two feet deep in an
approximately rectangular form upon a tight floor. Beginning
°ear the diagonally opposite corners, two trenches, each about
a foot wide, were dug into tl e n asa ;-. rallel to the longest side
°5 the rectangle, care being taken to secure whatever dust had
sifted through to the floor. (Very little dust was found.) Two
samples of about 500 pounds each were thus secured and stored
separately in bins, and a digestion experiment was made with
each sample.
In weighing out the hay for the experiments, a quantity

tt°re than sufficient was spread out upon a tight floor and
Jioth bags were filled by taking about two shovelfuls each,
f*om different parts of the mass, while at the same time an
analysis sample was taken in the way above described for the
°ther fodders

*n the experiments with hav alone the fodder for the pre-

iimmary feeding and the actual experiment was weighed out at

different times, so that we have two analyses of each of the 500
Pound samples mentioned above. In the subjoined table these
are numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4, and their close agreement attests

the accuracy of the sampling.
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Composition of Fodders.— Water Free.

47-19

3 Clover Hay 4-59 13"73 3224 47-32 2-12

4 Clover Hay 4-85 10-71 290 32-88 46-89 177

5 Malt Sprouts.... 4-26 1640 7'46 13-63 56-79 146

10 Cotton-seed Meal 701 4301 4-60 3-00 27-83 1455

Analytical Methods.—Water was determined by drying two

grams at 110° C. in a current of dried illuminating gas, ash by

burning at a low temperature ami deducting CO, and char, tut

by extraction of the dry substance with <\vv sulphuric ether,

crude-fiber substantially by the modified Weende method of

Wattenberg.* Total nitrogen was determined by combustion

with the mixture of slaked lime and sodium carbonate recom-

mended by Johnson and Jenkins.f Protein signifies nitrogen

X6-25. "Amides" (more properly non-albuminoid nitrogenous

matters) were determined by Stutzer's method,^: the soluble

nitrogen found by that method being multiplied by 6'25.

Albuminoids equal protein minus "amides." Nitrogen-free

extract is by difference.

•eceived per day in two

the 500 pound samples

eviously mentioned, "with water ad libitum twice per day.

lis amount of hay was eaten clean. The analyses above show

e composition of the hay used for the preliminary feeding

"o. 1) and the actual experiment (No. 2). As weighed out it

No. 1, 83-87 per cent, of dry matter.

No. 2, 83-59 " " "

The water-free dung had the following composition:

Sheep 2 6-57

The weights of fresh (
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" 15 " It
6
? 263 '

2 893 622 '6 C226
'

4!

Co?rec!k>n*'~ ^ ^ "*" "•***
_2^+

*or dung adhering to bags. f Excluding Nov. 14th.

In the following table aro calculated from these data the

. excreted
and digested per day :

4 £ I II - II 2

&«•£?& s» a sr st as as «
Excreted, 610-6 grms. dung 288-6 269"2 40-4 40-4 1015 119-4 7-9

Sr 91"* 29T* 2m "^ ^4 HMl'llS Ts
or cent d.gested 50-8 51*6 48*0 35'T 4T1 56'8 262

Fed »«
Sheep 2-

Excreted
S
6

mS;^ 5861 556 '6 ™ 62 '8 191 '5 2 ' 6
'

7 10 '

T

Rested _ 2^.g 2
"^ "^T ^6 9CU 157-9 1^3

er cent digested ." jm "51-9 470 344 472 571 402

In these computations the average of analyses 1 and 2 is

assumed to represent the composition of the hay. The
being soluble in water, are assumed to be wholly

d'gestible.

Period II.

In the second period, Sheep 1 received 700 grams and Sheep
but 650 grams of hay, each in 1

^cond of the two 500 "pound sam.
iN °- 4.) Here follow the further data for this period.

Dry matter of hay.

No. 3, 84-59 per cent.
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Excreted, 614-3 grms. dung 287-0

Digested S04'2
Per cent digested 51*5

Sheep 2.

Fed, 650 grms. hay 5490
Excreted, 5348 grms. dung 2 54 4

er cent digested 53*7 545

As in period I, the average of the two analyses of the hay is

lade the basis of the computation.
In the following table are brought together for more con-

enient comparison the results of periods T and II.

Percentage Digestibility of Clover Hay.

IVrio.1 I .

Period II

Period I

.

Period II

;;;•,,

t on sheep 1 in period I as probably erroneous.
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In a third peiiod, the digestibility of malt sprouts was the
subject of experiment, the sprouts being fed with the clover
nay already experimented upon. Unfortunately, Sheep No. 2
had to be excluded from this experiment on account of a sore
foot in consequence of which he ate poorly. Sheep No. 1 re-

ceived per day 600 grams of the clover hay and 175 grams of
malt sprouts. The latter were soaked in hot water and fed
while still warm, the whole amount, together with half the
hay, being fed at night and the remainder of the hay in the
morning.

,
The preliminary feeding in this period was continued for

nine days, but the analysis samples represent the material fed

<Jurmg the last four days of the preliminary feeding and the six
days of the actual experiment.
In this and the subsequent period the average of analyses 1,

2, 3 and 4 is taken to represent the composition of the dry
matter of the hay. Its digestibility is assumed to be the
average of that found in Periods I and II for the animal under

of Fodders.

83-49 per c

"/Dung.— Wat
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Fed, 175 grma. malt sprouts

Total

Excreted, 681-1 grms. dung

Digested from malt sprouts

A 1 I i !. 1. 1

SB SR "23 2
9 184-3 323-8 11'6

5 1006 129-0 5-5

359-8 347-3 627 37

J R IK »
103-4 99-1 29-5 18

671 67'2 802 71

69 59-6 23

2 32'9 68*1 1046

al was given dry, sprinkled over the night feed of hay,

fodder was always eaten clean. For sixteen days pre-

the preliminary feeding the sheep had been fed the

same fodders, and

and the six days of the actual <
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Digestibility.

f

l

!

1

1

,

;:...•:

r;rn,sOn»>

ll'I !» 277-f "il"i

23-5*ed, 175 grms. cotton-seed meal" ...

2JI-5-2

771

^d, total

Excreted, 814-6 grms. dung 4ST 4S-5 ln«»4 132'C :V7

Digested, total

Rested from hay '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'""".

Ml |

I z: 22-7

49-1)

90-2Jl58-8j 4-5

M total
../*•**

710-2 156-2

292-1 490

1

34 .

6
Excreted, 788-8 grms. "dung

Digested, total

±iil_r

Digested from hay 161-3

t)-i.v

D'gested from cotton-seed meal ....,per cent, digested ! MMt 88-! S3 !

2!t S

« is of some interest to compare these results with those i

lined by Wolff in some recent experiments,* also on sheep

In the following table the amounts of digestible ma
Present in the three fodders have been calculated in per c

of the whole fodder:

P.KO.XTAGK COMPOSITION DnmsTiBio..

CloTeTh^yTa^-
erageoffour

Cotton-seed

i JiilliL illliL
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Probable Errors of the Results.

It is a matter of some importance to know to what amount

of error the results obtained in these experiments are subject.

They obviously are net susceptible to a strict n

treatment accordi g to the theory of probabilities, such as

might be applied to astronomical or physical observations. At

the same time it appears possible, by making what seein reason-

able assumptions upon certain points, to fairly approximate to

the probable errors of theresults. In the following paragraphs

this has been attempted :

Experiments with hay alone.—a. Errors in weigh

and dung. The hay was weighed out upon a balance

to 0"1 gram. As, however, the conditions were not alwaya

favorable to extreme care in weighing we will assume O'l

gram as the probable error of a single weighing. T
the weight of the hay was obtained by subtracting the weight

of the empty from that of the filled bag, the probable error in

the weight of hay for one day is dVoi' +Ol^iO-U g™s -

In like manner, the weight of fresh dung daily excreted is

subject to a probable error of ± 0-14 grams. As, however,

the experiment was continued for six days, the probable error

of the averagefor one day is in each case ± 0'14 ~ V 6 = <M)5s

grams. Th^s quantity, expressed as per centage of the average

amount fed or excreted (700 grams and 622 grams), equals

0-008 per cent and 0*009 per cent respectively, and is obviously

so small that for the purposes of this calculation it may be

neglected.

6. Analytical errors. In addition to the errors arising in the

weighing of fodder and dung, the unavoidable errors of analysis

must be taken into account. These can be computed with

nome degree of accuracy for the determinations of dry matter,

nitrogen and crude fiber. For the organic matter and fat the

data are less complete, and owing to the less importance which

attaches to these determinations, the computations have not

been attempted. Nitrogen-free extract has also been excluded

from the computation, because, being determined by difference,

all the errors of the other deters led in it

The amount of dry matter fed in Periods I and II is deduced

from the average of analyses Nos. 1 and 2 and Nos. 3 and *

respectively, or, each determination being in duplicate, trom

the average of four single analyses. ,

Taking this small number as the basis of a calculation ol

probable error we obtain the following results :



8:i- 7 :";.-> ••

Probable e

Subsequently, twelve determinations of dry matter were
made upon another fodder (coarse wheat bran) by the same
method.

.

These twelve determinations gave as the probable error of a
s'ngle determination of dry matter by this method ± 0\L2 per
cent, a result agreeing well with the smaller of the two errors
computed above.

Xf
» then, in our computations, we assume ± 012 per cent to

^present the probable error of one determination of dry matter,
ffe shall at least not over-estimate it.

*or a computation of the probable error of the nitrogen and
^ude fiber estimations in the fodder we have eight determina-
jons each, made on samples agreeing so closely in composition
_&at they may fairly be assumed to have been identical.
Un this assumption, we get the following results:

Twelve deten
tbe sample of bi
A*- Joue. Sci.—Third Series, ^
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These figures differ somewhat, but not very greatly, from

those computed directly from the analyses in question, and

serve to show that the latter include no gross errors.

The determinations of dry matter, protein and crude fiber

in the dung were made in precisely the same manner as with

the fodders. As only duplicate determinations were made on

any one sample there are no sufficient data for a con

of "probable errors, but there is no evident reason why they

should differ essentially from those of the same determinations

on fodders, and we sbal . do not.

From these data as to the probable errors of the percentages

of dry matter, protein and crude fiber found by analysis, we

proceed to compute, in grams, the probable errors of the

amounts of each ingredient eaten and excreted. In doing this

it must be remembered that the percentages of dry matter are

to be calculated upon the amount of air-dry hay fed, or of fresh

dung excreted, while the percentages of protein and crude

fiber are to be reckoned upon the amount of dry matter fed, or

excreted. We may, for convenience, first compute the proba-

ble errors on the basis of a single determination each to be as

follows

:

Protein (N x 6-25) 78±l-47 39±LU
Crude fiber 189±1-91 99±<"W

These probable errors have now to be reduced in accordance

with the number of observations upon which the value of eaca

quantity depends. These are as follows

:

,

For dry matter, protein and crude fiber of fodder, four deter-

minations ; for protein and crude fiber of dung, two determina-

tions. The value for dry matter excreted rests upon dupncai

daily determinations, repeated for six days. The error a

above computed, then, should be divided by ^2X*/^' !
'

;

For the actual probable errors, then, we find the follow"^

amounts

:

Probable Errors. ^_

SSx^5y::: ™**** 2

**^
3

B$
By dividing the probable errors of the last column by tbe

amounts of the corresponding ingredients fed, we obtain the pe

eentage error, viz

:
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That is, the percentages for digestibility as given on p. 360
are subject to these errors.

Experiments with bye-fodders.—In these experiments we have
the additional errors arising in the weighing out and analysis
of the bye-fodder.

a. Errors in weighing. The bye- fodders were weighed on
the same balance as the hay, but were weighed directly, and
are consequently subject to an error of only ± 0"1 gram for

?hing. Both bye-fodders and hay were weighed
out for ten days at a time instead of for six as in Periods I and
ft Plainly, then, the error due to weighing will be less than
m those periods and may be neglected.

*• Analytical errors. The analytical errors we may calculate
upon the same basis as before, remembering, however, that the
composition of the hay in these experiments is the average of
eight determinations, except the dry matter, which is the
average of but two (compare p. 358), while that of the bye-fod-
der is the average of only two.
The errors in the determination of the excretion would be

Poetically the same in amount as before.

Pbobable Ebboks.

Mali Sprouts.

te&d ™f;«*
37 to

Jlalt sprouts fed

Total fed.

sg^i
104

Jilted
%sted from hay.:. 256 ±0-40 S±0
Rested from M. S..! . i"^;77o »±1

°!gested from 1

S^ted from C
Per«ntage err.
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It thus appears that the digestion coefficients for the bye-

fodders are subject to a considerable analytical error, which,

when expressed as above, of course varies in amounl
proportion of the ingredients in question which the bye-fodder

contains. Thus the absolute probable error of the amount of

crude fiber digested is very nearly the same in the malt sprouts

as in the cotton-seed meal, but the very small percentage of

fiber contained in the latter substance renders the percentage

Kiihn* has recently shown that the digestibility of the same

fodder by the same animal may vary at different times. He

shows this to be true for hay alone, and also for a mixture of

hay and bran. In these experiments the same phenomenon

appears. Sheep No. 2 digested the hay decidedly better m
Period II than in Period I, (compare p. 360), the differences

being much larger than the probable errors of experiment,

while Sheep No. 1 shows no such difference except as regards

the protein and perhaps the fat. The variations of the single

coefficients from the mean of the two periods is

:

Dry matter... 1-3 per cent.

Protein 2-7 '

Crude flber--_ 1-1 "

There is no obvious reason why the digestibility of the hay

may not have varied from the mean assumed for it in the ex-

periments with bye-fodders. We have no measure of the

probable amount of that variation, but it is reasonable to

assume a possible variation at least as great as that observed on

the hay alone. Then in the calculations on p. 363 the values

of the amounts digested from the hay will besubjectto a possi

ble error from this cause of

Combining these with the probable analytical errors, we have

the following for the possible errors. (We omit the calculation

for the sake of brevity.)

Possible Errors.
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In view of these large possible errors, it is quite evident that
tbe determinations of the digestibility of these three ingredients
oi the malt-sprouts and cotton-seed meal have little scien-

e. This was, of course, sufficiently evident as
ie crude-fiber of the cottonseed meal from the fact

arent negative digestibility was observed. Moreover,
c rso"ident that the iai determinations are equally valueless,

" apparent digestibility of more than 100 pel
since

observed
i every case. We must conclude, then, that while,

p. 366, the digestibility of the

ition of the
instability of the bye-fodder involves so many possibilities of
error that the results have verv little value. Essentially the

cited

6 C°nclusion was reached by Kiihn in his paper already

,

f we concede this, however, the further question arises,
nether the results of the large number of digestion experi-

ments made upon bye-fodders during the past twenty years
reserve any greater degree of confidence. So far as the writer
jfn see, this question must be answered in the negative. Both
^nns experiments and those here reported were made with

iiition to ensure accuracy, and, so far as can be
JMged from the published accounts, are at least equal in this

iuf
GCt t0 l^e » reat majority of other experiments. Moreover,

has been assumed that there was no error of sampling and no
'oss of either fodder or excrement. In short the computed
Possible errors are due simply to errors of analysis and possible

-
: ,

-:• • ..,;-.. .

' ,....1 •.
.

-..!
? i

• -

tte. The averages of a number of determinations
^oich we find given in tables of the digestibility of fodders,
ave, of course, a certain practical value as approximations to

,

e
.

tn*th. They may properly be made the basis of the calcu-

of rations in practice/ but neither they nor the single
results upon any given fodder can properly
Entitle oalcul live effect of a

ART. XLYL—Massive Safflorite; by LeRoy W. MoCaY.

year and a half ago I published, in Freiberg,

In the i

pamphlet upon cobalt, nickel and
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advanced in support of the identity of the two minerals proved

amply convincing, for, shortly after the appearance of the

pamphlet, Sandberger, in a letter to the editors of the Jahr-

buch,* distinctly admits his willingness to withdraw his name

spathiopyrite and to substitute for the same the Breithaupt

term safflorite.

In my article upon safflorite, however, I not only concluded,

in accordance with Breithaupt's, Sandberger's and my own

researches, that there was actually a crystalline rhombic modi-

fication of speiskobalt, but also that there was undoubtedly a

massive rhombic modification of this species. Sandberger,

now, although ready to admit the existence of the crystalline

modification, i. e. safflorite, calls in question my right to use

the term to cover the massive varieties. Why he sbouId

object to my using the words in the broad sense I am unable

to discover. He further appears to doubt the accuracy of the

statement which appears so often in Breithaupt's Paragenesis,t

to the effect that speiskobalt and safflorite appear together,

and suggests it as well to examine the specimens belonging to

the Freiberg collection with the view of discovering what this

safflorite really is. The specimens from Bieber, Schneeberg,

Keinerzau and Wittichen which Sandberger had op]

to examine exhibited no indications of the two minerals occur-

ring together. ,

It is just possible that Sandberger may have misunderstood

me respecting my reasons for inferring the existence of massiv

safflorite, and yet I am unable to see why, for, with one possi-

ble exception, my language on this point is perfectly clear.

It is not intended that the word safflorite shall be used to

designate all massive varieties of speiskobalt, as Sand berg

seems to infer, but only to specify such as possess as higo

gravity as 7'0. It is a well established fact that numbers 01

specimens of massive speiskobalt give specific gravities rai g ^
from 6-9-7-3, that these specimens are invariably gray ana

that they are, as a general thing, rich in iron. The specie-

gravity of typical smaltine is now about 6'50, consequent^

these arsenides cannot be real smaltine, and, since the lro

cannot occasion the high weight, there remains but one specif

under which to class them and this species is safflorite.
VV

have a massive variety of the rhombic modification ot tn

nickel arsenide and its high specific gravitv is its
exclusive

determining mark; hence, nickel and cobalt being twiu

elements, the right of insisting upon the exisence of the corre^

ponding cobalt compound is certainly just and proper. U ia

f Die Paramnesia derMiaeralien,,

i

Geol. und Palaeont., Jahrgang,
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existence of the massive variety of safflorite be deemed ques-
tionable, then the existence of the massive variety of rammels-
bergite must be deemed questionable, for the proof
ot the existence of the former is fully as convincing as tnat in
favor of the existence of the latter. I feel sure that the major-
ity of mineralogists will support me upon this point. Before
H was fully settled that there was a rhombic modification of
speiskobalt it was perfectly proper to question the propriety of

se heavj vranetiea as other than tesseral in system,

nee of safflorite has been established (

s no doubt <

3uTd°be'

ble basis no doubt can, I think, be i

ht of classing them under the rhombic form. Thus our
nplete for, just as we have with ref-

I. Chloanthite, tess., sp. gr.

II. Rammelsbergite, rhomb., s

1. eiystallin

ive we with reference to cobalt

I. Smaltine, tess., sp. gr. 6*5

II. Safflorite, rhomb., sp. gr. 7-1

1 much then for my reasons for nsisting upon

While engaged in studying cobalt and nickel minerals I did
n°t examine a massive variety of safflorite and my conclusions
jyere all drawn from analyses made by others. After reading
kandberger's letter I wrote to Professor Weisbach in Freiberg,
^questing him to send me for examination some specimens of
speiskobalt which should, if possible, exhibit the occurrence of
smaltine and massive safflorite together. Professor Weisbach,
^th his usual courtesy and amiability, responded immediately
to rny request, and forwarded to me several pieces of a massive,

Sray and very heavy specimen of cobalt arsenide. Upon two
of these pieces there are perched a number of little tin-white
crystals of smaltine perfectly distinct and well marked. The
kchneeberg miners call the gray mineral schlackenkobalt and
as such it was labeled.

I he fracture is conchoidal, the structure proper finely gran-
ular and microcrystalline. Here and there little cavities are
visible lined with microcrystals. The surfaces exhibit a faint

shimmer and some pieces show a play of colors. In addition
to the smaltine already mentioned there is present a small

quantity of crystallized quartz.
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Tr:

Although too high for smaltine the results were a

tory. A careful examination, with a hand glass,

number of pieces, disclosed the presence of numerous tiny

orifices. I therefore selected with the greatest care a sufficient

quantity of what appeared to be the most homogeneous chips,

and again made two determinations. I obtained :

In every case the pieces of mine

These figures are also too low. All five, however, agree in

a very remarkable manner with the specific gravil ol a erysl
'•

line safflorite which was analyzed by Jaeckel* in Heintzs

laboratory. The specific weight was taken by Eose, who found

6-84:0. Hose says the weight is low owing to the presence ot

porosities. Feeling assured that these porosities were toe

cause of the trouble in my case, I powdered a quantity of the

schlackenkobalt, brought 5-2555 grams into a picnometer and,

having filled the same about half full of water, placed it tor

one hour under the air pump, then for two hours on the boil-

ing water bath and. finally, heated the water in the bottle

over a free flame to boiling, care being taken to avoid any loss

which might result from too violent ebullition. The heating

was continued for several minutes. After the water had coolea

to the temperature of the room the specific gravity of the min-

eral was again taken. In this case the result was i

factory, the figure 7167 being obtained. Temperature ot tne

water during the experiment 25*5° C. The miner::

either rammelsbergite or safflorite. I next made a very care-

ful chemical analysis with the following result:

Quantity for analysis 0-5 srrm.
As. /_ _°_ 69-52
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I: •

ic was estimated according to a method of my owe
which is fully described in the Chemical News, vol. xlviii,
iNo 1232, page 7. The cobalt was determined electrolytically.

After subtracting the insoluble residue, recalculating and
dividing each percentage by the proper atomic weight we

To form RS 2
14 atoms of R i

amount from 492 we obtain :

ary. Subtracting thu

X(K
]}:i *

i Fe and Cu.

.My analysis ol greea in a most peculiar wa
with the analysis of a mineral from Schneeberg which wa
examined by Von Kobell* and called by him eisenkobaltkies
In order that a comparison can be readily made, 1 here plac
the two analyses along side of eacli other :

i Kobell (Schneeberg).

Crystallized.

7 (Schneeberg).

100-00 99-97

It will be seen that the quantity of cobalt in the schlacken-

lontical with the amount of iron in the ci-

ties and that the quantity of cobalt in the eisenkob
'dentical with the amount of iron in the schlackenkobalt.
This is certainly most remarkable: Can it be the result of

chance ? I think not ; I am inclined to believe that Von Kobell
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made a mistake in writing down his figures—that he con-

founded the cobalt with the iron percentage and vice versa.

The sum 100 indicates that the analysis was done by difference.

Had it been made directly and had the sulphur and copper

been carefully determined the chances are the agreement with

my results would have been even closer.

It is a very interesting fact that the mineral analyzed by

Von Kobell was crystalline. He says it was between tin-white

and light steel-gray in color, and he calls attention to the fact

the crystals were grouped in spheres and resembled, individu-

ally, thin, flat rhombohedrons. The mineral will be imme-

diately recognized as Breithaupt's safflorite. It is exceedingly

gratifying to find an analysis of a crystalline safflorite which

agrees so well (although, I must confess, in a peculiar way) with

one of the massive variety and the meaning is at once evident.

The specific gravity 7*167, together with the results of the

chemical analysis, prove without a doubt that the heavy, gray

and massive mineral sent me by Professor Weisbach and

labeled schlackenkobalt is, indeed, safflorite, and the accom-

panying tin-white smaltine demonstrates conclusively thatsmal-

tine and safflorite do appear together and that too in precisely

the manner indicated by Breithaupt in his Pangenesis. I

trust, then, that this article will serve to overthrow any doubt

which may exist in the minds of mineralogists concerning the

certainty of the existence of a massive variety of safflorite and

that my views as here set forth may atone for any equivocal

statement or statements which may have inadvertently crept

i my pamphle
i School of Science, Princeton, X. J., Jan.

Art. XLVIL—Application of Photography to Electrical Meas-

urements ; by John Trowbridge and Hammond Vinton

Hayes.

In the study of electromotive force and of voltaic cells it is

often desirable to have long continued observations. The com-

plete history of the action, for instance, of the Daniell cell with

different strengths of solution extending over hours or days, »

it could be presented to the eye as a curve, would be valuab e

to those who desire to know the behavior of such a cell while

it is doing work under definite conditions. Such curve couW

be obtained by patient observation, but it would be unprofitable

labor for one to spend his time in watching the excursions of a

galvanometer needle, if the needle can be made to record its

movements by any device.
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The method we have used enables one to study the action
of a cell at one's leisure, the ap] tight or dur-
ing the day when one is occupied with other work. A beam
pi light from a gas flame passes through a vertical slit placed
in front of the flame and is reflected from the concave mirror
of a tangent galvanometer, of few turns of wire, through a hori-
zontal slit in a dark box in which a sheet of sensitive paper is

placed. By means of this arrangement of a vertical and a hori-

a small point of light is obtained. A stationary concave
mirror is placed near the needle of the tangent galvanometer,
so that the same beam of light may be reflected by both this
mirror and the one attached to the galvanometer needle. The
spot of hght given by the stationary mirror serves to mark the
zero point of the needle when no current is passing through
the galvanometer. The photographic paper is placed in a slide
tfjHch is lowered uniformly by the unwinding of a string from

tinder placed either upon the hour hand or the minute
band of a cheap eight-day clock. When the electrical cur-
rent from the voltaic combination, which is being used, passes
through the galvanometer its changes in strength for different
times are indicated bv the relations of the two lines drawn
upon the sensitive paper. The line drawn by the light from
the stationary mirror is a straight one, and serves for the abscissa

; from the

of the galv

b .. v the ordinates of thecurv^ —
the latter. Rapid printing paper was used and an ordinary
gas flame gave a sufficiently strong spot of light to produce an
actinic effect.
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Fig. 1 represents the action of a modification of Trouve's bat-

tery. During this experiment, which lasted for thirty minutes

there were five ohms in the external circuit. The right band

portion of th h of current when the

circuit was made, and it will be observed that the battery was

not at its best until ten or twelve minutes after making the

circuit; from this maximum point the strength of the current

gradually diminishes. Fig. 2 shows the action of the same

battery with ten ohms external resistance. Under these condi-

tions we find at the instant of making circuit a strong current

which rapidly diminishes within the first five minutes to one-

sixth of its first strength.

Knowing the distance of the galvanometer from the sensitive

paper the strength of the current may be calculated by measur-

ing the distance between the two lines at any instant and pro-

ceeding as with an ordinary galvanometer and scale.

From a comparison of the two figures the electromotive force

may be determined by Ohm's law, if the distance between the

lines is measured at the instant the current is made. Then

knowing the electromotive force, current, and external resist-

ance, we can readily find the internal resistance. This resist-

ance will be the liquid resistance of the cell only for the

moment that the circuit is made, for afterward the v

electromotive force due to polarization, and the change in

resistance of the liquid due to electrolytic action will combine

to cause changes. Since, however, the changes in electro-

motive force due to polarization are much more ras

m the changes in battery resistance a very small error

will be introduced if we compare points near each other en

those parts of the curve in which the variation in current is

greatest: during the small fraction of a minute tl

the change in battery resistance will be infinitesimal and may

. e neglected.

We have selected these photographs as an example of the

large variations that some batteries
]
resent an 1 the consequent

usefulness of some such way of studying their action. From
measurements upon these photographic charts the v&t
electromotive force an lC9 can be studied by

obtaining such charts under different conditions of externa

' the same photographic method

can be employed to study the swing of the needle of a short

coil galvanometer which indicates the gradual heating ot a

thermopile. In this way the conduction of heat along a bar

could be studied.

Jefferson Physical Laboratory.
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ART. XLVIIL— On the production of alternating cm-rail* hj

machine; by JOHN
Trowbridge and ] lmmond Vinton -

Hayes.

It is often desirable to transform a direct current into an
alternating one for the purpose of obtaining electricity of high

:orffcoil, for studying the effects

ications in vacuum tubes, or for employing alternating
m the study of magnetism. The' best way is un-

doubtedly to employ an alternating dynamo-electric machine,
dom.' by Spottiswoode. When, however, only a

iit machine is available the follow
be employed

:

have employed for this
purpose thin ribbon steel about 15 cm. broad and" "01 mm. in

thickness. The remaining portion of the current from the
machine is conducted to two brass or copper segments a a', fig.

2- This current is led to the primary coil for, for instance of a
Kuhmkorffcoil from two other segments b, b'. These segments
are fixed upon a cylindrical shaft A, fig. 1, which is stationary.
A belt passing over the pulley B turns the wheel C upon the
face D of which revolve four brushes which connect the adjoin-
ing segments. The brushes a a

f
b b, are made adjustable,

the two adjoining brushes being electrically connected, and
a small stream of water plays upon the segments of the commu-
tator. The character of the spark produced by a Euhmkorff
coil which is marked by alternating currents has been studied
°y Spottiswoode. Without condensers in the secondary circuit
a bright yellow glow spans the distance between the two
terminals of the coil which partakes more of the character of a
voltaic arc than of the ordinary discharge from a Ruhmkorff coil.

The apparatus which we used produced three thousand reversals
a minute. This rate was too rapid for the best effects with a

Ruhmkorff coil. It enabled us, however, to study the musical
Bote produced in the cores of the electro-magnet by rapid

Reversals of the current in the electro-magnet, and also the heat-
ing effects which have been so often studied.

Jefferaon Physical Laboratory.
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In 1882, Mr. G. F. Kunz called

for topaz, discovered by Mr. N. H,
Maine, in the neighboring town of Stoneham. The announce-

ment aroused considerable interest among collectors of mineral,

and somewhat later tl famous as a source of

the very rare species herderite. ' In addition to topaz and her-

derite, the locality yields albite, apatite, autunite, bioti

columbite, damourite, fluorite, gahnite, garnet, muscovite,

orthoclase, quartz, triplite, and zircon, together with other

materials of obscure and doubtful character. This list of species

was furnished by Mr. Perry, who also supplied us with material

for investigation.

In the latter part of 1883, Mr. C. M. Bradburyf published

an analysis of the Stoneham topaz, which, if correct, would

show the mineral to be quite unlike any topaz hitherto known.

His results were as follows, and make the proportion of fluorine

half as high again as the generally accepted formula for topaz

would require. The figures in parentheses are added to facili-

tate comparison with our own data

:

Sp. Gr. 3-54

Al 27-14 (Al
5
O

s >
51-26)

Si ....14-64 (SiO„ 2V37)

F 29-21

O 28-56

The peculiar interest attaching to these figures made a new

Arable
; and accordingly the task was ondi

the laboratory of the TJ. S. Geological Survey. Mean
Perry had called our attention to some apparently altered topaz

;

the crystals of which, having the unchanged mineral at the

centre, were transformed upon the surface to a dark pnrplei

soft substance, easily cut with a knife. Between the purple

zone and the topaz was a greenish, intermediate layer, which

shaded off imperceptibly into the original nucleus.
Intimately associated with the topaz, in all the specimens

received by us, was a

as damourite. This mineral occurs at the locality in two forms

,

first, as a broadly foliated mica, much like a pale green musco-

:"

;:;r^
c

F
an
^

cr

c
J;8tallographic work described in this paper is entirely

WM, xlviii, 109.
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or serpentine. Both forms were analyzed by Dr. Chatard,*
and the analyses have already been published:—they are repro-
duced here for corn pari-

es. The latter were analyzed by Mr. Edward
who examined the topaz itself, the greenish inter-

yer, and the outermost purple product. The topaz
was white, massive, and somewhat milky, and the method of
ana!

the aid of the bismuth oxide method of decomposi
posed by Hem pel, and modified in this laboratory by Chatard.
fhe results may be tabulated as follows:
A, unaltered topaz; B, greenish laver

v, massive damourite ; E, foliated damourit

Sp.Gr._._
: 3ti

B.
3-42 A D. E.

|&.::::::::::! l]:ll ;;;;:

1-28 ::
-

10062

S3 S'-SS

K,0... "i o : k, n-12

't

lit-
Na,0... "i j. l\;
FeO. :

MnO
CaO...

Deduct oxygen..
1

7-16

051

If we now consider these analyses in their order, we find first

that the topaz itself is ordinary topaz, having none of the
anomalous character indicated by Mr. Bradbury's work. The
small quantities of alkalies present may be attributed either to

admixed impurity, or to an incipient alteration such as is sug-
gested by analyses B and C. The latter point clearly to a
progressive change from topaz towards damourite, the fluorine
and some alumina bin y eliminated and re-

placed by other constituents. This change was probably
brought about by the action of potash solutions, produced by
the kaolinization of adjacent fel

r he removal
of fluorine .-. g been followed by the taking up

* This Journal, July, 1884. Also Bulletin No. 9, U. S. G.'S.

t Bulletin No. 9, U. S. G. S., 1884.
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of potassium. One preliminary experiment, bearing upon this

mode of alteration, has been tried. A weighed quantity of the

topaz, in fine powder, from the sample which was analyzed by

Mr. Whitfield, was digested on the water bath for seven days

with a weak solution of potassium carbonate. Then, after

filtering, the amount of fluorine in the filtrate was estimated,

and found to be 0'38 per cent, of the weight of topaz taken.

That is, fluorine can be slowly extracted from topaz by the

suggested process, although further experiments are needed to

make the case anything like complete.
Inasmuch as the chemical analyses alone do not prove com-

pletely the change from topaz to darnourite, microscopic slides

were made and examined, using the specimen which showed

the alterations most perfectly. In this specimen the purple

zone had a thickness of about one centimeter, and exhibited on

its surface the crystalline faces of topaz. On other altered

specimens even the topaz striae were distinctly visible. By
means of the well-marked basal cleavage it was easy to deter-

mine and prepare particular sections parallel and per

to the vertical axis, and both sections extended from the out-

side of the purple border into the fresh topaz. In the basal

section the position of the brachypinacoidal plane v

determined by means of the plane of the optic axes, which is

represented by the vertical line in the middle of fig- 1.
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In the topaz there i

from which the bubbl
any liquid inclusions (a

these are usually arranged in planes extending in nearly
same direction as, and approximately parallel to the most com-
mon prismatic planes / and i-± Almost at right angles to
these, as represented in rig. 1, are numerous fissures, (J, b)

;

which lie for the most part near the same prismatic planes,
the fissures represented in the lower right-hand portion (c) of
the figure are filled with a finely foliated, micaceous mineral,
whose physical and optical properties, as far as they can be
observed, agree fully with those of the damourite which was

to analysis by Dr. Ohatard. The folia- of damourite
occur in fissures only

; and altl interwoven,
they are for the most part nearly parallel to the fissures in

which they lie. The same fissures (t, t) are seen in a vertical
position in fig. 2, which represents a section perpendicular to

hat shown in fig. 1 ;
i. e., parallel to the vertical axis of the

topaz. In fig. 2 the basal cleavage of the topaz is plainly
*eeQ (a, a); and nearly parallel with it are prominent cross-

rented near the middle of the
section (c). The damourite extends far into the topaz along
these basal fractures in the form of veins, and from the latter it

sends off tongues into the prismatic fissures. These, as shown

^ the figure, gradually increase in size from left to right, until
the topaz er:' ; the whole mass is made up
" scales of damourite. The position of each scale bears no
f iefinite relation whatever t

f°paz; although the folia? aregenerali
Regularly interwoven. The fact, a

between the mass of the topaz and th<

intermediate zone in which both are
lng!y important. Furthermore, the da
A«. Jour. Sol—Thjbd Series, Vol. XXIX,

illogr.t. of the
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i position. The basal fissures of the topaz, which depend

)on its basal cleavage, once extended directly through tbe

place now occupied by damourite, showing that the same space

was once filled by topaz, and that the former must be an altera-

tion product of the latter.

It will at once be seen that the crystallographic and micro-

scopic evidence is even more emphatic than the chemical

analyses in pointing to the conclusion that the altered topaz is

essentially damourite. And yet, if we compare the analysis of

the purple material with the typical damourite examined by

Uliatard, we find that the transformation is chemically not

quite perfect. More alumina must be lost and more
must be gained before the alteration can be considered com-

pletely damouritic ; or, in other words, certain stages of tbe

chemical process, although easily to be understood, are yet to

be actually observed on specimens of minerals. The state of

the case, as it stands in the actual spec in. ns m dor considera-

tion, is probably as follows: Analysis A represents practical J

unaltered topaz ; B, a mixture of topaz, damourite, and an

intermediate alteration product ; C, a similar mixture
topaz almost wholly removed and the damourite overwhelmingly

predominating. The intermediate product, which is perhai*

microscopically identical with topaz itself, should be simply

the latter species with its fluorine replaced either by oxygen,

by hydroxyl, or by both ; and its formation is
j

;

necessary antecedent to the production of the damourite. we
loss of fluorine appears to have preceded the taking up ot

alkalies. .

In order to make clear the relations between topaz am
damourite, we may pro
Reduced to its simplest empiric* omposvuon

of typical topaz corresponds to the formula Al
9
F,Si04.

J-&1S

may be written structurally in seven different ways; three

being as follows, and the others variations of these

:

0-Al=0 ^ Al-F Al
^F,

The first formula is rather improbable, the second represents

an orthosihcate, the third falls under a metasilicate type-

Which one is best supported by evidence ? ,
. jA pnme_ difficulty in the way of discussing the chemical

mnerals arises from the fact that we have as ye
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no- trustworthy means of ascertaining their true molecular
weights. The formula of topaz, for example, may either be
the simple expression given above, or a multiple of that; and
our only method of even approximately solving the problem is

udy the reactions of topaz, or, in other words, its modes of
alteration. Now the simplest formula for
one which is commonly recognized, is Al,KH,(Si0

4 ) r That
'fire is far more readily and probablv fiirured as an

ortho-silicate than in any other wav ; and this fact tends to sus-
tain the orthosilicate formula for topaz,
inasmuch as the formula of damourite contains three Si0

4

>o may now triple the simplest formula for topaz, and
write in probable structural fashion the formulae of the two

3ide by side. The results will be suggestive, even
standing by themselves ; but more so if we consider at the same
"me a number of other allied species. These are xenolite,
'"'/'"'ite, paragonite, and eucryptite. Xenolite, which is opti-

mineral by the analysis of Wiik; fibrolite is unquestionably
• is the sodium analogue of

ci-vptite is especially noteworthy for it.- altera-
Wity into hydro-mica. Tripling the formulas commonly as-

fibrolite and eucryptite, the series may be presented

4
/Si0

4
=Al ^SiO=(A10)

3
/SiO=(AlF

f),
^-SiO^Al Al-SiO^Al Al-SiO=Al
\8iO=AI \SiO=Al \Si0

4
=Al

xenolite. Fibrolite. Topaz.

/SiO=KH /SiO=XaH /SiO=Li,
AU-Sio=Al Al—SiO=Al Al—SiO=Al
\ SiO =A1 \ SiO =Al \ SiO =A1
Damourite. Paragonite. Eucryptite.

Xenolite, it will be observed, is the normal orthosilicate of

aluminum, and from it, by a simple process of substitution, the
others may be directly developed. In a future paper an effort

ade by one of us to show that the formulae of all

mm may be similarly derived,
ln such a way as to bring out most clearly and unmistakably
tn e relations of the mineral species to each other. The system

v applicable, with <ireat definiteness, to the ortho-

saa, and even shows the derivation of metasilicates
trom them

; as in one case which may be fairly presented here.
lf we simply withdraw from damourite the elements of water,
a mixed ortho- and metasilicate will be formed,—thus :

^SiO._K
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Two other derivatives of this group of compounds may be

cited for example of an extension of this process, namely.

westanite (or wcerthite, a hydrous fibrolite) and kaolin. If

half of the water in the latter mineral be regarded as water of

crystallization, the formula of kaolin will become that of

xenolite with an aluminum atom replaced by three atoms of

hydrogen ; but if all the water be regardedas combined, the

statement takes the following graphic form

:

^SiO==Al ^OH ^OH
Al—SiO=Al Al—SiO=Al Al—SiC-=H

3

V.SiO=Al ^Si0
4
EEAl ^Si0

4
=Al

Xenolite. Westanite. Kaolin.

Thesuggestivenessof such formulae can hardly be questioned,

and a close examination of them will show that they also fulfill

the main purpose of structural formulae; namely, that they

indicate probable lines for fruit;' rch.

One more question may be included within the scope of the

present paper. What has become of the fluorine

from the topaz during the process of alteration ? The answer

is probably not far to seek. Leached out from the topaz in the

form of alkaline fluorides, it entered into new modes of union,

and these are represented at the locality by the species fluorite,

herderite, triplite and apatite. The last-named mineral occurs

in small crystals, and also in large, dark-green masses. As an

analysis of the massive apatite was made by Mr. Whitfield, we

subjoin it, as a further contribution to our knowledge of the

locality. The specific gravity was 3*27, and the mineral became

colorless on heating.

CaO 47-60

MgO.. 6-08

FeO 1-44

PA 40-36
CI 0-29

Deduct <yg.-u.

The high proportion of fluorine found in this analysis was

undoubtedly due to intermixed fluorite. The large amount or

moreover, suggests the desirability of a careful search

at the locality for wagnerite. .,

wl
n^C

i
USi
T'

We must exPress ™ r indebtedness to M*
Whitfield for the care and thoroughness with which he executed

the troublesome analyses.



0. T. Sherman—Residual Elastit

jxtii u — A notice of the relation observed by Dr. Weber
b
fveen

'
•

y and the chemical com
glass; by O. T. Sherman.

It is well known that the temperature of a bath, measured
<£

a thermometer which has been long unused, is somewhat
greater than when measured by the same thermometer imme-

W- 1

a
u
fter ifc has been heated to a higher temperature,

with a bath near the temperature of melting ice and a ther-
mometer previously immersed in the steam of boiling water

l-ti
de

1

Pression may amount to a degree. The effect varies
lyta the constitution of the glass forming the bulb. In any
glass the depressions are capable of being expressed by an

'

Sff
bR»c formula and the amount may be calculated. To

•Uve the temperature record independent of the condition orW history of the thermometer has proved a rather complex
poblem. The earliest attempts, regarding the depression
Regular, adopted as the fundamental distance the interval

vvee" tne freezing and boiling points obtained after a long
st

j
and for the false position of the zero, applied a correction

al to the first power of the temperature. In 1880 it

• that better results were obtained by considering
ne interval between the fixed points obtained directly after
gating as the fundamental length, an

"

of +u
Zero ky a formula depending upon the sec

1 the temperature. A third method determines tb€
ne instrument directly after it has been heated to the boiling

ml'
and f°r lower temperature uses the instrument only when

I?.

tbe same condition. To diminish the uncertainties from
ls cause the Normal-Archungs-Commission has for some
m e past been analytically and synthetically examining the

,r

institution of the glass which gave the least depression. In
1° ume xxx vi of the " Sitzungsberichte der Koniglich Preuss-
'sc»en Academie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin," Dr. Weber

• v stated as the first result of their work : that glass
as the least depression in which the ratio of soda to potash
r potash to soda is the least. In a previous number of the

*an>e publication, Dr. Weber has given twenty-three analyses
1 lQ e glass together with the observed depression. It is a mat-

j

er of interest to discuss these with regard to the same point.
n the following curve we have represented the records of
°th articles. The ordinates represent depressions in tenths of
degree centigrade, the abscissae, the ratio of potash to soda.
Xt will be seen that while the greater portion of the observa-

l,ons may be represented by a smooth curve yet six or at least
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five lay farther from the line than can be ascribed to error of

observation. In some of the irregular cases the composition

of the glass is almost identical with some of those that lie on

the curve. With one exception the departures are

the maximum differences afforded by the depressions observed

by Dr. Weber on a single thermometer. These latter, for ex

ain proportions of soda and potash the depression becomes

ess regular? The single remaining exception, the only case

tvhere the depression is decreased, is unique in having the lime,

soda and potash in nearly equal amounts. The Commission

Art. LL— On the Meridional Deflection of Ice-Streams ;
by

W. J. McGee.

Five Quaternary glaciers, averaging eig

flowed down the picturesque easterly front of the cloa

Sierras into the broad valley of Mono lake in Baa

fornia. The glaciers have melted away beneath the

winds of the geologic to-day; but their magnificent moraine

tell of their magnitude and of their movements.*
The lateral moraines of four of the glaciers extend far nj.

'

*

the plain in which the lake is embosomed ; while those ot w*

fifth terminate on a narrow plateau bounded lake ward by ar

* These and other moraines are descrihed in detail hv Mr. I. C. R
/,:,. •>...;•/

anal Report IT. S. Geological Survey.

Lake, designed for publication in the forthcoming 5
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possess the com-

Of the northernmost pair, issuing from Lundy canon, the
left-hand (northern) moraine is narrow and steep-sided—rising
on both inner and outer sides at an angle of some 30° to an
altitude of fully four hundred feet,—and curves northward so
sharply as to almost follow the mountain-wall in which the
canon is excavated. The inner side of the right-hand moraine
is equally steep and of concentric curvature T but its summit
forms an undulating plateau half a mile broad, expanding, fan-
Wfe, toward its extremity, and sloping eently out.v

plain of Mono, into which it

merges. Near its origin in the embouchure of the
canon, the highest of the Quaternary lake-terraces encircling
the valley is as distinctly scored upon the outer slope of this

- upon the contiguous mountain-side; but toward its

the wave-marks become progressively fainter and
bscure. Beyond occur fractured and contorted lacus-

wal strata overlain by only five or ten feet of coarse littoral
deposits, indicating th. sod its greatest exten-
sion just before the waters attained their highest level.

* n its upper course, Leevining canon is a deep, narrow
chasm, but it expands lakeward and opens on the plain in a
oroad breach bounded on the south by the isolated butte
behind which the Gibbs canon glacier terminated; and its

moraines originate with the expansion. That on the left is

narrow, steep-sided, and sharp-crested, and closely hugs the
northern canon-wall nearly to the wide embouchure, where it

attenuates •. only the precipitous
mountain-side for the northern confine of the ancient ice-way.

.

lQe right-hand moraine sweeps about in a concentric curve
interiorly, but has a multipartite crest, widens distally, and
exteriorly sends off four or five digitiform radial spurs obvi-
ously the right-laterals of successive stages in the develop-
ment, repeated oscillation, and final decadence of the glacier;
vv tnle, unlike its constricted northern fellow, it shuns the
southern cafion-wall, leaving a considerable valley between
moraine and mountain-side.

J- he moraines issuing from Gibbs cafion are of consonant
behavior: that on the north is compressed, and finally abruptly
terminated by the chasm through which this ice-stream, in its

f
ter stages, approached and perhaps became confluent with

tne deeper Leevining glacier; while a broad morainic plain,

diversified by half a dozen obscure radial lobes, forms the left

lateral and occupies the greater part of the plateau separating
Leevining and Bloody cafions. These moraines record the

gradual shifting of the periodically oscillating ice-stream from
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the southern to the northern margin of the plateau, and its ulti-

mate coalescence, just before the final recession of the ice—with

its northern neighbor.

Bloody canon embouches into a broad bay forming the

southwestern arm of Mono valley. Its magnificent moraines

do not closely approach either side of the bay after leaving the

canon proper; but their northward curvature is pronounced.

That on the right is conspicuously the broader and more mas-

sive, and sends off two or three digitiform lobes analogous

to those of the Leevining and (xibbs moraines; and midway of

its length a symmetric pair of perfect laterals spring from its

graceful curve like the tangent from its chord, and extend

directly into the bay nearly as far as do their more recent

bomologues. Here the deflecting agency manifestly forced the

fluctuating ice-stream to burst its old barriers and build for

itself a new pair of adequate curvature.
The southernmost of the five pairs of moraines issues from

Parker cafion and extends two or three miles upon the long

alluvial slope everywhere forming the periphery of the plain

of Mono. They curve northward more sharply and approach

the northern canon-wall more closely than do those of Bloody

canon ; but the right-hand member does not so greatly exceed

its fellow in magnitude.

Let it be clearly understood that in these several cases the

curved portion is well without the canon proper and unques-

tionably beyond its influence, and that the curvature, so far as

can be detected by careful observation, is independent of if n0

opposed to topographic configuration, whether ancient or recen .

So uniform behavior must have a common cause; and this

may be sought analytically.

II.

—

The explanation of the phenomena.

Let an ice-stream flowing east or west on a m
horizontal plain in N. lat. 45° have cross-section boundea

above by the transverse semi-circumference of an ellipse whose

axes are 2 and 1 respectively; and let the sun be over tie

equator. The proportion of soiar

rays directly reaching the soui

and north halves respectively, wu

making the major sen li

as 1-5000 to 0-6547 (= sec. 30 -"

V ^ 0-5000), since the secant formea

. . .. by the tangential ray in such case

is demonstrably equal to the like function determined by the

tangent to a circular arc of value 30°. The relations
are

graphically shown in fig. 1.
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The whole of the solar energy reaching the ice-stream will
not, however, be utilized in affecting its condition ;—a consider-
able portion will be lost bv direct reflection; and of the
remainder the discordant (and hence heating) rays will have
been in part absorbed by the vapor of the superfluitant atmos-
phere

;_
but the diminution will be proportional.

Again, an important share of the heat absorbed bv the
glacier will be derived from the surrounding air, from the
eart " beneath, and, by reflection and radiation, from contigu-
ous earth, rocks, hills, etc. ; and this share will be pretty nearly
equally distributed over the entire surface. If half the effec-
tive neat reaching the ice comes from such sources, the ratio
or effective energy received by its respective halves will be
reduced to 25773 : 17320.
Also, the differential accession of the two halves will be

counteracted to a considerable but indeterminate extent by
interior conduction. If the unequal distribution be thus
diminished bv a half, the ratio will be further reduced to
23660:19433;
^ow, as empirically shown by innumerable observations, and

fls theoretically indicated by all plausible hypotheses of glacier
lotion, the rate of movement of ice-streams varies directly

Jj™
the heat-accession or with some slightly variant function

J*
that element. If, then, in the assumed case, the accession

b.e incompetent to occasion loss by melting (i. e., if on any sec-
won of the stream daily accession equal nightly radiation), all
w,|

l be effective in producing movement, the two halves will
terjd to flow at rates varying with the accession, and the stream
*«] hence tend to curve in the direction of the slow-moving
side.

.
Such tendencv will be counteracted in part by (1) the mobil-

f the ice (which will permit the southern half to the more
readily spread laterally and to slip

2
P*tt the northern half to some ex-
tent), and (2) by the increased fric-

?'<* encountered with lateral shift-
ing of the stream. Accordingly,
«• loci of flow in the determined
ratio will lie somewhere without the
inters of the respective halves—
Perhaps at the extreme edg<
ltle glacier: when these edeeiedges will curve northward

1943Scentric arcs of 23660 and 19433 respectively, or of 5598 feet
and 4598 feet radii if the width of the stream be 1000 feet

^ch curvature is shown in fig. 2.

I* the direction of flow depart from the parallel, other ele-

ments are introduced. To facilitate their comprehension, let
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the ice-stream be assumed to flow north or south upon a plain

horizontal in the trans-meridional direction ; and, as before,

let the heat accession be supposed insufficient to produce melt-

ing. Neglecting interception by clouds (which is rendered

nugatory by concomitant diminution of diathermancy and

increase of liberation of latent heat by condensation of vapor),

insolation on the two halves of the glacier will then be equal

;

but the influence of the thermal energy in affecting the mobil-

ity of these halves will become unequal by reason of (1) the

variable condition of the atmosphere, and (2) the diverse offices

of the absorbed energy, at different hours.

The diurnal inequality in temperature is notable in most and

appreciable in all stations affected by glaciers; so, in such sta-

tions, the forenoon is lower than the afternoon temperature.

In general, atmospheric diathermancy varies inversely with

temperature, and afternoon precipitation predominates, in gla-

ciated as in most other stations. Accordingly, the solar acces-

sion of the east half of the assumed ice-stream will be freely

dissipated through the diathermous forenoon atmosphere, while

the west half accession will be not only conserved by the

athermous afternoon atmosphere, but supplemented by the

latent heat liberated by afternoon precipitation.

The thermal energy derived by the glacier from
is arbitrarily divisible into two shares expended respectively in

molecular and molar work, or in (1) elevating the temperature

of the ice from that of inter-stellar space to that of

and (2) mobilization. During the forenoon when east halt

insolation predominates the share of energy absorbed in molec-

ular work is larger, by reason of the lower temperature to oe

overcome, than during the afternoon when the west half faces

the sun. It follows that the share of energy available m

mobilization during each day will be the greater in the wes

half of the glacier.

Thus the west half of the meridionally-m<mng
not only absorbs more heat than the eastern half, bttl

larger proportion of it in generating movement; whence i

must tend to outrun its eastern mate, and thus to original

eastward curvature of the stream. Such tendency depends tor

its strength upon many obscure elements, and hence cannot D

quantitively expressed. It is
j

case of tue

meridional ice-stream and of progressively diminishing valu

as the direction of flow approaches the parallel; but it cannot

be neglected.

So many of the factors essential in the foregoing analysis are

indeterminate or variable that the numeric ratio deduced above

can only be regarded as a vague approximation even in tue

simplest case; and it is accordingly needless to deduce m
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like manner similar estimates for different latitudes, for the
several seasons, and for diverse directions of flow.
The relation of the factors is such, however, as to indicate

the general law that ice-streams flowing upon plains ore deflected
toward the sides upon which effective solar accession is least.

The law is modified in its action by conditions originating
with the formation of moraines by the ice-stream, and by con-
ditions affecting the origin of the ice-stream itself.

In nature the ice-stream, after leaving its parent canon,
flows not upon a plain but in a trough whose walls it builds
upon the plain. Now after its first formation the northern
moraine must ever oppose the tendency to further deflection

;

and moreover, with the development of the moraines the sur-
face of the stream will diminish in convexity. In nature, too,
some melting of the ice will surely occur, and whatever energy
,s expended in liquefaction will be diverted from mobilization ;

and since liquefaction will occur chiefly on the south side, that
side will be attenuated and rendered less competent to deflect
the stream. For these four reasons will the deflection tend to
rail of that computed.
.

If, however, the northern moraine be forced outward bv the
lmpinging ice, the stream will follow it and leave a gash be-

tween ice and moraine on the south to be filled with supra-
glacial debris ; and whatever melting and attenuation the south
s'de suffers, will lower that side, shift the medial axis north-
ward, and bring more than its share of debris to the southern
moraine; which thus for two reasons will tend to widen.
But again, in nature the ice-stream does not possess constant

Volume and length ; it alternately expands and contracts, verti-
cally, laterally, and longitudinally. In its contraction both
moraines will be reinforced by semi-terminal deposits greater
on ihe south, but their status will otherwise remain unchanged.
In its expansion, however, it will press upon both moraines;
when if either yield it will be the weaker northern one. Also
the old channel will be plowed out anew ; when, if the curv-

ing glacier hug its northern wall, there will the furrow be
deepest and the lateral abrasion greatest. Moreover, the

felling stream will eventually overtop its ancient banks and
discharge on and over their summits its superficial debris;
when that on the north will fall beyond the narrow crest and
foll down without, while that on the south will spread itself

over the already broad-topped ridge. Thus for three further
reasons will the meridional deflection tend to approach that

computed.
Finally, if the oscillating glacier break out of its trough, the

trench will occur in the feebler and more strongly constrained

northern barrier.
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Within the canon proper two antagonistic elements ever

work. The greater number and extent of tributary glaciers

on the northerly slope will increase both ice and debris there,

and thus tend to deflect the stream northward and build up the

southern moraine; while on the southerly slope the greater

variability of temperature will augment disintegration and the

more effective reflection and radiation will accelerate the flow-

on that side, and thus tend to deflect the ice-stream southward

and build up the northern moraine.

The modifications in the action of the gen
external conditions are, accordingly, not sucb
validity or materially reduce its potency.

law due to

to affect its

The law of meridional deflection of ice-stre

appears adequate to explain the commDn c

moraines of the Sierras.

here educed

iture of the

February 18, 1883.

Art. LII. — The Pre-glacial Channel of Eagle River, Kewee-

naw Point, Lake Superior ; by CHARLES WHITTLESEY.

Introduction.

In the year 1854, the author examined the scattered and

mutilated maps made in the progress of mining at the Phcemx

location, on Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, and compiled

from them, with the aid of the descriptions of Superintendent

Hill and Captain Paul, a map and a series of profile-sections

that illustrate the main features of the mining operations pre-

vious to that date. In an accompanying letter to Superinten-

dent Hill, under date of December 27, 1854, he con;

some discoveries relative to an ancient and deeply -buried

channel of the Eagle River. At that time such facts were

regarded more as curiosities than as valuable data. Recently,

however, more attention has been given to this class of phe-

nomena, and all facts relating to the ancient drainage systems

are regarded as having permanent value. So much of toe

report as relates to this subject is, therefore, now given to tw
scientific public with some unimportant modifications, made

for the convenience of the reader, who might not otherwise

readily understand some of the references. The maps and

sections have been reduced and somewhat simplified by tM
elimination of matter not deemed important to science.
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The papers found in the Phoenix Mining Company's office

relating to the working of their mine in 1846 and 1847 were
carefully examined. The plans, surveys, levels and sketches
of Mr. Martin Coryell were found to be very numerous, but
were mutilated, and many had been lost. Without the per-
sonal explanations made by Superintendent S. W. Hill, and,

rly, those of Captain Paul, of the North America
Mine, it would have been very difficult to have made from
these fragments a reliable plat, which should show the state of
the old works. I did not ascertain how much of the materia!
that related to the first three years of their operations under
the old charter was preserved" by the Company's agents in

Boston.

The works were so singular as to interest every one acquaint-
ed with mines or mining geology ; and there were, in those
first developments, certain facts shown that were of economic
value as well as scientific interest. But my object in bringing
together on one map-sheet the information left by Superinten-
dent Coryell was at first one of mere curiosity. The plan and
sections, which were thus produced, show. I think, all the
material features of the old works, and represent them in very
"early their correct positions and proportions. They are

sufficiently full and well explained on the sheet itself, so that
little remains to be said in reference to the mine-work proper.
I have connected with the plans, such geologic profiles as are

necessary to illustrate the ancient state of things; and have
laid down the different beds of trap rock which originally

held the copper, that was found in the form of water-washed
bowlders.

After the shaft marked No. 2 on the map had been sunk in

the rock near the bank of Eagle Kiver, to the depth of 62 feet,

a cross cut was made to the east from the bottom of the shaft.

This was done to explore the ground. To the great astonish-

ment of every one, the miners, at a distance of about 20 feet

from the foot of the shaft broke through into sand and travel.

This was 32 feet below the channel of the river (really but a

creek, at this point), where the water was then flowing, ft hap-

pened, also, to be on a level with the bottom of the drift-filled

gorge
; so that the miners proceeded along its rocky floor in the

hope of further discoveries. A few feet forward, they cut the

back of a well defined vein. A mass of earth, bowlders and

gravel lay on either hand and overhead, and was so compact
88 to stand firmly as the gallery progressed. Captain Paul
tQinks it remains so now, although very little timber was put in.
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The general direction of the glacial striae on Point Keweenaw
is from the northeast towards the southwest, and therefore

within about 25° of a perpendicular to the course of the ancient

channel of Eagle Eiver, at the Phoenix Mine. In moving

across the old channel the pressure of the ice mass was such

that the drift materials were made nearly as compact as rock.

Glaciated surfaces in the vicinity reach upward from the lake

level to the top of the semi-mountainous range, an elevation of

700 to 1,000 feet, from which it appears that the ice had a very

considerable thickness.

At the point where the miners happened to strike the rock

floor of this old channel, there was a steep rise in the rock

bottom, on the right hand side ; and they followed awhile along

the foot of this slope. The boulders that were found in the

" hard pan" were held firmlv in it, either by pressure or by

cement, and were of various "kinds of rock, as sandstone, trap,

granite, porphyry, etc., the same as are common in the Lake

Superior drift-deposits. These were very much water-worn.

On the back of the vein, ami in its vicinity, there were rounded

lumps, and grains of native copper, of all sizes, some of them

still bright and shining.

These discoveries tempted them on ; and turning to the left

or to the north, they followed along the vein. They were evi-

dently in the bed of an ancient stream, the predecessor of the

Eagle River, as it existed at some remote period. Along tbe

lowest part of this lay the vein which perhaps determined the

course of the stream. For about thirty feet the floor was not

found to be very uneven, but, as it here sunk below drainage

level, a branch gallery, D, was started obliquely to the right.

At 27 feet, in this direction, the gallery being entirely in drift,

a rock face was struck. The gallery, thus made, proved to be

the diameter of a circular cavity, (marked " Basin No. 1,
on

the map) which was found to be 17 feet deep. ,

The miners then followed around the rim of the basin, ana

also descended nearly to its bottom, taking out large quanti-

ties of loose copper and copper-bearing gravel. One mass, from

the level, near the basin, weighed 1,760 pounds. This basin

appears to be a gigantic pot-hole.
On the northwestern quarter of the basin, a narrow fissure

was discovered, which represented the vein ; and along this the

miners worked to the distance of 174 feet from winze A (see

map), which had already been sunk on the vein. The bottom

of the gallery in this' direction was not very uneven, »°a

descended but slightly to the north. The earth of the gaJ^
r

{
sides remained firm

; but on the 16th of November, 184b, a

stream of water was struck which discouraged the superinten-

dent, and the work was abandoned.
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The stream copper was found to lie always next to the rock,
and not intermixed with the drift material above. It was
collected most abundantly in the concavities and irregular
depressions of the floor, but it was not sufficient in amount to
pay the expense of mining.
When it was abandoned, the galley had reached a point

almost directly underneath the bend of the river, as shown on
the map. On the surface, directly beyond, was a face of rock

E -

: I

K '""
'

Jsing from the water 15 or 20 feet. The present channel of
^agle River below the bend has rocky sides and a rock bottom,
we lowest part of which is at least 20 feet higher than the end
°f the gallery.

These facts raise the question : Where did this ancient chan-
nel discharge itself? The river between shafts numbered 2

ffd 3 has rock walls on both sides rising 15 or 20 feet high,
^ear shaft No. 2, the east wall disappears beneath sand and
gravel, which rises from the water level on the east bank about
9 feet. From shaft No. 2, to the bend, the rock is seen in

Place only on the west side. The branches subsequently
*orked did not disclose a vertical face on the east side, like the
°neon the west, but such a one must exist somewhere beneath
th e gravel.
On the north side of the creek, at the bend to the west, an

adl * A, A, was driven in along a vertical wall corresponding in
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direction to that of the west bank, in the expectation constantly

of striking the vein. It kept the wall on the left hand for a

distance of 108 feet, no rock being found on the right or bot-

tom. A cross heading was then cut 12 feet to the east, but no

rock found in place. The bottom of this adit is about 50 feet

bigher than the gallery along the bed of the ancient channel,

the extremity of which is nearly under the mouth of the adit.

Notwithstanding the want of success in this direction, the

managers continued to work the galleries which joined at winze

A, in various directions, taking out a large amount of float

copper, and of gravel bearing sufficient copper to pay for wash-

ing. Among this were found frequently pieces of native cop-

per and silver united in a single mass, but each metal in its

pure state, without alloy.

The bed of the ancient channel was found to descend to the

north by offsets or sudden leaps which were doubtless ancient

falls. In its bottom were also pockets, precisely like those of

the present channel, where the descent is rapid over ripples

and ledges. Captain Paul, who worked in those lo

"No one could mistake the cavities and pot-holes for anything

else than the action of running water."
Going south the vein was well defined, both walls being

visible most of the way, and well charged with copper. Bat

the loose copper gra<i and in May, 1847. at a

distance of 260 feet from winze A, the work was suspended.

The strata of trap through which the vein passed and in

which it bore copper are as follows: Beginning at the north, or

left hand, there is a coarse porous bed of amygdaloid, which

Mr. Coryell cut in his adit at 52 feet from its mouth. This

dips to the north at the usual angle of 25°. Under it is a close-

grained, bluish-black, compact bed of trap, about 50 feet thicK,

which has a basaltic, or columnar, structure. Underneath

this is " the slide," which is so distinctly shown at the Copper

Falls Mine, west vein, near shaft No. 5. The bed beneatu

" the slide" is a rough mass intermediate in character between a

breccia and a conglomerate, embracing nodules oi

and of scoriaceous tui k brown trap. SMJ
No. 1, was sunk in this bed, which was found to carry "sbo*

copper" near the middle of its mass. Its
-

but, on an average, is about 50 feet. It rests on a bed oi

black, fine-grained, compact trap from 80 to 100 feet tbicKj

extending on the surface from shaft No. 2, to some 100 feet

south of shaft No. 3. This " blw
and dips to the north at the usual angle. Beneath thifl

- ray bed of great thickness in which the workings oi

the new company are principally situated.
The stream copper lay in the scoriaceous, or "ash-bed,' stra-
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turn, and in the " black band" beneath it. As these pitch to
the north at an angle of not more than 25° with the horizon,
'

7 pass away from the recent works, so that they were not
proven by the sinking of shaft No. 3, or the levels connecting
with it. These beds should carry copper in the vein as they
descend northward toward the lake.
There can be no doubt that the river, before the drift period,

held on its way to the lake along the course of the vein, and
did not then turn to the left, as it does at present. Without
doubt its bed continued straight along the face of the rock seen

I A, A, and 35 or 40 feet beneath it, and presented at
»iat period an open gorge like the present one, only deeper and
wider. The whole was tilled up to the depth of 100 to 120
feet, by the agencies that brought in the drift material During
the period next preceding the drift epoch, and while the stream
ot water ran along the back of the vein, it wore away the vein

I wall rock leaving the masses of copper at rest in its

channel. With the facts shown bv the plans and sections I do
not see how any other explanation is applicable. The ancient
channel perhaps had its discharge at a lower level than the
present one, and somewhere to the northward, either again

e present course, or reaching the lake by a separate
mouth.

Captain Paul represents the vein in the "sand galleries"
[galleries excavated in drift material, instead of rock] along its

whole exposure of more than 400 feet, as well charged with
C0Pper, and is confident that the same " pitches" of rock carry
copper in masses. The floor of the " sand gallery" is about 175
jeet above the lake. The dip of the strata carries the copper-
bearing beds to the north, as they descend, about two feet

illy for one vertically, or a distance of 350 feet in the
depth of 175, i. e., to the lake level. The true approach to
lhese beds is therefore from the north and at the lowest practi-
cable level.

•Akt. LIU.

—

Note on the Age of the Slaty and Arenaceous rocks
Ml the vicinity of Schenectady, Schenectady County, N. Y.; by
S. W. Ford.

The slaty and interstratified arenaceous rocks in the neighbor-
hood of Scheneetadv, N". Y.. have usually been referred to the
ePoch of the L irraine Shales. They were considered to be of
that age by Mather, who gives several sections of them, in their
more eastward extension along the valley of the Mohawk, on

4-M. Jol-r. Sci.—Thirl Si-RtKs, Vor.. XXIX. No. 173.—May, 1885.
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page 376 of his Report on the Geology of the First District of

New York; and the same view appears to have been held by

Emmons (Agriculture of New York, vol. i, pages 184. i;tf.

1846). Later, Mr. R. P. Whitfield, in a letter addressed to Dr.

C. A. White, and published in Part I, vol. iv, of Lieut.

Wheeler's Reports on Geographical and Geological Surveys west

of the 100th meridian, considers the Schenectady rocks to be of

Lorraine age, but does not support his position by the evidence of

fossils obtained at that locality. He also refers to the Lorraine

certain "disturbed and nearly vertical layers" occurring in the

valley of the Norman's Kill, near Albany, which, he says, are

and places the Norman's Kill Graptolitic beds, which are met

with only a few hundred yards distant, in the Utica formation.

Mr. Whitfield is quite possibly correct in considering the nearly

vertical layers above spoken of identical with the Schenectady

beds; but'it by no means follows from this

Lorraine, or that the Norman's Kill Graptolitic beds are Utica.

The rocks at Schenectady are nearly horizontal, or with only

a slight inclination to the southward, and continue in that

three or four miles to the east. Not far from

ixford flats a break occurs, and from that point all the way

to the Hudson the rocks are greatly tilted. The break here

alluded to Dr. Emmons considered identical with the fault occur-

ring at Sural Hi : and believed it to

pass somewhere between Albany and Schenectady, and to be

traceable in its effects as far south as Kingston. It appears to

hold the same relation to the Great Appalachian fault that the

Montmorency break does in Canada. I have never examined

with care the slaty rocks directly east of the break along the

valley of the Mohawk : but from the nearly horizontal beds to

the west of it, in Wandell's quarry, a short distance back ot

Union College, at Schenectady, I have obtained g<

mens of Ora\ Virus Becki,

and from another quarry, a little to the west of Rexford flats, I

have obtained the 0. pr,sti>-, Trmr/hrus B>rh\ and a speciesot

Lingula which 1 consider to be the Utica species L. curia. l he

slates and sandstones in the vie are, there-

fore, in my estimation, of Utica a-r. I find that the arena-

ceous layer- -from those

of the Lorraine that t hav, examined, and more nearly resem-

ble those of the Utica formation of Northern New York. l he

rocks are poor in fossils
; but fossils nevertheless exist, and nui}

be found by diligently searching for them.
Schodack Landing, N. Y March 5th 1885

\Z
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistry and Physics.

_
1. On the Freezing Point <_>/ S,/!hu> solutions.—Raoult has con-

'"iU(mI his researches on the action of dissolved substances in

ii freezing point of solutions, and lias now given the
results of his experiments upon salts dissolved in water, classify-
ing these: 1st, according to the value of the metallic
n, d -d, according to that of tie e substance.
In > iil ' first series, the salts are those of potassium, -odium, ammo-
nium, silver, lithium, caesium, and trimetbylethylan
The tabulated results show that different salts of the same group,
*• e., containing the same number of metal atoms in the molecule,
show nearly the same inoic . u' m d( pit —n n of tin freezing point.
I Be first group of this series, consisting of salts containing only
one atom of the monad metal, gives values for the molecular

1 group.

,
gives the value 40.

I group,
'

" ,alue48. The fourth gh
3 contains the salts of dyad metals. and

the molecular depression does not exceed 53 ; the values being 41
to 48 for the salts of monobasic and 18 to 22 for those of dibasic
acids. Comparing the two series, it appears that whenever in a
Molecule of a salt dissolved in 1 00 c. c. of water, one atom of an

or earth dyad metal is replaced by an equivalent
quantity of a monad metal, the lowering of the freezing point in-

cases by a nearly constant quantity, viz: about 21. Referring
the matter to equivalents, the author states his results in this
'•'-'<: If in the solution ol an alkali-salt, containing one equivalent
°f the salt in 100 c. c. of water, the monad metal be replaced by
an equivalent quantity of a dyad or polyad metal, the depression
of the freezing point is diminished by a quantity sensibly con-
stant and equal to l(>-5. With regard to acids, the law given is

as follows
: If in the solution of a salt of a strong monobasic acid.

one equivalent of the acid in 100 c. c. of water, the

acid be replaced bv an equivalent <piantit\ <<l' a strong

, . diminution .»! the depression ot the freezing point
5» observed which is marlv constant and approaches 14. From
the«e data the author calculate* the depression due to the separate

Ti;.i- the electroneo-ative monad radicals, such as CI,
1; <- Oil, No, pro,!,,,.

:

-''>: the dyads, as

*>.< H\, .,„ ot ii; rh, positm moi ., . b. as 11. K. Xa,
Xl[ ,-.u depression of 15 ; and the polyads, as [la, Mg, Al„ one of
8

- From these partial values the molecular depression of any salt

lo
*The molecular depression produced by a salt is obtained by multiplying the

^Vth^moS^f^ght^ *
"°lUtl0n °°ntaimng
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can be calculated from its molecular weight.

—

Ann. C/n'm. /'/-v.

VI, iv, 401, March, 1885. Q. r. b.

2. On the [;<tf«ihcf: nf Ufjht on Chemical Reactions. — Some

time ago Schramm pointed out that the action of bromine

upon crude bromtolnene or upon a solution of parabrom-toluenr

in chloroform produced parabrombenzyl bromide even at 0° C,

and hence that the substitution of an atom of hydrogen for

bromine in the lateral chain did not. require tiie aid of heat. The

change takes place, however, slowly in diffused daylight, and

much more rapidly in sunlight. The author has -

phenomenon more closely and now concludes that the action of

light is essential to it. If the solution of bromtolnene in chloro-

form is feebly colored with bromine as by blowing bromine vapor

through it, and then placed in the dark, no action whatever tale-

place. Bu* - noe with evolution of hydrogen

bromide. The action of light upon the brom
zene is of part h ilar int. rest because not onh is this

undo tin -e . ondition- highly -ioi!i\ e to tin u tioii of light, but

it yield- different -ubstitution products according to r;

of the light acting. If ethylbenzene is slightly colored with

bromine, no decolorization takes place in the dark; but it loses

its color at once in davlight or when exposed to burning nia-i-

nesiuin. If a molecule of bromine be made to act on a molecule

of ethyl-benzene in diffused light, a colorless liquid product is oi>-

•aiu.d which .h..-< ,i,.t vMlidifv at -2o-. On distillation. llHri-

evolved and a distillate is obtained between 140° and I

brown residue remaining in the retort. No bromine product of

constant bailing point could be isolated. The fraction

140° and 160° united directly with bromine and solidified, form-

ing dibromstyrene. The fraction boiling at 180°-lfl0° did not

combine with bromine and was probably stvrene- :

When the ethyl benzene is treated with a molecule of

direct sunlight the reaction j> violent and the final product •"

a-phenyl-brom ethyl (' II.—C1LU,— CII .
More euri -

replacement oi the •
. (y bromine. If tne

operation be conducted in full -uiTlwht the product is pheiiyl-

bromacetene C
6
H—CBr — ( H., While if diffu-ed davlight ..my

: nci noon if, ,.}„, product is dibromstyrene C„H
6

-

CHBr-CH
2
Br.-^r. Berl. Chem. Ges., xviii, 350, Feb., 1885.

3. On the Salts formed by Tellurium with Acids. — Km-" 1 *

and Morel have examined the compounds formed 1

with acids and have described the sulphate and the nitrate.
}

' !

"

lnrous nitrate is obtained by di-solving finely .livid*

in an excess of nitric acid "of so. •>,-. about "b 15 heated to oO •

By concentration the salt deposits I iful
needles

probably orthorhombic. Analysis shows it to be a basic nitrate

of the formula (Te,0)
4
N

t
O„ 1|H,0. It is very easily decom-

posed by water and is very hygroscopic. When in solution n

decomposes slowly in the cold, rapidly at the temperature of ebai-
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htion, the nitric acid remaining in the liquid and the tellurous
"Xi<le being precipitated ;iv a nearly white powder.
20 minutes completely decomposes it, yielding I'll-"- unims Te<>„

I tl„. silt'. Teliurous sulphate was obtained by dis-
*' lv 'tig til( ' oxide in hot sulphuric acid diluted with 3 or 4 times

>»(' water. On evaporating the solution on a sand bath,
"' K| i'j'hate was deposited in the form of scales, u hich under the

ad the appearance of orthorhombic tables. The ex-
<'— of acid was decanted and the crv-tals dried on a plate of
porous porcelain, the last trace of acid' hem- removed l,y heating
to the temperature of meltiny lead. Analysis showed this also to
be a basic salt having the composition (Te0

2) a
S0

3
. It is decom-

J'^ed very slowly I. v cold water rapidly a ml" nearly completely
>y l.oilmg water, leaving teliurous oxide crvstalli/ed in micro-
scopic octahedrons.—Bull. &„-. Ch., II. xliii, r.)s, March, 1884.

4. On the Atomic Weiqht and on certain Compounds of
s
"«<''W",,/.--r, .:„.: ha,, published an abstract of his recent re-

searches on samarium. He finds that the best process for its

."' ^ration consists in tract ionally precipitating the mixed nitrates
ln c°ld very dilute solution by a dilute solution of ammonia.
r ' i-"i concentrates in the first fractions which are subjected to

< cipitatiotis until the absorption spectrum of didy-

pears. To free it from yttria, etc., it is then precipi-
tated by means of potassium sulphate, which forms with the
samaria a double salt only slightly soluble in the potavdum
sulphate. As thus prepared it has 'always a yellow color from
! '«" K'-scnce of terbia, from which it may be freed bv repeated
Precipitations with ammonia. The final fractions are nearly
w «ite. The atomic weight was determined from the weight of
sulphate yielded by a known weight of the oxide. Six determi-
nations gave the values 149-975, 149*940, 150'120, 150-045, 150-045
aod 150,000, the mean of which is 150-O21. So that 150 may be

- the atom i.
, en. The spectrum of tin

J'ement has been examined by Thalen who has mapped 198 lines

*ts remarkable absorption spectrum has been studied by Soret

Y Thalen and by Lecocq de Boisbaudran. Soret has showi
the existence of bands in the ultra violet and Becquerel in th
ultra red. The m '

bm,O
s
is a nearly l

fasily in acids.

isolnWe.
gmting the oxalate
seated to a dull red.—Bull

• On the Purification of Methyl Alroho
production of iodoform by the action i

>hol in presence of alkali hydrates has bee
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to the difficulty of complebA\ purifying this alcohol. Kven wliyii

prepared by the decomposition of methyl oxalate there still

remains in it some constituent which yields iodoform. Rkonaii.i

and Villejean have now proposed to effect the final purification

by the iodoform method itself. The alcohol prepared rroni

methyl oxalate has about one tenth of its weight of iodine dtt-

solved in it, and an aqueous solution of sodium hydrate is added to

it in quantity sufficient to produce complete decoloration and

leave an alkaline reaction. Submitted to careful di>t illation

methyl alcohol i- obtained which when rectified over <

has a specific gravitv of 0*810 at 1
5° and which does not yield

iodoform.—Am,, r/",;„,. /Y,y.s.,VI. iv, l:;i\ .March, iss.5. g. f. b.

6. On Phenol Colorhxj'MaWr*.— \\\ the preparation of nitro-

soresorcin and nitrosoorein by the action of amyl nitrite upon the

mom.-sodium salts of the corresponding phenols and
j

with dilate sulphuric acid. I.iuwxer and Robeet observed t;.^'

after some time dark crusts separated from the wash waters

which they at first took for azoresorcin and the corresponding

orcin coloring matter. But a closer examination showed that

only slight trace- of these bodies were present, and that the ma--

consisted essentially of a new material. The inti

crust was washed with water, dissolved in ammonia, filtered au'i

precipitated with hydrochloric acid. A brown substance ^
thrown down whiel/ether separated into a soluble and

ble portion. The former remained after the < vap
ether as a cant ha rides-green mass, soluble :

violet color, with a brown fluorescence, and soluble u

ted hydrochloric and sulphuric acids. Analysis ga\

C
ie
H

18
NO„. The authors believe this body to have bee:

by the action of the nitrosoresorcin upon resorcin it-elf according

to the equation :

hoN(( TT voJio-ciion
HO>L «

11»- :S
: _H0-CX0H

Nitrosoresorcin. 2 mo'l. Resorcin.

t,(OH,)N<^:

Application of the Pendulum to the determination
density oj //„ earth.- V\ . obsen itions of Maskyl

-on on the deflection ,,f the piuinmet line in the neigh
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of St-hchallien are affected by an approximate knowledge of the
»i:^> and density of the :ittr:iot in- mountain. This error also
affects the results of Carliui and Airy who used the method of
' - il.ation of a pendulum. Genn . has been

. Dr. J. vVibing, of Potsdam,
<'

i '»vver. !i; ls revived the use of the pendulum for the purpose of
;'' earth and shows that it can bo made sufficiently

adjusting the center of gravity close under the axis

:s consisted of a pris-

;'
f

'

: '' fod of thin sheet iron at the ends of which were fixed
lead balls, each weighing 300 grams. The steel knife edge,

-ted on agate, was fixed in the middle of the rod.
'

"V
11 tlu- apparatu> was in equilibrium the axis was nearly

"f
Ull-;d. The motion was read by reflexion. When the position

a was found and tie ittihtinn masses were placed
"'• ;a ' the lead spheres, from the deflection o( the pendulum, the
Jtio of their attraction to the constant of gravitation can be

I>v reveisin-' the direction of the deflecting forces,
the action of the force can be doubled. Besides the calculation
1,1 the gravitation of the pendulum bob towards the attracting
»as.ses, which is common to all methods, two measurements arc

-the distance of the extra weights, and of the center of
him bobs from the knife edge. J)r. Wilding believes

rioct apparatus, which i- being constructed for him
'.'•' U

"i'~'
•: results.— Phil. M>i<i.,

Wch, 1885, pp. 219-222. J. T.

^. Mtlm,l (tf stwh/im/ the Eh::'triml Potential of the air.—
:': Pkllat has discovered in common with all who have used
fliomson's water dropper, thai ; his apparatus does not take the

the air optiekiy. With a discharge of 8 liters of

Ive hour-, six minutes were necessarv in order to
obtain -^ of the variation of potential: and with a discharge of

Si e minutes were needed to reduce the apparatus to the
Potential of the air. The slow match soaked in a preparation of

(times used in place of the water dropper, is less rapid

-,..,...:
; .

' •'
.

'. - ::-

!! >c verv undesirable for observations on atmospheric electricity.
M

- I'elfal therefore lias been led to employ as a substitute for

Vided M - necc: Ira ft
; i

the m. wrand
This ap]

there being an <

eh depends: 1.
',":;

e of

>»n tl the .
ami's. T, kjii the
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pressed by the equation p=— H", in which H is the strength

of the magnetic field, and K is a diamagnetie constant. The dia-

magnetie con-tant for atmos])lieric air is 1. When a magnetic

fluid is surrounded by air, the difference of the magnetic pressure

in the fluid and the air can be balanced l>v a hydrostatic pressure

and can be measured by K-l. (4. (Quincke contributes a volumi-

nous article on measurements of this character to the Annalen der

Physik. The paper contain- many tables of the results of meas-

urement. The ].:ip«-r :iU ntains tables of the quant!

G. Wiedemann lias termed Atom Magnet ism.— . 1 tut. <hr Ph'.l**

imd Chemie. No. 3, 1885, pp. 347-416. J -
T
;

10. A Sek-nrimi Aotinorutter.—For the purpose of

ihe_relati\e intensities of sunlight at different heights above the

iscs of copper

are insulated from each other by discs of mica of smaller radius;

the groove thus formed is tilled with selenium by being rubbed

with a rod of this substance. The cylinder being suitably heateU.

this selenium is ready f«»r use. The even numbers of copper are

connected by one conductor and the odd numbers b]

The selenium cylinder is insulated by glass supports in the in-

terior of aghiss cylinder which is exhausted. 'Hu-

gh enough to avoid the light reflected from a*

objects and the axis of the cylinder is placed parallel |"
,

t!li
'

earth's axis. A constant current is passed
cells, and the instrument i> calibrated by making measurement^

at first in a perfectly dark room.— ("'<»,,{>/<;.< /!</, >7>t.<, Feb. 2, l^ D
i

pp. 271-272. J- T-

Measurement of the Force of Gravity at Naha ""'

-Messrs. 8. Sakai and E. Yamaooih

; .' •..,.' ' -
•

•

;' • -
ii! '-

':'

!„, Loo Choo Mauds

Ka<i<>*hi„,a, J„j,tn>.-

ted ;

of obtaining the data

to.
r

l

followed by Mm idenh:

this Journal 12 t
;
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12. A Method of Measuring the Absolute Sensitiveness of
Photograph;,,* Dry '/>/„«*« by \Vnu.vv 11. Pfckkkixo.—Within

years the subject of dry plate photography has in-
creased vury rapidly, not. only in general popularity, but also in

" in ri'o-anl to its applications to other depart meats of
science. Xuim-nm* phm- maniihmtiiivrs ha\e spnniir tip in this
'•'"""iitry as well ; , s abroad, ami each naturally claims all the good
qualities for his own plates. It therefore seemed desirable that
Sl "'»i' tests should be made which would determine definitely the
'

>:ii!,l! iy «>f these claims, and that thev should be made in such a
other persons usim_ oimtruett'd

"''"W ^ aide to obtain the same results.
crimps the rnr^t important test- needed are' in regard to the

-of the plates. .Most plate makers use the wet plates as

'i-d, giving the sensitiveness of the dry plates at from
two to sixty times greater; but as wet plates vary quite as much
as dry ones, depending on the collodion, condition of the bath,
etc., this system is verv unsatisfactory. Another method em-

|8 on the use of the Warnerke
In thi< instrument the light from a tablet coated

us paint just after being exposed to a magnesium
"-"'< ls permitted to shine through a eohnv<l t i au»parent film of

nsity upon the plate to be tested. Each degree on

•
'

.
- - .

'
' - ;:,'-: '.

V ' : --' 'I
-

'.:'
:

-.
.

••
.

• :,
.

-.

Which may be e.pmllv M-n>itive to white li-ht, are not equallv
affected by the light ". mit.ted M the paint :' the bromides being
fhe most rapidk dukuied. the ehiornhs ,.« m. md the iodides

!
eastofall. The instrument is : ly to test-

Mti/.ed with the same salts.

-

;

..
•

•
., •:

."
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the commercial

chemicals. This powder is spread out in a thin layer, in a long

paper cell, on a strip of glass. The cell measures one centimeter

broad by ten in length. Over this is laid a sheet of tissue paper

and above that a narrow strip of black paper, so arranged as to

cover the chloride for its full length and half its breadth. These

two pieces of paper are pasted on to the under side of a narro*

strip of glass which is placed on top of the paper cell. The

apparatus in which the exposures are made consists of a box a

little over a meter in length, closed at the top by a board, in

which is a circular aperture 15-8 cm. in diameter. Over this,

board may be placed a cover, in the center of which is a hole -05

diameter, which therefore let- through -00001

light as the full aperture. The silver chloride is placed s

ne meter from the lai'ger
t

placed the photographic scale, which might lie made of tinted

gelatines, or, a> in the present oa-e, c nisf; acted "1 l<»n» -"''r
'

tissue paper, of varvino widths, and arranged like a flight ot

steps; so that the light pa-sing through one side of the scale

traverses nine strips
i
rough the other side

traverses only one strip. Each strip cuts off about one sixth <M

the light passing through it, so that, taking the midd
unity, the strips on either side taken in' order will transmit

fttely,

—

« „ „ow pointed toward the zenith for about

eighi minutes, on a day when there is a bright bine sky. <
m r

;

1
""

ing the apparatus into" the dark room, and viewing the impression

by gas-light, it will be found that the mark
clear at one end, have entirely faded out by the time the middle

diviMonis reached. The hW division , h-.-uK marked is noted.

Five strips cut from sensitized •U-s plate-, ten centimeters long

and two and a half in width, are now placed side bv side under

the scale, in the place of the chloride. Bv this means we can test,

if we wish, live differ , ;ll ,. The cover ot

of the'plates. The;, dark room.

ami the plate- dev.-iop.-d bv innnersin u them all at

• ' o

dried. Their readings are then noted, and compared with

- again performed as soon as the plates have been i

the lirst result Confirmed. With -om plat, s it is

make two or three trials before the right exposure can be found,
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appears anywhere between the second and
-ns, a satisfactory result may be obtained.

The plates were also tested using gasdight instead of daylight.
In this case an argand burner was employed burning ,"> cubic it. <>t

gas per hour. A diaphragm 1 cm. in diameter was placed close
to the glass chimney, and the chloride was placed at 10 cm. dis-

;I "- third division of the scale. The plates ^Yv^o exposed
sensitometer as usual, except that it was found convenient in sev-

• us,. :i in i--er stop, niea^urinjY -3J6 cm. in diameter.
The following table gives the absolute sensitiveness of several

of the best-known kinds of American and foreign plates, when
developed with oxalate, in terms of pure silver chloride taken as
a standard. As the numbers would be very large, however, if

the chloride were taken as a unit, it was thought better to give
them in even hundred thousands.

Sensitiveness o Plates.

Gas-tlgllt.

Allen and Rowel) }'«
"o

Carbutt Special. -.^ ™
25

Wratten and Wmnwriijiit
Eastman Special :::;: H 2

It will be noted that the plates most sensitive
°y no means necessarily the most sensitive to da
w al instances, in fact, the reverse seems to be true

It should be said that the above figures cannot
final until each plate has been tested separately
developer, as this would undoubtedly have some i

final result.

suggest themselves: to determine, for instance
actinism of blue sky, haze and clouds; also, t

I"»*ui-es proper to -ive at different hours of the d

feasons of the vear, and in dim rent countries. A
J°nged research would indicate what effect the p
'pots had on solar radiation.—whether it was
diminished.

o crasdight

ylight; in s

Witl its .

ifluence on
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II. Geology and Mineralogy.

1. Glacial deposits of Central North America in the Yh'<nU>i

of the Bow and Belly Bivers, Canada; by George M. Daw.^.n.

(Geol. Rep. Canada, 1882-84).—The facts here present..

tory of the continent. The region especially described is ju^

north of the United States boundary, between the meridians

110° W. and 115Q W., and about 15°"of longitude west of N\ nun-

peg. The surface rocks are of tin- Cretaceous and Laramie series;

and on its western border, in longitude UV, the Rocky Moun-

tain country commences and the rocks change to Paleozoic—

the Carboniferous and Devonian formations overlying the

Cambrian—without any crystalline rocks. Drift covers the

whole region, and averages at least 100 feet in thickness. It con-

sists of (1) a lower bowlder (day resting on .juartzyt. -

an interracial deposit with peat; (3) upper bowlder clay, above

which are stratified sands, -ravels and silts. The low.

clay in the section given, 80 feet thick, contains a " vari

often very considerable proportion of Laurent ian and

erratics," or material from the eastern water-shed, al

• piart/vte fragments from the Rocky Mountains on the west, an-

sandstone from the Cretaceous and Laramie. The i

beds in the same section (at Wolf Island), are 18 feet thick, and

the upper bowlder (day. having traces of stratification, 40 feet.

Moraines are also described as occurring along the La-

Rocky Mountains, and the Bow River valley as holdi:

of lar-cr size than any elsewhere originating in the mountains ...

Mr. Dawson observes also that south of the 49th parallel the

country from Fort Benton, on the Missouri along tin

trail, is all more or less thickly strewn with Laurent!

Quartzyte material from the Rocky Mountains is moat
south of the Morris River, but with it are granite-, g

other Laurentian and Iluroniau rocks t'roii

at a height of 4.3M0 feet; 20 miles north of 40°, al

near the intersection of the 113th meridian and the !
'

at. 4,200; one Huronian bowlder near the lower part of W »t"'-

town Kiver, 3,2oo t o3.3on [Vet in elevation above th-

uring 42X40X20 feet, and another 42X30X22, and consequent!)

Mr. Dawson Jlie^nts^thrfollowing views with regard to the

mode of glaciat ion of the region. . •,

"Apart from the local glaciers <>f the R-.rkv Mountains- '

; ''

evident that the -laciation !, « I.-, n , comn d ed
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the nearest exposures of the parent rock, and to an elevation
twice as great as that attained by any part of the

an area. To explain this latter fact it seems now almost
' we must assume that the western region was, in

g.wial times, relatively to the Laurentian area more depressed
M»n at present. As I have elsewhere, in the publications before

discussed at some length tile question whether a
glacier or floating ice best accounts for the facts, it is not here
Proposed to recapitulate the arguments. Two theories only,
|">wover, seem tenable. Either a great confluent glacier, occupy-
ing the Lauivntian highlands or passing over them from the

-v to the slopes of the
tfocky Mountain., or nmi, a gl u-ier. extendi,:- but .1 mil. d di-

these highlands, supplied numerous and massive ice-
'"''-- which floated in a great

I

•'> present
lotion of the plains.
"I still believe that the latter supposition best accounts for the

wets of the
g f the plains. I would,

point out one circumstance which seems to give some
,

'

<

.

,, "
!

' '" the former hypothesis. This is the existence of a number
<J t ir t ,fc, A7, nbujulo'iieJ vat, r-rh,t,n,,lx, which may be supposed
hy this theory to have carried the drainage of the country, and
";.itcr prodiji-ed by the melting ,.,f a great glacier of the kind im-
': '. round its front at different periods in its retreat. The

! these I am unable otherwise sati-tactorily to explain,
1

x,, ';pt on the supposition oi' considerable relative changes of level

'Htferent parts ot the district in post-glacial times. Mr.
\ .-i;-i-«.-n I'pliant ha- lately traced a number of such channels in

: 'Xtending his reasoning also to western
.

o,- which he accounts b\ the first-mentioned or great-
glacier theory.
"In the southern part of the district of the prest nt report, and

of the Belly River, great old
' -he kind above referred io are displayed in a very

piking manner in Verdigris, Etxi-kom. IY,-kow-kI and Chin
Coulees and their tributaries. Thes, resembl old river valleys
'°ng disused and now carrying little or no water. I am incline.!

to regard them as a portion of the earliest drainage system of the
Hams, outlined at the time at which the waters which distributed
the stratified materials overlying the bowlder-clays first subsided,
and when the rainfall of the region was considerably greater than
nT present. That these first channels have ,,>?. in the partieulai
part of the region now referred to, continued to be the drainage-
channels of the country is perhaps in part due to the much
greater depth and importance rapidly attained by the valleys
carrying copious and perennial streams derived from the moun-

"In the entire obliteration of th< vard slope
of the valleys of Verdigris and lM-kow-kl Coulees, and other
peculiar circumstances referred to in a previous part of this
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report (p. 14 c), in connection with their present aspect

River, as well as in several local details respecting the relations

of the present drainage and the old channels, we appear to find

evident iA a •jrnrfer irnioinit of e!> i-at'fon <>f
t},, southern o^com-

'• the northern part' of the district* So far as it lias

affected these old drainage-channels this must have oceurred_ in

immediately post glacial times, and may have been a <
of the same process which has resulted in the ['resent much

greater elevation of erratics in the southern as compared with the

northern part of this region.

"Unless explained by relative differences in level di

<i;acia! period, such as those above suggested, between the Bow
River country and that near the 49th parallel, the absence of

L oi -.-ii tian erratics over the region west of < al-ary can be ac-

counted for only by the existence of Rocky Mountain g

sufficient. size in thU region to fend off* "the ea-t.

acrent. Tt i s not improbable that such glaciers obtained, and it

they can be proved to have existed, it would
vimate contemporaneity o

of the glaciating agents of the Rocky .Mountains and Lai

ion. It is certain, however, that the
somewhat decreased before at least

region. It is certain, however, that the glacier- of the unmm >- -

had somewhat decreased before at least the final pen-
sion of Laurent iau erratics, for these have been found overlying

; material of Rocky Mountain c

"That the elevation of the western as compared with the eastern

part of the plains, was relatively much hs, h, Glm-iol tiuns (>><

at present, seems a reasonable supposition, but mu>t

no longer as merely an hypothesis, for the position

rials in the bowhler-elav offers a strong !

ment in its favor. It must be supposed that these beds, from

their finely stratified character and evidences of tranquil deposit,

were laid down, not along the gradually retreating edge of a lake,

hut in th* ^tt™^ arj(| at depths not very considerable. _

« -^
p recognizing a

ist proximately

inrhui tl im.!- -lacial period at w
formed. FromW,>!f M Hud to Coal Hanks,

The height above tin' m,',' „|", he Xp.-sit'" alWh.

°* tbe preseal
. as a whole.

"Theelev intermediate
-<c

,

tlon '* ab -it the locality
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"The rate of fall of the Belly River, by its coarse, between Coat
Banks and its mouth, is 6-8 feet to the mile, but on the line above
'Mint.l (which is that of its ..vneral direction, between Wolf
'^•ni'l nnd Coal Uank, 12 feet to the mile. Adding the general

I-'iwly ascertained for the intercalated beds, we find
ui<*ir eastward inclination to be 12-77- feet to the mile.

-the general eastward slope of the plains from the base of the
- to that of the Laurentian region at Lake Winnie.- i-

't to the mile, but the elevation increases more rapidly
( i l d in the region now < nMdi red ; ind i 1 1 « i it i i

Jated beds referred to we. e again brought back to horizontal v.

'tween the month of tl e Bellv Kiver. and Coal Banks

y horizontal also.*
'Besides tie effect" ot the gi e iation of the country on its soils

..nance in

with this period is t/,f ,n«t,>;i,Hti»n of ffold. Dr.

IS74f expressed the belief, based on an examination ot
the country near Edmonton, that the gold found in the rivers of
the Great Plains has been derived from the Laurentian and
Buronian region to the east, and n«t from tin- Po-kv M-untains.
Ihe facts met with in the district now reported on, conclusively
prove the correctness of the above statement. In favorable spots

- ams «>f which the banks and beds show abundance
' i-iironian and Huronian Drift, tine gold in.iv be obtained.

while beyond the edge of this
the mountains, I have never I

-. Elephant I'ipes in the Museum
', Iowa, by Charles E. Putxam. 4i» pp.

.—This address by the President of the

I Natural Science's, was called forth esj

with regard to accounts of th.

stone and "inscribed

\
' Mounds of Iowa, published in the Proceed!

re£^'d to the finding of these objects.

V'^-ribed tablets. Ot the latter the first two were ton

on Jan
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ment of the facts connected therewith was soon alter prepared by
Rev. Mr. Gass, and read at an early meeting of the Davenport
Academy. It was published, and may be found in its "Proceed-
ings."* Upon the announcement of the discovery, the officer >

and many members of the Academy were early on the ground to

verify the statements made by the discoverers. The gentleman

engaged in the exploration are well known, and held in high

esteem ; their testimony as to all essential facts is clear and con-

vincing, and the circumstances narrated seem to fully establish

the genuineness of these relics. That their statement contains

only facts all who know them will not question, and that the

mound from which the relics were obtained bad not been pre-

viously disturbed is so b\ their testimony.

The authenticity of this discovery must therefore be conceded by

every fair-minded inquirer.

The third inscribed tablet was found on January 30th, 1878, in

Mound Xo. ]], in the group of mounds on Cook's farm, in the

suburbs of Davenport, and in close proximity to the mound
wherein the other tablets were discovered. That in<

explorer, Rev. J. Gass, was also present during these further

researches, and had for his assistants John Hume and Charles E.

Harrison, both members of the Academy, and well ami favorably

known in this community. The circumstances of this discovery,

as narrated by .Mr. Harrison, are published in the Proceedings of

the Academy.f No suspicions whatever attach to this diseovcrv,

and the well-attested facts connected therewith establish beyond

reasonable doubt, that, whether more or less ancient, the tablet

was deposited at the making of the mound.
Of the elephant pipes in the museum of the Academy, one was

discovered in March, 1880, in a mound on the farm of Mr. P. H^-
in Louisa County, Iowa, by Rev. A. Blumer, a Lutheran Clergf-

man from a neighboring city, and was by him donated to IM

Academy. Rev. J. Gass. Mr. F. Hass, and a number of work-

men were present, assisting in the exploration. A d<

count of the finding, prepared by Rev. Mr. Blttmer,
in the Proceedings of the Academy.} From the social

and high character of the principal discoverers, no que--

been, or can be, successfully raised as to the anthem
discovery. The other elephant pipe was not "discovered ')

Rev. J. Gass, but was obtained by him from a i

Louisa County, Iowa.j; This man found it while phi;

on his farm several years prior to that date, and attached n<>

particular value to the relic, but had sometimes used it 1!!

smoking. A brief account of its finding is given in the Proceed-

ings of the Academy. It will thus be perceived that there

are no suspicious circumstances . ner of the^e

discoveries, but that the surrounding and well-authenticatea

* Pi I a dings Davenport Academy of Natural Sciences vol ii, p 96.

\ Ibid, vol. in, p. 132.
| n , i(1 . vol . Hi, p . 349, note.
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icts seems to snfl oneness of these

Mr. Duncan observes that "their authenticity established,
"chaeologists will find in them strong corroborative testimony

t man and the mastodon were contemporary on
1'lie pamphlet Hoses with an appondi.\ in which a figure
en of one of the elephant pipes. The form of the elephant an
large ears and trunk are uumis? akahle, hut the tusks ai

ting.

The Mersey Tm
<

nnel; by T. Mni.vr.h Pkaok, F.G.S.—All

be pleased to hear >w completed
river and arched in. This is cause for eo tg

'I especially to Liverpool people, for it has been an
- <>f great boldness both in conception and execution.

Haying ventured a prediction as regards the strata likely to be
a paper -Oi! th,> Buried V ul lev of the Mersey," pub-
-I'roetMliims,,] tin Lmrj 'I <bolo-ical N.c-ietv,"

is |s7v>, i think it is well, now the work is secure
''eyond a doubt, to call attention to the actual facts. In my
Paper of 1872 1 stated t he -rounds of my belief that, not with-

..;, that a shelf of rock extends
across from Seacombe Point to Prince's Dock, it would be found
['.at there exists i„ the bed of the river between Liverpool and
'"'I* nh. id , i, , ro<-k, ,annel o, _ ,!K fi led «-itl. drift."

j*.r; H(<j \; jr,188a)
f

J »-est:it(.-d this view; and in the column.- of the I '.wilder, February

oae (1872) which professed to
- uv the tion of the rocky bed of the

l
lVvl

\
as ascertained by borings for the projected tunnels; one on

'"-.
e ^' '^

:
'V •.'

•

'
•

'".
, '

^'
.

.

.'

Showed a thick covering of rock over the tunnels the whole way
across the river.
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excepting in one place where there was a thin patch of yellow

sand, upon the hard surface of the homogeneous Triassic rock.

There was no doubt of the nature of the strata ; the clay was of

the true glacial-marine type, and numerous bowlders of granite,

trappean rocks, and greywacke were strewn about,—specimens of

these are now in Mr. Archer's possession. All that I saw were

rounded, and not striate!, having the oha .

by the lower beds of the low-level bowlder clay as described in

the account of the Atlantic Dock excavations.

4. Notes respecting Metamorphism : by J. J. Sn;vi:v><>>

(Proc. Araer. Phil. Soc, Dec, 1884).—Professor Stevenson men-

tions eases where upturned and folded beds have become metu-

nd others in similar condition remain unchanged. He

of Lower Silurian shales (Knox group) in Russell County,

v »., very much twisted, and still unaltered ; of the r

sandstone thrown into close folds on the east side of Evitt s

Mountain, in J Jed ford County, Pa., for a distance of more than

1000 feet, without any appearance of change in the rock; and the

Hudson and l/tica shales, a little way off to the east, turned up

on edge, and still not showing slaty cleavage. Other cases are

*here sandstones are tamed to quartsytes; an<

" tral Colorado, the extent of ch;

from the median line of the I

great change, and of none or very

iitue, at contacts with eruptive rocks. He refers to the coal

changed to coke in the Trinidad coal field of Colorado and .New

Mexico against intruded sheets of basalt or dikes o!

but, on the north slope of the Placer mountains, a nan
basalt cuts through the Laramie beds, and along a.

38 feet "no effect whatever has been produced on the coal even

at the line of contact." ,

5. A Hep. /Reports and other pap
Geology of the Virginias ; by the late William B. Rogers,

LI..I)., etc., Director of the Geological Survey of Vb.:

1835 to 1841; President of the Xaii-mal Acadcun ot Science^

832 pp. 8vo, with < uts, plate-, am! a argo geological map.
_

>N,U
,

York, 1-1: I). Applet,,;, A: ( ... Am.'mg tin- St:,-

iv'.— v.. ,: •. .
,

,

,-,' .V ,

'
'

;
.

.

proseoiiled to the ch.se of" the year I>tl, wl

over the great State was far !

tions were withhold with no provision even for a ib

The results obtained were of the highest importance
the mineral u Utl ,, y ,-,,j n j ;l , u \ American Ge.

- '

meats mad. .ftheApp*
lachians, its coal fiel rated; but,

• tely, the annual reports were to be found in very t*w

libraries.
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Mrs. William B. Rogers has conferred a great benefit on the
' " '

' :

ig these reports together with other later papers by
t'lfir author on Virginia geology. They are reprinted just as
they were originally published, with only such changes as Pro-
fessor Rogers l,.-i. I InfiiM'll" made. But to them are added
numerous colored stratigraphical sections—ninety in all—on
-even large sheets which had never before appeared. These sec-

tions have special value on account of their exhibitions of the
flexures of the Appalachian rocks, the positions of the coal

irious ot lei sti if _o phi* li points. To the report is

i
;

''!'*'l aNo a small colored geological map of the Viig
ia—made from a manuscript map by Professor Rogers,
some changes and additions to bring the map up to

date. This small map, as the preface states, is to be followed
Wore long, " after certain topographical surveys are completed,"

:
r geological map.

Ine volume contain- descriptions <>f fbssil plant- of the Meso-
'".»; KM Sandstone, referred b\ Professor Rogers tothe Oolite,
vV1 th li-oires of three species (Z>h,iit,-x <>!>tit*;ft,!i>ix, /'< niopS. ,-><

Old Li/rnjiot/ifrs ><n<')J hh't/s ) and live plates of shells

stratum which I'm ! tilt y years before

'•>. /•'///"''//. .'
"

-rihes in' a recent

f»sed portion presents itsel
a collection of glassy beads
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another case the walls of a small depression, S m "' in diameter, in

the center of the surface of a block of gneiss were completely

vitrified, in still another a pebhle which projected from a pile of

stones had been perforated as if by a bullet and the sides of the

hole completely fused. The thickness ol the glass formed is never

extent. The mass of fused matter consequently doe-- not exceed

glass formed is thai . n-u!i I'roVn the fusion

of the adjacent minerals. It is brilliant", with mammillary sur-

face, conchoidal fracture, varying in color and transparency.

The fulgurites on the Rymptis'ohhorn were black, as was to be

form in the homogeneous vitreous n

the minerals torn off but not fusel.

polarized light. An analysis of a f

Seillon on the gneiss gave the follow

Si02 A12 3
" Fe 3 3 C

7. PaleontoUvvi »f t/„ />.,/- /t^/rlrf ; by Charles I

Walcott, U. Si Geological Survey, J. W. Powell, Directoi

298 pp. 4to, with 24 plates.—Some of the results of Mr. >* a

cott's study of the Kimka »"«
-— i 1 — (his personal collections) at

mentioned in a notice of the second Annual Report of the w
logical Survey, in this Journal (v.wii. • ..-,. iss4). In the volam

now published the species are described in full, with a statemen

of such paleontological eoiudusions as the present state ol tn

facts appeared to warrant. The species belong to the Cambria

and Lower Silurian. Devonian and Car borons. The Lpp*

Silurian is not represented, or oulv bv two fossils, /foh/sites cotu

itlatus and a Zaphrentis.
The report makes out for the region over GO Cambrian specie:

two-thirds of them Trihd.in-s. :l ml over KM) Silurian specie:

nearly half of which are new.

author to estab .,
( thai the transition

regards life from the Cambrian to the Lower Silurian is gnulua

and to make out :.,,,,•,,,;.,,• . ;, ,i ... w i t!l the \Visconsi

and New York formations. Jletweon the Devonian of the regi"

..ms yet with som
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c;i>es ot a reversal <>| tin- previoush known order ot succession,
and of wider st rat i-ra pineal range-," as in tin- occurrence of the
Tally limesto.H (Hamilton) species, Ort!,h TnWtuxis, at the sum-
nut of the Devonian limestone, ami of the Chemung species
Orchis impress, associated wit 1 1 eastern Upper llelderherg spt-
°* s

- There is also : , commingling of l/pprr Devo-
with the Lower Carboniferous fauna.
An interesting discovery is that of Pulmoniferous mollusks of

the genera Physa and Zaptvchius in the Subcarboniferous.
8. Tfie Occidental Alps.— 'SI. Lory has given the results of

[l ^*'vplo,ations in this re-ion in the [iullet in of the < ieoiogical
Society of Frau-e.

j x ,
,..-,_ Mssl,. II,. <tales thai no break

vn the crvstalline schists, gneiss, mica schists, horm
Wende schists, of the "terrain p ianbedsto

le, in the Valais, the distinction
between then, is made out with difficulty. This author divides

\)« Alp- into a .uh-Alpine and lour Alpine /ones, limited hv
'•""K Of these tour, the n'rst, or that ot Mt. Idanc (with the

- mges. etc.). and the fourth, or that of Monte Rosa,

!n the first zone 'the
,'

Jith the crystalli ne scl

displacements in
beds and the Tria
ProtogineofMont Ulan

id its «

•dd, but simp,ly to a s
1,1 ''nstalline schis • ts. '1

ady in the C
Gresivaudan, separates i

ril "l it was slowly
v«an) and the C halk.

*•*«*.—Archives ' /'V-'

Portugal. Tom,
geological Comnii

1, fa-IS,
works

Part I of the first

'

which may be not ed. o, !<• hv \

alies of isometric als/ a s.

made important c nntributions;
ophites and teschei

of tin
1,1 veins in tht> »*wit a be longing
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and is consequently more recent than that; from a survey of all

the facts the author concludes tin! the Leninite l.rlon^s either to

the upper Cretaceous or to the Eocene, but as it is impossible^

decide between these he regards the ev pressiou post-Cenomanien

granite, as more correct than tertiary granite.

10. Rhinoceros and //.,,,../,,,,, , fr»m /' !<>rt <!.«.—Dr. Leidt

describes in the Proceedings of the' Philadelphia Academy of

Natural Sciences for lsrta, ,», :>,2, two teeth, one belonging to an

extinct UhiuociTos, winch he names R. proterus (whether of the

subgenus Acerathan, Aphelops or others is not determinable with-

out other parts of the skeleton)
; the other, to the genus

riant (which includes three-toed horses from the Miocene and

later Tertiary), naming it H. ingenuum.
The specimens occur, with fragments of a crocodile, a carni-

vore about the size of a fox, and a lama, in a deposit ov.

Vlcksburg limestone of Eocene age; but of what precise period

later than Eocene is doubtful.
A species, named Hippotherium vennstum in Holmes's l'lmcem-

. loo. pi. x\i), and earlier llipparl.n, nnastan, (lW
Philad. Acad. Nat. Sci., 1853, p. 241), was from the Ashley

River phosphate beds of South Carolina.
11. -Das Antlitz der Erde von Eduard Suess, Zweite Abtheil-

ung, pp. ,311 to 778, 18S5, Frag (F. Tempsky'), mid
Freytag).—The first portion of Professor SucsVs most interc-tni-

more than a year ngo"(vol. xxvii, l,">l). The general design of

part completes the first volume. It is devoted to a discussion of

the mountain systems of the earth, the first three chapters oi

which subject were contained in part I. The Mediterranean. the

deserts of Northern Africa, the mountains <d India, the relation

of the Alps to the Asiatic mountains, the mountains of the Amer-

ican Continent, are some of the subjects which are discussed.

The completion' of the work will be awaited with interest.
a

12. Studies »/.<„„„ J,,r<l> ,<.« ,-„,-/*. - Dr. Hi mm
Tsu-wa-no, Iwanii, .Japan, has published, as his inau-

sparingly hornblende
altered on the margins to pyroxene.

Fossil Cockroaches.—Prof. S. H. Scuddbk
'•kneaches m the" Proceedings oV the I'hiladel-
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['!''» Academy of Natural Science, 1885, p. 34—two from the
(^i-l>oniferou* deposits of Ma zon Creek, Illinois, for which two
new genera Promt/keens and Paroniylacris are instituted; and
eight from the Triassic of Fairplay, Colorado, of the genera

• <* (new), Onfctobln ;nd Poroblat-
hna (new).
H. Silurian fossil Cockroach from Jerques in Northwestern

<*>«>,<;. M. c. IWtoN.iMAUT has announce.! the discovery of the
wing of a cockroach, showing most of its nervures, in a piece of

lurian Sandstone belonging to De Verneuil's collection.

25 nun. long. He proposes for it the name Palceo-

rical position makes it older than
the Scotch and Swedish scorpions.— C. P., Dec. 29, 1884; Ann.
Mag. Nat. Hist, xv, 355, April, 1885.

15. Geology of Southern Kansas. -A paper in the Bulletin
'•' the Washburn College Laboratory, Topeka, Kansas (vol. i,

£o. 3, 1885), by the editor, describes the geology of Southern
Kansas. It is stated that the Dakota Group (of the Cretaceous)
commences at Milan and is the main country rock through liar
Per county to Medicine Lodge, but is partly overlaid by Ter-

-}I'mii,,, i j t,. j.i I'. , t thick, which is ontinuous aer an area of
; ' un ^iiare mil. -. Ii occurs in tin Dakota h. ds, but to the west

d group, and later Cretaceous.

Kansas bed in the

^'no-Carboniferous.
1«. in^tr.ni,,,,, of the F.nnn, of tin St. John Group, eontin-

""': on tin' Cnno,u,runh:a,iritfl fiu-tln r ,; ,„. tries <o, />nr<(,Io,,-hhs,

h S. F. Matthj w's Trans, kov. Sue ( mada, 1884, p. 99.—
'} r

- Ma;:, v^ ', bis < icluding remarks observes that the St.

Mn beds are probably older than the other Cambrian areas of

border, the Newfoundland and the eastern Mass*
and are best comparable in fauna with the oldest of

the British Cambrian.
1-. Minerahgiccd Notes.—Professor G. vom Rath in a recent

memoir (Bonn. 1885). describes d>er of the
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crystal of stephanite from Mexico, tridymite in andesite from

. <:oiemauite {rum < dds Journal,

xxix, p. 34.)

18. Bournonite ; Cuprite.—Mr. H. A. Miers of the British

Museum lias recently published in the Mineralogical Magazine
an exhaustive monograph on the crystallogi ply <>t bournonite.

To the accepted list of 50 forms, 29 well established new ones

are added and 2 1 others which need confirmation. A table of

upwards of 1000 angles gives all those which are important for

the species.

The same author has observed upon Cornish crystals of cuprite

plains of the hexoctahedron |—| (986) developed in :•:

with i :..;•.•/.'. -dral <>r l.i idal hcmihedrism, a kind of hemihe-
"*

i possible, but never before observed on

ly once on artificial crystals (sal ammo-

19. Lehrbiwh der Mineraiogit ; von Dr. Gustav Tscuermak,
Zweite verbesserte Auflage. 597 pp. with 756 origii

and 2 colored plates. Vienna. .

r).—The first

edition of Prober TsehennaJv's admirable Text-book of Mim-r-

en noticed in these pages. Constant use of

the hook through the past year has served to contirn

impression as to its value* which has been increased by tin
1

changes introduced into this new edition. It is remaH
and thorough in the theoretical portion and mud:
both in matter and in manner of presentation. The d

of species are brief, sometime- almost too much so. b

given in a form that renders them more than
.i

all from original drawings and in execution leave nothing

20. /•; irju </it, jr..., /;.,- <,-;<>. -The rare mineral

titherto known only from Brai
see Brush and Dana, ti. is Journal, xvii, :J.V.l), has been Ldemi-

ied bv Sandberuer, at Kabenstein, Bavaria. Some years ago

•lahrb. Min., I«7i>, :i7«), he gave the provisional name
;ani!e to a | •

! "' {[i
~

overyof :,l enabled him to pros e that t.h *

•w sobra las Kspo'ies Minemh'* <'»[ ^^.^
I little pamphl. rmrits oftbeBj*
•als found in tin S, ,te o! Jalisco, Mexico, bimila'

r the other Mexican States are to be desired.
"></' tw,
f volume xxiii, the percentage of iron should rea

dof 11 -oi, ;is there given.



III. Zoology.

-.it-Book of Zoology ; by Dr. C. Claus,
pi'^l.-iN -I and edited by Adam Sedgwick, with the assistance of
!'• S. IIkathcote. 2 vols. 8vo, with munorous wood cuts. Mao
millan & Co., New York, 1885.—This is an American edition of
the Kn-iidi translation of the already well-known standard Ger-
'»«» >ext -book of Professor Claus. the editor has adhered very
""""

! > indeed to the original German text and has made verv
few additions, which are enclosed in brackets. In some respects

islation has its advantages, but as a current text-book

!S I .-, it is to be regretted that the

slator has not thought it best to make more numerous
in the form of foot-notes or otherwise, so as to bring the

statements more nearly down to the actual >tate of the science in
the year 1884, the date of the preface to the English edition. As
a general thing most of the important discoveries made within the
past five or six years are not referred to, and in other respects the
°ook is not brought down to date. Even many o\ the important
!Vn "

,|T dia os made in England are not in
any way mention, d. and far !.- s,-ldom is anything of American

!
! to. In fact, the book, though "in good English, is

I the looks and authors quoted,
or referred to : ,s authorities in the lists of books to be consulted,
;i,Y> nearlv all (iitiiuiii. even when of less importance and value

J;'*' :

,fi "Vwork- in Kn-ll^hand French, "'

1 his is a peculiarity that we naturally e

t easily nave been remedied,

•sen to add references to a considerable Dumber
twe important books printed outside of Germany, and

Specially in the English language.
Il " app iranca ot tin Euglisl translation will \mdoubtedly

k t farwidot circulation in K _ m-1 and America
than it has hitherto had, and as a reference book for somewhat
advanced students, it 1, even with the im-

nvd t.., wl ieh an- laru I\ due to the fact that the
hook was written from a German point'of v iew, and for German
indents, and has already been

|

;

n Germany.
At

~
'; 180 pages of the first volume aiv devo"ted to the general

ts of comparative anatomy and physiology, histology, emhry-

iuction of various kinds, evolution, etc. This part
of the book will be of great interest and use to manv who are not

, /oology, but who desire- a ea-nera! knowledge of the
;"'7'h-n, status of "zoological biology. Chapter v. which treats

briefly of evolution, Darwinism, etc., and the evidences for and
against these tl s, will ! >. of more general interest, perhaps,
than any other chapter.
The remainder of the two volumes is mainly devoted to syste-

matic zoology, which is, in general, treated with great ability and

farts ,
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As a matter o1

SM.in._r criticised

gists are still very far from agr<

he chooses, hold his own
tions of the animal kingdom. The first volu
tozoa, Ccelenterata, Echinodermata, Vermes and Arthropoda.

The rest of the groups are included in vol. ii.

The Arthropoda, and especially (lie Crustacea, arc very hilly

treated in tin- first volume, while'the greater part of the second

is devoted to the Vertebrata (230 pages). The illustrations an

very numerous (V06) and are, for the most part, well selected and

carefully engraved. A- E -
v -

2. Presence of eyes in the shells of certain Chitonida.—Mr-
H. N. Moseley, in the Quarterly Journal of Microscopic

for January, Iss5, states !ii- discovery of eyes in the shell ol cer-

tain Chitons, and describes and figures their mierosc

and nethod of formation. They occur on the outer surfaces of

the shells of some species of these mollusks, and are about
t

J-tii

inch in mean diameter. In Scfriz<>rf,;t<>n i/wisx*, t he diameter n

in which there are three. In other species the arrangement 'y

different. In Tonkin nnmnomla the eves of the am
in one specimen, lie in 34 radial lines, each line containing about

The eyes have a convex cornea, a lens, and around the cornea

a narrow zone of dark pigment which is the margin of the pig-

mented eye-capsule. Through the center of each cor

small circular area, somewhat darker than the ap-

pupil, but showing a brilliant spot of totally reflected
:

the lens. The soft structures of the eye lie in a more o\ C
1 chamber, excavated in the surface of the t<

The eye is sometimes prominent, and sometime- su

low pit. Mr. Moseley figures the ramifications of

which pass to the eyes and describes some of the !•

terminating in points, the papilliform bodies of Van
oiv are, aecordin-' to Mr. Moselev, organs o!

are called b'v him in.-^l.-i-t l..-t«-s. The eves are evidently to ne

regarded as modification*, of meo-ul;esthetes.
The forms of the Chiton"nhe having well developed eyes app^i

to be mostly non-European.

IV. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Temperature for March.~The Bulletin of the N<
Meterological Society for March, lss5, contain- '

statements in regard to the temperature during I

1

I than is usual in March. T
especially distinguish the month from the corresponding morn



Mixi'tililjn oils ItitrHiiJt tier.

The latter \

of former years, viz.: the small precipitation and the 1

added to the similar 1<

tures of February and the last half of January, closes a sea
remarkable severity. At Worcester, Mass., the continue,
is unexampled in the forty-seven years of continued obsen
and it is probable that a 'similar 'result would be found at
stations, were the records examined. The observations at
mer, Me., Cambridge and Worcester, Mass., Providence,

show that the tree months" Ja.
M>ruary, and March, 1885, was 5-2° below the average, :

the four months, December, 1884,—March, 1885, 3-3° bek
average. The mouth (dosed with warmer weather, but tin
in the ground in southern New England extended to a de
twoor three feet, and good Weighing continued in the noi

mi')., b.u.s.; i.

glow of Met

Kd iii burgh, wit
F-R.S., Keeper

Press, \[ ;i

independo.
knowledge.
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3. Upon the formation of a deafvariety of the Hurttan linen;

by Alexander.Graham Bell. Paper presented to the National
Academy of Sciences at New Haven, November 13, 1883. 86 pp.
4to.—Mr. Bell has here brought to bear his scientific precision
and exact methods of investigation on a ipiestion of great im-
portance to society. He concludes thai the tendency to inter-

marriage of de:if mutes, from their congregation in asylums and
being taught by signs only intelligible among themselves, pro-

mutes, and urges t

that, instruction in articulation and speech-reading should take
the place of signs.

4. Prehistoric Fis/iin;/ in Europe and North America; by
Chables Bau. 342 pp. 4to, with numerous cuts. Smithsonian
Contributions to Knowledge, No. 509.—This volume contains a

thorough report, with very numerous figures, of all that has been
published on the implements, materials, boats, etc., used in fish-

ing by prehistoric man, all stone pipes and other carvings, ami
picture> representing tithes and other animals of the water; and

aps, and other ethno-
logical facts connected with the seashore Indians. It is full of

matter of archaeological value, all of which is presented in excel-

lent style, with the best of woodcut illustrations representing the
various objects described.

5. Dictionary of Altitude* in th< United. States ; compiled by
Hrc.vuv Gannett, U. S. Geological Survey. 326 pp. 8vo.—

A

valuable volume of reference. It is essentially a new and en-

larged edition of the work of Mr. Gannett published by the U. S.

Geological Survey of the Territories in successive editions of the
years 1873, 1875 and 1877.

Anales de la Oficina Meteorologia Argentina par du Director Benjamin A.

,: 0. V. Philadelphia. 1

Tli- <f-tlo<-ti\ ftV-ct of i ! ['wis. Reprinted from
the American Vol. L, No. L2. L885. (W. H. Burr

Mid simple exposition of the subject.

The osteology of Amia calra, by R. W. Shufeldt, Rep. Comm. Fish and Fish-

eries for 1883. 90 pp. 8vo, with 14 plates.

Iberger Kalkes, von J. M. Clarke. 94 pp. 8vo, with three

lates

A.steroidea, ved D. C. Danielssen og Johan Koren.

Den Norske Nordhavs-Kxpeditionen, 1

r:

k .John i oilett, Man- Geologist. I 'art 1st. Geology and Natural History,

8vo, with a colored geological map of the State; Part 2d, on the Post-

3 Vertebrates of Indiana, by Prof. E. D. Cope and James Wortman. 62 pp.

th 6 plates Indianapolis, 1884.

tin of the U. S. National Museum ; No. 27, Descriptive Catalogues Consti-

Report upon the E ire of the United
: .\- .,:,.< i, - -

t and a staff of
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J ^ this article, as in former ones of the series, I give a sum-
e information which has come into my hands in regard

to earthquakes which occurred during the preceding year in

tforth or South America and the adjacent waters. The infor-

mation has been gathered from \ eljfrom the
Monthly Weather Review of the U". S. Signal Service, and
from current newspapers; but I have also been fortunate in re-

ceiving a greater number than usual of manuscript reports, mostly
elating to the shock of Aug. 10. For manvof these mv thanks
are due to Cleveland Abbe

-

of the Signal Service, and especially

Jo W. M. Davis of Harvard O >ut into rav
nands a large amount of matter, both manuscript and printed,
which he had collected. The persons, whose letters to these
wo gentlemen I am reaping the benefit of, are too numerous to
°e mentioned here by name, but putting their contributions
v-"'th mv own collection, I iiwl that 1 have at command about
°&e hundred and fifty direct manuscript reports on the earth-
quake of Aug. 10, besides a very large amount of newspaper
cuttings. For other reports I am, as heretofore, indebted to J.
Ja. Batchelder of Cambridge, Mass., and to Charles Carpmael
of Toronto, Superintendent of the Canad
Service.

As in former notes, when a shock is recorded on the authori-
ty of a single report, the source of the information is indicated,

Am. Jour. Sci.—Tmw. Seuies. Vo,. XXIX, No. 174.—June, 1885.
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and a few items, which were regarded as somewhat uncertain,

are printed in smaller type. The division of the day into

twenty-four hours is again employed.
An attempt has also been made in these notes to distinguish

the shocks according to the degree of intensity. For that pur-

pose a scale was provisionally adopted, with reference to which

the adjective indicating intensity was selected, this selection

being guided, whenever possible, by the statements of the phe-

nomena observed rather than by the i

i which mark that degn

I. Very light

:

—Noticed by a few persons but not general

VI. Destructive:—Causing general destruction of buildings, etc.

This scale is adopted for the purposes of the present article,

ut it is quite probable that considerations of uniformity witn

ad to the use of the Rossi-Forel

1884.

Jan. 3.—At 20 h 40'" a light shock occurred at Portland, Oregonj

>ut two Beoonds
; vibration southeast to northwest.

If. 8. Weath. Rev.

Jan. 4.—At 11* 56m a very light shock at Los Angeles, Califor-

nia.— XT. 8. Weath. Rev.

Jan. 14.—At Montevideo, Uruguay, a little after 7
h 30m the sea

reach bottom where be-

fore there h reemetres. [mmedial

the wati r about ;.:,,, above its m. an U-v*?!. Tin'— confined to the inn \| , U -\ id- «>, ; <" f W' nv=

the opposite side of the estuary.-
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Jan. 18.—At 2 h a moderate earthquake occurred at Contoocook,
^ew Hampshire, and vicinity.

Jan.

coast ot jNorth Carolina. They were repoi
New River Inlet, Fort Macon, and Beaufor

,

Newbern
,

, berne and
Beaufort. They were sufficient to rattle wi
At Fori Macon a rumbling sound was heard, the duration was
%r '

1 " as thr )r Com- . conds, and the direction souths >st to

northeast.

Jan. 25.—Assistant George Davidson of the TJ. S. Coast Survey
fiat at 19 h 24m, "Earthquake waves

';'' i dicated by the levels of the astronomical instruments of
the observatory. The amplitude of each vibration was three

arc in six seconds of time and they continued for

Jan. 27.—At 23h 30m a moderate earthquake occurred in Hum-
boldt County, Cal. Two shocks were felt, the first at the time
above stated, the second, a very light one, about five minutes
later. They were preceded and followed by a roaring sound, and
were reported from Eureka, Hydesville, and Cape Mend.. ci no.
At the latter place the first shock was sufficient to shake buildings

o.d to lisplac* light articles. The direction was
variously stated.

Jan. 29.—Thr.
from St. Johns, !

Feb. 15.—About 6h a very light shock at Caledonia, Missouri, reported by R.
F. Chew in the Saint Louis "Globe Democrat," Feb. 20, '84.

Feb. 16.—At 9h a wry light earthquake at Point des Monts,
Quebec— Canadian Meteorol. Serv.

March 2.—At 10 h 20m a moderate shock in Orchilla Harbor, in
th' Caribbean Sea. a id ai oth >r lighter one at 4h on March 4 at
the same place ; reported by Captain Holt of the ship " David
Stewart."—J. M. B.

acisco, Cal., preceded by a
wud rumbling' noise.

—

N. T. Times.

March 17.—At 14 h a light shock at North Platte, Nebraska.—
& & Weath. Eev.

March 18.—Between 18h 30m and lS b 45 ra a moderate earth-
quake occurred in Southeastern Newfoundland. It extended

:

i, where it was only slightly felt, northwestward to

y

.

BrigusBay, and Holyrood. The direction was north to south.

-March 25.—At 16 h 40m a severe earthquake shock occurred at

San Francisco, Cal., by a second somewhat
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lighter shock atl7h l7m . It was f,-lt ulnnu the coast from Santa

Cruz to Petaluma, a distance of about a hundred miles. The first

shock lasted about five seconds, the other about two seconds.

The direction was north and south. In San Francisco some
houses were seriously injured, the walls being cracked so as to

render them unsafe. It was severely felt in Oakland and Berke-

ley on the east side of San Francisco Bay.
March 29.—In the evening a light shock reported in Accomac Coin.—N. T. Times.

March 31.—At 5h a light shock was felt at Mill
Georgia.— U. S. Weath. Rev.
March 31.—At 13h three very light shocks reported by J. W". Hammit at Col-

lege Hill, Hamilton County, Ohio.— U. S. Weath. Rev.

April 6.—At 6h 20m a very light shock felt at Eureka andHydes-
ville, Humboldt County, Cal.

April 8 and 11.— Very light shocks in the morning at Eureka,

Cal.— U. S. Weath. Rev.

April 11.—At 14 11 10m a moderate shock at Carson City and

Virginia City, Nevada ; duration three seconds ; vibration north-

west to southeast.

April 17.—At 2l h 10 ,n a light shock at Oakland, Cal., accom-

panied by a rumbling noise ; vibration northwest to southeast.—

U. & Weath. Rev.

April 20.—At ll h 30 ra a very light shock at Oakland, Cal.— V.

S. Weath. Rev.

April 21.—At 9h
, the schooner "M. A. Nutter," when in lat.

21° 6' N., long. 61° 44' W. "was shaken from stem to stern_by

the shock of an earthquake, apparently from the westward." IjJ
position given is in deep water (about 3000 fathoms), about 20U

miles northeast of Sombrero, Windward Islands.

A.pril30.—At & 46" at Ogreeta, Cherokee County, North Carolina, atoj

rumbling sound of earthquake was heard, apparently from the north. No tre

was reported.— U. S. Weath. Rev.

June 6.—At 1^ two strong shocks were felt at Red Bluff, Cali-

fornia, each of about one second's duration and with an interval or

three or four seconds. The shock caused the wall of a brie*

building to crack. The direction was east to west.

June 12.—At 8h 43m a ztronq shock is reported by Oaft c
•

.

Swan to have been felt on the ship « City of Brooklyn" when in

lat. 40° 24' K, long. 125° 50' W., being in the Pacific Ocean,

about 75 miles west of Cape Mendocino, Cal. It " caused tne

vessel to shake as though she had struck a reef."

June 16.—At 10h 48m a shock was felt at Los Angeles, CaL,

vibrations north to south; duration about two seconds.— V- "'

Weath. Rev.

Jul

Fran
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Aug. 4.—About l h three very light shocks at Santa Barbara,
Ul. A very light shock also on the ni-ht of the _>d-3d.— XT. S.
Weath. Jiev.

Aug. 8.—About 23 h a very light shock at Tuckernuck, near Nan-
tucket, which was reported to me by Prof. E. S. Morse, of Salem,

Aug. 10.—About 14h 7.3m a strong earthquake occurred in New
^ngland and ,ary notice of which has
aJready appeared in this Journal (xxviii, 242).

.

In investigating the area affected by this shock, 215 report-
lng stations were marked upon the map, a reduced copy of
which accompanies these notes. The stations were marked in
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such a way as to indicate the intensity at each, according to the

adopted scale, as inferred from the reported phenomena, and

three curves of intensity were drawn. The largest curve in-

cludes all stations reporting except Titusville, Pa. The next

curve includes all those where the intensity reached III, except

Boston, Mass., and Rutland, Vt. The inner curve includes all

those reaching IV. The only places where the reported in-

tensity reached V were Jamaica and Amityville in the western

part of Long Island. At Jamaica it was stated that' "the

walls of the Presbyterian Sunday School were cracked in two

places, the openings being from one to two inches in

extending from the roof to the foundation." At h
it was reported that " a large mirror which reached from the

ceiling to the floor was cracked from the top to the bottom and

the walls of the room were cracked in two places. A broom

!; the cracks, in the walls."

The boundary of thi ses from the coast near

Portsmouth, N. H., to Burlington, Vt., then turning sharnlv

southwest passesabout midway between Utica and S
N. Y., a little east of Binghamton, N. Y., west of Willie-
port, Pa., east of Chambersburg, P:'., south of Mechanicsjowii

and Baltimore, Md., and so eastward to the eon-

Atlantic City, N. J., enclosing a land area of about 7< >.>('"

square miles. The area of intensity IV is nearly ellij

longer axis extending from llartfonl. Conn., to'West Chester,

Pa., and having its centre near New York, being

miles long by 70 miles wide. The long axis of this

closely parallel to the general direction of the S

chain in this region. At thirty places within this ai

bricks, cracked plaster, etc., testified to the power of the eartn-

quake. The shock was reported from Titusville in northwest-

ern Pennsylvania, but was apparently not felt at any other

place in that direction beyond Williamsport.
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These do not indicate with any certainty a progressive motion
from any centre. Assuming the shock, therefore, to have been

is, the mean of these
times, or 14h 7m 18 s

, would be the time of the beginning of the
earthquake as nearly as it can be ascertained.
The directions reported at fifty-nine stations were plotted

and examined. They are as follows :

Northwest and southeast 7

North and south 19
Northeast and southwest 19

The only inference that can be drawn from this

propagation was in a northe
Uie reverse, since the number of northwest-southeast observa-
tions is notably less than the others. An examination of the

^p at once indicates that the cause of this earthquake is to be
sought in the vicinity of New York City. The center of the
inner curve falls in northeastern New Jersey, where are sev-
eral dykes of trap rock, prominent among which is the one

the Palisades, on the west bank of the lower Hudson,
7 ' which is continued southward in Bergen Hill to its end in
Staten Island. Nor is the presence of these trap dykes the
,

;

!

.'
1

• indication that the vicinity of New York Bay has been a
disturbed area in past geological time. The fact that here is

the lowest part of the grand Appalachian chain, which reaches
mpch greater elevations in the Catskii.Is and the Green Moun-
tains to the north, and in the Alleghanies to the south ; the
reflection of the plumb line, which here is toward the ocean
instead of toward the mountains ; the presence of the bay
itself, intensified by the strange depression or valley in the
°cean bottom extending seaward fron Sandy Hook, as shown
in the relief model exhibited by Professor Hilgard at the

)ia meeting of the American Association last sum-
mer; the comparative frequency of slight earthquakes in this

" - ;
> whood; all these point to a condition of the subjace t

s trat:t favorable to the occurrence of fractures and faults,
u'hich would give rise to the surface phenomena of an earth-

quake. While the observations in the present case are not
sufficiently precise to locate such a fracture exactly, the gen-
era! inference that this earthquake was due to some rupture of
the strata underlying the immediate neighborhood of New
York seems sufficiently well substantiated'.' The observations
°n direction pointing to a more decided vibration in a north -

''''--> xithwest direction, and the longer axis of the smaller
^tensity curve trending in the same general direction, would

it the line of the fracture was northwest and south-
east, a direction which is at right angles to the trend of the
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trap dykes, as also to the strike of the sedimentary strata, and

to that of the submarine valley spoken of above.

Much time has already been given to the study of the mate-

rial gathered in regard to this earthquake, the genera! conclu-

sions of which have been stated, and the hope is still enter-

tained of publishing in due time a more detailed discussion

accompanied by a larger map.
There were sundry reports of light succeeding shocks at

various hours on the 11th, but none were confirmed by two

observers, and all wore apparently due to the excited imagina-

tion of the public.

Aug. 24.—At 19h 45 !li
ii light earthquake, rattling windows

and accompanied by a low rumbling sound, occurred at Knox-

ville, Tennessee, and vicinity.

Sept. 10.—An earthquake at Lima, Peru, called in newspaper

reports " a strong shock," but no damage reported.

—

J. M. B.

Sept. 19.—At 14" 1

4
-j central standard time, a moderate

earthquake was felt in Ohio and Indiana and portions of the
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it States. From the accompanying plan formed 1

where it was reisorted to hav e heen f. It, its prii K-ipai

itely defined
Louisville, Ky/, Parkershm-j
Ont, Bay City and Gran.r Mi '.'

M

Lafayette, Iud. A curved li

dude a nearly «

fired miles and
3ircular area, with a , liann t<a o f'aU

within this are*i the report ing stat i..n> are s<:ell t<

crowded. Repcrts from Ced:ar Rapid sand I Jul

mi-s noticed by a few pevso as there, a ml CO

lock; wh
"lai.ned to have in Was
latter were workmen on the
at that time about 500 feet 'hose last

]

side of the boundaries <*iv< e. Witlii. i the
shock was evid<sntly not of emml i i all

Indianapolis and at Vevay, Conn
Winchester all iin thesoutlm; liana
nati, Urban'a, Findlav and Ce cil in Western Ohi
Millersburg and Cleveland ii , CVntr.-

arg. West Va

III. of . All
except *the last u> middi

about 300 miles < iireeU'd ap'pn
and a minor axi

symmetrically pi

tailing about th:trty miles south of th at of t ho large

-the time given above is the mean of twelve reports ii

which the time oiven was directly stated to be either " stan
cWd " or - k

local!'' These arc contained in the annexed table,
;
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At many places two or three distinct vibrations were noted,

and the duration was variously estimated from three to thirty

seconds. Notes of the direction of vibration are given at

comparatively few places and present nothing of interest. At
Columbus, 6., chandeliers were observed to sway from north

to south, the motion continuing for at least two minutes.

In seeking for a possible connection between this earthquake

and the geology of the regie

suggestive fact. Crc

clinal. known in the geology of the State as the Cinci

arch.* Its axis or crest is traced from south to north throuyu

Tennessee and Kentucky, crosses the Ohio River a little east of

Cincinnati, extends in a direction somewhat east of north,

passing near and a little east of Belle Fontaine, and reaches the

lake shore between Toledo and Sandusky, some fifteen or

twenty miles east of the former. It probably rinds its continu-

ation in some island n I ik< I in It rintr is nea par-

allel to that of the folds of the Alleghanies. The rocks

composing this arch are the Lower Silurian limestones, espe-

cially those known as the Cincinnati group, which occupy

the crown as far as Dayton, while farther north these are over

laid bv the Niairara and later denosits. Professor Newberry'

regards this arch as having been upraised I, .>tween the Lower

and Upper Silurian ages, but as having continued to be a line

of disturb ; geological ages.

I have thought it worth while to state thus some of the facts

and of the smaller area of increased intensity of tliiseartu-

quake as described above, and the direction of this axis

approaches so nearly to that of the long axis of the smaller

re area, that a phvsical connection between the two

phenomena is at once su-rested. It is natural to infer that

this anticlinal arch is stiii in a state of strain and that tue

earthquake of September 19th was the direct result of some

giving way or snap of the strata forming it. causing a new

- Belle Fontaine. It would be

in this connection to know if »1,»™ 1,,,, Wn anv sign

Sept. 26.—At 22» 53m

Arizona, duration ten st

1 arch may be

any signs of

t else to indi-

still in slow

light shocks we.

math, Rev.

t Fort Yuma,

north. An-

\ Ohio, vol. i.

vol. i, pp. 103, 10<>.
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other very light shock was felt about 3 h of the 27th.— U. S.
Weath. Rev.

Oct. 2.—Two light shocks occurred at Rivas, Nicaragua, the

about three seconds duration. The latter was also reported as
' it S:m I ,.-,:, -1,1 Mm it 1.5 'l 1 . diMrh-t ..1 Una-,

t],ii >.v iM'.JJ.'ieVlM
i Mn' V"ic-'iriVo'!.c!m!

ami \Y, st Nev\ mn. M ^.. -nil v cinit
}

.
- /.' .1/. /J. *

_Oct 22.—At 15 h 34"' a light shock at Los Angeles, CaL— V. S.

Oct. 24—At 0" 15'" a y«ry light shock at HuotingdoD, Quebec.

*ur or five seconds.-,/. J/, j*

Xov. 4.—The ship "Occidental" reported that at 18 h
, wlicu

!;!> miles off Cape M< udorino, Cal., thiv
»->v iMt. : ,;,-, by two heavier ones.— T. .S.

N>\ "> —A destntt *' * earth,
|

ik cciin d on the isthmus <•!

•/i/^;"i;,; :!i;;!

tlHl il
'om $230

'
000 to *±°<v>°°--^«"* p-

Nov. 6.—Despatches from Buenaventura, States of Colombia,
;/'•;•' tint ) .->,;,-, dulnpuU ua~ !< It on 1 he njit of the 6th

AtkniB.-id^er
1 '?
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recorded a series of waves probably due to a submarine earth-

quake. They are thus describe, 1 in the San Franci

Bulletin of Dec. 13. "They commenced at eight o'clock in the

morning mi-l ended at eleven. There are nine well-marked cn-ts

are oidy two or three inches in height but maintain the cli:if:ic-

U-ristic'earthquake textures, in [.lain contrast with the breaking

bar markings, which are very sharp and frequent. It would ap-

Xov. 13.—The so-called earthquake reported on this date in Essex County,

Ontario, was caused by an explosion of powder at Toledo, Ohio.

Nov. 21.—In the evening several places on both sides of the

St. Lawrence River; between St. Flavie, Kamouraska Co., and

Gaspe, a distance of about 250 miles, were visited by a /'.</"'

earthquake. The vibration lasted 45 or 50 seconds, but did no

damage, although creating alarm.

Nov. 22.—At 7
h 13m a destructive earthquake occurred at

Lima, Peru, and vicinity. The motion was from southwest to

northeast. At Callao "portions of the cliff were shaken <\o*v-

upon the bench. The walls of many houses were ci

some were shaken down. At Chorillos a series of cracks were

opened nine yards from the edge of the cliff.

Nov. 23.—At h 30m a strong earthquake occurred in Xow

•, Eastern Massachusetts and Connecticut. At Con-

cord, N. H., a light shock was followed b v a heavi".

minutes later, direction west to east, acco.np micd •

noise loud enough to awaken people. At Ilennik. r.

felt at Plymouth, Grafton Co., X. II., at Xeu fp-uich ai I "
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The above list contains fifty-four items not counting the one of
Nov. 13, of which seven are in small tvpe. Thev may he geo-
graphically classified thus :

Canadian Provinces 5

New England 9

Atlantic States 5

Mississippi Valley 7

Uruguay

Deduct for Aug. 10, counted to

By seasons they are classified thus

Feb. 2); Spring 15 (Ma
ne, 4; Julv, 0; Aug., 4):

19 (Sept., 4; Oct., 5; Nov., 10); Spring and Sui

Mav, 0) ; Summer, 8 (June, 4 ; Julv, ; Aug.,
9 flSept, 4: Oct., 5: Nov., 10): Spr'

together, 23; Autumn ami Winter together, 31

The following localities were shaken on two or more ciays, viz

Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 4, Jan. 16, Oct. 22 ; San Francisco
Jan. 25, Mar. 15, 25, July 15, Nov. 12; Oakland, Cal, Mar. 25

April 17, 20; Eureka, Cal., Jan. 27, April 6, 8, 11; Concord
N. H., Aug. 10, Nov. 12, 23.

The only shocks causing much damage were Nov. 5, Panama
Nov. 6, Colombia; Nov. 22, Lima, and Aug. 10, Middle States

Princeton, March 28, 1885.

[Continued from page 222.]

V. Melamorphism and Mineral Constitution in the Taconic Re-

gion, gradational from Wi^t io Eaif and from Xorth to South.

The succession in the different lithological areas exhibited

on the map of the southern portion of the Taconic region (pub-

lished with the preceding part of this paper) is as follows.

beginning on the west:

(1.) Winohell's Ridge of schist and other small ridges in

Copake north of it.

(2.) The western belt of limestone, passing through Copake
and Millerton.

.
(3.) The limestone area in Salisbury, vr\\

attending eastward to the Housatonic River and con-

iross the river far into Canaan (the river being the

political boundary between the two towns).

(4.) Schist to the eastward of the outcropping limestone in
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Canaan mountain, and probably part of that of other eastern

ridges.

The underlying position of the limestone was proved by the

fact of universal eastward dips in the schist and limestone on

the west side of the various schist ridges and the occurrence

of westward dips, along the east side of Mt. Washington, the

two concurrent facts proving that the mountain is synclinal in

structure; and also by stratigraphical sections from other

ridges. In view of this underlying position over the whole

breadth of the region from Canaan mountain to Winchell moun-

tain, and the actual continuity of the limestone over Salisbury

and Canaan, and over tin ad'joinini: towns nort ii Massaclm

setts, it was concluded that the limestone, with some intercala-

similar evidence it was shown that the overlying
i

schist be-

longed to one continuous stratum.

I have given no descriptions of the iron-ore dep<

the marginal portions of the limestone areas because they are

of secondary origin. But it is to be noted that if the view of

their origin which I believe to be sustained by the facts* is

correct, they prove that d urine: the transition from '

of the limestone to that of earthy sedimentary deposition there

were in some parts conditions favorable to ferriferous deposi-

tions over the calcareous sediment ; in other words, there were

great sea-border marshes or basins to receive contributions

from iron-bearing waters. These depositions, however, were

local, as such always are, and are very far from indi<

presence of a universal stratum of more or less ferriferous

limestone (with some included iron carbonate) adjoi

stratum or strata of schist. Yet it is true that the adjoining

portion of the limestone, sometimes for scores of feet in thick-

ness, is generally very impure from mixture with the materials

of the schist.

The several ore-pits are designated on the map b

J

give here their names, adding an asterisk to those that were

En Salisbury: b, Ore-Hill*; c, Chatfield*; d, Porter; «,

Forbes*;/, Clarke's; fJ> a partial opening; //, Seovii:

mostly manii-aiK-se oxi.l,., and aro.mpamed sparingly »»v ll"-' » 1,n "

oral Seovillin-; /, (..'amp'*. In Sheffield : ?, Little's. 1"^
York: k, Copake*, or Giles's; /, WVoF^; >>,, Couch; » -Mt -

Uiga*. or Cheaver; o (in Ancnun), Reynolds; »(, Millerton oi

Maltby.*
V h J

We have now to consider the variations in degree ofmetamoi
pfn n, ind in min ,; constitution in these two strata on

going over the region from west to east and from north to
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1. The Schist with the Quabtzyte.

The schist of the region varies from very fine-grained thin-
fissile glossy hydromica (or sericite) schist to coarsish mica
schist containing garnets and staurolnes

; ami toward the east,

to arenaceous or qnaitzv tie in schist wit I ut staurolite, and
mostly without garnets.' Each of the rocks contains dissem-
inated magnetite, and often pyrite, and sometimes these min-
erals are in distinct crystals. Minute brown or brownish
tourmalines also are found sparingly in all the kinds.
The term quartzose or quartzytic is used beyond synony-

mously with arenaceous, it referring to the occurrence of quartz
grains in the schist and not to vein quartz. In the hydromica
andmicaschistthegi.il,- i - i interrupted
layers between the leaves of the schist, as if deposited like the

interrupted laminations of sand in some river-valley clays;
they vary in length from an inch to many feet, and in thick-

ness from -j-J-j-th of an inch and less, to $ 'inch or more; they
are smallest in the finest of the slate.

The facts mentioned below are from both macroscopic and
microscopic examinations.

A. Section through the Southern part of Mt Washington from
Winchell Mountain to Canaan Mountain.

1. Mt. Winchell—At the summit of Mt« Winchell the rock
is thin-fissile hydromica (or sericite) schist. It consists chiefly
of muscovite mica in minute scales about -^^ to ^lj inch
across, and has the fusibility of the mica. Biotite mica is rare.

Quartz grains are sparingly present in delicate interlamina-
tions, as seen in a transverse section. Minute tourmalines

father rare. Chlorite not observed either macroscopically or
in the thin slices. At the eastern foot of Mt. Winchell the
rock is the same, but slightly coarser and often a little crum-
pled (from pressure). Muscovite scales are mostly^ to

ir£5
-

inch across ; some biotite scales occur fa to ^ inch across

and generally grouped.
2. West side »t Mt IIW NWtli of M lerton—about

a mile east of the base of Winchell mountain—the rock is a
very fine-grained mica schist, consisting chiefly of muscovite,

a chlorite; muscovite scales mostly fa to ¥ -J- T)
- inch:

the biotite scales larger. Quartz grains in thi iuterlam nation

often making up a fourth or more of the thickness. Garnets
are few and small, or absent ; orthoclase feldspar is found in

, occasional grai - st o e> are absent.

3. East side <y Mt UV "

,ton. in Salisbury.—The schist is a

coarsish muscovite mica schist with some biotite and usually

no chlorite
; muscovite scales about jfo to fa inch, and biotite
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T\ to I inch. Interlaminations of quartz generally make more
than a fourth of the thickness. Garnets are abundant, TV to j
inch. Staurolite crystals abundant in some portions, | to £
inch long and less. Orthoclase sparingly present. Minute
tourmalines of occasional occurrence both in the quartz seams

and the micaceous portion.

4. Three miles east of Mt. Washington on the eastern border of

Salisbury.—The schist is similar to the preceding but some-

what coarser; muscovite scales T
X
T inch and less; biotite more

common than in the Mt. Washington schist. Interlaminations

of quartz often make half the thickness of the schist. Garnets

abundant and staurolites common in many layers, | to | inch

long, mostly £ inch.

5. East of the Housatonic {and of Salisbury) in Canaan.—The

schist is partly normal mica schist, but generally a very

arenaceous or quartzytic mica schist, the quartz fths to Tyhs
and more of the material ; the mica mostly biotite, but in

some small portions muscovite predominates." Garnets are few

and small, or absent.

Quartzyte in strata occurs with the schist, both the fragile

bedded kind and the hard massive. It consists of quartz

-ruins with some orthoclase and microcline, often some mica,

not unfrequentlv minute tourmalines.
The schist and quartz vte contain no staurolites. T

ports with the constitution ot this mineral, which ordinarih

contains less than 31 per cent of silica and over 48 of alumina.

Going farther east in Canaan mountain the schist changes to

a normal mica schist.

B. Section through the northern part of Mt. Washington from

Gopake through Sheffield commencing at the west.

1. In Co-pake, New York.—The schist of the small ridges

north of Winchell Mountain is a' very thin fissile I

(or sericite) schist, like the Winchell slate, but of finer grain

;

looks like a smooth, glossy roofing slate. Contains

2. West side of Mount Washing/on, near Copake Fnrnoce —
The rock is a greenish or chloritic hyd]
m'u-a schist. It is sparine! v -aniei.it'rmus : withe- -

3. Eastsid, of M»unt Washington in .Sheffield.—The schist is

like that on the west side, but it is coarser; and a larger part is

true mica schist. It contains garnets, but no staurolites weie

found. Minute tourmalines occur in it. ,

4. Three miles east of Mt Washx
field, west of the Horn is a coarsisb mica

netiferous, and containing small staurolites. it re

sembles the schist of the south- side of Mt.

Washington in its degree of fineness and in its staurolites, and
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is less coarse than that directly south in Salisbury, near Lime-
rock Station.

5. East of Sheffield village, and of the Housatonic River.—The
schist is the same arenaceous mica schist that occurs to the
south in Canaan, and, as there, it alternates with, and often
graduates into a great formation of quartzyte. North of Shef-
field village, west of the Housatonic, the same quartzyte, partly
micaceous, constitutes the south end of a ridge that extends
north into Great Barrington.

C. Conclusion.

The facts here reviewed relate, it should be remembered, to
a single stratum, that overlying the limestone. Since the
change from west to east is so strongly marked even in Mt.

ton, only five miles broad, and in one and the same
lower portion of the schist, or that directly over the limestone,
the facts have special interest.

The change is of two kinds—(1) a change in degree of meta-

{'1\ a <ii<inf> j in mineral <. institution.

(1) An i u torn trj hie action.

This is manifested—

.
(a) In the gradual increase in size of the scales of mica

;
{b)

ttt
the cnanSe from hyd rous mica to ordinary mica in the Mt,

Washington schists, and in the occurrence of the latter alone

;

ast of Mr. Washington
;

(c) in the absence of chlorite (another
hydrous mineral) from the southern half of eastern Mt. Wash-
ington and its absence from the schist of ridges farther east

;

(d) in the increasing size of the garnets and staurolites on go-
ing eastward over Salisbury.

(2) The change in mineral constitm .

' - •;. i vhat has been
stated in th< i] h, is as follows:

a. Biotite mica, which is very sparingly present in the
Winchell slates, increases in amount in eastern Salisbury, and
*s much the most common kind in the arenaceous schists to the
eastward.

o. Granular quartz, which is very sparingly present in the
Winchell slates, gradually increases in amount eastward, is

rather abundant in the southern part of eastern Mr. Washing-
ton, and still more so in eastern Salisbury; and east of the

for a breadth of two miles or more it is the pre-

ig constituent in the mica schist and composes quartz-

c Tourmaline in minute crystals is sparingly present in the
western schists and much less sparingly in the quartzyte and
quartzytic mica schist to the eastward.

d. Garnets, which are not present in the Winchell slates,

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Tol. XXIX, No. 174.—Jcne, 1885.
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occur very small in western Mt. Washington, and increase in

abundance and size to the Housatonic ; but are few and small

in the arenaceous schist east of the Housatonic.

e. Staurolites occur of very small size in the southern half

of eastern Mt, Washington, and are, on an average, twice

longer in eastern Salisbury. In the northern half of Mt.

Washington, staurolites have not been found, but they occur

in the coarsish mica schist three miles farther east. (This in-

terval of three miles is occupied by limestone so that no nearer

observation is possible.)

/. Orthoclase is very sparingly present in the hydromica

(or sericite) schist to the west; but is less rare in the mica

schist west of the Housatonic, and still less so in part of the

quartzytic mica schist east of the Housatonic ; in some of it,

the feldspar is partly the species microcline.

Looking at the const it. t/li n of tin ninerals, we learn that to

the west of the area of Mt. Washington the sediments of

which the rock is made were very fine earthy, containing little

quartz; that the amount of quartz sand in the sen

creased to the eastward; and that toward the eastern limit of

the region, sand was the chief material. The occurrence of

arenaceous mica schist overlying, underlying and in*

ing quartzyte beds indicates a small change at intervals in the

kinds of depositions such as may have come from changing

depths or currents.

All the facts derived from the constitution of the rocks point

to a single system of hydrographic conditions and sedimenta-

tion
; and none suggest the subsequent occurrence of great dis-

placements by long overthrusts any more than those that have

been gathered from the stratigraphy. The lithological obser-

vations accoi aphical.
The strati Qcation described is true stratification and not that

of a subsequently induced cleavage-structure ; for the beds of

mi - so list, quartzyte and limestone are parallel in interlamina-

tions and interst] t icationa I is a common
source of lamination in the hydromica (sericite) slates west ot

Mt. Washington
; and hence the true planes of bedding can

there be learned only from the contact portions of the lime-

stone and slates; but it is much less common farther east; and

the danger of error has been avoided in the observations I have

made by taking them at or near the contacts of the different

The variations geographically from arenaceous to fine earthy

beds are just such as are common among the non-crystalline

rther west, and just such as belong to modern deposi-

tions over a region of emerging coasts or flats with an adjoin-

ing shelving bottom for a score of miles or so outside. In this

part of the Taconic region, the shelving bottom was to the
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west of the emerging flats—bow far west it extended it is not
yet safe to say ;—while to the east and south there were, as I

have already explained, isolated areas of emerged or submerged
Archaean rocks, and, adjoining them, in some places, uncon-
formably overlying sandstone (now quartzyte) which is proba-
bly of Primordial age.

The gradation in metamorphism does not vary with the
amount of flexure in the beds, in this part of the Taconic
region, but has depended on some more comprehensive action
of this or some other cause.

2. Limestones.

The above conclusion as to increasing grade in metamorphism
from west to east is sustained by facts from the limestone of
the region that were long since made known by Dewey and
Emmons and have been confirmed by all observers. While all

is crystalline, the rock west of Mt. Washington is fine-grained
and often gray in color; that in Salisbury and Sheffield is a

rser, ranging from gray to white, the latter much pre-

dominating; and in Canaan and to the north, east of the Hous-
ls mostly a coarse marble and much of it abounds in

tremolite, and often also in large crystallizations of white
pyroxene. The latter mineral sometimes appears as a rock,
called canaanite, in the upper part of the limestone. The
tremolite and white pyroxene of the limestone, which are
among the results of the metamorphic action that crystallized
the limestone, occur to the eastward where the overlying beds
are especially arenaceous ; and their silica, as I have long since

;

. may have been derived from the silica originally in
the limestoneas an impurity. The limestone is carbonate of
calcium and magnesium ; and tremolite and pyroxene are stJt-

cates (or rather bisilicates) of calcium and magnesium.*
The gradation in metamorphism from north to south, which

the preceding remarks trated, I leave without
review at this time, as the subject will be better explained after
the facts relating to the rest of Berkshire have been presented.

* In a paper in this Journal for 1844 (slvii, 135) and again in IS46 (IT. ii. B8) 1

:..-.
-
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Art. INI.—Notes on th

rocks of the Queen Che

by J. F. Whiteaves.

As far back as the year 1869, Mr. W. Gabb expressed the

opinion that the Californian rocks, to which he gave •

ional name of the "Shasta Group," were probably the equiva-

lents of the Gault and Neocomian of Europe, and this view was

endorsed by Prof. J. D. Whitney. On behalf of the Canadian

Survey Mr. J. Eichardson visited the Queen Charlotte Islands

in 1872, and made a small but interesting collection of fossils

from the coal-bearing deposits of Skidegate Inlet. Among the

species recognized at this locality were Ammonites B
Sloliczkanus and Aucella Piochii of Gabb, of the Shasta group

of California, also Ammonites Timotheanus Mayor, and Inocera-

mus concentricus, of the European Gault, but associated with

these were several new Ammonites which appeared to have

rather a Jurassic facies. The conclusion reached on this rather

meagre and unsatisfactory evidence was that the rocks border-

ing Skidegate Inlet could scarcely be much older than trie

Upper Jurassic or much newer than the Middle Cretaceous.

Four years later Dr. G. M. Dawson obtained a small series pt

fossils from the bedded volcanic rocks at the Iltasyouco River

and Sigutlat Lake, in the Coast Range of British Columbia.

Having then no reason to doubt the correctness of Mr. Meeks

conclusion that certain rocks in the Black Hills of Dakota were

of Jurassic age, the writer of the present article at once assumed

that the Iltasvouco and Sigutlal ta were *ls0

Jurassic, on account •! a fossils as Gryphcea

Nebrascensis, Volsella formosa, Astarte Packardi, Pleuromya sub-

compressa, and the like. .

The exact age of the " Aucella schists " of Rossi

etc., has been the subject of much discussion, and

geologists are still at issue on this point. D'Orbigny, in 1840 >

places them in the "Oxfordien" division of the

Trautschold (1864 and 1866) claimed that they are about tne

ageoftheKimrnerid;,.
the extreme summit of the Jurassic system, in the Titbonic

Group of Oppel, and this latter view is also maintained °y

Rudolph Ludwig. Ever since 1867, however, Eichwald nas

strenuously argued that they are JNecomian, and in the on y

geological section of these rocks which the present writer ba

seen, the Aucella schists are represented as immediately ai

conformably overlying the Kimmeridge Clay, as the Gault does

at Culham in Berkshire (England), a circumstance vrt

of those who attended the late Prof. Phillips's geology class ai
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Oxford will remember. Since 1875, deposits holding large

numbers of AuccHa Piochii Gabb (which can scarcely be dis-

tinguished from the A. Mosquensis of Europe), with a few other
fossils, have been discovered by members of the Canadian Sur-
vey at several localities on the" west coast of British Columbia,
on Vancouver Island at Forward Inlet, and in the valley of the
Peace Eiver. In a paper " On the Lower Cretaceous rocks of
British Columbia" published in the first volume of the Transac-
tions of the Eoyal Society of Canada, the writer expressed the
opinion that those deposits in California and British Columbia,
which are characterized by the presence of Belemnites
-1 " jloceras percoslatus and more especiallv by an abundance of
AitceUee, represent the lower half of the Shasta Group and are
the equivalents of the Upper Neocomian of Europe.

In 1878 Dr. G. M. Dawson, accompanied by his brother,
visited the Queen Charlotte Islands and devoted the whole sea-

son to an examination of their geological features. From his

detailed report upon these islands, which was published in

1879, it appears that the central portion, which includes both
shores of Skidegate and Cumshewa Inlets, is occupied by strata

which there is now every reason to believe are of Cretaceous
age. In descending order the section of these Cretaceous rocks
given by Dr. Dawson is as follows. No. 1. The Upper Shales

;

these have so far yielded only several specimens of Inoceramus
problematicus, and are therefore supposed to represent the base
of the Upper Cretaceous. No. 2. Coarse Conglomerates ; these
have as yet afforded no fossils that can be identified, but from
their position may be assumed to be the equivalents of the
Dakota Group. No. 3. The Lower Shales

; with coal and iron
ore and an abundance of fossils, of which upwards of seventy
species have now been described. No. 4. Agglomer
a few very indistinct fossils, and No. 5. The Lower Sand-
stones; these two, from their faunal relations, are believed to be

divisions of No. 3.

The Lower Shales, or sub-division 3 of Dr. Dawson's report,

contain a very rich and varied fauna quite unlike that of any
other Cretaceous deposits heretofore recognized in North Amer-
ica. These shales, which the writer has elsewhere ventured to

designate "The Queen Charlotte Island Series," are believed to

represent the upper part of the Shasta Group of California and
the Gault of Europe. Among the fossile which they hold in

common with the Shasta Group are Haploceras Breiveri, Lyto-
cems Balesi, Hoplites {'.) .v^ -.l-M"-, and .1 </« - >u- II- •ho„,h.

They have yielded such charcteristic Gault species as Schloen-

i
/,. planulatum and Tmoikea-

j»ww», Lytocera* X<t /
- and Tin Us in/or, var., often in large num-
nce of Inoceramus concentricus and Actmo-

"th!
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ceramus sulcatus. As might have been expected, out of the

seventy or more species which they contain, a few range up-

ward into the Chico Group of the Upper Cretaceous, and at

least three into the lower division of the Shasta Group, which

for that reason is supposed to represent the Upper rather than

the Lower Neocomian. But, associated with what appear to be

purely Cretaceous types, the Lower shales of Skidegate and

Cumshewa Inlets hold also at least four or five new species of

Ammonites which have recently been described from unusually

perfect and well preserved specimens, and which seem to belong

to genera, to sections of genera, or to species, which in Europe

would be regarded as exclusively Jurassic in their character.

Moreover it is now quite clear that the fauna of the Htas-

youco River and Sigutlat Lake rocks, which the writer at first

regarded as of Jura- y the same as that of

the Lower shales of Skidegate and Cumshewa inlets. In the

coal-bearing strata of the Queen Charlotte Islands and in the

volcanic rocks of the Coast Range of British Columbia, associ-

ated with characteristic Cretaceous invertebrates, about a dozen

species of fossil mollusca have been collected, which the pres-

ent writer, after long and careful study, has been unable to

separate specifically from fossils which Meek and Dr. White

have described as Jurassic. A similar apparent mixture oi

11 Jurassic" and Cretaceous fossils occurs in rocks immediately

overlying the Alpine Trias, on the Peace River.

Judging exclusively by the invertebrate fossils wl

contain and by the stratigraphical position which they are said

to occupy, the writer, in a recently published report* has given

at some length his reasons for thinking that the Jurassic age or

certain strata in Dakota, Montana, etc., is not yet conclusively

proved. The evidence afforded by the vertebrates of these rocks

is quite another question and one which has to be cons

its own merits. This aspect of the case has not been discussea

at all in the report referred to, for the simple reason that there

is not a vestige of a vertebrate, not even a fish scale, in the co -

lection reported on.
v ,

In a paper " On the Jurassic Strata of North America, Po-
lished in the March number of this Journal, Dr. C. A. White

objects to the present writer's suggestion that some of the sui

posed Jurassic rocks of the Western States may possibly be o

Middle Cretaceous age, and to the identification of a few fossi

upon which this suggestion was based.
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States and Territories entitle any views he may express on such
subjects to the fullest consideration, and his intimate acquaint-
ance with and ready access to Meek's types from the Black
Hills are unquestionably a great advantage. Unfortunately,
however, Dr. White could only spare part of a single day for

the examination of the large series of Mesozoic and Laramie
fossils in the Museum of the Canadian Survey at Ottawa, and
only a few minutes each to a study of those species whose iden-
tification he objects to.

To the general statements made at the commencement of Dr.
W bite's paper no special exception need be taken here except
perhaps on the ground of their want of novelty. They are, in
effect, a resume of that part of Clarence King's volume on the
'> stematic Geology" of the Unit. 1 >t tes V. :

, .loration of the
40th Parallel which treats of the Jurassic rocks. In that vol-

ume, however, Prof. King distinctly states that the Dakota an I

''Jurassic" rocks are conformable in the Wahsatch Kegion,
according to Meek, Hall and Whitfield, the "Juras-

sic" fossils from the east base of Augusta Mountain have " a
Cretaceous and even an Eocene look."
To Dr. White's presentation of the statements and arguments

on the other side of the question the writer begs respectfully to

Dr. White says that in the memoir which he criticizes the
author thereof " describes and figures some fossils" ....
which are " reported to come from certain strata," etc., thereby
leading any reader who is ignorant of the facts to suppose that
the number of specimens is small and that it is not altogether
certain where they came from. Not counting the fossils pre-
viously brought back by Mr. Richardson, Dr. Gr. M. Dawson's
collection alone consists of upwards of one thousand specimens,
Qvery one of which is labeled not only with its exact locality
but also with the precise subdivision of the series in which It

was found.
Out of the twelve forms collected by Dr. Dawson which the

writer has referred to North American ''Jurassic" species. Dr.

White objects to the identification of nine, and with regard
to these the following remarks are submitted :

1. Belemnites densus Meek and Hayden. The specimens de-

scribed by Mr. Meek undo this name are represented as being
short and thick or long and slender, as having an apical groove,
a median groove or no groove at all. Dr. White says that

"Mr. Whiteaves' collection contains only one specimen which
he refers to this species," whereas there are two of the short and
thick form, seven of the long and slender variety (to which in

accordance with a suggestion of Mr. Meek's, the'writer gave a
local and provisional name) and several large phragmocones.
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found necessary to mark all the fossils from the

two localities as it would otherwise have been impossible to

separate them.

2. Lyosoma Poicelli White. The fact that the writer gave a

different generic and specific name to Vanikoro pulchem is a

sufficient indication that the analogy between it and L. Powelli

was supposed to be more remote than that which is supposed to

obtain in any of the other instances cited.

3. Pleuromya subcompressa Meek. The type of this species

was figured by Meek in 1873, and stfice then Dr. White hai

illustrated three well marked varieties of it. Specimens which

agree perfectly with the descriptions and figures of three out of

these four forms have been collected at the Queen Charlotte

Islands, and two at the Iltasvoueo Liiver and Sigutlat Lake.

4. Astarte Packard I White. Dr. White admits that, as far

as external shape and surface markings are concerned, it is

scarcely practicable to separate the British Columbia and

Queen Charlotte Island specimens from this species, but says

that the hinge and interior markings of the type of A. Packardi

are unknown. In this genus, as every experienced
gist is aware, the interior of the valves affords a cert;

tion of its generic relations but is of very little assistance in the

determination of species.

5. Orammatodon inomatus Meek and Hayden. Dr. V> oitfi

says that "Mr. Whiteaves' specimens do not show the binge.

ite correct as regards the fossils from the Qu<

lotte Islands, but one of the specimens from the Iltasyouco

River shows the impression of two short posterior Ia1

parallel to the hinge line, just as in Meek's figure of ir-

on plate 3, fig. 9b, of the " Paleontology of the Upper Mis-

6. 'Modiola ( Volsella) subimbricata Meek. Th e specimens from

the Queen Charlotte Islands referred to this species, th« = - [

somewhat distorted, are nearly perfect single valves. Dr.

White does not comment at all on the real or supposed identi-

fication of a Sigutlat Lake specimen with the Modiola (or Vol-

sella)jorm osa of Meek and Hayden, one of the strong"
in the writer's view of the case. At the Iltasyouco Kiver. too,

specimens have been found which are very difficult to distin-

guish from Modiola plalynota White
7. Pteria (Oxytoma) mucronata Meek and Hayden. Of this

the writer is said to have only one imperfect valve and V**

Ids "that the most that can be said of it is that it

apparently indicates a form which is much like the P. \y>)

mucronata of Meek and Hayden." In answer to this statement
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it may be observed that while only one imperfect valve was
collected in Alliford Bay, yet several perfect specimens of both
valves were obtained at Maud Island. In the writer's judg-
ment the least that can be said of the whole of the specimens
collected by Dr. Dawson is that tl

- : iption and figure of Pteri

8. Campion eeies ecctmu Mi i : and Ilayden. The lower
valve of a small Pecten from Maud Island which was some-
what doubtfully identified with this species is quite perfect in

marginal outline, has most of the test preserved, with its char-

acteristic sculpture, and shows the shape of both ears. An
upper valve, from the Iltasyouco Kiver, corresponds rei

well with Meek's figure of the type of C. exienuatus.

9. Oryphaea Nebrascensis Meek and Hayden. Dr. White
B*ys that the specimens, regarded by the writer as probably
identical with this species, are more like Oryphaea navia Con-
rad. The irregular, radiating striae on the umbonal region
which are characteristic of 0. Nebrascensis, and which are w< 1!

seen on specimens from the Queen Charlotte Islands and from
the Iltasyouco Eiver, are altogether absent in O. navia, which
latter shell has also a narrowly subtrigonal outline with angu-
lated beaks and a sharp umbonal ridge, a combination of char-

acters which is not seen in O. Nebrascensis, nor on any of the

specimens collected by Dr. G. M. Dawson.

1. TlEMANNITE.

In October last, Professor J. E. Clayton, president of the
Salt Lake Mining Institute, sent to Prof. Gr. J. Brush a few
specimens containing crystals of a selenide of mercury which
were suitable both for analysis and measurement. The speci-

mens were from Marysvale, Southern Utah, the same locality

which afforded the sulpho-selenide of mercury, onofrite,* de-

scribed by Professor Brush. A description of the occurrence
of the mineral, as stated by Prof. Clayton, is given at the end

of this article, and I take great pleasure in here expressing to

»ng crystals.

The crystals are black, with high metallic lustre and black
streak

; hardness about 3 ; specific gravity taken twice on a

chemical balance 8-188-8187 ; fracture conchoidal ; very
brittle and with no apparent cleavage.
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A analysis was made by decomposing the mineral in a cur-

mt of chlorine gas, precipitating the mercury as sub-chloride

y means of phosphorous acid and the selenium with sulphur-

as anhydride. The results are given below with the deter-

linations of small amounts of sulphur, cadmium and insoluble

The ratio of the selenium plus sulphur to the metals is 1 :
0'93

or nearly 1 : 1, that required by a normal selenide, and as the

impurities are present only in very small quantities the min-

eral may be regarded as a simple selenide of mercury. The

analysis agrees more closely with the theoretical requirements

than any previously published, which may be in consequence of

the greater purity of theci ;.

The crystals measure up to Smm in diameter. They are

isometric, tetrahedral, and the habit of the few at my disposal

is quite various. The plus and minus tetrahedrons are usually

about equally developed and vary in luster; jhe cubic faces are

also prominent and are at times striated diagonally parallel to

their intersection with the dullest tetrahedron and most devel-

oped i(ro-m) forms. Twins with o as the twinning-plane are

common. Taking the forms of the most developed
positive, the observed forms are as follows: o (111, +1)' usu "

ally dull, o'(lll, -1) lustrous, a(001, i-i\ w<511, +5-5) and

<p(73S, +i.i). The above forms were all observed on one

twin crystal, fig. 1, the latter (p, as a very small face but giving

distinct reflections. The faces in both halves of the twin crys-

tal figured are lettered alike except that those in twin position

are underscored. Twins on the specimens in my possession

are more common than single crystals, some of them showm
simply both tetrahedrons and cube.
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The measured angles are the following, the mean of closely
greeing results being given :

a * u, 001 * 115 16" 50'
f

15
°
48'

A number of crystals have the habit shown in fig. 2 ; only one
was lustrous enough to admit of measurement. The zone a, b,

c, etc., wps very much striated and distorted through oscillatory

combination, but by turning the itch the light

reflected from it, it could be readily seen to consist of several
distinct forms. On the reflecting goniometer the signal was
reflected from the faces in almost an unbroken band ; a few of
the most prominent reflections, however, were recorded and
are given below. The reflection from the faces of a

listance across a large room was resorted to, all the

lion reflecting together and yielding a sort

of "schimrner Messung;" the results of which although not
very exact being sufficiently so to fix the symbols of the'difler-

ent forms. The measurements taken on both sides of, and
measured from, the cubic face a, are given below.

Calculated for the following forms.

<l3-l-l, + 13.13),(l7-2-2, + y-y),(l3-2.2I+ |_^),(511 ) + 5-5M311 t+ 3-3),

(733, + !-!).

The reflections from a), m and <p were very faint, that from <p

being the last trace of reflected light which could be seen on
turning the crystal. The measurements agree quite well among
themselves, considering the method used, and warrant my taking
the above symbols according to which fig. 2 is drawn. The
form <w(511, +5-5) shows the greatest variation, but, as it is a

prominent form on the simpler and more perfect crystals, it

seems better to regard the variation as due to error in measure-
ment than to take the less probable symbol (922, +|j-|) with

calculated value 17° 27'. The only other form m'(311, -3-3)
^as quite large and very strongly striated parallel to its combi-
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nation edge with the cube. The faces gave no reflection but

were measured by covering them with glass plates and then

measuring on the cube. This was repeated twice giving

24° 49', 25° 21', calculated 25° 14'.

In appearance the crystals resemble very closely those of

sphalerite while the forms which are common to both are

a(100,i-i), o(lll, +1), o'(lll, -1), <u(511, +5-5) and w(811,

+ 3-3).

2. Metacinn-abarite.

The specimens of this mineral at my disposal, from the Eed-

dington Mine, Lake Co., California, were from the collections of

Prof. G. J. Brush and Mr. C. S. Bement. The mineral is

intimately associated with crystallized cinnabar and marcasite.

Mr. G. E. Moore first described this species* as an amorphous

black sulphide of mercury, distinct in its physical properties

from cinnabar. He states that specimens which he examined

from the collection of Prof. Brush showed small crystals

" whose habit is almost cubical " and " betray in their frequent

re-entrant angles a strong tendency to the formation of twins.

The specimens at my disposal show crystals up to 4mm m
diameter, they are apparently isometric, tetrahedral, but the

faces are such that they do not admit of accurate measurement.

The habit of the crystals is mostly octahedral with the alternate

faces of the plus and minus tetrahedron varying in luster.

The faces are usually dull black and rough, giving no reflec-

tion, or curved. Measurements on the tetrahedral face could

not be obtained. The forms which I have been able to iden-

tify are the following, while the measured angles are given in

the table below, (322, f-f), common, occurring sometimes

alone in one set of secants, at times truncating the edges

of an apparent octahedron (plus and minus tetrahedron).

One specimen contained small crystals of the form (211,

2-2), in combination with small and rough faces of the

tetrahedron of the opposite order. On one crystal the faces m
one set of secants were quite bright and contained markings

and small faces indicating a {hkl, m-n) form; the measure-

ment of the two kinds of edges in the secant, as far as I was

able to obtain them, gave for the values of m and n re^-e ?
-

ively 1-849 and 1-233, perhaps (975, f-f), but as the reflections

were not very distinct and could not be repeated on a second

crystal it seems useless to assume a symbol for this form. 1 ne

cubic faces occur very seldom on the specimens examined by

me. Twins parallel to an octahedral plane are very common,
often repeated as in sphalerite.
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their habit

measurements as far as made agree with isometric forms.
After seeing the specimens at my disposal it seems strange that
the name " amorphous sulphide of mercury " should have been
so long attached to this mineral.

After carefully cleaning the crystals used for measurement
and freeing thern as far as possible from attached cinnabar, the
specific gravity was taken with great care on a chemical bal-

ance, with 7-81 as the result. As the three crystals weighed
together only '1684 grams the result can not be regarded as
^ery accurate, but I thought it would serve to compare with

:
• gravity of the amorphous sulphide given by Mr.

Moore as from 7 -70 1-7-748.

The crystallographic results taken in connection with those
on tiemannite, with which the minora! stands in close chemical
relation, leaves little doubt as to the isomorphism of the two
minerals, and the isometric character of metacinnabarite, while
the intermediate chemical compounds to which the name
onofrite has boon applied and which are not known in crystals

stand intermediate between the two in physical relations.

Relation between the selenides and sulphides of mercury.—As
the density which I found for the crystals of tiemannite, viz :

819, was greater than that given by other authors (this usually
being 71-7 4, Blum giving 7-8-7-88), I thought it would be
best to take the density of the mat-rial from Clausthal. which
was all that was at my disposal. The material was quite im-
pure, but after taking the density the volatile selenide was
driven off, the density of the residue taken and that of the
pure material calculated. I also took the density of three

specimens of onofrite from Utah ; in these cases, however, the
residue was smaller and was regarded as having a density of

2*7. Undoubtedly it was heavier and the true density of' the

mineral would becorrespondingly lower.

All the densities which have been found are the following

:

,"..

i

nil'.' acting 1-6 per cen tot

VII. Metacinr

VIII. Metacinnabarite, California, amorphous, det ined by Moore..-
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It will be seen that onofrite stands, as it should, intermediate

between the selenide and sulphide. No. IV of the above list

was analyzed by Mr. Wm. J. Comstock* and consists of 137
per cent HgSe and 86"3 per cent HgS. Calculating the den-

sity of an isomorphous mixture in the above proportions

taking the density of HgSe=8-2 that of HgS=7*8 we obtain

7 "85 as against 7'98 observed. Onofrite is therefore physically

intermediate between tiemannite and metacinnabarite, and rep-

resents an isomorphous mixture of these two isometric mole-

cules. It is strange that the conclusions arrived at by Prof.

Brush in the article already referred to, should have been the

same, although he based his conclusions on earlier and incor-

rect determinations of the density of tiemannite.

As to the position which these minerals should occupy in a

natural grouping, it seems that they would naturallv come
into the sphalerite group with which they have many things in

common, being simple selenides or sulphides, with mercury

replaced in part by zinc or cadmium, crystallizing in the isomet-

ric system, tetrahedral, and with strong tendency to twinning

parallel to the octahedron.
In closing I take pleasure in expressing my thanks to Prof.

Brush and Mr. C. S. Bement for the material which they

provided for carrying on this investigation.

Note as to the occurrence of Tiemannite ; by Prof. J. E. CLAY-

TON. Communicated by letter to Prof. Brush, dated Salt Lake

City, October 6th, 1884.
The mine is situated above five miles S.W. of Marysva ,

two hundred miles south of Salt Lake City. It is on the east

face of a mountain slope and near to a profound fault extend-

ing north and south. To the east are eruptive rocks including

porphyry and trachyte. Underlying the ore beds to the west

is quartzyte of unknown thickness, over this about four hun-

dred feet of gray limestone and in the contact between these

the Deertrail vein is situated, carrying gold, silver, lead and a

little copper. In the upper portions of the limestone the

selenide of mercury is found in a bed of shaly limestone fifteen

to twenty feet thick. The vein has been traced north and

south about one hundred feet along the outcrop and dips into

the mountain at an angle of about 15° below the horizon.

The ore occurs in masses intermixed with the shaly limestone,

crystals being very rare. The accompanying minerals are

barite, oxide of manganese, quartz and calcite. The ore bed ts

overlaid by a yellowish, sandy, lime-shale carrying Sub-

carboniferous fossils.

Mineralogical Laboratory Sheffield Scientific School, March 28th, 1885.

•This Journal, III, «i, 312.



-Gahnite of Rowe, Mass.

In some car-loads of pyrite brought to New Haven, Con-
necticut, from the mines of J. M. Davis & Co., in the town
of Rowe, Massachusetts, eight miles east o( the Hoosac tunnel,
I found some fragments of the mineral gahnite. On visit-

ing the locality I learned that the gahnite occurred on the
outer portions of a "vein" or "lenticular mass" of pyrite, of
exceptional purity, varying from seven to twenty feet in thick-

ness. The including rock is gneiss and schist. The mine had,
at the time of my 0rst visit, reached a depth of 200 feet. The
waste heaps afforded a large amount of material and some good
specimens, though the hardness of the enclosing rock made it

difficult to obtain the crystals unbroken. Part of them were
entirely embedded in the pyrite and part seemed to have once

ties, most of which had since been filled in by quartz
and the rest by chalcopyrite.
The crystals in the quartz were greenish in color and some-

times had a slightly greasy lustre, while those in the pyrite
were almost black, but green by transmitted light, and had a
high vitreous lustre. These latter, though apparently the most
pure, were so filled with minute particles of pyrite that for

analysis it was necessary for the most part to use those in the
quartz.

The largest crystals had a diameter of three-quarters of an
wch, but the majority were much smaller. Their habit was
octahedral, with the faces usually built up terrace like from the

lis of the octahedron with the dodecahedron. Simple
dodecahedrons were rare. No other planes were observed,
though many crystals were examined. Good examples of the

spinel twin were occasionally met with.

The specific gravity taken on a piece of exceptional purity

weighing nearly two grams was 4'53.

An analysis of the gahnite, made because of the refractory

nature of the substance on half a gram, gave

:
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The mineral was decomposed by repeated fusion with K sSa
Or

The insoluble residue having been filtered off, the zinc was

thrown down as sulphide by H
4
S in an HC1 solution—accord-

ing to the method elaborated by Mr. Osborne of this labora-

tory*—then dissolved and re-precipitated as carbonate. The

ignited ZnO was examined for iron and the small amount
found taken into account. The alumina and iron were twice

precipitated as hydroxides with NH
4
OH and weighed together.

The iron was determined by titration with permanganate of

potash, and the alumina obtained by difference. The amount

of iron obtained was divided between the protoxide and sesqui-

oxide in such proportion that the oxygen ratio should be as

the formula demanded. The magnesium was weighed as pyro-

phosphate.

Besides the pyrite, which is seldom found in crystals of any

size, the chalcopyrite and the quartz, the minerals associated

more or less intimately with the gahnite are: thin plates of

titanic iron, sometimes an inch across; steel gray rutile, occa-

sionally in good crystals : apatite in small light green crystals:

sphalerite; garnet; calcite ; a triclinic feldspar in greenish

crystals, and epidote.

The epidote occurs in curving, thick columnar forms and

oostly in the pyrite. It is nearly opaque and of a greenish

color passing into ash gray.

nalysis showed that it had the following composition:i;:

separate portions)..

Alkalies (c>ne portion)

In this connection it may be interesting to add that during c

recent visit to Franklin Furnace, New Jersev, I found the

gahnite imbedded in magnetite from the " Trotter" mine.

One crystal TV of an inch in diameter had the planes O, 1,

i and 3-3 well developed.

Laboratory of the Sheffield Scientific School, April, 1885.
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Having for some time been engaged in the study of the Old-
tertiar - formation of the Southern States, especially of Alabama
and Mississippi I have reached the following results:

1. This formation contains so many forms that have not
hitherto been made known, that the existing lists, their other
faults not considered, can be said to give only a poor picture of
this fauna.

2. For the three main localities, Vicksburg, Jackson and
Claiborne, which are succeeding beds, a genealogy (see the table

beyond) can be made out for many species. They can be
traced through two beds or all three of them, either remaining
unaltered, or varying somewhat, or varying in such a degree,
that different specific names must be used. In other words

:

many described and undescribed species are most probably
connected by descent.

3. Since the discovery of these beds it has been generally

accepted, that the " Glaibornian" is the oldest and that their

succession is as follows : Claiborne (Middle Eocene), Jackson
(Upper Eocene), Vicksburg (Oligocene); the existing maps are

colored accordingly. This has bnen done without sufficient

reasons and it is even very prob wion is just

the contrary—Vicksburg the oldest and Claiborne the most
recent formation.

As for the new species I hope to be able to describe them
soon. I am obliged to name and describe a part of them in the

following pages without figures. But most of them are defined,

though briefly, yet exactly, by giving the differences from
allied known species. I think that a paleontologist collecting

at the same locality will be able to recognize them, and this

is more than can be said for many species described and fig-

ured from this Tertiary.

Part I.

The Genealogical Relations of the Species.

If we have three formations, one above the other, not sepa-

rated by a geological gap or by long geological times, but ap-

parently deposited dur of the coast, we may
expect "the following. Many of the species will remain un-

changed or vary to some extent, others will vary very much.
If variations of a species disagree more and more they may
Am. Joub. Sci.- X STo. 174.—Jcne, IS* ">.
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become different species. Some species may become extinct

or emigrate, others may immigrate. These iast points can be

determined only by a complete knowledge of the respective

faunas. But many of the variations can be recognized with

the assistance even of a part of them, such as is represented by

our collections. All the conclusions in this essay are based

upon material in my possession, collected by me in the

localities mentioned. I have used the existing descriptions and

figures only for determining the specimens found in the same

place, and have not drawn a conclusion nor made a suggestion

(marked by [ ]), except by direct comparison of specimens.

Thus the table shows only the relations between the materials

in my present collection, and future collecting may add many
new points.

In tracing out relationships between different species the fol-

lowing considerations were guiding.
Species, which disagree above a certain moderate extent in

their embryonic parts, cannot be nearly allied, however similar

they may appear.

The differences between related species must be generally of

a more quantitative than qualitative nature.

While some of the qualities may differ, perhaps even consid-

erably, most of them must be expected to remain unchanged.

If two related species differ in certain points, it is to be ex-

pected that they will vary somewhat in the same points in at

least one of the localities.

Very small peculiarities in teeth, striae, pits, etc., usually not

mentioned in descriptions, are sometimes very characteristic

of a species and remain constant, when other qualities vary.

These little things sometimes give good indications of relation-

It must not be forgotten that not the animals, but only the

shells can be compared, and what may be considered a slight

difference in the shell may represent a considerable difference

in the animals ; or the reverse may be the case. What I deem

as too slight a difference to make varietal or specific distinc-

tions, maybe thought by other authors of sufficient import-

ance to render these distinctions necessary ; or, on the contrary.

others may find my distinctions exaggerated. Moreover I may
have made, notwithstanding all care, in one case or another

entirely wrong relationships. All these considerations may
influence every single detail represented in the following table,

but in general the relationships here claimed between the three

faunas are beyond doubt. From a review of the geological and

ntological evidences I cannot explain these relations oilier

i the Vicksburg and Jackson species,
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he identified very few of them with Claiborne fossils, but
founded new species on very small differences. He had often
to say " related to . . . from Claiborne." Afterwards he
was of the opinion, that the three beds had no species at all in

common and gave new names to those which he formerly con-
sidered identical. It would be very difficult to defend this hy-

pothesis even if no other species occurred in Jackson than those

which he described, but with a better knowledge of the rich

The synonyms in parentheses
in the table are the names used by Conrad. The table will

self in general and in the following pages only such

ids are made as are necessary. The references to the

literature of most of the species can be found in the American
Journal of Conchology, 1865, pp. 1-35. The numbers refer to

those in the table.

3. From Jackson I have two specimens, which are distinguished

from Discqflustrellaria Bouei Lea sp. in being fiat and having
longer cells. I call them Discoflastrellaria Jacksonensis. They
may he a variety or dilferent species, but are to be related to the
Claiborne form.*

7. Pecten Lyetti Lea occurs also in Jackson. I would here

i characteristic mark that Lea does not raen-

,—tour or thr< Large wing

Pecten Deshaysi, Lea is very similar to Pert,,, „„{„,•>{.

this latter form I relate that species in Vicksburg wl

rad omits from his lists, though it is the most abum

ton from St. Stephens, to ascertain whether thi

not. At first sight one may be surprised, thui ±

two -pecies, one of which is moderately inflated, while in the

Vicksburg species one valve is very ventrieose and the other

nearly that. But in this regard P. Pmihoni varies <

One may pick out valves which are entirely flat, and others

which have a relatively large inflation, and the agreement in the

ornamentation was of decisive value forme.

Pecten Lyelli and Pecten Deshaysi are probably only two
different vah es of one species.

14. In Jacks,ei occurs a -pt <-'n », [.;,,, <>rs's ,•>,/;, /f„s, n. sp.,

What larg : nbs. The latter difference is

'

"^
.';.. : .- ..

' . . i

'

- - •'
, -

which shows the -ame rib.. Though they are less distinct tlu-y

are formed in the same manner as in the Jackson form by nodules

16. The tw^o Claiborne species. L>-:>h> i>lh>at<i Lea sp. and L*:<1«

* The danger of misrepn ttemptmg to remove his Ger
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tnedlo Lea sp. have tin i> ['lowing ditr'eienees. L. ptlrata is com-
pvessed, very inaequilateral; the concentric ribs continue over its

anterior portion and on this portion there is a radiating furrow.

L. media is more inflated, the beaks are medial, the concentric

ribs look as it' erase. 1 on the anterior portion and there is no fur-

row. In Jackson a species is not rare which may bo called L><7<<

> a specimen of it from Claiborne. This

xilateral form of L. plicata ; the position of

not quite constant and is sometimes a little

more medial. It is inflated like />. rru diet, but some specimens are

more compressed. The folds on the surface continue generally

over the anterior portion, but become less distinct there and some-

times even vanish. A slight furrowing of the anterior portion

may be noticed in most of the specimens, but not in all. In short,

Li.it'i hatter in Jackson stands between L. /dlra/a and L. medio ,'

it varies in certain features, and the same features constitute in a

developed form the differences between the two species in Clai-

borne. From these tacts the conclusion might be deduced, that

the two species are also derived from L. mater.
17 and 18. Astarte sidcata Lea occurs in Jackson with more

Claiborne ; this may justify a varietal name var. Jacksonensis. It

is vorv singular that the same differences exist between A#t</rte

Nicktini Lea and Astarte parilis C.?,* so that we find two simi-

larly looking species of one locality altered in the same manner

in the other place.

19. Astarti (Micromeris) parva Lea occurs also in \
ricksburg

in a form which is broader and less ribbed, var. L<

A specimen from Jackson is more similar to the Claiborne form.

22. In Jackson occurs \'< „,,;<•</,•,//,/ ,!;>>.,-.<;,], „t,it<i, n. sp., similar

to Vener. rotunda Lea, but with a larger beak, and the tooth of

the left valve horizontal, while in the Claiborne species it rises

obliquely. Though one of the Claiborne specimens has also a

large beak, the differences appear to me of such importance as to

require a new specific name. The relation to Vener. rotunda is

so obvious, that for instance in IlilgardV Geology of Missis-

sippi it is enumerated under this name. In the young
of the Claiborne species the tooth has nearly, or perhaps entirely,

the same form as in the .lack-on species.

23. Venericftnh'u parr,, Lea occurs in Jackson in a smaller

form With straighter lateral margins. These two qualities are

not constant in < 'laiborne. and the distinction is properly made by

a varietal name. var. Jarkxo/a/txls.

nch larger beak and less nodulous ribs. It

irdin ihjiatior. The same form is also

riety with straighter lateral margins, var. J

3 description of this species and from the poor figure I
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27.^ I have Lucina Mississippiensis C. only from Jackson and
this is the only exception to the rule, to compare only speci-
mens. But this Lucina is very characteristic and agrees exactlv
Avith the figure and description of the Yieksburg species.

30. A species of Lucina is common in Jackson, and not verv
rare in Virksbuvg, which is suhorhicular and ratlier Hat. Lateral
teeth are obsolete; beak medial, acute and turned anteriorlv

riety, var. ra!>>ixt<t, of a Yickshurg specie-, which I detenu
Tdlinn VtcktbirrychsLs C. A young Jackson specimen

the stouter Vicksburg specimens.

'

•
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39. A Corbula in Jackson differs from Corbula gibbosa Lea in

having less distinct concentric ribs and a much smaller beak.

The last difference is important enough to justify a new name
Corbula Willistoni* but otherwise the details are alike.

40. Corbula bicarinata C. 1'rom Jackson differs from C. Mxrch-
isoni Lea in having the concentric ribs somewhat more numerous
and the umbonial carina less distinct, but this variation is slight.

41. Corbula densata C. from Jackson has indeed, as Conrad
says, a shorter form and a more rounded base than C. Alahamb
ensis Lea, but there are quite a number of specimens of almost the

arance in Claiborne, which I tried in vain to separate

specifically from the elongated forms. So the stout specimen*
can be considered only a variety.

43. From Vicksburg and Claiborne I have a Dentalium, which
agrees with my specimens of Dent, microstria Heilpr.f from

Wood's Bluff. One of the Claiborne specimen- lias the posterior

aperture complete, showing an emargination and opposite to it a

fissure. Although Ileilprin in his description says "posterior

aperture entire, there being no fissure," 1 have little doubt that it

is the same species and that he described an incomplete aperture.

The species is too rare and occurs too fragmeutarily to enable me
to give a sure representation of its variation.

44. A small, smooth, even somewhat polished Dentalium, occur-

ring in Vicksburg and Jackson, is distinguished from all other

American species by being compressed, the section showing about

the form of an egg. It resembles remarkably that species from

the German Oligocene, which I described as JJ> atalbun eotapn.---

sum.I To indicate this relation it may be called Dentalbox *> l!i -

compressum.
45. In Claiborne occurs a Dentalium, which has not been de-

scribed, though fragments of it are not rare. The shell ie solid,

smooth without any ribs ; section circular. The posterior aper-

ture is formed very characteristically. The margin is notched

twice; the notches are opposite, deep and almost of th<

as the remaining two opposite prominences of the margin. From

, a little t e rises. This species may be called I)c»tj>!"""

Da} in honor of I. Lea, whose "Contributions to Geology" I

consider as the best part of the American Tertiary literature. In

guished from the Claiborne fonn. The posterior aperture how-
ever, although showing also the little tube, has only one of the

notches which moreover is less deep. It may he called /Untalyou

emargination, the species are to be' related to each other.
46. In Vicks
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aperture. Aperture and section are not circular "but ovate, the
>pecies, however, is not as much depressed as Cadulus <l- r r<.-t-

*><« Meyer* from Claiborne. The most characteristic is the poste-
rior aperture. By four notches or fissures this end is divided into

l<'»ur turrct-liko appendages, similar to what Lea describes in his

IhntnVtutu turritum. Of these four prominences only the oppo-
site ones are alike; two are small and simple, the other two
'"'ad mill slightly emarginate in the middle. The largest spe-
cies in Viek- the same form and almost the
same aperture, but in the emargination of the two large appen-
dages there seems to be a difference, and the specimens are

:
in Jackson. It may be considered either a variety

or a different species, and may be called Cadulus Vicksbitr'jcuah.

What Lea described as Dentalium turritum is apparently a
fragment of a large Cadulus with well preserved posterior aper-

ture, and not a fragment of a Dentalium with "accidental" aper-

ture, as Conrad once suggested. As Lea, who observed very ex-

actly, writes " aperture round" it is probably not identical with the
strongly compressed < W. ro,„/>r<*sux Meyer. I found of the lat-

ter species, unfortunately, no well preserved posterior termination,
ami not having ><-en Lea's type-specimen I cannot have a decided
opinion about the relation of the Jaekson to the Claiborne

47. From Claiborne I have two species of Teinostoma. Both
are small, the umbilical region is completely covered by a callus,

which has a tendency to spread over the whole shell. Where it

does not cover the shell, revolving lines are to be noticed. The
two species differ wry much, .-is one of them. T> hioMonui sulro-

tioichf, n. sp., has the last whorl with an almost imperceptible
aim-le, while the oilier. 'IVliioatomn a,,<iut<iris, n. sp., is extremely
carinated. In Jackson occurs Tein<>*toi,vi Y-yrrilV, \\. sp., which
differs from Tchu *uln>iun<lo in bavin- a more distinct an-!,, ami
showing no revolving lines. In a voting specimen from Vicks-
hurg I find no difference from the young Jackson form.

50. Solarium Iknrid Lea, 1'vmi Claiborne agrees with Solarium.
}>dl<txtri<(tum C. from Jackson, but in the latter -pecies there are

tinctly developed, while in the Claiborne form they are ouly'indi-

burg species, Solarium triliratum C.

This relation between the three forms is o»
tions of evolution, which can here he brought forth. The three

s "laria appear different enough to justify specific names. On
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the other hand the resemblance is too evident to be overlooked

The Jackson form may be said to stand exactly in the middlean.l

without tlii- connecting link the difference between the Vicks-

bnrg and the Claiborne species might appear too great to iudi-

51. Turritella carinata Lea varies to such an extent in Clai-

borne, that the specimens there disagree at least as much trotn

each other as they are different from the forms in Jackson and

Vicksburg. For this reason I prefer not to vise varietal nanus

for these two localities.

52. Turritella lineata Lea, from Claiborne, increases in width

much more rapidly than T. alveata C. from Jackson, where the

first whorls are Mat and only the older whorls become rounded.

But these species are perhaps to be related to each other.

56. The Clad-nie .peelc- X<ftl,<„ r i,-r,t Lea reaches in Jack-:,

a considerable size. The umbilicus seems to be a lh

and also the broad emargination ot the inner lip near lhe_ umbili-

cus seems to be slighter, but I will not propose a special vari-

etal name. A characteristic of Nat'wa r >irr,> is that the upper

part of the whorls is broadly canaliculate d. This opialit) is obso-

lete in a new species from Vicksburg, X<ith-a ,!,<'<r >, ,,$. As form

and umbilicus, however, are alike, and smaller markings agree.

for instance a callous prominence on the posterior part ol the

mouth, I relate them to each other.

59. Besides />,//„„/ ,„>;rn.l<itft. Lea sp., there is in Claiborne a

very rare species of Eulima, as highly polished and of about the

same form, which is characterized by an indistinct suture. 1
he

same species is le-s rare in Jackson and Vicksburg, at least I can-

not detect specific differences. Eullmo ,.,<;!!* <bibb, from Texas,

which I do not have, seems to have the same indistinct suture,

and is perhaps identical.

61. In Jackson occurs a species nearly allied to DisiortW
septemdentata Gabb from Texas. It differs in having the canal

somewhat reflected, being more callous on the inner lip, having

more prominent \aiic- and more distinct tran-\er-e rib-. It

may be called Dtxtortrhi Jf(rA's<me^is. This species is probably

to he related to DistortrJy c/v/aWo/n C. from Vicksburg.
65. In Jackson ;ui d Vicksburg occurs a species, Fh*>"< ' ;" :t

';

.'/'
/•''.*

11. sp., olostdv allied to l-„su,s„ht, ,n»s Heilpr. from U oo.l s

iJl'itf The onlv e'-s.MHial .Inference seems to be that the Jackson

form has the inner lip covered by callus on which there are nu-

merous little piominei.-e-. uhile thiseallus «loes not existing

* In hoi

irhlneUa humilwr, n. sp., difte

a being shorter and stouter at

ial. The two species agree othf

marks at the mouth are comm<

are three little prominent fold

nd careful naturalist, Oscar Boettger.
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>n the posterior part is a callous prominence; in a certain rather

. urioeDce.
In the younger specimens I'rom Jackson the canal is straiter

ban in the older ones.

69. In Jacks*. n occur* a species, Fd<jur T'lh/s, n. sp.. which lias

he form of F. Missixs*'/>/>;>>> sis ( . in. in Vickshurg. The coaw
•art of the sculpture is also similar, hut the surface is covered

my Vicksburg %ipecimens the folkva1;Tu c; m be seen : In the

youngest retieuln

then a small line middle of tin - large anil iinal-

If W
process repeated
of F films, and i

in the 1inch sirai ed surfac

mired this salt:n, pr..« ess can be tra ced
whorls of the Js the young F.
jilius repeats the old F. j/;,'.;,,,

72. A Margine lla in Jackson iallv urith •

as Ma Lea, but

•ally larger am md't".', .ur ,

<m the posterior -part of the moiith. It may be ca »v/r. J<«-k-

74. Mitra dunma 0, from Jackso a, is m< .re slei ider aml orna-

mented than M. pactilis C, ft

vary in both plac:es and M. damosa cannot beconsi.h red more

a~7jg
most difficult

|

:S:
aW a. Or

'

lioi

wl.ere the color n
different species iiii the fossil sta uMied
differences.

oi.e fr« .m Chi

mined as Oliva rp•,„•///,• Lea. the om Jack-

son, which is gene rally stouter, a .,.1 or, >>„ Mh>,;.,7r *C.,from

...
78. The genus Pleurotoma, of which mum rou^pe. i - «».«-ui i i

the three deposits, must have varied or migrated very much at.

this time, or both. Two secies look similar. l>h»r. L„,<Mi
Lea from Claiborne and a spoch s in Vieksbnrg (

['> ur. Mlssts.-iq,-
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piensis C. ?). But ray material is not complete enough to allow

a conclusion in regard to a relationship.

In Jackson occurs a species, Pleurotoma exscidpta, n. sp., which
differs from Pleur. tenella C, from Vicksburg, in having the orna-

mentation, especially the transverse striae, more distinctly worked
out and the canal shorter. The length of the canal of P. tenella,

however, varies a little and I consider the two species to be

related.

79. Conns tortilis C. and Con. alveatus C. are only slight va-

riations of Conus sanridens C.

80. In Vicksburg occurs a new species, Co?ius protracta. It

approaches in its form the genus Conorbis. The lower part is al-

most like that <>f '.'<"'"< */»/,/./, „.* ('., but it U ;i smaller -pecie-.

The spire is elevated, forming the third part of the shell, is with-

out revolving lines and has one or two smooth embryonic whorls

more than C. sauridens. In Jackson occurs a similar form but

with revolving lines on the spire, Comts J>irksonensiss n. sp.

Probably both species are to be related to each other.

81. A species in Jackson, Actceon annectens, n. sp., is similar

and related to Act. pimHutus Lea. but it is smaller, has a more
regularly rounded form than the Claiborne species generally ha-,

and the fine transverse strhe are less closely set. The largest

specimen moreover has an indistinct second fold above the larger

omplete rz » of CylichiFrom Claiborne I have
belongs to the subgenu

? occurs in Jackson. After a comparison with my speci-

rf Bulla radius Desh. I am inclined to identify the Ameri-

d French specie-. What Gabb describes as Volvu,

la from Texas must be nearly allied or identical,

table C. stands for Conrad, Mr. for Meyer.

Con-

the

1 Nodosaria obliqua L. sp.

- Maclun Lea s

oa nanus Lea sp
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™kSb»rc, uamm. <*.«,**

\

Pecten (Poulsoni Mortm ?)>
bomensis Lea.

Alveinus minutus C.

4. LamcllihntHcliHifa.

Pecten Lyelli Lea. > )

idellmiea var.

Pectunculus Broderipi Lea.

Limopsis radiatus Mr.
Xucula ovula Lea (var. ?)

'

Mr. '

\ .•n.M'i.Mi-diii parva Lea var.

Jacksonensis Mr.
!l:.iinr .!/,-. var.

Jacksonensis J/r.

Cr.i-ii'L-ll:. protexta C. var.

' V. tiexura C.)

:

Lucina sp.
"

Pecten Lyelli Zco. }

•

Avidia ( hiiljbrnensis Lea.

u sella Zm.
flatus ('. (Va-'.Vi

-
: '',

•'

IUUB Lea sp.

Xucula ovula Lea.

1 > [Leda plicata Lea sp.]

//-A',']'"'
"

Astarte sulcata Mr.

Astarte Nioklini Lea.

Astarte ( M icromeris) parva Lea

Venericardia rotu

Lucina papyracea Lta.

iiiia Lea.

Ivdi Lea.

Cytherea comis Lea,

Periploma Claibornensis Lea.

soni Lea,

Corbula Alabamiensia Lea.
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v_o. ™,. CL.UBOBNK.

:>•

IVnialimn altemaTnin L- ». I ), ntalim i altcmatum L,«.

Solarium ornatum Lea var.

i[Turritella alveata C]
Troehita trochiformis ie«. IVoc-hit , trochiformis Lea. (T.

Rostellaria Lamarcki Lea (R.

var. perspective C. (P. per-

-isappieusia 0.

Mitra oonquisita C. '.Mitra eonquisita (7. (M. Mel-

jonensJsJfr.

i i>. kavi L<i
i var. ?)

(Cylichna confr. radius Desk.

Dontalium alternatum Lea.

',

a turn Lea.

-.,l.,i,n.,i oraaium Lea.

Hipponyx pygma» Lea.

'•

:; Isi'llari-! Lamarcki Leo.

Pseudoliva pyruloides Lea sp.

aoides G.

pha) Parkinsom

Lm.
Marginella semen Lea.

Maru-ineHa iucurva Leo.

Mitra pactilis C.

Oliva gracilis Lea f

> Terebra divisura C.

>Conussauridens C.

jiyi Leo.

Cylichna confr. radius LW-
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Aet. LX.— On Meteoric Iron from Trinity County, California;

by Chaeles Upham She'pakd.

Foe my knowledge of the meteorite here described I am in-

debted to Col. Joseph Willcox, of Philadelphia, who incidentally
mentioned to me last autumn that he had seen some years ago
a metallic mass at Holmes' Hole, Mass., brought from California,

that he suspected to be of meteoric origin. It was in the posses-
sion of Captain C. W. Davis, who procured it ten years ago
at Canyon City, in Trinity County. Through the kindness of
Mr. A. R Crowell of Wood's Holl, a few grams were ob-
tained from Captain Davis for examination and analysis; the
result of which has been that the meteoric origin, at first regar-

ded as doubtful, has been established.

The first portions that were detached had the appearance of
pure limonite ; but were afterwards proven to contain min-
ute particles of nickeliferous iron, whereby small fragments
were readily attracted by the magnet. The thickness of the
crust affording this limonite must have been at least a tenth
of an inch

; whence it may be inferred, that the meteorite had
originated in a very ancient fall. The specific gravity of the*

limonite was between 3 -81 and 4*04. It was compact, but
yielded to pulverization, with exception of occasional very-

fine metal lit-
; •" by extreme pressure

under the pestle. The application of the magnet took up
more than half of this powder, which principally consisted

of the limonite. It was thus found to be impossible to separate

it from the metallic portion. An approximate separation of the

two substances, however, was effected by HC1 in the cold; and
though the combination of them was not uniform, the nickel-

iron was determined in one instance to be at least 10 percent.

Two small fragments of the nearly unaltered interior were

supplied for analysis. In these the coarsely grained crystalli-

zation was apparent, affording cleavable crystals of the octa-

hedral form, similar to what is found in the Putnam Iron,

that of Cocke County and others. The specific gravity of

these fragments was 71, which is less than the average of

meteoric irons, a circumstance to be expected from slight ad-

hesions of hydrated peroxide of iron. To the same reason also

is ascribable the considerable loss in the subjoined analysis:

rv.:

Cobalt -- 0-1,

2

Phosphorus 0-120 = 96-880

of material no search was made for tin, copper,

e. No sulphur was present in the portions exam-

he weight of the mass is nineteen pounds. Its shape is

vhat flattened, with numerous elongated depressions.

S. C, April 16, 1885.
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Art. LXL— The Potsdam Group East of the Blue Ridge

Balcony Falls, Virginia ;* by H. D. Campbell.

Balcony Falls is the name given to a succession of rapids

in the gorge through the Blue Ridge bv which the James River

finds its way from the valley to Piedmont, Virginia. There

is no other locality in Virginia where the Potsdam formation

is better exposed than at this point. All of its strata arc cut

through by the river. The accompanying map and section

are designed to throw a clearer light upon the topography and

geological structure of the region.

The Blue Ridsre has been here sculptured into seven ridges,

the middle one of which is the most clearly defined and alone

has a granite axis. This is the Blue Ridge proper. On the map

it is called Rocky Row on account of a very bold es

of sandstone upon its southeast face. The three ridges lying

northwest of it are each crested with sandstone, and have been

formed by the disintegration and washing away of the inter-

vening slates. As seen from the river they appear as peaks

with depressions between them. The ridges lying southeast of

Rocky Row run rather obliquely across the beds of sand-

stone, and the intervening ravines have been formed by the

erosive power of streams several miles in length, such as Matts

Creek and Snow Creek.
Geology.—The section is meant to be somewhat general, and

hence the local displacements are left out. which makes the

strata appear thicker than they are in reality. It represents

an immense broken arch, or anticline, of Potsdam sandstones

and slates, followed to the southeast by a trough or syncline of

the same.
For about a mile after entering the gorge through the moun-

tains the James River runs almost at right angles to the strike

of the strata. Here and there it has washed away the softer

slates and caused local displacements of the sandstones on e^T

lide, its waters having for a long time been dammed back by

the lowest heavy bed of Potsdam sandstone, which
- hard

and durable. Where the river crosses this ledge are the rapids

known as Big Balcony Falls. Before the canal was built

(along the bank of which the Richmond and Allegl

road now runs), the ledge of sandstone projected COi

beyond the margin of the river, and was known as " Balcony

Rock," hence the name of the' falls. For about a mile after

passing Balcony Rock the river runs obliquely across the

strike. By its erosive power, aided by a fissure, and probably

by ice also, it has worn its channel deep into the underlying

* A short paper upon this subject appeared in this Journal, Sept.,1884.
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Archaean rooks, consisting of granulite, syenite and rocks of i

gneissoid character. The river then leaves the mountain!
about at m

"

The sandstones and slates from these Archaean rocks to the

western limit of the gap have been classed as Potsdam or

Lower Cambrian. Starting from the Archaean axis of the
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Blue Ridge and proceeding northwestward up the river we
cross the following series of beds:

No. 1 is a bed of conglomerate composed of sand, rounded

quartz pebbles, fragments of feldspar and epidote and other

; laterial more or less water-worn. This bed is immediately

followed by several beds of slates and conglomerate sandstones

which have evidently been much altered by heat from the sub-

jacent igneous rocks. The aggregate thickness of these beds

is above 120 feet.

No. 2 is a heavy mass of sandstone about 360 feet thick.

It consists of two' varieties. The lower bed is a hard gray

i is the material of the Balcony Rock. The upper

bed is of a grayish and purplish color and finely con-

No. 3 consists of dark colored slates with interstratified beds

of specular iron ore of low grade, having pebbles of quartz

fced through them. The thickness of these slates is

about 500 feet.

No. 4 is a hard bluish sandstone 150 feet thick, which has

been locally displaced near the river, forming several waves
that are conspicuous from the railroad. This feature is not

represented on the section.

No. 5 is a heavy bed of bluish and greenish slates about

700 feet in thickness. They have been considerably warped

and contorted.

No. 6 consists mostly of a brownish gray sandstone with

very regularly jointed structure—90 feet thick.

No. 7 is made up of numerous thin beds of slate which pro-

duce a variety of shades of color from nearly white and yellow

to dark brown. The coloring is produced by iron ore which

encrusts many of the thin beds. The thickness of these slates

is 120 feet.

No. 8 is the sandstone that constitutes the type of this for-

mation. It consists here of two hard beds of 'gray sandstone

with a more brittle bed intervening. The two hard beds cam-

numerous markings at right angles to the stratification, sup-

posed to be borings of a worm ca '

-,
These

three beds, together with some more brittle sandstones under-

lying them, measure 350 feet. We have now arrived at the

entrance of the gap. If we go awav from the banks of the

rivers some distance we shall find about 600 feet more of sand-

stone and friable slate before we get to the limit of the Pots-

dam formation.

Passing now to the eastern slope of the Blue Ridge we find

similar beds of sandstoi,.- und sl'atf which have 1

classed as Archaean by Professors Wm. B. Rogers, J. L. Camp-
bell and others, and have been spoken of as lying unconform-

ably beneath the Potsdam sandstones and slates of the western
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slope. In Maefarlane's Railway Guide (1879, p. 182) we find
the following note by Professor Rogers: " About twenty miles
northwest of this point (Lynchburg) by canal or road, we enter
the gorge by which the James River traverses the Blue Ridge,
where are exposed fine sections of Archsean rocks, A and B,
and of the Cambrian, Primal 2a, resting un conformably on
the western slope of the former, and occupying the flanking
ridges which adjoin the valley."

It is with diffidence that I offer my views as opposed to
these, making (as seen in the section) an a

of unconformability
; and yet I feel confident that the highly

metamorphosed condition of all the rocks east of the Archaean
axis, and the hurried review of this locality, Jed these geolo-
gists to place these sandstones and slates as Archaean, and that
if the facts which I shall present had been known our views
would coincide.

The evidences in support of the section I have drawn are as

follows. Rocky Row on the north side of the river is capped

river, is capped with a sandstone of similar appearance, though
not so thick, dipping about 40° S.E. Each of these beds of

sandstone is underlaid by a brownish decomposing slate, and i

bed of coarse conglomerate which lies upon the Archaean
rocks. To the N.E. of the river about four miles and again
to the S.W. about one mile these strata seem to connect and
make a complete anticline. But this might seem to be the
case where there is unconformability and hence we need stronger

proof.

In all of the heavy beds of sandstone in the Potsdam group
of the Blue Ridge above the lowest, Scolithus borings are

found, varying in abundance in different localities, and being
always more numerous in the higher beds. These markings
have determined the age of the rocks along the western slope,

together with their stratigraphical position. They occur here

only in the upper beds, No. 8 ; but at White's Gap some miles

N.E., they occur in abundance in the next lower bed of

sandstone. Going now east of the axis of the Blue Ridge and

g the sandstones along the ridge between Matt's

Creek and Snow Creek we rind unmistakable Scolithus borings.

These sandstones are conformable with that on Grassy Island

Ridge. Proceeding up Matt's Creek we cross two of these

beds, each carrying Scolithus borings. Between them lie

heavy beds of slate, and in the first of these is found a bed of

hematite ore similar to that mentioned above as occurring on

the western side of the Blue Ridge and locally known as

" block ore " on account of breaking readily into cubical and

Am. Jour. Sci.—Third Series, Yol. XXIX, No. 174.—June. 1885.
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rectangular masses. This variety of ore in Virginia seems to

be characteristic of the Potsdam formation. Cresting the

ridge on the left, in ascending Matt's Creek near its source is

found a white sandstone of firm texture containing Scolithus

borings. It has a dip of 45° S.E. which carries it across the

head of Snow Creek to the crest of Piny Eidge which is not so-

elevated.

If we cross James Biver and follow the eastern face of the

Blue Ridge toward the N.K. for several miles we find sand-

stones carrying Scolithus markings and beds of slate alternat-

ing with them, all dipping S.E. They correspond very closely

in character and position with those described to the south of

the river. Three miles N.E. of Eope Ferry a bed of these

slates is quarried by the Virginia Slate Mining Co. for roofing

purposes. They are somewhat different lithologically from

the corresponding slates along the western slope of the Blue

Eidge, being much more highly metamorphosed and bence

having a more perfect cleavage.

The foregoing observations led to the conclusion that the

stratified rocks upon the western and eastern slopes of the

Blue Eidge belong to the same geological formation, and that

the latter ought to be classed as Potsdam or Lower Cambrian

instead of Archaean. This would make of the Blue Eidge an

immense broken arch at Balcony Falls.

This broken arch or anticline is immediately succeeded by

an unbroken syncline about two miles in width, near the axis

of which is Eope Ferry Bridge. How far on either side of the

river this syncline may extend we have not yet fully deter-

mined. The upper beds of sandstones and slates do not make
their appearance for some distance on either side of the river,

having probably been somewhat broken in their upheaval, and

washed away before the river became confined to its present

narrow channel.

It seems more than probable that ice was one of the great

agents in determining the features of this region.

To the east of the syncline mentioned above we find Archaean

rocks again represented by granite and gneiss. This corre-

sponds to the axis of Cold Mt., which is a ridge lying several

miles S.E. of the axis of the Blue Ridge
A few miles N.E. of this locality Cold Mt. is very high and

From what has been written above, the general conclusion

may be drawn that the belt of sandstones and slates lying

east of the Blue Eidge at Balconv Falls belongs to the Lower

Cambrian or Potsdam group of rocks, and that the Primordial

beach of the Palaeozoic Sea was farther east at this locality

than was formerly supposed.
"Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Va.
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Aet. LXIL

—

Geology of the Sea
'

aches to New
York Bay ; by A. Lindenkohl, 17. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey. With a plate (Plate IV, unnumbered).

[Read at the mee

During the survey of the sea-approaches to New York i

the years 1842 and 1844, specimens of sea-bottom were co
lected while soundings were
examined under the direction <

L. F. Pourtales of the Coast Survey Office and by Professor J.
' W. Bailey of West Point, N. Y., and the results of analyse*
were published as Appendix No. XI with the Coast Surrey
Report for the year 1869. The investigations by these natu-

ralists attracted attention and ended in opening the way to a
field of scientific inquiry which, at this time, is cultivated by
men eminent in such researches in all the leading nations.

Neither. of the naturalists here named is now living.

Within the last five years, minute hydrographic surveys
have been made of the same locality. Some collateral informa-

tion also has been furnished by the Geological Survey of New
Jersey under the direction of Professor George H. Cook. We
are thus enabled to invest dedn I precision,

and to extend inquiry beyond the limits to which Assistant

Pourtales restricted himself.

The sea-bottom off the entrance to New York lower bay is

characterized by features peculiar to that region. These in-

clude :

1. A well defined submarine valley.

2. An area of clay bottom extending about one hundred

miles seaward.

3. A deep ravine at the edge of the continental slope.

The features here specified will be separately described.

Submarine Valley.—The early survey of the sea-approaches

to New York developed the existence of a series of " deep

mud holes" lying in a straight line off the entrance. These

it was supposed might serve as guides to mariners, but no

special significance was attached to the "mud holes ' until

Professor Dana, from a study of the Coast Survey soundings,

showed that they lay in the" course of a v;

_ i :„ „ „„r., n(\ f higher

el. When
the Coast Survey Office

these mud holes were at once recognized as indications of such

a channel, and it was surmised that they actually form a con-

tinuous channel instead of being separated. The last survey
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has developed the existence of this channel; and thus the

question is opened—whether this channel was produced by a

break in the strata as was the upper channel of the Hudson, or

by the current of a river seeking an outlet to the ocean. The

following facts bear upon the question.

The first indications of the channel are found ten nautical

miles east by south off Sandy Hook at a depth of 19 fathoms.

After following a southerly course for about ten miles, the chan-

nel takes an easterly turn in the next five miles ;
from the dis-

tance of fifteen miles (twenty miles in a direct line from the

Hook) it maintains a straight course (60° S. E.) to its bar,

which is eighty miles from the Hook.
From the head of the channel to the bend, the top of the banks

remains at about an even level of 18 fathoms depth, while the

channel increases in depth from 19 fathoms to 36 fathoms. The

average slope of the banks is one degree, and the width of the

enclosed channel from three quarters of a mile to a full mile:

in the bend this slope is increased to three degrees, and the width

contracted to one eighth of one mile.

The banks maintain the same height on both sides, and are. as

also is the bottom, composed of a sandy clay overlaid by a

crust of sand and gravel which spreads continuously over the

adjacent flats. This clay is very uniformly described by the

surveyors as " blue clay" in the upper channel and "green mod
in the lower channel. The bar (at seventy-five nautical miles

from the Hook) is composed of fine sand. At the distance of

eighty-five miles the channel reappears as a deep ravine and it

will be described separately. The cross sections of the chan-

nel, at intervals of ten miles starting from Sandy Hook, taken

from the recent survey, are here given :

From this exhibit we may infer that the channel has been

produced by erosion r i 1 its prese I shape is due to the action

of flowing water. The mud brought up by the lead has not

been deposited upon the sea bottom by precipitation, but is the

actual soil which is a stratum of clay which must have a thick-

ness of over ninety feet.

This sandy clay is believed to be identical with the Tertiary
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" sandy clay strata " of the New Jersey geological survey which
underlies nearly the whole of the peninsula of lower New

The disappearance of the submerged valley at a less depth
than 19 fathoms must be attributed to the obstructive action of
Sandy Hook bar. By taking this depth as the greatest ever
reached by the channel over the bar near Sandy Hook, we can
form an estimate of the geological age of this bar.

Professor Cook, in a statement made before the Eiparian Com-
mission of New Jersey, November 17, 1883, estimates the pres-

ent rare of subsidence of the coast of New Jersey at about two
feet in a hundred years. At this rate, the decrease of depth
from 19 fathoms to 4 fathoms which is about the present mean
depth of the New York bar, would cover a period of four thou-
sand five hundred years.

The transfer, per saltum, of a bar at the depth of 41 fathoms
and at a distance of 75 miles from the Hook to one of 19 fathoms
depth and in the immediate vicinity, however, cannot well be
explained upon the theory of such a gradual and moderate sub-

sidence as is believed to be going on at the present time.

The State Geologist, Professor Cook, assuming a mean dip
of twenty-five feet to the mile for the marl beds, has indicated

lines of strike upon his geological map, showing the depth
below sea level of the red sand bed (a subordinate stratum of

the Cretaceous marl formation) and the lines A and B on the

map (see Plate) are such lines for the depths respectively of 250
feet and 1040 feet. These lines produced to the submerged
channel strike the top of the clay bank at points the respective

depths of which are 108 and 162 feet below the ocean level.

This great difference in dip (790 feet against 51 feet) may be

accounted for by supposing that the top of the clay bank does

not coincide with the line of stratification (its slope being about

two feet to the mile), or there may be a flattening out of dip

jea And, again, the sandy clay bed may not rest

conformably on the formations which crop out on the dry land.

In the geological surveys of Pennsylvania an i .Vow Jersey,

the terminal moraine was accurately traced through these two

i
shows its course from the valley of the

Alleghany in western New York, eastward and southward to

, Bay The line as there shown was taken from a

map by Professor Lewis in this Journal, 18S4: and from the

geological map of New Jersey, 1882. It will be seen at a

glance that this line and the submerged valley of the Hudson

form a continuous line, and this coincide!.

vallev stands as a mark of the limit of the glacial drift and

as one of the "-real waste-weirs of the melting glacier to

use an expression which Professor Lewis applies to the Lehigh
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Long Island from

as a well developed glacial moraine, and Professor Cook has

established its lateral connection with the New Jersey moraine

by way of the southern part of Staten Island. Now if the

contemporaneous existence of these two moraines could be

proved, it would follow that the south end of Staten Island

was the most advanced point of the glacier. Professor Chant-

berlin has verv recently (in a contribution to the Annual

Eeport of the \J. S. Geol. Survey, 1882-83) made the relative

ages of these two glaciers the subject of a careful study. For

our present purpose it will suffice to state that the Long Island

moraine, by reason of its great boldness, which implies a

period of powerful glacial action, bears a greater resemblance

to the more northerly moraines of the interior than to the

terminal moraine which stands as the extreme advance of a

gradually receding glacial drift. This circumstance alone

warrants the assumption that the terminal moraine must be

looked for to the southward of Long Island.

Clay Bottom.—Assistant Pourtales drew attention to a large

area of muddy bottom off the eastern end of Long Island, and

remarked also upon the scarcity of remains of animal life in

the specimens of bottom from this region. That muddy bot-

tom zone is interposed between the wide sand belt wbich ^< ,;T "

the coast and the deep sea ooze which is of calcareous nature

and which covers all the deeper bottoms of the ocean. By
careful study of the soundings, including those recorded by the

U. S. Fish Commission, we are enabled to trace the outline of

this formation. It is triangular; the base D E (see plate)

coincides nearly with the line of 1000 fathoms and reaches

from the latitude of Cape Charles to the longitude of Cape

Sable. The apex (F) lies about ten miles southeast of Block

Island, but a narrow strip of muddy bottom can be ta

farther north, nearly to the western end of Martha's Vineyard.

Assistant Pourtales savs (C. S. Report for 1869, Appendix
XI), "The mud or ooze had its origin probably in the

formation, of which we see only the remnants in the cliffs ul

Ctuv Head, and in a few localities of small extent on the coast

of Massachusetts, as al v here." ... " A sim-

ilar sea bottom is found in the so-called mud holes off the

entrance to New York. They are depressions below the gen-

eral depth of the surrounding bottom, filled with mud.
These expressions do not render it clear to me whether he con-

sidered this mud to be sediment or true soil ; but judging by

the uniformity and the magnitude of its range, since the greater

part if not the whole of the mud in question is either clay or

corroded clay, we recognize in it the traces of a great geo-
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logical formation having a vertical range of nearly six thou-
sand feet. The sea-bottom within this area may contain the
outcroppings of strata of various composition and of different
ages, but these strata must be assumed to be always more or
less argillaceous. The shoaler soundings generally show a
strong admixture of sand while the deeper ones appear as purer
clays. At about the depth of 1000 fathoms the clay gives
way to the globigerina ooze; but in some instances e!av baa
been found by the Fish Commission at depihs over 1500
fathoms. In view of the fact that in coast regions the distri-

bution of "sand'' and "mud " bottoms is very often the result
of ocean currents, it appears proper to define the extent to
which such currents may have affected the limits of our " clay

We may freely admit that, in moderate depths, currents may
disturb and shift the material of the bottom and may also

change its mineral composition by the introduction of sediment
washed out to sea, but such changes cannot take place at great

depths nor at great distances from the coast and could have
affected but a very limited part of the clay bottoms. The
only agency which could change the geological structure of
the sea bottom at the depth of the main part of the clay region,

we take to be precipitation of very fine material held in sus-

pension by the sea water; but the effect of such precipitation

would be to obliterate existing geological distinctions rather

than to render them more apparent.

A line drawn from Trenton to Jersey City separates the

clay region from the red sandstone region. This line is

about one hundred and fifty miles from the curve of one thou-

sand fathoms. Hence, if we assume these two lines to be on

one plane of stratification, the dip of the strata would be forty

feet to the mile. It appears quite plausible to assume that the

dip of pliable strata which is found to be decreasing in the

coast region should show an accelerated increase when it ap-

proaches the continental slope.

It has been suggested by Professor Dana and is so stated in

Dana's " Manual of Geology," 2d edition, p. 537, that the lower

limit of the New England part of the terminal moraine proba-

bly coincided with the outline of the deep water slope, about

80 miles south of Long Island and outside of St. George's Shoal.

Now, the clay bottom region being bare of drift, we

assume that the lines FD and 1
treme limit

[rift on this part of the continent The I

of the cover of diluvial drift in the vicinity of the submerged

vallev appears to be at the utmost about sixty feet.

The Hudson River Fiord.—The deep ravine mentioned above

aa one of the remarkable features of the sea-approaches to
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New York lies in a nearly straight continuation of the subma-

rine channel and reaches from the outer end of the bar already

mentioned, or about eighty-five miles to seaward from Snndy

Hook, to the edge of the continental slope at a distance of about

one hundred and five miles from the Hook. This ravine is

about twenty-five nautical miles long and three miles wide.

It commences with a depth of about sixty fathoms below the

ocean's surface which increases to two hundred fathoms within

the first mile; the greatest depth, four hundred and seventy-

four fathoms, is close to its outlet. This outlet to the ocean

is in the shape of a bar with a depth of about two hundred

fathoms. For half its length, from its middle to the bar, this

ravine maintains a vertical depth of more than two thousand

feet, measuring from the top of its banks ; these banks have a

nearly uniform slope of about 14°. It remains to be stated

that the bottom and the sides of the ravine are composed of a

green sandy mud, and that the adjacent flats, unlike those of

the submerged channel, show the same material.

The absence of signs of violent action in the region of this

depression precludes the supposition that it is a fissure; on the

contrary its position at the lower limit of the glacier, its shape,

and its direction, render probable the supposition that it be-

longs to the class of fiords so common to higher latitudes. II

we so conclude, the question cannot be avoided—why is the

abmerged cha
May, at Atlan

.., ___i border carried down to depths
dred feet or more, do not show any harder strata than ay-

Hence there is no reason to assume that this bar was induced

by a rocky obstruction. It appears more plausible to suppose

that the fiord belongs to an earlier time when the river made

its channel to the sea through ice obstructions, and that the

submerged channel farther up is of a later period, when the

passage to the ocean was free and the regime of the river was

well established.

Art. LXIIL— Additional Notes on the Kettle-Holes of the

Wood's Boll Region, Massachusetts; by B. F. KOONS.

During the summer of 1884, in connection with my work

for the United States Fish Commission at Wood's Holl,

1

extended my observations, as far as opportunity offered, on the

kettle-holes in the Vineyard Sound region, partly to revisit

localities studied the year before (and complete work then lett

unfinished), and in part to give wider range to recorded facts.
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Soon after my former article appeared in the Journal of

Science, April,' 1884, numerous inquiries were made by various
geologists of the United States, showing a much wider interest

in the subject than had been anticipated, and some of these

questions bore upon points not particularly studied, while
others asked for further explanation of facts there recorded.
A part of these questions have been answered by letter, and in

the following notes I shall aim to reply to the remainder either

directly or indirectly. The previous article gave my observa-
tions made upon the east end of Naushon, the point of the
main land, and the intervening- islands, about twelve miles in

extent, and sixty -four kettle-holes were located and described;
and in the later observations a territory extending from Robin-
son's Holl on the west to a point several miles north of

Falmouth village, over twenty miles in all, was visited, and I

here give the measurements for forty-two additional.

On the Island of Naushon.

On tin mainland east of Wood's Moll.
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On the mainland east of Wood's Holl—continued.

However, these represent certainly less than one-tenth, pos-

sibly less than one-fifteenth of all that are to be found within

the region examined. Upon further examination I find that

while there are large numbers upon the south slope of the

moraine, and some too of very large dimensions, yet by far

the greatest number and the largest are upon the side from

which the glacier came, and this is what we should expect if

the kettle-holes mark the localities where fragments of ice were

broken off from the face of the glacier and buried, wholly or

in part, by the earth and stones borne down by the ice-sheet.

Also the direction of the longer axis is just what we should

most naturally expect in kettle-holes made by such t<

Certainly they are not uniformly parallel to the face of the gla-

cier, nor would we expect them to be so
;
yet an es

of the map and tables accompanying this and the :

cle will show that their general direction approximates to this.

One inquirer asks, "Are the basins on the crest of 'the mo-

raine more frequently transverse to, and those on the inner

slope more apt to be parallel with, the moraine or following the

configuration of the country toward outlets or gaps through

the moraine?"
Upon a careful examination of the facts, both in the field

and those of formerly recorded measurements, I fail to discover

any such law. The question was asked in the light of the pos-

sibility of the kettle-holes being made by streams of water

pouring from the face of the glacier and eroding along the

lines of freest discharge, somewhat after the manner •

of the present, gouging out deep holes along their beds which

are connected by verv shallow rills at low water: or, as often

occurs in western streams in dry seasons, leaving deep holes as

small ponds or pools with no "water flowing from one to the

other. No such arrangement can be made out among the

kettle-holes of this region for they are distributed -

in groups without any connection or arrangement indicating

that they were made by torrents of flowing waters. At one

point on the south side of Naushon, in an open space near

Tarpaulin Cove, there are twelve or fifteen of medium size, very

closely packed together, and so completely without arrangement
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that they seem to have no re-

lation whatever one to another;
and many other localities are

quite as remarkable for the

great number and size of their

kettle-holes. Often when two
of these depressions are near
each other the highest border
of each is between them and
their outlets in opposite direc-

tions. And again it is often

found that the slope of the

outlet is even as high as 30°,

which would preclude the idea

of flowing waters making them;
for it would be very difficult

to secure such a flow of waters

lid ; vny
on so gigantic a scale as some
of these kettle-holes and carry

the material up an inclined

plane several rods in length

'Of 3n-\

bly 40°, for some of them
were of the steeper angle when
made. And further, if they
bad been scooped out by
water, and the mud and fine

material carried away they

;ve been left at least

partly filled with bowlders,

but the bottoms and largely

the sides are quite free from
them. Those found at the

bottom of the depressions

have probably been exposed !>y

erosion and then rolled down
from some of the surrounding

ngof
-id-

pits during the ages since the

Glacial period would be suffi-

cient to expose the bowlders

Nor does an examination of

the general arrangement of the

outlets to the kettle-holes (by

the outlet I mean the lowest
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that flowing water made them, for often if they were made in

this way the water must have found its way directly back into

the face of the glacier if the lowest point is any indication as

to the direction of the flow.

We find kettle-holes also below sea-level. There is one in

Great Harbor, at Wood's Holl, nineteen fathoms deep with shal-

low water all around ; and it is said that it has been gradually

filling within the memory of men. One in Yineyard Sound is

forty fathoms deep with the water only ten on its borders.

Professor Verrill also informs me of another off Cape Ann ninety

fathoms deep while the water about is from thirty to forty.
^

Upon conversing with the various naturalists of our United

States Fish Commission corps who are familiar with the geo-

logical features about Vineyard Sound, and more especially

Professors Baird and Yon-ill, they express themselves very

decidedly of the opinion that flowing water could not be the

agency that made them. "The structure, arrangement, and

all their features utterly preclude the idea." Also Professor

Linton, who has accompanied me each year in a part of my
studies, is of the same opinion.

There is one place between Wood's Holl and Falmouth,

however, where it is very evident that a stream did flow to the

south from among the hills, and the bed and sides of this are

very different from the ordinary slopes and bottom of the

kettle-holes. The former are almost paved with bowlders just as

we should expect to find them in the bed of a stream flowing

through such material as the glacial drift, while, as stated

above, the kettle- holes are quite free from them.
There are also evidences two miles west of Tarpaulin Cove,

on the south side of Naushon, that a glacial stream, of no mean

proportion, swept from among the hills in the center of the

island into Yineyard Sound. The exact windings of the

stream are easily traced, and just to the west of its mouth strat-

ified deposits are found cropping out in the bluff seventy-five

feet above mean tide; but this river channel, unlike the one

found on the mainland east of Wood's Holl, has few bowlders

in it because of the fineness of the material composing the

west end of the island, and the notable absence usually of

large rock fragments especially at this point.

Stratified deposits composed of clay and sand more or less

fine are found in various other localities. Beyond Quisset

Harbor nearly to the extreme northeast point visited, a finely

laminated clay bed several feet in thickness and covering con-

siderable area is found with no coarse material over it but

large bowlders near by. At several points on the road

between Wood's Holl and Falmouth thin beds of stratified

material are found, one of which dips at an angle of about
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thirty degrees ; but most likely this is due to local displace-
ment, perhaps a sliding of a bank rather than a general
disturbance of the surface of the region. These stratified

deposits are found in a great many localities, both upon the
mainland and the islands, and often upon the highest points
of the region; the most extensive of all (described in my
former article) are upon the ver
hundred feet above the sea. \

coarse unmodified drift, at ott

upon a study of the localities and the character of the deposits
it seems that they were made by the flowing waters of the
streams as they ran from the face of the glacier and found their

way over the terminal moraine into the sea beyond.
Doubtless the borders of the kettle-holes were much higher

at the close of the Glacial period, and the depressions them-
selves much deeper ; and perhaps we can safely add one-third or

one-half to the measurements; and, as mentioned elsewhere,
the angle of the slope has been much reduced; however, no
excavation or railroad cut has yet afforded an opportunity for

the examination of the formations at the bottom of these

depressions.

It will be noticed that just east of Quisset Harbor the gen-
eral direction of the long axes changes, and instead of having
the same trend with those on the Elizabeth Islands and the

point of the peninsula fnear the village of Wood's Hoi], it

swings around toward the north to about N. 25° or 30° E.

;

and just here Mr. Warren Upham made an angle in the ter-

Clarence King, Mr. Upham and others make the Elizabeth

Islands and the line of hills about Wood's Holl, Falmouth,
Quisset, etc., a portion of an inner moraine, and Martha's

Vineyard, Nantucket, etc., marking the outer. I have not

been able to devote any time to the study of the outer moraine

upon the islands except to note a few features of No Man's

Land. It has been asserted, but certainly by those who have

not examined the island carefully, that the south shore is in

large part made up of ledges, but a visit failed to discover

them. However clear evidences of large beds of stratified

material, doubtless of the so-called Tertiary, similar to some of

those at Gay Head at the west end of Martha's Vineyard,

extend along the south shore in a cliff' seventy-five i

with a layer about five feet thick of very coarse in

lpon the top. These stratified beds have a strike of

N. 50° W., dip 25° N.E. Then-
cropping out along the east side of the island, and the

nents of the sea upon that part of the shore show the
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edge of a considerable deposit of peat in a depression some
forty feet above the sea. We were informed by one well

acquainted with the island that a pole thrust down into it

shows the bed to be twenty feet thick.

Remote from the sea, upon Naushon and the other islands,

there are found large numbers of shells of both larnellibranch

and gasteropod mollusks, often unbroken, and even the valves

of the lamellibranchs not separated, the carapaces and at times

whole crabs, shells of barnacles, etc., which are carried there

by the birds, more particularly by the crow, as it is found that

they depend largely upon these animals for their food. Doubt-

less these animal remains are buried and preserved by the

Is, and this fact possibly should modify the views

of those who would draw very sharp lines, upon the ground of

one, between marine sedimentary and other deposits.

Also ripple-marks made by the winds, and as perfect as are

ever formed by the waters, were found covering considerable

areas in the sands high above the sea.

Art. LXIV.— Cau

Arhieh is essentially different from a true cleavage.

This may be due to interrupted growth of the crystal, to regu-

lar! v arranged inclusions or to other causes not always easy to

explain. Professor Gr. vom Bath of Bonn has recently demon-

strated that the very perfect parting, which exists in some

varieties of pyroxene parallel to the basal pinacoid, is produced

by the interposition of exceedingly thin twinning lamellae.*

The.se are so very narrow (&-i
mm

) that they were for a long

time entirely overlooked. This structure is especially charac-

teristic of the salite occurring so abundantly in northern New
York and Canada, and seems always to be due to the same

twinning lamellae which vom Rath first observed in crystals

of diopside from Achmatowsk in the Urals.
In hornblende such a parting parallel to the basal plane is

very exceptional, although it is has been observed by the writer

in certain dark brown crystals from South Pierrepont, St. Law-
rence Co., N. Y. It is here also due to the presence of twin-

ning lamellse as in the case of salite. The same parting pro-

duced by twinning lamellae inserted parallel to the faces of the

* Zeitschrift fur Krystallographie, t, p. 495. 1881.
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fundamental rhombohedron is well known in corundum and
hematite crystals from many localities.

During his recent visit to this country, Professor vom Rath
suggested to the writer that the apparently perfect cleavage so
often observed in the American sphene might be due to pre-
cisely the same cause, and such indeed upon investigation
turns out to be the fact.

The cleavage of sphene is variously given by different

authors, and seems not to be at all constant in specimens from
different localities. As early as 1840, Professor C. U. Shepard
figured and described crystals from Natural Bridge, Lewis Co.,

N. Y., and from Grenville in Canada, upon which two appar-
ently perfect cleavages were observed meeting at an angle of
123° 30', or as afterward more accurately determined by
Brooke, 125° 30'. The somewhat abnormal habit of these

crystals together with this cleavage seemed to Professor Shep-
ard a sufficient ground for designating them as a new species,

which he did under the name of lederite.* In speaking of the
" Gelbmenakerz " of Werner, a massive variety of sphene from
Arendal in Norway, Professor Quenstedt says: "Ihr Aussehen
erinnert an Spatheisenstein, allein wir haben nur zwei

Briiche, die sich etwa unter 125° schneidcii, aber mehr
Absonderungen gleichen."f The same cleavage angle (1254/

3

)

is also given by Blomstrand as occurring in the variety of

rom Smaland, Sweden, recently named by him alshe-

dite.J

The sphene which occurs bo is country
. the lime-

stones of thi most always of a chocolate-brown

color, and shows when --- habit of the variety

called by Shepard lederite, (see figure). Whenever anything

resembling a cleavage is present, the surfaces meet under the

angle given above, corresponding to that of the pyramid —4P
(according to Dana). This is, however, not a true cleavage but

l caused by repeated twinning, as in the case of salite.

That the exact position of these lamellse may be better

understood, a figure of a crystal of the lederite type is here

given with the following table of the different symbol-

to the planes by G. Rose,§ Des Cloizeaux,'- and Professor J. D.

Dana.!

* This Journal, I, xxxix, p. 357. 1840.

t Handbuch der Mineralogie, 3d ed., p. U0. 1877.

tT'un.i. Sv.st. Mia.. I'll Appendix, p. 122.

niB, etc. Inaug. Disser., Berlin, 1820.

p. ?,Si. (The signs of the hemipyramids are changed

to accord with general usage.)
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Rose. Des Cloizeaux. Am*

p™ (y) OP (^>) OP (0)

\P2 (n) -P (<**) -2P (2)

VPl (7?) -2P (#) -4P (4)

P* (r) o>P («,) OOP (7)

IP 2 (0 P (ft*) 2P (-2)

c on greenovite, the manganese sphe
Piedmont,* and by Hessenberg on crystals from Pfitsch in

-l.f It is also present on several crystals of the

lederite habit in my possession, occurring with apatite in a red

calcite near Eganville, Eenfrew Co., Canada. This face lies in

the zone y:r and makes with y an angle of 130° 27

lated 130° 45' (Des CI.)). In one of the crystals showing this

plane the parting is exceptionally well developed; and the

simultaneous reflections from botli the crystal plane and part-

ing surface shows that they are exactly parallel.

The most perfect development of this parting which I have

anywhere observed is in the silvery-brown sphene,

with the white microcline and green malacolite from P
Lawrence Co., N. Y. These minerals are found imbedded in

a coarse grained calcite and all have their faces and angles so

rounded that accurate crystallographic determinations are very

difficult. The malacolite shows a perfect parting parallel to

OP. In the sphene the parting is, as a rule, much more per-

fectly developed parallel to one pyramid face than it is parallel

to the other. After a number of trials such pieces were

obtained as gave equally distinct reflections from be:

and the angle between them was determined by measuremen

to be 125° 26'. The calculated angle, as given by Ws
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Cloizeaux,* between y^r) is 125° 42', so that the agreement is

as great as could be expected in consideration of the reflections

never being perfectly sharp.

The frequent total absence of this parting in one portion
of a crystal when it is highly developed in another part,

as well as the fact that it is to be found parallel to only one of

the two pyramidal faces, shows that it is not to be regarded as

a true cleavage.

It is furthermore easy to convince oneself by a careful in-

spection of such crystals as show it most perfectly, that this

parting is really due to repeated twinning. The interposed
lamella? are so narrow as to be readily overlooked. They run
around the crystal in the direction indicated in the figure

—

though of course in much greater numbers—meeting the edge
r^r at an angle of about 16°. On the crystals from Pitcairn

especially, the lamellae are sometimes broad enough to give
bright reflections of their own, and in one case it was possible
to measure the inclination of the face r to the lamellae travers-

ing it as 159° 17'. The truly hemitropic character of these
lamella? is best shown in polarized light. A section of a Pit-

cairn crystal cut parallel to one of the parting surfaces showed
parallel hand?, similar to those observed in calcite, when this

mineral is twinned according to —\R. The width of these
bands varies from \ to ^ of a millimeter, each one frequently
appearing to be made up of innumerable narrower ones. They
often change in width and sometimes either pinch out gradually
or suddenly disappear. No accurate measurements of the
angle of extinction of these bands could be made on account
of the very high refractive index of the mineral.

There seems, therefore, to be little doubt that the apparently
perfect cleavage, so characteristic of much of the American
sphene is produced by a polysynthetic twinning parallel to the

face rj (= -4P Dana, -2P Des Cloizeaux, 4P4 Rose), a fact

that is of interest as well for being a new twinning law for this

mineral as an explanation of its characteristic parting.

In light of the recent investigations by Miigge.f Forstner}

and others, on the production of secondary twinning lamelhe
by pressure, it seems not improbable that the above described
structure in sphene may be also due to the same cause. This
seems the more likely since all the other minerals associated
with the sphene from Pitcairn, in which the parting is most
perfectly developed, show in a greater or less degree effects of
the same kind. The calcite in which all the minerals are
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imbedded always has polysynthetic lamellae parallel — £R, the

green malacolite has a very perfect parting due to twinning

lamellse parallel OP, while even the white feldspar crystals

(microcline) possess in the greatest perfection that peculiar mi-

croperthitic interlamination of albite substance which Lehmann
has also ascribed to the action of powerful pressure.*

Petrographical Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University, March 26, 1885.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

I. Chemistky and Physics.

results of an investigation as to tl

-A preliminary report on the gen-

eral results of this investigation was published by the
~ rd of Health some three years ago, but the full repoi

ntly appeared, giving all details as to the kinds of water

nined, the ar

reached from these resull

The specimens of water examined— 161 in number— were

grouped under the following heads:
Class I.—Natural waters, believed from actual use to be ot

good, whol Ending the regular water supply ot

some of tin United States.

Class II.—Natural water, which t.l -re seems to I

for believing have actually caused disease on the pari

drinking them. A reqi

for samples of them, was published for several months in the

National Board of Health Bulletin, and was extenah
into newspapers and professional journals, and a copious corres-

pondence with physicians and others in various parts ot ""

country was employed to secure such samples and f<

dence as to the supposed connection of each water with the pro-

duction of disease.

Class III.—Natural waters of doubtful but more or leaa bo*

pected character. In reference to these the medical evidence

'•nt t<> ju-tif\ placing them in class II.

Class IV.—Artificially prepared waters, made by addm '

ar.- amounts of various inhi-w^
' organic matter, of natural origin, and of such kn'.i-

chiefly as water for human consumption is liable to come in en-
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made as above, with
ufacturing or industrial

operations.

Class VI.—Artificially prepared waters, as above, made with
animal (or partly animal) organic matters of natural origin,

especially such as are likely to occur in connection with the con-
tamination of drinking water.

Class VII.—Artificially prepared waters, as above, made with
'inim.il refuse from manufacturing or industrial operations.

Class VIII. -Artificially prepared waters, as above, to which
had been added morbid products from certain diseases in the
human subject.

Class IX.—Solutions, in distilled water, of carefully determined
amounts of pure organic substances of definite chemical compo-

vith various modifications of the same, for

organic matter which were investigated

(1) The "combustion process" of Frankland and
irocess " of WanJ

"

nganate process,"

Kubel respectively.

The specimens of water, supplied under precisely similar condi-

tions, were simultaneously examined by these methods in the
hands of three independent analysts, well trained for the work,
one in Baltimore, one in Washington, and one at the University
of Virginia—all quite ignorant of the history and character of
the specimens submitted to them, these specimens being desig-

nated solely by an arbitrary series of numbers.
At the same time a microscopic examination of each water was

made and a pathological investigation of its effect (when concen-
trated by evaporation at very low temperature) upon rabbits

by hypodi w the direction of Professor H.
XewJll Martin, of the Johns Hopkins University.

A detailed criticism of each of the methods examined is given,

noticing the special advantages and defects of each, with sugges-

tions for 1

1

- with a view
to their improvement.
The chief interest of this report in its complete form consists in

the study by comparison with each other of the results given in

the -er'u.s of taMc-. i . the hearing of the

deeide l5-
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(2.) In judging the sanitary character of a water not only must
such processes be used in connection with the investigation <>'

other evidence of a more general sort, as to the source and his-

tory of the water, but should even be deemed of but secondary

importance in weighing the reasons for accepting or rejecting m

water not manifestly unfit for drinking on other grounds.

(3.) There are no sound grounds on which to establish such

general "standards of purity" as have been proposed looking^-

exact amounts of organic carbon or nitrogen, " albuminoid-

ammonia," oxygen of permanganate consumed, etc., as permissi-

ble or not. Distinctions drawn by the application of such

standards are arbitrary and may be misleading.

(4.) Two entirely legi m to be open for the

useful examination by chemical means of the organic constituent*

iter, namelv: Hr>t, the detection of >•,/•// //,o.w pol-

lution; such as the contamination of the water of a well by

accidental bursting or crushing of soil-pipes, leakage of drains,

etc.; and secondly, the periodical examination of a wa;
as of a great city, in order that, the normal or usual character .«!

the water having hem previously ascertained, any suspicion-

changes which from time to time may occur, shall be promptly

detected and their cause investigated.

(5.) In connection with this latter application of water analyse

there >eems to be no objection to the establishtn

"standards of puritv " for drinking water, based on

fie. rough examination of the water supplv in its usual condition.

(0.) The facts of thi< investigation tend to shov '

and very _; d be attached to a OM
mination f the nitrites and nitrates in water to be used tor

drinking. No aspect in wide}, the good and bad natural water*

have been <
• bo definite a result as this.

(7.) In w.r ply use should be made

of all three oi the principal pVo,- (^e* for tie examination of the

organic matter present : ,'aeh „ive> a certain kind <»|
:

which the others do not afford. Cnder circumstances admitting

only of the use of simple means of investigation, the

resorted to, such a course entailing practically the neglect oi

carbon on the one hand or nitrogen on the other.

Among the more interesting special conclusions reached may

be quoted the following

:

(1.) Distinct proof has been obtained that in the "c
process" there are two constantly present errors, va

usually important in amount, namely: loss of carbon
evaporation of the water, and gain '!' nitrogen from ;

the atmosphere surrounding the gas flame, the latter probably
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partly balanced by loss of nitrogen originally present in the

(2.) It has been shown that within a practically reasonable
time enough wat< r for tl c application of the combustion process

may be evaporated in a closed vessel and under greatly reduced
1'ivsMire at a temperature but little over 30° C, and that decid-

edly improved results may be obtained by thus modifying the

(3.) In regard to the Wanklyn " ammonia process" it has been
a-certained that in the determination both of "free" and "albu-
minoid " ammonia there is a loss, sometimes quite considerable in

amount, resulting from imperfect condensation of the ammonia
during' distillation.

(4.) In the application of the same process it has been proved
that in some eases nitrogenous organic matter is volatilized dur-
ing the distillation for "free" ammonia, and the amount of

so-called '• albuminoid *' ammonia thus made to appear less than

(5.) As regards the " permanganate process" it seems that the
amount of oxygen <..,. of water is probably
in all ordinary eases much beh-w that required lor complete oxi-

dation of the organic matter present, and does not stand in any
fixed ratio thereto. It cannot be taken as a measure either of
the organic carbon or of the total oro-aiiic matter, t b

tinct general resemblance can he traced between strongly marked
results, high or low, as the ease may be. for the consumption of

oxygen on the one hand and organic carbon (by the combustion
process) on the other.

(6.) The conclusions commonly drawn from the ratio of carbon
to nitrogen in the organic matter of water as to this organic mat-
ter being of vegetable or animal origin may in some cases be
quite erroneous. Thu-, tor in-tano . this ratio would in the case
of water contaminated by the a i the manu-
facture of starch, lead to the belief that animal matter was

(7.) The ] Qts (on rabbits) serve to show that
the general belief in the greater dan., i ai -ii e. fro i the prest nee
of animal rather than vegetable organic matter in water is not to

•

infusion of dead forest leaves, such as is washed away in immense
quantity in autumn and winter from the surface of any woodland
country.

(8.) The very small absolute amount of organic matter indi-

cated as present in many of the most dangerous waters examined
furnishes- e\ lenc i u aiu-t my p ely chemical theory of the pro-

;.'£'
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belief that not to the direct effect of any chemical substances

(such effect necessarily standing in definite" relation to their quan-

tity), but to the presence of living organisms with their power

of practically unlimited sell-multiplication, we must in all proba-

bility look for an explanation of most at any rate of the mischief

attributable to drinking water. At the same time it is of course

possible that indirectly a large amount of organic matter in water

may be more dangerous than a smaller quantity, as furnishing on

a greater scale the suitable material and conditions for the devel-

opment of noxious a- well ;ts harmless organisms.

(9.) The biological experiments indicated by some of their

results, not only the probability that the pernicious

certain waters was referable to the presence and action ot living

organisms, but abo the possibilit y that a water contaii ;

matter of any kind may be harmless at one time and harmful &1

another, when perhaps "a different stage of fermentative or putre-

factive change may have been entered upon, and special organ-

isms may have made their appearance or entered upon a new

The Report is marred by some typographi d ei >rs in>i _

from its being printed without the proof-sheets haying been

submitted to the author for correction. The most import ant

mistake in the printing consists in the "general d

results" being given first as a reproduction of the
j

report, instead of appearing in 'proper place at the end of the

main report ; all the matter from the lower part of p. 190 to p. -1

1

inclusive, should Ik transferred so as to come immediately before

W. P. Dunwoody, Esq., Secretary
Health, Washington, D. C.

2. Radiation from incandescent lamps.—
result of experiments on the radiation from thernio

high vacua. : at pressures between
lionths and one millionth of an atffl

the mean molecular free path. Captain A
cated to the Physical Society of London the results of
upon the radiation from incandescent electric lamps'.

then plotted with watt- a- -lUri^M- and radiation as ordinate^.

The curves "for , ;1 , -d to he h }
perl-la^

with vertical axes. The
tical the quality ,,f the light emitted bv anv two lamps. !'
radiation i> found for my "particular rav", and* b\ cn

curve corresponding to that ra\ from tin- othei lam]
for what number of watts the radiation is the same.—A <"»•"•

April 2, 1885, p. 523. J-
T'
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3. Measurer,) e»d of lou- temperatures. — M. Wboblewski has
compared the indications of a hydrogen thermometer and a ther-

mal junction. The hydrogen thermometer indicates, below — 1
93°

('.. temperatures lower than the thermal junction, which shows
1 1 1

;

n hydrogen below the above temperature contracts more than
the laws of Mariotte and Gay-Lussac demand. This departure
increases with the depth of temperature. Thus the hydrogen
thermometer gives for the temperature of solidification of oxide of

carbon and azote —207° C. and —214° C. The thermal junction
gave —199° C. and —203° C. The regularity of the thermo-
electric curve shows that the thermal junction gives more reliable

indications than the air thermometer at very low temperatures.
When oxygen, azote, and oxide of carbon are evaporated to a

vacuum the temperature falls only a few degrees below —200° C.
The author also maintains that the law of ii<piefaction of atmos-
pheric air is not that of a simple gas; but acts like a mixture of

which the components have different law- of liquefaction.— Comp-
tts Itcxdus, April 13, 1885, p. 979. j. t.

4. New property of Selenium.—Webner Siemens has exam-
ined the new selenium cells made by Mr. Fritts, of New York.
and states that they possess great sensitiveness to rays of light of
certain refrangibility. These cells consist of a thin homogeneous
layer of selenium spread on a metal plate. This layer is heated
to convert it from amorphous to crystalline selenium, and is then
coated with fine gold leaf. One of the plates examined by Sie-

mens was not sensitive to light; when, however, a galvanometer
was intercalated between the gold leaf and the base plate, the
existence of an electrical current was detected. The difference of

'

r
.; :..: •

:
• :

..;•:.
dirference of potential. This electromotive force increased from
9.30 a. >r. to 11.35 a. m. ; remained constant for some time, and
then decreased to 3 p. m.— SitzHuytleriehti der Akad. do- U7.**v«.

zu Berlin, ¥eh. 12, 1885. J. t.

5. On the depth in the sea to wl .—MM. If.

Lol and Ed. Sarasin, who bav« - tioo of light

bv the water oi hake Geneva, have extended their researches to

arrested at a depth of -fU0
m

.— Comptes ltendus, A]

pp. 991-994.
6. Thermo-electric pd< ..<.— The ( lamond battery ii

of couples of iron or nickel and an alloy of antimc
M. Clamond and M. Carpenter have lately greatly
efficiency of this battery. One model consisting of
gave 8 volts and had an internal :
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of 60 elements gave 3*6 volts with an interm
ohms. The amount of gas consumed by both models was 180

liters per hour.

II. Geology and Mineralogy.
1. International Geological Congress.—The third session of the

International Geological Congress will be opened at Berlin on the

28th of September, under the honorary presidency of Dr. H. von

Dechen, and will continue to October 3d. Geological excursions

will occupy from the 5th to the 10th of October. Those intend-

ing to be present should announce it soon to the secretary of &«
Committee of Organization, Berlin, No. 44 Invalidenstrasse, with

a mention of residence and position. The fee for new members,

12 francs, may be sent with the letter announcing the proposed

attendance.

2. Pennsylvania Geological Atlas of Counties. — Professor

Lesley, the Director of the Geological Survey of Pennsylvania,

has published, in octavo form, an atlas of County geological maps,

sixty-seven in number and admirable in all respects, together with

introductory text containing a general account of the several

counties both topographical and geological. It is exceedingly

gratifying to have such an example of geological maps on a con-

venient scale for use, and maps that contain, in most cases, all

the details that are ordinarily desired.
3. Massive Safflorite.—ln a letter to the Editors, dated May

3d, Mr. L. "YV. McCay states that to avoid misunderstanding two

iiM-ornpk-te sentences in his article upon massive safflorite, on p.

370 of the May number, should read as follows: "lie further

appears to doubt the accuracy of the star. •

often in Breithaupt's Paragenesis to the effect that si

and safhVrite appear together, tin f<>rn« r ah<>>-, tin latt, ,\ and

;ts well to examine the specimens belong!
Freiberg collection with a view of discovering what t 'hi

-

really is. The specimens from Bieber, Schneeberg, Reinerzau

and Wittichen, which Sandberger had opportunity to examine,

exhibited no indications of the" two minerals occurri
as stated'" The interpolations requisite for a proper understand-

ing are in italics.

4. The Santa Cat/mriaa M-MorHe ; by Orvitj.k A. Dniua.

' • -
: . - ;

„ - . . -,
'^' '-:-• :

~

theiv recorded were based on errors of identification of the ele-

ments of the stony crust that envelops fragments of the meteor-

ite. This crust proves to be due to the cementation to the iron

of the elements of the soil and disintegrated rock on winch it

rests, but so altered in physical aspect and chemical
that with the imperfect means ,,f separation then
and my limited experience in deali i- w tl part dlv altered and

reconstituted rocks, I was completely deceived regarding its true

nature and relations to the meteoric mass.
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III. Miscellaneous Scientific Intelligence.

1. Concours National de Compensation de Chronometres
pour les temperatures; by G. Cellerier. Geneva, 1885.—The
">:;,!.! rition, the results of which are discussed in this volume was
initiated by the section of Horology of the Society of Arts,
Geneva. Fifty-four pocket and seven marine chronometers were
in the competition, and an uncompensated marine chronometer was
added for purposes of comparison.

It is well known that a chronometer with an uncompensated
balance wheel may be regulated to keep time for any one given
temperature. With a compensated balance wheel the chronome-
ter can be regulated to keep correct time at any two given
temperatures. Hut experience shows that, in general, the chro-

nometer thus adjusted will not keep correct time at other temper-
atures than those two. Fifty years ago Dent expressed this by
saying : that between the two given temperatures the chronom-
eter gains time, that above the higher and below the lower
temperatures the chronometer loses time. This secondary error

mpensation, or Dent's inequality, is i

i whose absrissn* are the tnaperutares and irhu*,

ordi.nates are the rorrespondiny rates ?'.>• a parahoht. A goodly
number of mechanical devices have been tried, at large expense
of time and money, generally with indifferent success, for the
purpose of correcting this peculiar irregularity. Vet strange to

one for ascertaining the fans about this inequality. It gives us

a large number of observations. Bt Cellerier has obtained from
them some important conclusions.

Some chronometers had steel spiral springs and some had
palladium. The whole were kept at a temperature as near to 5

- practicable for five days, then in like manner for

successive periods of five days each, the temperatures were lo
,

15°, 20°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 30°, 25°, 20°, 15°, 10°, 5°, 35°; that is,

plotting the curves to present the observed secondary error th

sinuous and of varied shapes but of small amplitude. On
other hand the curves for the steel springs were much m
inclined to a parabolic form, but had greater amplitudes.

short, steel springs in the hand- of a -'
1 adjuster permit us
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know by a simple formula the rate of the chronom-
palladium springs give smaller but more irregular secondary

errors. The average of the secondary errors for palladium

springs was about 70 per cent of that for steel springs. If these five

points of merit he taken together, viz: regularity of daily rate,

identity of rate in isothermal periods, smallness of principalerrur

of compensation, smallness of secondary error, a ml I

secondary error, the author says that the steel and the palladium

springs stand on an equality.

The mean acceleration for the first seven periods differed from

that of the last seven. The curve for the secondary error also

differed very decidedly in the two periods. In general it ap-

proached much more nearly to the parabola in the second than

in the first half of the time. The cause of this is supposed to

have been that most of the time-pieces had been adjusted only I

short time before the trial, and therefore had not in the earlier

periods attained such regularity of action as in the later periods.

The bulletins of daily rate, with the reductions, are given in

full, and the various curves for the secondary errors are presented

in the plates. These curves of course include all errors of obser-

vation of unknown irregularities. The facts developed by this

competition cannot fail to throw light on the unknown causes oi

the secondary error. **•

[Copies of this memoir may he obtained from Mr. Florend, 15

Maiden Lane, New York Citv: the price is 20 francs.—Eos.]

2. Annals of the Astrn>,,,,„',,;,l <>!,.« rro!,.rg <;/' lh<r>'<y<>

College; vol. xiv, Pt. II.—Observations with the Meridian Pho-

tometer during the years 1879-1882, by Edward C. Pickkkin;-

Director, aided by Arthur Searle and Oliver C. Wendell, Assis-

tants in the Observatory, pp. 327-512. Cambridge, 1885.—The

first portion of this important work on Am
embracing the observations with the Meridian Photometer at the

Harvard Observatory, is contained in Part 1 of volume xiv, and

«'as briefh not ! u this Journal it fin turn of its publication

(xxviii, 319). Tart II, now issued, contains a comparison of the

results of the Harvard observations with the catalogue of Ptolemy,

with those of both Ilersehels. and with all the modern
which give estimated or measured magnitudes of Mars. The Mis-

pocted Variables, Discordant Observations, the D-
Stars, and Err, sol'( taiogues are subjects of separate chapters

• 3. Thunder Storms.-The New England Meteorology
has issued a circular containing ari announcement oi a -pei-iai

subject of investigation for the summer of 1885, with advice,

scui to all de.irino it on addressing Professor W

.

M. Davis, Secretary of the society, Cambridge, Mass
with instructions and blanks for records. The council of tne

ance of members and observers, and of all pei-

•
- '

'
-

:
:

•" - . •;...- ; _
;

'

-
particularly in extending the observers in 'their neighborhood.

4. Van J J . -d.on pa-.-

422, Van Beneden is a for Van Bemmelen.
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